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Preface to ”Sustainable Business Models”
The dynamically changing world economy, which is in an era of intensive development and
globalization, creates new needs in both the theoretical models of management and in the practical
discussion related to the perception of business. Because of new economic phenomena related to
the crisis, there is a need for the design and operationalization of innovative business models for
companies. Due to the fact that in times of crisis, the principles of strategic balance are particularly
important, these business models can be sustainable business models. Moreover, it is essential to
skillfully use different methods and concepts of management to ensure the continuity of business. It
seems that sustainable business models, in their essence, can support companies’ effectiveness and
contribute to their stable, sustainable functioning in the difficult, ever-changing market.
This Special Issue aims to discuss the key mechanisms concerning the design and
operationalization of sustainable business models, from a strategic perspective. We invite you to
contribute to this Issue by submitting comprehensive reviews, case studies, or research articles.
Papers selected for this Special Issue are subject to a rigorous peer review procedure, with the aim of
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Abstract: The main purpose of this study is to investigate the development of the performance
indicators of sustainable management in the Taiwanese bicycle industry and to perform an importance
analysis. Based on the Balanced Scorecard concept, the framework of sustainable management is
added. Ten experts evaluated the performance indicators of a sustainable Balanced Scorecard in
the Taiwanese bicycle industry using five major categories: (1) Financial, (2) Customer, (3) Internal
Business Processes, (4) Learning and Growth, and (5) Sustainable Development, and a total of
21 performance indicators were used. The analytic network process (ANP) was used to perform
an importance analysis of the various performance indicators. Most of the experts suggested that
for the introduction of a sustainable management strategy into the bicycle industry in Taiwan, it
is necessary to include the definition of sustainable management and to improve five performance
indicators: innovation process, customer satisfaction, operations process, after-sales service, and
market share. According to the analysis results, this study proposed relevant management definitions
and suggestions to be used as important references for decision-makers to understand the introduction
of sustainable management strategies to the current bicycle industry in Taiwan.
Keywords: balanced scorecard; performance indicator; ANP; sustainable management; bicycle industry
1. Introduction
In today’s complex and changing business environment, enterprises must carefully develop their
business strategies to gain a competitive advantage over the long term. Therefore, how to plan and
formulate strategies for enterprises plays a decisive role. With the development of environmental
awareness and sustainability, market value is no longer dominated by a single performance indicator;
instead, the triple bottom line (TBL) framework integrates economic, environmental, and social
performance [1,2]. It has become an international focus to actively implement environmental protection
and social responsibility. Therefore, the implementation of a new strategy in response to this trend is
necessary for enterprises to remain competitive. Additionally, the issue of how to effectively integrate
existing and future strategies to enhance competitiveness is an important issue that enterprises
must consider.
Taiwan is known as the “Bicycle Kingdom” due to excellent manufacturing technology, successful
market segmentation, and high profitability [3]. The current trends of global warming, environmental
Sustainability 2016, 8, 518; doi:10.3390/su8060518 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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consciousness, sports and leisure activities, and high international oil prices are beneficial to the
development of the bicycle industry. In view of these considerations, if the Taiwanese bicycle
industry can conform to current environmental concerns, actively apply a sustainable business strategy,
and maintain business leaders who assume industry responsibility, then the international image of
Taiwan-made bicycles and industrial competitiveness would be enhanced.
Based on the Balanced Scorecard concept, this study includes the definition of sustainable
management to develop performance indicators of a sustainable Balanced Scorecard for the bicycle
industry. This study uses the characteristics of the ANP to perform an importance analysis of the
priority of the various performance indicators in the bicycle industry. In addition, the study is intended
to help decision-makers understand the focus of the introduction of a sustainable management strategy.
Specifically, the research objectives concerning a sustainable Balanced Scorecard for the bicycle industry
of Taiwan are as follows:
(1) to develop performance indicators;
(2) to investigate the importance analysis of the performance indicators;
(3) to summarize the management definition of the importance of the performance indicators.
2. Literature Review
The trends in sustainable management strategy will be reviewed and the application of a Balanced
Scorecard will be discussed. The bicycle industry’s current status and sustainability issues will be
examined, and the application of the ANP will be illustrated.
2.1. Sustainable Management Strategy
The Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development states that humankind
now faces economic, social, and environmental threats. Human beings must have the ability to continue
to develop and to meet their actual needs, but humanity should not jeopardize the wellbeing of the
next generation. This can be accomplished by applying the concepts of fairness, sustainability, and
commonality [4]. However, the general measure of business performance can be broadly divided into
three dimensions: financial performance, business performance, and organizational performance [5].
As the environment changes, companies should not pursue profit maximization as their primary goal;
efforts should be made to meet the public’s expectations of businesses, to enhance the corporate image,
and to practice sustainable management [6]. To the stakeholders (consumers, shareholders, employees,
communities, suppliers, and governments), organizations have a duty to maximize their positive
impacts while minimizing the negative ones. Studies have suggested that in the future a multinational
corporation will need to comply with more than 60 different environmental and societal norms [7].
Issues related to social aspects are gradually taken seriously. Many companies have been engaged in
social responsibility and social welfare to strengthen their performance in terms of these social aspects.
Moreover, the evaluation of business performance has gradually transformed into the triple bottom
line framework, which consists of economic, environmental, and social performance [1,2]. The triple
bottom line includes a financial baseline, an environmental baseline, and a social baseline. The financial
baseline refers to a company’s financial benefits, as shown by its financial report. The environmental
baseline focuses on a company’s performance in terms of sustainable management, which requires
that the company not damage the sustainability of natural capital. Related environmental indicators
include compliance with environmental laws and standards, environmental management systems,
energy use, waste disposal, recycling, and the use of eco-technology. The social baseline focuses on
social capital and the maintenance and development of human capital. Social capital includes the
mutual trust between members of society and the co-operative relationship. Human capital includes
staff education, investment in health and nutrition, and an emphasis on labor rights. Businesses can
participate in meaningful work, such as the protection of human rights, the abolition of child labor, the
protection of labor and women’s rights, social care, education, and health care [8,9].
2
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2.2. The Application of the Balanced Scorecard
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) was developed by a one-year research project funded by the U.S.
management consultancy firm Nolan, Norton & Co. (acquired by KPMG) in 1990 [10]. The program
was created by David Norton, of Nolan–Norton, and Robert Kaplan, a Harvard University professor.
The program aimed to explore “the future overall performance evaluation system of the organization”.
The strategy performance measurement system covered four dimensions: Financial, Customer,
Internal Processes, and Learning and Growth; it is now known as the Balanced Scorecard [11–13].
The application of the Balanced Scorecard is widely employed. In response to different organizational
patterns, characteristics, and life cycles, there are different focal points, including balanced financial
and non-financial indexes, balanced internal and external composing factors, balanced lead–lag
relationships of information, and balanced short-term performance and long-term value [14,15].
For example, there are benefits to linking activity-based costing regarding gross profit with the Balanced
Scorecard after the Balanced Scorecard has been implemented [12]. Fletcher and Smith [16] discuss
how, by integrating the analytic hierarchy process technique with the Balanced Scorecard, performance
indicators can be established to objectively assess the performance of enterprises. In addition, the
Balanced Scorecard can also be utilized in evaluating the performance of suppliers, particularly when
choosing them [17,18]. The four dimensions are explained as follows.
(1) Financial perspective
The financial perspective is the ultimate goal of the four dimensions of the Balanced Scorecard; it
represents the financial performance of its operations [11]. It is primarily the intersection between the
interests of the shareholders and the financial impact of strategic objectives [19]. For most businesses,
it is nothing more than the pursuit of revenue growth, increasing productivity, cost reduction, financial
risk management, and other issues [10].
(2) Customer perspective
The customer perspective primarily concerns how the company can create major core values to
the customer through policy and action [19]. The customer and market segments in which a business
unit competes and the measures of the business unit’s performance in these targeted segments are
sources of revenue for the company to achieve its financial goals. [12]. The customer perspective can
be categorized into market share, customer acquisition, customer retention, customer satisfaction, and
customer profitability. Companies must amend the target based on the customers who will generate
the most expected profit and the greatest potential for revenue growth.
(3) Internal business process perspective
The main difference between the Balanced Scorecard setting goals and traditional performance
measurement systems is the inclusion of the internal business process. Kaplan and Norton state that
before designing the internal processes of the measurable performance indicators, the business value
chain should be analyzed. Based on the innovation process, the operation process, and post-sales
service, the internal processes can be implemented such that customer needs are met in an optimal
manner [20]. The beginning of the value chain of the internal business process perspective is the
innovation process, which clarifies the current and future customer needs. New products are developed
to meet and create customer needs. Next, the operation process focuses on providing products and
services to existing customers. Finally, the post-sales service process, which includes defective products
and returns, is accounted for.
(4) Learning and growth perspective
The Learning and Growth perspective is about how to improve the competitiveness of the
organization and its human resources to accept the challenges to be faced in the future [19]. This
3
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perspective has three major core objectives—employee capabilities; information system capabilities;
and motivation, empowerment, and alignment. The financial, customer, and internal business process
perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard reveal gaps between the desired and actual ability of employees,
systems, and procedures. To narrow these gaps, companies must invest to advance staff skills,
strengthen information technology systems, and adjust organizational procedures and daily operations
so that employee satisfaction is enhanced, and staff retention rates and employee productivity are
maximized [11].
In summary, based on the structure of the Balanced Scorecard, there are implications for balancing
the external metrics, such as stakeholders and customers, with the key internal metrics, such as internal
processes, innovation and learning, and growth [21,22]. Because the Balanced Scorecard is an open
system, when the interests of all stakeholders and institutions succeed as part of an integral strategy,
these interests can be integrated into it [20]. Therefore, this study is based on the original structure of
the Balanced Scorecard and therefore integrates the environmental and social perspectives to form
new perspectives in order to achieve economic, social, and environmental objectives that also provide
the possibility of sustainable development [21,23,24].
2.3. Current Status of the Bicycle Industry
The bicycle industry in Taiwan has been developing for the last 50 years. The foundation of the
its industrial development was previous domestic transportation and loading operations. From 1971
to 1974, the bicycle industry in Taiwan has helped foreign manufacturers earn gross profits in the
form of large ODM orders. Hence, a superb manufacturing technology and a supply chain network
consisting of many small and medium enterprises has been developed [25]. With the collaboration of
industry, government, academia, and research, the bicycle industry in Taiwan has moved toward the
development of entrepreneurial firms. The title “Superior Bicycle Kingdom” was won by focusing on
advancing quality and establishing domestic brands [26].
Since 2005, the government has proposed a transportation-industry promotion plan that targets
the shaping of an international image of superior bicycles and the production of parts and components
in Taiwan. Combined with industry, government, academia, and other research resources, the bicycle
industry in Taiwan has been continuously developing new materials and innovative features that
incorporate lightweight components, electronics, and ergonomics, as well as meet the demand for
good-value and high-grade products [27].
By developing bicycle product design and research and development capabilities, new features
of domestic products and the high-tech image have been enhanced. Therefore, the value added and
product competitiveness has been increased. New features and new materials have been developed
and integrated to create a technological environment able to promote product differentiation with
the mainland products. With a leading position in bicycle stores, the bicycle industry in Taiwan has
delivered more differentiated and innovative products in the international market [27,28]. The bicycle
industry in Taiwan has successfully established a well-known international brand and marketing
channels with the collaborative work of the government and private industry, and now strives to
transform into an international high-quality research and development center and sales center [3].
In summary, the bicycle industry in Taiwan has gradually transformed from a manufacturing
industry into one combined with a service industry. The market segments are targeted with the
development of innovative, high-quality bicycle products and services compared with the bicycle
industries of other countries. However, the bicycle industry’s business strategy is less refined. Therefore,
this study emphasizes that the bicycle industry must respond to the current trend, pay attention to the
environment and sustainability issues, and create an excellent image with the superiority of a leading
brand. To maintain the competitive advantage of the bicycle industry, a sustainable business strategy
involving the image and products of the company must be actively initiated.
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2.4. Analytic Network Process (ANP)
The analytic network process is a generalized model of the analytic hierarchy process; both
were proposed by Thomas L. Saaty [29]. In recent years, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has
been widely used in many problems involving system decision-making. This method concerns the
division of system levels, considering one-way influence between the hierarchy, and assumes that
elements of the same level are individually independent. However, there are many cases involving
elements of interdependent and feedback relationships in decision-making problems; AHP cannot
incorporate these connections [30]. Bentes, Carneiro, Silva, and Kimura [31] discuss the restrictions of
an integration of BSC and AHP in the multidimensional assessment of organizational performance in
a Brazilian telecom company. For example, there must be a hierarchical approach among the elements,
assuming that there is no interaction between independent elements, or a sensitivity analysis cannot
be performed to verify whether results are reasonably stable. Therefore, ANP, proposed by Saaty in
1996, included the characteristics of interdependence and feedback, enabling scholars and experts
to apply it to a wide range of issues [32,33]. AHP is actually a special case of ANP; AHP assumes
that there is independent influence between the relevant factors of an issue, while ANP assumes that
there are mutually influential relations among factors [34]. ANP, like AHP, can reach a consensus of
all decision-making through a specific method, but it has a relatively deeper level of consideration
compared with AHP. The application of ANP consists of assessing the priority value of each object
and establishing an interdependence relationship as well as a network between various objectives and
guidelines. Accordingly, ANP not only considers the practical problems with dependent characteristics
in programs and guidelines but also possesses a feedback mechanism to handle human society’s real
and complex problems [35].
The construction and the steps of implementing the ANP are as follows.
(1) The construction of decision problems system
By investigating the interaction between various criteria, the overall structure of the decision
problem network map is constructed. If there is an influence of the criteria on the overall structure,
it is an outer dependence; if there is an influence between the sub-criteria involved in each criterion
group, it is an inner dependence.
(2) Pairwise comparisons between various groups and guidelines
After the relationship mentioned above is established, groups with dependencies or feedback
relationships are pair-wise compared in the AHP methods with a comparison scale from 1 to 9 [36].
Questionnaires to all the experts are arranged as follows: by taking the geometric mean as the input
value, the comparison matrices are compiled. Each comparison matrix is required for consistency
analysis, and when the consistency ratio (C.R.) ď0.1, it can be accepted; the paired comparison
questionnaires can be considered to be valid questionnaires [37,38]. Then,
C.R. “ C.I.{R.I. (1)
where C.I. is the consistency index and R.I. is random inconsistency.
(3) Building a super-matrix
After pairwise comparisons, the vector of each matrix can be calculated. All the vectors included
within the matrix form the unweighted super-matrix. The weight of the same element within the
unweighted matrix is multiplied by the relating number of community so that all straight fields add
up to 1, resulting in the weighted super-matrix.
5
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(4) The super-matrix of limiting calculation of decision problems
To obtain a state of long-term stability, the weighted super-matrix is multiplied by itself repeatedly
until convergence, where in each column and field the numbers are equal; this can be expressed as the







(5) The advantageous arrangement of feasibility plans
According to the various possible solutions and standards between each feature vector in the
matrix to obtain the whole feature vector, one can find the best solution.
(6) Sensitivity analysis of the decision problem
The decision problem can be performed through sensitivity analysis to analyze the strength of
the overall arrangement. This allows policy makers to see how the results change when a certain
input value changes and to observe whether the result is stable after the order is changed. Therefore,
policymakers can choose the proposed plan with more confidence.
ANP has a wide range of applications in addition to the use of multi-target and multi-criteria
decision-making. It can access and evaluate the relative importance of a number of indicators to
determine the most suitable solution and be an important reference for the organization’s resource
allocation and policy construction [39,40]. The main purpose of this study is to select the performance
indicators of a sustainable strategy for the bicycle industry and to assess the relative importance of
performance indicators. The bicycle industry can therefore adopt this model as an important reference
for further sustainable decision-making.
3. Research Design and Methods
This study refers to Incorporating Design Thinking into Sustainable Business Modeling by Lehmann,
Bocken, Steingrimsson, and Evans [41] to construct the bicycle sustainable management Balanced
Scorecard performance indicators ANP assessment model. By integrating the value mapping tool [42]
and different notions and concrete cogitations that focus the design process around the concerns,
interests, and values of humans in an iterative and interactive way [43], the interaction design is
assembled. This study design is divided into three stages. The detailed process of the study is shown
in Figure 1, and the project team work is listed in Table 1.
The first stage is based on the four aspects of the Balanced Scorecard: the analysis of sustainable
management and the literature review of the bicycle industry to summarize how the assessment
dimensions and criteria can be incorporated into the bicycle industry’s sustainable development
strategy. The second stage is to draw on the experience and opinions of experts by using a questionnaire
survey of the key elements of sustainable management strategies selected from all facets and important
projects and to determine the correlation between the key elements as the basis for constructing the
ANP evaluation model. The third stage is to construct the ANP evaluation model and to include
analysis of the dependency of the relevance among the criteria. With the analysis of the ANP expert
survey results, the relative importance of the key elements emerges to help policy-makers realize the
relevance of sustainable management to Taiwan’s bicycle industry.
6
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The correlation of the key elements 
ANP Expert survey 
Consistency test
The sustainable development strategy and ANP evaluation model in bicycle industry 
Sustainable 
management 




Introduction and analysis 
Figure 1. Research design flow.
3.1. Experts Survey
The opinions of experts on research and experience related to the bicycle industry and on
sustainable management are assessed by the important criteria as summarized from the literature
given importance ratings based on subjective value judgments. To obtain an expert rating for each
project, an index of the questionnaire selection model is constructed on a scale of 0 to 1. The closer to 1,
the higher importance the item holds. The opinions of industry, government, and academic experts are
integrated to yield the analysis topics and construct the key factors in sustainable development in the
bicycle industry.
3.2. The Analytic Network Process
This study adds a fifth dimension, the sustainable development aspect, into the traditional
Balanced Scorecard. With the application of dependent characteristics of main criteria and sub-criteria
among the decision problems of ANP elements, the relative importance criteria of sustainable
management strategies and the bicycle industry are assessed by using Super Decisions software
to analyze the results of the research. To increase the reliability of the results of the questionnaire
analysis, the expert survey needs to be checked with consistency analysis. Those questionnaires that
meet the standards are valid, and for those that do not meet the standards, the experts shall make
further revisions. Finally, all valid expert questionnaire data are calculated by the geometric average
number as a whole ANP expert questionnaire data.
3.3. Target Respondents
The perspective of sustainable management strategy in the bicycle industry is extensive, and
there are different views from different angles. Therefore, in selecting target respondents, professional
competence of the experts, the familiarity and authority of the study of topics are the considerations
of the expert selection. The number of experts should preferably be five to 15 people because error
can be reduced to a minimum with a group of at least 10 people, and the reliability is the highest [44].
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This study requests 12 experts to participate in the expert survey and ANP questionnaire, with
10 questionnaires of effective recovery; the overall response rate was 83%. The background information
of the interviewees is shown in Table 2. Professional fields are bicycle industry management, bicycle
R&D, sustainable development, and corporate social responsibility. The target respondents adequately
covered the scope of this study and hold at least eight years of experience in teaching or in industry to
provide the most comprehensive and professional advice.
Table 2. Experts’ background information.
Catalogue Detailed Catalogue A B C D E F G H I J Num.
Category
Industry v v v v 4
Academia v v v v 4
R&D Center v v 2
Educational
background
Ph.D. v v v v 4
Master’s v v v v v 5
Bachelor’s v 1
Years
More than 15 years v v v v 4
10 to 15 years v v v v v 5
5 to 10 years v 1
position
General Manager/Professor v v v v 4
Manager/Associate Professor v v 2
Assistant Manager/Assistant
Professor v v v v 4
Profession
Bicycle Industry Management v v v v v v 6
Bicycle R&D v v v v v v v v 8
Sustainable development v v v v v 5
Corporate Social Responsibility v v v v v v 6
4. Research Results and Analysis
According to the research aim and literature review, the results of analysis are to be made using
the expert survey and the analytic network process. The analysis results are as follows.
4.1. The Analysis of the Expert Survey
This research is accomplished through a literature review examining how the bicycle industry is
introduced to sustainable operation; also considered is the draft of the expert questionnaire design.
According to the views and opinions of the industry experts, they amend and delete ambiguous
pieces and other unsuitable measure of the effectiveness of sustainable projects in the questionnaire.
Finally, four dimensions of the Balanced Scorecard, Financial, Customer, Internal Business Processes,
and Learning and Growth, are collated and analyzed. Additionally, the Sustainable Development
dimension is integrated as the fifth dimension. Along with 27 important projects, the five dimensions
are incorporated into the expert questionnaire design and survey, and the score is calculated by the
geometric mean (M value).
4.1.1. Selection of Key Elements of Sustainable Development
In this study, the result scores of 27 important projects under five dimensions are analyzed,
as shown in Table 3. CS and LR have the highest score (0.864), followed by innovation processes,
restructuring on employees’ expertise, and industrial safety and health (0.826); productivity, cost
management, customers’ continuation rate, and employees’ ability are in third place (0.792). The
quartile scores of the 27 major projects are regarded as the basis of retention or deletion for sustainable
management strategies. Six projects having a lower score than Q1 (Q1 = 0.706) were deleted after a
careful assessment. Therefore, by the collection of the expert questionnaire, 21 key projects are selected
in the study.
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Table 3. Analysis results of expert questionnaire.
Five Dimensions Key Projects M Value SequenceRemark
1. Financial
1-1 revenue growth (RG) 0.761 3 retain
1-2 productivity (PD) 0.792 1 retain
1-3 return on capital employed (RCE) 0.732 4 retain
1-4 cost management (CM) 0.792 1 retain
1-5 risk management (RM) 0.686 5 delete
1-6 investment strategy (IS) 0.663 6 delete
2. Customer
2-1 customer satisfaction (CS) 0.864 1 retain
2-2 customers continuation rate (CCR) 0.792 2 retain
2-3 market share (MS) 0.706 3 retain
2-4 customer profitability (CP) 0.645 5 delete
2-5 customer retention rate (CRR) 0.686 4 delete
3. Internal Business
Processes
3-1 innovation process (IP) 0.826 1 retain
3-2 business processes (BP) 0.761 2 retain
3-3 service (SV) 0.761 2 retain
3-4 information system capabilities (ISC) 0.706 4 retain
3-5 products database management (PDM) 0.663 5 delete
4. Learning and Growth
4-1 employee satisfaction (ES) 0.761 3 retain
4-2 employee continuation rate (ECR) 0.732 4 retain
4-3 employees ability (EA) 0.792 2 retain
4-4 restructuring on employees’ expertise
(REE) 0.826 1 retain
4-5 incentives and authorization (IA) 0.732 4 retain
4-6 supplier management capabilities
(SMC) 0.686 6 delete
5. Sustainable
Development
5-1 environmental protection (EP) 0.710 4 retain
5-2 industrial safety and health (ISH) 0.826 2 retain
5-3 labor rights (LR) 0.864 1 retain
5-4 protection of human rights (PHR) 0.761 3 retain
5-5 social care (SC) 0.710 4 retain
Q1 = 0.706
4.1.2. The Correlation Analysis of Key Elements of Sustainable Development
Experts were invited to evaluate the relationship of mutual influence among various performance
indicators, which were scored according to the level of correlation, as shown in Table 4. Statistical
analyses was performed on the evaluation results of correlation of performance indicators. If the mean
was ě3 and reached significant difference, there was a significant correlation between two performance
indicators. The key project-related outcomes are as shown in Appendix A. Each facet of the key
items is deemed as a relevant necessity in this study; for example, the key dimensions of Financial
perspective, 1-1, 1-2, and 1-4, serve as a key project as the pairwise comparison of essential items in
the ANP internal dependencies, which produce 21 comparison matrices. The external dependency
of key projects between dimensions is regarded as the expert selection results. For instance, in the
Financial performance, key item 1-1 is connected with 2-3, is associated with 3-1 and 3-2, is related to
4-1, 4-3, and 4-5, and is associated with 5-3. Therefore, in the ANP analysis stage, the project must be
considered based on key 1-1 and should carry out pairwise comparison of key 3-1 and 3-2; 4-1, 4-3, and
4-5. As for 2-3 and 5-3, due to the dimension with only one key project associated with 1-1, there is no
need for comparison. According to the external dependency of performance indicators of dimensions,
63 pairs of comparison matrices were generated.
Based on the above considerations, the experts evaluated the correlation of internal and external
dependency of a total of 21 performance indicators in five major categories, and 84 pairs of comparison
10
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matrices were generated. These were used as the basis to develop the ANP evaluation model of
introduction of Balanced Scorecard of sustainable management into the bicycle industry.
Table 4. Questionnaire of mutual influence and relationship on key projects.




growth ˝ (1 point) ˝ (2 points) ˝ (3 points) ˝ (4 points) ˝ (5 points)
2-1 customer
satisfaction
4.2. The Analysis of Analytic Network Process (ANP) Expert Questionnaires
Expert questionnaires are utilized to assess the key projects of the bicycle industry adaptation to
the sustainable management strategies, including 27 important projects under five dimensions, and
their relevance, to construct the ANP evaluation model. Statistics and analyses are performed by the
use of expert questionnaires and Super Decisions software. The results are as follows.
4.2.1. The Construction of the ANP Evaluation Model
The ANP evaluation model was established; the goal of decision-making is the bicycle industry’s
adaptation to sustainable management strategies. The five dimensions of the impact to achieve
the target are regarded as the main criteria in the ANP: Financial, Customer, Internal Business
Processes, Learning and Growth, and Sustainable Development. These five main criteria have
a relationship of interdependence and influence. Under each main criterion, 21 sub-criteria are
included; these are key projects that are selected through expert questionnaires, as shown in Figure 2.
Between each sub-criterion, the relationship of interdependence and influence are defined according
to expert opinions.
bicycle industry adapts to the sustainable m
anagem
ent strategies 
1. Financial performance 
2. Customer satisfaction 
3. Internal business 
processes 
4. Learning and growth 
5. Sustainable 
development 
1-1 Revenue growth 
1-2 Productivity 
1-3 Return on Capital Employed 
1-4 Cost Management
2-1 Customer Satisfaction 
2-2 Customers continuation rate 
2-3 Market share 
3-1 Innovation Process 
3-2 Business processes 
3-3 Service 
3-4 Information system capabilities 
4-1 Employee Satisfaction 
4-2 Employee continuation rate 
4-3 Employees’ ability 
4-4 Restructuring on employees’ 
expertise 
5-1 Environmental Protection 
5-2 Industrial Safety and Health 
5-3 Labor rights 
5-4 Protection of human rights 
5-5 Social Care 
Goal Main criterion Sub-criterion
Figure 2. Mutual correlations of performance indicators of sustainable Balanced Scorecard.
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4.2.2. Paired Comparison and Consistency Test
Based on the results of the ANP expert questionnaires, this study is examined for consistency with
the advice of every expert included. Valid questionnaires are calculated with the use of the geometric
mean to find the average. After the integration with the comparison matrix is obtained, the expert
overall consistency test then followed. This study used Super Decisions software to obtain the weight
and CI value of various matrices. The analysis results showed that the C.I. value of all the matrices
was ď0.1, suggesting that there was a certain amount of consistency in paired comparisons obtained
after experts’ preference integration. The weights of various matrices were also highly reliable [36].
The eigenvectors obtained from various matrices were integrated to obtain the initial super-matrix
assessed from the introduction of the sustainable management model into the bicycle industry; the
unweighted super-matrix is shown in Appendix B. Because the unweighted super-matrix is composed
of many paired comparison matrices, it is random. In other words, the total eigenvector of each row is
not equal to 1. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the unweighted super-matrix to conform to the basic
principle of randomization of ANP theory.
In terms of the adjustment method, this study aligned the matrix of relative weights of various
dimensions under the influence of various evaluation dimensions to obtain the complete cluster matrix,
as shown in Table 5. Then, the cluster matrix was multiplied by the unweighted super-matrix to
make the total of each row become 1 and form the weighted super-matrix, as shown in Appendix
C. According to ANP theory, the continuous squaring of the weighted super-matrix can obtain a
convergent extreme super-matrix, as shown in Table 6. At the same time, the weight of each indicator
will be close to a fixed value. The final results of priority of importance of performance indicators
obtained using the ANP and the analyses are summarized in the table.








Financial 0.151 0.161 0.193 0.135 0.187
Customer 0.265 0.248 0.251 0.251 0.176
Internal Business
Processes 0.266 0.276 0.240 0.270 0.166
Learning and
Growth 0.207 0.194 0.199 0.197 0.217
Sustainable
Development 0.110 0.121 0.117 0.147 0.255
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Table 6. Weights analysis table of sub-criteria to sustainable business strategy.







1-1 revenue growth 0.016 4 21
1-2 productivity 0.039 2 11
1-3 return on capital employed 0.062 1 6
1-4 cost management 0.036 3 14
Customer
2-1 customer satisfaction 0.095 1 2
2-2 customers continuation rate 0.035 3 15
2-3 market share 0.074 2 4
Internal Business
Processes
3-1 innovation process 0.106 1 1
3-2 business processes 0.080 2 3
3-3 service 0.063 3 5
3-4 information system
capabilities 0.036 4 13
Learning and
Growth
4-1 employee satisfaction 0.055 1 7
4-2 employee continuation rate 0.024 5 19
4-3 employees’ ability 0.040 3 10
4-4 restructuring on employees’
expertise 0.026 4 18
4-5 incentives and authorization 0.046 2 8
Sustainable
Development
5-1 environmental protection 0.039 2 12
5-2 industrial safety and health 0.042 1 9
5-3 labor rights 0.032 3 16
5-4 protection of human rights 0.021 5 20
5-5 social care 0.031 4 17
4.3. Analysis of the Relative Importance of Each Criterion Adapting to Sustainable Business Strategy
In addition, the key projects that further affect the bicycle industry adaptation to the sustainable
management strategies are prioritized; both the analysis of the various dimensions of the main criteria
and the overall analysis are clarified in detail.
4.3.1. Individual Analysis of Dimensions of the Main Criteria
As shown in Table 6, under the dimensions of the main criteria, the relative importance of
sub-criteria is described below.
(1) Under the “Financial” main criterion, 1-3 “Return on Capital Employed” features the highest
eigenvectors (0.062); 1-2 “productivity” followed (0.039). This shows that to improve financial
performance of sustainable development, promoting the use of return on capital employed and
productivity must be addressed.
(2) Under the “Customer” main criterion, 2-1 “Customer Satisfaction” features the highest
eigenvectors (0.095), 2-3 "market share" followed (0.075). This shows that to improve customer
satisfaction in sustainable management, sustainable concepts must meet customer requirements
to advance customer satisfaction and market share.
(3) Under the “Internal Business Processes” main criterion, 3-1 “innovation process” features
the highest eigenvectors (0.106), 3-2 “business processes” followed (0.080). This shows that
internal processes under sustainable management must focus on changing the process of
innovation and the nature of the enterprise, and then be implemented in the company's internal
operational processes.
(4) Under the “Learning and Growth” main criterion, 4-1 “employee satisfaction” features the highest
eigenvectors (0.055), 4-5 “incentives and authorization” followed (0.046). This shows that Learning
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and Growth of enterprises under sustainable management must address employee satisfaction
and emphasize employee incentives and sufficient authorization to improve the efficiency of
learning and growth of the organization.
(5) Under the “sustainable development” main criterion, 5-2 “industrial safety and health” features
the highest eigenvectors (0.042), followed by 5-1 “environmental protection” (0.039). The results
show that under a sustainable management strategy, it is necessary to attach importance to the
internal industrial safety and health of the company and to significantly reduce the use of various
hazardous substances and energies, as well as to make products that are approved by various
international green standard certifications, such as the IECQ QC 080000 hazardous substance
management system standard, or the EU CE Marking to achieve the objectives of environmental
protection and social care.
In summary, the application of ANP carries out an overall assessment to be more rational and
more suitable for the company to determine the results [32]. When faced with the pressure of the
international trend of sustainability, the Taiwanese bicycle industry has to adopt aggressive sustainable
strategies, set up objectives as countermeasures, and use ANP to understand the importance of
various indictors in various dimensions. In this way, the said information can be used as the basis for
determining the priorities under limited resources in the organization. In addition, it can also be used
to measure relative weights of company performance. Therefore, the bicycle industry can focus on the
direction of execution of sustainable management strategies and assess the performance of execution
of strategies to further improve strategy effectiveness.
4.3.2. Overall Analysis
From the overall analysis, most of the experts believe that the top five sub-criteria adapting to
sustainable business strategy are innovation process (0.106), Customer Satisfaction (0.095), business
processes (0.080), service (0.074), and market share (0.063), as shown in Table 6. The results show
that to effectively achieve the overall effectiveness of the adaptation to sustainable management
strategies, it is necessary to strengthen the application of the innovation process and the supply chain
relationships, and mutual trust must be established with long-term interaction and cooperation [28].
Additionally, providing products to meet customer satisfaction is critical. For example, with the same
products, there is now environmental consciousness in customers’ choices, and they tend to buy
products with eco-labels. Meanwhile, business processes within the enterprise must be implemented;
otherwise, the effectiveness of the adaptation of sustainable management strategies will be greatly
reduced [45]. Additionally, companies must plan sustainable services to meet customers’ requirements
for sustainable development, to increase market share, and to accomplish the goal of sustainable
business strategies and benefits.
What is more, there is the added new dimension of the sustainability Balanced Scorecard—sustainable
development, the five sub-criteria of which do not receive a higher rating from experts. They are:
industrial safety and health (0.042), environmental protection (0.039), labor rights (0.032), social care
(0.031), and protection of human rights (0.021). Nevertheless, they should be taken into account.
According to Thomas Saaty, even the smallest factors, as long as they will have an effect, need to be
included in the structure [38]. The results of this study show that most experts believe sustainable
development strategy must be adapted from the comprehensive nature of system processes of the
enterprise, rather than unilateral emphasis and promotion on individual indicators to achieve the
overall effect.
Based on the above, this study used the characteristics of ANP to determine the priority of weights
of each sub-criterion and reflect the current trend of sustainable issues of the bicycle industry in Taiwan.
This study clarifies that with the adaptation of sustainable business strategies, it is also important
to focus on the transformation of the company's internal systems. Under the premise of sustainable
business strategies, innovative approaches are taken to improve enterprise business processes and to
improve customer satisfaction and thus to achieve the goal of sustainable development [3,27].
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
In accordance with the purposes of this study, research and analysis are conducted; the conclusions,
managerial implications, and suggestions are as follows.
5.1. Conclusions and Managerial Implications
(1) This study attempted to adjust and modify the traditional Balanced Scorecard framework and
used an expert questionnaire to confirm that the introduction of sustainable management strategy
into the bicycle industry should be from five major categories: Financial, Customer, Internal
Business Processes, Learning and Growth, and Sustainable Development. With selection via a
filtering mechanism, the five dimensions contain a total of 21 key projects. The results of the
questionnaire show that the evaluations of the experts are highly consistent. On the managerial
implications, these five dimensions can be regarded as the core of the bicycle industry’s adaptation
to sustainable management strategies, and according to the 21 key projects, the performance
indicators are set correspondingly to measure the effectiveness of the adaptation of sustainable
management strategies.
(2) From prioritizing key projects of various dimensions in the bicycle industry adaptation to
sustainable management strategies, it is known that companies must focus on promoting the
return on capital employed and productivity to improve financial performance. By achieving
customer requirements for sustainable development, customer satisfaction and market share
can be enhanced. The company must also focus on changing the process of innovation and the
nature of enterprise, implemented in the company’s internal operational processes. Furthermore,
companies must pay attention to employee satisfaction and give emphasis to employee incentives
and sufficient authorization to improve the efficiency of learning and growth of the organization.
The company must start with industrial health and safety within and then broaden outward to
the relevant interested parties to achieve the purposes of environmental protection and social care.
In terms of managerial implications, the company can apply ANP to conduct the assessment on
various dimensions, to obtain results that are more rational and more in line with the company’s
features. By confirming the relative importance of the various indicators as the performance
measure in strategy implementation, the strategic direction of the company can be focused to
enhance the effectiveness of the company’s strategy execution.
(3) From the overall analysis of the bicycle industry adaptation to sustainable management strategies,
the three key factors are innovation process, customer satisfaction, and business processes. The
Taiwanese bicycle industry has responded to global sustainable environmental consciousness,
as well as the highly competitive international business. To achieve the goal of sustainable
development, the enterprise itself must have the forces of innovation and of research and
development and be able to grow with trends and to create advantages. The company must
also effectively take hold of the changing needs of customers and improve customer satisfaction.
Moreover, when the industry adapts to the sustainable management strategies, the main point of
implementation is to change the nature of the corporate business processes. As to managerial
implications, if Taiwan’s bicycle industry wants to possess a competitive advantage on the global
stage, the results of this study should be heeded. Innovation process, customer satisfaction, and
business processes must be emphasized to conform to the trend of the times and the environment.
Innovative force must be restored in preparation for sustainable management strategies and to
enable the brand leading the industry to grow.
5.2. Limitations of the Study and Recommendations
This study analyzes the assessment model of the bicycle industry’s adaptation to sustainable
management strategies, giving the practical applications to industry as well as directions for future
research. The recommendations are as follows.
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(1) Practical application to industry
This study analyzes and assesses only those strategies for the sustainable management of the
bicycle industry; hence, the conclusions are not suitable to explain other industries. It is suggested
that decision-makers from the bicycle industry can benefit from the results of this research, which
are the Balanced Scorecard of sustainable management, the five facets, and a total of 21 performance
indicators. They must merge and implement these tools with the company's sustainable management
strategy. Additionally, performance evaluation is suggested to realize the current situation of the
company as a basis for subsequent improvement.
Furthermore, the sustainable management BSC ANP assessment process in this study can also
be referred to, to cope with external environmental factors and the company’s attributes, as well
as to reexamine and assess from a holistic perspective. By using ANP assessment to inspect the
importance of each performance indicator and analyze its connotations for management wishing to
create a concrete and feasible action plan, the implementation of performance indicators and the goal
of sustainable development can be achieved.
(2) Future research
This study is primarily related to the bicycle industry; therefore, the conclusions give priority to
the bicycle industry’s sustainable development. Future research could incorporate the customer views
into the bicycle industry to form the basis of strategic planning. In addition, the Balanced Scorecard
of sustainable management mainly takes the entire bicycle industry as the research object to provide
strategies of sustainable development. Follow-up studies could address individual bicycle businesses
as a case study. Based on the attributes of the company, sustainable business performance assessment
tools can be facilitated to design a more complete and detailed measure, and the performance of
sustainable development strategy can be introduced to businesses so that they can perform quantitative
analysis. In addition, in the current generation of shorter product life cycles, it is recommended to
conduct a one-year period of dynamic monitoring.
The Balanced Scorecard assessment process proposed in this study can be taken into account for
the assessment of future development in the bicycle industry, to manage the dynamics of the bicycle
industry and therefore determine a company’s business direction. Additionally, the bicycle industry
trends and the status performance of the company can be compared to understand a company's
advantages, disadvantages, and opportunities to better facilitate and make the most effective use of
limited resources.
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Abstract: Product service systems (PSS) have been researched in academia and implemented in
industry for more than a decade, and they bring plenty of benefits to various stakeholders, such
as: customers, PSS providers, the environment, as well as society. However, the adoption of PSS in
industry so far is limited compared to its potentials. One of the reasons leading to this limitation is
that PSS design is tricky. So far, there are several methods to design PSS, but each of them has certain
limitations. This paper proposes a co-creative framework, which is constructed using the concept of
user co-creation. This novel framework allows designers to design PSS effectively in terms of users’
perception of PSS value, design quality and evaluation. The authors also introduce a case study to
demonstrate and validate the proposed framework.
Keywords: product service system; PSS; PSS design; co-creation; PSS redesign; PSS business model
1. Introduction
1.1. Product Service System
Before the 2000s, consumers were familiar with the paradigm in which companies sell tangible
products to the market. For instance: Nokia provided mobile phones; Electrolux provided washing
machines; HP provided printers, etc. Nowadays, the demands of customers become more and more
diversified, and the business environment becomes more and more competitive. This leads to the fact
that companies are having a difficult time competing with the conventional business model of selling
purely tangible products [1,2]. There is a need for finding new ways to enhance competitiveness,
to attract new customers, as well as to keep existing ones. This need is fulfilled by incorporating
the concept of product service systems (PSS) [3–5]. These PSS are a form of servitization in which a
combination of a tangible product and an intangible service, called a “PSS offering” or simply “PSS”,
is provided to the customers [6].
There are several examples of PSS in reality. According to Goedkoop et al. [7], PSS is “a marketable
set of products and services capable of jointly fulfilling a user’s needs”. By this definition, the offering
of an iPhone and the Appstore from Apple Inc. can be considered as a PSS. In the same manner, a
car-sharing service, where the users check in and pick up a car at a station, use and return the car at
another station, check out and pay per use, is also a PSS. In the car-sharing example, users do not
buy the car; they buy the “mobility” or the use of the car. This new concept of buying is similar to a
“functional economy” [8], where customers are interested in “hiring products to get jobs done” [3,9,10].
Baines et al. also introduced a well-known example of a PSS, which is the “document management
solution” [11]. In this example, the customer does not buy a photocopier. Instead, the customer only
buys its use. The company still owns the product and takes care of refilling, maintenance, replacing
parts, etc.
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Since the very first work by Goedkoop et al. nearly two decades ago, PSS has gone a long way with
various research having been carried out by various researchers. The pioneering works also include the
ones by Mont [8] and Morelli [12]. So far, PSS is classified into several types. According to Tukker [13],
there are three types of PSS: product-oriented PSS, use-oriented PSS and result-oriented PSS.
1.2. Adoption of PSS in Industry
PSS brings benefits to various stakeholders, as studied in the literature [5,11]. For the customers,
PSS provides flexible services with a higher level of personalization, better and continuously-improved
quality and, finally, total satisfaction. For companies, thanks to the implementation of PSS, they gain
the loyalty of customers, as well as better control of product quality, continuous improvement, chances
for reducing costs, increasing knowledge and innovation. For society and the environment, PSS is
also beneficial in terms of reducing materials’ consumption through sharing their use, increasing the
responsibility of manufacturers, expanding the lifecycle of the products and creating more jobs in the
service sector.
PSS is now adopted more and more in industry. In order to promote the adoption of PSS, several
challenges need to be resolved. These challenges were mentioned in various works by Mont [8],
Baines et al. [11] and Beuren et al. [5]. The first challenge is that “ownerless consumption” is not
familiar to the vast majority of customers. They are familiar with the concept of paying and getting
“physical” items. Another challenge is for the manufacturers. They might have difficulties when
making decisions on pricing, managing risks and changing the organization due to a changing business
model. The major challenge for expanding PSS adoption is “PSS design”. This is not an easy task,
because PSS is a complicated system. In PSS, besides products and services, there are also other
elements, such as the delivery network, stakeholders, value proposition, etc.
In order to design PSS, several methods have been introduced. Vasantha et al. reviewed eight
well-known PSS design methods that have been implemented widely so far [6]. As will be analyzed
in Section 2, there is still a lack of an effective method to design PSS collaboratively and practically.
This lack somehow limits the expansion of PSS adoption in industry.
1.3. Motivation for This Work and Research Goal
This research is motivated by the following real-world scenario: Mulenserv is a company that
provides various engineering services to customers in the industrial market. One of Mulenserv’s
services is a PSS, which leases technical manuals and books together with supporting services
(lectures, application workshops, technical contests, etc.). Their target customers are engineering
individuals, as well as small technical companies. This is a niche market, and the PSS is highly
customized due to the diversified demands of various customers. After six months of the initial release,
the response of the market was limited: acceptance of potential customers, as well as satisfaction
of customers who purchased the PSS were lower than expected. The company needs to redesign to
improve the PSS, so that the acceptance rate and customer satisfaction can be improved and the sales
can be increased sustainably. In order to achieve this goal, they need an effective customer-centric
framework to improve the PSS design, i.e., redesign the new PSS starting from the existing one.
According to Vezzoli et al. [14], most of the successful cases of PSS applications are from the B2B
(business to business) sector, not B2C (business to consumer). Mulenserv is a typical B2C case, and a
design solution is needed to help its PSS survive when being launched.
Since customer acceptance and satisfaction with the PSS is of critical importance to its success and
this acceptance strongly depends on the perception of the users of the provided service [14], this paper
aims to develop a co-creative framework that allows companies to redesign a PSS in order to improve
the design of the PSS in terms of users’ perception of its value, design quality and evaluation and, thus,
leading to increasing customer acceptance and, therefore, increasing its success. In this work, we set
the scope of the framework in a B2C environment. We construct this framework by incorporating the
concept of user co-creation.
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The next parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing literature that
is related to the research topic. Section 3 analyzes solutions and proposes the framework. Section 4
introduces the case study, the experimental implementation, results and discussions. Section 5 draws
concluding remarks and suggests future work.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Existing Methods to Design and Redesign PSS
PSS providers need tools, techniques and methods to design and enhance their PSS to satisfy
their customers. There has been much research conducted to propose PSS design methodologies with
similar intentions and different ideas [15].
Several methods for designing PSS have been introduced so far [1,2,11]. Beside case-specific
methods, which were developed to design very specific PSSs [16,17], there are several generic methods
that can be used to design various cases of PSS. These methods were summarized by Vasantha et al. [6].
Although being well known and widely implemented, these methods have limitations. One of them
is the lack of user co-creation in the design processes [6]. These methods do not mention in detail
the importance of co-creation, and there are no clear definitions of the roles of customers in the PSS
design process.
More recently, Pezzotta et al. [18] proposed a framework to design and assess PSS from a service
engineering approach. This framework utilizes computer-aided modeling tool for service design.
It starts with functional analysis and the identification of customer needs, simulating and testing
various scenarios to find out the best solution. Although being well structured, this method has little
involvement in co-creation, and the case study provided in the work [18] is more like a B2B case.
Morelli [19] commented that design methods should identify who is involved in the design
process and their roles, as well as possible scenarios that could occur. The need for implementing
customer co-creation is also raised in the work of Beuren et al. [5]. Vezzoli et al. [14] implied that a
design method should include details of where and when to involve stakeholders (producer/provider,
customer, etc.) and to allow customers to customize a PSS according to their preferences.
Beside the lack of co-creation, existing PSS design methods provide little practical guidelines for
practitioners (i.e., companies) [2]. Incorporating incremental steps in a path or practice is necessary
for a design method [14]. There is a lack of illustrating cases that can demonstrate and give insights
into how PSS design methods work in various situations. This explains why existing methods are
not effective in terms of practical implementation. Furthermore, Qu et al. [15] suggested that more
quantitative works need to be conducted in the literature because these works are more objective
and persuasive.
In summary, existing design methodologies have not considerably included co-creation in the
design processes and are not effective enough to act as practical guidelines for practitioners. In this
sense, the involvement of each stakeholder in the design phases is not clarified in detail, and the
representation of PSS itself is complicated. There is a need for a new method that is co-creative with
user involvement in the design process, better defined roles and responsibilities of stakeholders and
a simpler PSS representation and that can provide practical guidelines. This method also need to
be evaluable.
2.2. Value Perception
In a service-oriented system, like a PSS, value perception is a critical issue to decide the buying
potential of customers, because the service part in PSS is intangible and its value is difficult to measure
and estimate [9,11,12]. In order to increase the value perception of PSS, the value of the PSS needs
to be visualized. One of the methods to visualize PSS value is communicating and demonstrating
PSS to the customers [20]. The importance of PSS value and value proposition has been mentioned
in several works [21–23]. In one of the PSS design methods reviewed by Vasantha et al. [6], the value
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proposition is considered as an important dimension that forms the PSS [24]. Value is claimed to be
the differentiating factor that enables the success of a PSS, and new methods are needed to understand
value perception in order to evaluate PSS performance [11].
There are also several notable works on PSS value visualization. The value proposition was
emphasized in the PSS design method proposed by Morelli [12]. Several tools that support value
visualization have been introduced, including the “PSS board” [9] and color-coded CAD models [25].
A framework to enhance value visualization and perception has also been proposed by Kowalkowski
and Kindstrom [20]. The above works focus on either value perception of the company (instead of the
customers) [9,12,25] or value perception particularly in industrial markets [20].
Vezzoli et al. [14] commented that because of the lack of understanding about PSS and the
deep perception of its value, customers are not eager to adopt PSS solutions. This is a barrier for
PSS application at the industrial scale. There is a need for new strategies and approaches to make
consumers accept this new model of consumption.
In order to increase users’ acceptance of PSS offerings, designers must find ways to increase users’
perception of PSS value, and thus, the visualization of PSS becomes critical. In Section 3, the authors of
this work propose a method to represent and present PSS to enhance the communication of PSS value
to the users and enable user participation in co-creation.
2.3. Co-Creation in the Design Improvement and Evaluation of PSS
Steen et al. [26] identified three types of benefits of co-creation for the design project, the customers
and the PSS provider. They did this by reviewing the literature and observing three service design
projects. In that work, experimental results were not reported in terms of numerical data, and they
also implied that there was a need for conducting another experiment and performing a numerical
analysis to validate the effectiveness of user involvement in a service-oriented design project.
The design and development of PSS is a participatory process, and thus, co-creation has been
mentioned in the literature as one of the success enabling factors for PSS [6,11]. Co-creation refers
to the participation of customers or users in various phases of its lifecycle, such as ideation, design,
development and implementation (i.e., use), etc. The role of user participation is critical to the success
because of the importance of users in a PSS model. Users are among the most important stakeholders,
and because of the presence of the “service” part in which users only buy or hire things that help them
to get jobs done [3,9], users’ voices deserve a deep consideration. As pointed out by Vansantha et al., to
improve PSS design, co-creation is employed limitedly in existing PSS design methods [6].
PSS evaluation is an essential issue that has been mentioned by various researchers [9,27–30].
Especially, evaluation at the development stage can help companies to reduce the risks of PSS launching.
Existing PSS design methods do not consider co-creation deep enough [6,11].
There are several works that dealt briefly with the evaluation issue in PSS design.
A “lifecycle simulation” model was proposed by Komoto and Tomiyama [30] and was demonstrated
with a maintenance service. The evaluation of PSS was also considered in the tool developed
by Lim et al. [9]. Another approach to PSS evaluation through prototyping was proposed [28].
These works [9,28,30] focused on the evaluation of PSS mostly for companies, not for customers.
Customers can be used as a source of innovation by involving them in the PSS design
process [1,11,31]. A PSS design process in which the participation of customers is used for evaluation
was proposed by Shih et al. [27]. In other work, an algorithm for PSS evaluation was proposed by
Yoon et al. [28]. However, still, in these works [27,28], customers are not the main drive for making a
difference in the effectiveness of the evaluation result.
We aim to develop a novel co-creative framework that uses the co-creation of customers (i.e., users),
has detailed defined roles, responsibilities and activities of stakeholders throughout the design process
and includes a simple and clear PSS representation. This proposed framework is used to enhance the
value perception, evaluation and design quality of PSS. It starts with the existing PSS or initial PSS
conceptual idea and produces an improved PSS design as the outcome. The PSS that is developed
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using the proposed framework can be better accepted by customers. This leads to the success of PSS
and encourage the application of PSS in industry.
3. Methodology
Figure 1 shows the research procedure of this paper. This explains how we construct this
research. The authors analyze solutions to implement user co-creation and PSS representation. Based on
those analyses and the sequence of co-creative design activities, the authors propose the framework.
This framework is explained in detail and implemented in a case study as an experiment. The results
were collected, analyzed and validated to evaluate the framework.
3.1. Implementation of the Co-Creation Concept
The co-creation of customers/users in the PSS design process can be enabled by the participation
of users in various design activities. Previous research pointed out that allowing users to participate
in the design process might make significant changes [32]. Users can participate in proposing ideas,
suggesting design corrections or even generating new concepts.
As pointed out in a previous work [33], to make user participation become easy and effective, the
co-creation tasks need to be clarified and simplified. In order to achieve this, we carefully train the
participants about each task in which they are involved. We also use simplified PSS representation so
that the users can contribute their innovation properly and systematically.
Figure 1. The research procedure.
3.2. Simplified PSS Representation
In order to simplify co-creation activity and maximize effective participation, we break down PSS
into basic elements so that the representation of PSS can be in the simplest form. When being shown to
the participants, the PSS will be represented as a combination of the following elements:
‚ Product: The tangible part of a PSS, for instance an iPhone.
‚ Service: The intangible part of PSS, for instance the Appstore
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‚ Process: Serial and parallel activities happen inside a PSS. This describes the process of how a PSS
is served to the customer.
‚ Parameters: The metrics of product and service features. For example: how long is the service
time; how much is the charge per mile for a car sharing service, etc.
‚ Network: The infrastructure of PSS showing the interactions of products, services, users, etc.
For example, to deliver technical support services to PC (personal computer) buyers, the company
may use email, telephone, on-site, etc.
‚ Stakeholders: Companies, customers, suppliers, etc.
‚ Value proposition: Model that explains how PSS provides value to a customer, a company and
other stakeholders.
A PSS can be represented in a simple form using a set of the above elements. Each representation
is called a “PSS configuration” or “PSS design” in this work. The purpose of this simplification is to
briefly represent a PSS as a combination of various “specifications”, and thus, it allows users to suggest
PSS designs easily by filling in the form with their favorite inputs for those specifications. We would
like to note that this is for the convenience of user participation, and this simplification is used only
within this work.
3.3. The Proposed Framework
Based on the analysis of solutions and the PSS design process, we propose a framework to enhance
the value perception, evaluation and design quality of PSS. The proposed framework is shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2. The proposed framework.
The proposed framework can be generally described as follows: The company wants to improve
their current PSS by redesigning it with user co-creation. To do that, they first invite a group of users
(Group 1) to participate. In order to make these users understand the PSS, the company represents
the PSS in a simple form, and then, they prototype the PSS so that the users can actually see and
experience the PSS. After that, these users co-create by suggesting various PSS options that they think
might meet their needs. The company collects inputs from users, analyzes those inputs and produces
new possible PSS designs. After new PSS designs are produced, the company invites another group of
users (Group 2) to participate in prototyping and evaluating the newly-created designs. The designs
will be evaluated by scoring along various criteria, and the one that gains the highest score will be
selected as the winning design. The company will try to improve this design, if possible, and finally,
they have a new PSS that is improved compare to the previous version. The detailed explanation of
the proposed framework, its phases and corresponding methods can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Working mechanism of the proposed framework.




Description: The company has a
PSS to be redesigned or a PSS idea
to design further.





Description: The company breaks
down a complex PSS into basic
elements and prepares to
communicate to users so that they
can understand.
Purpose: This step is the
preparation for prototyping and
user co-creation in the next phase.
Method: Simplified PSS
presentation (Section 3.2)
Purpose: This method is used
to make users understand the
PSS well, so that they can
contribute their ideas
effectively (Section 3.1).
A PSS is represented as a
combination of elements,
and the representation is
summarized in a table





demonstrates the prototype to a
group of users. The users see and
experience how the PSS works.
This prototype can be presented in
the form of a working prototype,
such as: participatory prototyping
or in the form of a storyboard, a
simulation or any media-based
illustration, depending on the
type and characteristics of the PSS.
Purpose: This step makes users
(user Group 1) clearly understand
what the PSS is like and how it
might be provided. By
understanding this, they can
experience the PSS to some extent,





explains briefly the PSS
structure and mechanism, as
well as elements and
parameters, while the
participatory game actually
allows users to experience the
PSS themselves by playing
roles in the PSS process.
The PSS is introduced to the
users firstly in the form of a
storyboard, which explains
what is included and how
the PSS is provided (process,
parameters, etc.). After that,
the users are invited to
participate in the
participatory simulation of
the PSS by playing roles.
3
Co-creation
Description: The users participate
actively to propose their own “PSS
configurations” and customize the
PSS design according to their own




Purpose: This step allows users to





Purpose: These are forms that
are created especially for
collecting user inputs. The
pre-defined forms helps to
simplify the task for user
submission and, thus, ensure
effective contribution.
Users are asked to fill in a
form with their desired
parameters for the PSS. They
are also asked to give
comments and suggestions








configurations and identifies the
“favorite” configurations.
Purpose: This step summarizes
user inputs and analyzes how
various alternatives of PSS options
are favored by users. From this




Purpose: This method allows
designers to collect and
classify options to
find “patterns”.
Designers collect user input
options and parameters,
cluster them into segments
of closely equivalent values,
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Table 1. Cont.




Description: Based on the “favorite
configurations” above, the
company builds new PSS
concepts, i.e.,
“user-generated concepts”.
Purpose: This step makes new PSS
concepts from users’ favorite
options and parameters.
Method: Concept generation
Purpose: This method helps to





options and generate several






demonstrates the prototypes of
newly-generated concepts to a
group of users so that they can
evaluate them.
Purpose: This step ensures that the
users (user Group 2) understand
the PSS thoroughly as, well as
experience the PSS themselves, so





explains briefly the PSS
structure and mechanism, as
well as the elements and
parameters, while the
participatory game actually
allows users to experience the
PSS themselves by playing
roles in the PSS process.
The PSS is introduced to the
users firstly in the form of a
storyboard that explains
what is included and how
the PSS is provided (process,
parameters, etc.). After that,
the users are invited to
participate in the
participatory simulation of




Description: The evaluation criteria
are explained to the users, and the
users score to evaluate various
concepts. Based on the evaluation
results, the company can select the
winning (i.e., the best) concept.
Purpose: This step collects the
evaluation of users (user Group 2)
for the newly-designed PSS, as
well as the existing PSS, so that
the performances of alternatives
can be compared quantitatively.
Method: Multi-criteria scoring
Purpose: This method allows
users to evaluate the PSS along
various criteria, and thus, a
comprehensive evaluation can
be achieved to give deeper
insights and a
precise comparison.
A list of criteria is proposed
(Table 5) and a scoring scale
of 1 to 5 is used to score PSS
concepts. Scores are
collected and calculated, and
the results will be used to




Description: The company can
improve the winning concept by
selecting strong aspects of other
concepts and implementing these
aspects in the winning concept to
achieve an “improved concept”.
Purpose: This step helps designers
to exploit the best aspects of each
concept to ensure that there is no
waste of innovation.
Method: Manual improvement
Designers try to find strong
aspects of low scored
concepts and try to




The company achieves a new PSS
design that is improved compared
to the initial idea or the
previous design.
N/A N/A
Section 4 introduces a case study that is used to explain how the proposed framework can be
used and validated.
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4. Case Study and Validation of the Framework
4.1. Introduction to the Case
In Section 1, we mentioned Mulenserv and its PSS briefly. Mulenserv has a PSS called
“N-Handbook”, which is a book plus additional services for individuals and enterprises to learn
new product development (NPD) at a professional level. The N-Handbook is a complex PSS offering,
as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Elements of the N-Handbook.
Element Content
Product
‚ A printed book
‚ Optional additions: USB/DVD for lecture video storage,
wooden box for keeping the book and accessories
Service
‚ Lecture videos (YouTube channel)
‚ Offline lectures
‚ Additional documentation (tutorials, case studies, exercises,
etc., on closed discussion boards)
‚ Questions and Answers (QnAs)





‚ Customer purchase + delivery
‚ Customers use
‚ Provide services
‚ Feedback and prepare for next version
Parameters
‚ Forms of support
‚ Number of offline lectures
‚ Length of each offline lecture
‚ Availability of online lectures
‚ Length of project practice
‚ Availability of examination and certification
‚ Recommendation for job seeking
‚ Annual update frequency
‚ Number of offline seminars/best practices
‚ Renewal fee for new release
‚ Price of the package
Network
‚ Existing web systems of Mulenserv, social network, email, etc.,
for delivering services
‚ Offline network for delivering products (shops, post offices)
Stakeholders
‚ The company (designers, staff)
‚ Users
‚ Suppliers (print shops, network providers)
‚ Others
Value proposition
‚ Bringing long-term benefits with flexible costs
‚ Users make the most of the N-Handbook
4.2. Experimental Implementation of the Proposed Framework
In order to demonstrate, as well as to validate the proposed framework, we conduct an experiment
with user participation. In this experiment, a group of users is asked to comment, suggest, give
feedback to the existing design of the N-Handbook and to further ideate their own configuration of
the N-Handbook. Details are as follows:
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Step 0: Start
The company starts with the existing design of the N-Handbook, which is currently offered to
customers. This design is denoted as D0.
Step 1: Representation
The PSS is represented using a simplified representation.
In this experiment, assuming that the process, network, stakeholders and value proposition
elements are fixed, the existing N-Handbook can be described as in Table 3.
Table 3. Details of the existing N-Handbook.
Element Content
Product ‚ A printed book: black and white
Service
‚ Lecture videos: YouTube channel
‚ Offline lectures: Yes
‚ Additional documentation (tutorials, case studies, exercises,
etc., on closed discussion boards): Yes
‚ QnAs: Yes




‚ Customer purchase + delivery
‚ Customers use
‚ Provide services
‚ Feedback and prepare for next version
Parameters
‚ Forms of support (FOS): No
‚ Number of offline lectures (NOL): 12
‚ Length of each offline lecture (LEL): 2 h
‚ Availability of online lectures (AOL): Yes
‚ Length of project practice (LPP): not available (N/A)
‚ Availability of examination and certification (AEE): No
‚ Recommendation for job seeking (RJS): No
‚ Annual update frequency (AUF): 1 per year
‚ Number of offline seminars/best practices (NOS): 1 per year
‚ Renewal fee for new release (RFR): 50% discount (DC)
‚ Price of the package (POP): 210 USD
Network
‚ Existing web systems of Mulenserv, social network, email, etc.,
for delivering services
‚ Offline network for delivering products (shops, post offices)
Stakeholders
‚ The company (designers, staff)
‚ Users




‚ Bringing long-term benefits with flexible costs
‚ Users make the most of the N-Handbook
Step 2: Prototype
The company communicates about the printed books and shows media about the additional
services and explains the process, network, value proposition, parameters, etc., of the N-Handbook
in detail to a group of 21 participants (Group 1). These participants are selected from the database of
individuals who showed interest in the N-Handbook, including the persons who asked for information
and the persons who actually purchased. This is to ensure that the selected participants are enthusiastic
enough about the future PSS and that we can keep them in the loop of participation.
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Step 3: Co-creation
The participants are asked to give comments and suggestions for improving the existing design.
The participants are also asked to propose their own preferences for the N-Handbook offering,
including product, service and parameters. This is done by direct input to a pre-defined form.
Step 4: Analysis
The feedback (comments, suggestions) from the participants are collected and applied to improve
the design of the existing N-Handbook.
The proposed preferences of the participants are collected and analyzed to find “favorite patterns”
or the favorite PSS configurations. This is done manually by the designers by counting each and every
proposed preference and making detailed statistics.
Step 5: Generation
The designers generate “new PSS designs” in this step. The design that is the result of implementing
participants’ comments and suggestions is called D0X. There are three “favorite patterns” from
participants’ proposed preferences, and thus, the designers produce three more “new PSS designs”,
which are called D1, D2 and D3. The details of D0X, D1, D2 and D3 can be found in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Comparison of various new N-Handbook designs.
Element
Content of N-Handbook Designs
D0X D1 D2 D3






































‚ Customer purchase + delivery
‚ Customers use
‚ Provide services









AUF: 2 per year










AUF: 1 per year










AUF: 3 per year












AUF: 3 per year





‚ Existing web systems of Mulenserv, social network, email, etc., for delivering services
‚ Offline network for delivering products (shops, post offices)
Stakeholders
‚ The company (designers, staff)
‚ Users
‚ Suppliers (print shops, network providers)
‚ Others
Value proposition
‚ Bringing long term benefits with flexible costs
‚ Users make the most of the N-Handbook
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Step 6: Prototype
The company demonstrates the prototypes of the PSS concepts to a new group of 65 participants
(Group 2) who are selected from the database of individuals who showed interest in the N-Handbook,
including the persons who asked for information and the persons who actually purchased.
Step 7: Evaluation
After explaining the four designs (i.e., D0X, D1, D2 and D3) thoroughly, the participants are asked
to score each design along various criteria on a one to five scale. The scoring criteria are retrieved from
the survey result from both groups of users before their participation. These are the most agreeable
criteria to be used to evaluate the designed PSS among the participants. Details of the scoring criteria
are provided below (Table 5).
Table 5. Scoring criteria.
Criteria Description
Ease of access How easily can the users access, use and leverage the package?
Applicability Is this package applicable to the users’ job?
Affordability Is the price of the offering affordable (considering its content)?
Desirability Do the users want to buy the package?
Necessity Is this package necessary for the users’ job?
Acceptance If the users are offered this package, would they accept the offering?
Various designs are scored along the above criteria, and the results are recorded for further
analysis. The analyzed results are shown in Section 4.3.
Step 8: Improvement
After scoring, the best design is identified, and the designers would try to improve it by trying to
implement the strong aspects of other designs into it.
Step 9: End
The company achieves an improved PSS design with higher quality, user acceptance
and satisfaction.
4.3. Experimental Results
After collecting the scores from participants, we calculate the mean values of scores for all
65 participants, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Mean values of scores for various designs along various criteria.
Criteria
Mean Value of Scores for Various Designs
D0X D1 D2 D3
Ease of access 3.21 3.80 3.98 3.72
Applicability 3.18 3.74 3.90 3.97
Affordability 2.74 3.20 2.87 3.75
Desirability 2.70 3.13 3.38 3.44
Necessity 3.28 3.72 3.85 3.75
Acceptance 3.02 3.54 3.98 3.66
Figure 3 shows the data in Table 6 graphically.
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Figure 3. Visualized data showing the scores of various designs along various criteria.
Figure 3 shows that, for all criteria, designs that were suggested by users (i.e., D1, D2 and
D3) perform better than the design that was developed solely by Mulenserv’s designers (i.e., D0X,
represented by the line with square points), especially in terms of “ease of access”, “applicability”
and “acceptance”. This shows the outperformance of user-suggested designs, and thus, it shows the
benefits of user co-creation and the use of the proposed framework.
4.4. Result Analysis and Validation
In order to validate the significance of experimental results to draw conclusions on the advantage
of the proposed framework, the authors perform a t-test on the collected data of D0X and D2.
The dataset for this t-test is collected from scoring results by all participants. This means that we use
the result of the experiment performed at Mulenserv in the case study for this validation. The analysis
results, which are rounded, are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. t-test analysis results.
Value Ease of Access Applicability Affordability Desirability Necessity Acceptance
Pearson correlation coefficients 0.257 0.317 0.403 0.391 0.390 0.0314
t-statistic 4.387 5.068 0.798 4.128 3.879 5.030
P (T ď t) one-tailed 2.191 ˆ 10´5 1.833ˆ 10´6 0.214 5.399 ˆ 10´5 1.250 ˆ 10´4 2.111 ˆ 10´6
P (T ď t) two-tailed 4.382 ˆ 10´5 3.667 ˆ 10´6 0.428 1.080 ˆ 10´4 2.501 ˆ 10´4 4.221 ˆ 10´6
The reason why we choose D2 to compare to D0X is that D2 performs the highest among the three
user-suggested designs in terms of “acceptance”, which is the most important criteria for a PSS.
Table 7 shows that, for almost all criteria, the differences between D2 and D0X are large enough
to confirm the significance of the collected data because of the t-test result, P (T ď t) < 0.05 for both
one-tailed and two-tailed tests. There is only one exception for “affordability”. For this criterion, the
t-test result cannot ensure the real difference between D2 and D0X. Another t-test result shows that, in
terms of “affordability”, D3, which was also suggested by the users, significantly outperforms D0X.
In order to improve D2 to become even better, Mulenserv can consider applying D3’s pricing strategy
to enhance D2’s “affordability”.
Eventually, we can say that the experimental data are significant, the results are validated and
the user-suggested designs perform better than the design that was solely developed by Mulenserv’s
team. This confirms the advantage of the proposed framework.
The key to successful implementation of this framework is user co-creation throughout the process.
Users understand what they need the most and would be ready to accept offerings that are tailored to
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their needs. Two other important factors are the simplification of PSS configurations using elements
and the demonstration of PSS prototypes so that the users can experience and understand the PSS
before co-creation. The proposed framework is structured regarding all of those factors.
There are several issues when adopting the design process of conventional NPD (new product
development) to the PSS context. In NPD, the company designs and develops products according to the
requirements that were retrieved from customer needs and the results of competitive benchmarking.
In some cases, the communication of customer needs to the design team is not done properly, and that
leads to ineffective products. When being applied to PSS design, where user emotion, behavior and
preferences are highly significant, conventional NPD processes may not work properly. These cases of
designing PSS need a new approach, such as our proposed framework. On the other hand, if the design
requires technical skills, such as engineering, drafting, manufacturing, etc., the co-creation task may
become difficult for users to participate in, and the model may not be applied effectively. In summary,
the proposed framework can effectively deal with the designing of user-sensitive components, such as
consumer PSS in a B2C environment (not industrial PSS in a B2B environment).
After proposing the framework and conducting the experiment, we gained more insights and
experience of how users are actually involved in a co-creative design process. To gain the expected
result for implementation, several guidelines can be found below:
‚ Prepare the scenario of implementing the framework in the case, and communicate necessary
activities during the process to all design team members.
‚ Prototypes of PSS are very important. The prototypes help users to fully understand how the
PSS works, allowing them to experience it so that they can generate and evaluate the PSS in a
correct way.
‚ Representing of the PSS is also important. PSS representation needs to be simple, but thorough
enough to cover all possible PSS elements and parameters. This allows users to co-create effectively
in terms of quantity and quality.
‚ Selection of the right participants is essential. Since the participation to co-create in this process is
time consuming and requires plenty of effort, only users who are enthusiastic enough can ensure
effective participation.
4.5. Managerial Implications
As shown by the validation of the experimental data, proper implementation of the proposed
framework can lead to better performance of the PSS. This suggests that the concept of co-creation and
user involvement can be implemented to bring innovation and breakthroughs to PSS development.
The proposed framework can also be used to estimate the response of potential users (buyers) to the
“to be launched” PSS. Companies can customize the proposed framework for their specific PSS design
projects while keeping the basic principles: the right users; simple representation; thorough prototypes;
easy input forms; and comprehensive evaluation.
In the case study of this paper, we use an on-site participatory design for invited users. Other
methods of involving users can also be used, such as crowdsourcing. In this case, we can use a website
where we upload a call for participation, demonstrations of the PSS, guidelines for each and every step,
etc. This is another option for PSS projects. As suggested in the “Tasks” column of each step (Table 1),
companies can choose various tools to perform tasks in the process of the proposed framework.
5. Conclusions
In this work, the authors propose a co-creative framework for redesigning a PSS. For the first
time, a framework for user co-creation in PSS design has been proposed, detailed and evaluated with
experimental implementation.
Our work provides a practical guideline for developers in designing and redesigning PSS.
It enhances the value perception, evaluation and design quality of PSS. The experimental
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implementation with the case study and the analysis of the experimental results shows that the
proposed framework is valid.
The proposed framework can effectively deal with the designing of user-sensitive components,
such as consumer PSS in a B2C environment. In cases that requires a high level of technical skills and
knowledge or cases with complicated service processes, such as industrial PSS (in a B2B environment),
this framework might not work effectively.
Whether PSS can lead to achieving sustainability depends on how the technical design and the
business model are developed to address sustainable development criteria. One limitation of this work
is that, due to its focus, there is a lack of such consideration. Therefore, this work cannot claim the
possibility of achieving sustainability through PSS. In our following work, where the focus is more
appropriate, we would consider this issue as a separate research topic.
Furthermore, for future work, in order to prove the advantages of the proposed framework, a
comparison between its implementation results and those of other existing methods will be carried
out. Furthermore, an architecture of a computer program (or a mobile application) that employs this
framework as the backbone can be developed. This program can assist design teams to design PSS
collaboratively within their own team and with innovative customers.
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of theoretical discussions and research findings in the field
of designing sustainable business models that support the creation of value at various stages of the
business life cycle. The paper presents selected findings of extensive research into the business models
of Polish companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. Companies which are at various stages of
development should build and adapt their business models in order to maintain the ability to create
value for stakeholders. Characteristics of business models at the early stages of development are
different than at mature stages. The paper highlights the differences in business models in the context
of the life cycle of companies and sustainability criteria. The paper presents research findings which
show that the company’s development can be seen from the point of view of the business model.
Research on business models concentrated on identifying the key attributes and the configuration
of the business models appropriate for the early stage of development as well as the maturity stage.
It was found that the business models of companies at an early stage of the development of companies
listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange are oriented primarily to how the company shapes, delivers,
and captures value from the market in order to generate profits for shareholders and increase the
value of the company, while the business models of mature companies include the intentions of
management used to balance objectives with respect to different groups of stakeholders, and to
carefully formulate and implement business objectives with particular attention paid to preserving
the sustainability of the business. The assessment of business models from the point of view of the life
cycle proves that managers change their approach to configuring business models over time; at some
point, they include management intentions aimed at a broader range of goals than merely generating
profits. At the early stage, it is important to adapt the business model to the ability to create value
for shareholders by actively searching for the optimal configuration of the business model. Here a
component approach to making rapid changes in the structure of the business model is essential.
The business model of mature companies is based on assumptions ensuring the long-term viability of
the business and is holistic in nature. When the company moves from the stage of early development
to the maturity stage, business models change in such a way that the assumptions of the Triple Bottom
Line concept become increasingly important, as expressed in the joint implementation of Corporate
Social Responsibility and Value-Based Management assumptions. At the early stage of development,
the business model strengthens the need to create value for shareholders and is not as dependent on
strong partnerships with a large number of stakeholders. At the maturity stage, it is important to
balance the objectives of all stakeholders and to build long-term relationships with them. As regards
relationships with the environment, business models at these two stages are different. The paper
presents research on the business models of companies at their early stage of development as well as
mature companies, taking into consideration the assumptions of the Sustainable Business Model.
Keywords: business model; company value; capital market; balance; a sustainable business model; life
cycle of a business model; early stage of company development; maturity stage of company development
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1. Introduction
Conducting business in the conditions of the economic crisis has given rise to a new perspective
on the decision-making processes taking place in companies. Companies' ability to manage business
continuity, including their abilities related to strategic revival or restructuring, is acquiring special
significance which should contribute to ensuring the continued creation of company value. This is
important in that the management mechanisms of the capital market are significantly influenced by
changes in the macro-environment occurring at the same time, forces of sectoral determinants and
internal decision-making processes in companies. One of the key strategic factors affecting these
processes is to have the appropriate competencies related to company life cycle management using
efficient business models. These models, which define and take advantage of the company’s potential
to compete, shape the image of the company in the market and are a source of competitive advantage
which the company has and renews cyclically. It should be noted that, as [1] (p. 174) writes, a business
model concept is based on economic sciences and paradigms related to conducting business. This insight
allows a researcher to expand the scope of research into issues related to the active conduct of modern
business. The authors hypothesize that the achievement of success by a company and its ability to
build company value over a long period of time depends on having an efficient business model in
each period of business activity using sustainability criteria. This model should be appropriate for the
present market conditions and should allow the company to adjust to ever-changing needs by managing
its configuration in such a way that the interfaces between its components provide a platform for the
dynamic development and growth of the company at each stage of its operation.
The purpose of the paper is to present the research findings and discussions in the field of
designing business models that contribute to the creation of value at various stages of the business life
cycle, and indicates that a business model at the maturity stage of development has the characteristics
of sustainability. The paper presents selected theoretical aspects and the findings of extensive research
into the business models of companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, as published in works by
M. Jabłoński [2] and A. Jabłoński [3]. The studies described in these publications have been selectively
chosen for the purpose of this paper, as well as combined and interpreted in such a way as to cover
all the stages of a company’s life cycle. The same applies to studies and analyses and how they
take into account the business models of both companies at the early stage of development and
mature companies. Based on the data, the paper presents reflections on and analyses of business
models in the life cycle in the context of business model development which fulfills the objectives
of the sustainability concept. The managers of companies at the early stage of development focus
their attention on designing, delivering scalability and dynamically adjusting the business model
used. Conversely, in mature companies they significantly expand the understanding of the business
model, adding management intentions to its attributes, based on balancing the interests of different
groups of stakeholders and the coherent and coordinated use of assumptions of the Value-Based
Management and Corporate Social Responsibility concepts, leading to the creation of the Sustainable
Business Model. Business models examined by means of the criterion of the life cycle change due
to the growing needs of stakeholders over time. As these needs and expectations are the greatest in
the case of mature companies, it is therefore justifiable to create a category of a business model based
on sustainability. The methodological objectives of the paper are based on the theory of a systems
approach by L. von Bertalanffy [4], K.E. Boulding [5], R.L. Ackoff [6] and the approach of Resource
Based View, Rumelt [7], E. T. Penrose [8], J. Barney [9–11], R. Amit, P., M. A. Peteraf [12], B. Wernerfelt
1984 [13], M. J. Dollinger [14], C. K. Prahalad and G. Hamel [15] (p. 81). The systems approach and
resource-based view are suitable for the assessment of business models and company management in
terms of the life cycle, as they take into account the pooling of resources in a relatively firm and unified
whole. The business model is a system consisting of the fitting configuration of resources appropriate
for a given situation.
This paper is structured as follows. After discussing the sustainability concept as a new way
of understanding business sustainability (Section 2), business models are discussed in terms of the
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life cycle (Section 3). The literature on issues related to the life cycle and its reference to the concept
of business models has been reviewed. Section 4 deals with the design of business models at the
early stage of development, while Section 5 presents the design of business models at the maturity
stage of development. These approaches to designing business models are slightly different as are the
assumptions on which they are based. The research methodology is presented in Section 6, as well
as the scope of research, research subjects, and hypotheses for both companies at the early stage
of development and mature companies. The research findings are presented in Sections 7 and 8.
The discussion is presented in Section 9. The conclusion in Section 10 summarizes the core findings of
the paper and the core results of the analysis.
2. A Sustainable Business Model as a New Way of Ensuring Business Sustainability
The core premise underlying the concept of sustainability is related to the philosophy of the
Triple Bottom Line [16] which increases the chances of survival in various conditions. Business model
sustainability is now one of the key determinants of doing business. T. Dyllick and K. Muff define
the evolution of sustainability according to three levels of Business Sustainability, the development of
which is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Business Sustainability: Typology with key characteristics and changes [17].
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the business sustainability concept, assuming that the formula
of “Business Sustainability 3.0” is currently being developed, where the idea is action based on value
creation by supplying goods and the organization’s openness to the external environment. Different
models, approaches and concepts presented in the literature make the concept of sustainability
ambiguous and difficult to interpret. On the one hand, it mentions ensuring business sustainability,
and on the other hand, a multidimensional look at the organization considering the interests of various
groups of stakeholders. W. Stubbs and C. Cocklin express the view that, in relation to sustainable
enterprise, the company should aim to generate income. Profits are used to pursue sustainable goals,
as well as the mission and vision based on achieving social and economic objectives and financial
performance [18].
S. Schaltegger and R. Burritt highlight the ambiguous impact of social and environmental attitudes
on a company’s financial performance, giving examples in which such attitudes have no effect on the
economic success of the company [19].
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T. Dyllick and K. Hockerts present a model based on the concept of corporate sustainability
(balancing and integrating the company’s activities) mapped in the form of a triangle. In the three
corners of the triangle the focus is, respectively, on the business case, natural case and societal case [20].
W. McDonough and M. Braungart present the model of corporate sustainability in the form of a fractal
triangle with ecology-ecology, equity-equity and economy-economy in its corners [21].
F. Boons and F. Lüdeke-Freund focus on linking the sustainability concept with innovation.
In their opinion, the sustained success of an organization depends on innovation. Rules determining
the functioning of a sustainable business model should be based on creating technological innovation
that can create new markets after being commercialized [22].
The relationship between the concept of CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and financial
management is highlighted by Archie B. Carroll and Kareem M. Shabana, who believe that
generally, based on the review of practical business examples, CSR has a positive effect on company
performance [23].
S. Schaltegger and R. Burritt show that applying the principles of corporate social responsibility
and sustainability management uses the same assumptions, based on the integration of social, economic
and environmental aspects [24].
Frank Boons, Carlos Montalvo, Jaco Quist, Marcus Wagner believe that sustainable business
models should be supported by government agencies through appropriate policies. Companies
and government should work together to create innovations implemented in sustainable business
models [25].
A business case for sustainability according to S. Schaltegger, F. Lüdeke-Freund and E.G. Hansen
is the interpretation which indicates that the key aspect differentiating classic business solutions
between cases based on sustainability is a primary objective and incorporating smart solutions based
on environmental and social factors affecting the economic success of the company into the business
model [26]. J.G. York defines three conditions that guide the investors when they invest in sustainable
business, namely the required increase in ROIC (Return on Invested Capital), the minimum value of the
WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) and an increase in the availability of capital. This approach
is cost-effective and usable for startups [27].
S. Schaltegger, E. Hansen, and F. Lüdeke-Freund define a business model for sustainability as
one which helps in describing, analyzing, managing, and communicating (i) a company’s sustainable
value proposition to its customers, and all other stakeholders; (ii) how it creates and delivers this
value; (iii) and how it captures economic value while maintaining or regenerating natural, social, and
economic capital beyond its organizational boundaries [28].
Nikolay Dentchev, Rupert Baumgartner, Hans Dieleman, Lara Johannsdottir, Jan Jonker,
Timo Nyberg, Romana Rauter, Michele Rosano, Yulia Snihur, Xingfu Tang, and Bart van Hoof solicit
inputs on the variety of organizational settings which support the implementation of sustainable
business models.
– Do organizational and legal structures matter for the development of sustainable business models?
If so, how does that help or hinder utilization of the new models?
– What are the drivers for profit-dominated organizations to engage in implementing sustainable
business models?
– How does intrapreneurship impact the implementation of sustainable business models
in multinationals?
– What is the role of the service sector in implementing sustainable business models, in addition to
manufacturing or other types of industries?
– Are there conflicts of co-existence among multinational companies which are using sustainable
and conventional business models?
– What are the dynamics of sustainable business model implementation in non-profit organizations
and government-controlled organizations [29]?
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N.M.P. Bocken, S.W. Short, P. Rana, and S. Evans believe that business model innovations for
sustainability stand out from other concepts due to the fact that innovations based on reducing the
adverse effects on the environment make it possible to effectively capture value from the market and
increase the economic value of the company. At the same time, the product offer also changes [30].
Each approach indicates how interdisciplinary a sustainable business model concept is and how
many interpretations it has. It is interesting to examine a sustainable business model from the point of
view of the life cycle.
3. The Life Cycle of Business Models
The relevant literature proposes various definitions of business models. This concept is interpreted
from different points of view. For example, according to R. Amit and C. Zott, “A business model
describes the structure of transaction governance designed in such a way that value is created and all
business opportunities are taken advantage of” [31] (p. 511).
The definition by R. Casadesus-Masanell and J.E. Ricart is based on identifying business logic in
the context of creating value for stakeholders [32] (p. 196).
As far as preserving the continuity of the business in the long term is concerned, the definition
of the business model was presented by B. Demil and X. Lecocq, who say that “a business model
defines how the organization operates to ensure its stability” [33] (p. 231). An interesting definition
has been presented by B. Mahadevan, who says that a business model is the unique configuration
of three streams, namely a stream associated with customer service and cooperation with partners,
a revenue stream, and a logistical stream [34] (p. 59).
D.J. Teece bases his definition on converting payments into profits [1] (p. 173).
An approach to business models based on the concept of innovation is presented by
H. Chesbrough, who claims, based on joint works with R. Rosenbloom, that it is crucial for a business
model to rely on assumptions resulting from presenting a value proposition, identifying market
segments, designing the structure of the value chain, looking at the means of generating revenue,
evaluating the cost structure, as well as describing the company’s position in the value network.
All this must be supported by an adequate competitive strategy [35] (p. 355).
E. Fielt highlights the description of business operation logic in terms of capturing value from the
market [36] (pp. 91–92).
There are many definitions and approaches to business models and there is still no consensus
on a universal definition. They are examined in terms of the essence of their definition, the use
and the configuration of components. The proposed definition of the business model concept is
interdisciplinary in its nature. They prove the broad extent to which the definitions of business models
are examined in relation to many areas and perspectives. Some authors focus their attention on the
strategic character of delivering value to a customer, others on the results such as profit, and still others
on social aspects. The definitions presented emphasize other factors that distinguish them from one
another. Undoubtedly, however, all of them focus on the logic of doing business, and thus on the
assumptions on which the company has based its business. The distinct characteristics of various
approaches to the issue discussed result from showing other features which can ensure the company’s
success. Life cycle is an important issue in terms of examining business models.
The issue of a company’s life cycle is generally widely recognized in the literature. Authors who
have contributed to the development of this issue include Chandler (1962) [37], Patton (1959) [38],
Levitt (1965) [39], Cox (1967) [40], Churchill and Lewis (1983), Greiner (1972) [41,42], Hofer (1975) [43],
Scott and Bruce (1987) [44], Quinn and Cameron (1983) [45], and Parnell and Carraher (2003) [46].
According to Levitt (1965) and Cox (1967), different strategies are adopted at different stages of the
product life cycle. Thietart and Vivas (1984) [47] argue that strategies depend not only on the stage of
the life cycle, but are affected by the company’s strategic logic. In addition, the success of the strategy
seems to be dependent on the sector and characteristics of the external environment.
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In terms of the examination of the life cycle of companies in the context of the organization, from
the point of view of business models, a cognitive gap can be observed in this area. To date, the issue
of the life cycle of companies in terms of business model attributes and increasing the value of the
company has not been widely discussed. The business model as an ontological being may also be
examined from the point of view of the life cycle.
The authors highlight the research gap in existing studies, e.g., on strategic factors and
interrelations, and derive their research questions. There is a significant research gap in management
sciences in the scope of business models in the context of the life cycle, particularly in relation to the
companies listed on the stock exchange applying the principles of sustainability.
As regards research into the life cycle of business models, D.R.A. Schallmo and L. Brecht show the
relationship between the length of the life cycle and the application of corporate social responsibility
principles, which, in a sense, is linked with the concept of sustainability. The authors suggest that the
application of corporate social responsibility principles contributes to business model sustainability.
These principles lengthen the life cycle of the business model [48].
Further research was done by M. de Reuver, H. Bouwman and I. MacInnes, who examined
which types of external factors are most important from the point of view of the business model life
cycle. They argue that, on the basis of 45 case studies from various sectors of the economy, the most
important drivers of business model dynamics are technological factors. This is particularly important
in the case of startups, where technological attributes should be supported by market needs, while for
large companies this relationship is less important. External factors must be taken into account when
designing the business model in various stages of development but also when modifying it [49].
As far as the business model at an early stage of development is concerned, some characteristics
can be observed. A business model at an early stage of its development is shaped in the context of
applying the effective configuration of components that constitute it, and which are conducive to the
creation of value. A business model should be supported by the attributes related to the quality of
the management team. This is particularly important as regards the quality of the management of
companies at an early stage of their development. B. M. Martins Rodríguez [50] (p. 129) identifies a
need to separate two key areas, namely the business model and the characteristics related to the top
management team. A startup can succeed only if managers have high competencies and operational
capabilities in terms of creating value.
A business model goes through the distinct stages of the idea, development and commercialization.
Its shape is different from what it will be in the future, when, in order to maintain continuity of business,
a company will need to use different methods and management concepts appropriate to the level
of organizational development. The companies that are at an early stage of development and their
business models should be geared to survival. However, the planning horizon in these companies is
shorter due to a number of uncertainties. Young companies focus mainly on finding a viable, scalable
and effective business model, which will allow the company to capture market value. Changes in such
models as regards the company’s configuration can happen very quickly—companies modify their
business models throughout the life cycle. Survival is a goal for both young and mature companies, at
which point stakeholders will play a greater role, expecting the distribution of the value produced.
The final form of the business model will be based on balancing various areas of activity in the form
of constructive comparison, which may be referred to as a sustainable business model. The concept
of sustainability is understood as durability; sustainability is a relatively new concept not yet fully
explored. W. M. Grudzewski, I.K. Hejduk, A. Sankowska, and M. Wańtuchowicz define sustainability
as the company’s ability to continuously learn, adapt and develop, revitalize, reconstruct and reorient
to maintain a lasting and distinctive position in the market by offering buyers above-average value
today and in the future (consistent with the paradigm of innovative growth) through organic variation
constituting business models, and arising from the creation of new opportunities, objectives and
responses to them, while balancing the interests of different groups [51] (p. 27). C. Kidd believes that
the concept of sustainability derives from a broader look at this issue, in relation to balancing the
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influence of various political, social and scientific groups in time [52]. This means that there is a close
correlation between the stability of the business and sustainable stakeholder relationship management.
G. Svenson, G. Wood, and M. Callaghan also argue that a fundamental aspect of sustainability occurs
when company expectations and ideas of the market and society affect the prevailing opinions of what
can and cannot be done in sustainable business practice. In turn, stakeholders and their expectations
help to answer this question [53] (p. 338). Relationships with stakeholders determine the shape and
nature of the principles of sustainability in business. An interesting sustainable business model based
on an original SMART concept (sustainability modeling and reporting system) has been developed by
M. Daud Ahmed and D. Sundaram [54] (pp. 611–624). In this model, they defined the sustainability
roadmap (sustainable business transformation roadmap) in which the key elements consist of design,
transformation, monitoring and control, discovery, science and strategy. M. Yunus, B. Moingeon, and
L. Lehmann-Ortega define the concept of a social business model, which can also be a sustainable
business model, and have developed the foundations of building a social business model consisting
of two areas also common to innovative models and areas specific to social models. They show
similarities with conventional and innovative business models which include:
– the challenges of conventional knowledge and basic assumptions,
– the discovery of complementary business partners,
– undertakings in improving process experiments.
As regards the specific assumptions relevant to social business models, they show features such as:
– Encouraging social orientation in terms of profit for shareholders,
– Clear, specific objectives for profit for society.
The approaches presented show the essence of the sustainability concept and direct its attention
to the continuous ability of the company to remain in the market when the condition of this goal is to
have an effective business model at every stage of the life cycle. It should be largely oriented to social
objectives without losing the features of a company focused on generating profit. The time taken from
the stage of business model development to the achievement of a state characterized by features of a
sustainable business model will depend on the particular character of the company, the sector which it
operates in, and market volatility. Based on observations of the phenomena occurring in the economy,
it can be said that this time grows ever shorter. The ability to understand the cycle designed in such a
way allows managers to quickly detect weaknesses in the business model and adjust its configuration
to ensure the constant ability to create value, at the beginning mostly only for shareholders, and later
also for other stakeholders by adapting it to the expected value. It is possible that, at the initial stage of
company development, a business model that has the features of a sustainable business model is built.
However, it rarely happens in a free market economy. In its initial stage of development, the company
focuses primarily on investing and multiplying profits for further expansion and development. At a
later stage of development, the company can share what was gained in previous years. Figure 2 shows
the change in the business model in the life cycle of the company. A business model at an early stage
of development will be characterized by features other than a business model in its maturity stage of
development. To ensure their usefulness and verify their effectiveness, different management methods
and techniques will be used.
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Figure 2. Change in the business model in the company life cycle [55].
Analyzing the approaches to and definitions of business models described in the literature,
the authors adopt the approach by Ch. Zott and R. Amit in their reflections on further research.
Their proposal is based on the fact that a business model is a package of specific actions performed
in order to meet the needs of the market, in particular involving partnerships centered on the focal
company and its partners [56]. The proposed approach requires a focus on how the business is
conducted, on how value is created for all business participants and on identifying partners that can
assist in performing actions important from the point of view of the business model. It is a holistic
approach [57]. After analyzing the literature, the definition of a sustainable business model in the
life cycle has been presented. A business model evolves during the life cycle of the company. In the
authors’ opinion, a sustainable business model in the life cycle is a business model that is capable of
evolution throughout the life cycle, assuming an incremental increase in the value of the company
when the principles of Corporate Social Responsibility and Value-Based Management are adhered to.
4. The Design of Business Models at the Early Stage of Development
Companies are increasingly competing not only on products and/or services, their quality or
price, but on business models as well. A company with a profitable business model achieves higher
market capitalization, is attractive to investors and stakeholders, and consequently has more market
opportunities. Company value depends on the attractiveness of its business model and the skills
to introduce dynamic changes therein, resulting from the needs of the environment. The proposed
approach to the design of strategies and business models aimed at creating value is related to the
configuration of the business model. This means a set of business model components that shape
its whole, characterizing the essence of this model. The word “configuration” is used as business
models can be altered by modifying their components, and even in some cases totally reconfigured.
In this approach, the ontological essence is not so much the business model as this configuration.
Dynamics of a business model means its ability to change, which leads to a higher company value
than before the change, by using a different configuration of business model components. Issues
pertaining to the level of technology, processes and strategies should be included in a measuring
system used to monitor the process of creating value. Designing business models requires the ability
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to respond to any signals forecasting changes in the external and internal environment of the company;
managers not taking them into consideration in the decision-making process can lead to economic
losses. The business model constantly reacts to corporate strategy. The concept of strategy geometry
developed by R.W. Keidal fulfills these expectations, making a clear distinction between elements of
the complexity of formulating strategies in the context of the factors that influence them [58] (p. 6).
Changing the business model can be natural (resulting from the company’s flexibility in adapting to
changes in its environment—a company changes when the business environment changes) or forced.
Forced changes are often restructuring in their nature [59] (p. 36). This approach to management
processes requires the implementation of a results-oriented organizational culture. Therefore, in the
process of modifying business models quickly, it is essential to implement the concept of Strategic
Performance Management. The assumptions of the concept have been presented by A. de Waal, who
says that this is a process that requires company managers to regularly verify the mission, strategy and
goals. As a result, these goals are measurable using key success factors and performance indicators to
maintain the determined direction of the company’s operations [60] (p. 19).
A dynamic aspect of business models exposes processes and value chains, but it also significantly
affects the shape of organizational structures. The proposed approach should serve to quickly move
from one model to another using a different business model configuration. One of the assumptions is
considering business models from the perspective of seeking an effective configuration of the company
strategic structure to identify such components of the business model that are crucial in the process of
the creation of company value. Treating the concepts of business models, especially in the area of their
configuration, jointly with the concept of value creation appears to be an important subject today, but
one which is not fully recognized as yet, especially in the area of companies classified as innovative.
5. Design of Business Models at the Maturity Stage of Development
The dynamically changing global economy in the era of the intensive development of globalization
creates new needs, both in theoretical management models as well as in practical discussions related
to the perception of business. This is particularly important in the current economic and moral crisis,
the effects of which are visible in most developed countries. It is important to find and/or use the
existing management paradigms, the examination and codification of which will provide a platform
for the development and growth of companies. By observing and analyzing business trends and the
behavior of companies for the past few years, it can be concluded that many business orientations
and concepts, whose roots and method of evaluation are often radically different, lead to similar
business results. This has happened to the concepts of Value-Based Management, Corporate Social
Responsibility, Shareholders, Stakeholders as well as Sustainable Business, and was significantly
influenced by the globalized nature of world economies, which resulted in the creation of values on
the basis of which corporate business models were built. The strategic behavior of companies and
their intercultural exchange led to the creation of new sources and platforms for building competitive
advantage, and consequently a stable source for building long-term value. The principles of sustainable
development are increasingly appreciated, including in the United States. Transferred to the micro
level in terms of the competitiveness of the company, its strategy and by following the principles of
corporate social responsibility amid the global economic crisis, they resulted in the creation of a new
management concept, namely Sustainability. This can be regarded as Sustainable Development aiming
to simultaneously adhere to the principles of ethics, ecology and economy, and may also be understood
as the ability of the company to manage quickly and flexibly, focusing on objectives and enabling
the implementation of the company mission and vision, taking into account the establishment of
competitive advantage on the market. This can be achieved by creating new products and/or services
and implementing modern management methods and concepts, the source of which is scientific
research and solutions to business practices. Sustainable business is business conducted when concepts
of value-based management and corporate social responsibility are used in a systemic way, providing
value for company stakeholders.
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Sustainable business at all levels of management, which includes all of the factors and functions
therein, ensures business continuity as well as the power to create value in the long term, and
enables a sustainable dividend payout to shareholders and the generation of a social dividend to
other stakeholders of the company. The combination of these factors and functions will result in the
search for the most optimal business solutions. This can be done through the mutual, constructive
comparison of resources and factors influencing the ability to increase company value. Therefore, the
most important factor is to find such a balance that will ensure business continuity in the market, while
achieving business results which guarantee the long-term value of the company. The balance ensuring
the implementation of the sustainable business concept may result from building a sustainable business
model connected with the principles of VBM (Value Based Management), CSR and the concepts of
Stakeholders, Shareholders and Sustainable Business. This may lead to the continuity of the business
in the volatile conditions of the market environment.
Therefore, considering the theoretical and practical dimensions of the above issues, it is important
to answer the question, which as yet has not been fully answered in the literature: Which strategic
factors and their interrelations in the adopted business models have the greatest impact on the
long-term building of a socially responsible company? What should the design of such a business
model be?
A premise which says that the subject is important, difficult and requires extended research and
scientific discussions is that companies want to build long-term value, to operate successfully in the
market, to ensure the continuity of the business, to renew (reconstruct, adapt) their business models,
and finally to win. However, they are constantly looking for the optimal ways and mechanisms
allowing them to do it effectively and efficiently. At the same time, signals from the market, economic
impulses, the economic crisis, chaos in the market, public disappointment with the place and role of
companies in the economy, and examples of business collapses all hinder the selection of the most
appropriate way to manage companies.
Moving away from certain management concepts, changes in values, the occurrence of the rapid
flow of not only capital but also information and knowledge and access thereto, changes in perceiving
the nature of the business, and its place in the global ecosystem also resulted in a new dimension in
using the strength of management sciences in global business.
According to the authors, new dimensions of business are responsible management, sustainable
management, socially acceptable management and efficient and effective management. Such an effect
can be obtained by applying sustainability principles in a socially responsible manner.
A socially responsible company is a company whose business model, in increasing its value, is
built on the basis of strategic factors associated with corporate social responsibility and the principles
of value-based management, while determining wise organizational behavior in the company, and
wise market behavior towards company stakeholders, which are based on the principles of integrity,
ethics and professionalism.
Strategic factors related to corporate social responsibility and value-based management are
the factors associated with the functioning and behavior of the organization towards the external
and internal environment, where an appropriate combination leads to sustainable value in terms of
long-term operation on the market.
As a consequence of this approach, a holistic sustainable business model is created, reduced
in its nature, becoming a platform for creating long-term, sustainable value for a socially
responsible company.
A company that is responsible, to a limited extent, is a company that applies the principles
of corporate social responsibility only sometimes, when it is clearly profitable. It adheres to these
principles not on a voluntary basis, according to the organizational culture of the company, but in a
forced way.
A socially irresponsible company is a company that—in its business activities—does not obey the
principles of corporate social responsibility by, inter alia, failing to abide by applicable legal and other
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conditions, by organizational behaviors indicating discrimination, bullying, intimidation, and other
pathological behavior towards staff and other company stakeholders (including suppliers, co-operators
and others) and by treating the company and company personnel only as a tool for making profit.
In view of the above discussions, it can be assumed that the main components of a sustainable business
model built in the subject-object system are strategic factors related to:
1. A combined implementation of the concepts of corporate social responsibility and
value-based management.
2. Balancing the potential of the company.
3. Combining the stakeholder concept and the shareholder concept, which are also strongly related
to the concepts of corporate social responsibility (stakeholders) and value-based management
(shareholders).
4. A sustainable dividend policy.
A holistic model of sustainable business creating company value in the long term can be built on
the basis of the following driving forces that give it the proper dynamics.
1. Strength of conscious application of corporate social responsibility principles.
2. Strength of economic sustainability of the company.
3. Strength of conscious application of corporate governance principles.
4. Strength of stakeholder value and the dynamics of their migration processes.
5. Strength of the consensual relationship: company’s board, shareholders, stakeholders.
6. Strength of implementing a sustainable strategy based on the principles of a balanced scorecard.
7. Strength of balancing intellectual capital of the company.
8. Strength of balancing fixed assets of the company.
9. Strength of balancing internal processes of the company.
10. Strength of the management style based on the logic of conscious decision-making [3] (p. 249).
6. Methodology of Research
As a research instrument, one basic method has been used, i.e., analysis of the literature concerning
the life cycle of business models from startup to mature company. The authors present the problem of
creating the framework of business models in their life cycle. The level of sustainability depends on the
stage of company development. For this purpose, the authors have used literature research, a sustained
approach to shaping the attributes of business models, the features of companies at an early stage of
development and mature companies, as well as the principles for building a sustainable business model
at different stages of company development. The authors have adopted an interpretative approach
as the methodology of scientific research, based on the literature and a systematic retrospective
assessment of the business models of companies in the course of conducting their own business activity
and during their consulting practice. As regards the companies at the early stage of development,
the issue of which business model components are responsible for increasing shareholder value
to the greatest extent is also important. They should, therefore, be a driver of adjusting business
models, and changes aimed at building company value should focus on them. The scope of the
issue presented in the paper represents an attempt to link the findings of the research in the context
of the business life cycle criterion, namely at an early stage of company development, and at the
maturity stage. Therefore, if we add the two scopes of research, quantitative research was conducted
on a sample of 220 companies listed on the Polish Stock Exchange in Warsaw (48 New Connect
companies, 44 Index WIG20, WIG40, WIGdiv, Respect Index, New Connect Lead companies and
128 companies taking part in the "Environmentally Friendly Company" national ecology competition).
Qualitative research was conducted on a sample of 384 companies from the New Connect market and
10 selected companies taking part in the “Environmentally Friendly Company” national competition.
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The research concentrated on the issue of shaping the business models of companies operating on
the New Connect alternative trading system, organized by the Warsaw Stock Exchange, aiming to
increase their value; its objective was to design the so-called sustainable business model of mature
companies that build value over the long term and that operate on the Stock Exchange, in the following
indexes: WIG20, WIG40, WIGdiv, Respect Index, New Connect Lead and companies participating
in the "Environmentally Friendly Company" national ecology competition. To study companies at
the early stage of development, the component approach by S.M. Shafer, H.I, Smith, I.C. Lander [61]
(p. 202) and work by M. Jabłoński [62] (p. 39–47) were applied to shape the configuration of the
business model. As far as the assumptions of the Value-Based Management concept are concerned,
works by A. Rappaport [63] and T. Copelland, T. Koller and J. Murrin [64] were used. To study the
business models of mature companies, the approach of combining VBM and CSR concepts promoted
by J.D. Martin, J.W. Petty, J.S. Wallace [65] and work by A. Jabłoński [66] were used. The combination
of these assumptions resulted in a coherent approach to examining business models from the point of
view of the life cycle criterion. Business models change over time due to the influence of internal and
external factors. In the relevant literature, the issue of business model changeability during the life
cycle of the company has been studied broadly. Also, no extensive analyses have been conducted on
transforming business models from the idea of building a business model configuration conducive to
the creation of value, achieving scalability of the business model to obtaining the strategic balance of a
holistic nature in relation to different areas.
The comparative table below shows the characteristics of a business model at the early stage of
development and a sustainable business model. (see Table 1).
Table 1. Characteristics of a business model at an early stage of development and a sustainable
business model.
Business Model Characteristic
Description of the Characteristic
of a Business Model at an Early
Stage of Development
Description of the Characteristic
of a Sustainable Business Model
Recipients of a business model Focus primarily on shareholders Focus on shareholders andother stakeholders
Business perspective Short-term Long-term




Business model dynamics Very high Stable
Organizational culture Changing significantly Stable
Innovation Very big Stable
Access to capital Difficult Relatively easy
Possibility of bankruptcy High Low
The study process and its scope are presented in Figure 3.
The life cycle of a business model is graphically depicted. During initiation and growth, business
models of the companies at an early stage of development, listed on the New Connect alternative
Warsaw Stock Exchange market, were examined. The maturity stage was examined as regards the
companies with a strong market position in WIG20, WIG40, WIGdiv, and the Respect Index indexes.
For both research areas, i.e., the early and mature stages of development, research hypotheses were
formulated regarding the impact of various factors on building company value through developing
business models. Research findings for both stages of company activity are presented below in
Sections 7 and 8.
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Figure 3. The structure and scope of the study.
7. The Findings of the Research on Business Models at an Early Stage of Development
Reviewing the trends in the Polish economy, the authors concluded that the most appropriate
place where people use the idea of the business model is the Warsaw Stock Exchange. The New
Connect alternative trading market is significant in the process of designing business models that
create value in the initial stages of company development. The market has been operating in Poland
since 30 August 2007, and commenced operations in a relatively difficult and deteriorating external
environment. Despite the adverse conditions, the growth rate of IPOs (Initial Public Offerings) and the
financing of their development was very high, through the market of both private and public offers
prior to entry onto the New Connect market and thereafter [67] (p. 5). For the first few years of its
operation, the market has produced satisfactory results. The measures of this are that of more than
400 companies listed on New Connect, about 20 companies have moved to the main market since the
index was created; issuers in the alternative market have the choice of nearly 100 authorized advisers;
the capitalization of all companies listed on New Connect is PLN 9.024 billion; investors may earn
as much as 1875% on debut; the record drop in the share value of New Connect-listed companies
to date is 99%; and there are three segments of issuers, namely ASO-NCLEAD, the best companies,
NC HLR, companies with low liquidity, and NC SHLR, high-risk companies [68] (p. 37). Analyzing
the data, it is possible to surmise that New Connect creates research conditions which facilitate a
better understanding of the configuration of business models of Polish companies conducive to value
creation. An examination of the business models of companies listed on New Connect in the context of
the company value criterion is interesting, as such comprehensive studies have not been conducted to
date. No recommendations on the development of these business models have been formulated, either.
It can be assumed that the configuration of business models determines their efficiency, and that
skillful and rational management multiplies the wealth of investors. Managers of companies listed on
New Connect should be aware of the strength of their business models on the path to the creation of
value. They should also know the factors determining their design, modification and adjustment aimed
at continually multiplying value for shareholders and the company, and should understand the rules
affecting the ability to effectively manage business models. A business model is a kind of system which
is composed of many elements, a proper configuration of which should facilitate the achievement of
the ultimate goal, which is an increase in company value. The originally set goal has been expanded
and new objectives have emerged during preliminary research, namely identifying the methods and
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tools used by the company in terms of monitoring the value creation process, the degree to which the
company is results-oriented and the objective of building systems of value-based management.
The main purpose of the research was to assess the development of business models of Polish
companies conducive to the creation of their value. In order to verify this relationship, it was necessary
to formulate the following partial hypotheses:
The research sample was companies listed on New Connect at the time of conducting the
research (desk research: 384 companies on New Connect), quantitative research (a research sample
of 48 companies on New Connect) and qualitative research (12 companies selected from among
the 384 companies listed on New Connect on 24 May 2012 which met the criteria of representative
companies). Two case studies were developed. Research was conducted from November 2011 to May
2012, and research triangulation was applied. In terms of desk research, 384 companies listed on New
Connect were studied. The research model adopted ensured the diversity of the research sample in
terms of geography and the type of business. Furthermore, it ensured diversity among the business
models used. Analysis was conducted based on public documents:
´ the information document from the debut on New Connect,
´ financial statements,
´ financial analyses carried out by brokerage houses, investment houses and banks.
The analysis included an assessment of changes in the quotations of companies on the market.
The companies were evaluated on the day of their debut, after 52 weeks of the floating date (if time of
operation on the market was less than 52 weeks, its total operating time on New Connect was taken
into account), and on the day the research was conducted. Within the framework of the quantitative
research, the sample was selected in such a way that the objectives could be achieved. The companies
surveyed were capital companies, mainly small- or medium-sized. Analyzing the territorial scope of
activities of the surveyed companies, it should be noted that half of them operate on the international
market, 37.5% operate on a national scale, while 12.5% only operate regionally. None of the companies
operate only locally, which indicates the high potential and innovative character of their product
offer. Therefore, the products and services they offer find both a national and international audience.
As part of the qualitative analysis of business models, companies that achieved a positive return at
the end of 2011 were selected (their rate of return at the end of the period was positive); moreover,
the degree to which they fulfilled forecasts specified in the information document was not less than
90%. This criterion was adopted in order to select, out of all companies listed on New Connect, those
companies that were the best in terms of the scope of value creation for investors and, at the same time,
which demonstrated their effectiveness compared to their forecasts. A representative sample obtained
in this way was used to prepare business models that were favorable to value creation. At the end of
2011, 338 companies in total were listed on the New Connect alternative market. During the period
from 1 January 2011 to 31 December 2011, only 64 entities achieved a positive return at the end of the
period. These companies accounted for only 18.9% of all listed companies. An additional criterion
used in the analysis was the price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio and the price-to-book value (P/BV) ratio.
The criterion for accepting companies for the research project was the requirement of positive values
for both ratios. This additional criterion was fulfilled by 36 companies, accounting for 10.6% of all
listed companies at the end of 2011. In particular, the assessment of indicators of the degree to which
the net profit assumed in financial forecasts had been achieved was adopted. The indicators were
compared with the annual updated rates of return. It was also assumed that the company should have
been listed on New Connect for not less than six months—which means that its debut on New Connect
was before 1 June 2011. In the original version of the concept of qualitative research on business
models, it was assumed that the company should have been listed not less than 12 months prior (i.e.,
its debut was before 1 January 2011). However, after preparing a sample meeting the proposed criteria,
it turned out that only 14 companies fulfilled the criteria. It was agreed that this number was too small
to conduct research reliably. Therefore, a decision was taken to accept companies with a shorter period
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of operation on New Connect. Presence on New Connect, which is characterized by very dynamic
changes, for a period of six months, and maintaining investor confidence during this time (expressed
in a positive rate of return), can provide a platform for formulating reliable conclusions in terms of
the business model configuration, conducive to the process of company value creation. Out of all the
companies listed on New Connect, 32 companies (accounting for 9.5% of all the listed companies at
the end of 2011) fulfilled all the criteria to be accepted for analysis.
When the percentage share of these companies on New Connect at the end of 2011 was compared
to the percentage share of companies examined in the NC Index (NewConnect Index), the total share
of 32 companies in the NC Index was obtained, which amounted to 16.9%. The value of the percentage
share in the NC Index was almost twice the percentage share in total. This means that the capitalization
of New Connect companies meeting the criteria was above average. A total of 12 companies were
selected for the qualitative analysis of business models, which accounts for 3.1% of all the companies
listed on New Connect at the end of 2011. In order to assess the accuracy of the research sampling, the
percentage share of those companies on the New Connect market at the end of 2011 was compared to
the percentage share of the NC Index companies. In this way, the quantitative share was compared
with the capitalization of companies. The total share of these 12 companies in the NC Index was
6.05%, and the value of the percentage share in the NC Index was almost twice the percentage share
of the total. This means that the capitalization of New Connect companies meeting the criteria was
above average. Being aware of the limitations resulting from the number of companies approved, they
were accepted in terms of conducting the research. All 12 companies selected for qualitative research
met the criterion of the degree of at least 90% net profit achieved when compared to that assumed in
the financial forecasts (the level of 90% was established based on accepting 10% divergence from the
expected result). Two examples were selected for the case study analysis: in the first one, an increase
in company value was observed and the business model was not changed, and in the second, financial
forecasts were not fulfilled and the business model had to be modified (strong pressure from investors
and the Warsaw Stock Exchange Board), which resulted in the company changing its configuration
and a significant increase in the share price.
There is no doubt that the business model of a company at an early stage of development is
characterized by attributes other than a mature business model. Every company goes through different
stages of development, which may change due to the specific nature of the business models. The stages
may be as follows: conception, development, commercialization, consolidation, and maturity. At the
initial stage of company operation are conception, development and commercialization. A business
model should be designed in such a way that, at the expected stage of achievements, a unique
combination of resources focuses on the value chain. It is also favorable to take an appropriate position
in the value network in order to capture value. Moving from one priority to another in order to
create value characterizes the dynamics of the business model. Managers’ knowledge of the business
model structure and ability to adapt it skillfully develops the ability to create value [2] (pp. 411–412).
The configuration of the business model at the initial stage of company development is based on the
basic attributes and is supported with management methods and techniques focused on the concept of
project management. The simplicity of the business model should be its strength as, when combined
with a unique configuration of attributes, it can lead to a company gaining competitive advantage,
which can thus create value for shareholders. The research and analysis conducted allowed us to
prove the main hypothesis: Company value is created by shaping the configuration of the business
model components. All the hypotheses presented in Figure 3 are true. Figure 4 shows the results of
research on shaping the business models conducive to the creation of value for companies in the early
stages of development (companies listed on New Connect). The numerical values indicate the strength
of the correlation between different components and value creation (or destruction). The proposed
configuration of the business model components shown in Figure 3 is the result of extensive literature
research related to identifying individual components constituting the structure for describing a business
model. The final number of components is a result of the reduction of the components that, based
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on preliminary research, were not considered by respondents to have an impact on the creation of
company value. The research findings indicate the components of the business model configuration that
are of significance to the process of value creation for shareholders. The most important components
include: customer relationships, value proposals for customers and brands, configuration of unique
resources, quality of supplier products, and configuration of the value chain. These components of the
business model configuration of companies at an early stage of development should be thoroughly
evaluated and strengthened in order to increase the value of these companies. The stronger the correlation
between the creation of value and the business model component, the bigger the effect on the increasing
value. In addition, product and business model innovation increases the chances of creating value for
shareholders. Companies whose business models are characterized by higher rates of innovation have a
higher price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) and price-to-book value ratio (P/BV). The price-to-book value ratio
shows the attractiveness of the business model used, meaning that the company has a business model
with the potential for value creation. Companies that build dynamic measurement systems based on
the defined key business model components control the company better in order to increase its value.
Defined business model components determine the design of the indicators for monitoring company
value. Companies that are characterized by the ability to obtain their net income forecasts achieve
increased levels of P/E and P/BV as well as higher annual rates of return.
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Figure 4. Relationship between a business model and the creation of value (in terms of value for
investors)—correlation results [2].
In order to rate the relationship between a business model (described by means of business model
innovation and product innovation) and the value of a P/E ratio and to rate the shape and strength
between these characteristics, a statistical correlation was calculated.
Figure 4 shows the correlation results. In order to determine whether there is a correlation
between a business model and a P/E ratio and, if so, how strong it is, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(an unloaded estimate of the correlation coefficient rxy) has been applied; the coefficient measuring the
level of a linear relationship between the variables is rxy = 0.86 for the variables tested.
The figure of 0.86 indicates that the correlation between a business model and a P/E ratio is
strong. In addition, the significance of the correlation was determined by calculating the value of
the function t for a correlation coefficient. The number of experimental points equals the number of
companies listed on New Connect; it is 24.05.2012 and n = 384. We accept the hypothesis Ho, that there
is a correlation between a business model and a P/E ratio, and the alternative hypothesis H1, that
there is no correlation between these characteristics. The value of the t-statistic, which has a Student’s
t distribution is t = 1.9. The level of significance is α = 0.05 (standard for the population). We calculate a
probability of p = 0.07. Since p > α, we accept the null hypothesis, and we reject the possible alternative
hypothesis—there is a correlation between the studied characteristics. (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Relationship between a business model and the creation of value (in terms of value for investors) [2].
Statistical Value Business Model/Value Creation
Pearson’s r 0.86
Coefficient of determination R2 0.7789
n 384
Figure 4 shows the data from the 384 companies listed on New Connect with a price-to-earnings
ratio and the ranking of the attractiveness of business models in terms of an innovation criterion.
It turns out that many companies have a high P/E ratio at a high ranking of the attractiveness of their
business model, while conversely, a low ranking in terms of the attractiveness of a business model
occurs in the case of many companies with a low or even negative P/E ratio. Therefore, it can be
concluded that a price/earnings ratio is a good measure of business model attractiveness and can, in
the long term, be used as an indicator thereof.
The result indicates that if we assume that a business model is effective when the degree of
financial targets for the future in relation to the pursued strategy is at least 90%, a strong correlation,
obtained as a result of research, between the extent to which the forecast net profit is achieved and an
updated annual rate of return proves the relationship between a business model and an increase in
value. It is possible to select such business models that enable the implementation of both forecasts
and the achievement of positive returns.
To rate the relationship between business model components and an increase in company value
(rated based on the answers chosen by managers in the survey), values of the mode, the median, and
the arithmetic mean were determined for the factors studied. (see Table 3)
Table 3. Impact of business model components on an increase in value [2].





the customer 5 5 4.2771 1.0215
value proposition for the customer 5 4 4.1023 0.9586
competitive strategy 5 4 4.0448 0.9753
position in the value network 4 4 4.0089 0.9981
logic of generating income 5 4 3.9213 1.0269
organization of internal suppliers and their key capabilities 4 4 3.5474 1.4077
All business model components were then analyzed in terms of the influence of individual
components from the subsystem on the business model (see Table 4). The following factors were rated:
– the customer,
– value proposition for the customer,
– logic of generating income,
– organization of internal suppliers and their key capabilities,
– competitive strategy,
– position in the value network.
The value of the t-statistic, which has a Student’s t distribution, is t = 2.01. The level of significance
is α = 0.05 (standard for this population). We calculate the probability of p = 0.06. Since p > α we
accept the null hypothesis, and reject the alternative hypothesis—there is the correlation between the
studied criteria.
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Customer 0.05 0.81 0.77 Very strong
Value proposition for the customer 0.05 0.84 0.66 Very strong
Logic of generating income 0.05 0.74 0.64 Strong
Organization of internal suppliers 0.05 0.69 0.71 Strong
Type of strategy pursued 0.05 0.72 0.71 Strong
Position in the value network 0.05 0.73 0.79 Strong
Configuration of the value chain 0.05 0.82 0.56 Very strong
The test for the significance of the correlation coefficient proves the relationship between the
studied criteria. The correlation is significant and strong, as indicated by the low probability coefficient.
Correlations are statistically significant (at the level of p < 0.1).
The most important stakeholders are located by their impact on the value of the company and
their importance for achieving long-term value.
By analogy, it is possible to adjust business models to market leaders (business model
benchmarking). (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. The generalized shape of a business model using the statistical correlation between
components which ensure the creation of value for shareholders [2] (p. 337).
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By making dynamic changes in the configuration of the business model, it is possible to adjust it
to develop the ability to create value. The results have been analyzed based on this assumption.
Research and analysis conducted on business models of companies at an early stage of development
in the context of activity on the capital market have allowed us to draw the following conclusions:
(1) Referring to the review of the relevant literature on business models and value-based
management, a theoretical configuration of business models was developed. The results indicate
that a business model should be a unique form of resources focused on the value chain. It is
also favorable to take an appropriate position in the value network in order to capture value.
Moving from one priority to another in order to create value characterizes the dynamics of the
business model. Managers’ knowledge of the business model structure and its skillful adaptation
develops the ability to create value.
(2) Based on the research, the importance of the impact of individual components of the business
model on company value was determined. The results allowed us to build a business model
structure that indicates what the optimal configuration of the efficient and effective business
model should be like. The main components were identified, which include the value proposition
for the customer, the customer himself and the configuration of the value chain. The key
subsystems of these components were also specified, which indicate what configuration, from
among those proposed in the theoretical model, works best for managers, in the context of the
criterion of company value. These include: in the area of the customer, relationships; in the value
proposition for the customer, brand and innovation; in the area of revenue generation logic, the
configuration of unique resources; in the area of organization of internal suppliers, the quality
of provided services. The model presents the link between the components and their impact
on the configuration of the business model conducive to the creation of value. The structure of
a business model which is favorable to the creation of value should be consistent and should
include the above-mentioned priorities. It depends highly on the configuration of the value chain.
(3) The analysis of the correlation of the degree to which the financial forecasts of net profit described
in the annual information documents are fulfilled with the updated rates of return of companies
listed on New Connect showed a high correlation coefficient at 0.79. If we assume that the
efficiency of the business model is verified by the fulfillment of forecasts, the hypothesis that
there is a relationship between the business model and the value increase can be proved. Business
model configuration management aims to improve its effectiveness, including the fulfillment
of expected forecasts, favors the creation of value and is verified with the values of return rates.
Fulfilling forecasts, or failing to do so, significantly affects return rates.
(4) In order to assess the factors affecting the rate of company value growth, 23 factors were
determined, of which the factors that are most important to New Connect companies include:
(a) relationships with customers,
(b) a full understanding of customer needs,
(c) the ability to create unique value for the customer which is not offered by competitors.
(5) Having analyzed a designed portfolio of business model innovation and product innovation,
it was concluded that as many as 63% of all companies listed on New Connect are characterized
neither by an innovative business model nor by innovative products, which significantly affects
the performance of these companies and, at the same time, their market value.
(6) Companies which were characterized by both innovative business models and innovative
products, recognized as models of this market, accounted for only 10% of the New Connect index.
If one looks at this phenomenon positively, in the future one in 10 companies on New Connect
may, through capital gained on New Connect, build the elite class of companies changing the
rules of the game in the sectors in which they operate.
(7) Comparing two extreme sets (the first characterized by an innovative business model and
innovative products—only 10% of the companies surveyed; the second, characterized by an
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unimaginative business model and products—63% of companies), the result is not promising.
It is necessary to verify either the potential of the business model component configuration of
these companies, or specify stricter criteria for floating on the New Connect market, which should
include elements of innovation.
(8) During further research on the issue of whether there is a relationship between the business
model and company value, it was concluded that there is a very strong correlation between the
business model evaluated according to the criteria of innovation and the price/earnings ratio, at
a figure of 0.86. The correlation between the degree to which financial forecasts of net profit are
fulfilled and the average updated annual rate of return is strong and stands at 0.79. The results
obtained give a strong message to theoreticians and practitioners of management that investment
in innovation and diligent work towards fulfilling financial forecasts translate into the strong
creation of value.
(9) There is strong pressure from investors and the board of the Warsaw Stock Exchange to ensure that
the forecasts published by the companies are reliable, as this significantly affects the modification
of business models used by these companies.
The results presented show that the principles of sustainability as regards the companies at an
early stage of development and with respect to incorporating them into the genotype of business
models of companies at an early stage of development are used inconsistently and only selectively.
The situation is different for mature companies where sustainability is regarded as a value driver.
8. Research Findings on Business Models at the Mature Stage of Development
In conducting research on sustainable business models, the main hypothesis and 11 auxiliary
hypotheses were proposed. The main hypothesis is that: the joint realization of the concepts of
corporate social responsibility and value-based management affects the balance of the company’s
potential and how (and whether) the needs of different groups of stakeholders are fulfilled, which, as a
result, translates into an increase in the long-term value of the company.
In the research conducted, in order to prove the proposed hypotheses, the principles of
triangulation were used. The methodological triangulation applied covered three types of research:
quantitative research, qualitative research and research based on the expert method.
The main objective of the research was to create a holistic sustainable business model contributing
to building the long-term value of a socially responsible company. The scope of the research
covered companies currently listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, on the following stock indexes:
WIG20, WIG40, WIGdiv, Respect Index, New Connect Lead and companies participating in the
“Environmentally Friendly Company” competition; 128 companies that adhered to the principles of
corporate social responsibility with a strong theme of environmental responsibility participated in the
first stage of the research, on the analysis of the results of the “Environmentally Friendly Company”
ecology competition. In the second phase, survey questionnaires were sent to 100 companies listed on
the Polish Stock Market Respect Index, WIG20, WIG40, WIGdiv and NewConnect Lead. In the first
part, the companies completed a self-assessment questionnaire and underwent a competition audit,
while in the second part, research surveys (questionnaires) were sent to the companies that voluntarily
self-assessed by completing the questionnaires. The return rate was 44%, which is a satisfactory result.
The research sample was selected so that it would fulfill the objectives included in the subject of
the paper. The selection of the Respect Index companies, which included companies operating in
accordance with best practices in information governance, corporate governance, investor relationships,
CSR policy, environmental management, personnel policy, and management systems, aimed to receive
answers from companies which consciously follow the principles of corporate social responsibility.
The Respect Index companies satisfy the strict requirements of corporate social responsibility, pursue
corporate responsibility strategies, or follow an orderly plan of action in terms of company social
responsibility/sustainable development. This strategy is created based on business objectives, taking
into account the key risks (specific and industry) and results from the need to examine the needs and
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expectations of significant stakeholder groups. It is pursued on the basis of the schedule adopted
and performance measures (results, benefits). The Respect Index is an index of socially responsible
companies in Central and Eastern Europe, which includes companies from the main market of the
Warsaw Stock Exchange in its portfolio and is one of the indicators that builds their credibility in
the eyes of investors. A key element of the business model of the Respect Index companies is an
increase in their value, taking into account the principles of corporate social responsibility and the
needs of stakeholders.
Questionnaires were also sent to the largest listed companies, that is WSE WIG20 and WIG40
companies, in order to examine these companies in terms of the application of corporate social
responsibility and value-based management principles. To fully supplement the sample so that it
met the criteria related to all hypotheses assumed, a survey questionnaire was also sent to WIGdiv
companies, which is the revenue index (dividends and subscription rights taken into account). WIGdiv
comprises the largest companies with high liquidity, which regularly pay dividends to shareholders.
The index also includes certain WIG20 companies. The selection of companies in the index was
determined by the specific character of these companies, namely that their business model is based on
generating profit and regularly paying dividends to shareholders, and focuses on observing the rules
of so-called sustainable dividends, which are consistent with the principles of sustainable business.
Due to the fact that there is an important correlation between the adopted company business model
and its stock index, companies of this index are also included in the research sample.
On the other hand, engagement in corporate social responsibility was also important in the selection
of companies. Research was also conducted on 128 companies participating in the Environmentally
Friendly Company ecology competition, which promoted the principles of environmental responsibility
and sustainable development by creating effective strategies built on ecological criteria.
The research was extended further with the qualitative analysis of 10 companies whose profiles
matched the companies from the area of quantitative research, i.e., Respect Index, WIG20, WIG40,
WIGdiv and New Connect Lead companies. Ten joint-stock companies were selected, all of which
implement corporate social responsibility principles in order to increase competitive advantage and
build long-term value. At the same time, these companies, in addition to fulfilling the criteria of
ecological responsibility, met the fuller and broader criteria of corporate social responsibility.
The selection of the research sample was as follows:
To achieve the main objective of the study related to the achievement of the expected and assumed
state, which is developing a holistic model of sustainable business contributing to building long-term
value of a socially responsible company, surveys as well as expert studies were conducted using an
evaluation questionnaire and analytical studies of existing documents related to the Respect Index stock
exchange. A research criterion for choosing research companies was developed, and the analysis was
conducted in terms of both subjective and objective criteria. As regards the subjective criterion, all forms
of business activity in Polish legislation were analyzed: sole traders, partnerships, general partnerships,
other partnerships, corporations (limited liability companies, joint stock companies). As far as an
objective criterion is concerned, after reviewing the literature and business practices, evaluation criteria
were defined that aim to properly select the profiles of the companies surveyed. These criteria include:
company valuation (a company is subjected to valuation), the pattern of management “best practices”
(it may be considered that the adopted management mechanisms, and the degree to which modern
management methods and concepts are used, exceed standards in the Polish economy), a minimum
market presence of 10 years (the maturity stage in business—in the author’s opinion, a minimum
10-year presence in the market indicates that the company wants to continue its business activity,
develop, gain competitive advantage, ensure business continuity and build the long-term value of
the company), the principles of corporate governance are fulfilled (a company wants to operate in
accordance with the standards of corporate governance, wants to conduct direct and indirect dialogue
with shareholders through their representatives in the supervisory board of the company, wants to
seek the most effective forms of communication, dialogue and relationships to achieve satisfactory
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performance), social responsibility is observed (a company which fulfills the principles of corporate
social responsibility and includes them in the principles of doing business, wants to balance the
interests of major groups of stakeholders and wishes to observe the law, follow core values, care for
the environment, and generate profits for shareholders by building an organizational culture that
helps achieve this goal), functions in various sectors of the economy and services (companies operate
in different sectors, therefore the picture of the study will have a cross-sectoral dimension and the
solutions developed during the study and the design of a business model have a chance to be applied
in various sectors of the economy and services). (see Tables 5 and 6)
Table 5. Legal form of the winners of the three previous editions of the “Environmentally Friendly
Company” (FBŚ) competition from 2006–2008 [3].
Legal Form FBŚ 2006 FBŚ 2007 FBŚ 2008
Legal Form—FBŚ
2006–2008
Joint-stock company 7 16 17 40
Limited Liability Company 22 28 25 75
General Partnership 2 1 1 4
Other 4 3 2 9
Total 35 48 45 128
Table 6. Type of business activity of the winners of the three previous editions of the “Environmentally
Friendly Company” (FBŚ) competition from 2006, 2007 and 2008 [3].
Type of Activity FBŚ 2006 FBŚ 2007 FBŚ 2008
Type of Activity—FBŚ
2006–2008
Production 11 13 12 36
Services 14 22 21 57
Trade 1 1 2 4
Production and services 5 5 6 16
Production and trade 1 2 1 4
Production, services, trade 1 3 2 6
Trade and services 2 2 1 5
Total 35 48 45 128
8.1. The Company’s Business Model Based on Fulfilling the Assumptions of the Concept of Corporate
Social Responsibility
Companies’ application of the assumptions of the concept of corporate social responsibility has its
own internal reference because it is based on ethical principles within the organization, that on the one
hand affect decision-making systems, and on the other hand the external environment of the company,
shaping its social dimension and image in the market. The conscious application of CSR assumptions
was the first area studied of the activity of companies that agreed to take part in research. (see Table 7)




Coefficient of determination R2 0.4355
n 44.00
Figure 6 shows the correlation results. In order to determine whether the assumed correlation
between organizational cultures based on CSR and VBM exists and whether it is strong, Pearson’s
coefficient was applied to the values (unloaded estimate of the correlation coefficient rxy); it is
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a coefficient determining the level of a linear relationship between the variables. The calculated
coefficient is rxy = 0.66.
Figure 6. A graph showing the impact of organizational cultures based on social responsibility and
value-based management [3].
It can be inferred from the calculation that the relationship is strong, but its significance is
determined by the results of the t-test for the correlation coefficient. The number of experimental
points is n = 44. We accept the null hypothesis Ho, that there is a correlation between CSR criteria and
VBM, and the alternative hypothesis H1, that there is no correlation between the criteria.
The value of the t-statistic, which has a Student’s t distribution is t = 2.3. The level of significance
is α = 0.05 (standard for this population). We calculate the probability of p = 0.06. Since p > α, we accept
the null hypothesis, and therefore we reject the possible alternative hypothesis—there is a correlation
between the studied factors.
The test for the significance of the correlation coefficient proved the relationship between
organizational culture criteria based on social responsibility and value-based management.
The correlation is significant and strong, as indicated by the low coefficient of probability. Correlations
were statistically significant (p < 0.1).
Subsequently, a statistical relationship between corporate social responsibility and balancing the
potential of the company was calculated, as well as between value-based management factors and
balancing its potential. In order to determine whether a correlation exists and, if so, the strength
thereof, Pearson’s coefficient was applied to the values (unloaded estimate of the correlation coefficient
rxy); it is a coefficient determining the level of a linear relationship between the variables. The results
of the calculations are presented in the table below (Table 8).
Table 8. Impact of organizational cultures based on social responsibility and value-based management
on balancing the potential of the company [3].
Statistical Value CSR/Sustainability VBM/Sustainability
Pearson 0.409 0.508
Coefficients of determination R2 0.17 0.26
n 44.00 44.00
For the correlation between the factors of social responsibility and balancing the potential of the
company, the statistical value t is adopted, which has a Student’s t distribution t = 2.01. The level of
significance is α = 0.05 (standard for this population). We calculate the probability of p = 0.054. Since
p > α, we accept the null hypothesis, and we reject the possible alternative hypothesis—there is a
correlation between the studied factors.
For the correlation between the factors of value-based management and balancing the potential of
the company, the statistical value t is adopted, which has a Student’s t distribution t = 2.01. The level
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of significance is α = 0.05 (standard for this population). We calculate the probability of p = 0.054.
Since p > α, we accept the null hypothesis, and we reject the possible alternative hypothesis—there is a
correlation between the studied factors.
It can be inferred that there is no basis to reject the research hypothesis H3, which says that the
joint use of the concepts of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and value-based management (VBM)
balances the potentials of the company.
Research clearly shows that most of the companies have an organizational culture based on
organizational behavior deeply embedded in the joint implementation of the principles of corporate
social responsibility and value-based management. The companies surveyed want to apply the
principles of sustainable development and growth aimed at long-term functioning and continuous
profit generation, limiting the possibility of uncontrolled risks and building a positive relationship with
the environment. The value of the company depends on the skill of balancing its potentials (balancing
a company’s internal factors).
The most important elements of an organizational equilibrium concept are associated with the
driving forces behind a sustainable business model and can be synthetically presented in the following
relationships with sustainability related to:
‚ material balance (expressed as the strength of the economic sustainability of the company) and
social balance (expressed as the strength of the conscious application of the principles of corporate
social responsibility);
‚ internal balance, related to the strength of balancing the company’s internal processes, and
external balance, expressed as the strength of stakeholders.
As well as sustainability instruments related to:
‚ Strategy expressed as the strength of implementing a sustainable strategy based on the principles
of a balanced scorecard.
‚ Procedures related to the strength of the management style based on the logic of conscious
decision-making.
‚ Culture expressed as the strength of the conscious application of the principles of corporate governance.
‚ Structure expressed as the strength of a consensual relationship between company management,
shareholders, stakeholders.
In order to test the strength of the relationships, the correlation between sustainability
and sustainability instruments was analyzed. Balance has a material and social, internal and
external dimension. Organizational balance (material, social) is based on the mutual adaptation of
intraorganizational relationships and the relationship between the organization and the environment in a
manner that satisfies the criteria of balance. It is associated with the strength of the conscious application
of the principles of corporate social responsibility and the strength of economic sustainability.
Social imbalance is expressed primarily in the reduction of activities for the organization and the
delegitimization of the organization and its activities in the environment; companies then reduce their
commitment to social responsibility.
Material imbalance is expressed as reducing the economic efficiency of operations and reducing
material resources provided by the organization environment. Thus, the strength of economic
sustainability, related to value-based management (VBM), becomes an element requiring improvement.
Imbalance provides both a stimulus for change and innovation, transferring the imbalance to other
areas, as well as for actions to regain balance and to re-define the company’s criteria. The company has
a number of sustainability instruments. The research examined sustainability instruments such
as developing a strategy, procedures, programs, budgets, formal business structures, operating
rules, procedures and systems, and organizational cultures, which aim to ensure organizational
performance—this is expressed as the strength of the management style based on the logic of
conscious decision-making.
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The strength of the relationship between sustainability and sustainability instruments is related to
the harmony between the four basic areas of balance—material, social, external and internal—where
conflicts and contradictions may occur between balance requirements.
In order to determine whether there is a correlation between sustainability and sustainability
instruments and, if so, whether it is strong, Pearson’s coefficient (an unloaded estimate of the correlation
coefficient rxy) was applied to the values; it is a coefficient determining the level of a linear relationship
between the variables. The calculated coefficient is rxy = 0.659 (Table 9).




Coefficient of determination R2 0.511
n 44.00
Based on the calculation, it can be inferred that the relationship is strong, but its significance
is determined by the results of a correlation coefficient t-test. The number of experimental points is
n = 44. We accept the null hypothesis Ho, that there is a correlation between CSR and VBM criteria,
and the alternative hypothesis H1, that there is no correlation between the criteria.
The value of the t-statistic, which has Student’s t distribution, is t = 1.95. The level of significance
is α = 0.05 (standard for this population). We calculate the probability of p = 0.06. Since p > α, we accept
the null hypothesis and we reject the possible alternative hypothesis—there is a correlation between
the studied factors.
The test for the significance of the correlation coefficient proved the relationship between
sustainability and sustainability instruments. This correlation is significant and strong, as indicated by
the low probability coefficient. Correlations are statistically significant (p < 0.1).
Due to the fact that the selection of factors for the individual balance and sustainability
components depends entirely on the market situational context, managers choose the most valuable
current factors out of the package of corporate social responsibility and value-based management
factors, which guarantee that the forecasted results are achieved in a defined time interval. This is in
fact the creation of a sustainable business model that can be applied in various sectors of the economy.
From this perspective, we talk about a cross-sectoral holistic sustainable business model. (see Table 10).
Trust has the greatest impact on value and sales growth in the company, and the least impact
on investment in the company’s working capital, as well as on investment in the company’s fixed
capital—the average weight of this factor is 4.3 (on a scale of 1 to 5). Corporate image and brand
awareness have the greatest impact on the company’s competitive advantage, and the least impact on
investment in working capital, as well as on the company’s fixed capital—the average weight of this
factor is 3.9 (on a scale of 1 to 5). Competency—the average weight of this factor is 3.9 (on a scale of 1 to
5)—has the greatest impact on sales growth in the company and the company’s competitive advantage,
and the least impact on investment in the company’s working and fixed capital. The principles of
corporate governance have the greatest impact on the company’s competitive advantage, and the
least impact on two factors: investment in the company’s working capital and investment in fixed
capital—the average weight of this factor is 4.4 (on a scale of 1 to 5). Customer relationships have the
greatest impact on sales growth and the company’s competitive advantage. This factor has the least
impact on investment in working capital and fixed capital—the average weight of this factor is 4.6
(on a scale of 1 to 5). The network of stakeholders has the greatest impact on sales growth and the
company’s competitive advantage. It has the least impact on operating profit margins, investment
in working capital and fixed capital—the average weight of this factor is 4.6 (on a scale of 1 to 5).
Company resources have the greatest impact on investment in working capital and investment in fixed
capital, and the least impact on the company’s value—the average weight of this factor is 4.3 (on a
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scale of 1 to 5). Social capital has the greatest impact on value and sales growth in the company, as well
as the company’s competitive advantage, while it has the least impact on investment in the company’s
fixed capital—the average weight of this factor is 3.4 (on a scale of 1 to 5). Customer relationships
and the network of stakeholders are factors with the greatest impact in most areas. Expressed values,
environmental products/services, and social capital are the least significant factors.








































4.1 4.2 3.8 3.6 3.6 4.3 3.9




4.6 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.7 4.4
Customer
relationships 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.1 4.1 5.0 4.6
Network of
stakeholders 4.6 4.8 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.8 4.6
Company assets 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.3
Social capital 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.9 3.7 3.4
8.2. Research on the Fulfillment of the Needs of Different Groups of Stakeholders
In order to determine whether there is a correlation between balancing the needs of stakeholders
and their migration processes and whether it is strong, Pearson’s coefficient (an unloaded estimate of
the correlation coefficient rxy) was applied to these values; it is a coefficient determining the level of a
linear relationship between the variables. The calculated coefficient is rxy = 0.719. (see Table 11)




Coefficient of determination R2 0.511
n 44.00
On the basis of the calculation it can be inferred that the achieved relationship is strong, but the
significance of the correlation is determined by the results of a t-test for the correlation coefficient.
The number of experimental points is n = 44. We accept the null hypothesis Ho, that there is a correlation
between the criteria, and the alternative hypothesis H1, that there is no correlation between the criteria.
The rating of the impact of the various stakeholder groups gathered around the organization
on the value of the company is presented in Table 12. The results clearly indicate that the group
of stakeholders that have the greatest impact (average above 4.51) on the value of the company are
shareholders, followed by customers.
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8.3. The Application of a Sustainable Dividend Policy
In order to ensure the company’s liquidity and profitability today and in the future, companies
pay a profit in the form of dividends, which are also sustainable: the allocation of one-third of the
dividends to increase the company’s equity in order to increase business credibility, also by increasing
its debt-raising capacity; the allocation of one-third of the dividends for investments in tangible and
intangible capital; and the allocation of one-third of the dividends for consumption by the company
shareholders, who are the primary donors of cash for the development and growth of the organization
and expect satisfactory return on capital employed in the reference period they establish.
It results in significant value added, arising from the application of the principles of social
responsibility, and includes a financial dividend to shareholders paid in a sustainable manner and a
social dividend, the beneficiaries of which are all company stakeholders.
A sustainable business model has been presented based on proving the hypotheses, as shown in
Figure 5.
All the hypotheses are true. Quantitative research has been combined with qualitative research,
which was supplemented with expert analysis. Methodological triangulation has been applied, i.e.,
the use of many methods to examine a single issue. Raw data from empirical research has been used
by means of a survey questionnaire as well as secondary data from analyzing the stock exchange
and documents drawn up by companies related to applying the principles of corporate governance.
The result of the research is a sustainable business model built on the basis of seven driving forces
with marked correlations between its elements, between which the interactions occur. A holistic
sustainable business model (Figure 5) shows the key statistical links that have particularly important
implications for building the long-term value of the company. The correlations between variables
(empirical research findings using questionnaires) that are considered important have been shown.
The model is the result of empirical research with respect to the selected variables. The variables
form the shape of relationships between determinants describing an eclectic sustainable business
model. Not all variables correlate with other variables—only those that are important for building the
long-term value of the company have been shown.
On the basis of the above design of a sustainable business model, its new definition has been
developed using the proven hypotheses. The numbers in the figure indicate the statistical relationships
between the different components of the proposed sustainable business model for mature companies.
Where there are no numerical values, the relationship has not been studied and only the cause and
effect relationships have been shown as it is necessary to show them for the applied holistic approach.
A sustainable business model building the long-term value of a socially responsible company is the
model built by the joint use of the corporate social responsibility and value-based management concepts
which ensures that the needs of shareholders and other stakeholder groups are fulfilled through a
skillful balancing of the company’s potential towards generating value allocated in a sustainable way,
enabling the continuity of company management.
A sustainable business model is a hybrid model, i.e., a model built in the subject-object system.
Components of this model include entities centered on the company, forming relationships, influencing
the company value drivers and strategic factors connected with the theory of corporate social
responsibility, value-based management, the theory of stakeholders and the theory of shareholders
functioning in the mutual relationship based on the principles of sustainability. (see Figure 7).
This model is a holistic model of reduced nature, which could be applied in different sectors of
the economy, treated as a subsystem of the entire ecosystem. This means that this model and its design
are included in the middle-range theory. While determining the strategic options of the companies
surveyed, enabling the design of an effective sustainable business model, boundary conditions which
were defined in the course of constructing a 3S (Synergy, Symbiosis, Symmetry) triangle and DSB
(Durability, Sustainability, Balance) triangle must be specified.
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Figure 7. A holistic sustainable business model by A. Jabłoński [3] (p. 401).
The following are the definitions of the various elements of the triangle:
(1) Synergy—the joint use of corporate social responsibility and value-based management concepts,
strengthening the company’s financial and competitive strength, aimed at building its
long-term value.
(2) Symbiosis—the co-existence of stakeholders gathered around the company, which excludes the
uncontrolled loss of the value of certain stakeholders for the benefit of other stakeholders.
(3) Symmetry—the mutual, systematic development of the individual components of the company’s
potential, while maintaining the ability to move towards higher value inherent in the market and
its stakeholder.
(4) Durability—the relationship between the strength of a consensual relationship between company
management, shareholders, and stakeholders, and the strength of the conscious application of
the principles of corporate governance.
(5) Balance—the relationship between the strength of the economic sustainability of the company,
and the strength of balancing the intellectual capital of the company.
(6) Sustainability—the relationship between the strength of the conscious application of the principles
of corporate social responsibility, and the strength of stakeholder value and the dynamics of their
migration processes.
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Below are presented key recommendation:
(1) As there is no clear definition and understanding of the concept of sustainability, the authors have
developed their own definition of sustainability based on durability, sustainability and balance.
(2) Analyzing the behavior of companies based on research, making observations and reviewing
the relevant literature, the authors have constructed a 3S triangle based on synergy, symbiosis
and symmetry.
(3) In the DSB triangle, a balance point has been defined, located at the intersection of three triangle
diagonals, understood as a place where the definition of sustainability in business developed by
the authors is fully utilized.
(4) In the 3S triangle, a balance point has been defined, located at the intersection of three triangle
diagonals, understood as a place where the principles of synergy, symbiosis and symmetry are
fully used to build the long-term value of the company by means of the concept of sustainability.
(5) Overlaying two triangles on each other along with the results of the statistical analyses resulting
from the research allowed the authors to determine the strategic options of the companies
surveyed, which enabled the efficient design of a sustainable business model.
(6) From among the strategic options of the company presented, they choose the option which is
the best, in their opinion, from the point of view of resources, business life cycle, and market
relationships. (see Figure 8)
Figure 8. The imbalance gap between the 3S triangle and DSB triangle parameters by A. Jabłoński [3],
(p. 393).
When the triangles overlap and are analyzed, a new triangle, which the authors call a SS
(sustainability strength) triangle, is formed. In the SS triangle, the position of two points deviated
from the balance point—red for the deviation from balance in the 3S triangle and green in the DSB
triangle—is essential to determine the appropriate strategic options for the company. Table 2 shows
the possible strategic options for the position of these points in the SS triangle. (see Table 13)
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Description of the System
1 A—Synergy A—Durability
A relationship between corporate social responsibility and value-based
management in terms of balancing the company’s potential (the joint use of
the concepts of corporate social responsibility and value-based management
reinforcing the financial and competitive strength of the company aiming to
build its long-term value), strengthened by applying the principles of
durability, that is the relationship between the strength of a consensual
relationship of a company’s board, shareholders, and stakeholders, and the
strength of the conscious application of corporate governance principles.
2 A—Synergy B—Sustainability
A relationship between corporate social responsibility and value-based
management in terms of balancing the company’s potential (the joint use of
the concepts of corporate social responsibility and value-based management
reinforcing the financial and competitive strength of the company aiming to
build its long-term value), strengthened by applying the principles of
sustainability, that is the relationship between the strength of the company’s
economic sustainability and the strength of balancing the company’s
intellectual capital.
3 A—Synergy C—Balance
A relationship between corporate social responsibility and value-based
management in terms of balancing its potential (the joint use of the concepts
of corporate social responsibility and value-based management reinforcing
the financial and competitive strength of the company aimed to build its
long-term value), strengthened by applying the principles of balance, that is
the relationship between the strength of the conscious application of
corporate social responsibility principles and the strength of the stakeholders’
value and the dynamics of their migration processes.
4 B—Symbiosis A—Durability
Strength of stakeholders’ value and dynamics of their migration processes
(co-existence of stakeholders centered around the company, which excludes
uncontrolled loss of value of some stakeholders for the benefit of other
stakeholders), strengthened by applying the principles of durability, that is
the relationship between the strength of the consensual relationship: the
company’s board, shareholders, and stakeholders, and the strength of the
conscious application of corporate governance principles.
5 B—Symbiosis B—Sustainability
Strength of stakeholders’ value and dynamics of their migration processes
(co-existence of stakeholders centered around the company, which excludes
uncontrolled loss of value of some stakeholders for the benefit of other
stakeholders), strengthened by applying the principles of sustainability,
that is the relationship between the strength of the company’s economic
sustainability and the strength of balancing the intellectual capital of
the company.
6 B—Symbiosis C—Balance
Strength of stakeholders’ value and dynamics of their migration processes
(co-existence of stakeholders centered around the company, which excludes
uncontrolled loss of value of some stakeholders for the benefit of other
stakeholders), strengthened by applying the principles of balance, that is the
relationship between the strength of the conscious application of corporate
social responsibility principles and the strength of the stakeholders’ value
and the dynamics of their migration processes.
7 C—Symmetry A—Durability
Balance between the inside of the company and its environment (regular
development of individual components of the company’s potential, while
maintaining the possibility of shifting the company in a move towards higher
value inherent in the market and its stakeholders), strengthened by applying
the principles of durability, that is the relationship between the strength of a
consensual relationship: the company’s board, shareholders, and
stakeholders, and the strength of the conscious application of corporate
governance principles.
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Description of the System
8 C—Symmetry B—Sustainability
Balance between the inside of the company and its environment (regular
development of individual components of the company’s potential, while
maintaining the possibility of shifting the company in a move towards higher
value inherent in the market and its stakeholders), strengthened by applying
the principles of sustainability, that is the relationship between the strength
of the company’s economic sustainability and the strength of balancing the
company’s intellectual capital.
9 C—Symmetry C—Balance
Balance between the inside of the company and its environment (regular
development of individual components of the company’s potential, while
maintaining the possibility of shifting the company in a move towards higher
value inherent in the market and its stakeholders), strengthened by applying
the principles of balance, that is the relationship between the strength of the
conscious application of corporate social responsibility principles, and the
strength of stakeholders’ value and the dynamics of their
migration processes.
The research and analysis on sustainable business models of companies in terms of activity on the
capital market resulted in the following conclusions:
Companies should choose one of nine strategic options, the most appropriate to their current
business context, depending on, inter alia, resources available, their relationships with stakeholders
and their structure, the life cycle of the company, their location in the sector, and competitive, economic
and intellectual strength:
– The A-A strategic option is most appropriate for joint-stock companies that operate in the
securities market. The joint implementation of corporate social responsibility and value-based
management concepts, including compliance with the rules of corporate governance and the
skillful interaction of key actors creating business, results in satisfying the requirements of
the capital market as regards fulfilling the needs of shareholders and ensuring the company’s
business security.
– The A-B strategic option is most appropriate for creative businesses operating, for example, in
high technology sectors. These companies create value in a responsible way through the dynamic
development of intellectual capital, possessing financial capital at the same time.
– The A-C strategic option is most appropriate for companies that operate in sectors where
stakeholders strongly influence the market and products or services have an economic and
social dimension (e.g., energy, public utility, water and sewage, or service sectors based on
creating value for retail customers). Combining the principles of corporate social responsibility
and value-based management with the strength of stakeholders can create new instruments for
building competitive advantage while exchanging values and creating various kinds of values.
– The B-A strategic option is the most appropriate for joint-stock companies operating in the
securities market whose products and services have an economic and social dimension, and the
creation of value proposition through products and services requires strong cooperation, alliances
or presence in the network structures. Symbiosis between all significant stakeholders and mutual
reinforcement of their value while applying the principles of corporate governance can ensure
the stability of the business, strengthen its brand value, its reputation and the positive image of
the company on the market.
– The B-B strategic option is the most appropriate for companies that offer products and/or services
rich in knowledge, the reception of which has a strong social dimension. Combining stakeholders’
value with the company’s economic and intellectual dimension can be a highly effective resource
in achieving dynamic financial performance, taking into account the experience curve.
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– The B-C strategic option is most appropriate for business and social enterprises which strongly
influence society and its behavior. This is the most extensive model, as it applies not only to capital
companies (operating in the capital market and outside), but also to non-profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Orienting the strategy to fulfilling the needs of stakeholders is associated with
the concept of social entrepreneurship, where value has not only a financial dimension (financial
dividend), but also a social one (social dividend).
– The C-A strategic option is most appropriate for companies operating in relatively stable sectors
of the economy, where the market growth rate is not high. By using creative comparison, the
company may try to match its internal potential to relevant market expectations, following the
principles of economic sustainability. Companies applying an evolutionary model in management
can develop in a sustainable way and maintain their ability to effectively and efficiently manage
business and social risk.
– The C-B strategic option is most appropriate for stable companies that create products and/or
services rich in knowledge, based on the mechanisms of incremental innovation. They modify the
products and/or services they offer, based on the continuous study of customer needs, market
observations, flexibility and changes in the area—the inside of a company—the market.
– The C-C strategic option is most appropriate for companies operating in a stable market with
the clearly defined, changing needs of customers and other stakeholders in a sustainable way.
Stakeholders appreciate the stable state of the company operating in a stable market and seek to
join the course of mutual value exchange. As a result, the value of the company increases, as well
as the value of its stakeholders.
The above strategic options show the trends in the creation of sustainable business models for
companies at the maturity stage of development.
9. Discussion
The assumptions of sustainability are achievable through the entire life cycle of the
company—from the stage of incubation to maturity. Discussion of the results in terms of contribution
to sustainability in the life cycle requires defining at least two extreme stages, the early stage of
company development and the maturity stage. At each stage, the assumptions of the base business
model will be different. In each case, survival in different conditions, which is a prerequisite for
long-term value creation for different groups of stakeholders, should be a key stimulator of business
activity. The configuration design and its monitoring of the survival strategy of business models
at an early stage of development and business models operating in the market for a long time is
the underlying assumption of creating value in the long term. The business model must change
due to the changeable internal and external environment based on the capabilities inherent in its
potential. Skillfully making changes to the business model during its life cycle enables it to survive.
Therefore, survival is determined by the ability to modify the business model throughout the life cycle
of the company, applying the solution appropriate for the situation in the sphere of business models.
We believe that the concept of sustainability, which is based on configuring the business model in
terms of its variability in the context of the company’s life cycle, is subject to interpretation. Both
young and mature companies want, first of all, to be able to survive to create maximum value for
stakeholders in good times. The pillars of survival will be generally the same, even though they will
be different at each stage. Whether a model is sustainable depends on the ability to reconfigure the
business models at different stages of development. A sustainable business model, by the criterion
of the company’s life cycle, is understood as the development of a model configuration such that it
will allow the company to survive on the market under all circumstances. Such logic implies that, at
various stages of the company’s life cycle, managers are able to configure their business models with
business model components adequate for meeting the needs of the market. The resulting business
model canvas will continue to evolve by changing the components that have been fully exploited
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and replacing them with those that will be able to further create company value and achieve high
performance. As a result, the company still has an efficient business model. That efficiency translates
into achieving appropriate rates of return from the business model. The accepted methodology of
business model development will then be realized.
As a result, further research and work on application should be a contribution to creating other
solutions in this respect. It is also interesting to examine this issue from the point of view of the
network economy. In this way, a new approach to business models has been presented, which should
contribute to the development of the sustainability issue from the point of view of the company’s
life cycle.
10. Conclusions
The functioning of companies in the Polish capital market in times of crisis determines new
mechanisms not only of competing, but mainly of developing rules of conducting business. Companies
which are at various stages of development and at different stages of functioning in their sector must
design business models that can provide a platform for stability of the defined and used components,
constituting an efficient business model. In order to be able to do it, they should make strategic
decisions relevant to the life cycle they are in. Only such a design of the business model and strategy
that is consistent with a given stage of company development may ensure an acceptable level of growth
and development of the company, providing the basis for managing and maintaining its continuity
over a long period of time, using sustainability principles. The assessment of business models can take
into account the following factors:
– developed in other stages of the company life cycle
– requiring other methods and management concepts appropriate to the level of company maturity,
supporting the process of value creation
– if the company is a participant in the capital market it may be listed in other indices (a company
at the initial stage of its development in the New Connect Index, for example, and a mature
company in the Respect Index)
– an emphasis on the creation of value in the short and long term
– an emphasis on the creation of value mainly for shareholders and/or the concept of value creation
for the company through a dialogue with stakeholders as the conditions of implementing the
principles of sustainability
Research included both companies at an early stage of development and mature companies.
The data of companies listed on the Stock Exchange in Warsaw in the indices relevant to their specific
character were used. Using the theoretical assumptions related to the concept of the component
approach to building the business model configuration of companies at an early stage of development
and stakeholder theory and the joint use of the CSR and VBM concepts for mature companies, two
models have been developed relating to two extreme stages of development, the stage of shaping the
business model for the objective of developing the company’s ability to create value for shareholders
and the stage of ensuring the long-term value of the company in the case of mature companies. In this
way, individual attributes and their combinations for business models that are at two extreme stages of
development have been identified. The first group of the surveyed companies was IPO companies,
while the second was companies that had been listed on the Stock Exchange for a long time and that
are governed by the principles of corporate governance. Thus, their business models are different.
As shown in this paper, managers in start-ups focus their attention on designing, delivering scalability
and dynamically adjusting the used business model, while in the case of mature companies they
expand the understanding of the business model, adding management intentions to its attributes
based on balancing the interests of different groups of stakeholders and a coherent and coordinated
use of assumptions of the concepts of value-based management and corporate social responsibility,
resulting in the creation of a sustainable business model. Business models examined using the criterion
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of the life cycle change due to the growing needs of stakeholders over time. As these needs and
expectations are the greatest in the case of mature companies, the creation of a category of a business
model concentrated on sustainability is therefore justified. In the case of companies at an early
stage of development, it is also important to take into account which business model components
are responsible for increasing shareholder value to the greatest extent. They should therefore be a
driver of adjusting business models, and changes aiming to build company value should focus on
them. Directions for further research may include the further development of the concept of business
models of the early and mature stages of company development; mechanisms for creating, delivering
and capturing value at various stages of the life cycle of the company; shaping networked business
models in the life cycle; and the methods of achieving business model scalability at various stages of
company development.
Prospects for further scientific research may include:
(1) The further development of the concept of a business model in the life cycle from the point of
view of its sustainability.
(2) Building sustainable business models based on the network paradigm.
(3) Making changes in the configuration of business models on different levels of development.
(4) Studying the scalability of sustainable business models in hybrid organizations.
(5) Searching the impact of cooperative behaviors in building business models.
Several issues limiting research and analysis have been selected. The subject of studying business
models in their life cycle is relatively new and not fully developed. Therefore, there are not many
comparable studies that may provide a reference point for the research findings. There are a small
number of scientific studies on business models examined in terms of the life cycle, which also makes
it difficult to explore this issue. The limitations can also include problems resulting from the research
sampling. The authors intend to develop the research issue and conduct further research on the subject
for different groups of companies, not only capital market participants.
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Abstract: The paper substantiates the importance of the optimal directionality choice of sales
activity as one of the main lines of enterprise activity, the functioning of which should be complete,
synchronous and complementary. Diversification is one of the powerful instruments to ensure the
steady development of the sales activity of an enterprise. Three models of sales activity diversification
of an enterprise are developed. The first model is based on unveiling the potential of sales channels
and allows us to show the peculiarities of their use. The second model of the optimal quantitative
distribution of production between sales channels is based on profit maximization. This approach
not only takes into account the evaluation of the prescribed parameters of sales channels, but also
provides the high profitability of each assortment item and of the whole enterprise. The third model
of the optimal distribution of production between sales channels accounts for the experience of
collaboration between the enterprise and sales channels during the past period and ensures the
minimal risk and appropriate profitability for each sales channel. The proposed models are tested
and compared to actual data of the enterprise; the advantages and peculiarities of each model
are discussed.
Keywords: sales activity; diversification; optimal production distribution; sales channels; profitability;
business risk
1. Introduction
Market fluctuations are noticeably observed in modern conditions of uncertainty, disbalance and
disproportions between the expected and actual state of the market. A reaction of enterprises on these
processes is manifested by the adaptation to such conditions, an active search for new instruments
and methods, which allow a company to ensure steady development, to confine the competitive
positions and to reduce exogenous and endogenous risks appearing during the economic activity of
market entities. One of such instruments providing the steady development of an enterprise consists of
diversification, which is directed toward expanding the domain of company operation. Diversification
of sales activity is a process of extended use of innovative tools, mechanisms, methods and models
for achieving marketing goals and determining optimal sales channels and the optimal distribution
of products in each sales channel. Diversification provides an instrument for varying the enterprise
operation and constructive optimal decision-making to improve enterprise conditions.
Today, more and more companies choose multichannel distribution systems; the use of such
systems has increased greatly in recent years [1]. It was emphasized in [2] that the increasing complexity
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of the competitive environment requires new approaches to stating company strategy and tactics.
Enterprises diversify their sales activities to vary the use of distribution channels and to reduce
a risk of profit deficiency caused by exploiting only a few sales channels or by cooperation with
undisciplined intermediaries.
In this paper, we present three models of sales activity diversification of a company. Section 2
includes a review of existing approaches to the selection of sales channels, the conceptual discussion
and presentation of models. The potential of sales channels and the peculiarities of their use are
discussed in Section 3. The second approach to the optimal quantitative distribution of production
between distribution channels based on profit maximization is considered in Section 4. The third model
of the optimal distribution of production between distribution channels based on risk minimization is
described in Section 5. The proposed models are tested and compared to actual data of the company;
a comparison of predicted income is presented in Section 6. The advantages and peculiarities of each
model are discussed in Section 7. Conclusions are reported in Section 8.
2. Theoretical Framework
The problem of the optimal selection of sales channels has attracted considerable interest of
many researchers. Coughlan et al. [3] discussed the structure, function, framework, development,
maintenance and management of distribution channels to attain significant competitive advantages.
Developing relationships between sales channels and control mechanisms in such channels was
reviewed in [4,5]. Nevin [5] emphasized that to be effective in designing channels, marketing managers
need to understand the alternative mechanisms for controlling the individual channel members.
Different kinds of consumers and their behavior on a market to provide the effective selling distribution
were analyzed in [6,7]. Various aspects of sales channels choice by consumers have also been studied
in [8–10]. Sutton and Klein [11] considered the optimization of marketing instruments to drive
profitable sales channels of an enterprise. They underlined the need of optimizing the performance of
each marketing channel (which channels perform better than others?) and of identifying risks and
critical success factors to hit performance targets. Ingene and Parry [12] analyzed channel performance,
channel strategy and mathematical models of sales channels. Evaluating channel choice, Magrath
and Hardy [13] considered three groups of criteria: efficiency (cost, capacity), effectiveness (coverage,
control, competence) and adaptability (flexibility, vitality). Criteria characterizing producers, markets,
purchasing peculiarities, goods, intermediaries, customers, behavior of sales channels participants,
etc., were examined in [14–18]. Kotler [19] described economical, control and adaptive criteria of
channels’ evaluation. Criteria for selecting and evaluating intermediaries in indirect sales channels
were discussed in [19–21]. Rolnicki [22] provides a comprehensive list of channel member selection
criteria, including reputation, business and managerial stability, financial strength, type of market
coverage, sales competency, etc. Various aspects of the sustainability of distribution channels were
discussed by Dent [23]. Different profit-maximization models for distribution channels were proposed
in [24]. Several examples of using the linear programming methods in management were presented
by Anderson et al. [25]. A game-theoretical approach to modeling distribution channels was used
in [26,27].
At the present time, the problem of selecting the best sales channels and arranging the movement
of goods in them is still investigated incompletely, especially taking into account the specificity of
Ukrainian economic relations. This determines the need of system research ensuring the steady
development of sales activity of enterprises based on diversification principles. Choosing optimal
sales channels, enterprises have to deal with a set of questions and problems. To solve these problems,
the authors have proposed three approaches to the diversification of sales activity of a company.
The presented complex of criteria has been formulated by the authors based on the large amount
of literature on this topic, taking into account the practice of sales activity in Ukraine and previous
authors’ investigations. Three models considered in the paper present a new solution of a problem
of sales channels’ selection using the present-day mathematical technique. The mathematical tools
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are known in the literature, but the authors have implemented and adapted these models to existing
conditions of enterprise functioning and development taking into account special features of proposed
qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria for comparing direct and indirect sales channels.
The choice of a model depends on the production type, the product life cycle stage, the
goals of an enterprise (maximal profit or minimal risk) and other parameters. The model of
determining the sales channel potential assumes comparing the sales channels based on qualitative and
quantitative characteristic criteria, which reflect the peculiarities of cooperation between a company
and intermediaries or take into account the sales results of individual direct sales channels. The second
model of the optimal quantitative distribution of production between sales channels is based on profit
maximization. This approach not only takes into account the evaluation of the prescribed parameters
of sales channels, but also provides the high profitability of each assortment item and of the whole
enterprise. The third model of the optimal distribution of production between sales channels accounts
for the experience of collaboration between the enterprise and sales channels during the past period
and ensures the minimal risk and appropriate profitability for each sales channel.
3. The Model of Determining the Sales Channel Potential
Based on the research mentioned above, the practice of economic entities and our own study [16],
the qualitative-quantitative criteria were elaborated for evaluating and comparing the direct and
indirect sales channels. The importance of elaborating such criteria was also emphasized by Magrath
and Hardy [13]: “Products or services must be graded, assembled, bundled, converted, augmented,
promoted, displayed, sold, warranted, repaired, transported, and so on. Any channel of distribution
can be compared in terms of its inherent ability to fulfill such functions”.
As an example, Svitovyr, LLC (Lviv, Ukraine), was considered. The characteristic criteria of
comparing direct sales channels are presented in Table 1. We also give recommendations for their
calculation. The obtained criteria will be used to compare the direct channels’ potentials using the
improved radar method (see Figure 1a).
Recommendations for the calculation of the qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria for
direct channels:
(1) The channel having the largest total production turnover gets 10 points; the points of other
channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(2) The channel having the largest increase of sales volume gets 10 points; the points of other channels
are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(3) The sum of strengths and opportunities positionsThe sum of weaknesses and threats positions .The direct channel having the maximum value of
the ratio gets 10 points; the points of other channels are calculated proportionally to the
leading channel.
(4) Independent experts interview top-management representatives of direct sales channels forming
the expert opinion according to a 10-point grading scale.
(5) The direct channel having the lowest markup rate gets 10 points. Points for other channels are
calculated subtracting 0.5 points for every additional 5% of markup rate.
(6) The direct channel having the shortest period of goods delivery from the producer to a consumer
gets 10 points. Points for other channels are calculated subtracting 0.5 points for every
additional day.
(7) A secret shopper evaluates sales personnel according to the 10-point grading scale.
(8) Total population of settlements, where production is presentedPopulation of Ukraine .
(9) The leading direct channel gets 10 points; the points of other channels are calculated proportionally
to the leading channel.
(10) The number of months in useThe number of months of company existence .
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The qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria of comparing indirect sales channels of
Svitovyr, LLC (Lviv, Ukraine), are presented in Table 2. We briefly characterize these criteria and give
recommendations for their calculation. It should be emphasized that the number of qualitative and
quantitative characteristic criteria for indirect distribution channels should be substantially larger
than that for direct channels, as the manufacturer has less possibilities of control and influence on the
intermediary behavior. The obtained criteria will be used to compare the indirect channels’ potentials
using the improved radar method (see Figure 1b).
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Graphical interpretation of the evaluation of direct (a) and indirect (b) sales channels for
Svitovyr using the improved radar method (data from 2014). Nomenclature for Figure 1a: ,
internet sales; , exhibition sales; nomenclature for Figure 1b: , specialized hypermarket; ,
distribution network.
Recommendations for the calculation of qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria for
indirect channels:
(1) The intermediary having the largest year turnover of the producer production gets 10 points; the
points of other indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(2) Data from the last two years are compared. The intermediary having the largest sales increase
gets 10 points; the points of other indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the
leading channel.
(3) The intermediary having the least credit debt gets 10 points. For each additional 1000 UAH,
0.5 points are subtracted.
(4) The direct channel having the maximum value of the ratio gets 10 points; the points of other
indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(5) The intermediary having the largest increase in sales gets 10 points; the points of other sales
channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(6) The intermediary having no debts during the last year gets 10 point. 0.5 points are subtracted for
each debt month.
(7) Independent experts give the number of points according to a 10-point grading scale.
(8) Total population of settlements, where production is presentedPopulation of Ukraine .
(9) The indirect sales channel having the lowest markup rate gets 10 points. Points for other channels
are calculated subtracting 0.5 points for every additional 5% of markup rate.
(10) The intermediary having the lowest discount gets 10 points; 0.5 point are subtracted for each
additional percentage.
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(11) Independent experts interview top-management representatives of an indirect sales channel
forming the expert opinion according to a 10-point grading scale.
(12) Independent experts give the number of points according to a 10-point grading scale.
(13) The intermediary having the lowest freight charges gets 10 points; 0.5 point are subtracted for
each additional 1000 UAH.
(14) The intermediary with the largest year turnover gets 10 points; the points of other indirect sales
channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(15) A secret shopper evaluates sales personnel according to a 10-point grading scale.
(16) The intermediary having the largest frequency of promotions gets 10 points; the points of other
sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(17) The intermediary having the least increase in sales of the analogical production of competitors gets
10 points. The points of other channels are calculated subtracting 0.5 points for each additional
5% increase.
(18) The duration of intermediary activity is compared; the leading indirect channel gets 10 points;
the points of other indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(19) The part of producer’s costs in joint promotions is compared to that of the intermediary. The
channel in which the part of producer’s costs is the lowest gets 10 points; the points of other
indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(20) The intermediary having the shortest period of product delivery from the producer to a consumer
gets 10 points. Points of other channels are calculated subtracting 0.5 points for each
additional day.
(21) Turnover of producer productionTotal turnover of the intermediary . The indirect channel having the largest ratio gets 10 points; the
points of other indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to the leading channel.
(22) The Marketing Department and Sales Department give the number of points according to
a 10-point scale.
(23) Independent experts give the number of points according to a 10-point grading scale.
(24) Independent experts give the number of points according to a 10-point grading scale.
(25) The number of months in useThe number of months of company existence .
(26) The dates of the last investment in fixed assets are compared. The indirect channel with the last
investment gets 10 points. The points of other channels are calculated by subtracting one point
for each year earlier than the leading channel.
(27) The use of ecological modes of transport and the use of rendering plant facilities are estimated.
The indirect channel having at least one of the abovementioned items gets 10 points.
(28) The indirect sales channel having no returns gets 10 points. The points for other channels are
calculated subtracting one point for each return.
(29) Independent experts give the number of points according to a 10-point grading scale.
(30) The number of nonstandard situations solved positivelyThe number of nonstandard situations .
(31) The dates of the last purchase are compared. The indirect channel with the latest purchase gets
10 points. The points of other channels are calculated subtracting 0.5 points for each month earlier
than the leading channel.
(32) Volumes of the last purchase are compared. The indirect channel with the largest purchase
volume gets 10 points; the points of other indirect sales channels are calculated proportionally to
the leading channel.
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On the basis of the described criteria, the direct and indirect channels’ potentials will be compared.
The existing radar method [28,29], which does not account for the criterion weights, involves building
a circle with a radius equal to 10 conventional units. Next, a graphical cyclogram is constructed at
the radial axis at which the criteria values are marked. These marks are connected creating a polygon
(the number of axes is equal to the number of criteria). The proposed improved radar method [16]
consists of building a circle with a radius equal to the maximum value of all of the criteria, sorting
the criteria into groups according to the weight decrease and according to points adjusted by the
weight coefficient. It should be mentioned that the recommended values of criteria weights reflect
their significance and are set based on the experience of enterprise activity. At the radial axis of the
graphical cyclogram, the criteria values corrected by their weights are marked. The area Sp̊ of the




˘ pa1 ˆ γ1 ˆ a2 ˆ γ2 ` a2 ˆ γ2 ˆ a3 ˆ γ3 ` a3 ˆ γ3 ˆ a4 ˆ γ4 ` ...`
`an´1 ˆ γn´1 ˆ an ˆ γn ` an ˆ γn ˆ a1 ˆ γ1q ˆ 0.5
(1)
where n is the number of criteria, αi is the value of the i-th characteristic criterion and γi denotes the
weight coefficient of the i-th criterion.






In this equation, Sc̊ is the area of a circle with a radius equal to the maximal value of all of the
weighted criteria (r “ max pai ˚ γiq). The greater is the value of Yk̊ , the more profitable is the sales
channel (see Figure 1).
Based on graphical evaluation of the direct and indirect sales channels of Svitovyr, using
the improved radar method, the correspondence between the actual and reference values of the
characteristics of sales channels are presented in Table 3.
The analysis of the obtained results for Svitovyr allows us to conclude that exhibition sales has
the largest potential among the direct sales channels, as its level of correspondence between the actual
and reference values of the characteristics is equal to 0.125. According to this model, specialized
hypermarket has the largest potential among the indirect sales channels, as its level of correspondence
between the actual and reference values of the characteristics is equal to 0.067.
The recommended percentage of production distribution between the direct sales channels
calculated on the basis of generalized characteristic indices is the following: 55% for exhibition
sales and 45% for internet sales; whereas the recommended percentage of production distribution
between the indirect sales channels is the following: 67% for specialized hypermarket and 33% for
distribution network.
Actual values of income per unit and actual sales volumes of three-phase and single-phase
transformers for direct and indirect distribution channels of Svitovyr, LLC (Lviv, Ukraine), are
presented in Table 4.
The recommended sales volumes for the three-phase and single-phase transformers obtained on
the basis of the considered model are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. The recommended sales volumes of direct and indirect sales channels of Svitovyr in 2014


















volume, Q2j, j “ 1; 4 1836 1502 2132 1050
The actual annual income of Svitovyr from sales of two types of transformers is 2,196,843 UAH;
after redistribution of production between sales channels, it will be 2,313,626 UAH, i.e., it will be larger
by 116,783 UAH or by 5.32%. The advantage of such a redistribution for the three-phase transformer
will be also discussed in Section 6. It should be mentioned that the model of determining the sales
channels’ potential does not assume the redistribution of the product from direct channels to indirect
and vice versa. The models discussed below allow such a redistribution.
4. The Model of the Optimal Distribution of Production between Sales Channels Based on
Profit Maximization
The model of determining the sales channel potential described in the previous section can be
used for further investigation of sales activity diversification of an enterprise. The results obtained for
the generalized characteristic indices will be used to formulate the constraints in the linear optimization
problem discussed in this section. The objective function of the optimal distribution of production













´ pSi ` Wij ` Uij ` Aij ` Cijqs ˆ Qij Ñ max (3)
where:
Gij is the profit for the i-th assortment item using the j-th sales channel;
Pij is the price of the production unit for the i-th assortment item with the use of the j-th sales channel;
γi denotes the discount for the intermediary when the j-th sales channel is used, %;
Si is the prime cost of the i-th assortment item;
Wij are the costs of warranty repair and guarantee maintenance of the production unit guarantee for
the i-th assortment item when the j-th sales channel is used;
Uij stands for expected logistics costs per i-th output unit with the use of the j-th sales channel;
Aij are the administrative costs for the i-th assortment item when the j-th sales channel is used;
Cij denotes the stimulation costs of intermediary for the i-th assortment item in the j-th sales channel;
Qij is the production volume of the i-th assortment item when the j-th sales channel is used;
m is the number of assortment items;
n is the number of sales channels.
Now, we formulate a system of constraints of the linear optimization problem:
(1). In the proposed optimization model, the planned output volume of every assortment item




Qij ď Wbegi , i “ 1, m (4)
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(2). Expert interview of sales channels managers of Svitovyr has shown that the channels will
continue the collaboration with this enterprise under conservation of at least 25% of actual sales
volume. Such a constraint is written as:
Qij ě 0, 25 ˆ Ubegij , i “ 1, m; j “ 1, n (5)
where Ubegij is the actual sales of the i-th assortment item in the j-th sales channel.
(3). To take into account the potential of each direct and indirect sales channel, we use the results
of their evaluation obtained in Section 2 by the improved radar method, which allows us to calculate








Qij, j “ 1,α,
αÿ
j“1






, j “ 1,α (7)
where λj is the ratio of the generalized characteristic index Y˚dirk of the direct sales channel (see
Equations (2) and (7)); α is the number of direct channels.








Qij, j “ α ` 1, n,
nÿ
j“α`1






, j “ α ` 1, n (9)
where μj is the ratio of the generalized characteristic index Y˚indirk .
(4). The standard constraint of the optimization problems of such a type is the requirement of the
non-negativity of sales volumes:
Qij ą 0 (10)
Actual data necessary for formulating and solving the corresponding optimization problem for
direct and indirect sales channels of Svitovyr can be found in Table 4. Based on these data, the objective
function is stated as:
164.35 ˆ Q11 ` 140.20 ˆ Q12 ` 153.90 ˆ Q13 ` 115.78 ˆ Q14 ` 161.13 ˆ Q21
`152.46 ˆ Q22 ` 166.71 ˆ Q23 ` 101.42 ˆ Q24 Ñ max (11)
The constraints are the following:
Q11 ` Q12 ` Q13 ` Q14 ď 9050, (12a)
Q21 ` Q22 ` Q23 ` Q24 ď 6520, (12b)
Q11 ` Q21 “ 0.45 ˆ pQ11 ` Q12 ` Q21 ` Q22q, (12c)
Q13 ` Q23 “ 0.33 ˆ pQ13 ` Q14 ` Q23 ` Q24q , (12d)
Q11 ě 473, (12e)
Q12 ě 513, (12f)
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Q13 ě 455, (12g)
Q14 ě 823, (12h)
Q21 ě 420, (12i)
Q22 ě 415, (12j)
Q23 ě 351, (12k)
Q24 ě 445. (12l)
The solution of the optimization problem Equations (11) and (12) ensuring profit maximization
was obtained using the simplex method realized by the computer program [30]. The solution results
are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. The values of optimal sales volumes of direct and indirect sales channels of Svitovyr obtained













Optimal annual sales volume,
Q1̊j, j “ 1; 4 5487 1916 455 1192
Single-phase
transformer
Optimal annual sales volume,
Q2̊j, j “ 1; 4 420 5304 351 445
The actual annual income of Svitovyr from two analyzed types of transformers is 2,196,843 UAH;
after optimization, it will be 2,358,439 UAH. The proposed redistribution of production between the
sales channels allows the enterprise to raise the annual income by 161,596 UAH, i.e., by 7.35%.
5. The Model of the Optimal Distribution of Production between Sales Channels Based on
Risk Minimization
The model considered in the previous section takes into account only the last annual income, but it
is worthwhile to account for annual incomes for several previous years, as the experience of preceding
years may be essential for decision-making. Every enterprise tends to maximize its income, but there
appears the admissible risk that the company owner is ready to incur. According to [31,32], risk is
incorporated into different types of decision models, and there are different types of risk management
strategies: risk sharing, risk pooling and risk diversification. Some enterprises are of the opinion that
it is better to restrict slightly their income to a certain level, but to minimize their risks (“safety first”
objectives [31,32]).
In this section, we investigate the diversification of marketing activity from the viewpoint of
minimal risk and formulate the new model of the optimal distribution of product between the sales
channels based on risk minimization. Steady development of an enterprise is also possible under
the use of such a strategy. The solution of the formulated problem can be obtained by adapting
Markowitz’s portfolio theory [33,34] to risk estimation under conditions of using the specified sales
channels. This approach allows us not only to compare the sales channels from the viewpoint of their
profitability, but also to investigate their risk level.
To illuminate the proposed approach, we present the information of Svitovyr about the
profitability of three-phase transformer (Table 7) and single-phase transformer (Table 8) in direct
(exhibition sales, internet sales) and indirect (specialized hypermarket, distribution network) sales
channels during 2010–2014.
The use of Markowitz’s portfolio theory for the investigation of the optimal integration of
sales channels based on risk minimization is motivated by its origin approach to the mathematical
formulation of the relation between profitability and risk.
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2010 107.90 100.20 102.00 101.70
2011 134.02 102.70 130.90 114.81
2012 165.72 128.16 145.45 154.47
2013 172.13 135.50 147.98 145.80
2014 164.35 140.20 153.90 115.78
The mean profit value per
production unit during 2010–2014 148.82 121.35 136.05 126.51











2010 117.50 126.20 127.75 109.00
2011 124.44 162.97 154.22 105.78
2012 132.15 170.16 178.40 129.65
2013 175.27 172.35 187.45 133.80
2014 161.13 152.46 166.71 101.42
The mean profit value per
production unit during 2010–2014 142.10 156.83 162.91 115.93
The general stages of implementation of the optimal production distribution between sales
channels based on risk minimization are the following:
(1) Gathering data about profitability Ppkqi of the selected assortment item in the i-th sales channel
within the span of some period.
(2) Determining the mean value of profitability ri of every sales channel.
(3) Calculating the covariance between profitability of sales channels:
covpPi, Pjq “ 1N ´ 1
Nÿ
k“1
pPpkqi ´ riqpPpkqj ´ rjq , i “ 1, n , j “ 1, n , (13)
where N is the number of periods (years).





A11 A12 ... A1n
A21 A22 ... A2n
... ... ... ...
An1 An2 ... Ann
˛
‹‹‹‚ (14)
where A ij “ covpPi, Pjq.
(5) Finding the inverse matrix A(cov)´1.
(6) Calculating the mean squared deviation based on the percentage relation between the sales
channels. The essence of the considered model of the optimal production distribution between the
sales channels consists of risk minimization. If xi denotes the part of the production distributed
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using the i-th sales channel, then the mean squared deviation, which reflects the risk level of the
sales channel, is written as:
σ “ X ¨ Apcovq´1 ¨ XT , (15)
where X is the vector with components xi; XT is the transpose of the vector X; Apcovq´1 denotes the
matrix inverse to the covariance matrix.
The problem formulation, including the objective function and constraints according to the
Markowitz model [35]:




xi ě 0, i “ 1, n.
(16)
(7) Solving the optimization problem (finding the optimal production distribution between sales
channels that ensures minimal risk).
We will illustrate the described approach by the study of the profitability of sales channels for
Svitovyr. The necessary input data for the formulation of the optimization problem are presented in
Table 9 for the three-phase transformer.











Exhibition Sales 740.9 469.8 545.9 486.0
Internet Sales 469.8 349.3 346.4 251.0
Distribution Network 545.9 346.4 433.8 301.6
Specialized Hypermarket 486.0 251.0 301.6 505.4





740.9 469.8 545.9 486.0
469.8 349.3 346.4 251.0
545.9 346.4 433.8 301.6
486.0 251.0 301.6 505.4
˛
‹‹‹‚ (17)







33.62 ´14.05 ´23.01 ´11.62
´14.05 7.25 8.54 4.81
´23.01 8.54 16.97 7.76
´11.62 4.81 7.76 4.36
˛
‹‹‹‚ (18)
The objective function of the optimization problems is written as:




33.62 ´14.05 ´23.01 ´11.62
´14.05 7.25 8.54 4.81
´23.01 8.54 16.97 7.76













σ “ 33.62x21 ´ 28.10x1x2 ´ 46.02x1x3 ´ 23.24x1x4 ` 7.25x22`
`17.08x2x3 ` 9.62x2x4 ` 16.97x23 ` 15.52x3x4 ` 4.36x24 Ñ min.
(20)
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The constraints are the following:
x1 ` x2 ` x3 ` x4 “ 1 (21)
x1 ě 0, x2 ě 0, x3 ě 0, x4 ě 0 (22)
The convexity property of a quadratic form ensures that any local minimum must be a global
minimum. A quadratic optimization problem is convex if and only if the inverse covariance matrix
in the objective function is positively defined, i.e., its eigenvalues are positive. In our case, the
characteristic polynomial of the inverse covariance matrix:
λ4 ´ 62.20λ3 ` 171.32λ2 ´ 73.18λ ` 3.63 “ 0 (23)
has the following roots:
λ1 “ 0.05707 ą 0, λ2 “ 0.45535 ą 0, λ3 “ 2.35422 ą 0, λ4 “ 59.33336 ą 0 . (24)
Hence, the objective function is positively defined.
The problem is solved using the Lagrange multipliers: to find the minimum of the function:
L “ 33.62x21 ´ 28.10x1x2 ´ 46.02x1x3 ´ 23.24x1x4 ` 7.25x22 ` 17.08x2x3`
`9.62x2x4 ` 16.97x23 ` 15.52x3x4 ` 4.36x24 ´ λpx1 ` x2 ` x3 ` x4 ´ 1q Ñ min.
(25)
The conditions of existence of an extremum read:
BLBx1 “ 67.24x1 ´ 28.10x2 ´ 46.02x3 ´ 23.24x4 ´ λ “ 0 ,BLBx2 “ ´28.10x1 ` 14.50x2 ` 17.08x3 ` 9.62x4 ´ λ “ 0 ,BLBx3 “ ´46.02x1 ` 17.08x2 ` 33.94x3 ` 15.52x4 ´ λ “ 0 ,BLBx4 “ ´23.24x1 ` 9.62x2 ` 15.52x3 ` 8.72x4 ´ λ “ 0 .
(26)
From system Equation (26), we obtain:
x1 “ 11.14λ, x2 “ 7.12λ, x3 “ 8.14λ, x4 “ 7.48λ (27)
Inserting these values of xi in the constraint Equation (21), we get that λ “ 0.0295; hence, the
optimal production distribution (for the three-phase transformer) between the sales channels of
Svitovyr will be the following:
x1 « 0.33, x2 « 0.21, x3 « 0.24, x4 « 0.22, (28)
i.e., 33% for Exhibition sales, 21% for internet sales, 24% for specialized hypermarket and 22% for
distribution network. Based on data presented in Table 7, a similar optimization problem can be also
solved for the single-phase transformer.
6. Comparison of Predicted Income
Analyzing three models of the diversification of sales activity shows that every model gives the
possibility to optimize the product distribution between sales channels. The owner or top-managers,
which have the right of decision-making, decide about the global strategy of enterprise development
taking into account the peculiarities of the competitive position, the market environment situation, etc.
Table 10 shows the prediction results for sales of the three-phase transformer on the bases of the three
discussed models of distribution channels’ diversification.
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Table 10. Results of the diversification of sales channels for Svitovyr using different models (sales of
the three-phase transformer).
Model











Pieces % Pieces % Pieces % Pieces %
Determining sales










2986 33 1901 21 2172 24 1991 22 1,322,058
Actual sales volume




164.35 140.20 153.90 115.78
As can be seen from the presented calculations, all three models predict the excess of the total
income in comparison with the actual income (by the example of the three-phase transformer); this
testifies that every model can be used. The largest total income is predicted by the model based on
profit maximization, whereas the model based on risk minimization predicts the least total income
(though larger than the actual one). The model of determining sales channels potential predicts that
the product redistribution between sales channels allows the firm to increase the annual income by
67,834 UAH or by 5.39%. According to the model based on profit maximization, the annual income
will increase by 119,400 UAH or by 9.48%. The model of optimal production distribution between sales
channels based on risk minimization forecasts the increase of annual income by 63,012 UAH or by 5%.
7. Verification and Comparison of Models
The model of determining the sales channel potential is a general-purpose tool for all kinds and
types of enterprises (large, medium, small). This model is simple in use, reveals the sales channel
potential, covers a wide spectrum of estimated parameters and takes into account the weight of
each parameter. The use of the model lays down no special technical requirements. The processing
of results is conducted by simple analytical methods using graphical tools (Excel environment or
some analogue). The considered model includes qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria.
We have proposed the quantitative measurement of qualitative criteria using expert estimation. Such
an estimation assumes that independent experts synthesize information by quantitative evaluation of
a criterion that characterizes the compared sales channels. For example, a level of service and a level of
production presentation by sales personnel is evaluated by a secret shopper according to the 10-point
grading scale. Similarly, the competence and professionalism of management personnel is estimated
on the basis of the interview of top-management representatives according to a 10-point grading scale.
For Svitovyr, LLC (Lviv, Ukraine), such an estimation was carried out in 2014. The shortcoming of this
model consists of the possibility of giving rise to inadequate or “warped” information; the more so as
the data volume required for getting relevant data in each sales channel is sufficiently large. To ensure
a well-grounded and balanced management decision, such studies should be conducted systematically,
in the dynamics, immediately determining undesirable changes in sales channels.
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The model of the optimal distribution of production between sales channels based on profit
maximization ensures the maximal profit of an enterprise by choosing the most profitable sales
channel. The advantages of this model are the following: the accuracy of the obtained results, a high
level of their processing, the possibility of formulating additional constraints according to the needs
and interests of a company, the possibility of comparing current and potential sales channels, the
possibility of changing undisciplined intermediaries and redistributing production into more profitable
direct and indirect sales channels. The shortcomings of the considered model are connected with the
need to have specialists in linear programming, the risk of sales channel “overestimation” and the
failure to take account of dynamic conditions.
The model of the optimal distribution of production between sales channels based on risk
minimization is helpful for enterprises of those countries, the economy of which develops under
indeterminate and chaotic conditions. This model can also be used when the product life cycle is at
an initial stage and when an enterprise tries to enter into a new market where gathering information is
complicated and there is high probability of product “aversion” by customers. The advantages of this
model consist of the balance of risks and profits in the selection of the optimal sales channel and in
elimination of the influence of subjective factors. The shortcomings of this model are connected with
the threat of profit deficiency due to “underestimation” of the future sales channel potential and with
the need of invoking experts-mathematicians to formulate a one-off optimization problem or the need
for employing one’s own specialists in this field.
8. Conclusions
Steady development of an enterprise is ensured by harmonious, synchronous and complementary
realization of all of the directions of company activity. Our paper is devoted to one of such directions:
sales activity. Mathematical modeling provides the tools for the optimal choice of sales channels based
on diversification. Three models of such a choice have been proposed: the model of determining
sales channels’ potential, the model based on profit maximization and the model of the optimal
production distribution between sales channels based on risk minimization. The first model allows us
to throw light on the potential of sales channel, to show the peculiarities of its use and to introduce the
qualitative and quantitative characteristic criteria for comparing direct and indirect sales channels.
To ensure steady development of a company, it is necessary not only to determine the key
parameters of sales channels, but also to provide high profitability of every assortment item, as well
as high profitability of the whole enterprise. The second model solves this problem as a problem of
linear optimization. At the same time, the second model takes into account only current profitability
and does not consider the comparison with the previous periods. This aspect is investigated by the
third model based on accounting for the experience of the previous periods and risk minimization.
The use of every model forecasts larger income than that brought by the current product distribution.
The proposed models can be used by individual enterprises, as well as by consulting companies that
offer facility for analysis and optimization of sales activity.
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Abstract: The current approach to business management focuses on increasing the performance of
business processes. To achieve the required processes performance means to ensure the required
quality and capability of processes. The partial aim of this paper is to confirm the positive effects
of the Six Sigma methodology (SSM) on the corporate performance in the Slovak Republic and
an investigation of the dependency of SSM implementation on the certified quality management
system (QMS) as a set-forward condition via a questionnaire survey carried out in Slovak industrial
enterprises. The survey results confirmed the above-mentioned assumptions. The SSM using DMAIC
(Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) was applied in real conditions of two manufacturing
enterprises with a different level of quality management system. The results of the research study
proved a possibility to implement SSM and to use the same methods in enterprises aside from a
level of QMS. However, more remarkable results were achieved by the enterprise which introduced
QMS. The first application of SSM in enterprises within specific conditions of furniture production
processes can be considered to be a contribution of the research study, as well. The result of the work
is the model including the methodology and the appropriate combination of methods and tools for
assuring the sustainable performance of the business processes.
Keywords: process performance; Six Sigma; sustainable improvement; furniture manufacturing
1. Introduction
Due to the increased pressure of globalization upon the world market, business competitiveness
is currently dependent upon the innovative abilities of companies, not only in the area of products but
also in processes. One modern approach is based on corporate performance measurement by means of
internal process performance measurements. Companies are, therefore, shifting more and more of their
attention from the quality of products to the performance and quality of internal business processes.
The performance of business processes represents achieving the required results in a given process,
and its size is expressed by the difference between the actual and the required results. The performance
of the process is evaluated by comparing actually achieved and required value of the stated index of
the process, which can be the duration of the process, costs for the process, the quality of the process,
added value, the number of skills, and the number of innovations.
To make the required process performance sustainable their capability must be assured, i.e., the
required process quality. Correct decisions play an important role in the quality assurance process
and they shall be based on the situation analysis using appropriate tools and methods of operational
management and quality improvement. The Six Sigma methodology (SSM) is used as the process
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quality assurance and improvement method, as its implementation has achieved significant cost
reductions, mainly in the machine, automotive, and electric and technical industry.
Successful results in an automotive industry after implementation of the Six Sigma methodology
(SSM) are presented in studies [1–3]. Benefits of using SSM in achieving the required process capabilities
improvement, hence improving the system stability, were presented by Al-Agha et al. [4]. The highly
useful role of Six Sigma for small and medium enterprises was justified by Kaushik et al. [5]. The main
idea of successful leadership to achieve sustainable competitive advantage to ensure the quality of
service by using SSM was reviewed in the paper of Rabeea et al. [6].
Six Sigma has been applied not only in the industrial enterprises but also in the area of the
services, health, and public administration, both in the private and public field, where there is a strong
orientation on the customer, quality, time, and performance [7].
Six Sigma originated in the 1980s as a corporate strategy containing a set of techniques for
improvement of manufacturing processes and the elimination of defects in the Motorola company. The
main goal of the strategy was to minimize the dispersion of the characteristics critical for quality of the
manufactured products and performed processes and setting of the average values approaching the
target values defined by the customers. The application of SSM brought about changes within a short
time, leading to the reduction of defects in the products using the same labor, technology, and design,
while consuming less cost. Thanks to the strategy, Motorola gained the leading position in the area
of the quality and was awarded the Malcom National Quality Award. Many worldwide enterprises
like Toyota, Ford, BMW, Hilti, Shell, General Electric, Honeywell International, Caterpillar, Raytheon,
and Merril Lynch have successfully applied this methodology [4]. General Electric was one of the first
companies adopting the SSM from Motorola and in the three years since introduction they calculated
that the method had saved them $750 million, net, after subtracting all costs, including the cost on
the method.
Based on a case study done by Nilmani and Shidhar in a firm producing automotive components,
the company was able to improve the process yield from 44% to 90% after applying SSM [8]. The
process capability sigma level improved from 2.91 to 4.43 sigma [9]. According to Gibbons, by
applying Six Sigma in a well-known manufacturing company in the United Kingdom, overall
equipment effectiveness improved significantly from 40% to 85% [10]. He also concluded that using the
DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) approach provided a systematic improvement
and problem-solving process. Moreover, this kind of process improvement approach resulted in a
sustainable and stable process.
Experience of Slovak and Czech enterprises has proven that, for example, processes in
manufacturing companies in the automobile industry with an already established quality assurance
system are at an average level of around 3.5 to 4 sigma. In this case, an improvement in the firm’s
processes by 0.2 sigma represents economic benefits in the amount of 1% of company income.
Six Sigma processes show a proven approach for businesses and organizations to improve their
performance and that sustainability programs are in need of this operational approach and discipline.
Six Sigma helps a business leader design a sustainable program for value creation [11].
Research from several authors, as well as experience from companies, have shown that Six Sigma
provides process performance on a high and sustainable level. The authors of the paper have chosen,
out of all existing concepts, just this one to create a model of sustainable process performance.
The first aim of the work was to prove the positive effects of the Six Sigma concept on the
corporate performance of the enterprises in the Slovak Republic and investigate the dependency of SSM
implementation on the implementation of a quality management system as a set-forward condition.
To meet the purpose, a primary quantitative survey using a questionnaire method was carried out.
The aim resulted from several studies dealing with effects of SSM on corporate performance [12,13]
and investigating the relationship between certified QMS and SSM [14–16]. The results of the studies
were the inspiration behind our research hypotheses.
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The goal of the paper is to introduce the Six Sigma concept in the companies with a different level
of quality management system and find out the effect of the process performance. The result of the
work is a model, including the methodology and the appropriate combination of the methods and
tools for assurance of the sustainable performance of the business processes.
2. Material and Methods
The purpose of this study has arisen by the idea how to ensure sustainable quality and
improvement of production processes. The first step was the study of the theoretical and latest
scientific knowledge. Based on the study, the goal and methodology of the primary research was
stated. The research results led the authors to create the purpose and procedure of the application in
the real conditions of enterprises.
2.1. Literature Review
The name of the “Six Sigma” methodology comes from statistics where σ means standard
deviation. The term “Six Sigma” refers to the ability of highly-capable processes to produce output
within specification. In particular, processes that operate with six sigma quality produce at defect levels
below 3.4 defects per (one) million opportunities [4]. According to [2–6] a Six Sigma is a statistical
measure of process capability, which is equivalent to 99.99966% of good parts.
According to Töpfer et al. [17], Six Sigma has two dimensions which are:
‚ Six Sigma, as project management, with sound statistical foundations and effective quality
management tools, which contain:
- systematic methodology—DMAIC and DMADV (Define-Measure-Analyze-Design-Verify),
- project and process management,
- a set of tools—process analysis for resolving problems, statistics,
- philosophy and quality culture at a zero defect level.
‚ Six Sigma, as a statistical concept for measurement, is based on the principle that there are no
more than 3.4 errors in the process per million chances, whilst taking into account the complexity
of products and processes.
There exist several definitions of Six Sigma, as a concept, which were summarized in the paper by
Simanova [18]. Based on studies of the opinions of individual authors of Six Sigma methodology, we
may state a concordance of opinions that Six Sigma is an approach or system which, by combining
the use of statistical methods, understanding customer requirements, and decreasing the variability
of processes, leads to an improvement in processes and increases their level of perfection which is
expressed by a maximum number of 3.4 faults per million chances.
The literature review of a lean six sigma for the manufacturing industry was provided by
Albliwi et al. [19]. It is based on a review of papers published in the top journals, which resulted
in definitions of limitations and impending factors before starting an implementation process of SSM.
Limitations and impending factors before starting a SSM implementation process were also
presented in [20,21]. According to Kuvvetli et al. a project selection and its scope, quality culture, and
defining and measuring metrics were determined as the top factors that affect success levels of six
sigma projects [20]. The study of Arumugam et al. has shown that technical and social supports jointly
affect the success of Six Sigma implementation [21].
The relationship between certified quality management system and SSM was investigated in the
studies [14–16]. The results of literature review performed by Karthi et al. point to little work carried
out on integrating Six Sigma and ISO 9001 standards. The synergy of implementing ISO 9001 standards
and Six Sigma has been eluding contemporary organizations [14]. The work of Chiarini deals with
differences between requirements of ISO 13053 aimed to standardizing SSM implementation and the
actual practises of companies by implementing Six Sigma [16].
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If we compare the contribution of Six Sigma from various sources [1–6,9,22–25], it is clear that
deployment of this methodology in companies brings increased performance, increased productivity,
increased competitiveness, and growth in market share, whilst retaining loyal customers and obtaining
new, decreased production costs by decreasing the proportion of costs for repairs and disposal of
non-conforming products, new product designs, and, growth in the qualifications and professional
level of employees. The study by Aldowiasan, focusing on Six Sigma performance for non-normal
processes, showed that less variation reduction was required to improve exponentially distributed
processes [26]. Chao-Ton and Chia-Jan classified the benefit of SSM into hard saving involving tangible
outcomes in relation to cost and revenue, and soft savings, involving actual improvements in efficiency,
quality, and cash flow [27].
Six Sigma has two key methodologies: DMAIC and DMADV. DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-
Improve-Control) is used to improve an existing business process, and DMADV (Define-Measure-
Analyze-Design-Verify) is used to create new product or process designs for predictable, defect-free
performance [28].
DMAIC procedure has been described in several studies concerning application of Six Sigma
methodology [1–11]. Steps of DMAIC procedure endeavor to adopt a smarter way of doing things so
as to minimize the occurrence of errors. It emphasizes doing things right the first time, rather than
spending effort on correcting errors [29].
The tools used by this procedure focus on minimizing the general causes of errors, increasing
the quality of process outputs, decreasing operational costs, increasing process performance, and
eliminating faults caused by other factors. It also involves the use of statistical methods, quality
improvement techniques, and the scientific method, as well [30]. The study of Prashar deals with the
use of non-statistical Shainin DOE (Design of Experiments) tools to simplify the quality improvement
initiative and its incorporating within SSM [31]. The suggestion to implement Poka–Yoke technique in
DMAIC phases is the result of the work done by Vinod et al. [32].
The summary of the most often used methods and tools in the methodology Six Sigma with
classification to individual phases of the improvement model DMAIC in accordance with the
recommendation of the authors [1–4,17,27–33] was made. It can be found in Table A1 in Appendix of
this paper.
2.2. Analysis of the Current Situation in Slovak Enterprises—Methodology of the Research
The current situation in the area of process performance management has been analyzed through
primary quantitative research in Slovak enterprises using the questionnaire method. The main research
objective was the analysis of using traditional and modern methods and tools for process performance
management and measurement in Slovak enterprises from selected industrial branches.
In the first step a database of enterprises data has been created. The information sources came
mostly from the Internet databases and Statistical Bureau. The database size comprised 2235 enterprises
from branches of engineering, construction, automotive, and wood-processing industries. By means of
Internet applications an online questionnaire has been created and distributed to 1500 enterprises.
Questionnaire questions were divided into three areas: common characteristics (branch, region,
ownership, number of employees, activity orientation, type of production organization), financial
results (turnover, indicator ROE), and area of internal processes, production, and quality. Questions
concerning internal processes were as follows:
‚ What qualitative level corresponds with implementation of processes in your company?
‚ What level of elaborated process map does your company have?
‚ What methods are used in process management in your company?
‚ What indicators for production process performance measurement are used in your company?
‚ What indicators for evaluation of employee performance in processes are used in your company?
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‚ What internal processes and their indicators are regularly measured and evaluated in
your company?
‚ What certification of quality management system has got your company?
Data collection was carried out in the first quarter of 2013 and an online database for data
collection was created. Number of returned questionnaires was 164, which is a representative sample
in the research. Selected results have been published by authors [34–36].
One of the research objectives was the analysis of using the methods and tools for securing of
process quality (capability) in Slovak enterprises from selected industrial branches.
The following hypotheses were set for the questionnaire survey:
‚ H1: There is a positive dependence between the application of Six Sigma and the amount of return
on equity (ROE).
‚ H2: There is a positive dependence between the application of Six Sigma and the implementation
of quality management systems (QMS) according to the standards of ISO 9001.
Investigation of a dependency between SSM and QMS according to the standards ISO 9001 was
suggested after the assumption that QMS according to the standards ISO 9001 is focused on ensuring
and improving the process quality and it creates the basic prerequisites and necessary conditions for
implementation of Six Sigma. The next reason was finding if enterprises without certified QMS have
implemented the Six Sigma concept.
Results of the survey were processed by the application of several scientific methods of analysis,
synthesis, deduction, and comparison. Another group of applied methods include mathematical
methods focusing on the calculation of absolute, relative, and cumulative frequencies of the answers.
Cross-tabulations were used for the structural analysis of the relations and causalities.
The chi-square independence test (χ2) was used for hypotheses verification. It is necessary to
create alternative hypotheses alongside with the principal hypotheses for testing:
‚ H01: “There is no dependence between the application of Six Sigma and amount of the return on
equity ROE.”
‚ H02: “There is no dependence between the application of Six Sigma and implemented QMS.”
For independent phenomena it is applicable: A, B applies to P(A X B) = P(A) P(B); therefore, it is
inevitable to compare the empirically-determined frequencies nij with expected frequencies.
Estimated theoretic frequencies:
π̂i. “ ni. ˜ n (1)
π̂.j “ n.j ˜ n (2)
and estimated theoretic compound probability:
π̂ij “ π̂i. ˆ π̂.j “ ni. ˆ n ˆ n.j ˆ n “ ni. ˆ n.j ˆ n2 (3)
Therefore, the estimation of theoretic frequency is:
n1ij “ π̂ij “
`
n ˆ ni. ˆ n.j
˘ ˜ n2 “ `ni. ˆ n.j˘ ˜ n (4)
Equation (4) shall be interpreted as a rule used for the calculation of the expected values:
Expected frequency “ sum in column { total sum ˆ sum in line (5)
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under the assumption of the independence of symbols X and Y, for sufficiently high n, the approximate
Pearson χ2 (ν) is a distribution with degrees of variance ν = (r ´ 1)(s ´ 1). (nij are empirical frequencies,
n´ij are theoretical, i.e., expected frequencies). We decline the hypothesis about the independence of
the symbols X and Y if:
χ2 ě χ21´α pνq , where ν “ pr ´ 1q ps ´ 1q (7)
2.3. Application Proceeding of Six Sigma Conception in Enterprises
The choice of enterprises for application of the Six Sigma concept resulted from findings in
the questionnaire survey. The focus was on industries where enterprises do not use the SSM and
achieve a low performance (ROE). To verify the generality of the SSM, regardless of the level of quality
management system, the enterprises with a different level of quality management were chosen.
For the proposed elaboration on how to implement the Six Sigma methodology, the DMAIC
phases were followed. In the respective phases of the DMAIC procedures, we carried out a selection
of the methods and tools so that all members of the project team would be able to apply them and
no special training or methods would be necessary for respective kind of production [18]. The key
components of the DMAIC cycle can be seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Key components of the DMAIC cycle.
In the Definition phase it is necessary to identify the problem, the connection of the process
with the requirements of the customer, form a project team and define goal and target level of critical
characteristics of the process quality.
A critical process and a specific problem in the process were identified by the defect analysis in the
process. Defects were divided into material and technological. The DPMO value, the process efficiency
as a total output revenue, and a level of Six Sigma were calculated. DPMO (Defects Per Million
Opportunities) denominates the number of defects that occur per one million opportunities at the
development or manufacturing of a product and can be calculated according to the following formula:
DPMO “ number of defect products
total number of products ˆ number of opportunities per defect ˆ 10
6 (8)
PPM (Parts Per Million) denominates defects rate, i.e., the numerically-identified number of defects,
and those that really occurred, after manufacturing. Defects rate (PPM) is expressed by complementary
quantity, thus, by the proportion of units without defects to the value one.
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OFD (Opportunities For Defects) is a probability of defects of one unit, which describes how
many places defects can occur.
Measurements of the defect frequency, according to the DPMO, and Sigma criteria can distinguish
the level of the process in regard of the defect frequency at the output and identify critical, bottleneck
points in the processes.
Subsequently, a critical process map, SIPOC, was elaborated (Suppliers-Inputs-Process-
Outputs-Customers). SIPOC is a process map that helps understand and identify process boundaries
and key processes to ensure focus only on the customer [9].
The target of the defined critical process and the final level of Six Sigma was determined in the
project charter proposal. The project charter contains an outline for the problem definition, project
team, time duration, and project target.
The objective of the phase Measurement is to gain relevant data about critical processes by
measurement of the key process attributes so that the problem area could be defined. In this phase,
potential sources for non–conformity in the process are identified. In the first phase, the quality index
of the critical process was determined and a number of measurements were done to find out the
capability of the process. The following methods were used:
- The measurement plan by Pande et al. [22]: five-phase methodology for measurement plan.
- Capability indexes Cp and Cpk: critical process capability evaluation in terms of keeping specified
or expected limits and an average value (see [4,18,37]).
- Histograms as a visual synthesis of frequency distribution and process variability.
Modules of descriptive statistics, industrial statistics, and Sigma process analysis were used for
the calculations.
In the phase Analysis, the attention is given to the data analysis and dependence verification of
type cause and effect, process comprehension with the objective to find out the key problem causes.
The following methods were used at the application in enterprises:
- Brainstorming: looking for causes of critical process incapability.
- Diagram of causes and effects—Ishikawa diagram: graphical visualization of coherence between
the problem and causes or possible solutions.
- Method FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis): analysis of the occurrence of failures, possible
causes and effects for the customer.
In the phase Improvement, solutions to eliminate problem causes are proposed, carried out and
verified. The applied methods:
- An action plan and diagram: solutions to eliminate the identified cause of failures and an
improvement of the critical process.
- Repetitive measurement of the critical process and the calculation of process capability indexes.
In the final phase Control, the results from the previous phases are evaluated, processes are
continually followed and the process control is carried out so that any variation from the target
value would be corrected before the effect of failure (non-conformity) occurs. The appropriate
implementation of the changes and improvements with the objective of the sustainable improved
condition is controlled. The applied methods include:
- QFD method (Quality Function Deployment): customer requirements are deployed into the
product characteristics and critical process outputs.
- Affinity diagram serves for identification of logical or causal connections between the problem
elements [13].
The applied procedure of the SSM in the companies was verified by the efficiency evaluation
of Six Sigma in the companies with a different level of quality management. For that purpose, the
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hypothesis was tested: “Implementation of Six Sigma methodology would decrease the cost on claims
and non-conformities by at least 10%”. Verification of the hypothesis was carried out through economic
evaluation of the proposal based on the calculation of the cost of defects and through the calculation of
DPMO, process efficiency, and Sigma level after the application of the model. We used the method of
economic results comparison to compare the original and current situation of the critical processes.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Questionnaire Survey Results
This part presents the questionnaire survey results that show the rate of Six Sigma utilization
in the enterprises in Slovakia structured according to the industrial branches, company sizes, and
product types.
Cross-tabulation (Table 1) depicts the absolute and relative frequency of the utilization of the Six
Sigma method in individual groups divided according to the following factors: production type, the
number of employees, implemented quality management system according to ISO 9001 standard, and
the application of process management in the industrial branch.
Table 1. Cross-tabulation for Six Sigma and chosen variables.
Using Six Sigma
yes no
Frequency absolute relative absolute relative
Production type
mass 2 1.22% 29 17.68%
Job-work 0 0.00% 36 21.95%
Small-lot 2 1.22% 16 9.76%
Non production
activity 0 0.00% 58 35.37%
batch 6 3.66% 15 9.15%
Employees
1–10 0 0.00% 50 30.49%
11–50 0 0.00% 47 28.66%
51–250 1 0.61% 32 19.51%
over 250 9 5.49% 25 15.24%
QMS
yes 9 5.49% 62 37.80%
no 1 0.61% 92 56.10%
Process
management
yes 10 6.10% 113 68.90%
no 0 0.00% 41 25.00%
Industry
Automotive 4 2.44% 12 7.32%
Pulp and Paper 1 0.61% 1 0.61%
Woodworking 0 0.00% 21 12.80%
Electrical 1 0.61% 7 4.27%
Construction 0 0.00% 15 9.15%
Engineering 2 1.22% 28 17.07%
Wood cutting 0 0.00% 5 3.05%
Furniture 0 0.00% 11 6.71%
Other 2 1.22% 54 32.93%
Source: own processing.
The results show that only 10 enterprises out of 164, which is 6.1%, utilize Six Sigma methodology
at the process management level since all those companies apply a process approach towards
management. 40% of all companies utilizing the Six Sigma method belong to the automotive industry
branch, whereby this industrial branch is one of the most productive within the Slovak market. The
majority of the companies (60%) utilizing the Six Sigma method have a serial production. 90% of them
employ more than 250 employees and have implemented ISO 9001 standards.
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Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate the measured and expected frequencies in the respective groups to
verify H1 hypothesis: there is a positive dependence between the application of Six Sigma and amount
of the return on equity ROE.
Table 2. Empirical frequencies for ROE.
Using Six Sigma
yes no
Frequency absolute relative absolute relative
ROE over 7%
yes 5 3.05% 26 15.85%
no 5 3.05% 128 78.05%
Total 10 6.10% 154 93.90%
Source: own processing.
Table 3. Expected frequencies for ROE.
Using Six Sigma
yes yes
Frequency absolute relative absolute relative
ROE over 7%
yes 1.89 1.15% 29.11 17.75%
no 8.11 4.95% 124.89 76.15%
Total 10 6.10% 154 93.90%
Source: own processing.
The data were processed by Statistica 10 software (Prague, the Czech Republic), which created
results of the Chi-square test presented in Table 4. Based upon the data, we can state that the value p is
lower than the level α = 0.05; therefore, we decline the null hypothesis about the independence with
95% probability and accept the H1 hypothesis; thus: “There is statistically relevant dependence between the
application of Six Sigma and amount of the return on equity ROE”.
Table 4. Results of Chi-square test for ROE.
Chi- square statistics Variance rate Value p
Pearson’s chi-square test 6.718157 1 0.00954
M-V chi-square test 5.312536 1 0.02117
Source: own processing.
Tables 5 and 6 present the measured and expected frequencies of the groups to verify H2
hypothesis: “There is a positive dependence between the application of Six Sigma and implemented
quality management system according to the standards ISO 9001”.
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Table 5. Empirical frequencies for QMS.
Using Six Sigma
yes yes
Frequency absolute relative absolute relative
Implemented QMS yes 9 5.49% 62 37.80%
no 1 0.61% 92 56.10%
Total 10 6.10% 154 93.90%
Source: own processing.
Table 6. Expected frequencies for QMS.
Using Six Sigma
yes yes
Frequency absolute absolute absolute absolute
Implemented QMS yes 4.33 2.64% 66.67 40.65%
no 5.67 3.46% 87.33 53.25%
Total 10 6.10% 154 93.90%
Source: own processing.
For the calculation of the value p, Excel software was used, which uses formulas for the Pearson
Chi-squared test. Test significance (value p) is on the level 0.002096317, which is lower than α = 0,05,
and proves the statistic dependence of variables. The Chi-squared test can be applicable when all
table cells are filled, at least 80% of the theoretical frequencies apply to n‘ij ě 5, and the remaining
theoretical frequencies are n‘ij ą 1. However, in this case, the conditions of good approximation were
not kept and, at the same time, it is not possible to join the groups; therefore, it is necessary to complete
the research with further data so that hypothesis H2 would be confirmed. It is not possible to confirm
statistically relevant dependence among the searched variables. Nevertheless, the value p indicates a
possibility to examine this dependence using a major sample of respondents. The cross-tabulations
show that in 90% of the variables, Six Sigma is applied in those companies which have certified QMS
according to the standards ISO; on the other hand, this shall not be a condition for Six Sigma utilization.
3.2. Results of Six Sigma Application in Real Conditions of Enterprises
Six Sigma methodology, according to the DMAIC phases, was applied in two enterprises dealing
with furniture production with a different quality management system (QMS): a company with a
certified QMS according to the ISO 9001:2008 standard (hereafter, the Company) and a firm without
a certified QMS (hereafter, the Firm). The Company belongs among large companies with a series
production and is a part of a multinational concern. The Firm belongs to smaller enterprises with the
custom production of interior bespoke furniture.
The enterprises from the furniture industry were chosen from several reasons. According to
the results of the primary research, no furniture company uses SSM, enterprises reach the lowest
performance among analysed industrial branches, and most furniture companies are micro- and
small-sized without certified quality management systems.
The specific features of furniture production process had to be considered by proposal of
SSM implementation procedure. From the technologic-organizational view the process of furniture
production is divided into two phases bounded by a buffer store. The buffer store has a control
and organizational function. The first phase includes a production of particular furniture parts.
Inputs of this phase representing primary inputs for the whole production process are wood-based
panels, sawnwood, and decoration materials. Materials are divided to dimension timber, which are
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synchronized with forms of parts. The next step is a form and construction treatment involving
pressing, sanding, and milling. The last step of the first phase is a surface preparation. The second
phase of production process is represented by joint of two groups of operations: surface finishing and
furniture assembly. The basic model of production can have more variants in dependency on type of
production input materials, technology, and product.
Having analyzed the input conditions in the enterprise and the options of usage of individual
methods, the results of the applications were as follows:
3.2.1. Phase D—DEFINE
The critical process was identified by the defect analysis in the production process. The
calculations of DPMO, process efficiency, and a sigma level were applied. The defects which appeared
in the processes were divided into material and technology defects.
The worst values in the Company occurred in the process of pressing which was identified as
critical. The efficiency of the pressing process range from 81.0165519% to 92.7540334% and the sigma
level moves from 2.38 to 2.96 which means the process is not stable. The average values are given in
Table 7. The defects in the pressing process were caused mostly during glue application representing
70.84% from the total defect number.
Table 7. Average values of DPMO, efficiency, and sigmas of selected processes in the Company.
Process DPMO Efficiency in % Sigma
Pressing 107,536.58 89.2666268 2.7
Side gluing 2802.89 99.7348749 4.3
Surface finish 1429.76 99.8600916 4.7
Assembly and
manipulation 7764.59 99.2360674 4.1
Source: own processing.
The worst values in the Company’s parameters occurred in the process of sanding. According
to DPMO 197,629.13 defects per million opportunities resulted, with the output value of the sanding
process expressed as the average value of efficiency was 80.23% and achieved the average sigma value
of 2.36. The average values are given in Table 8. The most numerous group of defects at sanding were
material faults, which occurred before the procedure of primer varnish coating and represented 71.5%
out of the total number of defects.
Table 8. Average values of DPMO, efficiency, and sigmas of selected processes in the Firm.
Process DPMO Efficiency in % Sigma
Sanding 197,629.13 80.2370870 2.36
Side gluing 49,407.28 99.7361300 5.48
Surface finish 26,388.71 97.3611296 3.47
Source: own processing.
Next SIPOC diagrams of the critical process were created for the process of pressing in the
Company, and for the process of sanding in the Firm. Lastly, the proposal of the project charter was
formulated. The selection of the project was based on the requirements of the enterprises to stabilize
and improve the process which is the most defective and where the enterprise can save at least 10%
of costs on defective products. The primary aim of the projects in both enterprises was to state the
decrease on the defective products. The basic information from the project charter for the Company for
the critical process of pressing, and for the Firm for the critical process of sanding, are stated in Table 9.
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3.2.2. Phase M—MEASURE
In the phase of measuring, the quality measure was defined in the due critical process and series
of measurements (12 series by 10 measurements) was carried out. Variability of critical processes via
capability index calculations was found out by measuring the defined quality measure.
In the Company, in the operation of gluing within the critical process of pressing, the weight of a
glue layer on one side of a part in grams was, consequently, calculated to g/m2 was defined as the
quality measure. Measured values of weights of glue coating were used to state the process variability
by calculation of capability index Cp and capability index Cpk, where the upper standard level (USL)
of the weight of the glue coating was defined as 56 g/m2 and the lower standard level (LSL) of the
weight of the glue coating as 48 g/m2. Figure 2 shows the distribution of interval frequency of weights
of glue coatings in the sets of measurements D1 to D12 which shows heterogeneity signs. The values
of weights exceeded the upper standard level of 56 g/ m2 in 120 cases in the interval of 56–58 g/m2.
The excess of the lower standard level occurred in 28 cases.
Table 9. Basic data of the project charter.
Company Firm
Critical process Pressing Sanding
Problem identification Number of nonconforming partsin the process is 5875 pcs
Number of nonconforming
parts in the output of the
processes 593 pcs
Problem relations Nonconforming parts in theprocess relate to the glue coating
Nonconforming parts in the
process relate to the quality of




Lowering the number of
nonconforming parts and costs of
nonconforming parts by 10%
Lowering the number of
nonconforming parts and costs of
nonconforming parts by 10%
Target Sigma Level 2.85 2.7
Target non-conformity cost ratio 10% 2%
Source: own processing.
Variable: D1 - D12         Average: 52,5526
Sigma (TOTAL):3,21167 Sigma (INNER):3,19410
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The weight of adhesive application g/m2











Figure 2. Measuring the weight of adhesive application D1–D12.
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The comb distribution points out that process variability is high and is not caused by a natural
fluctuation of variability in the process. The values of the capability indexes are also low; the overall
coefficient Cp = 0.4174 and the overall coefficient Cpk = 0.3598. Both coefficients are less than 1.
Therefore, and also based on total results, we can state that this production process is not capable.
In the Firm, in the critical process of sanding, a thickness of a part was stated as a quality measure.
Measured values of furniture parts thicknesses were used for calculations of capability index Cp and
capability index Cpk, where the upper standard level was defined as 19.3 mm and the lower standard
level was as 18.7 mm. As it can be seen in Figure 3, distribution of the interval frequency of part
thicknesses are rather variable.
Variable: Thickness H1   Average: 19,0393
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Variable: Thickness H2   Average: 19,0431
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Variable: Thickness H3   Average: 19,0618
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Variable: Thickness H4   Average: 19,0531
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Figure 3. (a) Measuring the thickness H1; (b) measuring the thickness H2; (c) measuring the thickness
H3; and (d) measuring the thickness H4.
As it can be seen in Figure 3, the shapes are asymmetrical, with comb ones which suggest that
variability in the process is quite high. Another factor supporting the concept of high variability are
the values of capability coefficients Cp, which ranged from 0.5866 to 0.6370. The values of capability
coefficient Cpk ranged from 0.4828 to 0.5472. Both coefficients in individual measurements accounted
for values less than 1. Therefore, we can state that the production process is not capable.
3.2.3. Phase A—ANALYZE
Based on the data gained by measurements, we focused on identification of the main problem,
sorting the possible causes, and identification of non-conformity causes which imposed the variability
of the critical process. This was used for brainstorming a method and, consequently, creating an
Ishikawa diagram. The first stage of possible cause occurrence was divided into five categories
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in both enterprises: input materials, work conditions, operation equipment, employees, and
technological conditions.
In the Company, in the process of pressing—gluing, these causes of high process variability
were identified:
- Non-working control of technical parameters of the glue, such as temperature and viscosity,
which have the primary effect on the weight of glue coating on the parts of chipboard.
- Failures in compliance with technological discipline by the operator of the gluing machine, mainly
during the adjustment of glue thickness.
In the Firm, in the process of sanding, the following causes of incapability of the process
were recognized:
- Insufficient input control of technical parameters of input materials of chipboard during
the delivery.
- Incorrect choice of sandpaper grit.
- Insufficient clean-up of the production facility.
- Lack of attention during taking over the information from order schedules.
3.2.4. Phase I—IMPROVE and Phase C—CONTROL
To eliminate the causes of a non-conformity occurrence, a so-called “reaction plan”, which was
also depicted as a regulation diagram, was designed.
In the Company for the process of pressing—gluing, the reaction plan contains a graphic
illustration of the placement of values of glue coat weights in the individual phases of the
regulation diagram and adjustment, measurement, control, and the relegation of information for
an operational procedure.
In the Firm, the reaction plan focused on improvement of the sanding process. It contains the span
of setting and technological interval 19 ˘ 2 mm, a graphic illustration of the placement of measured
data, simple description of duties for the personnel at the control and service of the production facility.
Based on the instructions stated in the reaction plan, the repeated measurements were carried out
to verify the measures designed to decrease non-conformity.
In the Company, the measurement focused on the weight of glue coating as the main cause of the
high variability of the process of pressing. The asymmetric histogram in Figure 4 shows that variability
of the process compared to the original measurements decreased after corrective measures had been
carried out. The values of capability coefficients increased, which is well-proven by the increase of
the variability coefficient Cp from 0.4174 to 0.8313, and the value of coefficient Cpk increased from
0.3598 to 0.8061. After the reaction plan had been introduced, no excesses of upper and lower standard
levels occurred.
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Variable : Z1         Average: 51,8789
Sigma (TOTAL):1,68581 Sigma (INNER):1,60398
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Figure 4. Repeated measuring of the weight of adhesive application.
In the Firm, verification of the solution design was carried out by the measurement of 24 parts
of veneered chipboard in the 96 valid measurements in the process of sanding. The results of the
measurements are shown in Figure 5. The truncated shape of the histogram in Figure 5 proves that
variability of the process of sanding, compared to original measurements, decreased after the corrective
measures were carried out. The values of capability coefficients increased, represented by the increase
of Cp from the lowest value of 0.5866 to 0.7383 and the value of Cpk increasing from 0.48288 to 0.6911.
Evident improvement of the process occurred in compliance with standard levels after the introduction
of the reaction plan into the process of sanding. In check measurements, the upper and lower standard
levels were not exceeded.
Variable: H - thickness after improving Average: 19,0192
Specif ication :  LSL= 18,7000   USL=19,3000
Indexes.:Cp=,7383 Cpk=,6911 
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Figure 5. Measuring the thickness of the panels following corrective actions.
In the Control phase, the particular corrective measures to improve variability in the identified
critical processes were recommended based on the achieved results. The QFD method was suggested
and implemented in the Company. The matrix diagram was created by transforming customer´s
requirements in the specification of the product—a cupboard/cabinet. In the Firm, the proposal of
measures to sustain the permanent quality of processes was presented via an affinity diagram.
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3.3. Impacts of Implementation of Six Sigma Methodology in Enterprises
Verification of the hypothesis which assumes decreasing the costs on claims and non-conforming
products by 10% via implementation of Six Sigma was performed by comparison of the original and the
current state of the process, which were assessed as critical and by economic assessment of decreasing
costs of non-conformity.
Basic data to perform an economic assessment of the design were the numbers of non-conforming
products divided according to the kind of defects and the price of a part in € in the critical process
before and after implementation of Six Sigma.
In the Company, as is obvious from Table 10, we can see that total value of non-conforming
products in the process decreased. It can be stated that after implementation of suggestions to improve
quality by the Six Sigma methodology there was a decrease in the costs by 12.97%, which met the aim
outlined by the project charter.









Original 5879 8.23 34,277.95 3.40
Current 5324 8.23 29,833.75 2.18
Source: own processing.
An improvement can be also seen in the DPMO categories, which also decreased and the value
of effectiveness increased. The sigma value increased from 2.75 to 2.95. The sigma level was set to
increase from 2.75 to 2.85 in the aims of the project charter. The overview of the original and current
DPMO, efficiency, and sigma levels is presented in Table 11. On the basis of the mentioned analysis,
we can declare that the charter aim for the critical process of pressing was fully met. Based on the
above-mentioned results of the analyses in the process of pressing in the Company with a certified
system of quality management, the hypothesis can be confirmed.
Table 11. Values of DPMO, effectiveness, sigma level in the Company—the process of pressing.
State DPMO Effectiveness in % Sigma
Original 107,536.58 89.2463424 2.75
Current 73,261.27 92.9700000 2.95
Source: own processing.
In the Firm, the number of non-conforming products was counted before and after the
implementation of improvement proposals by the price of a part in € after sanding, before the primer
coat. As we can see in Table 12, there was a decrease in the total value of non-conforming products,
representing 8.25% of the total value of non-conforming products in the process of sanding caused by
faults in sanding before the primer coat. The aim set in the project charter was not achieved.









Original 424 11.36 4816.64 3.40
Current 389 11.36 4419.04 2.18
Source: own processing.
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Table 13 gives the overview of the original and current DPMO values, the value of effectiveness,
and sigma levels in the process of sanding in the Firm. The improvement appeared in the values of
DPMO categories, effectiveness, and the sigma level, which increased from 2.36 to 2.60. The aims of
the project charter proposed an increase of the sigma level from 2.36 to 2.7. Referring to the analysis,
we can declare that the aim of the project charter was not achieved at 100%. Referring to the results of
the analysis in the process of sanding in the Firm, which does not have a certified quality management
system, the hypothesis was not confirmed.
Table 13. Values of DPMO, effectiveness, sigma level in the Firm—the process of sanding.
State DPMO Effectiveness in % Sigma
Original 197,629.13 80.237087 2.36
Current 134,753.36 86.520000 2.60
Source: own processing.
3.4. The Model of Ensuring Sustainable Processes Performance via the Six Sigma Concep
The model describes essential activities according to DMAIC, methods, and tools of how to
ensure activities to improve quality of processes from the viewpoint of decreasing non-conformity
and DPMO, increasing effectiveness and sigma level, decreasing process variability, their stabilization,
the search, and analysis of causes of non-conformity occurrence, proposals to eliminate the causes
of non-conformity occurrence, process control, a procedure of the measurements and verification of
corrective measures, process management, the usage of methods and tools of descriptive statistics, the
usage of modules of industrial statistics, and Six Sigma modules.
The model introduces one cycle of improvement of process performance via the improvement of
an identified critical process, which can be constantly repeated and, so, constantly increased process
performance. It is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The model of ensuring sustainable processes performance. Source: own processing.
4. Conclusions
The results of the survey of the Slovak enterprises confirmed positive effects of the Six Sigma
methodology presented in the studies of several foreign authors. Slovak enterprises which use the
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methodology achieve not only higher performance of business processes, but also higher corporate
performance. Moreover, the dependency of achieved corporate performance on the use of Six
Sigma was statistically confirmed. The application of Six Sigma methodology in practical conditions
of Slovak enterprises producing furniture confirmed achievement of better results in the field of
ensuring and improving the quality of production processes, an increase of savings on costs of
claims and nonconforming products, and a possibility to implement measures to eliminate causes of
non-conformity occurring in a process.
The limitations of the research study consist in the insufficient statistical confirmation of
dependency on SSM on a certified quality management system because of a small number of
investigated enterprises with an implemented Six Sigma concept. The next part of the work was
focused on two specific cases: two furniture manufacturing enterprises from 500 existing furniture
companies in Slovakia. Therefore, a generalization will require further careful investigation.
Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the research study proved a possibility to implement the
Six Sigma methodology and to use the same methods in enterprises, aside from a quality management
system, such as quality management under certification according to ISO 9001 standards or only
utilizing the basic tools of quality management.
The results of the study further showed that better results were achieved in the enterprise which
has introduced a quality management system. Therefore, we may claim that quality management
systems form better grounds to implement Six Sigma and the achievement of higher benefits.
The results of this work develops contemporary knowledge in assumptions and limitations by the
application of Six Sigma methodology and its tools in connection with quality management systems
and they indicate a direct dependence with a level of corporate performance. The contribution of
the research study can be considered in the first application of SSM in enterprises within specific
conditions of furniture production processes.
The practical implications of the research can be seen in the suggested model, including
procedures, suitable methods, and tools for implementation and permanent utilization of SSM in
manufacturing enterprises. The suggested model of sustainably ensuring the required performance of
processes enables monitoring and unveils the critical moments of processes, constantly, and eliminate
them, subsequently. The model presents a never-ending cycle, which ensures sustainable process
performance. The SSM and a suitable selection of tools are the means of a constant assurance and
increase of business processes performance. Six Sigma provides a permanent improvement of processes
by the effective use of methods, tools, techniques, and procedures, particularly by decreasing variability
and variance of processes, by an increase of capability of processes.
Further research will be focused on the utility of other modern methods and tools by ensuring
a sustainable process performance and its continual improvement with higher effects than SSM,
especially in enterprises without a certified quality management system. The research work will
also deal with other aspects of process improvement, such as process economic efficiency and lean
processes leading to the suggestion of a methodology for complex improvement of the process.
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Appendix
Table A1. The use of methods and tools in the steps of DMAIC procedure.
Method D M A I C
Affinity diagram o o o o o
FMEA—Failure Mode Effect Analysis o o
CBA—Cost-Benefit-Analysis o o
FTA—Failure tree analysis o
MSA—Measurement system analysis o
Analysis of measurement systems R&R o
Audit o o o
Affinity diagram o o o o o
Benchmarking o o
Benwriting o o o o o
Techniques of data collection o o
Cause and effect diagram o o
QFD—Quality Function Deployment o o o o
Histogram o
IPO diagram o o
Control diagrams (tables) o
Scatter diagram o o o o
Pareto diagram of a Lorentz curve o o
Method of error avoidance Poka–Yoke o
Flow chart o o o
DOE—Design of Experiments o o
Control chart o o
Run chart o o
Regression analysis o
Table SIPOC
(Suppliers-Inputs-Process-Outputs-Customers) o o o o o
SOP—Standard Procedures o o
VOC—Voice of customer o o o o
Stratification o o o o o
SWOT Analysis o
T-test o o
Six Sigma matrix o o
TOC—Theory of containts o
X2 test o o o o o
Methods of risk analysis o o o
Process capability o o
Reliability/Item Analysis o o
Root Cause Analysis o
Method 5 Why o
SI—System engineering o o o
VA—Value Analysis o o
VS—Value steam mapping o
Modelling and simulation o
Method Global 8D o
TPM—Total Productive Maintenance o
SMED—Single Minute Exchange of Dies o
Method 5S o
KAIZEN o
Pull management systems o
SPC—Statistical Process Control o o o o
Workshops o o o o
Management by Objectives o
Source: [1–4,17,27–33].
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Abstract: The paper concerns research related to the European project CIRAS and presents a
validation experiment with the use of a risk management tool adapted for critical infrastructures.
The project context and state of the art are discussed. The adaptation of the risk management tool
is performed according to previously elaborated requirements which consider interdependencies,
cause-consequences analysis, risk measures and risk register implementation. A novel structured risk
management method was proposed how to deal with internal and external impacts of a hazardous
event which occurred in the given CI. The method is embedded into the critical infrastructure
resilience process. These requirements can be implemented on the ready-to-use software platform for
further experiments. The experimentation results are used as the input for CIRAS. The discussed
tool can be applied as the risk reduction component in the CIRAS Tool, and the validation process
presented here is the basis to elaborate two project use cases.
Keywords: critical infrastructure; risk management; bow-tie concept; software tool; interdependencies
1. Introduction
The paper concerns the risk management issue in critical infrastructures. Today’s societies are
based on products and services provided by large-scale technical infrastructures of such sectors
as energy, oil, gas, finances, transport, telecommunications, health, etc. These infrastructures,
when disrupted or destroyed, have a serious impact on health, safety, security or well-being of
the society or effective functioning of governments and/or economies, therefore they are called critical
infrastructures (CIs). Smooth functioning of the CIs builds right relationships between the citizens
and governments. Modern societies are very sensitive to any disturbances in critical infrastructures.
The CI disturbances or damages hamper the economic growth, social prosperity and sustainable
development of our civilization. For this reason, it is very important to mitigate any negative impact on
critical infrastructures. Risk management, which plays the key role in the CI protection, still remains a
challenge due to many unresolved problems. This was the author’s motivation to undertake research
in this field.
CI is identified as a very complex socio-technical system, sometimes called a system of
systems. The system of systems (SoS) consists of multiple, heterogeneous, distributed, occasionally
independently operating systems embedded in networks at multiple levels, which evolve over time [1].
To function properly, CIs include many diversified components (technological, IT hardware, software,
environmental, personal, organizational) and complex processes interrelated with other processes
across different economy sectors.
In such environments different kinds of threats and hazards may occur, such as: natural disasters
and catastrophes, technical disasters and failures, espionage, international crime, physical and cyber
terrorism. To avoid disturbances in CIs and to minimize possible consequences of threats, critical
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infrastructure protection (CIP) programmes are implemented, which specify a consistent set of
diversified security measures applied for the given CI: technical, organizational and procedural.
The measures should properly affect the identified risk. The measures selection is based on risk
management principles.
1.1. Resilience and Risk Management in Critical Infrastructures
Risk management is a continuous process including the identification, analysis, and assessment
of potential hazards in a system or hazards related to a certain activity. Based on the recognized risk
picture, the risk control measures are proposed to eliminate or reduce potential harms to people,
environment, or other assets. The risk management process encompasses risk monitoring and
communication. ISO 31000 [2] is the basic risk management standard. Examples of the most recognized
risk management methods and techniques are included in IEC 31010 [3].
The risk management issue in critical infrastructures has a specific character because CIs are very
complex, diversified and there are mutual interrelations between different infrastructures. Because
of relationships between infrastructures, the state of each infrastructure influences or is correlated to
the state of the other. They are called interdependencies [4–7] and can be divided to four categories:
physical, cyber, geographical and logical interdependency. The effects of an incident may propagate
across CIs with dire consequences. The paper takes into account interdependencies, however the
complex interdependencies issues are not the basic topic of the paper.
Well-secured CIs can resist external and internal disturbances and are able to work on an
acceptable efficiency level even when these disturbances occur. To improve the CI resilience is the main
objective of CI stakeholders. The CIs resilience is an effective, sustainable use of critical infrastructures
by stakeholders to perform tasks for the economy, government and citizens. “The concept of resilience
can be seen as a superset in which typical risk assessment is a complementary part” [6]. The following
activities leading to the CI resilience are proposed in this publication:
‚ preparing the CI specification based on the structural analysis—the most critical elements, the most
vulnerable points, dependencies and interdependencies are identified; please note: dependency
defines a unidirectional relationship between infrastructures, while interdependency defines a
bidirectional relationship;
‚ running the dynamic analysis to identify the most dangerous risk scenarios—generally the subject
of analysis or simulation are: propagation of dire effects of CIs phenomena, identification of
the threats impact, analyses of common failures, system response to a failure or an incident,
recovery process, etc.
‚ the most dangerous risk scenarios, prioritized, are taken into account later during the risk
management process.
1.2. Research Related to the CIRAS Project
The critical infrastructure protection is recognized in European Union (EU) as one of the key
issues. The CIP related needs on the EU and member-state levels are expressed in the European
Council (EC) Directive [8]. It specifies rules of the CI identification based on the casualties, economics
and public criteria, as well as the risk analysis issues and management programmes. In 2006 the
European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) was issued. A revised version is
included in the EC document [9].
The CIP programmes encompass diversified (physical, technical, organizational) countermeasures,
applied on the basis of risk. The risk management issue in CIs is extremely important and has
not been fully solved so far. There are several dozen EU or worldwide CIP R&D projects, either
already completed or currently running (Framework Programmes—FP6 and FP7, Horizon 2020,
The Prevention, Preparedness and Consequence Management of Terrorism and other Security-related
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Risks Programme—CIPS). Most of them deal with risk management methodologies and their
supporting tools. The CIRAS (Critical Infrastructure Risk Assessment Support) project [10] is one of them.
The paper concerns a preliminary research of the CIRAS project. CIRAS was launched by the
international consortium comprising:
‚ ATOS Spain SA (ATOS),
‚ Center for European Security Strategies from Germany (CESS),
‚ Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG from Poland (EMAG).
The CIRAS objective is to develop a methodology and tool to support decision makers in the
security measures selection for critical infrastructures. The CIRAS approach to security management
in critical infrastructure protection takes into account typical CI phenomena like interdependencies,
cascading and escalation of incident impacts.
The novelty of the CIRAS approach lies in a holistic assessment of all aspects of CIs security
measures, including the expected risk reduction and its cost, financial benefits, as well as many vague
socio-political factors to be considered in the security planning process. To select the right security
measure (countermeasure) according to the CIRAS methodology, the decision maker should select a
countermeasure that:
‚ properly reduces the risk volume to ensure security on an accepted level and to bring benefits for
CI stakeholders,
‚ is cost-effective during implementation and operation,
‚ is free of social, psychological, political, legal, ethical, economical, technical, environmental,
and other limitations; these vague factors in the project are called “qualitative criteria”.
To support the decision making process, these issues are solved by three separate pillars,
implemented as the key software components of the CIRAS Tool:
‚ a Risk Reduction Assessment (RRA) component,
‚ a Cost-Benefit Assessment (CBA) component,
‚ a Qualitative Criteria Assessment (QCA) component.
The CIRAS approach is based on the methodology elaborated in the FP7 (Seventh Framework
Programme) ValueSec project [11]. Both the ValueSec and CIRAS methodologies support the
decision making process using these three pillars, but the domains of applications and the pillars
implementation approaches are different. Please note that the critical infrastructure domain, due to its
specific phenomena caused by interdependencies, is much more complex than the ValueSec application
domains (mass event security, mass transportation security, communal security planning, air transport
security, protection against cyber-attacks on a smart grid). The CIs complexity influences the shape of
the RRA, CBA and QCA components as well as the components collaboration within the framework
implemented in the CIRAS Tool.
Research was performed by the project team members to elaborate the CIRAS methodology and
to design and implement it in the CIRAS Tool. The project uses four main inputs:
‚ an extensive review of the state of the art of risk management, cost-benefits, and decision support
methodologies and tools, especially those for critical infrastructure protection,
‚ conclusions from the CIRAS stakeholders’ workshops,
‚ experience gained by the CIRAS team members from the ValueSec project, particularly concerning
the pillars implementation.
This paper deals with a part of this research focused on the RRA component implementation.
The problems addressed are:
‚ how to find and adapt a tool to be the RRA component,
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‚ how to develop a new tool, according to the project requirements, if the above is not possible.
The RRA component should satisfy the project requirements:
‚ the basic requirements for CI risk management tools identified in [12], and
‚ the project specific requirements identified by the consortium with the stakeholders’ help, i.e., RRA
should be able to properly manage the risk in critical infrastructures by selecting security measures
with the right cost-benefits parameters and free of vague restrictions, should be able to easily
integrate with other CIRAS components of the tool, and should be relatively simple.
The research presented in this article was focused on the feasibility of the OSCAD-based RRA.
OSCAD (proprietary name) [13] is a ready-made software platform to be adapted and configured
to different domains of application. The CIRAS consortium considered it a candidate for the
RRA component.
This paper presents research which allowed to assess whether OSCAD can fulfil the project
requirements and whether it can be used as the RRA component of the CIRAS Tool.
As a result of the experiment a novel approach is proposed how to deal with internal and external
impacts of a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI. It allows to distinguish three main
categories of impacts: direct CI damages, event escalation by breaching internal security barriers and
causing secondary damages, event escalation from the given CI on the dependent CIs. The elaborated
structured risk management method for critical infrastructures is embedded into the CI resilience
process. The method is implemented in the OSCAD-CIRAS experimental tool. The tool allows to
assess critical infrastructure damages in several time horizons and to assess several security measures
alternatives with respect to the risk reduction and cost-benefits parameters.
1.3. State of the Art
During the CIRAS project a review [4,14–16] of laws, standards, frameworks, methods and tools
was performed and summarized in [17].
The review confirms that the risk management issue in critical infrastructures is much more
complicated than in other domains of application. It is specific due to the following factors:
‚ unprecedented CIs complexity, even when compared to very large business organizations or
technical facilities,
‚ continuous evolution and enhancement of critical infrastructures,
‚ mutual interrelations between different infrastructures (interdependencies),
‚ problem diversity—the risk management issue is related to many other issues, like: complex
systems architectures, interdependencies, complex interactions, behavioral aspects, reliability
theory, vulnerability analysis, resilience, emerging behavior,
‚ knowledge of architecture and functioning principles of complex systems is fuzzy and the
data incomplete,
‚ different abstraction levels applied to manage CIs and cross-sectoral relations,
‚ high-impact and low-probability events may occur,
‚ increased needs for communication and coordination among the CI operators.
The review shows that a significant number of risk assessment methods and tools can be applied
in the critical infrastructure domain. Usually, they were developed for different organizations to solve
their technical or organizational risk-related problems within the limited environments, and initially
they were not dedicated to critical infrastructures. Later, many of them were adapted to CI needs.
Usually, they are very mature, sector-specific, represent the detailed approach to the risk issue and
can be easily applied on the lower level of the CI hierarchy. Their basic features are: threats and
vulnerabilities categorization and identification, and the evaluation of impacts. Only few tools are able
to operate on the higher CI hierarchy level. This group is still extended.
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Risk management methods are very diverse and their shapes and abstraction levels depend on
the levels of CIs where they are used. For example, a CI operator needs a more detailed approach than
a policy maker working on the system-of-systems level, and the tool implemented for the CI asset
level is more detailed than the tool for the CI operator. Generally, a higher CI level requires a more
general approach.
The asset level methods and tools are adapted to higher levels but this generates problems
how to handle cross-sectoral dependencies. This issue has been examined by many researchers.
The challenge is how to adapt risk assessment methods used on the CI lower level to the higher level
(complex system) needs.
The interdependency methodologies, supporting risk management methodologies, are growing
in a parallel manner to each other. They are based on modeling and simulation techniques [6]. They are
crucial to ensure the CI resilience, and in this sense they also support risk management methodologies.
Many general purpose risk managers are not able to use input from the interdependencies analysis.
The review confirms that it is very hard to point out a tool which can be applied in the CIRAS Tool.
There are many tools which satisfy certain basic requirements and are able to assess and manage the
risk in critical infrastructures, however they do not address sufficiently the CIRAS project requirements,
especially those related to the following issues:
‚ cross-sectoral risk management,
‚ cooperation with the CBA and QCA components (using cost, benefit, and vague factors in the risk
management process),
‚ operations on the alternative packages of countermeasures,
‚ easy integration (connectivity, source code availability, commonly used technologies).
During the review the OSCAD was analyzed in comparison with other tools. This is a general
purpose tool (software platform) which, when developed, was not intended especially for CIs. The tool
is very flexible. Its functionality satisfies the basic CI risk management requirements and there is also
a chance to meet the CIRAS project requirements. The paper presents research allowing to explain
these issues.
1.4. Paper Content
The paper presents the following: a risk management study (Section 2) including the
experimentation platform requirements, risk assessment method description, implementation of the
requirements on the ready-made software platform, experiment plan workout, and the experimentation
process. Section 3 includes the experimentation summary, and Section 4—the paper summary.
2. Risk Management Case Study
The case study is focused on the analysis how particular project requirements can be fulfilled by
the OSCAD-based RRA, and shows step by step how this component has been developed according to
the proposed risk management method.
2.1. General Requirements for Experimental Risk Manager
Basic requirements for the CI risk management tool were discussed in [12]. Summarizing this
discussion, the following requirements were proposed:
(1) The CI specific phenomena, such as common cause failures, cascading and escalating effects,
as well as interdependencies between CIs [5] should be considered in the risk management process.
(2) The bow-tie risk concept [4,18] is recommended for implementation as the conceptual model
of the risk assessment tool. It embraces both causes of the given hazardous event and its diversified
and multidirectional consequences.
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(3) The CI risk register, as the managed inventory of hazardous events used in CIP programmes,
should include at a minimum: related hazards/threats, corresponding hazardous event, probability
of the event and its consequences. There are some other data associated with the risk register items,
such as assets, societal critical functions, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, etc.
(4) Risk measures and the assessment process should be defined for the given application domain.
A common method is to assess the likelihood (probability, frequency) of a hazardous event, and to
assess the consequence severity in different dimensions. Risk is the function of both, usually expressed
by a risk matrix.
The following issues are relevant with respect to the CIRAS project requirements:
(1) The RRA component should be able:
‚ to assess risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of
security measures alternatives considered for implementation,
‚ to consider cross-sectoral dependencies,
‚ to take into account cost-benefits factors and qualitative criteria dealing with the security
measures alternatives.
(2) RRA should exchange information with the CBA and QCA components during the decision
process dealing with the security measures selection.
(3) RRA component should consider the CI specific phenomena, analyze causes and impacts of
hazardous events, and manage the risk register data.
The data exchange between the components cannot be fully demonstrated, because the
components have not been integrated yet.
2.2. Implementation Platform
The OSCAD software platform was chosen as the research platform [13]. Initially, this platform
was designed to support business continuity management in accordance with ISO 22301 and
information security management in accordance with ISO/IEC 27001. The software can identify
different disturbances of business processes and/or breaches of information assets in different
companies and organizations. OSCAD helps to reduce their losses, caused by incidents, and can
support the recovery process too. OSCAD is an open and flexible tool, therefore it can be adapted to
protect assets or processes in different application domains, e.g.,: flood protection [19], railway safety
management systems [20] and coal mining [21]. The risk management functionality of OSCAD is of
key importance to the protection of critical infrastructures.
OSCAD is equipped with risk assessment tools which analyze the causes of hazardous events
(pairs: threat-vulnerability with respect to the asset or process):
‚ Asset Oriented Risk Analyzer (AORA),
‚ Process Oriented Risk Analyzer (PORA).
AORA is used to calculate risk levels of critical assets and risk reduction levels after security
measures implementation. The analysis is conducted for the given asset with the related threats which
exploit the asset vulnerabilities. The impact and likelihood values of threats and the current values of
security measures are used to determine the inherent risk level. After applying new security measures,
the risk level is reassessed and the gain in risk reduction can be determined. The PORA analysis is
similar, however, it is focused on causes of the processes disturbances.
Moreover, OSCAD is equipped with tools which are able to analyze multidimensional impacts of
hazardous events:
‚ Asset Oriented Business Impact Analyzer (ABIA),
‚ Process Oriented Business Impact Analyzer (PBIA).
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ABIA is used to assess possible impacts of assets loss for an organization (here CI). The assessment
is made according to different loss categories such as: fatalities and qualitative costs (political, social,
legal), damages of infrastructure, revenue loss, external costs in other organizations. High loss levels
indicate that security measures should be applied to reduce risk. PBIA is similar, however it concerns
impacts for an organization (here CI), when the processes are disturbed.
As a result of the adaptation, the OSCAD-CIRAS tool prototype was developed [22].
The OSCAD adaptation performed by the author encompasses the elaboration of the domain specific
system dictionaries, e.g., assets, threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, risk measures, software
configuration, etc. OSCAD-CIRAS can be used as an experimental tool to acquire knowledge and
experience which will then be used as an input to the CIRAS project.
2.3. Requirements Implementation on the Ready-Made Software Platform
The paper extends the works presented in [23] and deals with risk management experiments
conducted with the use of the ready-made open OSCAD software platform, which was adapted
to fulfill the basic CIs requirements with respect to risk management. It was assumed that one
OSCAD-CIRAS instance, at minimum, can be implemented in one infrastructure. OSCAD-CIRAS is
able to co-operate with similar systems working in other infrastructures. This co-operation is focused
mainly on communication during the risk management process [2]. The presented experiment concerns
the railway transport CI co-operating with the electricity CI. To simplify the experiment, both CIs are
implemented in one OSCAD-CIRAS.
Risk management items implemented in OSCAD-CIRAS comply with the taxonomy included in
the EC Directive [8], which distinguishes two groups of CIs: ECI (European CI), embraced by the EC
Directive, and others (non-ECI). Assets and other items belonging to the given CI are preceded by a
label being the abbreviation of a CI name: Ele (Electricity), Oil (Oil), Gas (Gas), RoT (Road Transport),
RaT (Rail Transport), AiT (Air Transport), IWT (Inland Waterways Transport), Sea (Ocean and Short-Sea
Shipping and Ports).
Based on the discussed below requirements a structured risk management method was developed
and presented in Subsection 2.4 (Figure 6).
2.3.1. Interdependencies and CI-specific Issues—Input from Resilience Analysis
Critical infrastructure is a complex socio-technical system which interacts with similar systems
working in other application domains. These interactions are considered on different layers (e.g., on the
CI operator layer, sector layer, intra sector layer) [6].
The risk management process should be extended beyond a single infrastructure, because a
hazardous event occurring within the given CI impacts this CI but may also cause problems for other
interacting CIs, and similarly, the given CI may be impacted by hazardous events which occurred in
external CIs. The risk management process should be able to consider interdependencies. This issue
still remains a challenge.
OSCAD-CIRAS does not have a specialized functionality to analyze resilience, including
interdependencies, and for this reason it should be supported externally to get the relevant information.
The resilience analysis, producing necessary input, precedes and supports the risk assessment process.
The first kind of input concerns information about interdependencies obtained from the resilience
analysis, more specifically from its static part focused on the system of systems analysis. During the
dependency analysis [6], the following factors are taken into account:
‚ shared resources, shared services,
‚ common assets, components, policies,
‚ common causes of potential impacts, like: fire, flooding, virus attack, network attack,
communication unavailability.
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Diagrams, called dependency networks are obtained in the course of the interdependency analysis.
The dependency network diagram represents homogenous dependencies between input and output.
It will be shown in Figure 1 by an example related to the CIs presented later in the case study. The left
part presents a scheme of collaborating infrastructures—rail transport (RaT), electricity (Ele) and others.
 
Figure 1. Two collaborating infrastructures (RaT, Ele) as the validation context—system-of-systems
scheme and dependency network diagram.
The example of a dependency network, presented in the right part of Figure 1, shows that RaT
ECI depends on Ele ECI and vice versa, and, additionally the Gas and Oil infrastructures depend on Ele.
The objective of the method presented here is to distinguish three main categories of impacts
(Figure 1):
‚ CID (CI Degradation) category—different kinds of damages within the given CI;
‚ IE (Internal Escalations)—new internally generated threats or new or increased vulnerabilities
which influence the considered CI, caused by the hazardous event; this allows to consider
secondary effects of the given event;
‚ EE (External Escalations)—generated threats which impact the external CIs, or new or increased
vulnerabilities in the external CIs, caused by the hazardous event.
Please note that the EE category impacts propagate across infrastructures due to existing
dependencies. For example, an impact can propagate from RaT to Ele, from Ele to Gas and to Oil.
The second kind of input from the resilience analysis concerns information about critical risk
scenarios. Please note that the paper presents the typical approach to risk assessment, including the
identification and prioritization of threats, identification of vulnerabilities relevant to these threats and
the impact assessment. This is a relatively simple approach, but it can be unsuccessful if all possible
scenarios are taken into account in the risk management process—only the most critical scenarios are
selected. The dynamic resilience analysis [6], preceding the risk management process, returns these
very critical scenarios, such as the CI collapsing scenarios. It is assumed that to identify these scenarios,
structural analyses of the collaborating CIs and dynamic resilience analyses were made.
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It is assumed for the presented method and tool that the critical scenarios and interdependencies
are known prior to initiating the risk assessment.
Apart from critical scenarios and interdependencies, the resilience analysis provides information
about the most critical nodes, the most vulnerable nodes, strength of coupling between the nodes,
and a lot of other information useful in the risk management process.
2.3.2. Bow-Tie Risk Assessment Concept Implementation
The bow-tie conceptual model [18] embraces both multiple and complex causes of the given
hazardous event and its diversified and multidirectional consequences (impacts). It means that it is
composed of two elements: causes analysis and consequences analysis. These features are the basis for
the method presented here.
The consequences analysis part of the bow-tie model is implemented on the ABIA or PBIA basis.
Later, they are called BIA (in short). For a given asset (process), which is under the hazardous event,
impact can be assessed with the use of the loss matrix.
In OSCAD-CIRAS two causes analyses are possible: AORA or PORA, later called RA (in short).
AORA allows to analyze each threat-vulnerability pair which can breach the given asset, while PORA
does the same with respect to the given process. First, the BIA type analysis is performed, next the RA
analysis (Figure 6).
2.3.3. Critical Infrastructure Risk Register and Related Issues
OSCAD-CIRAS distinguishes primary assets which are to be protected and secondary assets
related to them. For example, RaT:Node, representing the railway node, can be considered a primary
asset. It can be impacted when a hazardous event occurs, for this reason it should be protected.
This complex asset embraces many diversified secondary assets (rails, level crossings, buildings,
signaling equipment, ICT equipment, people, countermeasures, etc.).
The asset destruction implies multidirectional impacts on the CI where the event occurs and on
other, dependent infrastructures. This is a subject of the BIA analysis. For the given protected asset
there are threats and vulnerabilities considered, because they imply hazardous events which may
cause full or partial damages on an asset. This is a subject of the RA analysis.
The risk register contains information about assets (and/or processes) impacted during a hazardous
event, consequences, event frequency, threats, vulnerabilities, and assessed multidirectional impacts.
2.3.4. Risk Measures and the Assessment Process
The measures of multidimensional impacts of the hazardous event, used during BIA analyses,
encompass three above mentioned main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE). For each of them several
loss categories are defined (four for CID, two for IE, and two for EE—eight categories in total)—see
Figure 2. All categories and their number are user-defined.
Figure 2. Event multidirectional impacts measures (CID, IE, EE) in OSCAD-CIRAS [23].
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For all loss categories the same number of loss levels are defined (here: five): from Level 1
(the lower level) to Level 5 (the upper). Each level gets a clear interpretation. This way the loss
matrix, i.e., the basic BIA tool, is defined and shown in Figure 3. The “CID: Economic losses dimension
(Mio Euro)”, “CID: Live and injury dimension” and “CID: Social impact dimension” loss categories
were defined according to the propositions from [4], others by the author.
Figure 3. Business loss matrix used for BIA analyses.
The BIA analyzer operates on three main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE) and their loss
categories shown in Figure 3. For each CID, IE, EE impact category the worst case value of loss
categories is selected as a partial BIA result, marked as CIDval, IEval, and EEval. The BIA aggregated
result, depending on the chosen calculation model, is defined by very simply functions:
‚ for the worst case model (WCM):
BIAvalue “ Worst Case of pCIDval, IEval, EEvalq (1)
‚ for the total model (TM):
BIAvalue “ CIDval ` IEval ` EEval (2)
‚ for the product model (PM):
BIAvalue “ CIDval ˆ IEval ˆ EEval (3)
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In the example discussed in the paper, BIA considers three main categories of losses (CID, IE, EE)
and five levels of losses (1 to 5). It means that the range of the BIA aggregated results can be: 1 to 5 for
WCM, 3 to 15 for TM, and 1 to 125 for PM. The kind of the calculation model is configurable. The WCM
model is chosen due to its simplicity.
For the RA analysis the risk value is expressed as:
Risk “ Event likelihood ˆ Event consequences (4)
The RA “Event likelihood” measures, based on [12,18], are presented in Table 1, and their
implementation in the OSCAD-CIRAS dictionary is shown in Figure 4. The number of likelihood
measures is fully configurable – here five levels are assumed.
Table 1. Event likelihood measures.
Level of measure Frequency per year Description
Fairly normal
5 1–10 Event that is expected to occur frequently
Occasional
4 10
´1–1 Event that may happen now and then and will normally beexperienced by personnel
Possible
3 10
´3–10´1 Rare event, but will be possibly experienced by personnel
Remote
2 10
´5–10´3 Very rare event that will not necessarily be experienced in asimilar plant
Improbable
1 0–10
´5 Extremely rare event
Figure 4. Event likelihood measure in OSCAD-CIRAS [23].
The RA “Event consequences” measures are derived from the loss matrix categories. It is possible
because the BIA analysis precedes the RA one, and the measures of both are harmonized. Table 2 is
an example of mapping the BIA aggregated results (BIAval) on the RA consequences measures with
respect to the used calculation model.
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Table 2. The RA consequences derived from BIA aggregated results depending on the used BIA
calculation model (an example).
RA consequences
Mapping the BIA Aggregated Results on the RA Consequences for Different Calculation Models
for Worst Case Model (WCM) for Total Model (TM) for Product Model (PM)
Negligible damage
1 1 3–5 1–25
Minor damage
2 2 6–8 26–49
Major damage
3 3 9–10 50–80
Severe loss
4 4 11–13 81–100
Catastrophic
5 5 14–15 101–125
The contents of Table 2 are implemented in the consequences dictionary (Figure 5). For further BIA
examples the measures with the “WCM_” prefixes are used, and the RA consequences are measured
in the range from 1 to 5.
Figure 5. Event consequences measures for different BIA calculation models implemented in the
system dictionaries.
2.4. Risk Assessment Method Implemented in OSCAD-CIRAS
The risk assessment method proposed in the paper takes into account previously specified
requirements, including the CIRAS RRA requirements, and the abilities of the OSCAD software
platform [13].
This method is embedded into the process, which ensures the resilience of the given CI, e.g., RaT
ECI. The general scheme of the risk assessment process is presented in Figure 6. The risk assessment
processes run concurrently in each of the collaborating infrastructures.
The risk assessment process running in the given CI gets from the resilience analysis a set of
basic critical risk scenarios, dependency network diagram and any other risk-relevant information.
There are three risk scenarios repositories:
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‚ for basic risk scenarios, obtained from the resilience analysis;
‚ for externally generated hazards for the given CI; the EE-related risk scenarios are identified
outside the CI;
‚ for internally generated hazards for the given CI, causing secondary impacts (the IE-related
risk scenarios).
The assessment process starts from the basic scenario of the highest criticality obtained from
the resilience analysis. First, BIA (a consequences analysis) is performed, and its results encompass
the following:
‚ CI internal damages (CID)—CIDval,
‚ generated internal hazards (IE)—IEval,
‚ generated external hazards (EE)—EEval.
The aggregated BIA result is identified as the function of CIDval, IEval, EEval, according to the
calculation model (here, for WCM: BIA result is the maximal value of CIDval, IEval, EEval).
Next, RA (a causes analysis) is launched to identify threat/vulnerability pairs leading to the
hazardous event. Their likelihood is assessed. OSCAD requires the event consequences input as
well. In this case, the BIA-derived value is introduced by default. During the risk management
process, the risk is reassessed after the countermeasure implementation (the risk after), and if the
countermeasure affects the event consequences, e.g., data backup, the default value (from BIA) can be
corrected manually.
 
Figure 6. General scheme of the risk assessment process in a critical infrastructure.
After completing the BIA/RA pair, its results are analyzed. When the EE impact occurs,
the warning about the generated hazard (embracing causes and consequences: new threats and/or
increased vulnerabilities, external impact, risk and impact values, etc.) is formed as the EE-related
risk scenario and sent to the potentially impacted CI to be considered in the risk assessment process.
The risk communication process (an important part of the whole CIs risk management framework) is
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responsible for exchanging such warnings between the collaborating and dependent infrastructures.
This EE-related risk scenario is placed in the external hazards repository of the warned CI.
Next, the IE impact is analyzed. When the impact occurs, the IE-related risk scenario is defined
(a record embracing the causes and consequences: new threats and/or increased vulnerabilities within
the considered CI, secondary impact, risk and impact values, etc.) and added to the internal hazards
repository. Moreover, this newly generated internal hazard is assessed (BIA-RA). This secondary effect
may cause new secondary internal damages (CID), an external impact (an additional EE-related risk
scenario) as well as a new IE-related risk scenario, which is placed in the repository and then analyzed
(BIA/RA). These analyses focus on internal escalation and are repeated until no internal secondary
effects occur. Then, the next basic risk scenario is taken into account and analyzed in the same way.
When all basic scenarios are finished, next the hazards externally generated for this CI are analyzed
similarly as the basic ones. The whole process stops when all basic and externally generated for this CI
are analyzed.
2.5. Scenario of the Validation Experiment
The validation deals with the railway and energy collaborating infrastructures and encompasses
one basic risk scenario: a catastrophe in an important railway node. To simplify the experiment,
both CIs are analyzed in the same OSCAD-CIRAS. They are distinguished by prefixes RaT and Ele.
Let us assume that this critical risk scenario is downloaded from the basic repository for the risk
assessment process.
Figure 7 shows four pairs of analyses of the validation experiment. Each pair, composed with
BIA-RA, represents a bow-tie idea. The following numeration rule of the particular pairs of analyses
is assumed: the basic scenario (called here the 1st iteration) has no postfix, for the second, third, etc.,
expressing the escalated impacts, the iteration number is followed by a postfix expressing the kind of
impact (ie, ee), i.e., 1, 2ie, 2ee, and 3ee.
 
Figure 7. Validation scenario shown with the use of the bow-tie concept.
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The scenario is initiated by the event trigger which occurred in the RaT:Node (please note the
naming convention: CIname:AssetName) primary asset and caused a hazardous event, e.g., intentional
derailment seriously impacting the railway node area.
1st iteration
The “1 BIA(RaT:Node)” analysis identifies multidimensional impacts of this event. Please note
that the impacted asset or process is within the brackets. The internal degradation (mostly financial
consequences) which is caused by an intentional derailment is assessed (CID). BIA proves that
this event:
‚ impacts the external infrastructure Ele as the coal transport for the power plant is stopped for a
long time (EE-related risk scenario generated); normally this should imply sending this scenario to
OSCAD-CIRAS working in Ele CI, but here both CIs are simulated in one OSCAD-CIRAS instance;
‚ breaches the security zone (countermeasure) which is a secondary asset of RaT:Node; IE-related
risk scenario is generated and placed in the internal repository.
The “1 RA(RaT:Node)” analysis identifies causes of the hazardous event and the related risk.
Because secondary effects are revealed, they should be further analyzed, causing the next iteration,
instead of taking a new basic scenario.
2nd iteration
Due to the external escalation (EE), extra analyses for Ele CI (energy production in the power
plant) are performed:
‚ “2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)” identifies the CI degradation caused by an externally generated threat;
it does not identify any internal impacts (IE), but identifies backward external impacts to the RaT
infrastructure (energy provision for the RaT:Energy); this implies the 3rd iteration;
‚ “2ee RA(Ele:Energy production process)” identifies how coal delivery disturbance impacts the
energy production process (here the process-oriented approach is applied).
Due to the internal escalation (IE), extra analyses of the security zone are needed:
‚ “2ie BIA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity zone)”,
‚ “2ie RA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity zone)”.
Please note that a secondary asset is preceded by “Ñ”. The related BIA identifies secondary CI
degradation caused by a breach in the security zone (here: theft) but does not identify any further IE
or EE impacts.
3rd iteration
Due to the external threat generated by Ele for RaT:Energy, two extra analyses are performed:
‚ “3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)”,
‚ “3ee RA(RaT:Energy)”.
The additional CI internal degradation is assessed, and no internal/external escalations are
detected. In the 3rd iteration both RaT and Ele infrastructures achieve a stable state and therefore no
further analyses are needed. Particular analyses were performed during the validation process.
2.6. Running the Validation Experiment
The validation experiment embraces eight analyses (four BIA, four RA) performed in
OSCAD-CIRAS according to the scenario shown in Figure 7.
The left side of Figure 8 presents the OSCAD-CIRAS menu/submenu depending on the context
of the operation, here: risk analyses. The right part shows all performed analyses, their status,
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and risk acceptance parameters (not discussed here). It is an entry point to view/modify the details of
each analysis.
Figure 8. OSCAD-CIRAS presenting performed analyses.
The four of eight performed analyses are exemplified in the following subsections.
2.6.1. Identifying Impact of the Railway Node Crash—“1 BIA(RaT:Node)”
This BIA analysis assesses multidirectional impacts when the railway node crashes.
“1 BIA(RaT:Node)” embraces three main impact categories, represented by three OSCAD-CIRAS
tabs: CID (Figure 9), EE (Figure 10), IE (Figure 11).
Figure 9. The BIA analysis for the railway node—internal degradation tab.
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Figure 10. The BIA analysis for the railway node—external escalation tab.
Figure 11. The BIA analysis for the railway node—internal escalation tab.
The tool offers a possibility to assess CID-type losses in a certain number (here: five) of time
horizons (Figure 9). Please note that CIDval = 4 (worst case value).
Figure 10 presents the assessment of the external impact of the crash in the railway
node. The disturbance in the Ele critical infrastructure is possible because coal transport failed
(limited production, network overloading). Please note that EEval = 2.
Figure 11 presents the assessment of the internal impact of the crash in the railway node. The crash
may breach the node protection system (security zone, CCTV) raising vulnerabilities to other threats.
This may cause negative secondary effects. Please note that IEval = 2.
Assuming that the worst case model is used, BIAvalue = max(4,2,2) = 4.
2.6.2. Causes of the Railway Node Crash—“1 RA(RaT:Node)”
Figure 12 exemplifies the “1 RA(RaT:Node)” analysis, mentioned in the validation scenario
(Figure 7). Apart from the train derailment (a green frame), some other node risk scenarios are listed,
like: manipulation in the train depot, power supply failure, theft of equipment, but they are not
discussed here.
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Figure 12. The RA analysis for the railway node.
The event triggered in the railway node is classified as “intentional derailment”. The derailment
is possible due to the following exploited vulnerabilities:
‚ “Large areas and facilities” of the railway node – difficult to monitor,
‚ “Insufficient infrastructure protection”,
‚ “Low awareness”.
For each pair threat-vulnerability the risk is assessed. Each pair has consequences from BIA
(BIAvalue = 4). Please note the pair: “Derailment—intentional”—“Large areas and facilities”.
The implementation of the countermeasures package (security zone, CCTV cameras, additional
fences, police guards), not shown here, decreases the likelihood from “Possible” (3) to “Remote” (2),
with the same consequences (4), and the risk from 12 to 8 (max. value is 5 ˆ 5 = 25.0). Please note
that the countermeasures cost rises from 69,000 Euros to 212,000 Euros (for the given package of
countermeasures the cost is assigned).
Certain parameters, like countermeasure class or implementation level, are not used in the paper.
2.6.3. Causes of Breaching the Node Security Zone—“2ie RA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity Zone)”
During the IE assessment (Figure 11) a breach of the node security zone was identified implying
two analyses:
‚ “2ie BIA(RaT:Node Ñ Security zone)”—to assess impact related to this event, like: “Significant
financial losses possible in case of long-lasting disturbance in functioning of security zone”, neither
IE nor EE are detected—BIA not shown;
‚ “2ie RA (RaT:Node Ñ Security zone)”—presented in Figure 13.
Figure 13. The RA analysis for the breached security zone.
The breached security zone becomes more vulnerable because the CCTV system was damaged
and the node was not properly watched due to the recovery process in the node (resources shortage).
For this reason, unauthorized access is more realistic.
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Please note that the security zone plays twofold role, therefore in the system dictionary a special
category A = C (Asset as countermeasure) was defined.
The security zone is a barrier, a countermeasure, and an asset belonging to the set of assets
representing the railway node. In OSCAD-CIRAS it is possible to asses risk for this node similarly to
other assets.
2.6.4. Identifying Impact of Energy Delivery Disturbance—“2ee BIA (Ele:Energy)”
While EE was assessed for the basic scenario (Figure 10), the disturbance of the fuel (coal) delivery
for the power plant was detected, implying two other analyses to be done for the Ele infrastructure:
‚ “2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)” was made, which revealed the possibility of the energy delivery problem
(Figure 14); this may impact railways, therefore “3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)” and “3ee RA(RaT:Energy)”
are launched (not shown).
‚ “2ee RA(Ele:Energy)”; the process-oriented risk analysis (PORA) is applied to exemplify that
the process approach is possible in OSCAD-CIRAS; the analysis is focused on the causes of the
“Energy production process in the power plant” disturbance.
Figure 14. BIA for the energy asset provided by the power plant (EE tab).
The implied, but not shown here “3ee BIA (RaT:Energy)” and “3ee RA (RaT:Energy)” conclude
that the disturbance of the railway energy system can be serious, still the probability is low thanks to
the implemented redundancy.
Please note that the event “Energy delivery problem” can be considered a common cause event,
because it impacts all energy dependent infrastructures. The validation scenario is simplified and
considers only one dependent infrastructure (RaT).
3. Results and Discussion
The paper presents the validation experiment related to risk management in critical infrastructures
with the use of the ready-made OSCAD software platform adapted for this application domain as the
OSCAD-CIRAS tool.
To develop this CI-dedicated experimental tool, the following input was considered:
‚ the general requirements for the CI risk manager [12], elaborated on the basis of publications,
laws, standards and tool reviews,
‚ the CIRAS project requirements.
The objective was to perform a case study and to acquire knowledge for the CIRAS project.
The question is to what extent the requirements are satisfied by OSCAD-CIRAS, i.e., whether
OSCAD-CIRAS is able to work as the risk reduction assessment (RRA) component within the CIRAS
Tool. The ready-made OSCAD was configured, equipped with the domain data (dictionaries, measures,
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different parameters, etc.), and the validation was performed according to the elaborated plan. As a
result, the OSCAD-CIRAS experimentation tool was worked out.
3.1. Meeting Basic Requirements
Reviewing the basic requirements (Section 2.1.), the following conclusions are possible.
(1) OSCAD-CIRAS takes into account the CI specific phenomena, such as common cause failures,
cascading and escalating effects, as well as interdependencies between CIs, though OSCAD-CIRAS
should be supported by a resilience analysis. During the validation experiment it was shown that
OSCAD-CIRAS is able to consider the following:
‚ common cause initiating events; for the given hazardous event BIA is able to detect hazardous
events, that are implied by the given hazardous event, in all dependent infrastructures by
generating many outgoing EE-related risk scenarios; this possibility was mentioned in Figure 14
(Ele => RaT, Ele => Oil, Ele => Gas) but was shown only for one dependency path (Ele => RaT);
‚ cascade initiating events; apart from internally triggered hazardous events, the RA analysis
considers external triggers incoming from other infrastructures as the incoming EE-related risk
scenarios; the considered impacted CI depends on infrastructures which generate these scenarios;
this possibility is represented by the following analyses:
‚ “2ee RA(Ele:Energy)”—a coal delivery problem may disturb the energy production process;
‚ “3ee RA (RaT:Energy)”—an energy delivery problem may disturb railway transport;
‚ cascade resulting events; BIA is able to detect any hazardous event resulting from
the original event which impacts a dependent infrastructure; this was represented by:
“1 BIA(RaT:Node)”/Figure 10, “2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)”/Figure 14 and “3ee BIA (RaT:Energy)”
(not shown);
‚ escalating events; BIA performed in the first infrastructure is able to detect a hazardous event
in the second impacted dependent infrastructure, and BIA performed for the second impacted
infrastructure is able to detect a hazardous event in the third infrastructure, and so on; this was
exemplified by the analysis chain for RaT => Ele => RaT (Figure 7—a red line).
(2) The bow-tie concept embracing the analysis of consequences and causes was implemented as
the pairs of the RA-BIA analyses. It was exemplified by the analyses chain shown in Figure 7. Usually
BIA precedes RA.
(3) The risk register is represented by the OSCAD-CIRAS data (assets—primary and secondary,
processes, threats, vulnerabilities, risk scenarios, countermeasures, etc.)—some data are predefined
(dictionaries), some created during the performed analyses.
(4) Risk measures are configurable: categories of losses, number of loss levels and their
interpretation, number of time horizons, likelihood levels and their interpretation, e.g., in the frequency
domain, calculation models and formulas for risk assessment.
3.2. Meeting CIRAS Project Requirements
As for the CIRAS project requirements (Section 2.1), the following conclusions are possible.
(1) OSCAD-CIRAS is able:
‚ to assess risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of
security measures alternatives considered for implementation,
‚ to take into account cost-benefits factors and qualitative criteria dealing with the security
measures alternatives.
The validation scenario, simplified for the purposes of this article, was focused on the risk
assessment before the countermeasure was implemented. However, the selection of measures in
OSCAD-CIRAS, which is a part of the risk management process, needs additional explanation.
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Figure 15 shows an example of security measures selection (the example slightly differs from the
validation example) for the given threat-vulnerability pair. It is assumed that the “risk before” the
measures implementation was assessed earlier (Current state tab). The decision maker who selects
countermeasures for implementation may define several security measures alternatives (here three,
marked A, B, C). Each alternative represents a coherent package of countermeasures, with their risk,
cost, benefits, qualitative criteria and other parameters. Then the most advantageous alternative is
selected for implementation.
Figure 15. OSCAD-CIRAS risk manager—considering security measures alternatives.
To support the decision maker in this process, some aggregated data from RRA, CBA and QCA
are available on diagrams (note the button “Comparison of security measures alternatives”, marked by
the red frame). An example of a diagram, related to CBA parameters, is shown in Figure 16. Please note
other tabs.
Figure 16. OSCAD-CIRAS risk manager—considering external cost-benefit parameters.
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More detailed graphs, tables, reports related to particular alternatives will be available from
the CIRAS tool level. Currently they are under development. OSCAD-CIRAS is able to exchange
(through developed web services) information with the CBA and QCA components during the decision
process dealing with the security measures selection
(2) Other issues related to the project requirements were discussed previously, like the ability to
consider the CI specific phenomena and cross-sectoral dependencies, to analyze causes and impacts of
hazardous events, and to manage the risk register data.
Reassuming, the validation process is based on the planned scenario which encompasses two
critical infrastructures: railway transport (RaT) and electricity provision (Ele). Two kinds of escalation
effects are demonstrated:
‚ those propagated through a CI internal path,
‚ those propagated through a path crossing one or more CIs.
The consequences of hazardous events in a given CI can impact the same CI again and/or the
neighboring CIs, creating a complex sequence of impacts. The presented method allows to identify:
‚ direct consequences occurring within the considered infrastructure (called here: CI degradation);
‚ secondary effects caused by breaching internal barriers (CI safeguards) and occurring in this CI
as the consequences of a hazardous event (called here: internal escalation); this escalation can
propagate further causing additional hazardous events—internal or external;
‚ secondary effects occurring in the external CIs as the consequences of a hazardous event
(called here: external escalation); they can propagate further, impacting other CIs or generating
internal escalations.
The scenario depends on the new risks identified during the analysis. The presented method
assumes (in the loss matrix for BIA analyses) that a new hazardous event (internal or external) can
be triggered as a consequence of a previous hazardous event. Internally triggered events result from
breaching the CI internal barriers. Events triggered within the external CIs can propagate thanks to
existing CI interdependencies. The risk assessment results give information if the hazardous event will
propagate internally and/or externally, or nowhere. It means that each risk situation may drive quite a
different scenario in the same set of infrastructures. If, during the analysis of infrastructure A, it was
detected that a breach in infrastructure B is possible (EE), then the risk analysis in infrastructure B is
needed and will be added to the risk analyses scenario. Otherwise, the analysis in infrastructure B will
not be added to this scenario. If, during the analysis of infrastructure A, it was detected that a security
barrier can be breached (IE), then the analysis in infrastructure A is needed and will be added to the
risk analyses scenario. Otherwise, it will not be added to this scenario.
For this reason, each scenario is here called a risk-driven scenario. It is assumed that
interdependencies are known—all paths with possible propagation of impacts are known.
4. Conclusions
The objective of the paper is to develop a structured risk management method for critical
infrastructures, embedded into the CI resilience process (Figure 6). The method distinguishes three
categories of impacts composed into the BIA loss matrix:
‚ CID (direct CI degradation),
‚ IE (escalation by breaching internal security barriers),
‚ EE (escalation by breaching security barriers in external CIs).
The method is based on the commonly used risk management methodology, though it was
enhanced by three above mentioned features which allowed to take into account the following issues
(Section 3):
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‚ how a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI impacts the dependent CIs; this allows to
consider common cause initiating events, cascade resulting events, externally escalating events;
‚ how a hazardous event which occurred in external CIs impacts the given CI; this allows to consider
cascade initiating events, externally escalating events;
‚ secondary impacts of a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI and lead to an internal
escalation; this allows to analyze breaches in the multilayered protection system.
There are some extra features which make it possible to assess a critical infrastructure degradation
in several time horizons (CID-type consequences). In addition, they can assess several security
measures packages with respect to the risk reduction ability.
To elaborate, implement and validate this method, the research includes as well:
‚ the identification of CI domain-related data, like assets, processes, threats, vulnerabilities, common
used countermeasures, etc., and put them into the OSCAD system dictionaries,
‚ the risk parameters definition, i.e.,: scales of measures for likelihood, consequences, impacts
categories and levels, loss matrix, calculation formulas configuration,
‚ the planning of the validation scenario (to be simple enough and be able to exemplify all features
of the elaborated method),
‚ performing validation to assess the feasibility of the proposed solution.
The paper gives substantial contribution to the CIRAS project. The aim of the research presented
in the paper is to acquire knowledge about the shape of the key component responsible for risk
assessment (RRA) of the CIRAS Tool. The case study was based on the ready-made business
continuity/information security management OSCAD software. During the research this software
was adapted to the critical infrastructure application domain, according to the identified requirements.
This way the dedicated OSCAD-CIRAS tool was developed. The near real data were prepared for the
critical infrastructure domain and the software was configured. According to the planned validation
scenario, the risk assessment within two collaborating infrastructures (railway, energy) was studied.
The case study gives information how to use OSCAD-CIRAS in the CIRAS project. The results of
research confirm that OSCAD-CIRAS can be applied as the RRA component.
The acquired knowledge was used by the CIRAS project team. Currently all components
(RRA, CBA, QCA) are integrated into the CIRAS Tool. The case study described in the paper is
the basis for two CIRAS project use cases.
The CIRAS project considerably extends the risk reduction assessment by additional CBA
(cost-benefits) and QCA (vague factors) assessments to obtain a full risk picture for the decision maker.
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Abstract: The subject of the paper is the analysis and evaluation of cross-border entrepreneurship
development opportunities on the basis of cross-border cooperation, which has gradually evolved
from consisting of bilateral partnerships to a networking model or even a cluster. The study
conducted at the Polish–Czech border area indicates that, in terms of the development of cross-border
cooperation, the economic sphere is lagging far behind social activities such as culture, education
and tourism. At the same time, Polish and Czech enterprises are not sufficiently mobilized to
develop cross-border entrepreneurship, although a number of support instruments in this regard
have been proposed. Sustainable development of the border should take into account both social
and economic aspects. An important research problem therefore becomes determining the possibility
of boosting the development of cross-border entrepreneurship on the basis of the existing forms
of cross-border cooperation, including cooperation in the social sphere. The aim of this paper is
to define the conditions and opportunities for the development of cluster cooperation in the area
of cross-border entrepreneurship. The author has attempted to resolve whether the intensity of
cross-border cooperation can be a factor which mobilizes companies to develop their cross-border
entrepreneurship and whether cross-border entrepreneurship can be further developed within the
cluster model.
Keywords: sustainable development of the border region; cross-border cooperation; cross-border
entrepreneurship; partnerships; cluster
1. Introduction
Processes occurring in the world economy have a significant impact on the functioning of
enterprises, regardless of the scale of their business activity. Increased globalization favours the
expansion of large transnational corporations, whereas simultaneously in the economy, there are
many mechanisms stimulating the development of small and medium-sized businesses. Smaller
enterprises, mostly operating on a regional or local scale, also have good prospects on the market,
and also show a tendency for integration (also with larger companies), for example as clusters [1].
Clusters are a form of partnership aimed at developing cooperation between enterprises, but also
local governments, academic institutions and business environment institutions, located in immediate
geographical proximity and representing related sectors. These two strategic conditions are necessary
to form appropriately strong bonds between the participants of a cluster.
An impulse for the development of any form of cooperation, including cooperation within the
clusters, can be both the needs and expectations of interested entities as well as external factors
encouraging integration. Particularly favourable system conditions, aiding the development of
cooperation, are created in border regions. In contrast to many well-developed border towns in
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Western Europe or East Asia, Eastern Europe border regions are developing rather poorly, especially
in economic and social terms. They are disadvantaged and at risk of marginalization, requiring
special support. The reason is certainly the geopolitical situation in the communist bloc, which has
pursued a specific policy of borderland development. Until the fall of the communist bloc, obtaining
a passport was only possible for some citizens cooperating with the authorities. Until Poland and
the Czech Republic joined the Schengen Zone on 21 December 2007, each crossing of the border was
associated with the control of documents. Before freely crossing the border was allowed, the border
area, as a militarily strategic zone, was excluded from priority economic and social investments, and
it was patrolled by the army in the large part. In a social sense, crossing the border was seen as an
extraordinary necessity, not as a privilege of border residents and other citizens. This possibility was
exploited only in specific situations. The border was therefore divided and not united, which at present
means the process of cross-border cooperation between Poland and the Czech Republic, despite its
undeniable dynamism, is not progressing as fast as in other regions of the world.
Integration activities, stimulating the development of border areas, are undertaken both
at the level of the European Union, as well as individually by neighbouring member states,
which are in favour of cross-border business development and socio-economic integration of the
neighbouring communities.
So far, in cross-border cooperation, both in terms of social as well as economic cooperation,
bilateral partnerships are the dominant type of cooperation existing between local governments
and NGOs, and occur much less frequently between enterprises. There is no doubt that bilateral
cooperation between the same partners continuing for a long time strengthens cross-border relations,
yet does not fully serve the development of border areas. In order to effectively counteract the
development-related problems of these areas, it is both necessary to form new partnerships between
entities that have not worked together before as well as develop networking opportunities. Currently,
most examples of networking occur in the social sphere whereas at the economic level they occur
only occasionally. In order to balance this trend, it is necessary to define mechanisms to encourage
cross-border entrepreneurship development and economic cooperation of a networking nature that
could develop as clusters.
Analysis of cooperative relations occurring in the borderland has encouraged the author to
consider the opportunities for cluster cooperation development in these areas. It is fostered by both
a natural tendency for cross-border integration, as well as the external conditions, resulting among
other factors from the socio-economic policy of neighbouring border regions and the European Union's
system support, e.g., in the form of the INTERREG VA 2014-2020 funds [2].
The aim of the paper is to define the conditions and possibilities for the development of cluster
cooperation in the area of cross-border entrepreneurship. An example of Polish–Czech cross-border
cooperation between Silesian Voivodeship (Poland) and the Moravian-Silesian Region (Czech Republic)
was used to measure the level of development of cross-border entrepreneurship. The author has
attempted to resolve whether the intensity of cross-border cooperation can be a factor that mobilizes
businesses to develop their cross-border entrepreneurship and whether cross-border entrepreneurship
can thrive in the cluster model.
In the studied area, qualitative research was conducted: desk research and quantitative research
involving IDI, CATI, CAWI and CATI and PAPI data collection methods. In this paper, the author
used qualitative research (IDI), implemented in 2014 by the TRITIA association and the Regional
Development Agency in Ostrava, on a sample of 30 Polish and Czech companies. Research topics
related to the motives and the process of the development of cross-border entrepreneurship and other
conditions related to their activities at the border. As part of this study, several case studies were
undertaken of companies developing their cross-border entrepreneurship, including the company
run by the author in the field of consulting. In addition to these studies, the author has used her own
research conducted by means of the CATI method with 14 companies from the voivodeship of Silesia
and the Moravian country, identifying their level of interest in cross-border entrepreneurship, as well
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as their opinions about the barriers and benefits related to it. In order to identify potential regional
specializations which can form the basis for the development of future cross-border clusters, the author
also used her own qualitative research conducted in the years 2014–2015, including:
- survey methods such as: CATI, CASI and CAWI on a group of 466 Polish local government units
and 199 Czech local government units for assessing the current state of Polish–Czech border
cooperation, identification of factors shaping the development of this cooperation, the projected
directions of this cooperation and the main actors of this cooperation,
- survey using PAPI method, giving the possibility of creating in Polish-Czech Euroregion Cieszyn
Silesia—of a cross-border cluster in cultural and creative industries, which covered a total
of 40 entities from Poland and the Czech Republic, declaring their intention to strengthen
cross-border cooperation, including 18 Polish and Czech companies. These studies related to the
nature and extent of cooperation with the entities in the neighboring country, the key benefits of
cluster cooperation in the field of culture and creative industries as well as barriers to this process.
Conclusions from the study will serve as recommendations for entities responsible for cross-border
cooperation policy (e.g., regional governments, business environment institutions) whose task is to
create good conditions for the development of cross-border entrepreneurship.
2. Cross-Border Territorial Partnerships as a Form of Inter-Organisational Cooperation in the
Border Regions
Territorial partnership is voluntary and is based on the agreement between at least three
partners representing at least two of the three sectors: public, private and non-governmental.
These partners maintain autonomy and jointly implement long-term measures for the benefit of
a specific region. Within the framework of cooperation, they improve and monitor the partnership and
maintain the principle of equality in the sharing of resources, responsibilities, risks and benefits [3].
The development of territorial partnerships in the 1980s contributed to the popularization of the
local resources management model, involving—among others—the creation of more or less formal
organizations uniting representatives of public, private and non-governmental sectors in a specific
area [4,5]. Partnerships also developed through the process of European integration and the support
of cross-border cooperation, as well as the pursuit to strengthen the competitiveness of peripheral and
marginalized areas. Territorial partnerships bear a reference to cross-border cooperation.
The definition of cross-border cooperation was provided in the European Charter for Border
and Cross-Border Regions (1981) [6], the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation
between Territorial Communities or Authorities (1980) [7] and the European Charter of Regional
Self-Government (1997) [8]. Generally, it can be stated that cross-border cooperation is one of the
forms of territorial cooperation of different types of units in the border regions, which might be
related to all areas, including entrepreneurship. A common historical origin and other important
similarities between neighbouring areas on the borderland (e.g., linguistic, cultural, constitutional,
social or economic) may aid in joining forces to achieve common development goals.
Cross-border cooperation applies equally to the activities of local authorities at various levels,
as well as to joint initiatives, e.g., non-governmental organizations or businesses. It aims to create
cooperation networks at local and regional levels, as a result of which cooperation on economic matters
can be fostered, while cultural and social barriers in local communities disappear [9].
The issue of partnerships was recognized, among others, in the regulation of EU structural
funds [10]. Traditionally, partnerships are a mechanism for the transfer of development policy to lower
levels of the hierarchy (top down policy). Partnerships are also agreements of entities at different levels
of the hierarchy, providing interested parties with influence and participation in the development
processes, both initiated at the lowest levels of cooperation (bottom up policy), as well as arranged at
higher levels (as mentioned above, top down policy) [11].
The principles of entering into cross-border partnerships have been stipulated in the Council
Regulation (EC) No. 1083/2006. Each country, depending on its needs and legislative capabilities,
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enters into partnerships with public authorities at various levels, or with other entities, including
NGOs, which can act as economic and social partners [12].
Currently, partnership is most commonly associated with various forms of cooperation
between institutions, entities and individuals in the implementation of common social, economic or
environmental goals. The essence of partnership consists in finalizing an agreement (but also civil law
or association agreement) by entities, institutions, organizations and individuals aimed at engaging
all the concerned parties in actions aimed at optimal use of the available resources and stimulating
multi-dimensional development, using various tools and cooperation mechanisms. The consequence
of the concluded agreement is to undertake joint ventures (projects, programs) of a different nature,
enabling achievement of common objectives.
An example of cross-border partnership are Euroregions—associations operating in the
borderlands of two or more countries, specializing in cross-border cooperation [13]. The main aim of
their activities is the removal of socio-economic inequalities, solving the problems of disadvantaged
and peripheral areas, building mutual trust and cooperation across borders [14] as well as promoting
cross-border entrepreneurship development and integration in other fields, e.g., education [15]. Such
goals are pursued by Euroregion Cieszyn Silesia. This forum of cooperation covers the border areas of
the Silesian Voivodeship (Poland) and the Moravian-Silesian Region (Czech Republic). In the Polish
and Czech part, there are two associations whose members are municipalities, NGOs and enterprises
engaged in Euroregion activity. Both active associations and their members have undertaken a
series of cross-border projects, some of which were carried out with the support of European Union
structural funds [16]. However, in the period following the completion of these projects, cooperation
was continued and further developed [17]. An example of such integration trends, based on the
implementation of earlier EU projects may be, among others, interest in creating a cross-border culture
cluster in the Euroregion Cieszyn Silesia. It is one of the examples of partnership activities, consisting
in the creation of local network structures or a cluster, based on the cooperation of persons, entities
and institutions interested in the development of a given territory.
However, increasing trends to further strengthen cross-border relations to form a cluster can be
observed, which allow for a departure from bilateral cooperation to multilateral interaction between
the main actors in the cluster. Sectoral clusters are among the inter-organizational networks, which
involve the transfer of knowledge [18] and other flows (material or information), as well as the
development of relationships (formal and informal), of which the most important are social. In the
networks of cooperation, the participation of enterprises, research units, administration [19], civil
society and those responsible for environmental issues [20] is necessary. Due to the institutional and
social nature of clusters, official relationships overlap here both structurally (between the cooperating
parties) and organically (between the people involved in the cooperation). Another aspect is that
friendly, neutral as well as hostile or competitive relationships [21] can form in the cluster. The number
of links, the types of actors and the industry specializations of the cluster have been captured by
M. Hennning, J. Moodysson and M. Nilsson [22]. They emphasized how important it is to direct
cross-organizational cooperation, including clustering, according to regional specializations. This leads
to the involvement of entities responsible for shaping regional policy, going beyond the typical areas
of clusters’ operation. This coupling of actions drives the competitive advantage of the region, and
various measures to strengthen inter-organizational cooperation in sectoral clusters were also included
in this paper. The author focuses on the example of the eastern part of the Czech–Polish border,
i.e., Euroregion Cieszyn Silesia, where a clear regional specialization in the field of culture and creative
industries is being established, and entities responsible for the regional policy of Poland and the Czech
Republic as well as for cross-border policy (i.a. TRITIA) are involved in integration policy. An example
would be, among others, interest in creating a cross-border cluster of culture and creative industries in
the Euroregion Cieszyn Silesia.
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3. Clusters as an Advanced Form of Cross-Border Cooperation Development
The territorial and integrative context of cluster activity is an important prerequisite to
considering the possibility of cross-border cluster development in borderlands. Low levels of
socio-economic development of border areas indicate the need for greater emphasis on the economic
aspects of integration and cooperation, which so far have definitely been outweighed by the social
aspects. Not only in borderland regions, an important feature of innovative and competitive
organizations is their propensity for cooperation, including the development of various types of
network relationships [23–25].
These are structures in which individuals and groups, acting independently, collaborate towards
achieving a common goal [26]. This cooperation may take the form of various types of territorial
partnerships, single and multi-sector, as well as networks and clusters [27,28]. The degree of
institutionalization of clusters is varied [29]. They involve mainly businesses, but also institutions
of operating in varied business environments, local governments at various levels, NGOs, local
development agencies, schools, banking institutions and the R&D sector, including scientific bodies.
A cluster is a geographic concentration of interconnected enterprises, specialized suppliers,
service providers, businesses operating in related sectors and associated institutions in particular fields,
competing with each other but also cooperating [30]. The cluster can also be defined as geographically
limited agglomerations of enterprises [31], together generating synergistic effects. There are many
other similar definitions [32,33]
A cluster is defined by the following key elements: the cluster members and the relationships
between them, generated knowledge and innovation, and the economic impact (economic effect) of
cluster activities.
The process of cluster development in a border area can be considered as one of the new challenges
of cross-border cooperation, which is currently evolving from consisting of bilateral partnerships
towards a networking model. Clusters serve in the cooperation of entities within a certain geographical
area, which provides the ability to initiate and develop direct contact between the participants in the
network. Another premise is the possibility of achieving synergy through joint action for the benefit of
the given community and territory. Clusters as a form of networks are often characterized by loose and
voluntary relationships, involving the transfer of resources between individuals, including the transfer
of information and knowledge [34]. Clusters are also characterized by specialization in a particular
sector or industry, affinity of the technologies and skills used, consistency between objectives and
products or services offered on the market [35].
In the long term, the success of the cluster is determined by the quality of internal collaboration
and having common objectives among its participants. It is also important to appoint a leader who is
able to animate and develop cooperative relationships within a cluster, despite many obstacles and
restraints that constrain this process.
Natural tendencies for integration, the popularity of inter-organizational cooperation, as well as
the availability of mechanisms supporting this cooperation (including structural funds) are certainly
important factors conducive to the development of cluster structures in border regions, which concern
external entities interested in the development of clusters and networks. The European Commission
indicates that the regions which combine risk capital, competence and high quality research on a
broad portfolio of clusters have a chance to become nodes of innovation [36]. Such development
impulses are important in border regions, often peripheral and marginalized, mostly characterized
by lower indicators of economic and social development, also with weaker potential than preferably
located areas. For these regions, especially important is access to valuable knowledge and the ability to
overcome various types of barriers to development, including barriers in cross-border relations, thanks
to which economic and social cohesion of borderland is fostered. In the process of “learning” in border
regions and developing cross-border cooperation, an important role might be served by clusters.
The location of the cluster in cross-border environments where various forms of cooperation are
very popular, including cross-sector partnerships involving entities from neighbouring countries, could
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become a catalyst for closer relations between cluster members. In general, the scope and objectives
of cooperation in the cluster are defined by partners themselves (entrepreneurs, local governments,
NGOs, etc.), but in the border region the broader context of cluster activity should be taken into
account—the desired and expected development of cross-border cooperation. Clusters have the chance
to become effective, future-oriented forms of cross-border cooperation which will contribute to a better
use of the diverse potential of the entire border, effectively overcoming barriers in building mutual
relations between neighbouring communities, as well as achieving more dynamic development of the
whole cross-border region. The development of cluster structures in the borderland contributes to
overcoming the negative aspects of the peripheral location of border areas, the use of the development
opportunities arising from the proximity of the neighbouring country, promoting the idea of European
unity and international cooperation, the spreading of the socio-cultural influences and innovations,
among other benefits
4. Cross-Border Entrepreneurship and Cross-Border Cooperation
Entrepreneurship is a result of the development of social relations. Entrepreneurs strive to create
value [37] and to improve their own personal well-being, but also that of society [38,39], which is
reflected in the wide economic development of the area in which they operate. The development of
entrepreneurship can be one of the indications of cross-border cooperation, leading to the improvement
of the socio-economic situation of marginalized areas. Social activities have an important role to
play here as well (e.g., joint planning at a cross-border level, events, cultural activities, education,
investment in infrastructure on both sides of the border, etc.), which makes the integration process
more natural and versatile [40]. According to P. Drucker, entrepreneurship as a mode of behaviour, can
be attributed to individuals, a team or institution [41]. Thus, in the regional system, the development
of entrepreneurship is the resultant behaviour of many entities with different business objectives.
In this sense, entrepreneurship refers not only to the business itself, but also to local governments,
non-governmental organizations or other entities in the business environment [42]. Of great importance
in the process of enterprise development are such factors as education and quality of intellectual capital,
intensity and diversity of support for growing businesses, the activity of local and regional authorities
in creating conditions conducive to economic revival, the social attitude of residents and the tradition
of entrepreneurship in the given area.
Cross-border entrepreneurship concerns many indications of economic activity beyond borders,
which usually include various forms of partnerships [43]. The cross-border location of economic
entities means that it is often not necessary to register a business activity on the other side of the border,
or else business activity is carried out there through another entity in the neighbouring border region.
The conceptual importance of cross-border entrepreneurship is thus determined by: the term
cross-border, which means exceeding national borders; and its transboundary nature, which entails
regular and continuous contact beyond national borders, with daily (institutionalized or not)
cooperation in the areas on both sides of the border [44].
Cross-border entrepreneurship represents an opportunity both for the development of the regions
as well as individual enterprises. The relationship between cross-border entrepreneurship and
cross-border cooperation is interdependent. On the one hand, cross-border cooperation stimulates
the development of entrepreneurship in marginalized regions, but at the same time, entrepreneurship
expanding across national borders is also an impetus for closer cross-border cooperation.
Cross-border entrepreneurship has an influence on capital, supply and sales markets, the search
for business partners, transfer of knowledge and know-how, acquiring staff and other resources of
interest to the partners on both sides of the border [45]. Cross-border entrepreneurship can also include
cross-border clusters and cooperation networks.
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5. Conditions for the Development of Cross-Border Entrepreneurship in the Silesian Voivodeship
and the Moravian-Silesian Region
The Silesian Voivodeship and the Moravian-Silesian Region are twin areas located on the
Czech–Polish border, which for many years have been brought together through close cross-border
cooperation. According to the data as of 31 December 2013, Silesian Voivodeship had a population
of approximately 4.6 million and occupied an area of 12.333 km2, while GDP per capita at current
prices amounted to 44.960 PLN (approx. 11 thousand Euro). On the other hand, the Moravian-Silesian
Region was inhabited by approx. 1.2 million people and occupied an area of 5427 km2 and GDP per
capita at current prices amounted to 325.963 CZK (12 thousand Euro) [46]. Despite the differences
in the level of population and surface area, the economic potential of both regions is similar. In the
report “Doing Business 2015”, in terms of the conditions for conducting business, Poland was ranked
32nd place, while the Czech Republic 44th place for 189 countries assessed, while in terms of barriers
in starting up a business, Poland was classified 85th, while the Czech Republic was ranked at 110th
place [47].
In both countries, there exist similar business solutions. A comparative analysis shows that both in
the Silesian Voivodeship, as well as in the Moravian-Silesian Region, a number of institutions operate
which support developing companies. These are mainly technology parks and entrepreneurship
incubators, as well as loan and delivery funds. In both regions, there are also grants from structural
funds available, and additionally in these areas, there is the possibility of tapping into EU funds
intended specifically for the development of borderlands which come from the Operational Programme
of Cross-Border Cooperation Czech Republic—Republic of Poland 2007–2013 and the Operational
Programme INTERREG VA Czech Republic-Poland 2014–2020. There are also funds available that are
intended for other entities, e.g., local governments, NGOs, labour market institutions, etc. which are
aimed at the development of cross-border entrepreneurship, among other goals.
Both regions (together with Opole Voivodeship—Poland and the Local Government Žilina
Region—Slovakia) are members of the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation TRITIA (TRITIA),
which was established in 2013. In 2013, the implementation of the strategy for the system cooperation
of the regions forming the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation TRITIA was conducted,
in which economic goals and the main tasks for achieving cross-border cooperation in the field of
entrepreneurship were established [48].
The objectives and activities that foster the development of cross-border entrepreneurship are
included in Table 1.
Table 1. Objectives and actions supporting the development of cross-border entrepreneurship initiated
by European grouping of territorial cooperation TRITIA, Ltd. TRITIA.
Kind of Objectives/Support Discription of Activities
Overall objective
Creating an environment for employment growth and the
development of cross-border economic space based on
entrepreneurship, geographic location, local human resources,
common history and the complementary strengths of all the regions
Specific objectives
1. Establishing conditions for the development and
institutionalization of the different elements of cooperation
leading to the establishment of cross-border economic space
2. Supporting the development of human resources and
administrative/institutional potential of the
cross-border region
3. Supporting cross-border initiatives in research, development
and innovation.
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Table 1. Cont.
Kind of Objectives/Support Discription of Activities
Selected forms of support
1. Pooling and cooperation of cross-border clusters
2. Cooperation of universities
3. Meetings institutionalisation of entrepreneurs from the
participating regions—brokerage event
4. The creation of cross-border economic forum
TRITIA—supporting the development of the business
community on the border
5. Promoting financial tools to support the SMEs sector and
institutions supporting entrepreneurship, enhancing the
attractiveness of the business environment and a culture of
innovation, together with raising the quality of public services
addressed to entrepreneurs
6. Cross-border development of the labour market
7. Coordination of cooperation of entities supporting
entrepreneurship, e.g., regional development agencies,
chambers of commerce, etc.
8. Activities undertaken within cross-border cooperation of
entities involved in R & D and the entrepreneurs sector, aimed
at developing an innovative environment
9. Cooperation in the creation of cross-border products
supporting a culture of innovation (e.g., education activities,
academic entrepreneurship, cross-border innovation portals,
joint actions aimed at implementing innovation strategies, etc.).
10. Investment in public infrastructure necessary to ensure the
development of entrepreneurship and innovation (science and
technology parks, entrepreneurship incubators, industrial
parks, innovation centres, etc.).
11. Cooperation in other areas of R & D (research and
development), including fostering the integration of academic
and commercial spheres.
Source: own elaboration based on information about the project.
In 2014, TRITIA and the Regional Development Agency from Ostrava conducted a qualitative
study of 30 young companies (15 Czech and 15 Polish companies, each of which have been in
operation on the market for less than three years) among small and medium-sized enterprises in
the Silesia Voivodeship and Moravian-Silesian Region. The study was conducted as part of the
project "Sustainable economic activity", co-financed by the Operational Programme of Cross-Border
Cooperation Czech Republic–Republic of Poland 2007–2013. Respondents for the study were recruited
from among the companies leading innovation-oriented development activities and interested in
developing cross-border business, benefiting from the support of entrepreneurship incubators,
technology parks and other business institutions on the border. The research involved the development
of case studies examining the company’s development path with reference to cross-border interest in
entrepreneurship and integration with other companies operating on the border. In-depth personal
interviews (IDI) were also conducted as part of the study, and the respondents were asked, among
others, questions regarding the following issues:
- the process of creating companies and business conditions in the market,
- the scope of the offer and its development,
- the main market, including the market focused on cross-border cooperation,
- interest in the development of intellectual capital in their companies,
- cooperation with universities,
- interest in the sectoral integration and cross-border cooperation,
- recommendations on the stabilization of the company on a cross-border market.
The results of this study are shown in Tables 2–6.
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Table 2. Structure of cooperation.
Structure of Cooperation
Silesian Voivodeship (PL) Moravian-Silesian Region (CZ)
2/3 of the surveyed companies were established
using a grant enabling unemployed people to start a
company. This implies the need to respect business
plans and running business activities mainly as a
self-employed person or hiring a few persons. Thus
the development of cooperation with other entities is
progressing rather slowly, as companies try to act
based on their own resources. The use of domestic
subsidies often restricts development cooperation.
Most companies have not given priority to acquiring
enterprises for cooperation purposes from
cross-border market so far.
For small businesses the biggest expense are wages,
and therefore they restrict employment to a
minimum, while they still prefer close relationships
with regular suppliers and close associates. In this
way permanent cooperative groups of enterprises are
formed whose business activity is a part of a common
product or service. Until present, this cooperation has
been focused on the regional market, companies are
not looking for business partners on cross-border
market, but some companies are already present in
this market as producers.
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
Table 3. The scale of business activity.
The Scale of Business Activity
Silesian Voivodeship (PL) Moravian-Silesian Region (CZ)
In foreign markets, 6 companies operate (more than
1/3 of respondents), and for one of them exports
account for 90% of revenue. Three companies operate
on a cross-border market, the remaining three are
suppliers for Czech companies. In the vast majority,
however, the domestic market is their dominant
market, although all Polish respondents are
interested in the Czech market. Most companies
declare that they are too weak to compete in the
cross-border market.
In the foreign markets, 7 companies operate, 1
company already operates on a cross-border market,
others are investigating this market. The companies
claim that at the first stage of development they want
to focus on the domestic market since they do not feel
strong enough to enter foreign markets, including the
cross-border market.
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
Table 4. Development of human resources.
Development of Human Resources
Silesian Voivodeship Moravian-Silesian Region
Most respondents have used specialist training in
their field and entrepreneurship before starting their
business. These people have gained expertise before
they established the company. More than 1/3 of
companies intend to continue specialist trainings also
in the scope of business activity.
Undertaking business activity was mainly driven by
the competence of the respondents and not different
types of incentives to establish a business. Despite the
wide range of courses, trainings, etc. self-education is
the dominant mode, as well as investing in language
learning. Companies are also willing to benefit from
the offer of free consultations, conferences and
meetings funded by, among others,
cross-border funds.
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
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Table 5. Collaboration with universities.
Cooperation with Universities
Silesian Voivodeship Moravian-Silesian Region
1/5 of respondents cooperate with universities in
projects, R&D services, and vocational education of
students. Much more popular is the cooperation with
NGOs offering companies specific advisory support
regarding business development, consulting and
training. Universities lack such an offer. Through
these forms of cooperation, respondents have contact
with cross-border partners, since universities and
non-governmental organizations often rely on
cross-border funds.
Nearly 2/3 of respondents cooperate with
universities with regard to research or educational
activities, e.g., organization of apprenticeships and
traineeships. No concrete results of this collaboration
have been indicated. Cooperation with universities,
which are beneficiaries of cross-border projects gives
businesses access to partners from the border area.
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
Table 6. Willingness to integrate.
Willingness to Integrate
Silesian Voivodeship Moravian-Silesian Region
The vast majority of respondents declare membership
or cooperation with trade or business associations, or
even clusters (1 company).
Only one company is a member of a trade association,
and the others did not have such a need or did not
realize there was such a possibility.
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
The selected research findings presented above, because of the sampling mode (non-random),
reflect only indicative trends in the development of young companies operating in the Silesian
Voivodeship and Moravian-Silesian Region. The results indicate that the presence of the enterprise in
the border area market does not mean that it automatically treats the neighbouring market as a natural
expansion area. Awareness of the border is very strong among novice entrepreneurs. As companies
are focused on overcoming the initial challenges in starting up their business and gaining the nearest
market (mostly local), the prospect of cross-border market is quite remote for them. However, the
tendency to cooperate with universities and the development of human resources, which contributes
to improving the quality of human capital in the region, should be assessed positively [49].
In these studies, the author took personal part, since her Polish consulting company develops
cross-border entrepreneurship in three aspects: by serving Czech customers, through the procurement
of the suppliers from the Czech market and through the Polish–Czech consortium in which large
orders are provided. In addition to the cited studies, in 2015, the author conducted her own qualitative
research based on interviews with 14 companies (seven Polish and seven Czech companies) from the
provinces of Silesia and Moravia that maintain business relationships across the border. The conclusions
from the study are as follows:
- companies are interested primarily in acquiring specific cooperation partners (suppliers,
customers) in the area of industry in which they specialize, they attach less importance
to networking;
- companies expect cross-organizational cooperation, which will allow them to find market niches
and will quickly manifest in their revenues and profits, and they are less interested in the exchange
of knowledge, information, joint promotion, etc.;
- companies expect governments, scientific institutions and other business entities to take a
partnership approach in the development of cross-border entrepreneurship, but in this field, the
integration is still too weak and is characterized by differing interests;
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- companies indicate that the purchasing power of borderland residents is weak and competition
in the market large, and therefore entering the same sector on the other side of the border can be
afforded by only the most competitive enterprises,
- as a great aid in the development of cross-border entrepreneurship, companies point to direct
contacts on the other side of the border, e.g., Polish–Czech staff, participation in the Polish–Czech
Chamber of Commerce, participation in trade missions, participation in EU projects etc.
- as the key barriers to the development of cross-border entrepreneurship, companies point to: the
lack of an effective system of support for such operations on the border, the lack of sufficient
knowledge about the partner’s market, currency risk, a similar structure of demand on both sides
of the border and difficulties in producing a unique product, the bureaucracy, and the divergence
in regulations.
The above-described attitude of the surveyed companies represents a big contrast to the
above-mentioned actions supporting cross-border entrepreneurship which have been declared by
TRITIA and Regional Development Agency of Ostrava. Similar projects supporting the development
of Polish–Czech business have been undertaken by Czech-Polish Chamber of Commerce in Ostrava,
Regional Development Agency in Ostrava, Innovation Support Centre VSB of Technical University in
Ostrava, Entrepreneurs Club in the Castle of Cieszyn, Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry
in Bielsko-Biala and many other public and social entities, as well as local governments and their
associations. Analysis of the initiatives undertaken by these entities indicates that many companies
are monitoring the cross-border market, but do not have the courage to enter it. A meeting of Czech
and Polish entrepreneurs, sponsored by the Czech-Polish Chamber of Commerce in Ostrava, is held
annually in Ostrava and involves at least 150–200 companies from both countries, but it has not
focused on the development of specific business investments. Similar opinions can be found among
users of the Polish-Czech portal [50] which is a services platform in the field of cross-border economic
cooperation for small and medium-sized enterprises. Another portal [51] dedicated for the inhabitants
of the Polish–Czech border has a similar function. The development of cross-border business might
be perceived by businessmen as an innovation in approaching the market, for which they are not
yet ready. For many companies, innovative business solutions and the accompanying changes bring
uncertainty which is difficult to deal with [52].
While cross-border cooperation is for many local governments and other organizations on both
sides of the border a statutory requirement and a natural course of action, for other entrepreneurs
it is meaningful only when real profits can be generated. In contrast to public or social bodies,
entrepreneurs focus their activities primarily on the profit maximization of their own company, and
only later on the interests of entities in their surroundings.
It should be noted, however, that despite general declarations about the need to support
cross-border business, local governments do not see economic issues as a key area of cross-border
cooperation. In 2015, the author conducted on the Czech–Polish border a comprehensive study
assessing cross-border cooperation among a group of 466 Polish local government units and 199 Czech
local government units (differences in the number of respondents are due to the size of the areas
studied). The study was carried out by means of CATI, CAWI and CASI interviews. The elected results
of this study are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Evaluation of Polish–Czech border cooperation by local authorities in the border area.
Respondents form the Polish Part of Border Area (PL) Respondents from the Czech Part of Border Area (SK)
Assessment of cross-border cooperation in selected areas
- culture 76.37% of positive answers
- sport, recreation, tourism 76.64% of
positive answers
- town-twinning 64.92% of positive answers
- safety 54.38% of positive answers
- environmental protection 50.76% of
positive answers
- economic cooperation 38.55% of positive answers
- culture 53.36% of positive answers
- sport, recreation, tourism 49.03% of
positive answers
- town-twinning 44.34% of positive answers
- security 35.89% of positive answers
- environmental protection 30.13% of
positive answers
- economic cooperation 22.92% of positive answers
Selected factors shaping the development of cross-border cooperation
- the quality of interpersonal relations 77.02% of
positive answers
- joint acquisition of EU funds 80.92% of
positive answers
- historical affinity and geographical proximity
47.04% of positive answers
- the economic interests 24.30% of
positive answers
- the quality of interpersonal relations 65.97% of
positive answers
- joint acquisition of EU funds 50.53% of
positive answers
- historical affinity and geographical proximity
59.76% of positive answers
- the economic interests 22.85% of
positive answers
The projected growth rate of the Polish–Czech border cooperation in the next 10 years
- cooperation will continue to develop—53.33% of
positive answers
- cooperation will remain at a similar level—39.36%
of positive answers
- cooperation will disappear—4.37% of
positive answers
- there will be no cooperation—2.94% of
positive answers
- cooperation will continue to develop—49.95% of
positive answers
- cooperation will remain at a similar level—38.80%
of positive answers
- cooperation will disappear—7.90% of
positive answers
- there will be no cooperation—3.36% of
positive answers
Projected development directions of Polish–Czech border cooperation in the next 10 years
- sports, recreation and tourism 21.48% of
positive answers
- culture 16.48% of positive answers
- education and higher education 5.19% of
positive answers
- economic cooperation 5.81% of positive answers
- sports, recreation and tourism 15.89% of
positive answers
- culture 18.05% of positive answers
- education and higher education 10.47% of
positive answers
- economic cooperation 3.47% of positive answers
The dominant partners in the cross-border cooperation for local governments
- local governments 45.79% of positive answers
- NGOs 18.17% of positive answers
- enterprises 4.83% of positive answers
- Local governments 62.99% of positive answers
- NGOs 10.50% of positive answers
- enterprises 2.96% of positive answers
Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
The above data indicates that economic relations occupy a marginal position in cross-border
relations as developed by the Polish and Czech local governments. Similar results were obtained for
the Polish-Belarusian-Ukrainian border area [53]. This is in contrast to the main assumptions of this
paper concerning the development of border areas. Sustainable development of the border should
take into account both social and economic aspects; meanwhile, currently cross-border cooperation
focuses primarily on social issues. This is evident both in terms of the leading areas of cooperation
(culture definitely outweighs the economy), as well as in the factors which are indicated as determinants
of development of cooperation. In this case, the historical relationship or the quality of human
relationships play much greater roles than common economic interests. The economy was also not
listed among the most frequently indicated directions of development of cross-border cooperation in
the next 10 years. It was outrun by sport, culture, tourism, etc. The study findings indicate that nearly
half of the surveyed local authorities stated that cooperation would continue to develop. The dominant
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model of cross-border cooperation for the coming years will be primarily based on public partnerships
and public–social partnerships, based on local governments and non-governmental organizations,
whereas cooperation with enterprises attracts relatively little interest.
The results presented above indicate that young companies located on the Czech–Polish border are
not sufficiently mobilized in the integration and development of cross-border entrepreneurship. At the
same time, it is clear that in certain areas that cross-border cooperation is developing very dynamically
(e.g., culture, recreation, tourism), which also points to the economic potential of these industries.
In 2014, the author conducted research on the possibility of establishing in Polish-Czech Euroregion
Cieszyn Silesia a cross-border cluster of culture, which would have a sectoral nature [54,55]. In this
cluster, the participation of governments, NGOs, scientific institutions and companies operating in the
broadly defined field of culture, including creative industries (enterprises were the least represented in
this group). Qualitative research (CAWI interviews) consisted of 20 entities from Poland and the Czech
Republic, which fulfilled the requirements of participation in the potential cluster and declared their
willingness to strengthen cross-border cooperation in the field of culture. Studies have shown that a
key prerequisite for integration measures are the benefits which the respondent can derive from this
cooperation. Nearly 68% of respondents said they are interested in cooperation in the field of culture
and creative industries within the transboundary cluster, about 7% were not interested and 25% had
no opinion on this subject. According to the study, despite the fact that in this area creative industries
are developing rapidly, cultural cooperation associated more with the social rather than the economic
sphere might become a platform for the further development of clusters. The establishment of such
clusters is dependent of the potential cluster participants finding some distinct advantages in this form
of integration.
This is confirmed by the opinions of the companies, extracted from the above studies by the author,
in the sector of culture and creative industries (18 entities, including cinemas, theatres and cabarets,
studios of design arts, museums and regional chambers, design studios, graphic and advertising
studios, computer game developers, craftsmen, folk artists, media). These entities were asked about
the following issues:
- the nature and extent of cooperation with entities of the neighbouring country,
- key benefits of cluster cooperation in the field of culture and creative industries as well as barriers
to this process.
According to those narrowly focused studies, potential participants in the cluster of culture and
creative industries work mainly with local governments and public cultural entities, which are often
the recipients of their offerings. This explains the important role of local governments and cultural
bodies in the potential development of a cluster for culture and creative industries. Some of these
entities also cooperate with NGOs working in related industries, as well as with the media (these
tendencies are stronger on the Polish side than on the Czech side). This fact also bodes well in terms of
other potential clusters.
Greater interest in entering into clusters exists on the Polish side, where this form of cooperation
is more popular, and also more companies declare interest in the Czech market and its customers.
Therefore, efforts to strengthen cross-border cooperation in the form of a cluster would require more
support from the Czech side for the very idea of further integration, and perhaps a better understanding
of the meaning and purpose of such measures. A prerequisite for mobilizing cluster cooperation
should be a better understanding of its benefits for each party.
The studied entities were asked questions about the evaluation of the benefits which can be
accrued from closer cooperation in the sector of culture and creative industries within the cluster.
The respondents answered that these might include the following benefits:
- better joint promotion of the offer among customers around the border and reaching new groups
of recipients,
- the possibility of joint acquisition of EU funds for cross-border projects,
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- mutual compensation of resources and other forms of mutual assistance within the framework of
ongoing business operations,
- joint training of staff and improving of standards of operation and exchange of know-how in the
cultural and creative industries,
- optimization of the costs of economic activity.
The key barriers to cluster cooperation included:
- lack of funds for projects in the cluster,
- differences in the goals of individual parties' activities,
- low level of knowledge of potential partners and lack of confidence in them,
- the lack of real involvement of partners in the activities of the cluster.
6. Prospects for the Development of Cross-Border Entrepreneurship in the Cluster Model
As indicated by the above-described study, cross-border entrepreneurship is developing much
more slowly than cross-border cooperation in social areas such as culture, sports, tourism or education.
Efforts to expand the transboundary market are much weaker among companies, and the trend
for integration of border communities at various levels is only indirectly related to the economy.
It seems, however, that economic issues which are seemingly distant from social issues in practice
are interconnected, as can be demonstrated, among other factors, by the cross-border cultural cluster
mentioned above, also encouraging cooperation between entrepreneurs from the creative industries.
Assuming that a cross-border cluster should be cross-sectoral and, therefore, should integrate
both businesses as well as local governments, non-governmental organizations and scientific bodies,
a thesis can be put forward that the areas in which cross-border entrepreneurship may develop in a
cluster model are those forms of cross-border cooperation that are developing most dynamically at
present on the border. Cross-border cooperation in the form of various types of partnerships could
therefore be the basis for further integration within the cluster model. Owing to extended cross-border
cooperation, entities operating on the border understand the importance and benefits of integration
activities. They can use this mechanism to achieve their own benefits, and thus for meeting the
development needs of the whole border area. It can therefore be concluded that cluster initiatives on
the Czech–Polish border, which immediately precede the formation of a cross-border cluster, should
have their origin in cooperation of a social nature (e.g., in the fields of culture, sports, tourism, etc.).
This is due to the fact that, in this area, the strongest integration processes take place, which can
become a catalyst for the future development of the cluster. For the currently dominant, solid bilateral
partnerships, cooperation development will be represent much added-value, mobilizing efforts to
establish a cluster.
While companies do not feel strong enough to independently develop cross-border
entrepreneurship, in these areas where the activities of companies on the border are connected with
cross-border cooperation of a social nature, further integration is possible.
The economic development of the border region should be attended to by all the key stakeholders
of the two neighbouring countries. The creation of a cross-border cluster should involve primarily
entities conducting business activities (including companies, social organizations, public and
government institutions providing some paid services and some schools and the media); there is
also a place for institutions and non-profit organizations and the broad business- and social-related
environment. Without a doubt, the formation of the cluster should be based on the specializations
relevant to the border region, because in this way the economic interests of its constituent bodies
go hand in hand with the interests of the region. Such a cluster can seek support in the regional
environment and can draw on various types of support mechanisms of a systemic or individual
nature [56]. Currently, by the example of the Czech–Polish border, and especially the voivodeship of
Silesia and the Moravian-Silesian country, culture and creative industries can be pointed to as two key
areas of integration. As mentioned above, the tendency for cluster cooperation on the Czech–Polish
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border is mainly centred on the Polish side, but more and more also Czech entrepreneurs are gaining
interest. Two cluster initiatives are already in place, the so-called Silesian Cluster of the Design in
Cieszyn and the Locomotive of Culture in Bielsko-Biala [57] which intend to open up cross-border
cooperation. An exemplary model of cluster cooperation in the sector of culture and creative industries
is shown in Table 8. In Table 9 we can find recommended market segmentation and description of the
role of participants in the cross-border cluster of culture and creative industries.
Table 8. Proposed areas of cross-border cooperation and cross-border entrepreneurship possible for
the development of a cluster in the cultural sector.
Cultural Cluster









NGOs operating in the
sphere of culture, e.g.,
music and dance groups,
associations cultivating




research and training in the








Source: own elaboration based on data from the project.
Table 9. Recommended market segmentation and the role of participants in the cross-border cluster of
culture and creative industries.
Group Description of the Group
Freelancers
Independent developers, not employed on a full-time basis
in culture or in the creative industries, e.g., actors, dancers,
musicians, sculptors, painters and writers. This group
plays an important role in the cluster, since it creates a
crude substance (e.g., manuscript), which may
subsequently be processed (e.g., in the form of a book).
Cooperation within the cluster can help them in the
dissemination of work to a wider audience.
Micro Businessmen and Industry giants
In the sector of culture and creative industries, there are
many small and large companies, few middle-size ones.
This is due to the specificity of the industry. Small
companies usually invest in niches, while the largest
companies operate in sectors oriented on typically
commercial activities, e.g., music, publishing, television or
IT and often create powerful multi-sectoral, international
conglomerates. Cooperation in the cluster can help smaller
entities to compete with the “industry giants”. The key is
to engage in joint activities with appropriate partners,
having complementary competencies and resources.
Centres of creative education
Centres shaping the knowledge and competencies of
creative people, educating personnel for companies (from
the creative sectors, and not only), creators and performers
of culture as well as teaching staff, who communicate their
knowledge and skills to the next generation. An important
role is played here by academic centres educating
professional artists and different kinds of entities operating
to stimulate the creativity of society (e.g., courses in design,
sewing, etc.).
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Table 9. Cont.
Group Description of the Group
Public cultural institutions
Museums, cultural centers, libraries, theaters, cinemas,
concert halls, galleries and historic buildings, conducting a
whole spectrum of socio-cultural activities, providing
visitors a variety of cultural forms of entertainment (e.g.,
the performances, festivals, music concerts), acquiring
knowledge and new skills (e.g., craft workshops, drawing),
as well as developing their creative expression. Their offer
attracts residents, domestic and foreign tourists, as well as
artists looking for possibilities of establishing contacts with
other artists or just inspiration for the development of their
own work.
Gatekeepers
Persons or entities that determine which products is
launched on the market, e.g., art gallery manager, chief
editor of the publishing house, the artistic director of the
theatre, etc.
Creative hidden people
Talented people, who use their talent to work for entities
outside the creative industries. They occupy positions in
the project departments (designers, architects), marketing
(copywriters, graphic designers), IT (IT specialists), as well
as in other spheres, where their creative abilities are used.
Non-governmental organizations
(NGOs)
Organizations of authors, but also those who want to work
to strengthen these sectors in the region. These
organizations are often involved in the development of
socio-cultural heritage of the given region, including
support of cooperation and integration in the environment
of creators, promoting the work of young talents,
supporting public participation in culture and its activity
with respect to fostering national heritage, promotion of
cultural heritage of a region in the country and abroad.
Public authorities
Public authorities can initiate and support the
development of creative industries in the region in many
different ways, both directly (e.g., through financing or
co-financing of business, science and culture-related
activities) as well as indirectly, reinforcing the environment
in which these entities operate.
Source: own elaboration [57].
Cooperation of organizations, commercial entities and institutions within the cluster of culture
and creative industries fits perfectly with the determinants of cross-border cooperation as well as
cross-border entrepreneurship. In terms of cross-border cluster operation, one can talk about further
integration within a specific industry, sector e.g., culture, as well as the creation of mechanisms to
encourage improvement of competitiveness and development of entities operating within a cluster.
So far, there are not many examples of networking available. This may be due to many reasons: too
strong an impact of barriers hindering this type of cooperation in the border area, and insufficient
awareness of the benefits, advantages and conditions of networking cooperation.
Although the issue of partnership and sustainable cooperation is not an unfamiliar subject to
any of the entities operating on the border (e.g., due to the large number of cross-border projects in
different areas), among the companies there is a lack of spontaneous tendency to develop cross-border
entrepreneurship. While the majority of surveyed companies declare that they are interested in such
cooperation, they do not take any actions towards its effective establishment. It is a large dissonance
compared to the intensive cross-border cooperation occurring in the social sphere in terms of culture.
As the author recommends, it is therefore possible to draw on the good cooperation that exists between
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local governments in order to intensify economic relations. Such opportunities have emerged on the
basis of previous studies on the establishment of transboundary cultural clusters. Research cited in
this study confirms the important role local governments and the non-governmental sector has in the
cross border development entrepreneurship of which can be transferred to enterprises. Extremely
important is the education of potential participants of networks and clusters in terms of the specifics of
this form of cooperation.
7. Conclusions
Cross-border entrepreneurship is an important aspect in the development of cross-border
cooperation, which should contribute to ensuring there are equal development opportunities in
peripheral areas at risk of marginalization. It is favoured by both natural integration trends in the
border regions as well as the high availability of EU funds from the INTERREG program for the
development of cross-border cooperation. In the studied area of the Czech–Polish border, effects
of cross-border cooperation are clearly visible in the social sphere, primarily in the fields of culture,
education, sports and tourism, administration, etc. However, this cooperation has developed to a much
lesser extent in the economic sphere. For most companies operating in border regions, the markets of
neighbouring countries are treated equally to other, much more distant foreign markets. It is difficult
to identify clear trends for economic cooperation here.
The results of research and several years of involvement by the author in cross-border
entrepreneurship, from a scientific and practical point of view, show that the development of
cross-border cooperation—supported by local authorities—is limited to bilateral contact and projects.
It is difficult to indicate a direction that allows for further strengthening of cooperation in the economic
field, although further cluster cooperation seems a natural path.
Despite a series of actions aimed at systematic promotion of economic cooperation on the
borderline, it is difficult to identify a significant number of such examples in Silesia Voivodeship
and the Moravian-Silesian Region. This is in contrast to the strategy of cross-border cooperation for
the border area, which has been implemented since 2013. In this document, economic cooperation is
of key importance. Another real problem of cross-border cooperation is the stability of partnerships
and lack of tendency to transform bilateral cooperation into networking cooperation. This means
that cooperation between the same partners strengthens, but it does not expand to other entities.
In these circumstances, cluster cooperation can be a model especially worth promoting among all
entities interested in border development, among local governments as well as non-governmental
organizations and entrepreneurs.
Although sustainable development of the border should be based on both social and economic
processes, the sphere of entrepreneurship is now clearly ignored. It can be seen i.a. in the results
of research carried out among local governments. They do not appreciate the economic aspects of
cross-border cooperation, and the most promising directions of further integration are considered to be
culture, education, tourism, etc. These sectors, however, also have certain economic potential, which
means that there are opportunities for the involvement of entrepreneurs in cross-border cooperation in
these areas.
The study results confirmed that between the Polish and Czech companies operating in the border
area, there are differences in developmental processes, approaches to businesses, types of offerings,
etc. This is not conducive to the natural processes of integration. It can therefore not be said that the
chances of economic integration in each of the branches are identical.
In trying to solve the research problem relating to the possible development of cross-border
entrepreneurship on the Polish–Czech border, the author turned to the concept of cluster cooperation,
which has been more developed on the Polish side. Prospects for the development of clusters on the
Polish–Czech borderland have been linked with the sectors that are developing most quickly in this
area, i.e., the sector of culture and creative industries. As the second criterion, the author took into
account the involvement of partners from different sectors: administration and local government,
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science and non-governmental organizations from both sides of the border. The studies conducted in
this field have shown that culture and creative industries is the sphere where the entities of the Polish
and Czech border areas see the greatest opportunities for further integration.
In the opinion of the author, the catalyst for cross-border entrepreneurship, at least in some sectors
(e.g., in the field of creative industries), may centre on the very sophisticated cross-border cooperation
at the public and social levels (i.e., the cooperation of local governments and non-governmental
organizations), in which enterprises operating on each side of the border can be engaged. It also gives
impetus to further expansion of this cooperation and transforming bilateral relationships to ones based
on networking and clustering. Such opportunities have already been verified by the author in previous
studies analysing the conditions conducive to the emergence of cross-border cultural clusters.
According to the author, in the study area, it is difficult to extract natural tendencies and the
desire of companies to develop cross-border entrepreneurship, but a factor that can boost economic
integration is rapidly developing cross-border cooperation in the social field, e.g., in culture [47,48]
etc. Although it is not a universal solution that can be applied to any industry, at least in sectors
distinguished by intense cross-border relations, including business entities in this cooperation can
bring measurable results, reflected also in the development of the border area. The condition for this
mechanism is the awareness of the benefits which both parties can gain from the development of
co-operation, also including entrepreneurs. Another important consideration affecting the efficiency
of cross-border cooperation that determines the participation of entrepreneurs is the creation of
mechanisms for its further development, including the gradual transformation of bilateral agreements
into networking and clustering cooperation.
In conclusion, as long as the sectors such as culture and creative industries (or other sectors in other
border regions) will be indicated directly or indirectly according to regional specializations, whose
development is supported by all stakeholders of cross-border cooperation (including i.a. governments,
research bodies, NGOs and entrepreneurs), then the cross-border cooperation can be transformed into
that of clusters. This cooperation has its origin in typically social activities (as mentioned above, EU
bilateral projects implemented mainly by local governments and non-governmental organizations),
but under favorable conditions, it can also extend to business activities that generate economic benefits
and contribute to the development of cross-border regions by strengthening regional specializations.
Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Our aim is to design a sustainable supply chain (SSC) network, which takes into
consideration consumer environmental behaviors (CEBs). CEBs not only affect consumers’ demand
for products with low carbon emissions, they also affect their willingness to pay premium prices for
products with low carbon emissions. We incorporate CEBs into the SSC network model involving
location, routing and inventory. Firstly, a multi-objective optimization model comprised of both the
costs and the carbon emissions of a joint location-routing-inventory model is proposed and solved,
using a multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm. Then, a revenue function
including CEBs is presented on the basis of a Pareto set of the trade-off between costs and carbon
emissions. A computational experiment and sensitivity analysis are conducted, employing data from
the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC). The results clearly indicate that our research
can be applied to actual supply chain operations. In addition, some practical managerial insights for
enterprises are offered.
Keywords: sustainable supply chain network; consumer environmental behaviors; location-
routing-inventory; MOPSO
1. Introduction
Along with the heightened concerns over the past few decades relating to sustainable supply
chains (SSC), governments, enterprises and consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the need
to reduce carbon emissions. Governments have introduced a number of regulations, such as carbon
taxes, cap-and-trade mechanisms and carbon constraints to mandate carbon emission reductions in
SSC management [1]. In addition, a few socially responsible enterprises have engaged in voluntary
emission reduction programs. Companies such as BP and Nike have taken actions to reduce emissions
in order to improve their public image. Wal-Mart and Tesco require their suppliers to reveal their
carbon emissions on product labels, where they can be seen by consumers and society. In addition,
consumers with higher levels of environmental consciousness are willing to pay a premium price for
low carbon products [2–5]. The demand for low carbon products has become greater and greater [6–8].
It can be safely assumed that low carbon products will become more competitively priced in the future.
Clearly, the drive for environmental improvement is increasing.
Traditionally, a supply chain network design problem focuses on minimizing the fixed and
operational costs that companies directly incur. Only recently, however, have some studies started
taking carbon emissions into account [9–11]. Many studies indicate that there is a trade-off between the
environment and economics in a supply chain [12–14]. However, it is possible to significantly reduce
Sustainability 2016, 8, 211; doi:10.3390/su8030211 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability162
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carbon emissions without greatly increasing costs, using proper supply chain operations [15,16]. In
general, there is a paradox between cost and carbon emissions in SSC management.
Companies are never going to reduce their carbon emissions until factors such as cost, profits,
brand awareness and consumer pressure are involved. Currently, the main drive for carbon emission
reduction can be classified into two categories. The first is mandatory emission reductions, which
includes features such as carbon taxes and carbon cap policies [17]. This approach to carbon emissions
is punitive. The alternative method is to encourage enterprises to voluntarily reduce their carbon
emissions. This encouragement, in turn, can take the form of two types of motivation. One type is
through policies such as carbon allowances and cap-and-trade mechanisms. The second type takes
on board market considerations. For example, studies have shown that green products have the
marketing potential to endow an enterprise with a good public image, which in turn can improve the
relevant products’ pricing structure or increase consumer demand [8,18]. Looking further into the
future, the effects of exploiting the marketing potential of products with low carbon emissions will
increase substantially. Creating a SSC network is both a challenge and an opportunity. Presumably, the
information already available to society at large has made consumers more environmentally mature,
and these mature consumers would like to purchase products with smaller carbon footprints. In this
study, we propose the design of a SSC network from a market-driven perspective. Specifically, the
purpose of this study is to optimize the profitability of a company through CEB. We decide on the
design of the SSC network after considering the number and location of warehouses, the routes from
manufacturers to warehouses and from warehouses to retailers, and the inventory polices of the
various facilities. Firstly, a multi-objective model is constructed to create a trade-off between cost
and carbon emissions. Then, a general revenue objective factoring in CEBs is modeled, based on the
relationship between cost and carbon emissions. This study allows us to achieve the best of both
worlds, i.e., maximizing the profits of companies, while reducing carbon emissions as much as possible.
These achievements also represent the main points of innovation in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevant literature.
Problem descriptions and assumptions are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
multi-objective model that creates the trade-off between cost and carbon emissions, and then constructs
the general revenue objective function taking CEBs into consideration. The approach used as a solution
for the model is given in Section 5. Results of the computational experiment and a sensitivity analysis
are conducted in Section 6; the managerial insights are also illustrated in this section. Finally, our
conclusions are presented in Section 7.
2. Literature Review
A key driver of any supply chain is its distribution network. This network, however, is generally
also the main source of carbon emissions. The operations of a supply chain network consist of
three major components, namely location, routing and inventory (LRI). However, most existing
literature integrates only any two of the above, i.e., location-routing problems [19], inventory-routing
problems [20], and location-inventory problems [21], as their target topics. Ahmadi-Javid and Azad [22]
presented for the first time a model to simultaneously optimize location, routing and inventory
decisions in a supply chain network. Ahmadi-Javid and Seddighi [23] studied a ternary integration
problem that incorporated location, routing and inventory decisions in designing a multi-source
distribution network. They then solved the model using a three-phase heuristic. On the whole, very
few researchers have studied the ternary integration LRI problem, and fewer still have incorporated
carbon emissions into an LRI problem when designing a supply chain network. This is a very important
issue, which has unfortunately been largely ignored.
Numerous studies concentrate on the trade-off between the environment and the economy in
supply chain management [12,24]. According to the most recent papers, three types of research have
been conducted and corresponding suggestions made: (i) Translate carbon emissions into cost by
introducing carbon regulations, such as a carbon tax, cap-and-trade mechanisms, etc. Kroes et al. [25]
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investigated the relationship between a firm’s environmental performance compliance and their
marketing success in the context of stringent cap-and-trade regulations. Benjaafar et al. [12] presented
a cost optimization model via translating carbon emissions into unit costs by carbon price. The two
studies proved that there is a close relationship between economic costs and carbon emissions. Similar
research was conducted by Hua et al. [24], which studied managing carbon footprints in an inventory
system under a carbon emission trading mechanism. (ii) A mandatory carbon cap is used to reduce
emissions. This policy specifically prohibits companies from emitting any carbon emissions in excess
of their carbon cap. Diabat et al. [26] proposed a mixed-integer program model with carbon cap
constraints when designing a supply chain network. A carbon-constraint economic order quantity
(EOQ) model was provided to reduce emissions by properly adjusting order quantities [16]. The effects
of carbon-constraint measures are significant. However, it is relatively difficult to implement such
policies, as they are currently unacceptable to many companies. Businesses, which are profit-driven,
lack the motivation to participate in this non-profitable activity. (iii) Provide a set of Pareto solutions,
which shows the trade-off between cost and carbon emissions. The advantage of this method is that it
can give a set of non-dominated solutions. In addition, the decision makers can choose their preferred
configuration. Wygonik and Goodchild [27] presented trade-offs between cost, service quality and the
carbon emissions of an urban delivery system. Wang et al. [28] provided a bi-objective optimization
model for a green supply chain network design. One of the two objectives was cost minimization;
the other was to minimize carbon emissions. The Pareto results showed that the bi-objective model
is an effective tool for solving this kind of problem. However, the terminal decision will be made by
managers, and thus, personal preferences will inevitably be involved.
The worldwide reduction framework would involve drawing more companies into carbon
reduction activities and also into assuming social responsibilities. In order to determine how to make
enterprises voluntarily reduce emissions in the context of an earnings-dominated market, it is first
necessary to learn how best to improve the potential motivation for corporations to reduce their
carbon emissions. The use of carbon labeling is an effective means to encourage consumers to buy
environmentally friendly products. There is, however, a definite need to better understand consumers’
responses to eco-labels [28]. Consumers’ willingness to pay a premium price for products with lower
carbon emissions has been shown to be increasing [4,29]. Vanclay et al. [30] defined three levels of
carbon labeling (from low to high) as green, yellow and black. They then found that after labeling, the
black-labeled (highest carbon emission) product sales decreased by six percent, while green-labeled
product sales increased by four percent, when all other conditions were basically unchanged. These
results imply that the potential effectiveness of carbon labels in emission reductions is significant.
However, green products usually cost more than conventional products, which in turn makes green
goods more expensive [3].The key issue is whether consumers will be willing to pay a premium price
for the green goods. If not, governments may have to subsidize producers who manufacture green
products [5]. Some studies have shown that the higher the CEBs, the higher the price consumers are
willing to pay for environmentally friendly products [2].
Economic globalization and rapid high-tech development have intensified market competition
to unprecedented levels. New patterns of product competition will emerge over the next few years,
and the manufacture of green products as part of that competition is an irresistible trend. Conrad [3]
studied the effects of consumer environmental concerns on price, choice of product and market share
in the context of duopoly. Liu et al. [8] proved that, as consumers’ environmental awareness increases,
retailers and manufacturers with superior eco-friendly operations will benefit in the long run. A model
considering the effect of environmental conscious consumers on firms’ adoption of cleaner technologies
showed that, as pollution intensifies, consumers play a much more positive role in the companies’
environmental activities. The consumers’ attitudes encourage firms to reduce carbon emissions, even
in the absence of emission regulations [7]. However, many studies focus on emission reduction
through governmental regulations, and rarely through market forces [31]. Actually, consumer response
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and preference for greener products, as well as market competition, combine to strongly encourage
companies to adopt environmentally friendly operations.
By reviewing previous studies, we find that very little research has been conducted on LRI
optimization as a means to minimize carbon emissions. Fewer still have incorporated CEBs into a
revenue model. Indeed, most studies fail to properly integrate market-driven factors—in particular
CEBs—and LRI operations and revenue objectives with cost-environment trade off. In this paper, we
make the following contributions: (i) The concept of consumer environmental behaviors (CEBs) was
proposed and incorporated into a revenue function. CEBs not only affect consumers’ demand for low
carbon emission products, but also their willingness to pay a premium price for low carbon emission
products. (ii) A multi-objective mixed-integer formulation for the trade-off between cost and carbon
emissions was presented first. The solution was then found using the multi-objective particle swarm
optimization (MOPSO). Hence, a set of distributed Pareto optimal solutions can be obtained. On this
basis, revenue function can be maximized. (iii) We conduct a computational experiment based on
data from the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) to test the presented models. Then,
the Pareto solutions are presented. In addition, a number of sensitivity analyses are implemented on
multiple variables. Hence, we obtain interesting managerial insights that may be of use to logistics
service firms.
3. Description and Assumptions
3.1. Problem Description
For a supply chain network consisting of manufacturers (M), warehouses (W) and retailers (R),
the location of warehouses is potentially significant. In addition, each warehouse has a specific capacity
level, which makes the supply chain network more realistic. The goals of our model are to choose
and allocate warehouses, schedule vehicle routes and determine an inventory policy to meet retailers’
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Cost from Location Routing Inventory
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Figure 1. The framework of supply chain network.
In Figure 1, the operations generate cost and CO2 in a supply chain network involving location,
routing and inventory. θ is the green level coefficient of products, which is decided by the CO2
emissions from the LRI operations, which can in turn be calculated by Equation (14); τ is the consumer
environmental behaviors (CEBs), and a larger τ indicates that consumers are willing to pay a higher
premium for greener products. CEBs can be calculated as τ “ şgg τpgqβ, where τpgq is the CEBs of
consumer group g, β is a correction factor of CEBs over time. We assume β ě 1, because CEBs would
not decrease over time; g is the consumer group with the worst CEBs, and g is the consumer group
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with the best CEBs. p is the price of the product, which is decided by θ and the CEBs τ. The market
demand of a product depends on p, θ and τ. Conversely, operation-induced emissions and cost will
be influenced by the market, which is important, especially in a situation of oversupply. To maximize
profits, supply chain enterprises will certainly endeavor to meet consumers’ preferences, so as to
improve their businesses’ performance.
3.2. Assumptions
We assume that the consumers are under symmetric information regarding products’ carbon
emissions. With the preferences displayed by CEBs, we aim to find the optimal supply chain network
design and operational strategy.
(i) In this paper, the CEB choices focus on the carbon emissions from the LRI, including sourcing,
production and/or recovery. It is reasonable to choose supply chain services as the study object,
as they represent a major source of carbon emissions.
(ii) There is no difference among delivery routes, and the road conditions are nearly the same. In other
words, the carbon emissions and costs are only affected by the distance travelled.
(iii) Each warehouse is assumed to follow a pQ, Rq inventory policy. That is, when the inventory of a
warehouse reaches the reorder point R, a fixed quantity Q is ordered from the upper stream plant.
(iv) The discussed products/services are in an oversupplied market. CEBs are in positive correlation
with market demand. We assume the consumer demand function is expressed as:
Dppx, θ, τq “ D0 ´ λ1 px ` 12λ2τθ (1)
where D0 is the initial demand without considering CEBs or a premium for greener products, λ1
is the market inverse demand coefficient, λ2 is the attraction coefficient with the environmentally
friendly level of products, and τ is the consumers’ environmental preference for low carbon products.
Obviously, the market demand is a decreasing function of price, and an increasing function of θ and τ.
4. The Model
4.1. A Multi-Objective Model for Cost and Carbon Emissions
There is a trade-off between cost and carbon emissions in supply chain operations. Generally, a set
of optimal Pareto solutions pcx, exq can be obtained, and particularly, the extreme values on the Pareto
curve are pc, eq and pc, eq. The aim of this paper is to find the optimal solution pcx˚, ex˚q in the supply
chain; one which will maximize profits while taking CEBs into consideration. For these operations, we
should make the following decisions:
(i) Location decisions—how many warehouses should be opened, and where to locate the
opened warehouses.
(ii) Routing decisions—how to assign the vehicle routes from manufacturers to warehouses (M-to-W)
and from warehouses to Retailers (W-to-R).
(iii) Inventory decisions—what is the order quantity, and how many safety stocks should
be maintained?
(iv) What is the most appropriate level of green to choose?
Thus, the decision variables can be denoted as
yj “
#
1, if warehouse j is opened
0, otherwise
, j P J
xrji “
#
1, if retailer i is assigned to warehouse j
0, otherwise
, i P I, j P J
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xpkj “
#
1, if warehousej is assigned to manufacture k
0, otherwise
, j P J, k P K
zmiv “
#
1, if m precedes i in the route of vehicle v
0, otherwise , @m P pI Y Jq, i P I.
Qj is the order quantity of warehouse j.
The multi-objective function includes cost and carbon emissions from location, routing and
inventory. First, the cost is composed using the following terms:
(i) Location cost. The cost of warehouse location is
ř
jPJ
f jyj, where f j is the single cost of opening
warehouse j.















t2dmizmiv, respectively, where t1 is the M-to-W routing
cost per distance; dkj is the distance from manufacturer k to warehouse j; t2 is W-to-R routing cost
per distance; and dmi is the distance from warehouse j (or retailer k k) to retailer k1






















ji [22], where ho is the ordering cost, μi is the demand by retailer i, hj is the
hold cost per unit; Lj is the lead time of DC j; zα is left α-percentile of standard normal random
variable Z, i.e., PpZ ď zαq “ α (α is the desired percentage of retailers’ orders that should be
satisfied); σ2i is the variance of demand from retailer i.
The carbon emissions are composed of the following terms:
(i) Carbon emissions from facilities. The carbon emissions of a warehouse location can be denoted asř
jPJ
f̂ jyj, where f̂ j is the carbon emissions of building warehouse j.
(ii) Carbon emissions from routing. The routing emissions from the M-to-W and W-to-R














t̂2dmizmiv, respectively, where t̂1
is the M-to-W carbon emissions per distance, and t̂2 is the carbon emissions per distance from
warehouse j (or retailer k) to retailer k1 .
(iii) Carbon emissions from inventory. The inventory emissions come from the working inventory and


















ji, respectively, where ĥj is the carbon
emissions per holding inventory. It is worth mentioning that carbon emissions from inventory
mainly refer to the energy consumption and product emissions during storage.
(iv) Other emissions, including emissions from purchasing, production and recovery. The purchasing
emission is Pur1.ř
iPI
μi, where Pur1 is carbon emissions from purchase per unit. The production
emission is Pn1.ř
iPI
μi, where Pn1 is carbon emissions from production per unit. The recovery
emission is Rcy1.ř
iPI
μi, where Rcy1 is carbon emissions from recovery per unit.
The multi-objective problem is formulated as follows:
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zimv “ 0, @i P I, @v P V, @m P pI Y Jq (8)
Riv ´ Rmv ` pnr ˆ zmivq ď nr ´ 1, @i P I, @m P pI Y Jq, @v P V (9)
yj “ t0, 1u , @j P J, @n P Nj (10)
xpkj “ t0, 1u, @k P K, @j P J (11)
xrji “ t0, 1u, @j P J, @i P I (12)
zmiv “ t0, 1u , @m P pI Y Jq, i P I, @v P V. (13)
Equation (2) minimizes the cost of the CLRIP, where the first three terms are the fixed location
cost, inventory cost, and routing cost, respectively. Equation (3) minimizes the carbon emissions.
Equation (4) restricts the inventory in warehouse j to remain within its capacity Nj. Equation (5)
restricts the load of each vehicle to within its capacity Vc. Equation (6) ensures one and only one
vehicle serves any retailer. Equation (7) requires that each vehicle serves no more than one warehouse.
The flow conservation Equation (8) states that a vehicle entering a node must also leave the node, so as
to ensure the route is circular. The sub-tour elimination Equation (9) guarantees that each tour contains
a warehouse, from which the tour originates and some retailers [32], where Riv is an auxiliary variable
defined for retailer i for sub-tour elimination in the route of vehicle v, nr is the number of retailers.
Equations (10)–(13) enforce the decision variables to remain within their respective domains.
4.2. The Revenue Model Considering CEBs
This study focuses on the effects of CEBs on the task of designing a supply chain network, which
includes making LRI decisions. CEBs not only affect consumers’ willingness to pay premium prices
for greener products, but they also affect the market demand for such products. This willingness to
pay varies greatly across industries and consumer groups and also changes in intensity over time [4].
If anything, carbon emissions due to logistics operations have been a concern for a considerable length
of time, as these operations are a major source of emissions. We are interested in determining how to
maximize earnings, as well as how to improve competition, through the influence of CEBs in three
supply chain network structures which include location, routing and inventory considerations.
As non-green products have already been in circulation for many years, the general optimal
decision is based on cost minimization. In this study, however, in addition to cost, we also consider
carbon emissions as a benchmark. There is a terminal consumer group with an average CEB in the
market. The green level θ is closely related to the carbon emissions from the supply chain. It has
been proven that the carbon emissions and cost are in negative correlation, and thus, we assume that
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the optimal cost corresponds to a poor performance in relation to carbon emissions, and vice versa.
Specifically, with an operation map, we can connect inputs rc, cs to corresponding outputs re, es. Then
θ can be denoted as
θ “ e{ex (14)
where ex is the actual carbon emission, and thus (θ ´ 1) is the carbon abatement ratio. p is the price of
non-green products, pc, eq represents the cost and carbon emissions, and px is the price with pcx, exq.
As we know, the marginal cost of carbon reduction increases by degrees. The “low hanging fruit”
effect also indicates that initial basic improvement is easier, but the cleanup is harder. Thus, the above
situation is considered, and the price of a product with green level θ is
px “ pθ2 (15)
It is worth noting that product price is a quadratic function of θ, since the environmental
improvement has an increasing marginal cost, and production price is worked out to the costing.
The quadratic function is commonly used to describe the cost related to the product’s environmental
improvement. That is, each additional increment of emissions reduction is more difficult, and hence
costlier to achieve [8]. Also, from the market’s perspective, consumers with CEBs are willing to pay a
premium price for green products. The greener the product, the more expensive it will be. In addition,
for an advanced green product, too, even a small improvement will result in a significant price increase.
This increase is deemed to be reasonable.
The aim is to find an optimal portfolio pcx, exq under this context. The basic profit function can be
defined as ź
“ ppx ´ cx ´ c0qD ´ ε (16)
where constant c0 is the unit cost of raw materials, and ε is other expenditure, which can be ignored in
most cases.
Substituting Equations (1)–(15) into Equation (16), then:ź
“ ppθ2 ´ cx ´ c0qpD0 ´ λ1 pθ2 ` 12λ2τθq (17)
Based on Equation (17), if there is no CEB, the enterprise loses the motivation to reduce carbon
emissions, which is consistent with the traditional model. We assume the traditional model has revenue
of ΠC, with the only measure being the cost, and we mark it as model PC. In this condition, θ “ 1,
τ “ 0, thus:
ΠC “ pp ´ c ´ c0qpD0 ´ λ1 pq (18)
Enterprises have an incentive to join in carbon reduction practices only when Π ´ Πc ą 0.
c0 is the same constant in Π and Πc, and thus can be ignored. Then, enterprises will
participate in carbon emissions when ppθ2 ´ cxqpD0 ´ λ1 pθ2 ` 12λ2τθq ą pp ´ cqpD0 ´ λ1 pq, and thus
cx ă pθ2 ´ pp ´ cqpD0 ´ λ1 pq
D0 ´ λ1 pθ2 ` 12λ2τθ
. Actually, θ is a function of ex; the relationship between cx and ex is
important, and it will be solved in the next section.
5. Solving Approach
5.1. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was first proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart [32]. It is a population-based optimization technique and is becoming very popular, due
mainly to its simplicity of implementation and ability to quickly converge to a reasonably good
solution [33]. It has been extensively applied to many complex network optimization problems. In the
PSO heuristic procedure, a swarm of particles is retained in the search process. Each particle follows
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a specific trajectory in the search space, and each step of the particle determines a trial solution.
Each particle has knowledge of its previous best experience, as well as the best global experience
of the entire swarm. The current best fitness of, i.e., the best solution found so far by particle p
is represented by xpbestp , while the global best fitness among all particles is represented by xgbest.
The velocity and position of particle p at iteration (time) t in dimension d are represented by vpdptq
and xpdptq, respectively. Each particle updates its direction at time t according to Equation (19) in the
following [32]:
vpdptq “ ωvpdpt ´ 1q ` c1r1ptqpxpbestpd ´ xpdptqq ` c2r2ptqpxgbest ´ xpdptqq (19)
where ω is the inertia influencing the local and global ability of the particle; usually a value between
0.2 to 0.6 is recommended; c1 and c2 are cognitive and social learning rates, respectively, and r1ptq and
r2ptq are two uniform random numbers such that r1, r2 P r0, 1s.
The position of particle p is then updated according to Equation (20) in the following
xpdptq “ xpdpt ´ 1q ` vpdptq (20)
The update of velocity and the position process is repeated for every dimension and for all
particles in the swarm. Eventually the swarm as a whole, like a flock of birds collectively foraging for
food, is likely to move close to an optimum of the fitness function [33].
5.2. The Hybrid PSO
The multi-objective model contains location and routing assignments involving binary
decisions. Multi-objective programming problems with binary variables cannot be directly processed
using the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) heuristic procedure. Following
Shankar et al. [33], the velocity of a particle should be modified if xd is binary. The modified velocity
can be updated as:
vpdptq “ vpdpt ´ 1q ` r1ptqpxpbestpd ´ xpdpt ´ 1qq ` r2ptqpxgbest ´ xpdpt ´ 1qq (21)




0, If ρpd ă spvpdptqq
1, If ρpd ě spvpdptqq
(22)
where ρpd is a uniformly distributed random number such that ρpd P r0, 1s and spvpdptqq
is the probability threshold given by spvpdq “ 11 ` expp´vpdptqq . In the MOPSO heuristic
procedure, the velocity and positions of the continuous particles are updated according to
Equations (19) and (20), respectively, while those of the binary variables are updated according
to Equations (21) and (22), respectively.
5.3. An Improved Constraint of the MOPSO
In order to improve the ability of the heuristic procedure to search the edges crossing unconnected
parts of the feasible region, and also to obtain global non-dominated solutions, some infeasible
solutions that are near the feasible solutions are retained in the swarm at the beginning of the search
process. A constraint that restricts the infeasibility degree of the constraints is used. At the end of the
solution process, all particles retained in the swarm must be feasible. Any infeasible particles will be
deleted from the external file gradually, throughout the progress of the search process. A dynamic
self-adapting process is needed to control the infeasibility degree in the heuristic procedure. In the
multi-objective programming model, the th inequality constraint can be written as gpxq ď 0 and the
’th equality constraint can be written as h1 pxq ´ δ “ 0. The infeasibility of a trail solution x can be
quantized as follows:
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maxp|h1 pxq ´ δ| , 0q (23)
In Equation (23), δ is a permissible deviation, such that δ ą 0 and is very small. If x P X, Cpxq “ 0.
A dynamic infeasibility threshold ε is used that guarantees the final solutions are all feasible. This
threshold is defined as:
ε “
#
ε0 ˆ p1 ´ 5t{4Tq, if t ď 0.8T
0, if t ą 0.8T (24)
where ε0 is the initial allowable deviation of all the constraints. Obviously, ε decreases with the
increase in the number of evolutionary generations. In the searching process, the solution x is retained
if Cpxq ď ε; otherwise it is discarded.
5.4. Selecting the Optimal Particles
The solution of the MOPSO optimization problem is different from a single objective optimization
problem. With a single objective problem, it is easy to know which particles are the personal best
(pbest) and global best (gbest). With the MOPSO, however, it is difficult to judge which particles are
pbest and gbest, because the particles are often non-dominate solutions. However, it is important to
pick suitable pbest and gbest particles, since each particle must change its position, as guided by pbest
and gbest. Each particle moves toward the non-dominated frontier during the search process [34].
The selection for pbest is relatively simple compared to gbest. A method called Prandom is used
in this study, according to which a single pbest is maintained. Pbest is replaced if a new value < pbest,
or else, if the new value is found to be mutually non-dominating with pbest, one of the two is randomly
selected to be the new best [35]. Before the selection for gbest, there are still some works to illustrate.
In the MOPSO algorithm, we usually store the non-dominate solutions in archive, and the archive has
a limited capacity. Thus, in order to maintain the archive, the crowding distance should be measured





flpXiq ´ flpXjq2 (25)
where flpXq denotes the objective functions in the dimension l. According to Equation (25), the
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ffiffiffiffifl (26)
where n is the number of non-dominate solutions in the archive. Set S and A represents the populations
with particles and archive storing, non-dominate solutions. The particles in S can be divided into two
types. One set (S1) is comprised of particles that are dominated by at least one of the non-dominate
solutions in A. The other set (S2) is comprised of particles that are not dominated by any one solution
in A. S “ S1 Y S2. In the same way, archive A can also be divided into three types. Set A1 is the
non-dominate solutions, which dominate at least one of the particles in S. Set A2 is the non-dominate
solutions which have the same position with the particles in S. Set A3 is comprised of the other
non-dominate solutions. A “ A1 Y A2 Y A3. Figure 2 shows the mapping relations of S and A.
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Figure 2. The mapping relationship of archive A and population S.
For the MOPSO algorithm, the diversity and convergence of population are contradictory issues.
One contradiction is the diversity, which guarantees the global best while avoiding the local optimal.
The other is the convergence, which promotes particles approaching the Pareto frontier as far as
possible. Hence, for particles in S1, if we select non-dominate solutions in A1, which dominate the
particles as gbest, the search engines would speed up. However, this can lead to a premature problem.
For particles in S2, the global best selection strategy would lead those particles moving to less crowded
regions to improve the capability of a global search.
Regardless, each non-dominate solution in the archive has its unique feature. To maintain the
diversity of an algorithm, each should have a chance to become a global guide. When paired with these
factors, two properties, fri and fpi, are given for non-dominate solutions in the archive. fri denotes how
often the non-dominate solution is selected as gbest, and fpi denotes how many particles in the current
population select the non-dominate solution as gbest. Generally, the size of fpi should be restricted.
If one gbest is selected by too many particles, the result would be particles converging to a limited
region. Based on our experience, we use fpi ď 0.05N, where N is the number of particles [36].
Putting the above pieces together, the global best can be selected as follows:
(i) For each particle in S1, we select a non-dominate solution that randomly dominates the particle
from A1 as gbest, but fpi ď 0.05N is necessary. If no solution is found, the gbest should be selected
from the A1 with greater crowding distance and smaller fri.
(ii) For each particle in S2, a random probability model is employed to select gbest from the A2 with
greater crowding distance and smaller fri.
The pseudo-code of MOPSO algorithm depicting the entire process is given as follows:
(1) Initialize positions and velocities of all particles.
(2) Set the current particle position as Pbest.
(3) While (iter_count < T)
(4) for each particle (i = 1:n)
(5) Select a gbest from the archive.
(6) Update velocity and position.
(7) Evaluate the fitness values of the current particle i.
(8) Update the pbest of each particle by comparison criteria.
(9) End for
(10) Update archive by non-dominate solutions.
(11) For each particle in archive
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(12) If fpi ď 0.05N







In this section, we evaluate the presented model using a set of numerical data from a real case.
The problem is solved by the MOPSO method with Matlab 7.01 on a PC with Intel core i5 and 2.4 GHz.
Then, the effects of CEBs and green levels on the decision process are comprehensively analyzed.
Finally, some managerial insights are presented.
6.1. Case Study
We consider the experiment based on a case study from the petrochemical industry. Specifically,
data from the Northeast Chemical Sales Company of the China National Petroleum Corporation
(CNPC) (Beijing, China) was studied. CNPC is a large group, and its supply chain network
is responsible for transporting petrochemicals from plants, via warehouses, to retailers. This
transportation operation involves location, routing and inventory decisions, as well as the creation
of considerable carbon emissions. In this paper, a section of the operational data was analyzed.
Specifically, this case study involves two plants, five potential warehouses with retailing functions
and eight retailers. Each trajectory is relative to a routing cost and the amount of carbon emission.
The routings and distances are shown in Figure 3. The parameters of the warehouses and retailers are
listed in Tables 1–3. In addition, the market inverse demand coefficient is set as 5500, and the attraction
coefficient with the environment level of products is set as 5000. CEB is 1, and the routing cost per
distance of M-to-W and W-to-R are all equal to q. The order cost is 500, and the capacity of each vehicle
is 1500. In addition, f̂ Aj “ 29.3Nj, the carbon emissions per distance are 0.17, and the carbon emissions
per inventory are 0.00276.
Table 1. The parameters of potential warehouses.
Beijing Tianjin Cangzhou Jinan Zhengzhou
Lead time(days) 3 5 6 4 8
Demand variance 12 14 9 11 8
Service level 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%
Table 2. The area and fixed location cost of potential DC.
Area of Location (m2) Fixed Location Cost (¥) Hold Cost (¥/ton Day)
Beijing 3000 2,000,000 0.3
Tianjin 3600 1,800,000 0.25
Cangzhou 4000 1,120,000 0.3
Jinnan 4200 1,560,000 0.25
Zhengzhou 5000 1,870,000 0.3
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Routing from plants to warehouses
Routing from warehouses to retailers
Routing from retailers to retailers
Figure 3. The network of two plants, five potential warehouses and 14 retailers.
6.2. Numerical Analysis
According to the above data and the approach used to solve the question in Section 5, the
trade-off between cost and carbon emissions can be shown as Figure 4.The result provides decision
makers with decidedly indifferent choices. In conclusion, all the points on the Pareto line are
the solutions, but the managers themselves cannot directly decide. If CEBs are incorporated, the
optimal solution is unique (Figure 5). Clearly, revenue first increases and then decreases with
increasing carbon emissions. The increasing gradient is greater than the decreasing gradient.
This result illustrates that a proper carbon reduction policy can improve corporate revenue, but
excessive carbon reduction activities would have a negative impact. Figure 5 shows that the
maximum attainable revenue is ¥601,230,000. The optimal configuration can be shown as follows:
The location decision is to open Cangzhou, Jinan, and Zhengzhou. The routing decision is
divided into two parts. (i) As regards the routing from plants to warehouses, the first decision
is that Daqing serves Cangzhou and Jinan, while Fushun serves Zhengzhou. (ii) Considering
transportation from warehouses to retailers, the routing schedule of the Cangzhou warehouse is
Cangzhou-Tianjin-Beijing-Baoding-Cangzhou-Shijiazhuang-Taiyuan-Cangzhou. The routing schedule
for the Jinan warehouse is Jinan-Liaocheng-Linyi-Qingdao-Jinan, and the routing schedule for the
Zhengzhou warehouse is Zhengzhou-Xinyang-Yuncheng-Zhengzhou. The order quantities of the
three warehouses are 4792, 3156 and 2834 tons, respectively.
We are interested in how CEBs affect companies’ decision making. As we know, CEBs mainly
affect demand. The effect of consumers’ environmental preference on demand for products with
different carbon emissions is shown in Figure 6. We vary the CEBs from 1 to 1.8 and obtain a series of
demand vs. carbon emissions. Clearly, the curves move from left to right as the coefficient increases
from 1 to 1.8, which implies that with the same carbon emission levels, larger CEBs lead to greater
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demand. This is due to the fact that when consumers pay closer attention to environmental protection,
enterprises are more likely to take actions that will improve their environmental protection levels. Then,
consumers with greater environmental awareness will buy more products from those enterprises with
superior eco-friendly operations. This is a virtuous cycle. However, the marginal cost of implementing
environmental improvements increases by degrees. As we know, the ultimate goal of enterprise
management is to maximize benefits. Similarly, we adjust the carbon emissions variable to analyze
the effect of CEBs on revenue (Figure 7). Clearly, revenue increases as the CEBs move from 1 to
1.8. However, the degree of revenue growth is clearly slower than the increasing CEBs. That is to
say, the initial improvement brought about by the CEBs greatly affects the operation of supply chain
enterprises, but this effect will weaken because of the high costs associated with further reductions of
carbon emissions.
Figure 4. Pareto optimal curve between cost and carbon emissions.
Figure 5. The relationship between carbon emissions and revenue.
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Figure 6. The demand in different consumer environmental preferences varying with carbon emissions.
Figure 7. The revenue in different consumer environmental preferences varying with carbon emissions.
We assume that product pricing is a function of carbon emissions. However, it is not a hard and
absolute fact that pricing is the single, key factor. Our analysis (Figure 8) shows that higher prices
generate greater revenue. What is important is that the higher the price of a product, the bigger the
revenue will be obtained with lower carbon emissions. This illustrates that a higher price for green
products can stimulate a reduction in carbon emissions, but that higher price can also curb product
demand (Figure 9). Clearly, product pricing is increasing with a reduction in carbon emissions. When
the price increases, the product demand decreases. In this case, the consumer’s willingness to pay is
the most important factor. Hence, the enterprise should encourage consumers to improve their CEBs,
and pay closer attention to purchasing green products.
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Figure 8. The revenue vs. carbon emissions in different product pricing.
Figure 9. The relationship between product pricing -carbon emissions, and product
pricing-product demand.
6.3. Managerial Insights
In the current business climate, enterprises and consumers have gradually come to recognize the
importance of environmental protection. Both businesses and consumers are more inclined to make an
effort to reduce carbon emissions. In particular, consumers with greater environmental awareness are
happy to pay a premium price for low carbon emission products. This willingness, which is based on
increased environmental awareness, provides an opportunity for logistics enterprises. Our study is
consistent with the work of Liu et al. [8], which found that, with consumers’ greater environmental
awareness, more of them are willing to pay higher prices for low carbon emission products. In turn,
the enterprises that produce those products can earn greater revenue.
In addition, the companies that produce low carbon emissions should also make a concerted
marketing effort to shift consumers’ traditional purchasing decision criteria and transform those
buyers into a group with a preference for low carbon emission products and services. This study
indicates that the returns can be substantial if consumers who are currently not interested in purchasing
environmentally friendly products make even a little progress. Moreover, the results show that low
carbon emission operations cost more than the operations that do not consider carbon emissions.
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However, when the CEBs are positive, an optimal degree of carbon reduction will maximize revenue.
Sadly, the unavoidable fact is that most consumers loathe paying to pay premium prices for low carbon
emission products. If enterprises are going to implement sustainable decisions, they must be certain
of CEBs.
7. Conclusions
This paper discussed the effects of consumer environmental behaviors (CEBs) on the design of
a sustainable supply chain. CEBs not only affect consumers’ willingness to pay premium prices for
low carbon emission products, but also the overall demand for low carbon emission products. We
introduced a sustainable supply chain network model based on the joint optimization of location,
routing and inventory, taking carbon emissions into consideration. The distinguishing feature
of our model is its consideration of the CEBs, which affect both carbon emission decisions and
product demand.
First, a multi-objective model is constructed, which provides a trade-off between costs and
carbon emissions. The MOPSO algorithm is used to solve the model, and then a Pareto optimal set
can be obtained. After that, we model the revenue function based on the Pareto solutions. In the
computational experiments, we test the model by the data from the Northeast Chemical Sales Company
of CNPC. We first obtain the Pareto optimal curve, which provides a portfolio of configurations for
decision makers. Then, we can use the same technique to obtain the revenue curves from different
carbon emissions. Hence, the unique optimal revenue levels and the relevant decisions can be acquired.
Finally, the sensitivity of the case study was analyzed. We are interested in the effects of CEBs on the
demand and revenue in a three-level supply chain. The results show that more positive CEBs result
in greater demand and higher revenue. We also observe that the pricing of low carbon operations is
critical. Therefore, enterprises should make marketing efforts to strengthen consumers’ environmental
preferences. Companies should support their claims to consumers and ensure the degree of CEBs
before implementing their carbon emission reduction policies.
Further research is required to determine more specific factors pertaining to CEBs in a supply
chain (e.g., the decision makers’ appetite for risk, the expectations of market development and the
effects of government intervention via carbon emission reduction policies and legislation), so that the
model will be more adaptive to real-life scenarios.
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Abstract: The dynamics of change in modern business create new mechanisms for company
management to determine their pursuit and the achievement of their high performance.
This performance maintained over a long period of time becomes a source of ensuring business
continuity by companies. An ontological being enabling the adoption of such assumptions is such
a business model that has the ability to generate results in every possible market situation and,
moreover, it has the features of permanent adaptability. A feature that describes the adaptability of
the business model is its scalability. Being a factor ensuring more work and more efficient work with
an increasing number of components, scalability can be applied to the concept of business models as
the company’s ability to maintain similar or higher performance through it. Ensuring the company’s
performance in the long term helps to build the so-called sustainable business model that often
balances the objectives of stakeholders and shareholders, and that is created by the implemented
principles of value-based management and corporate social responsibility. This perception of business
paves the way for building hybrid organizations that integrate business activities with pro-social
ones. The combination of an approach typical of hybrid organizations in designing and implementing
sustainable business models pursuant to the scalability criterion seems interesting from the cognitive
point of view. Today, hybrid organizations are great spaces for building effective and efficient
mechanisms for dialogue between business and society. This requires the appropriate business model.
The purpose of the paper is to present the conceptualization and operationalization of scalability of
sustainable business models that determine the performance of a hybrid organization in the network
environment. The paper presents the original concept of applying scalability in sustainable business
models with detailed interpretation. The paper and its findings are based on longitudinal research
with participant observation, bibliographic research and the author’s own experience in the processes
of building and implementing business models in the years 2005–2015. At the time, the author
observed the conceptualization and operationalization of several business models of companies
operating in the Polish market.
Keywords: scalability; sustainability; business models; hybrid organisations; network environment
1. Introduction
The dynamics of change in modern business create new mechanisms for company management to
determine their pursuit and achievement of their high performance. This performance maintained over
a long period of time becomes a source of ensuring business continuity by companies. An ontological
being enabling the adoption of such assumptions is such a business model that has the ability to
generate results in every possible market situation and, moreover, it has the features of permanent
adaptability. A feature that describes the adaptability of the business model is its scalability. Being
Sustainability 2016, 8, 194; doi:10.3390/su8030194 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability182
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a factor ensuring more work and more efficient work with an increasing number of components,
scalability can be applied to the concept of business models as the company’s ability to maintain
similar or higher efficiency through it. Ensuring the company’s performance in the long term helps
to build the so-called sustainable business model that often balances the objectives of stakeholders
and shareholders, and that is created by the implemented principles of value-based management
and corporate social responsibility. This perception of business paves the way for building hybrid
organizations that integrate business activities with pro-social ones. The combination of an approach
typical of hybrid organizations in designing and implementing sustainable business models pursuant
to the scalability criterion seems interesting from the cognitive point of view. Today, hybrid
organizations are great spaces for building effective and efficient mechanisms for dialogue between
business and society. This requires the appropriate business model. The purpose of the paper is to
present the conceptualization and operationalization of scalability of sustainable business models that
determine the performance of a hybrid organization in the network environment. The paper presents
the original concept of applying scalability in sustainable business models with detailed interpretation.
2. The Methodology of Research
The research phases focus on the following issues:
(a) the review of the relevant literature and its analysis covering domestic and foreign references as
well as Internet sources,
(b) the practical analysis of research and its multidimensional synthesis aimed at scientific inference,
including preliminary research and the main research,
(c) the development of a six-phase research model,
(d) the implementation of the analysis and inference process, completed with the development of
a holistic sustainable business model in building the long-term value of a socially responsible
company with a reduced character, possible for use in the further development of the theory of
management science and applicable in the practice of modern business by company managers.
They are used to answer the following questions: Which strategic factors and their relationships
in the adopted business models have the greatest impact on building the long-term value of a socially
responsible company? What should the structure of such a business model be?
Research is expected to result in a sustainable business model becoming a source of building the
long-term value of a socially responsible company.
In order to achieve the objective of the book and the defined objectives of the research, different
research methods have been used after in-depth analysis, including both analysis and synthesis of
primary and secondary data, including:
(1) Longitudinal research with participant observation conducted in the period of 2005 to 2015, when
the author observed, in a continuous system, several business models of companies operating in
the Polish market. These companies represented various sectors of the economy. However, it
was important that these companies had a formal or semi-formal business model that could be
assessed and verified.
(2) Bibliographic research—the literature studies on the evaluation of management in theory
and practice: the concept of Network Environment, the concept of CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility), the concept of Value-Based Management, the concept of Shareholders and
the concept of Stakeholders, the concept of Business Models, and the concept of Business
Sustainability and Business Scalability.
(3) The experience of the author resulting from his long managerial, research and teaching work in
the area of management theory and practice.
(4) Extended interviews revealing the specific character of the functioning of companies in today’s
market economy.
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According to J.R. Kimberly [1] (p. 329), longitudinal organizational research consists of
those techniques, methodologies, and activities which permit the observation, description, and/or
classification of organizational phenomena in such a way that processes can be identified and
empirically documented. Longitudinal research essentially investigates processes across multiple
time periods. Since the time duration between data collection efforts is defined by the researcher and
by the unit under investigation, the length of a longitudinal study and number of data collection
periods vary across designs. Longitudinal designs vary along six parameters: length of study; duration
between data collection efforts; number of data collection periods; method of data collection; research
objectives; and unit of analysis [2]. Janson (1981) suggests two broad classes of longitudinal research,
(1) correlative longitudinal research (including studies of both normal representative populations
and non-representative populations); and (2) experimental manipulative research [3]. Longitudinal
research is associated with the implementation of repeatable measurements of the same individuals
or population over a long time, meaning a period of time that enables the detection of changes.
Longitudinal research is often called prospective research. In longitudinal research, the author studied
the cause and effect relationships occurring in the conceptualization and operationalization of the
observed business models. The cause and effect relationships were mainly related to the attributes
(components) of business models of the surveyed companies. The author studied and identified
events important to the development of the processes of change and the development of company
business models and their attributes to understand and explain the processes of business model
configuration changes. The reflections contained in the paper are based, among others, on the author’s
own observations of the actual business models in business practice. They can therefore be used as a
benchmark for the management mechanisms used by managers in the design and operationalization
of sustainable business models of companies.
Bibliographic research involved a multidimensional review of the literature. Conducting
bibliographic research, the author followed the assumptions defined by Z. Jourdan, R. Kelly Rainer,
and T.E. Marshall [4].
The structure of bibliographic review and the framework of theoretical development followed the
assumptions of M. Massaro, J. Dumay, J. Guthrie and included the following steps:
(1) Writing a literature review protocol.
(2) Defining the questions that the literature review is setting out to answer.
(3) Determining the type of studies and carrying out a comprehensive literature search.
(4) Measuring article impact.
(5) Defining an analytical framework.
(6) Establishing literature review reliability.
(7) Testing literature review validity.
(8) Coding data using the developed framework.
(9) Developing insights and critique through analyzing the dataset.
(10) Developing future research paths and questions [5].
The above methodological assumptions were necessary to effectively present the scientific
argument of the author.
The assumptions of the literature review included, inter alia, defining actual economic mechanisms
occurring in the macroeconomic, sectoral and microeconomic dimensions.
Due to this fact, this issue addressed according to the adopted methodology is particularly
important in terms of the following assumptions describing actual economic mechanisms occurring in
the macroeconomic, sectoral and microeconomic dimensions. Furthermore, an important factor in the
development of this issue is the fact that two parallel streams of building sustainable business models
develop. One concerns the creation of entities developing according to the sustainability business trend
and the other one concerns the trend of building social organizations including non-profit entities.
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In this context, economic entities aiming to make a profit try to balance their goals, processes
and actions to maintain dynamic, strategic balance with reasonable profit and the other entities
are determined to offer social services that follow the sustainability business principles. From this
perspective, the following macroeconomic, sector and microeconomic assumptions determine the
current dimension of the business.
Macroeconomic assumptions [6]:
In the situation of the global economic crisis and increased public awareness of the quality of life,
professed values have changed significantly
Social inequality in the world results in waves of discontent and conflict.
(1) Access to knowledge, information and goods is very easy. The only limitation is money.
(2) Free movement of goods and services enables the migration of people in search of a better quality
of life. This results in the intercultural and ideological exchange of the population.
(3) The aging of European society and the stronger role of Asian countries are changing views on
the functions of companies in the economy.
(4) The global ecosystem of the world has a significant impact on the economic sub-systems of
individual continents, regions and countries.
(5) The current world is the world of communication via the Internet and a network society.
(6) Civilization changes are creating new needs and conditions of business
(7) The network environment is a key business environment.
(8) Virtualization determines the development of contemporary business.
(9) Market mechanisms are global and unpredictable.
(10) Access to information, knowledge and many resources is simple and universal.
Sector assumptions [7–10]:
(1) The place and role of sectors and sectoral conditions in the economy are dramatically changing.
(2) In many cases, sectors are blurred and fragmented; they overlap, merge or are eliminated.
(3) Socially unacceptable economic sectors are supplanted by high technology sectors, and industrial
sectors are turned into service sectors.
(4) Regions compete with each other and their value is built for society. As a consequence, local
decision-making systems create a need for the emergence of new economy sectors.
(5) Classic sector analyses do not fulfill their role, because the life cycles of sectors become shorter
and also because of the dynamics and unpredictability of the expectations that society has.
Microeconomic assumptions [11–19]:
(1) Currently, a company is not perceived only as a financial instrument, but as a source of social
capital as well.
(2) A company becomes a tool for redistribution of value for its stakeholders.
(3) Autocratic management methods based on bloodthirsty maximization of value for shareholders
are not accepted in many cases, both in companies and in society.
(4) A company plays an educational, cultural and economic role for the whole society.
(5) A company becomes a factor in population migration towards prosperity and better quality
of life.
(6) A company becomes a source of permanent innovation. Without innovative products, processes
and management methods, companies are not able to survive in the market.
(7) Mechanisms based on the symbiosis of many conflicting interest groups and their synergies
towards ensuring business continuity determine the new areas of decision-making systems.
(8) Due to the uncertainty of the company towards individuals, mechanisms based on a system
approach to management are playing a stronger role. Only tight management systems can
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protect companies against risks caused by the company stakeholders (including hostile ones), as
well as those caused by the unpredictability, asymmetry and arrhythmia of the external market.
(9) A company is now seen as the sum of its contracts over time [20–23]
(10) A company is a tool for value migration through network structures.
(11) A company is a place of intellectual and social capital development.
(12) A company is increasingly perceived and built by virtual dimensions.
(13) A company is a platform for developing many dimensions of ideas and innovation.
(14) The company’s business model is determined by the network.
These assumptions can provide a platform for multidimensional scientific discussion about the
search for the best possible solution for building effective business models. In the author’s opinion, this
solution may include seeking the scalability of sustainable business models in hybrid organizations.
Based on the above reflections, a research gap related to the lack of the sufficient amount of
research on the scalability of sustainable business models of hybrid organizations in a network
environment is noted.
A scientific problem has been presented, which says: Business model scalability affects the
sustainability of the business model of hybrid organizations. The research problem is significant
as there is currently very little research on business model scalability, particularly in a network
environment. Simultaneously, the dynamically developing concept of sustainable business models
is used for hybrid organizations. The interconnection of these two important subjects seems to be
scientifically important and cognitively interesting.
In order to solve the scientific problem, the following hypotheses have been formulated:
Hypothesis 1. Scalability and sustainability are key determinants of building a business model of
hybrid organizations embedded in a network environment.
Hypothesis 2. The network environment is favorable to building sustainable business models that
are highly scalable.
Hypothesis 3. In order for a business model of the hybrid organizations to be sustainable, first of all
it must be scalable.
The author proves the hypotheses based on the described research.
3. Network Environment
Changes in the world economy lead to new paradigms of management that create a new
dimension of competing, creating value and achieving results. Currently, one of the key management
paradigms changing the image of management science is the network paradigm, within which the
network is the key element around which management takes place. The network may have many
interpretations, which make the effective application of this paradigm in business practice complicated.
Therefore, it is important to thoroughly understand the mechanisms applicable to a network approach.
According to M. Gorynia, the sources and origin of a network approach are related to the following
research prospects:
´ marketing, and in particular the relationship between the participants in the distribution channels
(Hakanson, 1982) [24].
´ a resource dependence model in analyzing the relationships between organizations (Pfeffer,
Salancik, 1978) [25].
´ the social exchange theory (Cook, Emerson, 1984) [26].
´ the theory of industrial organization (Porter, 1980) [27].
´ the new trend in institutional economics with the transaction costs theory (Williamson, 1975) [28].
It is worth highlighting the evolution of interest in the network approach in management science.
In recent years, in management, as in many other disciplines, the amount of research on social networks
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has dramatically increased. The amount of literature about networks has risen exponentially, as shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Exponential development of publications indexed by sociological abstracts containing the
phrase “social network” in the abstract or title [29].
The rapid growth in research on networks in management results in a need for analysis and
classification of what has been done in this area. It should be noted that since the 1990s, the network
theory has been referred to in the literature in virtually all traditional areas of management such
as: leadership, sales, satisfaction, work performance, entrepreneurship, relationships, knowledge,
innovation, profit maximization, horizontal integration and many others [29]. H. Hakanson and I
Snehota define a network as three interrelated categories: participants in the network, the resources
that they have at their disposal and the actions taken [30]. C. Martin Rios defines inter-firm networks
as voluntary agreements of independent companies that involve knowledge exchange and sharing [31].
J.C. Jarillo understands that a network is a grouping of organizations in which at least one controls
the flow of tangible and intangible assets (including knowledge) between other organizations [32].
The principal value of the network is its ability to create tacit knowledge, a company-integrator and
diffusion to cooperants at the first, second and nth level [33]. Network categorization by G.J. Hooley,
J.A. Saunders, N. F. Piercy distinguishes the following network types: hollow networks, flexible
networks, virtual networks and value-added networks [34].
R. Achrol divides networks into the internal networks markets, opportunity networks, marketing
channel networks and intermarket networks [35].
On the basis of broad, multidimensional bibliographic research on networks and the network
environment, the author has defined network attributes found in the relevant literature that can be
used for the conceptualization and operationalization of a scalable business model operating in a
networked environment (Table 1).
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Table 1. Network attributes defined in the literature used for the conceptualization and
operationalization of a scalable business model developed based on [7,26–32,36–60].
No. Network Attributes Definition
1. Network size The number of network members.
2. Network diameter The length of the longest of all the shortest paths connectingpairs of network elements.
3. Network density The ratio of links between network nodes to the maximumnumber of links between those nodes [36].
4. Network concentration The ratio of network nodes in the center of the network tothose that are on the periphery.
5. Number of networks The number of network nodes.
6. Heterogeneity The extent of nodes heterogeneity.
7. Network diversity The number of various categories of entities participating inthe network.
8. Dynamics ofnetwork interaction
The number of initiatives in a year implemented by network
members to the benefit of the network.
9. Network members turnover The number of transactions of network entries and exits.
10. Network coordination costs Total costs incurred by the network coordinator in a year tosupport the network.
11. Potential for conflict inthe network
The number of conflicts between network members related to
activity in the network.
12. Competition in the network The number of network participants who are competitors.
13. The average length of paths The average number of connections of any two entities inthe network.
14. Connection measure
The proportion of the pairs of nodes interconnected by
relationships with those that have no connections in
the network.
15. The proximity of centrality
Centrality can be regarded as generating expected values for
certain kinds of node outcomes (such as speed and frequency
of reception) of given implicit models of how traffic flows in
the network, which provides a new and useful way of
thinking about centrality Centrality as defined by the measure
of proximity (the average distance of a unit from other nodes)
or transitivity (the frequency of the occurrence on the shortest
path of relationships between any two nodes in the network,
assuming that information/phenomenon is transmitted on the
shortest path).
16. The proximity of centrality The distance of a network member (a node) from theheadquarters of the cluster coordinator (the main node).
17. Coherence
Percentage share of units included in the so-called great
component (interconnected with a direct or indirect
relationship) in relation to all network nodes.
18. Network complexity
The number of different entities that have to establish
inter-organizational relationships so that a network
organization could develop.
19. Network potential
The number and type of entities that may be involved or
participate in the network activities including resources (also
competencies) that are at the disposal of these entities that
may potentially be useful in performing network tasks and
achieving the set objective.
20.
The formal structure of the
network (the formalization
of relationships)
The area of formalizing the relationship between the entities
forming the network, network complexity and degree of
its centralization.
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Table 1. Cont.
No. Network Attributes Definition
21. The intensity ofthe relationship
The number of interactions between network members at a
given time.
22. Trust in the network
The mechanism based on the assumption that the other
community members are characterized by honest and
cooperative behavior on the basis of shared standards, which
is significant and measurable economic value.
23. The micro-position of anetwork node
The micro-position reflects the potential of the node related to
forming the relationships with other network nodes,
compared to the nodes that cannot form such relationships or
do it inefficiently [61].
24. The macro-position of anetwork node
The macro-position reflects the role of a node across the
network, dependent on its ability to shape the relationship
between resources and activities of nodes within the network.
This results partly from the activities taking place inside the
node, and partly from what the node achieves from the
activities of other network nodes [61].
25. Bargaining power of anetwork node
The ability of a node to use and convert rare and valuable
environmental resources [62].
26. Network capability
Network capability is a set of processes and routine
organizational behavior aimed at taking advantage of
opportunities related to embedding the company in the
inter-organizational network [63].
4. Business Models
The concept of business models is now one of the most explored subjects in the theory and practice
of management. This is evidenced, for example, by the number of publications with the term “business
model” in the EBSCO (Elton B. Stephens Company) database between 1975 and 2009, as shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2. Number of publications with the term “business model” in the EBSCO database between
1975 and 2009 [64].
This also leads to a multitude of definitions of business models and various
multidimensional approaches.
B.W. Wirtz presents the stages of the development of approaches to business models over the
years 1950–2010+ (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Stages of the development of approaches to business models [65].
The above figure shows that, currently, an integrated approach to business model management
prevails. This gives rise to the need to review the business model from multiple perspectives.
In order to effectively express the concept of the business model, the author quotes the definition
by D. Teece, who says that “a business model determines the way in which a company creates and
delivers value to customers, and then converts the payments received into profits” [66]. In addition,
based on extensive bibliographic research, a synthetic review of the literature on the concept of business
models from different perspectives has been presented below.
The business model approach understood as a type of a market player in the value chain
is highlighted, for example, by K. Obłój [67] (operator, integrator, conductor), T. Gołębiowski,
T. M. Dudzik, M. Lewandowska and M. Witek-Hajduk [68] (traditionalist, market player, contractor-
specialist, distributor, integrator). The approach to the e-business model from the perspective of the
player market is presented, for example, by P. Timmers (e-shop, e-procurement, e-mall, e-auction,
value chain service providers, virtual business community, cooperation platform) [69], Rappa [70]
(advertising, brokerage, community, infomediary, manufacturer, merchant, subscription, utility) and
Applegate [71] (focused distributor models-retailer, marketplace, aggregator, infomediary, exchange,
portal models–horizontal portals, vertical portals, affinity portals, producer models-manufacturer,
service provider, educator, advisor, information and news services, custom supplier and infrastructure
provider models with a number of sub-models, e.g., infrastructure portals.
A business model understood through the prism of the company’s profitability has been presented
by, among others, by A. Slywotzky. Together with his team he described 22 profitable business models
based on the experiences of American companies [72].
The link between the business model and strategy and business processes is highlighted by
A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur [73] and L. Bossidy, R. Charan [74] and J. Niemczyk [75]. In terms of value
creation, the definition of the business model is presented by, among others, P.B. Seddon, G.P. Lewis,
P. Freeman, G. Shanks [76], B. de Witt, R. Meyer [77]. The following authors focus on studying the
business model from the perspective of stakeholders: F. Hoque [78] and S. Voelpel, M. Leibold, E. Tekie,
G. von Krogh (2005) [22] and A. Jabłoński [79]. The definitions of networked business models are
presented, inter alia, by K. Perechuda [33] A. Jabłoński, M. Jabłoński [80]. The link between the business
model and resource-based view is highlighted by K. Krzakiewicz and S. Cyfert [81]. The business
model ensuring the stability and continuity of the company is presented, among others, by B. Demil, X.
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Lecocq [82], K.D. Sandberg [83], A. Afuah, C. Tucci [84]. B. Nogalski [85] defines a business model
from the development perspective. A hybrid business model is presented by S.J. Deodhar, K. Saxena,
R.K. Gupta, M. Ruohonen [86], and A. Jabłoński [87]. The definition of a sustainable business model is
presented, among others, by W. Stubbs and C. Cocklin [88] and F. Boons, F. Lüdeke-Freund [89] and A.
Jabłoński [90], while A. Neely, R. Delbridge [91] focus on a geometric business model.
The above approaches describe the particular complexity of the concept of business models in
management science. The bibliographic research indicates a multidimensional look at the business
model and creates further implications for research.
5. Sustainable Business Models
If we assume that the company’s business model is based on the principles of balancing the
business from a number of perspectives, it will become a sustainable business model. This definition
is also consistent with the assumptions relevant to a sustainable company. The sustainable business
model can be better understood by understanding:
- the role of different sustainability drivers,
- causal relationships in relation to the various actions to be taken,
- the impact of these actions on sustainable results,
- the potential and actual impact on the financial results [92].
T. Dyllick and K. Hockerts present a model based on the concept of corporate sustainability
(balancing and integrating the activities of the company) mapped in the form of a triangle. In three
corners of the triangle there are: focus on business case, natural case and societal case [93].
W. McDonough and M. Braungart present the model of corporate sustainability in the form of a
fractal triangle, whose corners include: ecology–ecology, equity–equity and economy–economy [94].
An interesting sustainable business model based on the original concept of SMART (sustainability
modeling and reporting system) has been developed by M. Daud Ahmed and D. Sundaram [95]. In this
model they define the sustainable business transformation roadmap, where its key elements include:
- design,
- transformation,
- monitoring and control,
- discovery and learning,
- strategy.
M. Yunus, B. Moingeon, L. Lehmann-Ortega [96] define the concept of a social business model,
which can be a sustainable business model. They have developed five principles of building a social
business model consisting of two areas:
(1) Framework common also for innovative models.
(2) Areas specific to social models.
The similarities with conventional and innovative business models include:
(1) The challenges of conventional wisdom and fundamental assumptions.
(2) The discovery of complementary business partners.
(3) Undertakings in improving process experiments.
Specific objectives for social business models include:
(1) Creating favorable conditions for social orientation in terms of profit by the shareholders.
(2) Clear, specific objectives for profit for society.
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The social business model is adopted by the social company. P. Kotler, H. Kartajaya and I. Setiawan
define three measures of the success of a social company that will indicate whether the company will
be able to strengthen the economic foundations of society. Using these measures, it is easy to say
which company is a social company and which is not. First of all, such a company attains disposable
income. Secondly, it extends this income. Thirdly, it increases it [97] (p. 136). B. Nogalski notes that in
order to implement a new model (and, therefore, change), harmony between organizational structures,
support systems, processes, workforce skills, resources and the incentive system, and the time horizon
is necessary. All these elements and supporting processes (including corporate culture that should also
be adapted to the business model) should support the implementation of changes in the model and
the strategy in a consistent manner [98] (p. 123). Harmony and match are the factors conducive to the
application of the principles of sustainability.
An interesting approach to the business model based on sustainability has been introduced by
A. Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur [99] (p. 62), who have presented the concept of innovative business
models of responsible companies in the form of a coordinate system. They determine the relationship
between corporations and non-profit organizations, believing that corporations in their business
models should move towards the development of social potential and its impact on business (currently
the undervalued area in corporation management). In contrast, non-profit organizations should
develop their business models towards seeking greater profit potential (currently the undervalued
area in non-profit organizations management).
F. Boons and F. Lüdeke-Freund present sustainable business models that enable social
entrepreneurs to create social value and maximize social profit; of significance is the business models’
ability to act as market device that helps in creating and further developing markets for innovations
with a social purpose [89] (p. 20). S. Schaltegger, F. Lüdeke-Freund, and E. Hansen present that based
on the understanding of a business case for sustainability, a business model for sustainability can be
defined as supporting voluntary or mainly voluntary activities which solve or moderate social and/or
environmental problems. By doing so, it creates positive business effects which can be measured or at
least argued for. A business model for sustainability is actively managed in order to create customer
and social value by integrating social, environmental, and business activities [100].
Looking at the business model from the point of view of fulfilling the needs and requirements of
stakeholders as a source of competitive advantage in the market, a key factor in building an effective
strategy might be:
(1) Treating the organization as a system which determines the adoption of an appropriate
management philosophy, an optimal organizational structure, and an appropriate shape of
intra-process relationships.
(2) Building the appropriate structure of dynamic marketing focused on the business partnership
with stakeholder groups in a balance of forces between stakeholders’ impact on the company
and vice versa.
(3) Focus on internal and external communication for the collectivization of joint activities in an
in-out-in system, inside the organization–outside the organization–inside the organization.
(4) The resource-based approach, taking into account all members of the organization to achieve key
objectives of the company.
The adoption of such a shape of the model of the defined strategy line can make it possible to
answer the following questions strategically for the company:
(1) Who is responsible for the interpretation and the formation of objectives?
(2) Which stakeholders do we have a relationship with?
(3) How do services and innovative processes proceed?
(4) What are the incentives and the structure of the incentive system to stakeholders?
(5) What rights and responsibilities do we have towards the company?
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(6) What are the decision-making processes between the company and supervisory authorities?
(7) How recognizable is the company brand?
(8) How have company resources been defined qualitatively and quantitatively in the processes [101]
(pp. 35–36)?
These questions also shift the focus of the business model on both internal and external factors,
where trust is an important factor.
In this case, trust can be based on values, motivation and structures, which indicates how highly
the values, motivation and structures that help to achieve the strategic objectives of the organization
are valued. Furthermore, in this context, the following are important: clarity, fairness and stability of
the procedures used [102] (p. 109). Building the model using the concept of Sustainable Enterprises
requires the company to integrate the key strategic factors constituting the business model towards
sustainability in the economic, environmental and social area:
- economic sustainability—it requires an increase in the profitability of the company through the
efficient use of resources (human, raw materials, finance), effective projects and undertakings,
good management, planning and control,
- ecological sustainability—it is essential that harmful and irreversible consequences for the
environment are prevented through the efficient use of natural resources, promoting renewable
resources, soil and water protection, and skillful waste management,
- social sustainability—requires the response to the needs of society including all other
stakeholders [103] (p. 277).
In summary, the sustainable business model building the long-term value of a socially responsible
company is a model built by the combined use of the corporate social responsibility and value-based
management concepts which guarantees that the needs of shareholders and other stakeholder groups
are fulfilled, by balancing the company potential skillfully to generate value allocated in a sustainable
way, allowing the continuity of company management. The sustainable business model is a hybrid
model, i.e., a model built in a subject- object system. Components of this model are entities gathered
around business-forming relationships, influencing the company value drivers and strategic factors
related to the theory of corporate social responsibility, company value–based management, the
stakeholder theory, and the shareholder theory, which are in a mutual relationship based on the
principles of sustainability. This model is a holistic model of reduced nature, which could be applied
in various sectors of the economy that are treated as a subsystem of the whole ecosystem. This means
that the model and its construction are included in mid-range theory [90] (pp. 400–403).
6. Hybrid Organizations
The functioning of contemporary companies often requires them to use a dual perspective
in defining their strategic goals. They should be cost-effective and, at the same time, open
to social purposes. Then they can take advantage of the potential inherent in the network of
company stakeholders.
A company where the ability to generate value for shareholders and the widely understood
business community is ensured is called a hybrid company.
This approach determines the rules for providing the context for scientific discussion. This context
providing a framework for discussion relates to presenting the picture of reality determining the
conduct of business today. A company which currently performs many economic and social functions
is searching for a new strategic reference.
This strategic reference becomes more complex and complicated. The market of customers that
are often prosumers co-developing an offer with the company creates changes in cooperation and
co-development. It all has a hybrid dimension. The hybrid dimension refers to the place and role of the
company and its functions and combining objectives and activities as well as the cooperation between
the ontological beings of the company such as strategy, a business model and business processes.
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In general terms, a hybrid is a combination of different elements in a coherent whole. Creating
hybrids involves combining two or more different approaches (methodologies) to form a new single
approach (methodology).
A heterosis effect (called hybridization in the case of deliberate procedures) is a hybrid showing
longer life and increased fertility. The individual elements in a hybrid can work together, and they can
also compete with each other. The motivation for creating hybrid systems can be a conviction that there
is a positive synergistic effect of their use. Hybridity may consist of the pragmatic and coordinated
(parallel, serial, hierarchical and virtual) cooperation of many factors with each other, consequently,
however, forming a coherent whole which is the combination of elements derived from other systems.
As regards inorganic systems, in a hybrid-artifact (a computer program, method) showing increased
usability, the quality of solutions, etc., will be evaluated positively. A. Ultsch uses the term “hybrid” in
the context of hermaphrodite forms created through a merger or crossing [104]. The hybrid model in
physics is the model that couples two or more devices that are used for shaping physical processes in
various ways, for example analog-digital devices are used here. The hybrid system is a drive system
where two different energy sources or generally different power sources co-work. A hybrid scheme in
electronics is used to describe the parameters of electronic circuits. A hybrid drive is a combination of
two types of drives to move a single device. A hybrid vehicle is a vehicle that has at least (usually) an
engine with two drives. Three basic types of hybrid can be distinguished in terms of action: parallel,
serial and mixed action.
A hybrid approach in business can combine numerous divisions according to selected criteria for
classification, in particular the following [105] (p. 4):
(1) By the extremes: for profit–non-profit [106,107].
(2) By the social sector of: the market–civil society–state [108–110].
(3) By the type of integration: external–integrated–built-in [111,112].
(4) By the goods produced: private–public [113–115].
(5) By the product status: goods–services [116].
(6) By the agents of value creation: manufacturers–consumers [117–119].
(7) By ownership (corporate governance): private–cooperative–public [105,107,110].
Hybrids offer alternative solutions, probably the optimal ones, when significant limitations in
obtaining contractors occur [120] (p. 19).
Hybrid organizations can exist on either side of the for profit/non-profit divide, blurring this
boundary by adopting social and environmental missions like nonprofits, but generating income to
accomplish their mission like for-profits. Hybrids are built on the assertion that neither traditional
for-profit or non-profit models adequately address the social and environmental problems we currently
face. Entrepreneurs of hybrids seek to build viable organizations and markets to address specific
social and environmental issues.( . . . ) Hybrid organizations are underpinned by a new and growing
demographic of individuals who place a higher value on healthy living, environmental and social
justice, and ecological sustainability in the products and services they purchase, the companies in
which they invest, the politicians and policies they support, the companies for which they work
and, ultimately, the lifestyles they lead. This demographic is recognized with labels such as Cultural
Creatives and Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) [121] (p. 126).
One of the key approaches to hybrids in terms of the common implementation of social and
economic goals has been proposed by F.M. Santos. He defines four important proposals related to
social entrepreneurship:
Proposition 1. The distinctive domain of action of social entrepreneurship is addressing neglected
problems in society involving positive externalities.
Proposition 2. Social entrepreneurs are more likely to operate in areas with localized positive
externalities that benefit a powerless segment of the population.
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Proposition 3. Social entrepreneurs are more likely to seek sustainable solutions than to seek
sustainable advantages.
Proposition 4. Social entrepreneurs are more likely to develop a solution built on the logic of
empowerment than on the logic of control [122].
A strategic hybrid, according to A. Jabłoński, is understood in strategic terms as a blend of the
business model, strategy and business processes used to achieve an acceptable level of company
performance in the short and long term. Due to its eclectic character, the strategic hybrid may lead
to achieving the set results more quickly. The relationships between the strategy, business model
and business processes may also determine the simultaneous development of a company in terms
of products, market and resources. Strategic hybrid consistency is the mutual and interdependent
compliance of all components of the business model, strategy and business processes with the specific
criteria that ensure the company’s ability to achieve high performance in the long and short term.
The result of hybridization is the so-called synergistic effect (a hybrid demonstrates the features
that are difficult to see in the original compositions). The hybrid creates new value based on the
non-standard configuration consisting of predefined components while maintaining its proper full
integrity. The adoption of such a solution is a decision made by prudent managers [87] (p. 46).
A.-C. Pache and F. Santos suggest, based on their own research, that hybrid organizations combine
the competing logics in which they are embedded through selective coupling [123]. In contrast to
decoupling, which entails the ceremonial espousal of a prescribed practice with no actual enactment,
selective coupling refers to the purposeful enactment of selected practices among a pool of competing
alternatives. Selective coupling allows hybrids to satisfy symbolic concerns, just as decoupling
does [123]. By plotting two dimensions in a matrix, A.C. Pache, F.M. Santos and C. Birkholz derive
a typology of four social business hybrid models that we call Market Hybrids, Blending Hybrids,
Bridging Hybrids, and Coupling Hybrids (Table 2) [124].
Table 2. A typology of social business hybrids [124] (p. 45).
Dimensions Clients = Beneficiaries Clients ­“ Beneficiaries
MARKET HYBRID
Examples: BOP initiatives for access
to basic services (energy, health)
BRIDGING HYBRID
Examples: integrated business model
with job-matching for people
with disabilities
Automatic Value Spillovers
Risk of Mission Drift: Low
Financial Sustainability: Easy
Risk of Mission Drift:







models that require regular support or
change of behavior for value to
be created





Example: Work integration social
enterprises that require a dual value
chain that serves both clients
and beneficiaries
Risk of Mission Drift: High
Financial Sustainability:
Difficult
Vivek K. Velamuri, Anne-Katrin Neyer and Kathrin M. Möslein believe that a “Hybrid” in the
creation of hybrid value is the presence of two distinct types of components in the offer: (1) the
existence of the product (tangible component) and (2) the existence of the non-material service
(intangible component). They define the creation of hybrid value as a process of generating additional
value through the innovative integration of the product (tangible component) and service (intangible
component). Similarly, each business model that satisfies the above criteria (the creation of value and
hybridity) will be included in the process of hybrid value creation [125]. Such an approach to a hybrid
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creates a new dimension to the implementation of key strategic objectives of the company. Being
receptive to many economic and social aspects and their interconnections generates new dynamics of
the company. This is the basis for building business models that are evolutionary in their nature and
based on the stability generating the continuity of business.
7. Scalability
Scalability aims to provide more work and more efficient work with an increasing number of
components. It is, among other things, a feature of computer networks consisting of the ability to
expand continuously. Scalability is sometimes defined as “the ease with which a system or component
can be modified depending on the type of problem”. A scalable system has three basic features:
- The system can adapt to its increased use.
- The system can accommodate larger amounts of data.
- The system is easy to maintain technically and works with reasonable efficiency.
Scalability is not only speed. Effectiveness and scalability of the system vary and correlate
with each other. Effectiveness measures how quickly and efficiently the system can perform certain
calculations, while scalability measures the trend of effectiveness with an increased load [126].
Daniel A. Menascé and Virgilio A.F. Almeida think that the system is scalable if there is a
“simple” way to update the system to enable support for increased trade while maintaining proper
efficiency. Simple means that no change in the system architecture or software should be required
to scale the system [127]. The Universal Scalability Law (USL) in computing is a model used for
forecasting the scalability of hardware and software. It uses the system performance as a function
of load to forecast system scalability. The USL function is used to create a model from the formula
and data frame. The USL model produces two coefficients as result: sigma models the contention
and kappa the coherency delay of the system. The Universal Scalability Law was formulated by
Neil J. Gunther [128,129].
Scalability is an essential element for studies in strategic management, yet is unrecognized fully
and sufficiently. The concept of scalability can thus be adapted now to the important debate on the
mechanisms of strategic management.
Business model scalability is the capacity of the business model to maintain similar or better
effectiveness while continuously increasing or reducing the number of its components and while
constantly adjusting the boundaries of its impact (e.g., in a network environment).
Scaling in the business model thus refers to, inter alia, adding or removing a component and/or
components of the business model in order to improve its effectiveness. Scalability is a key parameter
that determines the company’s ability to grow, and it is based on the contention that not every unit of
revenue is generated by an equal cost unit. Assessing the capability of business models to increase the
company’s value, investors first of all appreciate models that allow companies to have higher revenues
and create higher and higher profitability. However, a common feature of e-business models especially
is that they have high market value at low or even no profits in the long term. Market value is high
because of attributes, which are characteristic of business models such as an innovative solution in the
area of social networks, a unique technical solution forming interesting value added, etc. Therefore,
their scalability is important then.
In the literature, for example, Amit and Zott [130], Rappa [131], and Bouwman and MacInnes [132]
define scalability as a key factor of innovative business models contributing to the achievement of
results by the company. Scalability, therefore, is an important feature of the business model as it is
included in its configuration, whereas strategy sets a business model in motion and gives its resources
the right direction, in line with the expectations of business model decision-makers, and scalable
business processes are used to implement operational objectives and will be more effective when a
business model is highly scalable as well.
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According to Christian Nielsen and Morten Lund, scalable business models have the
following characteristics:
- The business potential is characterized by exponentially increasing returns to scale
- They remove themselves from otherwise typical capacity constraints of that type of business
- Partners enrich the value proposition without hurting profits
- Stakeholders take multiple roles and create value for one another
- The business model becomes a platform that attracts new partners, including competitors [133]
(pp. 16–17).
Based on the literature review and interviews with entrepreneurs and investors, Georg Stampfl,
Reinhard Prügl and Vincent Osterloh identify the key factors in scaling the business model and some
consequences of scalability. Their discussions are illustrated by examples of well-known Internet
companies. Their findings show that the factors that affect the scalability of the business model include
technology, cost and earnings structure, institutional capacity for adaptation (i.e., the ability to adapt to
different legal standards), and network effects and user orientation [134] (pp. 219–220).
According to R. Green, a scalable business model is a simple concept. The model is scalable when
increased revenues cost less to deliver than current revenues. In other words, the operating margin
increases with increasing revenues [135].
The following are 10 tips to build the most scalable company:
(1) If investors are needed, start with a scalable idea.
(2) Create a business plan and model that is attractive to investors.
(3) Use a product with a minimum necessary functionality (MVP) to authenticate a model.
(4) Build a strong team to get out of the critical path.
(5) Subcontract what is not strategic to optimize financial leverage.
(6) Focus on indirect and marketing channels to quickly convey a message.
(7) Make the most of automation.
(8) Attract and use investment funds.
(9) Take into account the possibility of buying licenses and franchising.
(10) Define a business that is flexible and constantly improving [136].
E-commerce system scalability is one of the key factors in e-business. This is so because the trade
on e-commerce websites is periodic: there are high seasons, there are variations between days, and
campaigns and events can attract the attention of an unexpectedly large number of customers. The most
important part of scalability management is that the company is trying to avoid such technological
systems that have a predetermined maximum performance (new performance requires an entirely
different platform/technology/system structure). In this context, performance can be seen as:
- the number of the same users/connections that the system can handle without errors/problems;
- the number of transactions possible at the same time;
- the maximum data transfer (download, etc.).
Speaking of accessibility, we mean the time of the system operation from the point of view of
the customer. It is a concept closely related to scalability and contracts at the service level because
it is a measure of how good the access is that customers have to services in real time, i.e., starting a
call, receiving a response and returning to the transaction when it is possible. Technical measures to
ensure availability range from session control to transaction maintenance to databases supporting the
required operations [137] (p. 59).
Business model scalability can be applied to startup organizations.
According to S. Blank and B. Dorf, a startup is a temporary organization dedicated to looking for
a scalable, repeatable and profitable business model [138] (p. 19). Such a definition clearly indicates
startup characteristics such as:
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(1) Temporality.
(2) Lack of durability.
(3) Volatility.
(4) Risk and uncertainty.
The proposed definition explicitly refers to the concept of a business model as a factor determining
the success or failure of the company. In startup organizations it is not a strategy that will determine
its success but a well-designed business model, based on credible premises. S. Blank highlights a new
approach to the design of startup organizations, believing that the startup founders should not begin
by developing a business plan, but searching for a business model [139] (p. 7).
Factors stimulating changes in the business model component arise from the implementation
of open innovation, which in many cases requires business model configuration changes for their
effective implementation. In this case, the level of business model scalability will also depend on
the level of company innovation in the context of open innovation (arising from relationships with
other entities). Business model scalability of the company embedded in the network can be conducted
according to the following criteria:
(1) In terms of size—the ability to add/remove components of the business model.
(2) Geographical—the possibility of spreading (acquisition and transfer through a network) business
model components in different locations of the network.
(3) Administrative—the possibility of different hierarchies of business model configuration
coordination from the perspective of the company (company co-ordination) and/or a network
perspective (network coordination).
Business model scalability refers, inter alia, to:
- adjusting the size of the company to the expectations of the market,
- adjusting the volume of engaged resources to building an efficient, networked business model,
- adjusting the structure of costs and revenues,
- adjusting the selected technologies resulting from the above elements.
Oversizing or undersizing one of the above elements may have a negative influence on achieving
assumed performance by the company.
Scalability may be of vertical and/or horizontal nature.
Vertical scalability is scaling in which the components of the business model within a company
are added or removed.
Horizontal scalability involves scaling which is adding or removing companies embedded in the
network which creates its own network business model.
By way of analogy to information systems, business model scalability can be divided into:
- Linear—with an increase in the number of business model components, the company increases
its performance linearly, so the effectiveness of scaling is 100%. It also means there is infinite
scalability of the business model (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Linear scalability.
- Sub-linear—this means that with the expansion of the business model by other components,
company performance increases more and more slowly until it reaches a certain limit. This
means there is a finite business model scalability (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Sub-linear scalability.
- Negative—this means that with the expansion of the business model by other components,
company performance declines. This effect can be observed for companies not adapted to scaling
(Figure 6).
Figure 6. Negative scalability.
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- Super-linear—this is a special case when company performance is growing faster than linearly
with an increasing number of business model components (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Super-linear scalability.
Examining the concept of business model scalability, it is essential to define the attributes that
determine the design and operationalization towards its scalability.
Key features of the business model affecting its scalability, which ensure its ability to achieve high
company performance and are defined based on the literature, are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Key features of the business model affecting its scalability.







7. Innovation and e-innovation
8. The ability to migrate
9. Availability
10. The scale of impact
The measurement system used to measure business model scalability is implemented so that
the business model will be vulnerable to changes with respect to the environment; thus, it constantly
responds to market needs. Then measurement indicators serve to better understand the business model
and market needs relationship. The network is conducive to scalability as, through the relationships in
the network, it is easier to change the business and such changes may occur faster due to obtaining
information faster by participating in the network. Such performance measures that will relate more to
the business model rather than to the whole company should be sought within the business model,
so it is necessary to answer the question of whether the rules that govern the business are correct.
The appropriateness of the adopted business model should be constantly evaluated. Therefore, good
measures used to describe the business model are measures used in classic “business plans” and even
strategies and they are validated by clashing them with direct customers of the company. Therefore, the
concept of lean startup emerged, which is the concept appropriate for companies starting their activity.
It results from the assumption that it is difficult to measure a company’s achievements at the beginning
of the business if they have none yet. Instead, startup development in the early stages should be
measured (if possible) by means of appropriate qualitative and quantitative measures. Qualitative
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measures will describe a business model in terms of its attributes (e.g., business model innovation),
while quantitative measures include, in the case of e-business models using Internet communities, for
example, the number of users that can increase or decrease and the measure may be, for example, the
dynamics of growth or decline.
In view of the above reflections, it can be assumed that the issue of designing scalable business
models is now a key challenge for both theoreticians and practitioners of management. The design
process, or design in short, is a substantial and creative activity of man that is a conceptual and
pragmatic preparation (related to methodology) for executive functions. This general expression
contains the creative feature of the design, and therefore it gives it more or less originality. The sense of
preparation is obvious, because the design is the structure to be verified, and then implemented [140]
(p. 168).
The art of designing a model of the customer-oriented company activity begins with the single
most important element—getting to know the customer and going on to develop the correct design.
Managers actually focusing their attention on the customer always make other decisions related to
the scope of activity. Their first question is not what the core competencies of the company are, but
what their importance to the customer is. They will make the company offer products based on what a
customer needs, wants and what he or she is willing to pay [72] (p. 50).
The process of designing the business model in a synthetic way can be divided into
thefollowing steps:
(1) Outlining the concept of the designed business model (business idea, potential recipients of
values, characteristics of produced value and method of delivering this value to customers, etc.).
(2) Developing strategic objectives of the business model configuration.
(3) Developing the necessary financial analyses to implement the business model in
market conditions.
(4) Linking the financial aspects of the business model feasibility with the aspects related to the
assumptions of its design.
(5) Identifying weaknesses of the business model when it is treated as a system and in the case of
visible gaps, complementing the design of the business model.
(6) Identifying innovative features of the business model and their critical analysis.
(7) Assembling the business model in a system of features that allow for building capacity to compete.
(8) Designing the assumptions of the company management system based on business model
attributes [141] (pp. 29–30).
It should be remembered that in order to design a business model effectively, the trick is not only
to adopt the proper way of thinking and its attributes, but also to use them skillfully.
8. The Conceptualization of Business Model Scalability
The criteria of business model scalability can include:
- The ability to customize the technology to the customer’s expectations and requirements of
the product,
- The flexibility of infrastructure resources, expressed by the ability to adopt to their current needs
(increase or reduction of resources),
- The ability to reduce or increase costs adequately for the needs and resources used,
- The dynamics of processes are constantly adapted to respond to impulses from the environment,
- Continuous adaptability to changing legal requirements,
- The ability to use the network effect—the occurrence of the phenomenon consisting of the fact
that the more nodes a network has, the more benefits membership brings to individual nodes.
Each additional node in the network increases its value, encouraging more potential nodes to
join in,
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- The acceptable level of adjusting the number of customers served to the capacity of the company,
- Continuous ability to improve the company’s business model,
- The ability to simplify the business model (if possible),
- The ability to continuously educate company customers,
- The ability to permanently deliver new value to the customer,
- The ability to transfer and internationalize the company business model,
- The ability of the business model to adjust to the differences arising from international,
cross-cultural, and legal exchange,
- The ability to create innovation through the business model,
- The ability to flexibly modify the business model depending on the internal and
external conditions,
- No restrictions in the location of the company,
- The ability of the company to form partnerships with the network members.
In the logical interpretation of the application of business model scalability, the mechanisms of
analogy can be used, referring to Moore’s law and Wright’s law, which are widely used not only in
computer science [142].
In this sense, key assumptions of business model scalability can be developed using the principles
of Moore’s law and Wright’s law.
(1) We treat the company embedded in the network as an organization capable of achieving high
performance through the network.
(2) We define core resources, processes and stakeholders of the company embedded in the network
that are necessary to build a scalable business model.
(3) We determine the technological and organizational boundaries of the business model of the
company embedded in the network.
(4) We convert the business model of the company embedded in the network into a discrete model.
(5) Using Moore’s law and Wright’s law, we analyze how to expand the business model in the best
possible way in terms of components and apply the principle of how much we can reduce the
cost of its operation.
(6) We conduct a simulation of business model development assuming the boundary conditions for
the developed measuring system, being a tool of assessing the business model of the company
embedded in the network.
(7) Then we change the parameters of the business model and the structure of its components until
we adjust the founded discrete model to the actual situation in business.
(8) We validate the designed scalable business model by implementing it into practice.
(9) When conducting a further analysis of the business model scalability concept, it can be assumed
that the business model that is subject to scalability consists of two groups of components:
a. Primary components.
b. Secondary components.
Primary components constitute the core of the business model, being the basis for its building at
the stage of its design.
Secondary components are added to the business model in order to improve company
performance. They are an extension of primary components. Ensuring business model scalability is of
special importance in adding and removing them. The increasing complexity of the business model in
terms of a scalability criterion consists of incremental change in the business model components as a
function of time. Figure 8 shows the concept of incremental changes in the business model components
of the network company by the scalability criterion.
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Figure 8. The concept of incremental change in the business model components of the
network/company by the scalability criterion.
In order to determine business model scalability, its proper configuration has to be defined. This
configuration can be determined using the QCA method. A Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
was first proposed by Charles Ragin in 1987 as a method of analyzing data sets, which include binary
variables [143]. By adopting this method, a list of all possible configurations of n components of
the business model can be defined which affect its scalability in the context of the impact that this
configuration has on the performance of the company embedded in the network.
It is worth noting that the QCA integrates qualitative and quantitative research methods [144].
Table 4 presents the matrix of possible configurations for a business model built with four
components, along with defining the key configurations for this relationship.
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Table 4. The model matrix of possible configurations for a business model built with four components,
along with defining the key configurations for this relationship.
Configuration Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 High Performance
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 1 0
4 0 0 1 1
5 0 1 0 0
6 0 1 0 1
7 0 1 1 0
8 0 1 1 1 1
9 1 0 0 0
10 1 0 0 1
11 1 0 1 0
12 1 0 1 1
13 1 1 0 0
14 1 1 0 1 1
15 1 1 1 0
16 1 1 1 1
For example, high company performance is achieved with configurations 8 and 14 of the business
model. In the case of configuration number 8: High Performance = 1 if K1 = 0 and K2 = 1 and K3 = 1
and K4 = 1
In the case of configuration number 14: High Performance = 1 if K1 = 1 and K2 = 1 and K3 = 0
and K4 = 1
High performance is, therefore, a variable dependent on the configuration of independent
variables (business model component 1, component 2, component 3 and component 4) observed
in such a way that all 16 possible configurations could be evaluated. The configuration assessment
process can be repeated for the primary components of the business model. Then components can be
added or removed and it is possible to evaluate with what configurations the company can achieve
high performance. It is very important as scalability, by adding and removing components, focuses
on quantitative assessment. The premise of business model scalability is a dynamic change in the
number of its components, which is quantitative in nature. Additionally, achieving the configuration
of components favorable to high performance is qualitative. In this context, it is reasonable to use the
QCA method.
9. The Operationalization of Scalability in Sustainable Business Models of Hybrid Organizations
In order to perform the operationalization of sustainable business model scalability, the first step is
to define a sustainable business model canvas composed of the so-called primary components. Primary
components are also called indispensable components, without which a business model cannot exist.
In the scientific discourse on the operationalization of scalability in the sustainable business
models of hybrid organizations, a nine-component business model canvas by A. Osterwalder and
Y. Pigneur [73,145,146] was applied (Figure 9). The structure of this model is focused on the
operationalization attributes of the business model helping the company to achieve high performance.
Based on the verification of network attributes defined in the literature and described in Section 3,
key network attributes have been identified which, selected by multivariate bibliographic analysis,
shape its business model, determining the network development in a given function of time. The use
of multivariate analysis aimed to reduce a large amount of collected data and information to several
important categories, which could be used as a subject of further analysis and to obtain groups of
objects homogeneous in terms of properties describing them, which then makes it easier to determine
their key properties.
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Figure 9. Business model canvas by A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur [73,145,146].
Assuming that business model scalability is associated with the functioning of the company in
the network environment, the attributes of this model are focused precisely on the network. Therefore,
while reviewing network attributes, the canvas of a networked, scalable business model consisting
of its key attributes which determine that the company is embedded in this environment may be
proposed (Figure 10).
Figure 10. The canvas of a networked scalable business model.
The proposed nine attributes of a networked, scalable business model make it possible to use it in
the network.
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While ensuring the ability of the company to survive, it is important to find mechanisms for
functioning by which, by following the principles of sustainability, business continuity is ensured, its
values are created, and high performance is achieved at the same time.
The proposal for a nine-component canvas of a sustainable business model based on longitudinal
research and bibliographic research is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11. Sustainable business model canvas composed of primary components.
The next step in the operationalization of a scalable business model is to determine mechanisms
for key features of the business model that affect its scalability. This is described in Table 5.
Table 5. Key features of the business model affecting its scalability.
No.
Key Features of the Business
Model Affecting Its Scalability
Adopted Operationalization Mechanisms
1. Dynamics Shaping changes in the business model configuration dynamically.
2. Adaptability Continuous adaptation to permanent changes.
3. Repeatability
Continuous repetition of behavior patterns using the business
model and generating reproducible value materializing in
increased profit.
4. Coherence Ensuring continuous business model integrity for itsmaximum functionality.
5. Economization Business model commercialization at fixed time intervals.
6. Profitability Ensuring continuous profit from the business model.
7. Innovation Creating innovative behavior while still being a leader. Avoidingimitation in building a business model.
8. The ability to migrate
Searching, adding, removing and subsequently configuring
business model components obtained from networks surrounding
the company.
9. Availability Ensuring the possibility of using the business model at any time andplace. The possibility of interfering with the business model quickly.
10. The scale of impact Continuous expansion of the usage of the business model.Expanding the boundaries of business.
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The next step of operationalization for the defined primary components of a sustainable business
model is to determine the mechanisms for their scalability, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Scalability mechanisms for a sustainable business model attribute.
L.P.
Primary Component of a Sustainable
Business Model
Scalability Mechanisms Used for a Sustainable
Business Model Attribute
1. Stakeholder network Seeking synergy, symbiosis and symmetrybetween various stakeholders in the company.
2. Shareholders structure Seeking the common goal and common values inthe functioning shareholders structure.
3. Key resources Seeking optimal configuration mechanisms basedon own resources.
4. Key corporate governance factors
Seeking a coherent system for the exchange of
information, data and knowledge in the process
of mutual reporting and supervision.
5. Key corporate social responsibility factors Seeking correlations between corporate socialresponsibility factors.
6. Key value-based management factors Seeking correlations between value-basedmanagement factors.
7. Key Sustainability factors Seeking correlations betweensustainability factors.
8. Financial dividend Applying the principle of sustainable dividends.
9. Social dividend
Applying the mechanisms creating social capital
in conjunction with the expectations of the
various groups of stakeholders.
The primary components should be extended by the secondary components, which, for a
sustainable business model, have been proposed in Table 7. It is also necessary to define scalability
mechanisms for the secondary attributes of a sustainable business model, as shown in Table 8.
Table 7. The list of secondary sustainable business model components.
No. List of Secondary Sustainable Business Model Components
1. Quality of a product/service
2. Innovation of a product/service




7. Company image and brand awareness
8. Competence
9. Relationships with customers
10. Social capital
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Table 8. Scalability mechanisms for the secondary attributes of a sustainable business model.
No.
Secondary Components of a
Sustainable Business Model
Scalability Mechanisms Used for the
Sustainable Business Model Attributes
1. Quality of a product/service
Seeking high quality products/services with
regard to ensuring repeatability
and standardization
2. Innovation of a product/service Seeking a high level of innovation whileachieving a high quality of products/services
3. Environmental performance of a
product/service
Seeking the mutual fulfillment of
environmental criteria, taking into account
qualitative criteria, implementing the principles
of ecological quality.
4. Product safety
Seeking a high level of safety while maintaining
procedural conduct and implementation of the
standardization principles.
5. Technologies
Seeking mechanisms for optimum




Seeking standards of conduct and
implementation of mutual communication
principles so that trust is not destroyed.
7. Company image and
brand awareness




Seeking mechanisms for the optimum
configuration of staff qualifications, training,
experience and skills.
9. Relationships with customers
Seeking mechanisms for mutual
communication and mutual exchange of values
in order to ensure optimum value for
value relationships.
10. Social capital
Seeking mechanisms for mutual
communication to develop social potential and
social participation.
The next step taken in order to determine sustainable business model scalability for the defined
components is applying the QCA (Qualitative Comparative Analysis) method described in the
previous section.
The process of configuration assessment involves repeating actions aimed at adding or removing
components from the business model’s primary components and then the secondary ones and assessing
in which configurations the company can achieve high performance.
10. Discussion
Scalability and sustainability of the business model seem to be an important area of scientific
exploration of strategic management mechanisms. Scalability is important for constantly arising
dilemmas by seeking answers about to what extent to expand or reduce business models while
maintaining high company performance. Sustainability is important as a way to ensure the continuity
of business using the owned business model is continuously sought. After multidimensional reflections,
the following conclusions, which are the source of scientific debate, are presented below:
(1) Scalability and sustainability are key attributes of the business model of the hybrid organization.
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(2) In order for a business model to be sustainable, it must first of all be scalable.
(3) A hybrid organization is an organization, which has a scalable business model that can be
sustainable as long as possible, achieving high performance.
(4) An effective business model is a model of an organization that, due to the proper configuration
of its attributes, is capable of scalability and sustainability.
(5) A scalable and sustainable business model should be built from primary and secondary attributes.
(6) Primary attributes are non-transferable and secondary attributes of the business model can be
added or removed depending on the strategic context of the company.
(7) Scaling depends on the ability of the business model to expand or be reduced.
(8) The adopted operationalization mechanisms should create a pattern of behavior which ensures
that the adopted business model is used to the full extent.
(9) Defined attributes that make up the configuration should ensure business model functionality
such that the company achieves high performance.
11. Conclusions
It is essential to use scalability in the conceptualization and operationalization of a sustainable
business model of hybrid organizations in the network environment to achieve their high performance.
The search for the appropriate business model configuration in the system of controlling its components
incrementally seems to be an important factor in determining its functioning, ensuring adequate
dynamics. The adopted and described logic of using scalability as a key attribute of a sustainable
business model can provide a platform for further implementation and discussions aimed at searching
for mechanisms of enhancing company performance. Using the primary and secondary components
of the business model, configured by using the QCA method, provides a chance to match a business
model to the most effective structure.
To sum up the theses contained in the paper, the core conclusions that are the basis for further
scientific discussion should be defined.
(1) The developed assumptions of the business model scalability concept indicate that the concept of
scalability is a management science theory that is possible to develop further, especially because
of the constant search for features describing its scalability
(2) The proposed attributes of sustainable business model scalability are important to increase the
chance of survival and development in a difficult, dynamically challenging market environment.
(3) Skillful scaling of the business model in time is a core attribute of companies that are characterized
by the ability to change.
(4) Business model scalability is not an easy issue in the research process. This is due to the fact that
scalability is based on a set of quality features describing the company’s business model at any
given time. The more accurate the description of the business model configuration is, the easier
it is to capture the components responsible for business model scalability.
(5) Scalability is a temporary feature, which can be easily lost, for example, when an inefficient
configuration of linked business model components appears. Therefore, there is a need to
continuously measure and monitor the characteristics describing business model scalability.
(6) The performance of the business model depends on its scalability which results from the
dynamics of adding and removing individual components, and this can very often be the result
of unconscious actions taken by managers or unplanned effects of configuration changeability.
(7) Scalability is therefore a development concept that in times of environment changeability becomes
a determinant and condition of the survival of modern companies.
Theoretical and research limitations resulting from the above reflections include:
(1) A small amount of research on business model scalability.
(2) The complex nature of the interpretation of business model sustainability.
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(3) Variability in the environment that gives rise to new research dilemmas related to the features
and attributes of business models.
The author believes that on the basis of longitudinal and bibliographic research, it can be assumed
that the hypotheses are proven.
Hypothesis 1. Scalability and sustainability are key determinants of building a business model of
the hybrid organizations embedded in a network environment.
Hypothesis 2. The network environment is favorable to building sustainable business models that
are highly scalable.
Hypothesis 3. In order for a business model of the hybrid organizations to be sustainable, it must
first of all be scalable.
The author has proven the hypotheses based on the above research.
Conflicts of Interest: Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: This work focuses on the internal side of social responsibility of organizations in a regional
context. Through a survey of 590 managers in classical business services (human-capital intensive)
and representative of the productive economy of the Region of Extremadura (Spain), an empirical
analysis is conducted. First, a factor analysis is conducted to explore the main dimensions of the
internal face of Social Responsibility and second, a structural equations model is developed to look
for a relationship with business competitiveness. Business performance and innovation are also
considered in the model. The main contribution of the article is the establishment of a set of indicators
that will help to build an ongoing and meaningful dialogue with employees improving their quality of
life at work that will also serve as important guidance for the increasing of the firm’s competitiveness
through responsible human resources practices. Some suggestions for a research agenda emerge from
this first attempt to approach the internal side of responsibility in business.
Keywords: human recources management (HRM); internal social responsibility (ISR); service sector;
social responsibility (SR)
1. Introduction
The rise of service economy has been the predominant pattern over the last few years [1–3].
We know a great deal about the organization and management of Social Responsibility (SR) and
the link with Human Resources Management (HRM), but comparatively little about how applicable
this is to the service sector. In this work, we identify the components of the internal side of Social
Responsibility in the services industry.
Freeman [4] gave a broad definition of stakeholders as any group or individual who can affect
or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives. This author also highlights how
stakeholders are simply constituents within and outside the organization, who have a stake in an
organization’s functioning and outcomes. The well-known Stakeholder Theory offers an instrumental
value in providing a framework for guiding the actions of organizational members to ensure that the
relationships that contribute to their financial viability are managed responsibly [5,6]. Some authors
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refer to the moral claim on the actions of the firms to define the stakeholders [7] such as consumers,
employees, competitors, suppliers, government, as well as other actors in society. It is evident that the
firm responds to multiple stakeholders for different reasons and in various ways [8,9].
According to the Stakeholder Theory, it is generally recognized that Social Responsibility (SR) has
two dimensions: the external dimension and the internal one. On the one hand, the external dimension
of SR is reflected in a large relationship of organizations with their communities. Companies interact
with their external stakeholders when they provide business operations by guaranteeing economic
activity, tax revenues, investing in the local economic system, concluding contracts with the local
distributors, respecting human rights, and encouraging protection activities on environment by
considering environmental concerns in business operations. On the other hand, the understudied
internal side of SR has the emphasis on employees. Mason and Simmons [10] say that employees
expect SR values similar to other stakeholders, arguing that employees seek functional, economic,
psychological, and ethical benefits from their employing organizations. In this sense, if employers
provide challenging, stimulating and fulfilling work, some functional benefits will be obtained and it
will also be perceived as indicative of a socially responsible employer and a main driver of Internal
Social Responsibility (ISR) practices [11,12].
In general terms, SR has been considered to be “an organization’s obligation to maximize its
positive impact on stakeholders and to minimize its negative impact” [13]. However, the heterogeneity
of definitions has been highlighted by Matten and Moon [14], (p.405) when they said “SR is an umbrella
term overlapping with some, and being synonymous with other, conceptions of business-society
relation”. According to the renewed definition by the European Commission, SR is the responsibility
of enterprises for their impacts on society with reference to collaborate with stakeholders "to integrate
social, environmental and ethical concerns, respect for human rights and consumer concerns into their
business operations and their core strategy” [15] (p.7). Taking into account that classical organizational
boundaries have become obsolete because “what once was ‘outside’ the organization is now ‘inside’
and vice versa” [16] (p.449) we found in this fact a fundamental reason for the emergence of the internal
face of SR. Nowadays, the external side of SR and the internal one are more related than ever showing
higher interconnectivity as have been shown by Sánchez-Hernández and Grayson [17]. According to
this work, companies should discover the social and environmental potential of employees in order
to integrate their interests and skills into the overall SR efforts. This will be the way to internalize
a Social Responsible Strategy within the organization creating dynamic capabilities likely to lead to
competitive advantages. The interaction of Strategy and HRM issues [18] explains how employees
are important to a firm’s success. According to the Resource-Based Theory (RBT) of the firm, human
capital is a key factor explaining performance differences across firms [19]. In this respect, Crook [20]
has pointed out the importance of “specific” employees, referring to the best and brightest human
capital available in the labor market, to achieve high performance. Shoemaker [16] argued that treating
HRM and SR separately is an outdated approach because organizations develop towards open systems
where cooperative action is based on the willingness of employees to bring in and expand their talents
as part of communities of work.
Despite the huge academic literature devoted to SR, literature about ISR is surprisingly scarce
and empirical studies are inexistent as far as we know. However, the need for real improvement in
organizational capability for doing well, and also for doing well in respect to stakeholders, as a basis for
competitive strategy and competitive advantage, has received widespread attention in the academic
and professional management literature [21]. In addition, competitive advantage is increasingly
achieved through the mobilization of the accumulated know-how of individual employees to create
value through processes that are not easily imitable [22]. Consequently, ISR has to be analyzed for one
important reason: because employees are stakeholders able to create social value for the company
mediating between the company and the consumers.
Worried about the under-studied internal side of SR, this work focuses upon regional businesses
in Extremadura (Autonomous Region in the southwest of Spain) interacting with the local community
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by investing in the regional economic system, contracting with the local distributors, taking into
account environmental concerns (external side of SR) and also recruiting employees, guaranteeing
jobs, wages, training, and employees quality of life (the internal one).
The paper exposes what could be considered socially responsible management of human
resources, called sustainable HRM—what actions related to human capital any organization could
perform to state that employees’ management is sustainable. In previous work, the authors have
developed and empirically validated an SR scale in the regional context of study [23]. Now, we address
internal practices considered sustainable in academic management literature by isolating the internal
aspects of the general scale mentioned. For the definition of indicators that reflect these actions, we
have covered several areas. All of them include some determinants of pleasant working conditions,
and are oriented to the pursuit of social welfare [24–29].
There are many different areas that could be addressed. Thus, we start to refer to the actions
devoted to support the employment of people at risk of social exclusion [30,31] and, at the same time,
the fact that the company values the contribution of disabled people to the business world [32–34].
Moreover, the interest in the employee’s quality of life [29,35], the importance of payments of wages
above the industry average and the existence of pension plans [36,37], or the fact that employee
compensation will be related to their skills and results [38,39], are aspects that determine a responsible
management into the organization. We can add the standards of health and safety beyond the legal
minimum (because every company has to fulfill the law) [40], the commitment with the job creation [41]
and the training and development programs for employees [32,42]. In addition, it is important to
consider the conciliation of professional and personal lives [43,44] and the equal opportunities for
all employees [32,42,45–47]. In the line of social commitment, the participation of the organization in
social projects [48,49] and the organization of volunteer activities in collaboration with NGOs [49,50],
define new responsible actions in management.
Moreover, to be responsible, the organization must have dynamic mechanisms of dialogue with
employees. In this respect, Preuss and others [51] conclude after some case study analyses that
dialogue with employee representatives and trade unions could play an active role in SR and, in some
cases, even a pivotal one. While the company is doing SR actions, it must raise awareness and inform
employees on SR and the actions committed. Finally, the fact that the organization was an active
member of any association that promotes the implementation of SR, as could be the case of the United
Nations Global Compact for instance, is considered very important [52].
After this theoretical introduction, employees could be considered the center of any responsible
business. European firms pursue SR for concerns of stakeholders such as government, regulatory
bodies, customers or pressure groups. This is the external SR orientation. However, the aim of this
paper is to study the ISR of organizations. In this sense, we say that SR behavior and values should
also include internal aspects of management related to intra-organizational elements, organizational
capabilities and HRM. As follows, through a survey of managers, we first carry on a factor analysis
to explore the main dimensions of the ISR. Once the multidimensionality of this new construct is
empirically determined, interpreted, and understood, the empirical analysis continues by looking
for a relationship between ISR and business competitiveness. The work finishes with conclusions,
limitations of the study, and lines of research for the near future.
2. Method
2.1. Sample and Procedure
The information for this investigation was collected from business services managers in the
Autonomous Community of Extremadura, in southwestern Spain. The broad argument to choose
services in this work is that the match between HRM and SR strategy should be greater in services than
in manufacturing, highlighting the internal side of SR. According to Legge [53], services are competing
in the knowledge-based economy. Services are used to characterize high skilled people and high cost
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industry. In this context, it is likely to adopt HRM policies very well linked to SR strategy that treat
employees as an asset that enables the company to create added-value.
To justify the selected region, we have to say that, since 2010, a special plan for the promotion of SR
exists in the Region. The main pillars for building a responsible culture in the region are: The Law of SR
in Extremadura (15/2010 of 9 December) and the Decree (110/2013 of 2 July) for the establishment
of the Autonomous Council for the promotion of Social Responsibility of Extremadura, the Office
of Corporate Social Responsibility, and the Procedure for qualification and registration of socially
responsible companies. At this point, it is important to highlight that the special plan for the promotion
of SR in the Region is enhancing both the external and the internal side of SR. Table 1 presents the
study's technical data sheet.
Table 1. Technical data sheet.
Data Sheet
Geographical Scope Region of Extremadura (Spain)
Universe SMEs (Small and medium–sized enterprises) Business Services—Source:
Spain’s Central Enterprise Directory 2009
Method of information collection Phone contact
Emitted calls 14,580
Population 5332 contacted firms
Final sample 590 SMEs
Index of participation 11.07%
Measurement error 3.3%
Trust level 95% z = 1.96 p = q = 0.5
Sampling method Simple random
Average duration of the interview 14:35 (minutes:seconds)
Source: Own work.
The representative sample of regional business services comprised 590 SMEs (Small and
medium-sized enterprises) with their corresponding predetermined substitute firms to control the
non-response index. The objective universe was drawn from Spain’s Central Enterprise Directory
(SCED). Before beginning the study, we calibrated the representativeness of the sample of firms that
were to participate in the survey. To this end, weighting coefficients were established according to
the defined strata of the firms in the sample. Possible biases relative to the characteristics of the total
population of the Directory were checked for using statistical tests, comparing the structure of the
sample with the total population of the SCED. The results justified the validity of the sample for the
purposes of the study. A pilot test was also carried out in order to check that the survey would be
appropriately interpreted by the respondent. The administration of one ad hoc questionnaire was by
telephone interviews with business services managers. They were carried out using the Computer
Aided Telephone Interviewing (CATI) system. The participation index was 11.07%, corresponding to
the percentage of firms in which a valid interlocutor agreed to participate in the study. A total of 590
completed surveys were collected, which resulted in a response rate of 11.07%.
2.2. The Measurement Instrument
An ad hoc questionnaire was provided to inquire into the manager’s perceptions with responses
on a 10-point Likert scale. These responses went from “0: totally in disagreement” to “10: totally
in agreement” for the ISR items, and from “0: far below the competition” to “10: far above the
competition” for the items corresponding to the rest of the constructs. With this instrument, we
analyze the ISR as a first attempt to standardize it aligned with the “Guidance on Social Responsibility”
published for the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 26000) in 2010. The aim is to
assist companies to expand their responsible behavior from external actions to internal actions looking
for synergies and better performance. Thus, and according to previous work [23,32,54], the selected
indicators reflecting ISR actions are shown in Table 2 (from INTR1 to INTR18) selectively supported by
Turker [42], Agudo-Valiente et al. [45], Lu et al. [47] and Pérez et al. [46]. All indicators are considered
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internal activities related to ISR rather than external activities because, in these actions, we can observe
how employees mediate the relationship between the company and the society.
Table 2. Selected indicators about the internal dimension of social responsibility (SR).
Indicators
INTR1 We support the employment of people at risk of social exclusion
INTR2 We value the contribution of disabled people to the business world
INTR3 We are aware of the employees’ quality of life
INTR4 We pay wages above the industry average
INTR5 Employees compensation is related to their skills and their results
INTR6 We have standards of health and safety beyond the legal minimum
INTR7 We are committed to job creation (fellowships, creation of job opportunities, . . . )
INTR8 We foster our employees’ training and development
INTR9
We have human resource policies aimed at facilitating the conciliation of
employees’ professional and personal lives
INTR10 Employees' initiatives are taken seriously into account in management decisions
INTR11 Equal opportunities exist for all employees
INTR12 We participate in social projects to the community
INTR13
We encourage employees to participate in volunteer activities or in collaboration
with NGOs
INTR14 We have dynamic mechanisms of dialogue with employees
INTR15 We understand the importance of pension plans for employees
INTR16
We put into practice specific actions to raise awareness, to educate, and to inform
employees on the principles and actions related to SR
INTR17 The values related to SR are present in the vision and strategy of the firm
INTR18
We are active members of organizations, businesses, or professional association
or discussion groups that promote the implementation of SR
Source: Own work.
2.3. Factor Analysis
We observe that the selected indicators from the formulated domain of the internal side of SR
offered in Table 2 are measures or variables related to ISR. However, we wonder whether they could
be correlated with each other. In this case, it means that scores on each variable share information
contained in the others [55]. In general, factor analysis is a collection of methods to explain the
correlations among variables in terms of more fundamental elements called factors. Specifically,
and according to Jolliffe [56], the central idea of a principal component analysis is to reduce the
dimensionality of a data set in which there is a large number of interrelated variables, as is the case of
the first approximation to ISR shown in Table 2, while retaining as much as possible of the variation
present in the data set. This reduction is achieved by transforming the factors or principal components
to a new set of variables, which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so that the first few retain
most of the variation present in all of the original variables. In addition, and considering that in
the factor analysis literature attention has been given to the issue of sample size, it is important to
remark that our sample (N = 590) is good enough. Taking into account the recommendations given
by Mundfrom et al. [57] even under the worst imaginable conditions of low communities and a larger
number of weakly determined factors, the very large required sample is over 500.
In this research, a factor analysis is used as a method for grouping the proposed variables related
to ISR according to a similar correlation pattern in order to discover the main factors for this construct.
An exploratory principal components factor analysis has allowed us to check the factorial composition
and validity. Thus, the initial 18-item instrument is performed to determine the structure of ISR. In our
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analysis, the value of the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO = 0.873) and the
Bartlett sphericity test showed the existence of good correlations between the variables, so that we
could continue with the factorial analysis. The principal components factor analysis with varimax
rotation has produced five factors (Table 3).
We can observe how the eigenvalues and explained variance decline following the extraction of
the first factor. The factors extracted explained 61% of the total variance. To validate the exploratory
factor analysis, we took two random sub-samples. The validity of the factor analysis was confirmed
since the communities of the sub-samples were found to be similar in value to those of the initial
sample, the total explained variance was also similar, and the factor loadings after varimax rotation
were also close to the initial sample. While the values of Cronbach’s alpha is always lie between
0 and 1, the values calculated are all well in excess of the generally accepted rule-of-thumb lower
limit of 0.60 to be acceptable [58]. Cronbach’s alpha are good for the first three factors (α1 = 0.813;
α2 = 0.735; α3 = 0.711) and acceptable for the others (α4 = 0.64; α5 = 0.67). This result is good enough
because Cronbach's alpha has a positive relationship with the number of items in the scale and the
questionnaire contained only 18 items. The magnitude of the alpha values obtained is an evidence for
the internal consistency of the items forming the scales.
Table 3. Factor analysis.
Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
INTR10 0.754 0.106 0.137 0.105 0.122
INTR14 0.747 ´0.010 0.248 0.081 0.171
INTR11 0.737 0.031 0.145 0.206 0.103
INTR9 0.659 0.153 0.100 0.136 –0.014
INTR8 0.656 0.276 0.031 0.278 0.074
INTR7 0.433 0.315 0.014 0.244 0.113
INTR18 0.059 0.785 0.126 0.045 0.049
INTR17 0.179 0.729 0.262 0.005 0.163
INTR16 0.160 0.708 0.230 0.176 0.003
INTR13 0.115 0.144 0835 0.086 0.015
INTR12 0.107 0.199 0.775 0.111 0.101
INTR15 0.266 0.231 0.599 0.052 ´0.008
INTR4 0.128 0.048 0.104 0.798 0.087
INTR5 0.288 ´0.031 0.136 0.708 0.085
INTR6 0.225 0.263 0.016 0.622 0.032
INTR1 0.068 0.122 0.093 0.018 0.836
INTR2 0.158 0.044 ´0.010 0.103 0.835
INTR3 0.461 0.052 0.042 0.362 0.483
% of standard deviation 31.133 10.315 7.640 6.228 5.687
Accumulated % 31.133 41.448 49.088 55.316 61.003
Notes: Determinant of the correlation matrix = 0.003; Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Index = 0.873; Barlett Test
(Chi-squared; sf) = 4335 (153); Signification level = 0.000. Source: Own work.
Another aspect of construct validity is the ability of factors to reflect the theoretical dimensions or
those argued by academic literature accurately. The individual factors contributing to the ISR model
and their theoretical explanation are the following:
‚ Factor one—Responsible HR (RHR) (31.1% of explained variance): This factor can be described and
interpreted as representing the responsiveness of HRM policies in respect to employees’ needs
and wants. This first factor is aligned with previous work in Internal Marketing [17,59] where
employees are considered clients, internal clients, and a very important stakeholder to attend. Job
creation, training, conciliation and equal opportunities and dynamic mechanisms of employees’
participation in management decisions fostering dialogue form part of this composite factor.
‚ Factor two—Responsible Organizational Culture (ROC) (10.3% of explained variance): Internalization
of SR principles and values into the vision and strategy of the business, relationship with
associations promoting SR, and the effort to communicate SR aspects to employees internally form
the essential elements of a culture of responsibility and form this second factor in the analysis.
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In this respect, some authors have highlighted the importance of the culture of responsibility as
the first step to become a responsible business [17,60].
‚ Factor three—HR and Social Issues (HRSI) (7.6% of explained variance): This factor can be best
described as representing the link between internal HRM practices and the external side of
SR in their relationship with the community in any effort for attending social issues. Being
aware of problems in society including pension plans for retirement and fostering corporate
volunteering are included in this factor and theoretically defended before in the same context [49]
and previously in others [61,62].
‚ Factor four—Responsible Compensation (RC) (6.2% of explained variance): Aligned to previous
studies [63,64], going beyond the legal minimum and beyond the average in the sector in human
resources tools such as wages, health and safety and linking employees’ compensation to their
performance, form the essential elements of this factor.
‚ Factor five—Employees Quality of Life (EQL) (5.6% of explained variance): The essential element
of this final factor forming ISR, also previously analyzed [29], is the aim to improve employees’
quality of life including the disabled and people in risk of social exclusion.
These five factors were perceived as ISR dimensions for the purposes of our study, and their
compatibility with the following step in this research is indicative of the validity of the study.
In addition, the requirement of discriminant validity to demonstrate that any indicator should correlate
more highly with another construct than with the construct it intends to measure [65] is also satisfactory
in all factors in the analysis. Once the five dimensions have been found and described, the path analysis
to test the relationship between ISR and competitive success is carried out in the following session.
2.4. Path Analysis
Structural equations modeling (SEM) has been used, considering it is very suitable for our research
interests, because the construct under study, ISR, is relatively new and the theoretical model and their
measures are not well formed [66]. According to literature review, when companies are involved in SR
activities, the internal dimension determines relations with their internal stakeholders, especially their
employees, and higher competitive success could be expected. Business performance and innovation
have also been considered in the developed structural model. The relationship between performance
and competitive success has been noted in business strategy fieldwork by Porter [67,68]) and other
authors [69,70], and previous work has demonstrated the mediation role of innovation between SR and
competitive success [32]. Innovation that is intrinsically about identifying and using opportunities to
create new products, services, or work practices [71] is also identified in the model as a mediator variable
when considering ISR because it is theoretically and widely accepted that improvements to HRM have
a positive impact on innovation [72,73]. According to Cano and Cano [74], certain HR practices such
as goal recognition or reward for achievement, have a positive effect on innovation performance in the
company. In fact, these HR improvements promote the ability to innovate because they first improve
the ability to deal with complexity [75]. In addition, academic literature on HRM has demonstrated how
better HR practices are also linked to firm performance [76]. Finally, the link of these previous variables to
competitive success is the soul of the Resource-Based Theory of the firm [5,6] previously exposed. The focus
of management on sustainable HRM is the key to enhance employee commitment and satisfaction, which,
in turn, increases the service innovation and performance, and will ultimately generate better overall
competitive success [77]. The model shown in Figure 1 includes four related latent variables that make up
the proposed relationships defined in the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1—There is a direct and positive relationship between the ISR and business performance.
Hypothesis 2—There is a direct and positive relationship between business performance and
competitive success.
Hypothesis 3—There is a direct and positive relationship between the ISR and innovation.
Hypothesis 4—There is a direct and positive relationship between innovation and competitive success.
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Figure 1. The structural model. Source: own work.
To measure ISR, we have considered the five dimensions found in the previous factor analysis
(with the sort names RHR, ROC, HRSI, RC and EQL). Consequently, ISR has been defined as a second
order construct. Indicators for each dependent variable are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Original Indicators for performance, innovation and competitive success.
Indicators for Performance (PER), Innovation (INV) and Competitive Success (COM)
PER1 Level of before-tax profits
PER2 Level of profitability
PER3 Increase in sales
PER4 Profit margin
PER5 Market share for our products and/or services
PER6 Level of customer satisfaction and loyalty
PER7 Satisfaction and retention of the best employees
PER8 Market positioning, image, and reputation
INV1 We try to carry out R&D projects
INV2 We have put new products or services on the market
INV3 We have introduced new practices to foster entry into new national markets
INV4 We have introduced new practices to foster entry into new international markets
INV5
We are aware of the importance of working as a network, and we have created new alliances
or associations
INV6 We have put into place improvements in our production and/or distribution process or techniques
INV7 We have intensified our information and communication technologies
INV8 We have increased our presence on the Internet
INV9 We have initiated changes in the marketing area (design, packaging, prices, . . . )
INV10 Our firm has introduced new methods with a view to satisfying the norms of certification
INV11
We have implemented internal or external employee training in order to improve knowledge and
creativity within the firm
INV12
We have implemented new managerial practices related to the organization of work and the
corporate structure
INV13
We have introduced standards of production or customer management that take social and
environmental aspects into account
COM1 Quality in our human resource management
COM2 The levels of training and empowerment of our personnel
COM3 The leadership capabilities of our managers
COM4 Our capabilities in the field of marketing
COM5 Quality of our products and services
COM6 The levels of organizational and administrative management quality
COM7 Technological resources and information systems
COM8 Transparency of our financial management
COM9 The cohesion of our corporate values and culture
COM10 Market knowledge, know-how, and accumulated experience
Source: Own work.
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To measure performance, innovation and competitive success, we have considered scales
previously used by Gallardo-Vázquez and Sánchez-Hernández [32]. Performance is considered
a reflective construct with eight indicators (from PER1 to PER8) as well as innovation with thirteen
indicators (from INV1 to INV13) and competitive success with ten indicators (from COM1 to COM10).
At this point, it is important to distinguish performance from competitive success in the model.
Performance considers firm results going beyond short-term financial performance and pursuing
sustainable development. Instead, competitive success considers aspects of competition. Firms have
competitive success when they are able to attain favorable positions in the market and obtain superior
results, while avoiding the need to have recourse to an extremely poor retribution of the factors of
production. Consequently, competitive success implies getting better positions than your competitors
because of “something more” than performance.
For the measurement of performance, this construct was taken to be multi-dimensional in
accordance with the literature and basing the dimensions considered on a combination of the
contribution of Wiklund and Shepherd [78] with that of Pelham and Wilson [79] to include growth in
market share and sales. In addition, we consider a very broad conception of innovation. The construct
is conceived as the adoption of new idea or practice capable of leading to new products or services [80]
to enter new markets [81] or to the generation of new organizational or administrative processes [82].
With respect to the last dependent variable in the model, a firm was taken to have competitive
success when it is able to attain a favorable position in the market and obtain superior results,
while avoiding the need to have recourse to an extremely poor retribution of the factors of
production. To measure competitive success, we used indicators previously considered in academic
literature [83,84].
Once the model and related constructs have been described, the first statistical step was to analyze
whether the theoretical concepts where properly measured by the observed indicators. This analysis
was carried out for the two attributes validity (measuring what one really wanted to measure) and
reliability (whether the process is stable and consistent). To this end, we calculate the individual item
reliability, the internal consistency or reliability of the scales, the average variances extracted (AVE),
and the discriminant validity. Results are shown in Table 5.


















































The most remarkable result in this step is the confirmation of four of the five dimensions found in
ISR. The dimension linking HRM and Social Issues, factor three, has been removed from the model,
as we have kept only factor loadings greater than 0.67 on ISR construct, which implies more shared
variance between ISR and its four items than error variance [85].
The second step of the analysis of the structural model consisted of the estimation of the assumed
linear relationships among exogenous and endogenous latent constructs. The correlations among
study variables are shown in Table 6. Correlations indicate that the managers’ perceptions regarding
the ISR of their company were positively related to competitive success, innovation and performance,
providing preliminary support for hypotheses.
Table 6. Inter-correlations matrix.
Variable 1 2 3 4
1. ISR 1
2. Innovation 0.505 1
3. Performance 0.242 0.161 1
4. Competitive Success 0.394 0.312 0.575 1
Source: Own work.
The hypotheses have been tested by examining the magnitude of the standardized parameters
estimated between constructs with the corresponding t-values that indicate the level of significance.
We employ the bootstrap routine [66], a non-parametric re-sampling technique that offers the t-statistic
values. All hypotheses were verified as it is shown in Table 7.








H1: ISR Performance 0.2425 0.2453 0.0729 3.32 ***
H2: Performance  Competitive Success 0.5394 0.5504 0.0530 10.17 ***
H3: ISR Innovation 0.5054 0.5133 0.0550 9.16 ***
H4: Innovation  Competitive Success 0.2249 0.2242 0.0542 4.14 ***
Source: Own work.
Finally, to measure the relevance of the dependent construct’s prediction, PLS (Partial Least
Squares) uses the Q2 index from Stone–Geisser as a criterion, which is calculated based on the
redundancies that result from the product of communities (λ2) with the AVE indicator and is also
cross-validated. According to Chin [86], the Stone–Geisser criterion Q2 values have been obtained from
running a blindfolding procedure and range above the threshold level of zero (0.48 for performance;
0.40 for innovation; 0.45 for competitive success), indicating that the exogenous constructs have
predictive relevance for the endogenous construct under consideration.
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3. Results and Discussion
While acknowledging that the regional context of the study puts limits on the generalization of our
findings, we nonetheless see a number of interesting conclusions. The main contribution of the article
is the establishment of a set of indicators that define ISR as a result of a dynamic process that provides
information about a firm's actions in responsible HRM. This article argues in favor of a stronger
focus upon the management of ISR policies and practices in enterprises. Our results show the main
factors determining the ISR structure as they have been perceived by a big sample of services business
managers in the region under study. The obtained empirical evidence is a contribution to the SR
research where there is a lack in studies devoted to the internal side. Therefore, this study contributes
to the generation of knowledge on internal responsible behavior of companies. As demonstrated,
ISR in service business, which is more influenced by human resources practices, is defined by five
well-delimited dimensions such as: responsible human resources practices; organizational culture
of responsibility; social projects promotion; significant compensation policies and employee quality
of life. A point of interest that needs to be highlighted is the important role that HRM could play
in the SR strategy of any business, an aspect that has been analyzed with the developed structural
equation model.
It has been demonstrated empirically that ISR has an effect on increasing the firm’s
competitiveness. The conceptual model has been tested empirically confirming the four hypotheses
H1, H2, H3 and H4. Consequently, the model has been validated where innovation and performance
have the role of mediator variables between ISR and competitive success in accordance with previous
work in general SR [23,32], where ISR was not isolated from the holistic construct of firm responsibility.
4. Conclusions
Although an abundance of research exists on the general topic of SR, little has been run
toward identifying, or perhaps more importantly, measuring its internal aspects in business services.
This investigation provides ample foundation for further research on this topic and contributes to a
better appreciation and understanding of the role of responsible HRM practices.
To conclude, it should be noted that results from the analysis should be interpreted for SMEs,
overcoming the limitations coming from the regional context of study and also from the selection of
the sample limited to the service sector, and limited to a single Spanish Autonomous Community.
Consequently, our results are not directly extrapolated to other environments that differed greatly in
their defining variables. However, since the predominance of business services and the predominance
of SMEs are characteristic for the whole Spanish territory, and even the whole European Union, we can
accept the results satisfactorily. We believe that our study represents a substantial contribution to the
knowledge of ISR, but, in the near future, qualitative and quantitative research should be done on the
topic. Managers have to be aware that one of the most important stakeholders the company has is the
employee. Employees have to be considered an internal client [59,87] and, consequently, SR should
start inside the company. In fact, we question whether there is sufficient focus upon investment in
employees, which could be regarded as an important driver of external SR practice [88].
Some suggestions for a research agenda emerge from this attempt to approach the internal side of
responsibility in business. First, new studies in the same direction but in other sectors and regions
have to be addressed, and second, and related to SR and internal management, we suggest an analysis
of the theoretical and hypothetical relationship between the internal and the external side of SR in
order to determine the direct effect in external SR fostered by responsible HR policies internally. In line
with other authors [59,89], we remark on the importance of internal marketing as a way to sell the
responsible company culture internally to employees to somehow help external SR to develop at the
same time that companies improve their competitive success. The more important the concept and
practice of ISR becomes, the more likely the companies will improve their competitive advantage.
It should be taken as an important opportunity for the responsible reinvention of management.
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In conclusion, ISR and HRM are interrelated concepts influencing the business competitive success,
and their effectiveness depends on responsible practices inside the spheres of the company.
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Abstract: Finding the right strategic alliance partner is a critical success factor for many enterprises.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to propose an effective approach based on grey theory and data
envelopment analysis (DEA) for selecting better partners for alliance. This study used grey forecasting
to predict future business performances and used DEA for the partner selection of alliances. This
research was implemented with realistic public data in four consecutive financial years (2009–2012) of
the world’s 20 biggest automobile enterprises. Nissan Motor Co., Ltd was set to be the target decision
making unit (DMU). The empirical results showed that, among 19 candidate DMUs, Renault (DMU10)
and Daimler (DMU11) were the two feasible beneficial alliance partners for Nissan. Although this
research is specifically applied to the automobile industry, the proposed method could also be applied
to other manufacturing industries.
Keywords: strategic alliance; data envelopment analysis; grey prediction; automobile industry
1. Introduction
The automobile industry is a pillar of the global economy and a main driver of macroeconomic
growth and innovation. Its cycle intertwines with all major business cycles [1]. Since it has strong
linkages with other parts of the economy, this industry has been severely affected by the economic
recession starting in 2008. In spite of manufacturers trying various strategies, production is still below
its pre-crisis level.
This research investigation began with the top 50 automobile enterprises, by using the World
Ranking OICAs’ survey of 2012 [2]. However, the study was obliged to focus on the top 20, due to
a lack of public data. These enterprises played major roles and could fully represent the automobile
industry. Among them, Nissan Motor Company was ranked sixth by production volume. Established
in Japan in 1933, Nissan manufactures vehicles in 20 countries now. It also provides products and
services in more than 160 countries. Figure 1 shows Nissan’s global retail sales volume and market
share. Except for 2008, the enterprise had increased its sale volume and market share year by year
(3,569,000–5,650,000 units and 5.6%–6.7% from 2005 to 2014) [3].
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Renault-Nissan Alliance chairman, Carlos Ghosn, said: “Renault-Nissan Alliance is deeply
committed to the twin goals of zero emissions and zero fatalities. That’s why we are developing
autonomous driving and connectivity for mass-market, mainstream vehicles on three continents”. This
alliance will launch more than 10 vehicles with autonomous drive technology in the next four years
in the US, Europe, Japan and China. The years 2016 and 2018 will mark the debut of vehicles with
“single-lane control”, and “multiple-lane control”. The year 2020 will see the launch of “intersection
autonomy”, which can allow cars to navigate city intersections and heavy urban traffic without driver
intervention. In addition, the alliance will launch a suite of new connectivity applications (APPs),
including for mobile devices, and the first “alliance multimedia system” in later years. Renault-Nissan
alliance is already the industry’s zero-emission leader with 300,000 all-electric vehicles sold since
December 2010. They have proven their ability to provide safe and efficient vehicles over time [4].
Figure 1. Global retail sales volume/market share.
However, the enterprise is faced with many difficulties, such as product recall (1.56 million
vehicles from 2008 to 2015, with about 25 million vehicles recalled with Takata airbags among
10 different carmakers worldwide since 2008) [5]. Moreover, Nissan’s 2013 annual report stated
that they aimed to increase their global market share to 8% by the end of the fiscal year 2016, up from
the current level of 6.2% [6]. The company is counting on expansion in big emerging markets such as
Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) to drive sales and profit growth.
The tight competition among automakers leads to the continuous improvement of science and
technology, and especially their ability to meet the customer’s wishes. Important questions are
raised for the future of the automobile industry and Nissan. How will Nissan create value for the
customers, societies and for Nissan itself in the pursuit of perfection? How will it maintain its
competitiveness in fierce markets, expand its scale, produce high quality products while maintaining
low-costs and protecting the environment? The purpose of this study is to propose an effective
approach based on grey forecasting and data envelopment analysis (DEA) to find the best partners
of alliance. The model predicts future business and measures operation efficiency by using critical
input and output variables. From that, the enterprises can find their suitable candidates when setting
international business strategies. For this purpose, this study sets Nissan as a target decision making
unit (DMU) in order to conduct empirical research. The study’s results can be referenced for worldwide
automobile manufactures.
James et al. stated that “Alliances are fueling the success of a wide range of firms, including British
Petroleum, Eli Lilly, General Electric, Corning Glass, Federal Express, IBM, Starbucks, Cisco Systems,
Millennium Pharmaceuticals, and Siebel Systems” [7]. However, many enterprises have failed with
alliances or have not met the conditions of their partner. In this section, the research helps to define
strategic alliances and provides a literature review.
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Mockler difined “Strategic alliances are agreements between companies (partners) to reach
objectives of common interest” [8]. International strategic alliances (ISAs) are voluntary, long-term,
contractual, cross-border relationships between two firms, designed to achieve specific objectives [9].
These definitions emphasize the importance of common business goals with the involved companies.
Cravens et al., distinguished strategic alliance as a horizontal collaborative relationship that does not
include any kind of equity exchange or creation of a new entity as in joint ventures [10]. Chan et al.
stated that: Strategic alliance is a cooperative agreement between different organizations. The purpose
of action aims at achieving the competitive advantages and sharing resources in product design,
production, marketing and/or distribution [11]. The types of alliances range from simple agreements
with no equity ties to more formal arrangements involving equity ownership and shared managerial
control over joint activities. The alliance activities can be supplier–buyer partnerships, outsourcing
agreements, technical collaboration, joint research projects, shared new product development, shared
manufacturing arrangements, common distribution agreements, and cross-selling arrangements.
The type that should be applied depends on the structures or objectives of each enterprise.
Besides that, the alliance should conform to competition laws, with the world’s largest and most
influential anti-trust law systems existing in the United States and European Union. However, business
cooperation could be seen as one kind of alliance as well. This research focuses on the selection of
business partners, so anti-trust law issues are not major focus of this study.
Candace et al. had investigated 89 high technology alliances and suggested that direct-competitor
alliances might be an inefficient means for innovating [12]. Cho et al. observed the trend of world
telecommunication and sought to answer whether alliance strategies needed to be regulated by the
government. By reviewing global alliance strategies in some countries, the research pointed towards
some reasonable recommendations for regulation of telecommunication enterprises [13]. Kauser and
Shaw investigated strategic alliance agreements among UK firms and their European, Japanese and
US partners. The results indicated that the majority of UK firms engaged in international partnerships
for marketing of relevant activities and for entering a foreign market. The findings had also indicated
that the majority of UK managers were satisfied with the overall performance of their international
strategic alliances [14]. Those papers had investigated alliances in various type of firms, however,
the lack of focus on the automobile industry is one of the impetuses for this research.
Forecast time series have been used quite regularly by researchers. There are various forecasting
models which have different mathematical backgrounds such as fuzzy predictors, neural networks,
trend extrapolation, and grey prediction. Grey system theory as an interdisciplinary scientific area was
first introduced in the early 1980s by Deng in 1982 [15].From then on, the theory has become a quite
popular method to deal with the uncertainty problems under partially unknown parameters and poor
or missing information. Superior to conventional statistical models, grey models claim only a limited
amount of data to evaluate the action of unknown systems [16].
The techniques of frontier analysis had been described by Farrel in 1957 [17], but a mathematical
framework to handle frontier analysis was established only after two decades. The DEA was introduced
by Charnes et al. [18]. They proposed a “data oriented” approach for measuring the performance of
multiple DMUs, by converting multiple input into multiple output. DMU could include manufacturing
units, schools, universities, bank branches, hospitals, power plants, etc. Recently, there have been
various DEA applications in private and public sectors of different countries.
Martín and Roman used DEA to analyze the technical efficiency and performance of each
individual Spanish airport. They used the results to put forward some policy considerations in
preparation for the process of privatization of the Spanish airport system [19]. Wang et al. applied
data envelopment analysis and the heuristic technique approach to help department stores find the
most proper partners for strategic alliances. The results indicated that candidate selection of strategic
alliances could be an effective strategy for enterprises to find out the right partners for cooperation [20].
Wang et al. used Grey and DEA techniques to measure production and marketing efficiencies of
23 companies in the printing circuit board industry. The results showed that 15 companies require
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improvements in both production and marketing efficiency, while four companies had their production
efficiency improved and the remaining four firms experienced both improvement in production and
marketing efficiency [21]. Yuan and Tian applied the two-stage method of the DEA model to analyze
the science and technology resources efficiency of industrial enterprises and its influencing factors.
The results reflected the independence of the input element and the concentration of the output
element [22].
For the above reasons, the integrating model of Grey and DEA in alliance decision making is a
new effective approach in this research. The model predicts future business and measures operation
efficiency by using critical input and output variables. From that, automobile manufacturers can find
feasible candidates for alliance strategies.
2. Methodologies
2.1. Research Development
In this study, the researchers use GM(1,1) [16] and DEA models to construct a systematic forecast
and assessment approach. Figure 2 provides an overview of how to combine GM and DEA through
detailed steps. The study uses future data (prediction data by grey forecasting) as the inputs and
outputs of DEA. Then, the DEA method is used to compare alliance combinations. The research uses
GM(1,1) to develop a forecast approach through the use of time series data with four inputs and three
outputs. The prediction results are continuously put in the DEA model to measure the efficiency of all
DMUs before and after alliance. The steps involved in data collection and inputs-outputs selection
constitute the initial work of this study. Step 3 involves forecast work by using grey model GM(1,1) to
predict the data values in future years. In order to ensure that the forecasting error is reliable, MAPE
is employed to measure the prediction accuracy in Step 4. The researcher has to reselect input and
output factors if there is a high level of error.
Figure 2. Research development.
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DEA is a linear programming methodology. It measures the efficiency of multiple DMUs with a
structure of multiple inputs and outputs. Hence, the super SBM-I-V model of DEA-Solver software is
applied for the calculations in Step 5. Step 6 employs the Pearson Correlation Coefficient Test to check
correlation values between inputs and outputs and whether they are positive or not. If the variables
have a negative coefficient, we remove them and go back to Step 2 to rebuild a new variable until it
can meet our requirements.
The aim of Step 7 is to find out the target company’s position in comparison with the other
19 automobiles competitors via ranking the efficiency of each decision making unit, by applying
the Super-SBM-I-V model in the realistic data. Step 8 is performed to establish new virtual
alliances by combining the target DMU6 with the other 19 DMUs, respectively. After consolidation,
the Super-SBM-I-V model is used to evaluate and rank new companies in comparison with existing
ones. Suggestions will be provided based on the analysis results of this step, but they do not necessarily
presume feasibility until further analysis in Step 9. In this step, the researcher looks more closely at the
candidate firms to determine possible approaches for forming alliances.
2.2. Collecting the DMUs
This research was only conducted examining the 20 companies in the World Ranking of
Manufacturing [2]. They have demonstrated a steady performance and can provide complete data for
four consecutive financial years (2009–2012) as reported in Bloomberg Business Week [23]. Furthermore,
these enterprises are representative of the entire auto industry in the global market (Table 1). DMU6
Nissan is set as the target company. Recently, this auto maker has faced great challenges with regards
to globalization and competition. Hence, a strategic alliance could be part of an effective strategy for
DMU6 to acquire resources and build business relationships.










1 DMU1 Toyota Motor Corporation Japan 1937
2 DMU2 General Motors Company U.S 1908
3 DMU3 Volkswagen Group AG Germany 1937
4 DMU4 Hyundai Motor Company Korea 1967
5 DMU5 Ford Motor Co. U.S 1903
6 DMU6 Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. Japan 1933
7 DMU7 Fiat Automobiles S.p.A Italy 1899
8 DMU8 Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Japan 1948
9 DMU9 Suzuki Motor Corporation Japan 1909
10 DMU10 Renault S.A France 1899
11 DMU11 Daimler AG Germany 1926
12 DMU12 Bayerische Motoren Werke AG(BMW) Germany 1916
13 DMU13 Mazda Motor Corporation Japan 1920
14 DMU14 DongFeng Motor Corporation China 1969
15 DMU15 Mitsubishi Motors Corporation Japan 1970
16 DMU16 Chang An Automobile (Group) Co. Ltd. China 1862
17 DMU17 Tata Motors Ltd. (TTMT) India 1945
18 DMU18 Geely Automobile Holdings Ltd. China 1986
19 DMU19 Isuzu Motors Ltd. Japan 1916
20 DMU20 Daihatsu Motor Co. Ltd. Japan 1907
Source: World Ranking of Manufacturers [2].
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2.3. Grey Forecasting Model
GM(1,1) model of this study is built based on two basic operations. Accumulated generation
operation (AGO) is applied to reduce the randomization of the raw data, and inverse accumulated
generation (IAGO) is used to find the predicted values of initial data. The data series must be more
than four, taking equal intervals and in consecutive order without neglecting any data [16]. The
GM(1,1) model establishment process in this study is summarized as follows:
Establish the initial series Xp0q by
Xp0q “
´
Xp0q p1q , Xp0q p2q , . . . , Xp0q pnq
¯
, n ě 4 (1)
where Xp0q is a non-negative sequence and n is the number of years observed.
Based on initial series Xp0q, a new sequence Xp1q is set up through the AGO, which is
Xp1q “
´
Xp1q p1q , Xp1q p2q , . . . , Xp1q pnq
¯
, n ě 4 (2)
where Xp1q p1q “ Xp0q p1q and Xp1q pkq “
kÿ
i“1
Xp0qpiq , k “ 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (3)
Define mean value series Zp1q of adjacent data Xp1q as:
Zp1q “
´
Zp1q p1q , Zp1q p2q , . . . , Zp1q pnq
¯
(4)
where Zp1q(k) is calculated as follow:
Zp1q pkq “ 0.5 ˆ
´
Xp1q pkq ` Xp1q pk ´ 1q
¯
, k “ 2, 3, . . . , n (5)
The GM(1,1) model can be built by establishing first order differential equation for Xp1q pkq.
dXp1q pkq
dk
` aXp1qk “ b (6)
where parameter a is developing coefficient and b is grey input.
The solution to Equation (6) can be found by using the least square method to find parameters


























(B is called data matrix, Y is called data series, and ra, bsT is called parameter series).
According to Equation (6), the solution of Xp1q(k) at time k:
X̂p1q pk ` 1q “
„





pk “ 1, 2, 3, . . .q (10)
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We acquired X̂p1q from Equation (10). Let X̂p0q be the GM(1,1) fitted and predicted series
X̂p0q “
´
X̂p0q p1q , X̂p0q p2q , . . . , X̂p0q pnq , . . .
¯
, where X̂p0q p1q “ Xp0q p1q (11)
Finally, to obtain the predicted value of the primitive data at time (k + 1), the inverse accumulated
generating operation (IAGO) is used to establish the following grey model:
Xp0q pk ` 1q “
„
Xp0q p1q ´ b
a
j
e´ak p1 ´ eaq pk “ 1, 2, 3, . . .q (12)
In general, the grey forecasting model uses this operation to construct differential Equations.
2.4. Non-Radial Super Efficiency Model (Super-SBM)
The super SBM was developed on a non-radial model called SBM “Slacks-based measure of
efficiency” introduced by Tone in 2001 [24], which directly deals with input and output slacks and
return efficiency scores between 0 and 1. SBM deals with n DMUs, each DMU having input/output
matrices X “ `xij˘ P Rmˆ n and Y “ `Yij˘ P Rsˆn, respectively. λ is a non-negative vector in Rn.
Vectors S´ P Rm and S` P Rs are the input excess and output shortfalls, respectively [25]. To estimate











st.x0 “ Xλ ` S´, y0 “ Yλ ´ S`, λ ě 0, S´ ě 0, S` ě 0 (14)
Let an optimal solution for SBM be pp˚, λ˚, S´˚, S`˚q. A DMU(x0, y0q is SBM-efficient, if p˚ “ 1.
That means S´˚ “ 0, and S`˚ “ 0 (or no input excesses and no output shortfalls). Based on this


















j“1,‰0λjxj, x ě x0, and y ď y0, y ě 0, λ ě 0 (16)
If the denominator is equal to 1, the objective function will become the input-oriented of the super
SBM model and it returns a value for the objective function which is greater or equal to one.
By the nature of things, inputs should be positive, but outputs may be negative. Nevertheless,
many DEA models including SBM models cannot handle non-positive outputs, until a new scheme
was introduced in DEA-Solver pro 4.1 Manual [25].















In the objective function, if the output r has no positive elements, then it is defined as
yr̀ “ y`́r “ 1. The term sr̀ {yr0 will be replaced in the following way. (The value yr0 of in the
constraints has never changed).
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where B is a large positive number, (in DEA-Solver B = 100).
Furthermore, the denominator is positive and strictly less than y`́r. Moreover, it isinverse to the
distance yr̀ ´ yr0. Hence, this scheme concerns the magnitude of the nonpositive output positively.
The score obtained is units invariant; it is independent of the units of measurement used [25].
2.5. EstablishingInput/Output Variables
In order to adequately measure the efficiency of a DEA model and simultaneously help the
target DMU to find the right alliance partners, the selection of input and output elements should be
carefully considered. Based on literature reviews of DEA, automobile operations, the International
Accounting Standard (IAS) [27], and also the suitable correlation between input and output, in this
research we decided to select four inputs factors, including fixed assets (Fix.as), cost of goods sold
(Cogs), operating expenses (O.exp) and long-term investment (L.inv). Revenues (Rev), total equity
(T.eq) and net incomes (Net.in) are chosen as output factors. These indicators provide a signal to
measure the health of a firm and the benefit it could bring through a strategic alliance to all owners
and investors. In the interest of length, the researcher only shows the data from 2012. Detailed data are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Inputs and outputs data of all DMUs in 2012.
DMUs
Inputs (1,000,000 U.S Dollars) Outputs (1,000,000 U.S Dollars)
(I) Fix.as (I) Cogs (I) O.exp (I) L.inv (O) Rev (O) T.eq (O) Net.in
DMU1 65,703.40 172,721.40 19,298.00 71,530.40 211,595.60 122,619.40 9227.10
DMU2 24,196.00 135,963.00 12,231.00 7062.00 152,256.00 37,000.00 6188.00
DMU3 73,415.80 193,658.50 29,135.30 18,222.00 262,873.60 111,594.60 16,412.90
DMU4 26,870.00 61,106.30 10,402.50 13,809.10 79,443.80 45,066.50 8052.40
DMU5 26,228.00 112,578.00 12,175.00 3133.00 134,252.00 16,311.00 5665.00
DMU6 41,837.50 76,937.30 10,389.50 5825.40 92,347.60 39,069.60 3284.10
DMU7 25,559.20 96,989.80 11,667.40 2693.50 114,181.50 17,919.60 473.30
DMU8 22,987.50 70,440.10 19,220.80 6370.80 94,729.50 49,794.40 3521.00
DMU9 5829.00 18,386.10 4935.10 2602.20 24,700.30 12,440.10 770.10
DMU10 15,687.20 46,373.30 8772.20 22,333.90 56,137.10 33,385.90 2410.30
DMU11 60,398.20 120,679.40 24,397.90 9401.60 155,483.90 61,910.90 8291.30
DMU12 14,607.30 63,896.00 8537.50 4367.10 104,556.30 41,360.70 6933.40
DMU13 7522.30 16,583.90 4047.30 1299.80 21,148.50 4921.80 329.00
DMU14 4264.70 16,536.50 2503.80 316.40 20,484.50 9518.10 1501.50
DMU15 3714.30 14,161.40 2616.90 929.40 17,425.10 3371.80 364.60
DMU16 2383.40 3970.00 1004.00 1292.70 4865.50 2541.50 238.90
DMU17 5970.30 21,734.80 6206.30 246.60 30,701.70 6183.90 1608.50
DMU18 1157.00 3313.40 475.70 32.80 4066.10 2180.00 336.80
DMU19 4799.80 13,420.40 1187.20 1369.50 15,860.50 5948.80 924.80
DMU20 4267.20 13,378.20 2582.20 5787.30 17,261.50 15,512.00 796.20
Sources: Bloomberg news [23].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Prediction Results
This research applies the GM(1,1) model to predict the input/output factors for future years.
The fixed assets of DMU6 were selected as an example to condcut the experiment (Table 3), and other
variables are computed in line with the following steps:
Table 3. Inputs and outputs factors of DMU6 in the period of 2009–2012.
Inputs (1,000,000 U.S dollars) Outputs (1,000,000 U.S dollars)
DMU6 (I) Fix.as (I) Cogs (I) O.exp (I) L.inv (O) Rev (O) T.eq (O) Net.in
2009 36,999.50 55,140.60 10,264.70 2548.20 72,090.70 28,914.90 406.50
2010 34,879.20 68,617.40 10,362.20 5113.30 84,134.00 31,395.60 3061.30
2011 35,782.60 74,541.50 10,456.50 4916.10 90,232.60 33,085.50 3274.30
2012 41,837.50 76,937.30 10,389.50 5825.40 92,347.60 39,069.60 3284.10
Sources: Bloomberg news [23].
1st: establish the original series:
Xp0q “ p36, 999.50; 34, 879.20; 35, 782.60; 41, 837.50q
2nd: create Xp1q series by executing the accumulated generating operation (AGO):
Xp1q “ p36, 999.50; 71, 878.70; 107, 661.30; 149, 498.80q
3rd: calculate mean sequence Zp1q of Xp1q by the mean equation:
Zp1q pkq “ p54, 439.10; 89, 770.00; 128, 580.05q , k “ 2, 3, 4
4th: solve equations:
To find a and b, the original series are substituted into the Grey differential equation:
$’&
’%
34, 879.20 ` a ˆ 54, 439.10 “ b
35, 782.60 ` a ˆ 89, 770.00 “ b
41, 837.50 ` a ˆ 128, 580.05 “ b
and convert the linear equations into the form of a matrix:
Let B “
»
—– ´54, 439.10 1´89, 770.00 1
´128, 580.05 1
fi





















use the two coefficients a and b to generate the whitening equation of the differential equation:
dXp1q
dk
´ 0.09486531 ˆ Xp1q “ 28, 873.31
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Find the prediction model from equation:
X̂p1q pk ` 1q “
„





“ 341, 347.05 ˚ e0.094869531 k ´ 304, 347.56
Finding X(1) series by substituting different values of k into above equation:
K “ 0 Xp1q p1q “ 36, 999.50
K “ 1 Xp1q p2q “ 70, 968.78
K “ 2 Xp1q p3q “ 108, 318.53
K “ 3 Xp1q p4q “ 149, 385.16
K “ 4 Xp1q p5q “ 194, 538.55
K “ 5 Xp1q p6q “ 244, 185.39
K “ 6 Xp1q p7q “ 298, 772.86
K “ 7 Xp1q p8q “ 358, 792.60
K “ 8 Xp1q p9q “ 424, 785.30
Originate the predicted value of the original series according to the IAGO and obtain:
X̂p0q p1q “ X̂p1q p1q “ 36, 999.50
X̂p0q p2q “ X̂p1q p2q ´ X̂p1q p1q “ 33, 969.28
X̂p0q p3q “ X̂p1q p3q ´ X̂p1q p2q “ 37, 349.75
X̂p0q p4q “ X̂p1q p4q ´ X̂p1q p3q “ 41, 066.63
X̂p0q p5q “ X̂p1q p5q ´ X̂p1q p4q “ 45, 153.39
X̂p0q p6q “ X̂p1q p6q ´ X̂p1q p5q “ 49, 646.84
X̂p0q p7q “ X̂p1q p7q ´ X̂p1q p6q “ 54, 587.47 ppredicted value of 2015q
X̂p0q p8q “ X̂p1q p8q ´ X̂p1q p7q “ 60, 019.76 ppredicted value of 2016q
X̂p0q p9q “ X̂p1q p9q ´ X̂p1q p8q “ 65, 992.65 ppredicted value of 2017q
Using the above computation process, this research could obtain the forecasting result of all DMUs for
subsequent years; the detailed data is shown in the following Table 4:
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3.2. Forecasting Accuracy
Forecasting method is implemented to predict future results using the present uncompleted
information, so we do not introduce new errors. Hence, the MAPE (Mean absolute percent error) is
employed to measure the accuracy values in statistics. The smaller values of MAPE demonstrate that
the forecasting values are more reasonable [28]. The results of MAPE are shown in Table 5:
Table 5. Average MAPE of DMUs.
DMUs Average MAPE DMUs Average MAPE
DMU1 5.84809% DMU11 0.79240%
DMU2 3.52436% DMU12 1.30784%
DMU3 1.90186% DMU13 10.8717%
DMU4 1.71334% DMU14 1.65806%
DMU5 45.3331% DMU15 3.07850%
DMU6 1.51432% DMU16 6.56818%
DMU7 11.4944% DMU17 3.83133%
DMU8 6.64905% DMU18 3.48085%
DMU9 3.99930% DMU19 2.67108%
DMU10 2.22754% DMU20 0.68057%
Average MAPE of 20 DMUs 5.95730%
Most of the MAPE values are good and qualified, being smaller than 10%. The average of all
MAPE reaches 5.95730%.This affirms that the GM(1,1) model offers a high accurate prediction. DMU5
obtains a 45% higher MAPE value because it is strongly affected by the 2008 crisis. However, based on
the MAPE accuracy standards, only this value is qualified.
3.3. Pearson Correlation
The homogeneity and isotonicity are two major basic DEA data assumptions. The basic DEA
assumption between input data and output data needs to be isotonic. The means the input data and
output data need to have a positive correlation. Correlation test is an important step in applying the
DEA technique to ensure the relationship between input and output factors is isotonic (i.e., an increase
in any input should not result in a decrease in any output) [29]. This study employs a simple correlation
test—Pearson correlation—to measure the strength of the linear relationship of normal distributed
variables [30]. If the correlation coefficient is positive, these factors are isotonically related and will
be put into the DEA model; when the factor demonstrates a weak isotonic relationship, it will be
reexamined [31]. The correlation coefficient is always between ´1 and +1.
The results of correlation coefficients between input and output variables in Tables 6–9 show
strong positive associations and comply with the precondition of the DEA model. Hence, these positive
correlations also prove that the selection of input and output variables is appropriate. This means
those data are proper for DEA assumption and can be used for the analysis for DEA calculations.
Table 6. Correlation of input and output data in 2009.
Fix.as Cogs O.exp L.inv Rev T.eq Net.in
Fix.as 1 0.900516 0.902008 0.770458 0.924567 0.868580 0.010851
Cogs 0.900516 1 0.916182 0.750937 0.989125 0.788681 0.334254
O.exp 0.902008 0.916182 1 0.666827 0.938334 0.799956 0.140062
L.inv 0.770454 0.750937 0.666827 1 0.745437 0.887277 0.090390
Rev 0.924567 0.989125 0.938334 0.745437 1 0.812591 0.225816
T.eq 0.868580 0.788681 0.799956 0.887277 0.812591 1 0.078414
Net.in 0.010851 0.334254 0.140062 0.090390 0.225816 0.078414 1
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Table 7. Correlation of input and output data in 2010.
Fix.as Cogs O.exp L.inv Rev T.eq Net.in
Fix.as 1 0.908011 0.901304 0.760279 0.915191 0.888756 0.712517
Cogs 0.908011 1 0.884399 0.701945 0.991911 0.821255 0.810075
O.exp 0.901304 0.884399 1 0.598485 0.907604 0.826895 0.827244
L.inv 0.760279 0.701945 0.598485 1 0.680493 0.878784 0.421430
Rev 0.915191 0.991911 0.907604 0.680493 1 0.831531 0.851679
T.eq 0.888756 0.821255 0.826895 0.878784 0.831531 1 0.626496
Net.in 0.712517 0.810075 0.827244 0.421430 0.851679 0.626496 1
Table 8. Correlation of input and output data in 2011.
Fix.as Cogs O.exp L.inv Rev T.eq Net.in
Fix.as 1 0.908680 0.911810 0.691419 0.915207 0.909611 0.535213
Cogs 0.908680 1 0.872887 0.627072 0.991641 0.853222 0.728935
O.exp 0.911810 0.872887 1 0.547521 0.893166 0.855927 0.586748
L.inv 0.691419 0.627072 0.547521 1 0.600729 0.846506 0.142137
Rev 0.915207 0.991641 0.893166 0.600729 1 0.867635 0.750202
T.eq 0.909612 0.853222 0.855927 0.846506 0.867635 1 0.413475
Net.in 0.535214 0.728935 0.586748 0.142137 0.750202 0.413475 1
Table 9. Correlation of input and output data in 2012.
Fix.as Cogs O.exp L.inv Rev T.eq Net.in
Fix.as 1 0.916378 0.921629 0.632545 0.925523 0.913111 0.85602
Cogs 0.916377 1 0.898532 0.594043 0.992487 0.861108 0.857803
O.exp 0.921629 0.898532 1 0.481858 0.919848 0.860337 0.84896
L.inv 0.632545 0.594043 0.481858 1 0.580518 0.796618 0.50826
Rev 0.925523 0.992487 0.919848 0.580518 1 0.886316 0.897967
T.eq 0.913110 0.861108 0.860337 0.796617 0.886316 1 0.874886
Net.in 0.856015 0.857803 0.84896 0.508260 0.897967 0.874886 1
Remark: Fixed assets (Fix.as), Cost of goods sold (Cogs), Operating expenses (O.exp); Long-term investment
(L.inv). Revenues (Rev), Total equity (T.eq) and Net incomes (Net.in).
3.4. Analysis before Alliance
In this research, the efficiency of 20 DMUs and their ranking before alliances was measured by
the Super-SBM-I-V model, with the realistic data of 2012. The empirical results of Table 10 indicated
that DMU18 has the best efficiency (the first ranking with the score = 5.8965750), followed by DMU12
and DMU14 ranking second and third place. The target DMU6 is in the 18th ranking, being part of the
last group. This ranking emphasizes again that it is necessary for the target company to form strategic
alliances to improve its performance.


























3.5. Analysis after Alliance
The low inefficiency score (0.6492883 < 1) and low rank (18th/20) of target DMU6 suggests that
the enterprise should enhance its operating efficiency and seek advantages from cooperative partners
by building a creative alliance strategy. To implement the empirical results, this research combines
DMU6 with the remaining DMUs to form 39 virtual DMUs (19 alliances and 20 original cases) in
total. The software of DEA-Solver Pro 8.0–Super-SBM-I-V model built by Saitech Company was
employed to compute efficiency for all new DMUs. Table 11 shows the ranking results and scores of
the virtual alliances.
Table 11. Performance ranking of virtual DMUs.
Rank DMU Score Rank DMU Score
1 DMU18 5.8965750 21 DMU6 + DMU4 0.9011136
2 DMU12 1.5655136 22 DMU6 + DMU11 0.8376827
3 DMU14 1.3982037 23 DMU6 + DMU20 0.7731485
4 DMU17 1.3777954 24 DMU6 + DMU14 0.7545630
5 DMU20 1.3447020 25 DMU6 + DMU10 0.7462483
6 DMU5 1.1714878 26 DMU11 0.7229771
7 DMU3 1.1161306 27 DMU9 0.7176400
8 DMU1 1.1140650 28 DMU6 + DMU9 0.7113479
9 DMU2 1.1058616 29 DMU15 0.7105391
10 DMU4 1.0876949 30 DMU10 0.7104498
11 DMU6 + DMU5 1.0655124 31 DMU6 + DMU17 0.7013426
12 DMU19 1.0484095 32 DMU6 + DMU19 0.6720799
13 DMU6 + DMU12 1.0443239 33 DMU6 + DMU18 0.6649845
14 DMU6 + DMU2 1.0400331 34 DMU6 0.6492883
15 DMU8 1.0282731 35 DMU6 + DMU15 0.6279972
16 DMU7 1.0133168 36 DMU6 + DMU16 0.6265420
17 DMU6 + DMU8 1.0117510 37 DMU6 + DMU13 0.6219810
18 DMU6 + DMU7 1.0002026 38 DMU13 0.5816934
19 DMU6 + DMU3 1 39 DMU16 0.5283717
19 DMU6 + DMU1 1
The results of Table 11 indicate clearly the change from original DMUs to a virtual alliance at
different rates. The target DMU6 shows the highest efficiency scores in a relationship with DMU1,
DMU3, DMU7, DMU8, DMU2, DMU12 and DMU5. The researcher can compare the efficiency between
them by separating them into two groups (see Table 12). The fact that the group has positive results
proves these alliances are better than original DMUs. A higher difference value the increased efficiency
of an alliance. In contrast, the negative value of the second group means the alliance is worse.
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Table 12. The good & bad alliance partnership.






1st group Good alliance
1 DMU6 + DMU5 34 11 23
2 DMU6 + DMU12 34 13 21
3 DMU6 + DMU2 34 14 20
4 DMU6 + DMU8 34 17 17
5 DMU6 + DMU7 34 18 16
6 DMU6 + DMU3 34 19 15
7 DMU6 + DMU1 34 19 15
8 DMU6 + DMU4 34 21 13
9 DMU6 + DMU11 34 22 12
10 DMU6 + DMU20 34 23 11
11 DMU6 + DMU14 34 24 10
12 DMU6 + DMU10 34 25 9
13 DMU6 + DMU9 34 28 6
14 DMU6 + DMU17 34 31 3
15 DMU6 + DMU19 34 32 2
16 DMU6 + DMU18 34 33 1
2nd group Bad Alliance
1 DMU6 + DMU15 34 35 ´1
2 DMU6 + DMU16 34 36 ´2
3 DMU6 + DMU13 34 37 ´3
In the first group, the ranking of target DMU is improved after an alliance with another
16 enterprises (DMU1, DMU2, DMU3, DMU4, DMU5, DMU7, DMU8, DMU9, DMU10, DMU11,
DMU12, DMU14, DMU17, DMU18, DMU19 and DMU20). This demonstrates that target DMU can
take advantages from alliance. The alliance of DMU6 + DMU5, DMU6 + DMU12, DMU6 + DMU2,
DMU6 + DMU8 and DMU6 + DMU7 gets the highest efficiency (score >1). Hence, those five candidates
will be firstly priority when considering alliance partners. Especially, DMU5 is one of the best potential
candidates because of its largest difference value (23). The second group has three enterprises including
(DMU15, DMU16, and DMU13) of which DMU6 is worse off after strategic alliances (DMUs’ ranking
reduced). Thus, those firms would not be chosen by a target DMU because they do not help the
enterprise in its vision.
3.6. Partner Selection
In the previous section, the best alliance partnerships are identified based on the position of
the target DMU6. Nevertheless, we must further analyze the feasibility of alliance partnerships and
compare situations before and after alliances. It can be seen clearly, as shown in the results in Table 12,
that there are 16 good partners. However, they will not cooperate with the target DMU, because, the
DMU’s ranking is lower. In other words, the performance of DMU1, DMU2, DMU3, DMU4, DMU5,
DMU7, DMU8, DMU9, DMU12, DMU14, DMU17, DMU18, DMU19 and DMU20 are already good;
if there are no special circumstances, they currently have no incentive to form an alliance partnership
with the DMU6.
Figure 3 shows more clearly the change in ranking of the above DMUs before and after alliance
with target DMU6. The blue line is nearer to the center-point than the red line in most DMUs.
This indicates that most of the DMUs have a high efficiency before alliance, but some of them
are lower before the alliance relationship (DMU6 + DMU10, DMU6 + DMU11, DMU6 + DMU13,
DMU6 + DMU16).
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Figure 3. The comparison of changes in ranking.
Combined with Tables 10–12 the efficiency and ranking of all DMUs before and after alliance
are reviewed again in Figure 3. Those points which are more close to the center are ranked higher.
The points clearly point to an alliance with Renault and Daimler with the target company. Renault and
Daimler are not at the level of DEA before alliance; however, their rankings improved after cooperating
with Nissan. It means the alliance can bring benefits not only for Nissan but also for Renault and
Daimler. In other words, through the alliance, both of Nissan–Renault and Nissan–Daimler AG,
opportunities to manage their resource more effectively may arise. Hence, Renault and Daimler should
have a strong desire to form an alliance.
In fact, Nissan–Renault has maintained an alliance relationship since 1999. These enterprises now
are developing a three-party alliance between Renault–Nissan–Daimler AG. This once again proves
the results of this paper are correct and have practical feasibility. However, Nissan should continue
to cooperate to effectively utilize the resources of both parties. This will be entailing an intersection
between Eastern and Western culture, in line with current globalization trends. The alliance can help
to build a production system, which can reduce waste, create value for the customer and achieve
perfection. Besides that, the company also needs to enhance common understanding, seeking potential
cooperation opportunities from less feasible alliance partners.
In a word, the results and findings of this case study also lead to new recommendations for
strategic alliances. The readers can clearly recognize the noticeable candidates for an alliance strategy
are Ford Motor (DMU5, the best efficiency improvement for the target company), Renault and Daimler
(the efficiency improvement for both target DMU6 and partners DMU10, DMU11).
4. Conclusions
Nowadays, the automobile industry as well as many other industries faces numerous challenges
such as: How to achieve competitive advantage and enter new markets? How to obtain new technology
and resources and how to reduce risk and share costs of research and development? For solving these
problems, this research proposed a decision making model by using a hybrid of Grey theory and DEA.
This study focused on the relationship between strategic alliances and the performance of the top 20
enterprises in the automobile industry.
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Based on the realistic public data of automobile enterprises from 2009 to 2012, this study
used GM(1,1) model to predict the future change in value of the specific input/output variables.
The accuracy forecast value had been tested by average MAPE and a reliable percentage of 5.9573%
was obtained.
Nissan was used as a case study to determine the potential benefits of strategic alliances between
firms. The DEA-Super SBM model was applied to evaluate efficiency all real DMUs and virtual DMUs.
The empirical results showed that 16 candidates are suitable for Nissan to form strategic alliances with,
of which Ford, BMW, General Motors, Honda, and Fiat are strongly recommended. However, only
two partnerships are feasible for Nissan (Nissan–Renault and Nissan–Daimler). If a firm decides to
form an alliance, it is necessary to conduct extensive an assessment of performance before and after
the alliance in terms of many aspects.
In conclusion, by combining Grey theory and the Super SBM model, this research proposed a new
accurate and appropriate approach to forecast and evaluate automobile firms. This model provides a
reference for decision making for automaker strategists when developing alliance strategies.
The DEA is one kind of sensitive method for factor selection. The selection of input/output
variables could be different, and the results would be impacted. Therefore, robust checking is necessary.
The different input/output variables and removing outlierd from DMUs should be re-calculated
and re-discussed.
For future study, sensitive analysis for different inputs or outputs of DMUs or data of different
years can be discussed further. Moreover, the methodology should be further developed by using
qualitative data and should be applied in different industries.
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Abstract: The study explores links between types of business models used by companies and
their involvement in CSR. As the main part of our conceptual framework we used a business
model taxonomy developed by Dudzik and Witek-Hajduk, which identifies five types of models:
traditionalists, market players, contractors, distributors, and integrators. From shared characteristics
of the business model profiles, we proposed that market players and integrators will show
significantly higher levels of involvement in CSR than the three other classes of companies.
Among other things, both market players and integrators relied strongly on building own brand value
and fostering harmonious supply channel relations, which served as a rationale for our hypothesis.
The data for the study were obtained through a combined CATI and CAWI survey on a group of
385 managers of medium and large enterprises. The sample was representative for the three Polish
industries of chemical manufacturing, food production, and retailing. Statistical methods included
confirmatory factor analysis and one-way ANOVA with contrasts and post hoc tests. The findings
supported our hypothesis, showing that market players and integrators were indeed more engaged in
CSR than other groups of firms. This may suggest that managers in control of these companies could
bolster the integrity of their business models by increasing CSR involvement. Another important
contribution of the study was to propose and validate a versatile scale for assessing CSR involvement,
which showed measurement invariance for all involved industries.
Keywords: business models; CSR; sustainable development; medium and large companies; Poland
1. Introduction
The concepts of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and business models have been frequently
addressed in academic studies in the last decades. Both of these concepts are often listed among the key
concerns in contemporary management theory and practice. They are looked at from various research
perspectives, including macroeconomic [1], microeconomic [2], management [3,4], and marketing [5].
There is no lack of conceptual studies trying to integrate CSR with developing strategies and business
models. For example, Pyszka [6] is proposing a mechanism whereby traditional business models can
be transformed into CSR-enabled ones, with the aim of enhancing a company’s competitive advantage,
in particular its innovativeness. When it comes to practical guidance for managers, some authors
developed various sets of tools that practitioners can use to diagnose the current state of CSR and
sustainability involvement and implement needed changes, bearing in mind the short- and long-term
economic benefits for the company. In this vein, Bocken et al. [7] offer a number of value-mapping tools
to support sustainable business modeling, including the interests of the four major stakeholder groups,
here labeled as environment, society, customer, and network actors. The topic of the interlink between
Sustainability 2016, 8, 93; doi:10.3390/su8020093 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability250
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CSR, sustainability, business models, and strategy is also ever-present in business and trade journals,
where various authors often depict these management concepts as means of enhancing competitiveness
and achieving other benefits [8]. What these published works, both academic and otherwise, have in
common is a lack of empirical proof (as in the case of conceptual papers) or reliance on qualitative and
anecdotal evidence e.g., [9,10]. In fact, there is a surprising dearth of works exploring the quantitative
evidence for possible links between types of adopted business models and the level of CSR practices.
As such, the aim of our paper is to address this issue and attempt to bridge the knowledge gap.
Building on previous studies, we conclude that the type of business model used should affect a firm’s
CSR involvement, and then test this proposition with survey data collected from managers of medium
and large companies in Polish manufacturing and service industries.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we summarize relevant literature sources on CSR to
discuss various understandings of the concept. Next, we survey popular definitions and taxonomies
of business models. The third section looks at previous studies where associations between business
models and CSR were investigated. Then, we detail the business model definition and classification
adopted in this paper and set out the rationale for our hypotheses. The methods section comes next,
followed by findings. The paper concludes with a discussion of theoretical and practical implications
of the study, limitations, and suggestions for further research.
2. Corporate Social Responsibility in Literature
Corporate Social Responsibility and related concepts (e.g., sustainable development) have been
playing an increasingly prominent role in recent years, both in economic and academic research.
Despite its popularity—and perhaps in part because of it—authors of numerous publications in this
area have not shown a uniform understanding of these constructs, which are sometimes vague and
tends to vary from publication to publication. This is reflected in how many distinct terms were
used, including Corporate Sustainability and Responsibility, Corporate Citizenship, Corporate Social
Rectitude, Corporate Social Performance, Corporate Social Responsiveness, Social Performance, or
Sustainable Responsible Business. In fact, in a review of the CSR literature Dahlsrud [11] counted no
fewer than 37 different definitions of the concept. Below we shortly outline the history of the idea of
sustainable responsibility and wrap up by offering the definition that we assumed in our study.
In terms of social duties of business, for many years the dominant perspective was that of
Friedman [12], who maintained that what firms should care for was generating profits, and social
responsibilities were no concern of business; indeed, his strongly held conviction was that any action
on the part of managers that did not amount to increased profits was tantamount to theft. However, the
notion of firms supporting social goals is not new, since the first publications on this topic appeared
in the 1930s, e.g., [13,14], and the first formalized definitions date back to the 1950s–60s [15–20].
Rapid growth in CSR has been particularly evident since the 70s, when accelerating globalization made
the impact of companies on society and environment a more pertinent problem than ever before [21].
At that time, it was proposed that CSR could offer effective solutions for outstanding societal issues, in
large part due to the strong effects of businesses, in particular multinationals, on economy, politics,
environment, and local communities [22]. In the 1980s the idea of sustainable development emerged to
represent such “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
the future generations to meet their own needs” [23]. Its proponents advocate sustainable development
in economy, society, and the natural environment that would aim to eradicate poverty and moderate
excessive consumption in both developed and developing countries [24]. As noted by Vos [25], many
definitions of sustainability are similar in that they identify three aspects of the term: economic, social,
and environmental.
The growing importance of CSR was recognized by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), which set up a special task group for social responsibility. As a result of
the group’s work, a system of guidelines was revealed in 2010 to help businesses operate in a more
“ethical and transparent way that contributes to the health and welfare of society” [26]. The ISO 2600
manual outlines specific benefits that can be derived from implementing CSR principles, including
enhancing competitive advantage; attracting and retaining employees, shareholders, and clients;
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improving the morale, commitment, and productivity of employees; and fostering better image and
goodwill from clients, suppliers, local communities, and other stakeholders of the company.
The first definition of CSR that gained wide acceptance was that of Caroll [27]. Caroll proposed
a CSR pyramid with four levels representing CSR dimensions: (1) economical (at the base of the
pyramid; denoting all activities yielding profit for the company’s owners), (2) legal (acting within
the law regulating environmental protection, consumer and employee relations, and adhering to
contractual agreements), (3) ethical (acting in an ethical and honest way towards stakeholders), and
(4) philanthropic (the firm as a good citizen should undertake special programs for the benefit of
the society). Later on, Schwartz and Caroll [28], building on the previous model, came up with a
non-hierarchical structure with only three dimensions—economical, legal, and ethical—whereby the
philanthropic element was split between economical and ethical areas, depending on the dominant
underlying motivations behind specific charitable activities. Another popular conceptualization of
CSR, known as the triple bottom line (TBL), calls for companies to operate in ways that are socially
responsible, eco-friendly, and economically valuable [29]. The three focal points of TBL are people
(involving responsible business practices towards employees, customers, society at large, and local
communities), the planet (activities aimed at protecting the natural environment), and economic value,
or profits earned after contributing to the other two CSR dimensions. According to the TBL perspective,
its three dimensions are equal in terms of importance, which should be reflected in corporate reporting.
Therefore, not only financial metrics should be reported, but also accounts of the company’s social
and ecological performance. Such integrative reports should merge both short-term and long-term
perspectives [30]. One of the most recent outlooks on CSR and the last one reviewed in this section is
that of Chen and Wongsurawat [31], whose definition we chose to adopt in our research. These authors
looked to combine Caroll’s [27] perspective and TBL with the ISO recommendations. In their view
CSR should encompass: (1) competitiveness (i.e., cooperation with stakeholders in building strong
market position of the company and its products); (2) transparency (removing barriers for members of
the public to accessing corporate information; the aim here is to provide means for fast and efficient
communication with a wider audience on the firm’s activities with potential social and environmental
impacts); (3) responsibility (complying with legal regulations and contractual terms pertaining to
different stakeholder groups); (4) accountability (making thoughtful and justified business decisions
accommodating the interests of various groups of stakeholders).
To sum up the discussion so far on popular conceptualizations of CSR, and to present our own
understanding of the concept used in this work, we distinguish the following four aspects of the
CSR involvement: (1) value chain relations (entailing conscientious attitude in interactions with
suppliers, customers, and other supply chain partners); (2) community relations (communication,
cooperation, and support for local and wider social partners); (3) natural environment (commitment to
running business operations with the smallest possible negative impacts on the environment); and
(4) employee relations (all corporate socially responsible activities aimed at employees). In keeping
with the above taxonomy of CSR, we developed a Likert-type scale for use in the survey questionnaire.
The measurement scale was outlined in more detail in the methods section.
3. Overview of Conceptualizations of Business Models
The interest in business models has grown, particularly since the 1990s, when a number of seminal
papers were published. The dominant theme for many papers was Internet business, which coincided
with—and was sparked by—the dot-com boom and bust, e.g., [32–35]. Academic writing on business
models, even more so than on CSR, is affected by a lack of consensus as to what constitutes a business
model. So far many definitions and typologies had been proffered, some more popular than others,
but no single dominant approach emerged. On the other hand, and quite similar to CSR, most views
of business models have considerable overlap, which makes it easier and more meaningful to compare
findings across different works. In this section we summarize the more popular ways to think about
business models, and present our own approach that was used in the questionnaire design to collect
responses from managers.
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One way to look at business models was offered by Afuah and Tucci [33], who proposed that
it is how a firm builds up and deploys its resources to provide customers with products of value
superior to competitors’ offerings in order to generate profits. According to Linder and Cantrell [36], a
business model is a logical basis for creating a company’s value , reflected in a coherent action plan
aimed at developing a strategy that meets customer expectations through the optimal use of resources
and relations. Here, a business model specifies such elements as: types of customers, products or
services, pricing policy, customer benefits, distribution channels, unique competences, and revenue
sources. Betz [37] considers a business model as a composition of three elements necessary for the
firm to operate: benefits or values for customers and business partners, revenue sources, and logistics
arrangements. Osterwalder et al. [38] give the following constituting elements of business models
as part of their strategic template for crafting new or documenting existing business models: value
proposition for customers, corporate infrastructure (including key activities, key resources, and partner
network), targeted customers (composed of market segmentation, distribution channels, and customer
relationships), cost structures, and revenue streams.
In terms of business model typologies, many authors propose divergent classifications based
on different sets of criteria, with many of them mostly relevant to e-business [32,33,35,39–42]. Just a
handful of authors attempted to develop a more universal typology system, suitable for classifying a
wider range of business models, including traditional, “bricks-and-mortar” companies [36,37,43–46].
4. Earlier Studies on the Links between Business Models and CSR
Even though the problem of how companies with different types of business models get involved
in CSR has arguably both practical and theoretical merits, it has rarely been explored as a topic
of an academic study. Some authors proposed to introduce new paradigms in management to
effectively counteract social and environmental degradation, e.g., [47–50], but only a few incorporated
elements of business models in their analyses of CSR, e.g., [51–54]. In recent years, several new
pertinent management concepts emerged, such as so-called “sustainable business models” [55–57],
“sustainability business models” [58], “business models for sustainability” [51], and “sustaining supply
chain management” [59–61]. All of these new constructs build on the theory of corporate sustainability
management, which—at a general level—aims to integrate multiple corporate activities and impacts in
societal, environmental, and economic areas. Those authors give different definitions of sustainable
business models (SBM); for example, they say that it is “a model where sustainability concepts are the
driving force of the firm and its decision making” [58], or ”a new model of the firm where sustainability
concepts play an integral role in shaping the mission or driving force of the firm and its decision
making” [62]. Regarding the interplay between business models and CSR, some authors suggest
the existence of a feedback loop, whereby certain types of business models can foster stronger CSR
involvement [63], while implementing CSR has the potential to transform business models in the
long run [53]. In the same vein, Schaltegger and Wagner [64] observe that business models of firms
following CSR principles are changing both through purposeful effort and unconscious adjustments.
This points to the conclusion that not only strategic management but also daily operational tasks are
factors in shaping a business model setup. This view finds support in Elkington [55], who noted that
business models are determinants of organizational behaviors, and as such have influence on strategic
management as well as operations, including assorted CSR activities. The literature, but also more
casual observations and common experience, imply that sustainable management, CSR, and business
models are in constant interaction, and firms intending to improve their CSR metrics have to work
towards revising their business model [65]. Indeed, deep changes to a business model can be a way of
achieving radical improvement to a firm’s CSR status through creating more environmental and social
value in an economically viable manner [58,66,67], or—to put it another way—capturing economic
value while generating social and environmental values [7]. Accordingly, the concept of business
models could be a useful tool for reconciling and integrating the often divergent needs and wants of
stakeholders in terms of the sustainable development of a company [68]. For that purpose, firms should
make a conscious effort to plan and manage the sustainability aspects of their business models [51].
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In light of the above, it seems relevant to study links between various types of business models and
the CSR record of companies, since there is a good theoretical reason to believe that different business
models yield different CSR attitudes and implementations. As such, we propose that:
Hypothesis 1: The intensity of CSR involvement is related to the business model followed by
a company.
The second hypothesis for the study will be developed in the following sections of the paper.
5. Business Model Definition and Taxonomy Adopted in the Study
As the theoretical background for our approach to defining and classifying business models
we used a framework developed by Dudzik and Witek-Hajduk [69], with further extensions and
modifications by Gołębiowski et al. [46]. According to the framework, a business model represents
the logic underlying a firm’s business activities in a given area and encompasses a description of the
value proposition offered by the firm to its customer groups, with a specification of essential resources,
processes (activities), and external relationships of the firm, serving to build, offer, and deliver the
value proposition, ensure the firm’s competitiveness, and enhance its equity. The “area of activity”
referred to in the definition, depending on the scope of operations, can concern the whole of a company
or an individual strategic business unit (SBU); thus a firm can operate distinct business models in
various SBUs at the same time. Gołębiowski et al. [46] point to the following constituting elements
of a business model: (1) value proposition to the customer, comprising products offered, benefits
delivered at different steps of the transaction process, subjective customer assessment of the acquired
benefits versus incurred costs, and relationships with final consumers/users of the products; (2) key
resources of the company, such as managerial competences, technology, brands, patents, designs,
tools, equipment, infrastructure, and market knowledge; (3) the firm’s role within the value chain, in
particular activities within its internal value chain and their ties with external links of the integrated
value chain; (4) revenue sources from selling manufactured goods and rendered services, offering rights
to tangible and intangible products through leasing, renting, franchising or licensing, subscription and
usage-based fees, and brokerage fees from performing the role of an intermediary for other companies.
Employing this concept of a business model, Dudzik and Witek-Hajduk [69] conducted a survey
of Polish companies to arrive at a segmentation of business models that identified five distinct types of
firms: (1) traditionalists, (2) market players, (3) contractors, (4) distributors, and (5) integrators.
Table 1 details the distinguishing features of each type of a business model. These descriptions
were presented to managers participating in our study so they could choose the one category that was
most consistent with their company.
Table 1. Characteristics of business models in the study.
Business Model Business Model Description
Traditionalist
The main source of value for customers is functional benefits from products,
and the relationship of these benefits to costs. The firm does not have unique
resources (e.g., a strong brand, patents, designs, technology, and/or recipes).
The internal supply chain is long (R&D, production, marketing, sales and
after-sales services). Most of the revenues are sales of manufactured products.
Market player
Customers derive most of the value from functional benefits offered by
products, as well as the strength of the brand and relationships with other
members of the value chain. The firm deploys its unique resources, such as
advanced technologies, strong brand, patents, unique designs and recipes, and
managerial skills. The internal supply chain is long (R&D, production,
marketing, sales and after-sales services). A market player tends to be the
leader of its supply chain. Revenues are mostly obtained through the sale of
self-manufactured products, supplemented by income from licensing
technology, brand names and franchising.
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Table 1. Cont.
Business Model Business Model Description
Contractor
The value proposition for customers is mostly based on offering functional
product benefits. The main asset of the company is its production facility and
equipment, which it employs to manufacture products on contract for other
businesses. Its internal supply chain is focused on the production function.
Proceeds from manufacturing contracts account for the bulk of the revenues.
Distributor
The value proposition here relies on a favorable relation of functional and
emotional benefits of products to their costs. The key distinguishing
competency of the company is market knowledge (about suppliers and
customers). The internal supply chain is short and focused on the sales function.
Revenues are mostly earned through fulfilling the role of a trade intermediary.
Integrator
Customer benefits can come from favorable functional features of products, but
also from a strong brand and cohesive partner relationships with members of a
supply chain. The distinguishing attributes of an integrator are managerial
competences, management information systems, recipes, designs, patents,
brand names, and market knowledge. Its internal supply chain is short: as the
supply chain leader, an integrator is focused on a few core competences, such as
R&D, designing, marketing, sales and after-sales services, while it tends to
outsource manufacturing. Income is generated through sales of its own
brand-name products and offering its own unique know-how and technology
by means of franchising and/or licensing.
Source: Own elaboration based on Dudzik and Witek-Hajduk [69].
From the salient features of various types of business models, as outlined in Table 1, one can
reasonably expect considerable differences in the extent of CSR implementation. In seems that out of
the four groups of criteria used in the segmentation procedure yielding the above classification, those
that are likely to have the strongest bearing on CSR compliance are value proposition, key resources,
and the role of a company within its supply chain. Arguably, no salient elements of sustainable
business are conditional on a particular setup of revenue sources, so any differences in this regard
should be of no consequence to the CSR standing of a company.
Value propositions of market players and integrators are set apart from those of other companies
not only by unique combinations of functional features, but also an emphasis on developing strong
brand names and cohesive relationships with channel partners. In the current state of the economy
in Poland, similar to other developed and emerging countries, consumers in many market segments
have been growing ever more sensitive to the ethical behavior of the firms they patronize. As such,
these groups of consumers may derive distinctive utility from the fact that their purchasing decisions
can support the good citizens among available suppliers of goods and services. On the other hand,
firms that aggressively seek to increase the perceived value of their offerings, which are market
players and integrators, may choose to get involved in CSR programs specifically for that reason.
Consequently, these firms are apt to promote their brands more frequently through charitable programs,
whereby, for example, customers can feel better knowing that a part of the paid price goes to support
a socially valuable cause. In the same vein, market players and integrators may also see business
rationale in establishing and financing charitable foundations, and implementing changes to their
core processes (e.g., phasing in eco-friendly technologies) to make assertions of responsible behavior
more credible. To further strengthen their case, they also may choose to encourage employees to get
involved with local communities to assist in enhancing their capabilities to satisfy salient infrastructural,
educational, cultural, and sports-related needs. If that was indeed the main motivation to get involved
in CSR, companies might be inclined to follow up this initial actions by overhauling their employee
relations and organizational culture—this way employees can become more involved and convinced
of the true and honest nature of the managerial push towards sustainable and responsible business
practices. With more involved employees it is arguably easier to make a company’s CSR claims seem
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more genuine to its customers, which can foster higher loyalty and greater sales. Quite naturally,
the other business models—traditionalists, contractors, and distributors—with their lower interest in
creating strong brands will not experience the same motivation, and therefore may display weaker
CSR involvement.
Another distinctive feature of market players and integrators is their reliance on unique resources
to underlie their competitive advantages. Among these resources are superior managerial competences,
innovative and productive organizational culture, proprietary technology, and market knowledge.
Many of these capabilities have better chances of being achieved in corporate settings where employees
are loyal, highly motivated, and emotionally involved with their workplace. Such conditions are
among the likely benefits of implementing CSR programs aimed at improving employee relations,
which is another reason to believe that these two business models will show higher CSR ratings.
In terms of a value chain position and relations, market players and integrators follow more active
and “social” policies as compared to other categories of firms. Here, the goals and ways of operating
create a strong incentive to develop close partnerships with other crucial supply chain members so that
market players and integrators could assume the role of a dominant value chain member. This role is
critical to their business strategies, which rely on the ability to shape value chains to achieve a higher
level of efficiency and effectiveness than the networks controlled by competitors. One of the main
prerequisites to achieving such a goal is a high level of trust and commitment among cooperating
firms, which is promoted by ethical and responsible behavior from all involved parties. As such, this
is another reason to expect more social responsibility (this time aimed at business partners) among
market players and integrators than other firms with business models less dependent for success on
the quality of everyday channel relations.
To conclude, considering the attributes of the identified types of business models and relating
them to the CSR dimensions, it is possible to propose which types of companies will be most likely to
operate in the manner consistent with the principles of responsible business. In particular, it can be
expected that market players and integrators show higher levels of CSR implementations. On the other
hand, the attributes of traditionalists, contractors, and distributors could create less of an incentive to
function in a more sustainable way.
Consequently, it is possible to supplement the previous general hypothesis with a more
specific proposition:
Hypothesis 2: Among the five types of business models, the highest level of CSR involvement
will be found in market players and integrators.
The other possible distinctions between business models are difficult to extrapolate from an a
priori analysis based on previous research, conceptual papers, and the authors’ own observations
and experiences.
The empirical part of the research was dedicated to validating the two hypotheses. The methods
employed and obtained outcomes are described next.
6. Methods
The study involved a net sample of 385 mangers from medium and large enterprises, who
were contacted through a combination of CATI and CAWI methods. In particular, the respondents
answered via phone (the CATI part) while looking at the web-based version of the questionnaire (the
CAWI component). The inclusion of the web component was essential to make respondents fully
understand the rather lengthy business model characteristics presented in Table 1, and choose the
model that best described their firms. The respondents were initially contacted via an e-mail outlining
the research project, inviting them to participate, and offering a link to a dedicated web-page with a
digital questionnaire. Within a few days of receiving the e-mail, phone calls followed during which
interviews were conducted or arrangements were made to set up a later interview date. Despite several
contact attempts, not all selected sample members could participate: the gross sample initially drawn
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from a database encompassing almost all companies in Poland was 535, which amounted to a response
rate of 72%.
The final (net) sample included manufacturers of food (31.7%) and chemicals (31.2%), as well as
retailers and wholesalers of these products (37.1%). In terms of the number of employees, 75.3% firms
had between 50 and 249 staff, with the rest employing more than 250 people; 76.9% of the sample had
solely Polish owners, while 23.1% reported various levels of foreign ownership.
The statistical analysis in this project was twofold. First, we validated our measurement model of
CSR involvement with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using the AMOS 23 software. The second
step involved employing one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) as the means of testing the hypotheses
of differences between various business models in terms of CSR involvement. Here, we used five
dependent variables: one for the general level of a firm’s engagement in CSR and four depicting its
respective dimensions. The factor scores for each latent variable for every company were obtained
through a regression method from the preciously validated CFA model.
7. Research Findings
We start this section by explaining how business models were identified. Then we specify the CSR
measurement model, followed by its diagnostics and concluding with the outcomes of the ANOVA.
To determine which of the predefined business models best describes each company, managers
were offered descriptions of five distinct profiles and asked to choose only one that best portrayed
their main area of operation in Poland. Recognizing that this mode of collecting answers, if employed
over the phone, may produce biased results (due to extensive textual descriptions) respondents were
able to see the relevant parts of the questionnaire on a web page while interacting with an interviewer
through the CATI method.
English translations of characteristics of business models were presented in Table 1 earlier
in the paper. Table 2 below gives sample frequencies and percentages for the different types of
business models.
Table 2. Frequency distribution of business models in the study sample.
Business model Sample Frequency Sample Percentage
Traditionalist 168 43.6






Considering that the studied companies were part of long-established industries, it comes as
no surprise that nearly half of them declared that they were operating according to a traditionalist
business model. The smallest number of studied firms was identified by their managers as contractors,
which is also understandable since Poland is not a very popular location for contractual manufacturing,
especially compared to East Asian countries, the long-standing providers of outsourcing services.
On the whole, the frequency of each of the subgroups was sufficient to perform reliable analysis of
variance tests—as a rule of thumb, 20 is often given as a minimum sample size per group [70].
As discussed before, the adopted understanding of social responsibility assumed that CSR
involvement is a second-order reflective construct expressed through four dimensions. The CSR
dimensions, themselves being first order reflective latent variables, were measured with five-point
Likert-scale items. The specific content of the items used in the survey questionnaire is given in the
following table. Literature sources that were used to inform the scale building choices were also
indicated in Table 3.
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Table 3. Dimensionality and manifest variables in the CSR involvement model.
Item Designation in
Measurement Model
Item Content Literature Sources
Latent variable: Value Chain Relations
VAL_1 We use CSR principles in selecting suppliers.
[71–78]VAL_2
We create the image of our firm, brands, and
products with reference to social values.
VAL_3 Our customers are aware that part of our productprices supports our CSR initiatives.
VAL_4 Payments to our suppliers are made in keeping withcontractual obligations.
VAL_5 Our firm seeks to follow international standards andcertificates (e.g., ISO 26000, SA 8000, Fair Trade).
Latent variable: Community Relations
COM_1 We are involved in charitable initiatives.
[71,75,79,80]
COM_2
We have a special organizational unit (e.g., a
foundation) tasked with social and/or charitable
objectives.
COM_3 Our employees are involved in voluntary charitableactivities.
COM_4
We provide financial support to local communities in
terms of their infrastructural, cultural, educationalm
and sports-related needs.
Latent variable: Natural Environment
ENV_1 We take care to prevent events that could havenegative impacts on environment and society
[71,79–82]ENV_2 We strive to limit our use of energy, water, and otherresources.
ENV_3 We use recycling and try to limit our waste.
ENV_4 We aim to curb our CO2 emissions.
ENV_5 We use eco-friendly technologies and materials inour processes, products, and packaging.
Latent variable: Employee Relations
EMP_1
We have control and supervision mechanisms to
monitor, support, and enforce ethical behavior
among employees.
[80,83,84]EMP_2 Our employees have ways to report unethicalconduct without fear of retribution.
EMP_3 We have implemented procedures to enable swiftreaction against acts of breaching employee rights.
EMP_4 In our company we respect principles of diversitymanagement, including gender and disabilities.
EMP_5 We have implemented a system of creating good CSRpractices by employees.
EMP_6 Employees are consulted before we implementchanges in our company.
Source: Own elaboration.
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The validity of the above model was tested with confirmatory factor analysis using the maximum
likelihood estimation.
Considering that the sample was composed of firms representing three distinct industries (i.e.,
food production, chemical manufacturing, and commerce, both wholesale and retail), it was essential
to test the model structure for measurement invariance. Measurement invariance is found when
all relevant subgroups could be equally well represented by the same pattern of regression weights
and covariances in the model. A common way to test for measurement invariance is to compare an
unconstrained model (assuming that all groups have all parameters estimated independently) with a
model where regression weights and covariances are set to be equal across all groups. Then chi-square
statistics are computed for alternative models and the chi-square differential is obtained. Evidence for
measurement invariance is found when the chi-square difference is insignificant [85] and so—consistent
with the principle of parsimony—the simpler (i.e., constrained) option should be retained. In the
current study, the chi-square value representing discrepancies between the two models was 47.426,
with 40 degrees of freedom and a p-value of 0.196. This implies that the model where all firms are
pooled together as a single group is superior, as the more complex solution with different parameters
across groups does not offer markedly better accuracy. From a practical perspective, our research
appears to suggest that CSR involvement (at least when measured using the metrics deployed in our
survey) is a universal characteristic reflected in a similar way (following the same structural patterns)
in firms with various backgrounds.
The resultant CFA diagram, with its standardized regression parameters and squared multiple
correlations, is depicted in Figure 1.
In order to evaluate the model fit with the sample data, we used a set of common indices as set
out in Table 4.
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Source: Own elaboration.
Figure 1. CFA model of the CSR involvement construct.
Table 4. Overall fit measures for the CFA model.
Metric Value Threshold for a Well-Fitting Model
Chi-square/df (relative chi-square) 2.326 <3 for good fit
p-value for the model <0.001 >0.05
GFI (goodness of fit index) 0.905 ě0.9
CFI (comparative fit index) 0.942 ě0.9
AGFI (adjusted goodness of fit index) 0.880 ě0.8
PCFI (parsimony comparative fit
index) 0.823 ě0.8
RMSEA (root mean square of
approximation) 0.059; HI90 = 0.066
ď0.05 for good model fit; ď0.08 for
adequate fit; in addition, the upper
90% confidence limit (HI 90) should
be no more than 0.08 for a well-fitting
model
Source: Own elaboration. Cutoff points based on Garson [86].
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The above metrics indicate a close match between the model and the data. The only exception
is the chi-square test, which is significant and rejects the null hypothesis of the lack of differences
between the observed covariance matrix and the one implied by the model. However, the chi-square
statistic tends to be considerably inflated for large samples, which results in excessive sensitivity of the
test. Therefore, this measure is considered unreliable and could be disregarded if other metrics point
to a well-fitting solution [85,87], which is what happens in the current analysis.
Table 5 provides insights into CSR dimensions in terms of reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha),
convergent validity (AVE, or average variance extracted) and discriminant validity (MSV, or maximum
shared variance).
Table 5. Reliability and validity measures of CSR involvement dimensions.
Construct Cronbach’s Alpha AVE MSV
Value Chain Relations 0.839 0.596 0.345
Community Relations 0.788 0.493 0.272
Natural Environment 0.861 0.562 0.271
Employee Relations 0.896 0.583 0.345
Source: Own elaboration.
The metrics in Table 5 are implying a solution that does not reveal any apparent issues
compromising its interpretability. In particular, it seems that the manifest variables used to represent
the latent constructs have high levels of internal consistency—Cronbach’s alphas are all greater than
0.07, as suggested in Malhotra [88]. AVE values, which show how well hidden variables are represented
by their corresponding indicators, should be at least 0.5 [89], which is true for all constructs except
Community Relations; however, even there the cut-off is missed by only a small amount. As such,
Community Relations appear to explain only 49% of variance in its indicators, with the rest of the
variability accounted for by other factors outside of the model. This outcome is not entirely unexpected,
since it could easily be argued that a firm’s contributions to local communities through financial aid
or the work of its employees are strongly context-sensitive and determined—for example—by the
particular locale in which the firm operates. Naturally, these external influences seem to be quite
independent of the company’s stance on CSR.
Having concluded that the CSR involvement model is at least adequate in how it fits the collected
data, we derived from it five new variables to represent the latent constructs in further analysis.
To investigate how various business models compared in terms of CSR involvement, we
performed five one-way ANOVA tests. Each test had a different dependent variable; either the
general CSR involvement level or one of the four of its dimensions. As an independent variable, the
same factor was used in each test, which showed which of the five business models each company
followed. The outcomes of the ANOVA were given in Table 6.
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Table 6. One-way ANOVA outcomes for differences in CSR involvement among business models.
Business Model N Mean Std. Error ANOVA Test Results
Overall CSR
Involvement
traditionalist 168 ´0.141 1.007
F (4;380) = 5.688 p <
0.001
market player 71 0.420 0.886
contractor 30 ´0.129 0.932
distributor 66 ´0.206 1.029
integrator 50 0.225 0.948
total 385 0.000 1.000
Employee
Relations
traditionalist 168 ´0.154 1.015
F (4;380) = 4.670 p =
0.001
market player 71 0.337 0.944
contractor 30 ´0.011 0.930
distributor 66 ´0.177 1.019
integrator 50 0.278 0.892
total 385 0.000 1.000
Community
Relations
traditionalist 168 ´0.142 0.952
F (4;380) = 5.542 p <
0.001
market player 71 0.431 0.921
contractor 30 ´0.207 0.964
distributor 66 ´0.153 1.011
integrator 50 0.190 1.095
total 385 0.000 1.000
Natural
Environment
traditionalist 168 ´0.031 1.010
F (4;380) = 3.618 p =
0.007
market player 71 0.299 0.827
contractor 30 ´0.116 1.068
distributor 66 ´0.303 1.087
integrator 50 0.150 0.924
total 385 0.000 1.000
Value Chain
Relations
traditionalist 168 ´0.109 1.011
F (4;380) = 3.212 p =
0.013
market player 71 0.353 0.851
contractor 30 ´0.175 1.018
distributor 66 ´0.084 0.994
integrator 50 0.081 1.066
total 385 0.000 1.000
Source: Own elaboration.
As evidenced in Table 6, the ANOVA tests were all significant, implying the existence of
meaningful differences among business models. This outcome supports our first hypothesis (H.1)
predicting unalike involvement in CSR from firms following dissimilar business models.
Looking at the means, it is clear that market players followed by integrators consistently had
the highest scores on the general metric of CSR, as well as on its particular dimensions. At the other
end of the spectrum were traditionalists, contractors, and distributors, with quite similar negative
averages. Considering that the basic ANOVA test only informs about the presence or lack of at least
one difference between all pairs of subgroups, to formally verify our second more specific hypothesis
we defined a specific comparison of two groups of firms using contrasts. As per the second hypothesis,
the first group consisted of market players and integrators, while the second comprised traditionalists,
contractors, and distributors. The contrast weights assigned to particular business models were as
follows: market players 3, integrators 3, traditionalists –2, contractors –2, and distributors –2. It can
be noted that the members of the same comparison groups have identical weights, and the sum of
all weights is 0, which is required from a correctly specified test. Table 7 shows the outcomes of the
contrast tests for the general CSR involvement and its respective dimensions.
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Table 7. Contrast test results comparing two groups of business models in terms of CSR involvement.
CSR Metrics Value of Contrast Std. Error t df Sig. (2-Tailed)
Overall CSR Involvement 2.887 0.707 4.082 380 0.000
Employee Relations 2.529 0.710 3.559 380 0.000
Community relations 2.865 0.708 4.048 380 0.000
Natural Environment 2.245 0.715 3.142 380 0.002
Value chain relations 2.037 0.716 2.842 380 0.005
Source: Own elaboration.
As can be seen, the values of contrasts are all positive and significant, which indicates that the first
group of market players and integrators had consistently greater values on all CSR metrics then the
second group. This evidence points to the second hypothesis being correct, which in substantive terms
means that market players and integrators displayed stronger CSR involvement than other types of
business models.
To further investigate the individual pairwise differences and similarities between various
business models, it is informative to use post hoc tests, which compare individual ANOVA subgroups
while controlling for familywise error. Hence, Table 8 sets out significant post hoc tests for all possible
pairings of business models calculated with the Games–Howell procedure.
Table 8. Games–Howell multiple comparisons of business models on CSR involvement (only
differences significant at the 0.05 and 0.1 levels were included).
Dependent
Variable
Comparison Pairs of Business Models






traditionalist market player ´0.561 0.131 0.000
market player
traditionalist 0.561 0.131 0.000
contractor 0.549 0.200 0.061
distributor 0.626 0.165 0.002
contractor market player ´0.549 0.200 0.061
distributor market player ´0.626 0.165 0.002




market player ´0.491 0.137 0.004
integrator ´0.432 0.149 0.036
market player traditionalist 0.491 0.137 0.004
distributor 0.514 0.168 0.022
contractor Significant differences not found
integrator
market player ´0.514 0.168 0.022
integrator ´0.456 0.178 0.085
traditionalist 0.432 0.149 0.036
distributor 0.456 0.178 0.085
Community
Relations
traditionalist market player ´0.572 0.132 0.000
market player
traditionalist 0.572 0.132 0.000
contractor 0.638 0.207 0.026
distributor 0.583 0.166 0.005
contractor market player ´0.638 0.207 0.026
distributor market player ´0.583 0.166 0.005
integrator Significant differences not found
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Comparison Pairs of Business Models






traditionalist market player ´0.329 0.125 0.070
market player traditionalist 0.329 0.125 0.070
distributor 0.602 0.166 0.004
contractor Significant differences not found
distributor market player ´0.602 0.166 0.004
integrator Significant differences not found
Value Chain
Relations
traditionalist market player ´0.462 0.128 0.004
market player traditionalist 0.462 0.128 0.004
distributor 0.437 0.159 0.052
contractor Significant differences not found
distributor market player ´0.437 0.159 0.052
integrator Significant differences not found
Source: Own elaboration.
At the 0.05 significance level, the Games–Howell tests confirm the earlier observation that market
players displayed the best results of all investigated business models in terms of following the CSR
guidelines, in both the general and particular sense. On the other hand, traditionalists, distributors, and
contractors showed significant discrepancies when compared to market players, but not to integrators.
The fact that market players are significantly different from all other types of business models
except integrators, coupled with the observation that there were no significant differences among
traditionalists, contractors, and distributors, lends further support to our theory-based assumption
that there were two general groups of business models in terms of adherence to the CSR principles.
A part of that proposition was already validated with the contrast tests, but post hoc tests provide
more evidence by implying that the two groups might be internally homogenous in their degrees of
CSR implementation.
8. Theoretical and Practical Implications of the Study
This study has made several valuable contributions to the theory and practice of management.
We have shown that CSR could be a universal phenomenon in that it appears in a similar manner
in manufacturing and service companies of different industries and sizes. This is not to say that all
groups of companies are the same in terms of the intensity of involvement in CSR, but rather it suggests
the same underlying mechanism governing relationships between the second-order CSR construct,
its four dimensions, and their measurable indicators. This conclusion seems to be generally in line
with many earlier works based on a case study method. Many of them are relying on the conceptual
framework of CSR with four similar dimensions that appeared to show equal relevance when applied
to firms from different industries, e.g., [7,9,10,57]. However, with survey research, due to its high
level of standardization, developing a measurement tool adequate for many types of companies is
more problematic. The previous quantitative research that we know of involved narrowly defined
industries, very often manufacturing, which amounted to relatively homogeneous samples more suited
for statistical analysis, e.g., [80,82,84]. In contrast, this current paper offers questionnaire scales with
statistical evidence, implying that the same measurement model could be used in all three industries
with similar validity and reliability. On the face of it, it would seem that firms operating in such
different contexts would display considerable dissimilarities. One source of such differences could be
in distinct legal frameworks regulating environmental issues in chemical industry, food manufacturing,
and retailing, with the chemical industry subjected to the most stringent conditions. However, most of
these differences pertain to very specific limits on emissions, use of energy and resources, and other
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aspects of environmental protection, while our measurement scales ask about those things only in a
general way that seems to be applicable to all studied companies.
Arguably the most natural area where CSR could be applied in a similar fashion across all three
industries is employee relations. This is not only because of the intrinsic versatility of human resources,
which can take a similar form in many different settings, but also in large part due to the same system
of legal regulations applying to each and every firm. This comes as no surprise since “it is clear that
law and legal standards in various forms . . . play a considerable role in relation to the substance of
CSR, and for implementation and communication of CSR” [90].
Considering that the studied firms were medium and large in size, and most of those firms in
said industries in Poland are operating with various implementations of ISO systems, this could
also be a unifying factor. The ISO systems have many regulations that determine how firms should
organize their assorted functions and processes, including guidelines that are consistent with CSR
principles (e.g., environmental protection, employee relations, external stakeholder relations, value
chain cooperation). The capability of ISO standards to drive similar implementations of responsible
business practices was shown before in papers by other authors [91,92].
Given the discussion so far, it seems that our multiple measurement scale could be a versatile and
capable tool for studying CSR in companies across various business contexts.
One practical application of our outcomes could be in the area of public policy. Even though most
governments in developed countries make efforts to support responsible business standards, there
are reasons to believe that these actions have only limited effectiveness [93]. As such, our findings
suggest that local and national governments, as well as other policymakers interested in promoting
sustainable growth and ethical standards in business, should support above all enterprises operating
in line with the business models of market players and integrators. The present research indicates
that these business models are most CSR-oriented, which should bring about the best effects in terms
of—for example—environmental protection, employee relations, harmonious cooperation with local
communities, and conscientious attitude towards other stakeholders. In other words, here public
policy measures would be the most aligned with the intrinsic tendencies of these types of businesses
to act in a responsible fashion.
Another possibly useful insight for mangers is our observation that CSR involvement might
contribute to enhancing brand equity, leading to a higher brand value and increased value for
shareholders. This corroborates some earlier research, involving quantitative surveys, demonstrating
that CSR can build trust with customers, which in turn enhances corporate reputation and results
in greater brand equity [94]. This stems from the fact that market players and integrators both had
higher levels of CSR implementation, and one likely reason for that could be related to them building
stronger brands among consumers and business partners, which is among the defining features of their
business models. It should be noted, though, that this is more of a supposition than a finding based on
direct evidence. Despite a degree of uncertainty, such a relationship points to an interesting topic of a
follow-up study explicitly investigating the links between business models, CSR involvement, and
brand value.
Our research seems to substantiate a theoretical proposition of a feedback link between CSR
and business models, which can be found in many conceptual papers, e.g., [95]. According to theory
and—mostly qualitative—observations, firms that adopt successful CSR programs and initiatives tend
to experience changes in organizational culture, which becomes more CSR-oriented and promotes
further responsible corporate behaviors, including deeper structural changes to strategies and business
models [96]. This mechanism could arguably result in a self-perpetuating virtuous circle, driving
sustainability commitment to become ever deeper. Based on the current study, it can be noted that the
business models supporting CSR, and in turn being supported by it, are market players and integrators.
Their CSR metrics, markedly better than those of other types of companies, can be interpreted as
pointing to the presence of such a feedback mechanism.
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The tendency of market players and integrators to act in a more socially responsible way towards
their stakeholders, including value chain members, could serve other companies as a sign of good
candidates for mutually beneficial partnerships. Indeed, it is more so because the business classification
scheme employed in the study is easy to use by practitioners, who can readily identify market players
and integrators among their potential partners.
The study findings could also provide a measure of reassurance to those consumers who are keen
to support ethical companies but are uncertain about the sincerity of their CSR claims. According to a
recent segmentation study of Polish households, those who are sensitive to cause-related marketing
and are willing to pay more for products of firms that contribute to solving relevant social problems
make up almost 30% of the adult population [97]. It seems that CSR in most active companies
(market players and integrators) is not “skin deep” but tends to be implemented quite thoroughly and
comprehensively. Therefore, it is believable that many of the CSR claims used as promotional devices
are genuine projections of strategic orientation and organizational culture values in firms with the two
most “sustainability-friendly” business models.
9. Limitations and Directions for Further Research
Similar to other projects of this kind, one rather obvious constraining feature of the study that
could limit the scope of possible generalizations is the nature of the surveyed population. It could
be contended that locating the survey in Poland in the context of the three industries can make it
problematic to infer beyond this research setting to other countries or types of companies. However, the
patterns that transpired in our data seem to be of a general nature, well grounded in theory, and
explainable in terms of their underlying causal mechanism. These likely causal mechanisms, tying up
the two types of business models with a more active stance in social responsibility, as explained earlier
in the paper, could conceivably be found in firms using the same business models from beyond our
research population. It would be, nevertheless, interesting to see if the outcomes can be replicated in
different research settings.
Another idea for supplementary research is a qualitative multiple-case study where causal
mechanisms, leading from types of business models to various levels of CSR involvement, could be
probed in depth. Such an investigation could serve to validate our literature and experience-based
suppositions about the reasons for differences between business models, and possibly identify new
patterns of relevant factors. Those new factors might involve propositions of mediating or moderating
variables that could be controlled for in survey research to outline a more complete picture of
associations between business models and CSR.
New research, in addition to including mediating and moderating variables, could also look at
financial metrics (e.g., profit margin, ROA, ROE), and how these correspond to CSR levels among firms
with different business models. It is plausible that correlations from CSR involvement to financial
outcomes might vary in significance and strength in different business model groups.
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Abstract: Retail enterprises are organizations that sell goods in small quantities to consumers for
personal consumption. In distributed retail enterprises, data is administered per branch. It is
important for retail enterprises to make use of data generated within the organization to determine
consumer patterns and behaviors. Large organizations find it difficult to ascertain customer
preferences by merely observing transactions. This has led to quantifiable losses, such as loss of market
share to competitors and targeting the wrong market. Although some enterprises have implemented
classical business models to address these challenging issues, they still lack analytics-based marketing
programs to gain a competitive advantage to deal with likely catastrophic events. This research
develops an analytical business (ARANN) model for distributed retail enterprises in a competitive
market environment to address the current laxity through the best arrangement of shelf products per
branch. The ARANN model is built on association rules, complemented by artificial neural networks
to strengthen the results of both mutually. According to experimental analytics, the ARANN model
outperforms the state of the art model, implying improved confidence in business information
management within the dynamically changing world economy.
Keywords: sustainable business models; retail enterprises; analytical business model; analytics;
distributed enterprises
1. Introduction
Business information (BI) analytics are groups of methodologies, organizational techniques
and tools used collectively to gain information, analyze it and predict the outcomes of solutions to
problems [1]. The field of BI analytics through the use of operational data generated from transactional
systems has given business users better insight into the problems they face [2]. These insights can assist
business users or managers to make better and informed decisions. BI analytics are commonly applied
in sustainable retail enterprises. Retail enterprises purchase goods from manufacturers or wholesalers
in large quantities. They break up the bulk and resell those goods in smaller quantities directly to
consumers. Consumers can go around the shop, pick the items of their choice from the shop shelves,
place them into their baskets and then the contents of each basket are captured into transactional
systems. These transactional systems generate data that can be used for analysis purposes. There
are two major types of retail enterprises: centralized and distributed retail enterprises. This paper
concentrates on distributed retail enterprises as a way of alleviating analytics issues of enterprises in a
competitive market environment.
A distributed retail enterprise issues decision rights to the branches or groups nearest to the data
collection [3]. Each branch can make its own decisions, depending on the data generated. A distributed
Sustainability 2016, 8, 140; doi:10.3390/su8020140 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability271
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retail enterprise often maintains clustered databases for each branch for the storage of data. Data
generated in a distributed retail enterprise branch usually reflects the true customer purchasing habits
at that particular branch. Data analysis per branch might reveal better results than a centralized data
management system. It is, therefore, important to analyze data generated in each branch to realize
meaningful patterns. Analysts can apply BI analytics to branch data in order to generate meaningful
patterns for each particular branch.
Retail enterprises strive for survival in view of the current challenging sales optimization models.
These models affect product arrangements in retail enterprises, leading to a decline in sales levels [4],
high research and marketing costs, a decline in market share, wrong product target markets and
poor management decisions [5]. Figure 1 presents the quantitative impact of these challenging sales
optimization models in retail enterprises. Figure 1a shows the sales decline in Hungarian retail
enterprises in June 2013. The sales level of computer equipment and books declined drastically by
4.8%, while sales of non-food items had the lowest level of decline of 0.4%. Figure 1b shows the causes
of the reduction in sales level. The highest scoring reason for the reduction in sales was expensiveness
(48%), followed by 41% of products with features unavailable. The least common reason for a reduction
in sales was lack of functionality (20%).
Figure 1. Impact of current sales optimization models on retail enterprises. (a) reduction in retail sales.
Adapted from [6]; (b) reasons for reduction in sales. Adapted from [7].
Data quality problems also affect the quality of decisions made by managers on different levels of
a retail enterprise [5]. Poor data has caused problems in both traditional and e-business companies,
as shown in Figure 2. In both types of companies, extra cost to prepare reconciliations was seen
as the main problem caused by inadequate data. This was seen to have an impact of 58% and 57%
respectively. Inability to deliver orders or loss of sales was also a poor data quality challenge that had
a higher impact in e-business (33%) than in traditional (24%) companies. The lowest-scoring problem
caused by poor data was failure to meet a significant contractual requirement.
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Figure 2. Problems caused by poor data quality. Adapted from [8].
An organization implemented an easy-to-use desktop and server analytics software program
for the development of several business units and to improve the basis for decision-making [9]. The
challenge was to test the most effective BI analytics for solving theoretical business problems. A data
consolidation project was undertaken in South Africa by Altron to organize and deliver high-quality
data successfully to its executives on their Apple iPads [10]. The smart phones’ interfaces were too small
for the style and amount of information they wanted to deliver. This approach posed the following
challenges: lack of an analytics-based marketing program, failure to make BI a “matchmaker”, lack
of business-driven analytic strategies and failure to test the most effective BI analytics for solving
theoretical business problems.
This paper develops an analytical business (ARANN) model that can be used in distributed retail
enterprises within the dynamically changing world economy to implement the best arrangement of
shelf products at each branch in order to improve the weaknesses highlighted in Figures 1 and 2.
The ARANN model is built on a machine learning technique, association rules (AR) technique,
complemented by an artificial neural network (ANN) technique to strengthen the results of the
individual models. Since sustainability in this context generally requires the ability of a business to
sustain itself in times of crisis, similar to competitive markets, ARANN has been specifically designed
for sustainable distributed and centralized retail enterprises. The major contributions in this paper are
the following:
‚ Development of a newly proposed analytical ARANN model that could intelligently assist
distributed retail enterprise management within competitive markets to arrange products
optimally on store shelves so that customers will purchase more products than planned in
order to achieve an optimal profit level.
‚ Detailed experimental evaluations conducted on the sustainable ARANN model as measures of
its performance using publicly available data and a volume of real-life retail data sets captured in
ever-changing markets.
‚ Application of a robust business model in terms of (i) deployment scenarios, (ii) distributed
and centralized analytics, (iii) time and memory scalability, and (iv) benchmark with classical
methods for ease of implementation for managerial practices in IT.
To our knowledge, not enough research has presented user-friendly models and work examples
to make technical information and BI available to professional managers. This paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 previews work done in the area of AR and ANN, Section 3 proposes an intelligent
model for distributed retail enterprises, Section 4 focuses on experimental evaluations and finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. Background Studies
2.1. Related Work
Besides the analytics software programs and projects mentioned above, classical applications of
AR and ANN are highlighted here. From the research conducted in [11], the authors applied AR to
medical data containing combinations of categorical and numerical attributes to discover useful rules
and from this experiment, useful and concise AR were discovered for prediction purposes. In [12], the
authors implemented a system for the discovery of AR in web log usage data as an object-oriented
application and discovered excellent associations within the data. They put forward “interestingness
measures” as future work. In [13], the researchers applied an AR algorithm to a large database of
customer transactions from a large retailing company to test the effectiveness of the algorithm and it
exhibited excellent performance. In the study conducted in [14], it was observed that AR is effective in
revealing associations though it does not take into account special interests. A comprehensive survey
was conducted in [15] regarding AR on quantitative data in data mining. The authors examined it
using different parameters and they concluded that the direct application of AR might produce a large
number of redundant rules. This is also supported in the article in [16].
AR was applied in [4] to a sport company struggling with the arrangement of sports items in
accordance with customer purchasing patterns. The retail company had no computerized mechanism
for providing the best item arrangement. The study was performed to identify purchasing patterns
that could be adopted by the retail enterprise. The authors analyzed historical data to identify the
associated patterns from transactional data. From the study, they found relationships between sports
items purchased and the best ways of arranging items, either side by side or in the same retail area, so
that the items were frequently purchased together to yield high sales. In this study, AR was used for
mining relationships between items purchased.
AR was applied in [11] to medical data containing combinations of categorical and numerical
attributes to discover useful rules and from this experiment, useful and concise associations were
discovered for prediction purposes. Ordonez [17] used AR to predict the level of contraction in four
arteries and risk factors. The experiment predicted accurate profiles of patients with localized heart
problems, specific risk factors and the level of disease in one artery.
ANN have been used in the past to search for patterns and predict future sales [18]. In research
conducted in [19], the authors evaluated the predictive accuracy of ANNs and logistic regression (LR)
in marketing campaigns of a Portuguese banking institution and their results showed that ANNs are
more efficient and faster than LR. In [20], the researchers applied ANNs to a Pima Indians diabetes
database and it generated rules with strong associations, thereby enhancing the decision-making
process by doctors. In research conducted in [21], ANNs were applied for retail segmentation. The
authors compared an ANN technique based on Hopfield networks against k-means and mixture model
clustering algorithms. The results showed the usefulness of ANNs in retailing for segmenting markets.
Many articles mentioned in [22] consider ANNs to be a promising machine learning technique.
In research conducted in [23], it was observed that the combination of data mining methods
and a neural network model can greatly improve the efficiency of data mining methods. Craven and
Shavlik [24] also supported ANN in data mining because of the ability to learn the target concept
better than when using data mining methods. However, they presented two limitations that make
ANNs poor data mining tools: excessive training times and incomprehensible learning. The proposed
analytical model seeks to use AR complemented by ANNs to implement the best arrangement of shelf
products, branch by branch, in order to use the cooperative result to make managerial decisions.
This research is undertaken to improve the following challenges of current sales optimization
models: lack of analytics-based marketing programs, lack of business-driven analytic strategies and
failure to leverage BI to become “matchmakers”. To our knowledge, not enough research has presented
working examples and considered non-expert users in proposing models that are user-friendly to
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professional managers. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 explain the building blocks of the analytic model where
the processed data from different branches is entered.
2.2. Association Rules
AR mining is an unsupervised data mining method to find interesting associations in large sets of
data items [25]. It was originally derived from point-of-sale data that describes which products are
purchased simultaneously. AR discovers interesting associations that are often used by businesses such
as retail enterprises for decision-making purposes; an example could be to find out which products are
frequently purchased simultaneously by different customers [26]. It is one of the most common and
widely used techniques in data mining, aimed at finding interesting relations [27,28] or correlations
between large data items [29]. AR provides decision-makers at retail enterprises with marketing
insights for cross-selling by providing information about product associations [30]. The most common
AR algorithm used in market basket analysis is Apriori. However, the Apriori algorithm has an
important drawback of generating numerous candidate item sets that must be repeatedly contrasted
with the whole database [31]. We are going to use two measures to quantify the interestingness of a
rule: support and confidence.
2.2.1. Support Value
Support determines how frequently a rule is contained in a given dataset. It is defined as the
fraction of transactions that contains A Y B to the total number of transactions in the database [32]
and this can be expressed as shown in Equation (1):
SupportpA ñ Bq “ PpA Y Bq “ npA Y Bq
N
(1)
If support (AñB) is greater than or equal to the minimum support threshold (min_sup) then it is
a frequent item set. An item set is frequent if support (AñB) ě min_sup().
2.2.2. Confidence Value
Confidence is the ratio of the number of transactions containing A and B to the number of
transactions containing A, and can be further expressed as shown in Equation (2):
Con f idencepA ñ Bq “ PpB{Aq “ npA Y Bq
npAq (2)
If confidence (AñB) is greater than or equal to the minimum confidence (min_con) then we are
confident about the rule generated.
Furthermore, rules that satisfy both the minimum support threshold (min_sup) and the minimum
confidence threshold (min_con) are called strong AR. A rule is strong if support (AñB) ě min_sup ^
confidence (AñB) ě min_con. These two measures are used as inputs in the ANN technique.
2.3. Artificial Neural Networks
ANNs simulate the behavior of biological systems and are used to discover patterns and
relationships. They are useful for studying complex relationships between input and output variables
in a system [33]. The main advantage of an ANN is the ability to extract patterns and detect trends that
are too complex to be noticed by other computer techniques or humans [34]. In [35], the research done
shows that ANNs are now commonly used to solve data mining problems because of the following
advantages: robustness, self-organizing adaptiveness, parallel processing, distributed storage and a
high degree of fault tolerance. The ANN sums the inputs xi against corresponding weights wi and
compares the ANN output to the threshold value, a. The threshold is determined by the inputs used.
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Let X be the net weighted input of the neuron, as shown in Equation (3). The decision of X is for





where xi is the input signal, wi is the weight of input and n is the number of neurons.
If the net input is less than the threshold, the neuron output is ´1; if the net input is greater than
or equal to the threshold then the neuron is activated and the output attains a +1.
Let Y be the ANN output. The decision of Y is for continuous cases, since it can take any values in
the range. The actual output of the neuron with the sigmoid activation function is expressed as shown
in Equation (4):
Y “ 1
1 ` e´x (4)
3. Proposed Methodology for Sustainable Business Enterprises
3.1. Proposed System Model for Distributed Retail Enterprises
This section explores the proposed system model for BI analytics in distributed retail enterprises.
The proposed model has three layers, namely data cleaning and formatting, intelligent model and
distributed product shops, as shown in Figure 3. The data cleaning and formatting layer is found
at the bottom of the proposed model. In this proposed model, data is collected from transactional
systems branch per branch. The data is cleaned and formatted to the appropriate file type accepted
by the proposed model. Processed data is input into the ARANN model branch per branch at the
middle layer of the analytical model. The ARANN model cooperatively works between AR and ANN.
Processed data from the bottom layer is passed into the AR model and it outputs confidence and
support values. These values are passed into the ANN model as inputs in order to get the degree of
belief (DoB). The DoB of sets generated is compared to the ARANN activations set. The accepted sets
generated are applied on the top layer of the proposed model. This proposed model is deployed to
each branch and patterns are generated independently. The choice is left for every retail enterprise
branch to adopt the best results, depending on the market competitiveness and profit levels.
Figure 3. Proposed intelligent analytics-based framework.
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The proposed intelligent analytics-based framework has the following benefits: reduction in risk
of passing misleading results to all branches, no one point of failure, consumption of fewer resources,
faster construction of distributed systems and no need for data integration.
This proposed analytics-based model can be implemented using the pseudo-code presented
in Table 1. Table 1 shows how ARANN generates product arrangement sets that can be used by
retail enterprise managers to arrange products on shop shelves so as to attract customers to purchase
more products than planned. The pseudo-code is further presented mathematically, as shown in
Equations (5)–(14).
Table 1. Pseudo-code for ARANN model.
Pseudo-code
Steps
Input: Transactional data in database (D) = {t1, t2, t3, .., tn}
Support ()
Confidence ()
Weights (W) = {w1, w2, w3, .., wn}
Output: Products pattern
Step 1: D = {t1, t2, t3, .., tn} //Transactions in the database
Step 2: Ck = Candidate item set of size k
Step 3: Fk = frequent item set of size k
{
for (k =1; Fk != Ø; k++) // Fk is not equal to empty set.
{
Scan the entire D to generate candidate sets Ck
{
Compare candidate support count from Ck with the minimum support
count to generate Fk
}
}
Step 4: Generate Support () & Confidence ()
{
Step 5: Input Support () & Confidence () into Neuron 1 (N1) and Neuron 2
(N2) as inputs
Step 6: Generate N1 by summing of the inputs with the corresponding
weights and apply the output into sigmoid function
Step 7: Generate N2 by summing of the inputs with the corresponding
weights and apply the output into sigmoid function
Step 8: Generate the summation of N1 & N2 after the sigmoid function and
apply the output into sigmoid function to obtain Degree of Belief (DoB)
Step 9: Display products pattern where DoB ě ARANN activation
}
}
Mathematical description for the ARANN Model
Support pSupq “ n pAuBq
N
(5)
Con f idence pConq “ n pAuBq
n pAq (6)
The sup and con values feed the N1 as the inputs and are multiplied with the
corresponding weights.
N1 “ SupW1 ` ConW3 (7)
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The output of N1 after the sigmoid function
O2 “ 11 ` e´N2 (8)
The sup and con values feed the N2 as the inputs and are multiplied with the
corresponding weights:
N2 “ ConW4 ` SupW2 (9)
The output of N2 after the sigmoid function
O2 “ 11 ` e´N2 (10)
F “ W5O1 ` W6O2 (11)
“ W5
1 ` e´N2 `
W6
1 ` e´N2 (12)
Degree o f Belie f pDoBq “ 1
1 ` e´F (13)
Product Patterns “
#
Accepted , i f DoB ě ARANN activation
Re jected , i f otherwise
(14)
where N1 and N2 are Neuron 1 and 2 respectively; W1, W2, W3, W4, W5 and W6 are the corresponding
weights; O1 is Neuron 1 output after sigmoid function; O2 is Neuron 2 output after sigmoid function,
F is input to final Neuron and ARANN activation is the threshold value set.
3.2. Evaluation Mechanism
The purpose of model evaluation is to assess the performance of the models so as to identify the
best-performing model. To test the performance of the models, three sets were used. The confusion
matrix shown in Table 2 was used to represent actual values and predictions.






Error Rate “ b ` c
a ` b ` c ` d (15)
where a is the number of sets predicted true when they are true, b is the number of sets predicted false
when they are true, c is the number of sets predicted true when they are false and d is the number of
sets predicted false when they are false. Error rate is then defined as shown in Equation (15).
3.3. Scenario—Arrangement of Products on Shelves for Distributed Retail Branches
Figure 4 shows a scenario of how the analytical model displays placement results in distributed
branches. Transactional data from each retail branch is loaded into the ARANN model to determine
the arrangement sets.
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Figure 4. Intelligent Analytics-based Model for Four Branches.
Table 3. Market basket transactional data for branch 3 of a retail enterprise.
Market-basket Transaction Data—Branch 3
TID ITEMS
T300 Colgate, Vaseline, Geisha, Margarine, Bread
T301 Margarine, Bread, Coke, Colgate, Vaseline
T302 Coke, Colgate, Chocolate, Bread, Sweets, Margarine
T303 Geisha, Colgate, Chocolate, Towel, Vaseline, Sweets
T304 Colgate, Vaseline, Sweets, Chocolate, Bread, Margarine, Coke
Even weights were applied to each corresponding input to avoid bias on products. This was
obtained by dividing the count of a_union_b over a number of records within the data set, where a,
and b are different products. The following ARANN activation was used:
>= 0.75 strongly connected products (strongly accepted)
>= 0.65 moderately connected products (accepted)
< 0.65 weakly connected products (rejected)
Analysis of ARANN on tab:sustainability-08-00140-t003











N1 = Supw1 + Conw3 N2 = Conw4 + Supw2
= (0.6 ˆ 0.6) + (0.75 ˆ 0.6) = (0.75 ˆ 0.6) + (0.6ˆ0.6)
= 0.81 = 0.81
O1 =
1
1 ` e´N1 “
1
1 ` e´0.81 “ 0.69 O2 =
1
1 ` e´N2 “
1
1 ` e´0.81 “ 0.69
F = w5O1 + w6O2
= (0.6 ˆ 0.69) + (0.6 ˆ 0.69) = 0.83
DoB =
1
1 ` e´F “
1
1 ` e´0.83 “ 0.70
Product pattern => 0.70 >= 0.65
Therefore it is moderately connected and is accepted.
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“ 0.6 Confidence = 3
3
“ 1.0
N1 = (0.6 ˆ 0.6) + (1.0 ˆ 0.6) N2 = (1.0 ˆ 0.6) + (0.6 ˆ 0.6)
= 0.96 = 0.96
01 =
1
1 ` e´0.96 “ 0.72 O2 =
1
1 ` e´0.4 “ 0.72
F = w5O1 + w6O2
= (0.6 ˆ 0.72) + (0.6 ˆ 0.72) = 0.86
DoB =
1
1 ` e´86 “ 0.70
Product pattern => 0.70 >= 0.65
Therefore it is moderately connected and is accepted.
Table 4. Market basket transactional data for branch 4 of a retail enterprise.
Market-basket Transaction Data—Branch 4
TID ITEMS
T400 Maize meal, Beef, Fish, Cooking oil, Soups, Bread, Coke
T401 Cooking oil, Beans, Beef, Soups, Maize meal
T402 Rice, Fish, Soups, Cooking oil, Bread
T403 Fruits, Coke, Bread, Milk, Chocolate, Soups
T404 Bread, Beef, Fruit, Coke, Sweets, Maize meal
Analysis of ARANN on tab:sustainability-08-00140-t004




“ 0.6 Confidence = 3
3
“ 1.0
N1 = (0.6 ˆ 0.6) + (1.0 ˆ 0.6) N2 = (1.0 ˆ 0.6) + (0.6 ˆ 0.6)
= 0.96 = 0.96
01 =
1
1 ` e´0.96 “ 0.72 O2 =
1
1 ` e´0.4 “ 0.72
F = w5O1 + w6O2
= (0.6 ˆ 0.72) + (0.6 ˆ 0.72) = 0.86
DoB =
1
1 ` e´86 “ 0.70
Product pattern => 0.70 >= 0.65





“ 0.20 Confidence = 1
3
“ 0.33
N1 = (0.20 ˆ 0.20) + (0.33 ˆ 0.20) N2 = (0.33 ˆ 0.20) + (0.20 ˆ 0.20)
= 0.11 = 0.11
O1 =
1
1 ` e´0.11 “ 0.53 O2 =
1
1 ` e´0.11 “ 0.53
F = (0.2 ˆ 0.53) + (0.2 ˆ 0.53) = 0.212
DoB =
1
1 ` e´0.212 “ 0.55
Product pattern => 0.55 < 0.65
Therefore it is weakly connected and is rejected.
4. Experimental Evaluations: Results and Discussions
4.1. Experimental Setup
Real-life data was collected from a retail enterprise situated in South Africa with several branches
nationwide. The data for the experiments was collected from only eight branches within different
demographics of a developing country. The retail enterprise has database servers at each branch for
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the storage of data. Real-life datasets consisting of 66 records were taken from each branch, to be
used for running experiments. In the experiment, the 11 most frequently purchased products were
considered. This data was collected for research purposes. The data was then exported to notepad
application for storage. Each row in Tables 5–7 represents a transaction performed by the customer.
Tables 5 and 6 show samples of real-life data from different branches.
In the public dataset 1000 transactions were used. This data set was randomly broken up into
five chunks representing branches and the records for each branch contained 200 transactions. The
data was saved in .txt format. The public data set in Table 7 is found in [37]. The data contains the
following products: bread, beer, tea, wine, orange juice, chocolate milk and canned soup.
Table 5. Sample of real-life data for branch 1.
Body lotion Colgate Rice Maize meal
Meat Rice Roll on Cooking oil Body lotion
- - - - - -
Drink Roll on Mince Coke Colgate Perfume
Table 6. Sample of real-life data for branch 2.
Bread Sugar Rice Meat Salt Cooking oil Flour Soup
- - - - - - - -
Fruits Sugar Meat Cooking oil Salt Soap Bread
Table 7. Sample of public data [37].
Fish Orange juice Tea Wine Peanuts Canned soup Bread Beer
- - - - - - - -





Perl programming language was used to implement the ARANN model. Notepad was used as
the text editor and results were displayed through the command prompt. Figures 5 and 6 show sample
sets generated by the ARANN model using a real life dataset and public dataset respectively.
Figure 5. ARANN rules on real-life data.
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Figure 6. ARANN rules on public dataset.
4.2. Experiment 1: Observations of ARANN with Varying Activation in Distributed Analytics
In this experiment, Equation (14) was used to determine the decisions to be applied to Tables 8–11
of the analytical model. This analytical model accepts product patterns defined in Equation (14)
and uses the following ARANN activations: DoB < 60%, 60% >= DoB < 70% and DoB >= 70%. The
analytical model rejects arrangement sets where the DoB is less than 60% and accepts arrangement sets
between 60% and 69%, while those with a DoB greater or equal to 70% are strongly accepted. To make
the decision, ARANN compares the DoB value generated with the ARANN activations and a decision
is made. Managers use the decision to determine how products are to be arranged in each branch.
Table 8. Real-life ARANN results for branch 1.
Dataset Branch 1
Patterns Generated DoB ARANN Cooperative Decision with
60 >= DoB < 70 DoB >= 70
Roll on, perfume => Colgate 0.71 N/A Strongly accepted
Colgate, Body lotion => roll-on 0.69 Accepted N/A
Colgate => Body lotion 0.71 N/A Strongly accepted
Bread, Milk => Eggs 0.70 N/A Strongly accepted
Rice, Maize meal => soup 0.62 Accepted N/A
Bread => Drink 0.79 N/A Strongly accepted
Bread => Sugar 0.76 N/A Strongly accepted
Using ARANN activation of DoB >= 70, the following sets from Table 8 are strongly accepted:
{Roll-on, Perfume => Colgate}, {Colgate => Body lotion}, {Bread => Drink} and {Bread => Sugar}; these
are strongly connected products. Using ARANN activation of 60 >= DoB < 70, the following examples
of sets from Table 8 are accepted: {Colgate, Body lotion => Roll on}, {Rice, Maize meal => Soup} and
{Rice => Soup}; these are moderately connected products. The choice is left to every retail enterprise to
adopt either moderately or strongly connected products, depending on the market competitiveness
and profit levels. Note that the analytical model rejects the sets with DoB < 60 (i.e., weakly connected
products), which are not included. One can see in Table 8 of branch 1 that the “strongly accepted”
products at higher activation implies that some specific toiletry products are strongly connected, while
bakery products and refreshments are strongly connected at this branch.
Table 9. Real-life ARANN results for branch 2.
Dataset Branch 1
Patterns Generated DoB ARANN Cooperative Decision with
60 >= DoB < 70 DoB >= 70
Meat, Salt => Cooking_oil 0.64 Accepted N/A
Meat => Salt 0.71 N/A Strongly Accepted
Bread, rice => Eggs 0.66 Accepted N/A
Bread => Lotion 0.65 Accepted N/A
Bread => Eggs 0.65 Accepted N/A
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Applying ARANN activation of DoB >= 70, the following “strongly accepted” set is generated;
{Meat => Salt}; these are strongly connected products. When ARANN activation of 60 >= DoB < 70
is used, the following examples of sets are accepted in Table 9: {Meat, Salt => Cooking oil}, {Bread,
Rice => Eggs} and {Bread => Eggs}; these are moderately connected products. It is up to the retail
enterprise’s decision-makers to adopt either moderately or strongly connected products, depending
on the market competitiveness and profit levels. On the other side, the analytical model rejects the sets
with DoB < 60 (i.e., weakly connected products), which are not included. It can be seen in Table 9 of
branch 2 that the “strongly accepted” products at higher activation implies that some specific meat
products are strongly connected with salt products at this branch.
Table 10. Public DATA ARANN results for branch 3.
Dataset Branch 1
Patterns Generated DoB ARANN Cooperative Decision with
60 >= DoB < 70 DoB >= 70
Fish, Canned soup => Wine 0.64 Accepted N/A
Fish => Canned soup 0.74 N/A Strongly Accepted
Tea, Cookies => Peanuts 0.61 Accepted N/A
Bread => Chocolate milk 0.73 N/A Strongly accepted
Bread, Chocolate milk => Tea 0.64 Accepted N/A
Beer => Tea 0.67 Accepted N/A
Beer => Chocolate milk 0.69 Accepted N/A
Wine => Beer 0.69 Accepted N/A
Canned soup => Bread 0.79 N/A Strongly Accepted
Orange juice => Bread 0.73 N/A Strongly Accepted
Peanuts, Bread => Canned soup 0.67 Accepted N/A
Tea, Bread => Orange juice 0.65 Accepted N/A
When ARANN activation of DoB >= 70 is applied, the following “strongly accepted” sets
from Table 10 are generated: {Fish => Canned soup}, {Bread => Chocolate milk} and {Canned
soup => Bread}; these products are strongly connected. Using ARANN activation of 60 >= DoB
< 70, the following are examples of “accepted” sets that are generated in Table 10: {Fish, Canned
soup => Wine}, {Tea, Cookies => Peanuts} and {Wine => Beer}; these are moderately connected
products. Every retail enterprise is left with the choice to adopt either moderately or strongly connected
products, depending on the market competitiveness and profit levels. Note that the analytical model
rejects the sets with DoB < 60 (i.e., weakly connected products), which are not included. In Table 10
of branch 3, one can see that the “accepted” product sets at moderate activation implies that some
specific beverages are moderately connected at this branch.
Table 11. Public data ARANN results for branch 4.
Dataset Branch 1
Patterns Generated DoB ARANN Cooperative Decision with
60 >= DoB < 70 DoB >= 70
Fish, Canned soup => Wine 0.64 Accepted N/A
Fish => Canned soup 0.74 N/A Strongly Accepted
Tea, Cookies => Peanuts 0.61 Accepted N/A
Bread => Chocolate milk 0.72 N/A Strongly Accepted
Bread, Chocolate milk => Tea 0.66 Accepted N/A
Beer => Tea 0.67 Accepted N/A
Beer => Chocolate milk 0.67 Accepted N/A
Wine => Beer 0.70 N/A Strongly accepted
Canned soup => Bread 0.80 N/A Strongly accepted
Orange juice => Bread 0.73 N/A Strongly accepted
Peanuts, Bread => Canned soup 0.68 Accepted N/A
Tea, Bread => Orange juice 0.67 Accepted N/A
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In Table 11 the following “strongly accepted” sets were generated using ARANN activation of
DoB >= 70: {Bread => Chocolate milk} and {Fish => Canned soup}, which are strongly connected
products. Using ARANN activation of 60 >= DoB < 70, the following example of sets from Table 11
were accepted: {Fish, Canned soup => Wine}, {Orange juice => Bread} and {Tea, Bread => Orange
juice}, which are moderately connected products. The decision-makers of every retail enterprise are
left with the choice to adopt either moderately or strongly connected products, depending on the
market competitiveness and profit levels. Note that the analytical model rejects the sets with DoB < 60
(i.e., weakly connected products), which are not included. In Table 11 of branch 4 one can see that the
“strongly accepted” product sets at higher activation implies that some specific bakery products are
strongly connected with dairy products at this branch.
4.3. Experiment 2: Performance Evaluations of ARANN in Comparison with Classical Methods
Table 12 shows the error rate of the individual AR and ANN techniques against the analytical
model. Equation (15) is used to determine the error rate of each technique. The column “No. of
patterns” indicates the number of sets evaluated. The column “Correctly classified sets” is composed
of sets the analytical model predicted as true when they were actually true (a) and sets predicted
as false when they were actually false (d), as shown in Table 2. The column “Incorrectly classified
sets” is composed of sets the analytical model predicted as false when they were actually true (b)
and sets predicted as true when they were false (c). Randomly generated sets were used to evaluate
the performance of the three models. For example, in Branch 1 (real life), 10 rules where used in AR:
five rules were predicted as true when they were actually true (a); two were predicted as false when
actually false (d); three were predicted as true when actually false (c) and 0 were predicted as false
when actually true (b). From the results displayed in Table 12, it is clear that the analytical model
(ARANN) has a lower error rate compared to the individual classical methods.











Real life Branch 1
(66 Records)
AR 10 7 3 30%
ANN 10 6 4 40%
ARANN 6 5 1 17%
Branch 2
(66 Records)
AR 10 8 2 20%
ANN 10 8 2 20%
ARANN 7 6 1 14%
Public Branch 3
(200 Records)
AR 10 8 2 20%
ANN 10 6 4 40%
ARANN 6 5 1 17%
Branch 4
(200 Records)
AR 10 8 2 20%
ANN 10 7 3 30%
ARANN 8 6 2 25%
4.4. Experiment 3: Comparing Performance of Distributed and Centralized Retail Analytics
This research compares the performance of the analytical model in a distributed retail enterprise
with a centralized retail enterprise. In the distributed retail enterprise, a computer was used to
represent a branch and the time taken by the analytical model to generate arrangement patterns was
observed. Figure 7a shows raw integration time. Figure 7b shows the time of response (ToR) taken by
the analytical model to integrate a number of records from various workstations. Figure 7c shows the
ToR taken by the analytical model to generate patterns in distributed and centralized retail enterprises.
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Figure 7d shows the ToR taken by the analytical model to generate product arrangement patterns
across different data sizes.
Figure 7. Comparison of the performance of ARANN in distributed and centralized retail enterprises.
From the experiment conducted, it was observed that the analytical model performs faster in
distributed retail enterprises than in centralized retail enterprises, as shown in Figure 7c. The analytical
model takes more time to generate patterns in a centralized retail enterprise than in a distributed
retail enterprise. The ToR to integrate data depends on the number of records being integrated. The
more records, the more time is needed to integrate those records. This was observed in Figure 7b. In
addition, the performance time taken by the analytical model depends on the size of the data set being
used. The analytical model’s performance is affected by the size of the data set, as shown in Figure 7d.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a sustainable model was proposed that can be used in distributed retail enterprises
in an ever-changing economic environment to address the current laxity through the best arrangement
of shelf products branch by branch. It can intelligently assist distributed retail enterprise management
to arrange products optimally on shelves of shops so that customers will purchase more products
than planned, in order to achieve an optimal profit level. The analytical model takes branch data and
processes the data to determine the best ways of arranging items on the shelves of a retail enterprise
branch by branch. It is built on AR, complemented by ANN.
The proposed analytical model for sustainable business in distributed retail enterprises was
developed. A logical demonstration of working scenarios and experiments of the proposed analytical
model for management practices in distributed retail enterprises was presented. This was done by
inputting support and confidence values from the AR technique into the ANN technique in order to
get DoB values of the analytical model. The analytical model accepts product patterns with a DoB
greater than or equal to ARANN activation.
In the proposed analytical model performance evaluation experiment, ARANN proved to be
better than the classical methods because of its lower error rate, implying improved confidence in
the decision-making process in a competitive environment. To get the best results, the weights of the
neurons need to be determined appropriately and the quality of data needs to be improved. The DoB
values of the analytical model can sometimes be affected by the weights used.
It was observed that sets generated in a distributed retail enterprise portray the real purchasing
habits of customers per branch better than in a centralized retail enterprise. In this research, real
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life datasets from eight branches of a retail enterprise and public datasets were used to conduct
the experiments.
Observations of our distributed BI analytics model are: the proposed model retains complete
control of product pattern generation, arrangement sets generated by the analytical model show a
lower error rate (Table 12), they reveal the real buying habits of each branch, the model reduces the
risk of passing misleading results to all branches (Tables 8–11) and the software runs a single process;
there is no need for data integration (Figure 3). In addition, the ARANN incorporates the strengths of
the AR and ANN models, improves generation of product arrangement sets, has the ability to discover
complex nonlinear associations discreetly among different products, effects a reduction in poor data
quality problems and losses, as well as an improvement in the effectiveness of current product sales
optimization models. Since sustainability in this context generally requires the ability of a business to
sustain itself in times of crisis, similar to competitive markets, ARANN has been specifically designed
for sustainable distributed and centralized retail enterprises.
In future, we wish to; (i) improve on ARANN performance by considering nature-inspired
algorithms; (ii) investigate a standard method of selecting the threshold; and (iii) integrate a
sophisticated learning algorithm into ARANN. The strategy and observations in this research are
therefore good for addressing challenges in an ever-changing economic environment.
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Abstract: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reporting receives much attention nowadays.
Communication with stakeholders is a part of assumed social responsibility, thus the quality of
information disclosed in CSR reports has a significant impact on fulfilment of the responsibility.
The authors use content analysis of selected CSR reports to describe and assess patterns and structure
of information disclosed in them. CSR reports of Polish companies have similar structures at a
very high level of analysis, but a more detailed study reveals much diversity in approaches to the
report’s content. Even fairly similar companies may devote significantly different amounts of space
to the same issue. The number of similar stakeholders varies irrespectively of the company’s size.
Considerable diversity of reporting patterns results from the nature of CSR reporting, because
it concerns highly entity-specific issues. Thus, such considerable diversity is not surprising.
However, many initiatives and efforts are devoted to greater comparability of reporting, so a greater
degree of uniformity can be expected. Similar conclusions may be drawn from integrated reports’
analysis, though a small sample reflects the relative novelty of this trend.
Keywords: corporate social responsibility; sustainability reports; corporate financial statement;
integrated reporting
1. Introduction
The basis of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the idea of sustainable development.
Initially, CSR was interpreted in terms of economic development that respects environmental
preservation and protection. Sustainable development is understood as overall socio-economic
development integrating economic, political, social and environmental objectives. There are many
different approaches to interpreting sustainable development. According to Garriga and Melé [1],
most of the current CSR theories are focused on one of the four main aspects:
(1) meeting economic objectives that secure long-term profits (instrumental theories)
(2) using business power in a responsible way (political theories)
(3) integrating social demands (social integration theories)
(4) contributing to a good society by doing what is ethically correct (ethical theories)
Although these four approaches do not form a convenient framework for empirical research, an
immediate question arises as to which of these forms prevails in practice: whether CSR is necessary to
generate long-term profits, or to achieve other aims, or perhaps it reflects a natural tendency for social
Sustainability 2016, 8, 126; doi:10.3390/su8020126 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability289
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integration. The answer depends on the quality of CSR reports, as they are part of the social dialog
between a company and its stakeholders. The scope of CSR reports consists of three main elements,
i.e., economic, social and environmental disclosures. As such, CSR reporting is very broad and may be
viewed as very ambitious. The question arises as to whether such broad objectives are being fulfilled.
The aim of the article is to provide an input into the wide strand of research on evaluation of CSR and
similar reporting, which in the paper is limited to Polish companies.
2. CSR Reporting
Initially elusive, eclectic and without strict boundaries [2], CSR became more concrete after
incorporation into the political and legislative activities of the EU. The EU Commission’s approach
to CSR has changed from rather conceptual to more prescriptive. Once defined as a concept of
voluntary integration of social and environmental concerns into companies’ business operations and
their interaction with their stakeholders, in the new strategy for CSR it was defined simply as “the
responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society” [3]. According to the EU Commission, socially
responsible companies have to implement processes that ensure integration of social, environmental,
ethical, human rights and consumer concerns into their business operations and strategy, which
depends on close collaboration with their stakeholders.
Adaptation to CSR models is mainly driven by a new type of consumer that is sensitive to
non-financial outcomes of business activities and, if properly informed, forces companies to integrate
non-financial stakeholder interests into core strategy and operations [4,5]. The necessity for proper
consumer information lies at the top of EU priorities [3].
Communication is an essential part of corporate social responsibility. In the case of socially
responsible companies, reporting is not just a faithful representation of business activities to inform
interested parties that the organization’s behaviour is in accordance with stakeholder interests.
CSR reporting is per se part of fulfilment of social responsibility obligations. It is part of a social dialogue
that in itself is an indispensable part of social responsibility. Moreover, since not all stakeholders take
part in governance processes, their engagement and satisfaction is maintained through appropriate
communication channels.
Thus, the shift toward CSR approaches to business is accompanied by a similar move in reporting.
CSR or sustainability reports serve the purpose of disseminating information to stakeholders and the
public (see Figure 1).
Business model Economic model Corporate social responsibility model
Reporting model Financial reporting CSR reporting / Integrated reporting
Figure 1. The parallel shift in business and reporting models.
Through these reports, organizations fulfil the dual purpose of communicating CSR and
being accountable [6]. In the traditional model of business, corporations’ goals are measured with
financial performance indicators, such as profits, market value, and dividends. Socially responsible
organizations need new measures with a broader scope of outcomes and impact on the environment.
A triple bottom line is a popular proposition that assumes the necessity of measuring also social and
environmental outcomes.
The triple bottom line is a handy catch phrase, also referring to another simple abbreviation “3P”,
i.e., profits, people, planet. Although the necessity of assessing outcomes according groups represented
by the three Ps is not controversial, the term TBL has been criticised. A critical point is aimed at
the presumed similarity of the triple bottom line to the first bottom line, although such a similarity
seems impossible. Financial measures are calculated with a degree of precision that is not possible
in the social and environmental area. Besides, there are many trade-offs among various stakeholders
within the “people” and “planet” bottom line that are even more difficult to assess and reflect in a
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single indicator. Thus, the TBL is useful rather as a rhetorical phrase to form and maintain a broader
perspective in decision making processes [7,8].
Due to varied informational needs and behaviours of stakeholders, CSR communication may
be performed through many channels. However, written reports are preferred by stakeholders over
other possible means [9]. The advantage of written reports comes from formal tools and mechanisms
that ensure reliability. Various regulations, guidelines, and standards help stakeholders obtain access
to reliable information. The best known initiatives aimed at improving CSR reporting or integrated
reporting include [10]:
‚ IFAC Sustainability Framework 2.0 (2012)
‚ ESG Framework (2011) and KPIs for ESG (2009)
‚ Prince of Wales’ Accounting for Sustainability’s Connected Reporting Guidance (2009)
‚ SustainAbility Global Reporters Program (2010)
‚ AccountAbility’s AA1000 Standards (2008)
‚ ISO 26000—Guidance on social responsibility (2010, 2012)
‚ IRCSA—Framework for Integrated Reporting (2011)
‚ Guidelines of Global Reporting Initiative (GRI): G 3-1 (2011) and G 4 (2012)
‚ The International Framework Integrated Reporting of International Integrated Reporting Council
(IIRC) (2013)
The list gives an impression of a plethora of initiatives with a common (or at least similar)
aim. However, nowadays, the most prominent and widely used framework is the Global Reporting
Initiative [11,12]. GRI is an international independent, non-governmental organization that aims at
assisting other organizations, both businesses and governments, in understanding and communicating
these organizations’ impact on critical sustainability issues. The best known GRI product is the
Sustainability Reporting Standards, used by thousands of companies around the world.
In spite of many advantages, GRI reporting receives also some criticism. According to some
research, companies that prepare reports in accordance with GRI do not necessarily behave in a
responsible way [13]. Boiral [14] reports that 90% of significant negative events were not disclosed
in sustainability reports, which is a serious violation of the balance principle of GRI guidelines.
Moreover, the concept of GRI reporting framework is not consistent with the essence of sustainability
development, as the former is aimed at an organizational level, and the latter is relevant to the
planet [15].
Nevertheless, GRI reporting is useful for research purposes, since it improves comparability of
information which is otherwise difficult to compare. Since efficient communication of organizational
behaviour is dependent upon comparability of reports, the GRI framework is used in the empirical
part of this research.
3. Demand for Research on CSR Reporting of Polish Mining and Energy Companies
Mining and energy sectors are generally known for environmental and social issues. The case
of Polish industries seems even more complicated. Poland is the world’s 17th biggest emitter of CO2
from fuels, and the fifth in the EU [16]. The environmental issues in Poland are reinforced by the
country’s strong reliance on coal energy [17]. About 86% of total gross power generation comes from
coal and coal products [18]. The coal energy industry is under strong pressure resulting from EU
climate targets. The pressure has further influence on mining and energy companies and their social
and environmental impacts. Moreover, these two Polish industries are still characterized by inefficient
human resource strategies and out-dated operating practices [19], which means that these industries
may face additional tensions in their relations with societal stakeholders in the future.
Corporate social responsibility, and particularly CSR reporting and communication, is a method
to mitigate social and environmental problems in these industries [20,21]. Although Poland may rather
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be seen as a regular case in this regard, authors believe that there is a particular demand to study and
improve CSR reporting in mining and energy industries in this country.
4. Literature Review of Empirical Research
Corporate social responsibility and sustainability reporting draw much attention from the
academic community, which results in a broad strand of literature on theoretical aspects of the
issue and empirical findings. However, for the purposes of this paper, there are several studies which
are relevant.
Roca and Searcy’s [12] study focused on the use of indicators in CSR and similar reports. On the
basis of 94 reports, they demonstrated a wide usage of various CSR indicators; they found nearly
600 indicators in these reports. Generally, a great variety of indicators were disclosed, although few
were used more commonly, i.e., in nearly half of all reports (indicators relating to funding, donations,
sponsorship and community investments, greenhouse gas/CO2 equivalent emissions and the total
number of employees). The indicators evenly represented three bottom line elements (i.e., economic,
social, and environment). The study also proved the importance of the GRI reporting framework.
Gamerschlag, Möller and Verbeeten [22] sought for determinants of social and environmental
disclosures of the biggest German public companies (80 companies). They used a number of keywords
to assess the level of CSR reporting and found that it was correlated with the company’s visibility,
shareholder structure, and relationships with US shareholders.
Boiral’s [14] study shows that contrary to the principles of GRI standards, 90% of negative
information was not disclosed or was reported only partially (104 of 116 negative events identified in
their study and affecting the reporting entities). Most of the 23 companies presented an exaggerated
image of their positive achievements, virtuous commitments and external awards. Given the sensitive
nature of engagement from stakeholders, such an overoptimistic and overemphasized image of a
company in CSR reports may in fact undermine the credibility of stakeholder dialogue.
There are few empirical analyses of annual reports of Polish companies focusing strictly on CSR
reporting. Mućko [23] carried out a content analysis of narrative reporting of public food processing
companies. Although this research had broader aims, it demonstrated very limited presence of
CSR issues. About 1% of information in narrative reports related to the environment, employees or
customers, or suppliers (grammatical sentences were the unit of analysis). Szadziewska [24] analysed
a wide spectrum of communication channels (websites, annual reports, environmental reports, and
CSR and sustainability reports), but focused strictly on environmental disclosures. She revealed
that companies generally disclosed information about the environment, although most of them did
not measure their environmental performance. She concluded that companies would rather use
this information to create a positive image of themselves than to provide relevant, credible and
comprehensible information to its stakeholders. In more recent research on CSR relevant disclosures
of selected Polish public companies, she divided companies disclosing CSR information into three
groups, i.e., companies that: (1) disclose only regulation compliance issues, (2) provide information
also on social problems and their solutions, and (3) publish much information relevant to CSR [25].
Many articles provide a basic description that enables assessing the popularity of CSR reporting in
Poland [26–29].
5. Concept of the Structure of Integrated Reports of Socially Responsible Companies in Poland
The specific nature of CSR reporting in Poland includes independently developed models
presented in research literature. J. Samelak [30] proposed a model-based approach to the structure of
integrated reports of socially responsible companies that makes up for the imperfections of financial
reporting. The structure of the integrated report is divided into two parts: financial and non-financial.
The first part includes traditional annual financial statements with the opinion of an auditor. The other
part of the integrated report includes an activity report and a report on intangible resources and social
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responsibility activities omitted from the financial part. The integrated report should integrate financial
information with non-financial information from both parts of the report.
Table 1 presents elements of integrated reports of socially responsible companies in Poland.
Table 1. Structure of integrated reports of socially responsible companies in Poland.
Structure of the
Integrated Report
Non-Listed Polish Companies Reporting
in Accordance with Domestic Regulations
Listed Polish Companies Preparing
Integrated Reports in Accordance
with IFRS
Financial part
(1) Introduction to the
financial statements
(2) Balance sheet
(3) Profit and loss statement
(4) Statement of changes in equity
(5) Cash flow statement
(6) Additional notes, excluding
information on employment and
managing and supervisory bodies
(7) Opinion and report of an auditor
(1) Introduction to the report
(2) Statement of financial position
(3) Comprehensive income statement
(4) Statement of changes in equity
(5) Cash flow statement
(6) Additional notes to the financial
statements excluding information on
employment and managing and
supervisory bodies
(7) Opinion and report of an auditor
Non-financial part
(1) Activity report according to the
National Accounting Standard (NAS)
No. 9, including business risk
information and other information
required by:
‚ Accounting Act
‚ Listed Companies Code
‚ Stock exchange regulations for
listed companies
(1) Management Commentary, including
information required by other legal
regulations (Accounting Act, Listed
Companies Code, stock exchange
regulations for listed companies)
(2) Clear explanation of the connection between presented non-financial information
with financial information disclosed in the financial part, including presentation of
financial results
(3) Company’s social responsibility strategy
(4) Information on the effect of the company’s activity on the natural environment
(5) Information on the company’s social involvement
(6) Information on intellectual capital, including data on organization capital, relational
capital and human capital, as well as data excluded from additional notes
on employment
(7) Information on managing and supervisory bodies (including standing committees)
(8) Information on independent, third-party audit of the second part of the integrated
report together with an audit report.
Source: own work based on [30–36].
The IFRS conceptual framework stipulates that the basic features of financial statements include
relevant and faithful representations of information. The basic features are supplemented by additional
features: comparability, verifiability, timeliness, comprehensibility. Many authors treat the above
classification of features as a basis for formulating a conceptual framework for integrated reports.
Sometimes, they also point out additional features. Szczepankiewicz [10] considers timeliness to be
a basic feature (next to relevance and faithful representation), because information should reach the
stakeholder in order to factor into decision making. Integrated reports are useful to stakeholders if
they are delivered on time and prepared in a reliable manner, i.e., if they faithfully represent the reality.
An integrated statement should contain relevant and complete information and should take into
account stakeholders’ expectations regarding the scope of delivered information. On the basis of the
basic elements of the annual financial statements, a stakeholder (a professional analyst) can recognize
a number of risks related to the organization’s assets, financial condition and financial results.
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Nowadays, mining and energy companies are faced with the challenge of responding to the
growing demand for energy, while simultaneously improving air quality, reducing emissions and
tackling climate change and shrinking resources. Therefore, introducing non-financial information
and environmental indicators into integrated reports is seen as a positive move and denotes a growing
interest in environmental issues (including in particular negative environmental impacts of the
organization) among stakeholders. In accordance with the CSR concept, the non-financial part of the
integrated report presents performance indicators in the following categories: economic, environmental
and social aspects of activity (Table 2).
Table 2. Areas of presentation of performance indicators in Polish companies in the following categories:
economic, environmental and social aspects of activity.
Performance Indicators by Category Presentation of Results by Area:





‚ rate of return from dividend investment
‚ equity, liabilities and their interest rates
‚ market share; brand strength
‚ expenditures on research and development








‚ other issues disclosed by economic or ratio analysis
(2) Environmental aspects of activity
Results in the following areas:
‚ raw materials
‚ products and services
‚ natural resource consumption
‚ energy consumption
‚ water consumption
‚ compliance with regulations
‚ transportation
‚ adherence to environmental regulations
‚ air and water pollution
‚ biodiversity
‚ greenhouse gas emissions




‚ reduction of packaging
‚ radioactivity
‚ recycling
‚ use of renewable materials and resources





‚ protection of endangered species
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Table 2. Cont.
Performance Indicators by Category Presentation of Results by Area:
(3) Social aspects of activity
Results in the following areas:
‚ employment
‚ wage policy
‚ employee education and training
‚ personnel relations in the organization
‚ health and safety
‚ employee programs
‚ additional benefits
‚ diversity of employees, diverse and equal
opportunities, combating discrimination
‚ equal pay for equal work
‚ human rights
‚ discrimination on race, gender, age
‚ anti-mobbing policy
‚ freedom to join unions and associations
‚ right to collective bargaining




‚ public procurement and investments
‚ free competition infringement
‚ corruption
‚ compliance with regulations
‚ customers’ health and safety
‚ fair promotion and labeling of products
‚ product quality and safety
‚ product availability for the disabled and the poor
‚ socially responsible sales and marketing
‚ customer privacy protection
‚ marketing communication
‚ participation in public life
‚ diversity of suppliers
‚ support for social initiatives and local communities
‚ donations to charity
‚ other issues reflecting the specific nature of
the organization
Source: own work based on [26,29].
An integrated report should constitute a comprehensive and coherent document divided into
a number of parts (chapters), linking non-financial data (including data from the activity report,
ESG reports and intellectual capital reports) with financial data (from the financial statements).
The integrated report should integrate the content and GRI indicators with the content of the activity
report—particularly as regards content required by applicable Polish laws. Both the financial and the
non-financial part of the report should include references and relationships between financial and
non-financial information. A concept of the integrated report elements is presented in Figure 2.
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Integrated report parameters









Supervision, commitment and involvement
Management approach
GRI performance indicators
Information required in the activity report and excluded from additional notes to the
financial statements—previously omitted according to GRI guidelines
Information on business risk and its management
Financial statements
Information on intangible assets of the organization, previously omitted from both
the financial statements and GRI guidelines
Figure 2. Concept of integrated report parts.
6. Methodology and Data
6.1. Content Analysis
This paper presents a case study of CSR reporting of selected Polish companies using a content
analysis method. Content analysis is the most common research method in the field of CSR reporting.
It may be performed on the basis of words, sentences or other parts of text as units of analysis
that are subsequently assigned to codes. Words do not require a subjective judgment from the
coder. Furthermore, searching for specific terms in the text is regarded as the most reliable form of
content analysis: it always yields the same results in repeated trials, as it can be easily replicated [22].
However, an analysis of reports containing both narrative and quantitative information should be
performed with caution, since content analysis is designed for narratives. Volume of information
(measured by means of the chosen unit of analysis: words, sentences, paragraphs, pages or codes) is
usually a proxy for the quality of information. Although such an approach may obviously lead to
mistakes, it is subsequently refined by means of information structure analysis. Moreover, the extent of
disclosure may be interpreted as a proxy of the relative importance of disclosed information. We used
a mixed approach in the analysis: word counts were used, although the assessment was mostly based
on the topic structure analysis.
In the first stage of research, CSR reports were gathered. We chose energy and mining industry
companies. In the next stage, reports were coded according to the GRI indicators (version 4), but
only the general standard disclosure part, in order to measure the quantity and variety of certain
information. Moreover, the simple existence of certain disclosures was also checked.
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6.2. Data Description
For the purposes of the research, CSR and similar reports were gathered (Table 3). We used
reports submitted for the best CSR report competition, available on the organizer’s website [37].
For the purpose of assessing best practices in CSR reporting, reports submitted for the competition
seemed to be the best choice. In the 2015 competition, 37 reports were submitted, including nine from
companies in the energy industry. The energy industry is often analysed in CSR research because of
its significant sustainability problems and the usually high level of interest from its stakeholders [14].
However, out of the nine energy sector companies, two did not use any CSR reporting standards
(EDF Polska and RWE Polska), and another one used GRI Guidelines version 3.1. Since most reports
were prepared in accordance with GRI version 4, the other reports were excluded from the analysis.
However, to ensure a better comparison and understanding of CSR reporting practices, two companies
were added, both representing the mining industry. Some of the analysed energy companies own
mining facilities, so comparability of the analysis was maintained. The inclusion of KGHM was
additionally justified due to this company’s strong reporting history: it has been repeatedly awarded
for the best annual report (for both financial and non-financial parts).


















ENEA S.A. Energy 9855 10,063 1 60 13,736 CSR only No
Energa S.A. Energy 10,590 11,494 1 140 25,868 CSR only Full
PGE Energy 28,137 39,977 2 114 29,586 CSR only Partial
Polskie LNG S.A. Energy 0 118 2 112 25,246 CSR only Full
Tauron S.A. Energy 18,440 26,108 1 169 45,915 CSR only Full
GK PGNiG Mining/Energy 34,304 29,285 1 88 24,014 CSR only Full
KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Mining 20,492 34,097 1 158 47,013 Integrated No
Lubelski Węgiel
“Bogdanka” S.A. (LWB) Mining 2013 5,795 1 144 74,469 Integrated No
All reports were prepared “in accordance” with the core version of GRI 4. Total volume of analysed
reports amounts to almost 1000 pages and almost 300,000 words (though the report of LWB is bilingual,
so the volume presented in the table is approximately doubled).
7. Results and Discussion
7.1. Report Type and Length
Integrated reporting is still a rather new approach. Thus, it not surprising that only two companies
published integrated reports, whereas others published separate CSR reports. As expected, the amount
of information in integrated reports is generally greater than in separate CSR reports, though a CSR
report by Tauron was also long. A report of Enea was the shortest only because of the extensive
use of external references made in the document. It seems a good strategy for reports presented on
the webpages, but for further analysis only PDF files were used. It is noteworthy that none of the
integrated reports were verified by external parties.
7.2. Importance of Disclosures
CSR information is highly entity-specific (Table 4). Companies and their management may
differently assess the importance of separate aspects of business, and devote more or less space of
reports to them, to better convey a significant message about a company, to get stronger involvement
of stakeholders, or for opportunistic reasons. In order to assess the diversity of topics, the percentage
share of volume of disclosure is used.
Firstly, the share of volume of information classified according to sections of GRI’s general
standard disclosures is presented in Table 4. At this very general level of analysis, the structure
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of reports seems quite similar. The majority of information was relevant to the description of
the organization.
Table 4. Share of volume of information classified according to sections of general standard
disclosures (GRI).









Strategy & analysis 8.84% 14.56% 7.5% 5.2% 11.03% 11.16% 16.97% 5.95%
Organisational profile 34.89% 36.82% 38.02% 34.64% 58.86% 29.77% 33.92% 22.38%
Identified material aspects and boundaries 14.66% 10.27% 11.9% 7.24% 11.96% 14.68% 8.16% 7.09%
Stakeholder engagement 14.72% 6.89% 10.97% 7.09% 9.74% 22.34% 2.19% 6.19%
Report profile 17.98% 25.18% 24.81% 33.39% 2.55% 14.69% 24.02% 43%
Governance 3.01% 3.28% 2.95% 8.48% 1.83% 3.84% 12.55% 7.99%
Ethics and integrity 5.91% 2.99% 3.84% 3.96% 4.02% 3.51% 2.19% 7.39%
Differences with regard to the choice and importance of content (measured by the number of
words) were observed even in the section describing such a relatively simple and non-controversial
issue as the organizational profile. In the “Organizational profile” section, in Energa’s report, the
lengthiest disclosures were devoted to markets (G4-08), in PGE and LWB reports—number of
employees and their structure (G4-10), in Polskie LNG and Tauron reports—information on supply
value chain (G4-12), and in KGHM’s report—information on the commitment to external initiatives
(charters, principles, or other initiatives—G4-15, and memberships of associations—G4-16). Details are
presented in Table 5.













products and services 15% 0% 18% 3% 14% 15% 7% 15%
G4-06 Number and names
of countries where the
organisation operates
1% 0% 3% 2% 2% 0% 13% 12%
G4-08 Markets 24% 35% 11% 10% 8% 14% 7% 6%
G4-09 Scale of the
organisation. 6% 0% 1% 11% 0% 23% 4% 5%
G4-10 Number of
employees 7% 13% 27% 8% 20% 8% 3% 27%
G4-11 collective bargaining
agreements 7% 0% 5% 3% 3% 2% 1% 4%
G4-12 supply-value chain 20% 16% 7% 26% 27% 6% 2% 11%
G4-14 precautionary
approach 4% 8% 8% 3% 6% 6% 11% 1%
G4-15 charters, principles,
or initiatives 2% 13% 4% 17% 9% 7% 23% 3%
G4-16 Memberships 2% 11% 11% 9% 8% 7% 23% 5%
The percentage may proxy for the relative importance of a topic in the description of a
company to stakeholders. Although differences in weights are not surprising, their ranges are worth
commenting on. Even quite similar companies seem to place different emphases on fundamental
issues. Energa report contained hardly any narrative about primary brands, products and services
(though this information was conveyed otherwise, in market disclosure), whereas Tauron’s report
devoted a significant part of the company profile to this topic.
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7.3. Disclosures on Precautionary Approach
According to the GRI Guidelines G4 “The Precautionary Principle refers to the approach taken to
address potential environmental impacts” [26]. Although Implementation Guidance allows companies
to report only their approach to risk management, it is rather clearly designed for assessing one
of the three bottom lines. Only two reports contained direct reference to environmental issues in
this disclosure, and the other reports were limited to a general description of risk management
structures, procedures or models. A general risk management description may possibly serve well
the purpose of assessing risks for the environment, but it may also be seen as a tool for achieving
current goals. As such, these disclosures are more closely linked to instrumental theories than to other
ones. Moreover, when environmental issues were mentioned (Polskie LNG and LWB), the disclosures
were very limited (up to 69 words), because they referred readers to some other sources. General risk
management information was much more elaborate (up to 737 words) (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Amount of information on precautionary approach in CSR reports.
7.4. Closer Look at Stakeholder Approach
The idea of CSR reporting is closely related to dialogue with stakeholders [6]. Stakeholders’ role
is not limited to that of information recipients. CSR reporting is part of this dialogue. Thus, disclosures
about stakeholders and dialogue with them may be crucial in assessing the quality of CSR reports.
Data about stakeholder approach is presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Volume of disclosures on stakeholder approach.









Number of stakeholders 11 11 15 34 21 10 15 7
Volume of information (no of
words) about stakeholder
engagement, including:
528 435 677 413 649 2284 172 869
‚ G4-25 identification and
selection of stakeholders 301 229 575 95 223 240 34 202
‚ G4-26




195 206 80 183 378 1510 59 31
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It seems that the number of stakeholders is not correlated with the volume of information about
them. However, some of the companies define their stockholders quite broadly. Polskie LNG specified
34 groups interested and engaged with the business, where the much larger company PGNiG specified
only 10.
The volume of disclosure is significantly varied (when measured with words). Generally, the
volume is not huge, but graphs and schemes were also used, so a general estimate may be appropriate.
The three disclosures presented in the table (i.e., G4-25, G4-26, and G4-27) were made in the same
paragraph in the text of reports. Companies disclosed information about stakeholders’ identification,
selection and engagement in one narrative, though, in fact, distinct GRI indicators suggest the
importance of separating information.
7.5. Quality of Integrated Reports of Analysed Companies
The authors reviewed integrated reports for 2014 prepared by Polish companies from the mining
sector. Table 7 presents the scope of data included in the integrated reports of the analysed companies.
Table 7. Comparison of the scope of integrated reports of Polish companies from the mining sector.
Report Part KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Lubelski Węgiel “Bogdanka” S.A. (LWB)
Integrated report




‚ KGHM today and tomorrow
‚ Our Strategy and perspectives
(Strategy for the years 2015–2020 with
an outlook to 2040)
‚ Support Strategies
‚ Our results in the area of
improving productivity




‚ Priorities and key objectives of the
CSR Strategy for 2014–2017
‚ CSR strategy in the context of the
business strategy
‚ major development investments
Organizational
profile
‚ About us (Company profile)
‚ Description of the Company activities
‚ Structure of the Group
‚ The model of value creation at
the Company
‚ The context of the
Company operations
‚ KGHM in 2014
‚ Extraction and production
‚ Sales
‚ Key financial data
‚ We are proud of our employees
‚ About the company
‚ Suppliers and supply chain




‚ Letter from the President of the
Management Board
‚ Letter from the Chairman of the
Supervisory Board
‚ Internal control, corporate risk
‚ management and internal audit
‚ Supervision over the
‚ process of financial reporting and
external audit
‚ Letter from the President
‚ The Management Board and the
Supervisory Board
‚ Corporate governance and
shareholding structure
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Table 7. Cont.
Report Part KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Lubelski Węgiel “Bogdanka” S.A. (LWB)
Management
approach
‚ Integrated management system
‚ Research and development
and innovations
‚ Purposes, direction, and Visio
‚ Initiatives supporting knowledge and
innovation development
‚ Financing research by external funds
and international cooperation
‚ Integrated Management System
‚ Innovation aspects in the
management culture
‚ Ethics as component of the
organisational culture
‚ Management approach in the context
of sustainable development
‚ Management and corporate
social responsibility




‚ Our results in the area of
improving productivity
‚ Our results in the area of development
of the resource base
‚ Our results in the area of income
diversification and gaining
independence from energy prices
‚ Our results in the area of
regional support
‚ Our results in the area of development
of organizational abilities and skills
‚ GRI Index




‚ Effectiveness in building relations
with the local community
‚ GRI Indicators in table’s
Information required







‚ The currency market in 2014
‚ Investment outlays
‚ Our results in the area of income
diversification and gaining
independence from energy prices
No
Information on
business risk and its
management
‚ Financial risk
‚ Risk Management System
‚ Reporting methodology
‚ Responsible management vs.
integrated system of enterprise
risk management
Financial statements
‚ Selected items from the standalone
and consolidated financial statements ‚ Full
Management
Commentary
‚ The management board’s report on the
activities of the company
‚ Only other financial and nonfinancial
data tables
Auditor’s opinion
and report on its




‚ Revenues from sales
‚ Review of financial performance
‚ Basic ratios describing financial





‚ Capital market ratios
‚ Basic financial result
‚ Business scale, production and sale
‚ Selected financial results
‚ Group’s revenue, costs, profit and loss
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Table 7. Cont.








‚ Medical Care Package
‚ Employees insurance
‚ Social Fund assets and liabilities
‚ Pillars of Corporate Governance
‚ Shareholder Structure and Role of
Shareholders (Dialogue with
stakeholders in capital markets
(investors, analysts, regulators)
‚ Ethics in the Company
‚ RESPECT Index
‚ KGHM Organisational Membership
‚ Dividend Policy
No
Integrated reports should address information needs of various groups of stakeholders. To that
end, an adequate amount and the usefulness of disclosed information must be ensured, and the form
and scope of integrated reports should be unified in order to promote comparability. Integrated reports
should present factors used by the organization to ensure long-term success in pursuing its sustainable
development strategy and CSR activities. To be useful, integrated reports need to be transparent,
uncomplicated and understandable to stakeholders. They should be logical, cohesive, complete and
compliant with a generally accepted standard.
Undoubtedly, the amount of content in integrated reports should be reasonably moderate, so
as to ensure transparent, logical and cohesive presentation of information directed to stakeholders.
However, too succinct and superfluous annual reports aimed at providing a positive representation of
economic and social value will not always be useful to stakeholders. Management boards of companies
consider using models proposed by researchers. However, Polish entities that have reported on CSR
activities and sustainable development for several years have faced a number of practical problems
before researchers proposed theoretical models and practical solutions for their accounting systems.
The content of the analysed integrated reports implies that stakeholders will find it difficult to
benchmark the companies on that basis. Differences in the scope and form of presenting financial and
non-financial information make it difficult for stakeholders to compare situations, management quality
or to assess prospective results of the analysed entities. It is difficult to note any links between financial
and non-financial information in the reports. Financial and non-financial information continues to be
presented in two separate parts. One of the underlying reasons may be the lack of a uniform standard
and detailed guidelines prescribing how to achieve such data integration in the report.
The provisions of the Directive 2014/95/EU [31] will take effect in 2017, which will also result in a
number of practical problems [38]. Reporting on environmental information according to the Directive
is a complex issue and gives rise to multiple dilemmas and questions:
(1) Will information presented in compliance with the Directive satisfy the needs of all report users?
(2) Will the cost associated with preparing environmental reports be proportionate to benefits enjoyed
by the entity?
(3) Who will prepare this kind of report in entities that do not have a CSR department?
(4) Who will be the right person to verify environmental information?
(5) Will traditional auditing of the activity report be sufficient for confirming the authenticity of
presented information?
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8. Conclusions
The conclusions of the research are still preliminary but, placed within the context of other
analyses of CSR reporting of Polish companies [7,18,20–22], they provide some insight into its patterns
and structures. CSR reports of Polish companies have similar structures at a very high level of
analysis, but a more detailed study reveals much diversity in the approaches to the report’s content.
Even fairly similar companies may devote significantly different amounts of space to the same issue.
The number of similar stakeholders varies, irrespectively of the company’s size. Considerable diversity
of reporting patterns results from the nature of CSR reporting, because it concerns highly entity-specific
issues. Moreover, the publication of information related to CSR is completely voluntary. Thus, such
considerable diversity is not surprising. However, the guidelines and standards described in the
first part of the paper are aimed at promoting inter alia harmonized and comparable information.
The reports analysed in the research were prepared in accordance with GRI Gudelines version 4, so a
greater degree of uniformity could be expected. However, research on this matter should be continued
in order to explain the limitations to achieving standardization of CSR reporting.
General conclusions regarding the analysis of Polish companies in the energy and mining sectors
can be formulated as follows:
(1) companies internally analyse their environmental impacts
(2) companies use environmental-economic accounting
(3) companies have implemented and operate quality management systems
(4) companies have developed and implemented sustainable development concepts in management
(5) companies have developed and implemented comprehensive environmental management concepts
(6) companies have implemented and operate environmental management systems compliant with
GRI 3.1, GRI 4
(7) companies have implemented and operate risk management systems as well as systems for
managing the impact of risk on sustainable company management
In Poland, the discussion of how to ensure adequate quality and comparability of CSR reports
and the integration of reports should be continued. It is also necessary to consider the problem of
third-party attestation of such reports. In Poland, the financial part is reviewed by auditors, and only a
few auditing companies attest non-financial matters in reports.
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Abstract: The goal of this article is to examine the basic characteristics and factors that impact
inter-organisational coordination in sustainable local governance to address: 1. What are the
factors that effective inter-organisational coordination between independent units creating public
safety system on local level in sustainable local governance depends on? 2. What are the principal
features of inter-organisational coordination in the public safety management system studied in
the context of sustainable local governance? The article’s goal was reached using desk research
analysis and empirical research. The desk research covers an analysis of international scientific
publications. In turn, the empirical research was based on the example of public safety management.
It covered interviews with practitioners dealing with public safety and a hermeneutic process
within a focus group of scholars. As a result of the conducted research, interdependencies between
coordination and other factors of inter-organisational collaboration were identified and the process of
inter-organisational coordination during the emergency situations was characterised.
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1. Introduction
Civilisational development created goods that facilitate life and raise its standards. At the same
time, an increase of hazards has taken place and side effects of technical advancement and space
development have come into being [1,2]. Simultaneously the hazard of industrial calamities is growing,
degradation of resources and natural resources is occurring, while biological and chemical pollution
impacts public life. Moreover, polarisation of society, poverty and privation, terrorism, crime, and
violence are expanding [3,4]. Spatial development is gaining significance in the perspective of social
development, which to a large extent is characterised by lack of organisation and harmony [5].
The consequences of unlimited civilisational growth, globalisation, urbanisation, and an economic
crisis have resulted in paying attention to durability and sustainable use of the possessed potential.
Consequently, in the contemporary functioning of an organisation what gains more and more
significance is the concept of sustainability, which consists in the realisation of rules of sustainable
development and constructive confrontation of resources, goals, and strategic factors in order for the
organisation to exist and develop [6].
In our times, the basic significance in assuring safety and sustainability in the public sector
is attributed to regional and local development factors [7]. This is due to the fact that in the valid
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legislative solutions self-governments were given independence and freedom of decision making in the
scope of realised tasks. Thanks to that, they have direct possibilities of creating safety and sustainability
in the managed area. However, self-governments are able to realise the rules of safety and sustainability
only by collaborating with other public and private entities and with the society [8]. This interaction
is characterized by inter-organisational collaboration defined as “any joint activity by two or more
agencies working together that is intended to increase public value by their working together rather
than separately” [9] (p. 508). According to Arthur T. Himmelman, this collaboration includes exchange
of information that is favourable to all parties (networking), with altering of activities (coordinating)
and sharing of resources (cooperating) [10]. A similar perspective is presented by Richard C. Feiock,
In Won Lee, and Hyung Jun Park who claim that coordination is a vital instrument of managing
networks [11]. On the other hand Ranjay Gulati, Franz Wohlgezogen, and Pavel Zhelyazkov treat
coordination as one of two indispensable facets of inter-organisational collaboration [12]. In our article
we both agree with the allegation of the above-mentioned authors and in our analyses we assume a
perspective that coordination is one of the principal elements of inter-organisational collaboration.
This approach is based on the broadly known five Fayol’s functions: planning, organising, command,
coordination, and control. By treating coordination as one of the functions of management we present
it in a broad scope, considering that it includes “the activities responsible to ensure the effectiveness
of the collaborative work” [13] (p. 88). Consequently, in our approach coordination is a factor of
collaboration, which refers to a decentralised approach to problem solving [14].
Despite a great deal of research in the public sector, inter-organisational collaboration is still a
challenge. This results above all from decentralisation and narrowing of specialisation of each public
organisation [15]. In public safety management problems without inter-organisational coordination
may cause serious consequences and generate additional hazards, which was observed for example
during Hurricane Katrina and the World Trade Center attacks [16–19]. Moreover, contemporary
development trends focused on internationalisation and at the same time regionalisation combined
with a strong and stable local governance are also a challenge for coordination. Problems in this scope
may result from the overlapping nature of department jurisdictions [20]. There is also a research gap
in the scope of the contextual variables in shaping collaborative efforts [21]. Moreover, despite the
evident importance of coordinating actions during the time of threat, relatively little attention has been
paid to it [22,23]. This means that there are theoretical and empirical gaps in the literature of the field.
The necessity of theoretical justification of the sustainable approach to local governance and the lack
of exhaustive analyses related to coordination generate the need to conduct research studies in this
scope. Thus the goal of this publication is to examine the basic characteristics and factors that impact
inter-organisational coordination in the public safety management system as a part of a sustainable
local governance to address: 1. What are the factors that effective inter-organisational coordination
between independent units creating public safety system on local level in sustainable local governance
depends on? 2. What are the principal features of inter-organisational coordination in the public safety
management system studied in the context of sustainable local governance?
The article’s goal was reached using desk research analysis and empirical research. The desk
research covers an analysis of international scientific publications. In turn, the empirical research was
based on the example of public safety management in Poland.
In our article we refer our research to organisational coordination, since we have been studying
the actions taken in order to harmonise and synchronise the enterprises of various organisations, which
assumption is achieving of common goals and appropriate results [24]. Although we carry out our
analyses in the public sector, we do not make any reference to the model of coordinating public policies.
Our approach is close to the model of relational coordination [25,26] and decentralized intelligent
adaptation [14].
The paper is organised as follows: First, we review sustainability in public safety management.
Then, we discuss the general theory of coordination and explain the role of inter-organisational
coordination in public safety management. In the part containing the research results we identified
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factors influencing and influenced by inter-organisational coordination. Next, we analyse the process
and the features of inter-organisational coordination during emergency situations using the example
of Polish circumstances. We emphasise that inter-organisational coordination is a central attribute of
sustainable public safety management. Our results contribute to better understanding of coordination
complexity in dynamic circumstances.
2. Methodology Research Method and Context
To achieve the purpose of the article, the desk research method and empirical investigations were
carried out.
The desk research was based on the analysis of international scientific literature and it covered
issues related to inter-organisational coordination and public safety management. Publications
connected with the general coordination theory, inter-organisational coordination in the public sector
and in dynamic context played a key role in this scope. We focused on foreign literature, indexed
in generally acclaimed databases (Web of Science, Scopus) and works in English, in order to obtain
a picture of inter-organisational coordination that would be as objective as possible. We have not
covered academic achievements in the scope of coordinating in specific conditions of the private sector
and within one organisation. We have focused on those publications dealing with inter-organisational
coordination, which concern the problems of collaboration.
Moreover, based upon the research conducted so far [27], the relations occurring between
coordination and other factors of effective inter-organisational collaboration were examined. These
analyses were carried out within a hermeneutic process within a focus group of scholarsconducted
in December 2014 within a four-person group of researchers actively involved into investigating
inter-organisational collaboration. Two of them have been involved in research in this domain for over
10 years, and the remaining two—for over 5 years. Discussions within two sessions were held in 2014
on the grounds of practical instances and analyses of typical collaborative situations.
Empirical investigation was based on free-form interviews, which were conducted with 15 medium
and lower level employees employed at police and fire brigade units and medical emergency stations
in the area of the Silesian Province. They concerned the course of collaborative processes in public
safety management. These interviews were conducted in September and October 2013. In the scope of
coordination, this research covered the following issues:
(1) coordinating actions taken within collaboration with other units prior to, during, and after
the threat
(2) enterprises in each unit within common action coordination
(3) the course of the common action coordination process using a random example
In this article we presented the results and interpretation of the conducted analyses.
The research was conducted in Poland, where—in an organisational aspect—the authorities
operate on two levels: government (central) and local government. The central level is responsible
for the continuity of actions aiming at ensuring safety, it monitors and prevents hazards and their
consequences. In turn the task of local governments is to identify hazards at the source, preventing
them and eliminating their consequences. However, the decentralization of public authority ceded
responsibility in the field of public safety onto each local government level i.e., commune (Polish:
gmina), district and also province. Local governments fulfil their tasks independently, while the
government administration has only a possibility to supervise their actions, which however, is limited
and briefly specified by regulations.
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The obligation to take action in case of the occurrence of a hazard is borne by the authority,
which was first to receive information about it. This authority promptly informs about the event that
has occurred the authorities of a higher and lower level respectively, presenting at the same time
their assessment of the situation and information on the intended actions [28]. If the event’s nature
is supralocal, management of the action is taken over by the regional level. Similarly, in case of a
supraregional hazard—management is taken over by the central authorities of state power.
Information on the necessity of taking action may be transferred directly from the hazard’s
location or by the 112 system, which operates in Poland on the local and provincial level. On the local
level it is responsible for operating emergency numbers and organisation of emergency endeavours
in a given action area by means of emergency call centres. In turn, the provincial level facilitates
coordination of actions of a supralocal nature. All reports are registered in an ICT (Information and
Communication Technologies) system and their transfer to an appropriate intervention and rescue unit
depends on verification and justification of the report and disposing of the means of rescue entities [29].
An important issue in the operations of the public safety management system in Poland is the
autonomy of the units participating in the actions. In a situation of hazard, these units operate
autonomously, focusing on realising their statutory tasks and the scope of their cooperation results
from the valid regulations. It is worth mentioning that a similar situation occurs in many places around
the world, including in the scope of coordinating foreign aid during calamities. In other countries there
are solutions that enable creation of inter-organisational teams [30–32]. That is why actions realised in
the examined area in Poland are mainly based on the complementary roles and competences of many
units, properly coordinated work, and effective communication. Taking the above into account, the
basis of managing public safety is inter-organisational collaboration and the units taking part in it
realise their tasks simultaneously, complementing each other.
Our research covers the context of conducting actions in public safety management, which is
dependent on the type, nature, place, and range of the hazard’s occurrence and course. During
stabilisation, when routine action are carried out, the realisation of actions in the examined scope,
including coordinating, is similar to other areas of local governance. General methods of coordination
apply here. Situation changes during extreme events. Each hazard is an individual event, which is
characterised by peculiar specifics of development and duration. The principal challenges are the
following: high uncertainty, sudden and unexpected events; risk and possible mass casualty; increased
time pressure and urgency, severe resource shortage, large-scale impact and damage, disruption of
infrastructure support, multi-authority and massive people involvement, conflict of interest, and
high demand for timely information [23]. Even the same type of hazard concerns a different location,
which generates the need to take different actions. The differences in the duration of the hazard’s
occurrence are also significant. For example, a fire in the summer time, during the occurrence of
drought, will carry a greater risk of occurrence of additional hazards compared with the winter time.
Moreover, the victims of each hazard are different, which also generates the need to adapt actions to
the needs. During extreme events the enterprises conducted in public safety management require
proper preparation, and above all coordination of actions. Moreover, the operation of rescue units
may seem similar, but in practice they differ by the level of organisation, they operate based on other
standards and they are also characterised by a different organisational culture [19]. It is in line with the
assumption of Arjen Boin and Paul ’t Hart [33], according to which there is no unique and best form of
organisation and in addition each emergency situation requires an individual approach that consists of
(1) applying the general principles of organisational coordination; (2) lessons learned from experience
coming from collaboration in similar situations; and (3) the specifics of a given event.
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3. Theoretical Background
3.1. Sustainable Public Safety Management
Public safety is one of the principal foundations of a rich and well functioning society [34].
It constitutes an organised activity realised using personnel, financial, technical, information resources
of many organisations, taken in order to minimise potential hazards, ensuring an undisturbed course
of social life as well as protecting people’s health, life, property, and the environment, which includes
law observation and protection of order with focus on realizing the public interest [35]. Public safety
management covers a large scope of research, which extends from social policy, through local and
criminal policy, up to crisis management [36,37]. Its aim is to ensure the most favourable level of safety
using the existing capabilities and limitations and taking into account the dynamics of the environment.
The principal entities participating in public safety management include the following [38,39]:
‚ Local government
‚ Response and rescue units, including: a core unit where taking actions in response to a specific type
of hazard fall into its competences; basic units which mostly respond collectively and mutually
collaborate in public safety management; ancillary units which supplement actions taken by a
core unit and basic units, and their knowledge and competences are critical in a specific situation
‚ Society: local communities and enterprises operating in a given territory
‚ Media: radio, television, press, Internet
‚ Non-governmental organisations
‚ Research and development units
The listed groups of entities constitute mutually complementary units, which include not only
lawyers and experts on administrative sciences, but also specialists in the scope of management,
sociology, economics, political sciences, technical sciences, environmentalists, etc. They form a public
safety management system that constitutes a dynamic system of units, the aim of which is ensuring
safe and sustainable conditions of operating to all entities in a given administrative area by using the
possessed resources and within the valid formal rules and informal relations, characterised by the
uniqueness and changeability of actions and constant adaptation to current conditions and arising
needs [40].
In the stabilisation phase the local government plays the leading role in the public safety
management system in a given administrative area, ensuring conditions of sustainable local
development. In this scope, preventing hazards achieved by education and building of
resilience is of priority importance. These functions are realised above all by education, media,
non-governmental organisations, and local governments within the formation of culture and
national identity. Also the Police and State Fire Service prepare professional prevention programs
aiming at excluding the occurrence of hazards. Local government fosters growth of the idea of
inter-organisational collaboration.
However, the core of the system covers actions taken by the response and rescue units [41]. These
units are appropriately prepared operation wise, they are trained and have appropriate skills and
knowledge and they have at their disposal means and tools adequate to a given situation. Taking the
above into account, during realisation the leading role is taken over by intervention and rescue units,
while the local governments supervise their actions. Moreover, the principal function in realising
intervention and rescue actions is fulfilled by: the Police, the State Fire Service, and medical rescuers.
Most often these units participate in the actions in the first place. Depending on the type of hazard
and the situation, other entities are engaged as well. The principal actions may be assisted by among
other the Municipal Guard, Boarder Guard, Railway Guards, Road Transport Inspection, the army,
or non-governmental organisations. In turn, the Environmental Protection Inspectorate, Sanitary
Inspection, Construction Supervision Inspectorate, or social assistance workers may act as advisers
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and assist in decision making with their specialist knowledge. The type and degree of engagement of
each unit depends on the level of complexity of a given situation [40].
In that context sustainability is the organisation’s ability to continuously learn, adapt, and develop,
and also revitalize, reconstruct, and reorientate in order to offer high value to recipients in a long
period of time [42]. In the public sector it constitutes a tool which enables partner participation in
making use of public goods taking into account limitations of resources.
From the analysed perspective sustainable local governance is defined as a process run by
local governmental bodies aimed to socially and economically boost a specific region or locality,
while respecting environmental protection and land development, being committed to sustainable
management of the resources pool and tapping into cutting-edge public management tools, i.e.,
coordination of inter-organisational collaboration [8] (p. 325). Its basis is a diagnosis of social
needs, possessed resources, and condition of the environment, in which public services are offered.
Based upon it, local development programs are created that serve sustaining of social life processes.
Improvement of public institution actions, owing to collaboration, increases entrepreneurship and
effectiveness of sustainable activities of local governments. As a result of this, the competitiveness of a
given area grows, while the requiredenvironment quality standards are maintained.
Consequently, sustainability in public safety refers to efficient realisation of enterprises by taking
actions that are appropriate to an existing need, without harm to society, economically justified and
with the highest degree of care for the natural environment. Sustainable public safety management
aims at well-balanced management of resources including local and natural ones as well as those
possessed by each unit of the system being analysed. It constitutes a process realised by local response
and rescue units within inter-organisational collaboration using modern public management tools,
which aims at minimising potential hazards and ensuring most favourable level of public safety
simultaneously respecting and ensuring of principal and integrated order. Taking into account the fact
that it covers all orders of integrated development, it constitutes an interesting research area that is
adequate to the issues being raised.
The characteristic features of public safety management make it an area of public governance,
in which the need for coordination is especially visible. For that matter, it constitutes an interesting
research area that is adequate to the issues being raised.
3.2. Coordination as a Factor of Inter-Organisational Collaboration
In local governance collaboration, which is one of the most important tasks of self-governmental
sub-sector organisation, combining activities in favour of local development, is of key significance
in this scope [43,44]. Local government units constitute collaborating institutions, which require
appropriate coordination within co-governance. Based on the surveys and theoretical considerations,
the literature state that collaboration between public sector organisations is one of several tools of
local development management since it contributes to the growth of public services [45,46]. It is
characterised by interdependence with simultaneous autonomy of functioning as well as settlement
of collaboration rules by means of negotiation and based on organizational and legal factors. As it
is emphasized by R. Lozano, collaboration constitutes a key element in running of the strategy of
sustainability [47].
Inter-organisational collaboration includes sustainable relations, which join each organisation in
realising their common goals. It is defined as a union of two or more organisations that is favourable
to all parties and well-defined, which serves achieving of common goals [48] (p. 4). Among the
causes of establishing inter-organisational collaboration one may distinguish the following: high
levels of interdependence, need for resources and risk sharing, resource scarcity, previous history
of efforts to collaborate, situation in which each partner has resources that other partners need, and
complex issues [49]. Identified on the base of empirical evidence, the principal benefits in the scope
of inter-organisational collaboration include among other [50–53]: consolidation of the resources of
collaborating organisations, knowledge sharing, organisational learning, making use of the experience
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of other organisations, transfer of best practices, and creating innovative solutions. This is not a
new concept, however it has enjoyed great interest only for about two decades [54]. Recently, more
importance is given to the relational aspects.
The growing significance of inter-organisational collaboration in the activity of enterprises
and public institutions results to a large extent from the dynamics of changes in the organisations’
environment, seeking competitive advantage and the fact that at present it is not possible to act alone.
Although the practice of collaboration between organisations is broadly applied, the presumptions
of its implementation are generally known and it does not constitute a new phenomenon, it is a very
difficult process [55]. The results of empirical and theoretical studies, presented in the literature,
indicate that this is mainly due to its complexity, different approaches to realisation of mutual actions,
potential disturbance in the course of collaboration processes, etc. [56,57]. Moreover, legal requirements
or collaboration agreements do not constitute conditions sufficient enough to ensure sustainable
inter-organisational collaboration. This is because its course is impacted by multiple factors with
features that refer to both external and internal conditions, relational factors, and instruments of
inter-organisational collaboration. They have a prerequisite nature. The most important one is
coordination [27].
Coordination is defined as “ . . . the act of managing interdependencies between activities
performed to achieve a goal” [58] (p. 6). It is a relational process based on task interdependencies [59].
It originates from the need for simultaneous execution of activities falling under the powers of various
organisations, and results from the specifics of their operations. From the traditional perspective,
it refers to hierarchical control, whereas the organisational perspective pertains to centralised, dispersed
coordination or a combination of two types at the organisational level [60]. Coordination is a continual
process and a component of the organisation. It depends on the specifics of the entities involved, the
circumstances as well as dynamics of change in the external environment in which the entities operate.
It is assumed that good coordination is nearly invisible, only being noticed most clearly when it is
lacking [61].
In the subject literature there are two levels of coordination: intra- and inter-organisational [62].
The former is related to coordination within an organisation, whereas the latter to coordination
between organisations. In the subject literature one may also find many types of coordination
between collaborating units, for example interim coordination, cross-agency coordination, relational
coordination, network coordination, or network governance [63–66]. In all of the above-mentioned
cases, the aim is to ensure sustainable inter-organisational collaboration by enhancing relations and
task integration. This process is based on shared goals, shared knowledge, and mutual respect [26].
For the needs of this article, the term inter-organisational coordination was assumed.
Inter-organisational coordination is related to harmonising the actions of each unit in order to
common and systematic rendering of specific services [63] (p. 118). It is defined as “the deliberate and
orderly alignment or adjustment of partners’ actions to achieve jointly determined goals” [12] (p. 12).
It is based on such mechanisms as: partner-specific communication, rules and procedures, routines,
liaison, and integration roles, interim authorities, etc. [59] (pp. 909–910). However, in order to realise
common actions, it uses above all informal interactions and pays less attention to the valid procedures
and organisational structures. These mechanisms, in particular, enable sustainable local governance
through building durable relations between collaborating organisations. Key characteristics and
differences of collaboration and coordination were presented in Table 1.
As it results from table 1 collaboration is a broader term than coordination. The subject literature
emphasises that the priority significance of coordination in inter-organisational collaboration results
from its role in the continuous synchronization of tasks and the contribution of collaborating
organisations. It is because it constitutes a relational process, which covers managing correlation
between tasks and between the entities that perform these tasks [63]. It manifests itself through
systematic and reliable communication, which strengthens social relations in order for better integration
of mutual enterprises. It emphasises the significance of the organisational structure, communication,
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and process management [12]. According to such concept, coordination enables going beyond rigid
administrative structures and task centralisation towards greater freedom of action based on goodwill,
trust, and commitment. It enables a more balanced management of resources and actions. Therefore,
inter-organisational coordination indicates specific ways of implementing and conducting joint actions,
owing to which it complements collaboration [12]. The notion of coordination is therefore related to
operational activity, while collaboration concerns strategic decisions to a greater extent.
Table 1. Characteristics of collaboration and coordination.
Characteristics Antecedents Features Modes
Collaboration
Interdependence; need
for resources and risk
sharing; resource
scarcity; previous history
of efforts to collaborate;









Environment (history of collaboration,
collaborative group seen as a legitimate
leader in the community, favourable
political and social climate);
membership characteristics (mutual
respect, understanding, trust, ability to
compromise); process and structure
(members share a stake in both process
and outcome, multiple layers of
participation, flexibility, development of
clear roles and policy guideness,
adaptability, appropriate pace of
development); communication (open
and frequent, established informal
relationships and communication links);
purpose (concrete , attainable goals and
objectives, shared vision; resources
(sufficient funds, staff, materials, and













Impersonal (plans, schedules, rules,
procedures); personal (face-to-face
communication); group (meetings) [69];
communication and decision
procedures; mutual monitoring or
supervisory hierarchy; group decision
making; Mutual monitoring or
property-rights sharing; programming;
Hierarchical decision making;
Integration and liaison roles; authority
by expectation and residual arbitration
[68]; formal (departmentalization or
grouping of organizational units;
centralization or decentralization of
decision making; formalization and
standardization; planning; output and
behaviour control) and informal (lateral
relations; informal communication;
socialization) [70]
Source: own elaboration based on quoted literature.
A great number of research studies, information, and models in the scope of coordination causes
that this area has been developing in various directions, depending on the conducted analyses. In some
works its cognitive nature is emphasised, while in other the behavioural one, moreover it may be
understood as a form of organizational control or team-based concertive control [67]. Attempts to
model the interdependencies and level of coordination in specific fields are not consistent in the
scope of coordination characteristics, but they point out which specific challenges are related to
coordination [71]. For example, Henry Mintzberg’s coordination model relates the coordination
mechanisms to the organizational structure [72]. On the other hand, the model of Thomas W. Malone
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and Kevin Crowston is based on a concept of coordination as management of dependency between
actions [61]. Moreover, on the one hand it is assumed that the problems of coordination may be
solved by implementing appropriate mechanisms, of a general nature, which means that they may
be applied in various organisational systems. On the other hand, there are opinions stating that one
should identify in detail the nature of the environment in which an organisation operates in case
of specific events and next develop appropriate procedures in relation to them [14]. We agree with
the second approach and also the assumption that the higher the degrees of interdependency and
the levels of tasks and environment uncertainty are, the more developed forms of coordination are
required [12].These dependencies are especially visible in public safety management.
3.3. Basics of Inter-Organisational Coordination in Public Safety Management
According to Thomas E. Drabek [73], coordination is at the core of the practice of actions for safety.
It is the philosopher’s stone of public administration, and a central factor in poor performance during
an response activities [74,75]. In actions for safety, coordination proceeds at diverse organisational
levels [76]. It occurs in an intra-organisational dimension as coordination within specific organisations
as well as an inter-organisation aspect as a regulator of external relations in an organisation. In this
context, it is possible to talk about capabilities for effective resources administration in the form
of inter-organisational teams, partnerships, alliances, etc. [77]. This capability is determined by
the ability of specific organisations to adapt to dynamic conditions under which they operate, and
to effective communication aimed at hammering out common agreements and a common stance
regarding manners for conducting operations. At the core are both legal regulations as well as formal
and informal relations emerging within collaborated organisations. Vertical coordination puts into
place rigid principles as to the division of responsibility, the execution of activities and the control of
outcomes. However, a new approach incorporating organisational connections gives priority to the
mutual adaptation of entities and the integration of resources, authority and knowledge over formal
mechanisms of authority [75,78].
Effective coordination is a necessary element of conducting action in public safety management.
It is difficult to conduct in this area because it is connected with uncertainty, unexpected events,
risk of hazards’ accumulation, urgency, and infrastructure interdependency [23]. Apart from that,
the situational complexity creates conditions, in which participation of various agencies is required
and collaboration between them is necessary for realisation of actions. What is more, the higher the
number of various organisations trying to achieve a common goal, the less probable that they will
act in a coordinated way in order to achieve this goal [79]. In this connection, inter-organisational
coordination in public safety management is a big challenge. The differences between the general
theory of coordination and coordination between organisations in public safety management were
presented in Table 2.
The principal difference between inter-organisational coordination in general and in public safety
management lies in the nature of joint action. This influences all characteristics of coordination.
It also causes that failures have more serious consequences and the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation,
concerns, and results depend on the creativity and skills in making decisions in changeable and
uncertain conditions, with limited pieces of information.
In the deliberations concerning inter-organisational coordination, we assume that its significance
results from counterbalancing in the scope of actions and the level of participation of many independent
organisations, taking into account social needs, natural environmental and spatial values as well as
economic conditions. It facilitates achieving of the assumed goal avoiding excessive costs and damage.
Consequently, inter-organisational coordination enables realisation of actions in changing, unsure, and
dynamic conditions in accord with the philosophy of sustainability.
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More effectively managing task
interdependencies in order to identify and
remove the sources and consequences of hazards
Concern/risks
Operational risk: inability to
coordinate across
organizational boundaries
Operational and situational risks: inability to
coordinate joint actions of autonomous






Effectiveness, flexibility, adaptiveness of joint
action in unique and rapidly changing situations
Typical failures Omission, incompatibilities,misallocation
Inadvertent omissions leading to chaos,
incompatibilities in rescue procedures,
inadequate response, insufficient prevention of







Changing hierarchical positions, integrated
authority structures, improvement of rescue
procedures, shared organising of training and
simulations of events during the stabilisation
phase, progressive adapting of regulations,
advancing communication systems, creating
good formal and informal relationships based on
trust and organisational concern
Source: own elaboration based on [12] (p. 66).
4. Research Results
4.1. Relations between Coordination and other Instruments of Inter-Organisational Collaboration
Our previous research indicated that coordination is one of the key factors of inter-organisational
collaboration [27]. These factors have a mutual impact on each other, which in effect influences both
their role and the efficiency of collaboration itself. Taking this into consideration, we have decided to
present our own reasoning based on chosen publications, which include the relations that characterise
coordination and other factors of efficient inter-organisational collaboration. In our investigation a
3-level grade scale was applied to evaluate the impact of each factor, i.e.: 1—weak influence, 2—medium
influence, and 3—strong influence. Whereas the relations between the factors were analysed in
reference to the following grade scale: 0—lack of impact or minor impact, 1—significant impact, and
2—key impact.
Inter-organisational coordination was evaluated as a factor which has strong influence on
the course of actions. This mainly results from specific and complementary competences of each
organisation, task distribution, and responsibilities. These factors create the foundations of efficient
realisation of actions. Taking this into account, inter-organisational coordination is of key importance
to the course of collaboration.
Studying the relations occurring between inter-organisational coordination and other factors of
efficient inter-organisational collaboration, our focus was directed to those factors that have a significant
and key impact on the processes of action coordination between organisations. The relations, which
were identified, are illustrated in Figure 1. It depicts those factors, which:
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‚ only impact the course of inter-organizational coordination
‚ both impact and are a result of inter-organizational coordination
‚ are only a result of inter-organizational coordination
In figure 1 factors having a significant impact were indicated by a thinner arrow, while the key
factors were indicated by a thicker one.
As it results from the verified connections, the key factors of inter-organizational collaboration,
which influence inter-organisational coordination processes are:
‚ communication in inter-organisational working teams,
‚ constraints in inter-organisational collaboration,
‚ leadership with organisational and communication skills,
‚ organisation of collaborative work (e.g., time pressured, competitive, rapidly changing, stability),
‚ management of inter-organisational collaboration (e.g., styles, transparency of decisions
and guidance),
‚ inter-organisational trust,
‚ professional communication between personnel from individual organisations.
These factors show that inter-organisational coordination depends mainly on organisational and
relational conditions, which exist between collaborating units. Whereas, the key factors influenced by
inter-organisational coordination include:
‚ organisation of collaborative work,
‚ support within collaborating organisations,
‚ adaptability to changing work requirements,
‚ flexibility and openness to changing circumstances of collaboration,
‚ performance of inter-organisational collaboration,
‚ self interest of individual organisations from collaboration.
These factors impact, above all, situation conditions in sustainable public safety management
and the will to collaborate. The other analysed factors are also of significance, but they are not that
important in inter-organisational coordination. Each of the said factors impacts the level of coordination
sustainability. However, the significance of each one individually depends on the existence of other
factors, which may mutually strengthen or weaken its influence. Moreover, the nature of relations
taking place between inter-organisational coordination and other factors influencing and influenced
by this process, is complex. This mainly results from the existing interdependency between all factors
of effective collaboration and their mutual stimulating.
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4.2. Inter-Organisational Coordination during Emergency Situations
The process of managing public safety in terms of phases may be presented in the following cycle:
actions taken prior to the hazard occurrence, during the hazard, after the hazard has been obviated [29].
Inter-organisational coordination takes place in all of the said phases, however its significance can be
seen to the biggest degree in the phases in time and once the hazard has been obviated. Prior to the
occurrence of the hazard, coordination is necessary in such action as preparing mutual enterprises,
common training, and team building. However, these actions are conducted in stable conditions, in
which considered modifications and changes are possible. The effect of turbulence and uncertainty
of conditions in emergency situations is that inter-organisational coordination plays a key role in the
phases prior to the occurrence and during the hazard.
The inter-organisational coordination of operations in emergency situations is executed by a
single commander-in-chief. Our own empirical research showed that in Poland, responsibility for that
is devolved on the Rescue Action Supervisor who is, in most cases, a fireman. Only in the event of a
terrorist attack or demonstration command is taken over by a policeman with sufficient powers. Such
inter-organisational coordination involves collecting, analysing, and verifying information, as well as
assigning a sequence of operations performed and entities engaged. A classic example illustrating the
coordination of operations in emergency management, is the flooding that took place in May and June
of 2010 which engulfed the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Ukraine, Austria, Germany,
and Serbia. It was one of the largest floods in Poland in that during the period from 14 May to 30 June
2010, around 76,800 interventions related to relief and recovery actions were reported [92]. At that
time, there was an increased demand for pumps with higher capacity than those the services already
possessed. Efforts at the national level were launched, and firemen from other EU states took part in
the operations. Persons charged with rescue actions in this event accomplished the following tasks
based on communication processes:
(1) prepare scenarios for potential situations, analyses, weather forecasts, collect information,
anticipate demand;
(2) calculate forces and resources, assess potential, analyse situations, prepare proposals for
disposing forces depending on the demand, examine potential for requesting external forces;
(3) contribute to the formulation of solutions intended to accomplish operations, raise forces,
dislocate forces, put forces into operation, continue monitoring the situation and its reporting;
(4) monitor the efficacy of the formulated solutions, participate in the work of military staff
and teams, monitor the situation’s progress, collaborate with commanders with regard to
specific actions;
(5) control efficacy of operations conducted by operational groups, verify information handed over,
e.g., by phone, with the actual situation.
Another example of operations coordination and emergency management in Poland was the
head-on collision of two high-speed passenger trains on 3 March 2012 near the town of Szczekociny.
As a result, 16 people were killed and 57 passengers were injured. In the first train, an electric
locomotive was destroyed and the first two carriages were derailed, while in the other train the
locomotive and one carriage were derailed. Services from the national emergency management level
and fire brigades from four provinces were used in the rescue action, including 450 rescuers and
400 policemen. The coordination process covered such operations as evacuation of the people affected,
rendering first aid, searching destroyed carriages and the surrounding crash site, enabling access to
trapped passengers, designating a temporary landing strip for helicopters of the Air Rescue Service,
and securing the incident site. Coordination of basic operations did not pose a problem. However,
contentious issues were exposed, and they referred to extra activities and details, e.g., places for tents.
These examples confirm that both formal as well as posteriori relationships provide a basis for the
coordination of operations during emergency situations. Moreover, they allow us to ascertain that
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organisational factors and organisational behaviours constitute the key determinants for improving
communication and coordination in sustainable public safety management.
The quantity of information is essential for coordination and execution of effective operations in
dynamically changing circumstances requires application of cutting-edge organisational and technical
solutions. In addition, ”some of the major challenges (...) include information mismanagement,
resource allocation issues, and ineffective communication” [93] (p. 260). These challenges can
lead to communication and consequently coordination breakdowns. To ensure efficacy of rescue
actions and to streamline communication as well as coordination processes, there are emergency
coordination centres established and they make up complex organisational and technical structures
in line with administrative division at the local, regional, and national levels. Such centres also
operate at the international level, e.g., Emergency Response Coordination Centre functions in the
EU. It is a one-stop-shop providing an overview of the available civil protection assets and acts as a
communication hub between the participating states, the affected country and dispatched field experts.
The main purpose of its existence is to facilitate collaboration in civil protection interventions in the
event of major emergencies, e.g., through pool resources that can be made available to help disaster-hit
countries and share best practices in disaster management [94].
Emergency coordination centres are a support centre for those in charge of rescue actions. They
handle information transfer as well as vertical and horizontal communication outside the incident site.
They also oversee the course of action and if needed they bring and send extra resources to action.
Thus, emergency coordination centres run the so-called “external coordination”. The centres operate
in line with a mutual substitution principle. It means that a report which cannot be received for any
reason in a centre relevant for the caller’s domicile will be automatically redirected to another Centre.
For receiving the reports operators are employed, there may be also officers delegated, assigned from
the police or fire brigade, employees in emergency management departments as well as municipal
policemen. In Poland the tasks conferred on the centres include [95]:
(1) handle alarm reports, excluding fire signalisation systems,
(2) register and store data regarding alarm reports, including phone recordings with the complete
alarm report, personal data of the reporting person and other persons indicated when receiving
the report, information on the incident site and its type and shortened description of the event
for the period of 3 years;
(3) conduct analyses related to functioning of the system in the area handled by the centre and
producing statistics with regard to numbers, types, and response time for alarm reports;
(4) collaborate and exchange information with emergency coordination centres;
(5) exchange information and data, excluding personal data, for the purposes of analyses with the
Police, National Fire Service, administrators of medical rescue teams, and entities which phone
numbers are handled within the system.
In other countries, tasks accomplished by centres are essentially similar. For instance, in Sri Lanka
they are as follows [96]:
(1) Maintaining and operating early warning towers and other early warning dissemination equipments
(2) Dissemination of early warning messages and ensuring reception at remote vulnerable villagers
(3) Coordination of donor assistance to strengthen capacity of technical agencies for early warning
(4) Initiating awareness on activities related to early warning among various agencies and the public
(5) Guiding district disaster management units in coordinating and implementing warning
dissemination-related activities in the province, district, and local authority levels.
Emergency coordination centres collaborate with services statutorily appointed for security
protection as well as social rescue organisations. Their operations enable to reduce the waiting time
for assistance as well as time for rescue actions themselves, properly match forces and resources to
the operations, bolster information transfer as well as create a consistent database for events [97].
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Receipt of alarm reports in the centre by alarm number operators and dispatchers is carried out by
means of information and communication technology systems. These systems ensure automatisation
of receipt and registration of reports. They allow for identification of the phone number, location, and
visualisation of the place from which the emergency call comes. Besides, it also enables overseeing the
actual state of calls handled, elimination of hoax calls, and their selection [98–100].
An interesting example of the emergency coordination centre is the Integrated Security Centre
operating in Ostrava in the Czech Republic since 2011. Its initial concept originated in the 1990s
when the urgency for collaboration among rescue services was identified. It is currently a part of the
Czech Integrated Rescue System which covers a connections system as well as principles guiding
collaboration and emergency coordination of local and central authorities, as well as individuals and
authorised persons when the necessity arises to undertake rescue or humanitarian actions and to
prepare and conduct emergency operations. The Integrated Security Centre houses such units as: fire
brigade, police, medical emergency, and municipal authorities. They form the mainstay of the system.
An auxiliary role is played by: municipal police, military forces, ministry of health, ministry of interior,
remaining rescue units, security companies, and non-governmental organisations. The unit responsible
for response activities is the fire brigade across all levels of the state organisation depending on the
scale of the event. However, the conditions for conducting the operations are determined by the
public administration. The functioning of the Centre has helped to eliminate problems related to
communication and operations coordination and to boost inter-organisational collaboration which
through direct contacts and joint resolution of problems enables to continually improve collaboration
principles within the system.
The analysis of the course of inter-organisational coordination during emergency situations
enables stating that coordination constitutes a liaison which bonds actions taken in the scope of
public safety management. Its significance results from the span of tasks that are realised, in which
performance many entities are engaged, in each case in a different quantity and configuration. The
conducted actions are based on collaboration between each of the partners, which separate and
autonomous units and whose competences complement each other. This leads to a conclusion that
inter-organisational coordination is a key factor of public safety management, which principal features
are as follows:
‚ integrity of actions: the enterprises of each organisation are coherent and mutually complementary,
while efficiency may be achieved only within mutual realisation of tasks;
‚ interdependence: each organisation is mutually dependent both in the scope of conducting actions,
transferring information, as well as managing resources;
‚ mutuality: mutual enterprises are based on relations between each organisation;
‚ multiplicity: there are many possibilities of coordinating actions within one enterprise;
‚ adaptability: methods of coordination are adapted to existing conditions.
Moreover, inter-organisational coordination is a result of legal and organisational, social, and
situational conditions. The first above-mentioned conditions are related to the existing legal regulations,
procedures, and by-laws. They specify the rules of coordinating commonly conducted actions. In turn,
the social conditions cover inter-organisational relations, which through shaping of appropriate
behaviours, influence the enterprises’ efficiency. Whereas, situational conditions specify the current
context of actions’ realisation. They cause that flexibility and agility is required of organisations
participating in the actions. Both the factors and conditions of inter-organisational coordination
impact the level of sustainable local governance. In principle, local governance is characterised by
accountability, transparency, openness, and publicness. These features are favourable to improving
sustainable local governance.
The analyses confirm the complexity of inter-organisational coordination and significance of
relational aspects in the theory and practice of managing public safety.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this article we analyse inter-organisational coordination in the public safety management
system. In our opinion the notion of collaboration is broader than coordination, which is consistent
with the analyses conducted by Arthur T. Himmelman [10]. We also adapted the opinion of Richard
C. Feiock, In Won Lee, and Hyung Jun Park [11] and we believe that coordination and collaboration
are not points on a simple scale of service integration, but differ in their forms and structure.Starting
from Fayol’s understanding of coordination, we reinforce this notion as one of the key factors of
collaboration. In our deliberations we also claim that in our research the context of realisation of
actions is of significant importance, since the mechanism of coordination, which regulate the ways of
effective collaboration, result from it [101]. According to Elodie Gardet and Caroline Mothe groups
of representative mechanisms of coordination include the following [102]: exchange formalisation,
trust, result division, guarantees against opportunistic behaviour, and conflict resolution. In turn,
Jody Hoffer Gittell and Leigh Weiss on the base of a nine-hospital quantitative study of patient
care coordination analysed such coordination mechanisms as [103]: routines, information systems,
meetings, and boundary spanners. In our research we have demonstrated that in the Polish context of
public safety management the formal mechanisms of coordination play the main role, which results
from institutional arrangements. In the conditions of uncertainty and risk the formal decision-making
structures constitute the foundation of conducting actions, although other mechanisms—such as trust,
meetings, and routines—are also significant. To a greater extent these mechanisms are applied in the
period of stabilisation, during action preparation. This proves that the priority significance of each
coordination mechanism results from the situational context.
The analyses presented in this article are not free from limitations. These limitations result above
all from the fact that the research is of a preliminary nature and it concerns a diagnosis of the level
of inter-organisational coordination in public safety management in relation to factors of effective
inter-organisational collaboration. In the future, we plan to expand these research studies in relation
to enhanced inter-organisational coordination endeavours. Moreover, the research is located in the
Polish context. Taking that into account, it is necessary to study the course of inter-organisational
coordination in other social and political conditions. It is also recommended to comprehensively
analyse the internal and external conditions of effective inter-organisational coordination, for which
purpose the research on business models of public safety organisations may prove useful.
Despite these limitations we have been able to achieve the assumed goal of this publication. We
argue that inter-organisational coordination as an instrument of collaboration between autonomous
units is the key factor in sustainable public safety management. It binds the actions taken by each
organisation, enables flexible adaptation of enterprises and possessed resources to the existing
conditions, it configures the networks of public services’ delivery and it maximises the usage of
the possessed abilities. As a result of this, it increases the efficiency of public safety management.
In conclusion we claim that:
(1) Inter-organisational coordination depends to a large extent on organisational and relational
conditions, which occur between collaborating units. They include among other such factors
as: communication in inter-organisational working teams, constraints in inter-organisational
collaboration, leadership with organisational and communication skills, organisation of
collaborative work (e.g., time pressured, competitive, rapidly changing, stability), management
of inter-organisational collaboration (e.g., styles, transparency of decisions, and guidance),
inter-organisational trust, and professional communication between personnel from
individual organisations.
(2) Coordination in public safety management is protean. During stabilization it is carried out
by public administration and it involves determination of preventive operations. Some ways
of that coordination can be applied in other areas of sustainable local government. However
during the realisation phase the person in charge of rescue actions coordinates activities within
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the incident site. Outside the incident site the coordination function is fulfilled by emergency
coordination centres. This solution is the result of complexity embedded in the unique situation
and efforts to be undertaken in face of hazard. Such coordination, particularly creation of formal
and informal relationships based on trust and organisational concern, can be used in sheer
inter-organisational collaboration.
(3) The principal features of inter-organisational coordination considered with regard to collaborated
management are: integrity of actions, interdependence, mutuality, complexity, and adaptiveness
to unique and rapidly changing situations. At the same time, inter-organisational coordination is
a result of legal, organisational, social, and situational conditions. Features of inter-organisational
coordination have a considerable impact on the level of sustainable public safety management.
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Abstract: In addition to determining social responsibility policies that affect the market and social
actors, certain governments also set objectives related to their internal activity. For example, one
of the activities of the German government is to implement the concept of social responsibility
into public institutions. In the Netherlands, one of the government tasks is to set an example for
responsible practices (government as a role model). The aim of this paper is to examine firstly
whether public sector entities set an example for responsible practices, especially with regard to
respect for the environment, and secondly, whether public sector organizations in Poland significantly
differ from organizations abroad in terms of their practices in the field of environmental protection.
A questionnaire was a basis for data collection. The questionnaires were distributed to representatives
of deliberately selected public sector organizations located primarily in Europe. The study was
conducted in 2012–2013 on a group of 220 public sector organizations (102 Polish and 118 other
European). The paper presents only the selected part of research. Public sector organizations in
Poland do not have internal mechanisms of environmental responsibility. There is a significant
discrepancy between the state of the environmental responsibility of organizations located in Poland
and abroad. Obtained results show that public sector organizations, those in Poland in particular, are
making their first steps in developing internal environmental responsibility.
Keywords: CSR; government as a role model; public sector organizations; environment
1. Introduction
Corporate social responsibility derives from three dimensions: human, environmental and
economic (Triple P: People, Planet, Profit) [1]. Business organizations intend to take responsibility for
their development processes, which take place both inside and outside their organization. However,
public sector organizations are mostly expected to support business entities in this respect [2]. The issue
discussed less often concerns public sector organizations as socially responsible entities, that is those
seeking to increase the transparency and verifiability of actions taken, creating friendly conditions
for reforms. However, besides determining CSR policies that affect the market and social actors,
particular governments set objectives related to their own social activity. In the German government
program (National Strategy for Sustainable Development), one of the government's actions is to
implement the CSR concept in public institutions. In the Netherlands, one of the government tasks
is to set an example for responsible practices (government as a role model). In countries such as
France, the United Kingdom and Belgium, the governments have set goals for sustainable/green
procurement [3]. This way of perceiving public sector organizations shows a duality of their role
in relation to social responsibility. The dual role of public sector organizations is reduced to two
dimensions, external and internal. The external dimension, far more recognizable in the literature [4–9],
concerns promotion of the corporate social responsibility concept in the business environment. The
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internal dimension applies to public sector organizations as socially responsible entities, not only
because of the implementation of the tasks assigned to these units and undertaken in close correlation
with the objectives that an entity should pursue, but primarily as a result of efforts to build mutual trust
and transparency in relationships with both the external and internal environment of the organization.
These activities are designed to create a well-established, solid belief that the funds allocated to the
administration are spent efficiently, while providing maximum benefits for a society. The external and
internal dimensions should remain in balance. If any of these dimensions is ailing, the credibility of
the organization is undermined. The external dimension is far more recognizable in the literature,
which is why this paper focuses on the internal dimension. Environmental responsibility is one of the
main aspects of social responsibility. Corporate Environmental Responsibility (CER) simply means
the incorporation of responsibility assumptions towards the environment in the strategic policy of
the organization [10]. As research findings indicate, four elements affect the effectiveness of actions
concerning environmental responsibility (the internal dimension): implementing the environmental
policy into the organization strategic documents and everyday activities, stimulating employees’
awareness, increasing the amount and scope of responsibility for the environment, concerns the
introduction of environmental responsibility into the core values of the organization [7]. The survey
questions used in the paper are based on these key activities. Due to historical heritage, public sector
organizations in Poland have never been the leader of implementing modern methods of management.
While leading European countries were improving their management tools, organizations in Poland
had just started to implement them. This time difference is the reason for comparing environmental
protection practices in organizations located in and outside Poland to find out if they are as different
as expected.
There are empirical studies examining environmental sustainability in public sector organizations,
but the majority of them have a single-country focus [11–15]. There are only a few studies that have a
multi-country environmental focus [16,17], but none of them include Polish organizations.
The aim of this paper is to examine firstly whether public sector organizations set an example for
responsible practices, especially with regard to respect for the environment, and secondly, whether
public sector organizations in Poland significantly differ from organizations abroad in terms of their
practices in the field of environmental protection. Therefore, two hypotheses were formulated for the
purpose of research.
Hypothesis 1. Public sector organizations set an example for responsible practices in respect for
the environmental protection.
Hypothesis 2. Public sector organizations in Poland differ significantly from organizations located
abroad in terms of their practices concerning the environmental protection.
The basis for collecting information for research was a questionnaire sent to representative of
deliberately selected public sector organizations located primarily in Europe. The study was conducted
in 2012–2013 on a group of 220 public sector organizations.
2. Literature Review
The first model for social responsibility that focused on decision making was shaped by
Carroll [18]. Hawken identified sustainability problems and discussed business-related solutions,
which, in his opinion, could transform both companies and the economy, and possibly improve
profitability [19]. However, the financial aspect of the activity is not the main one in public sector
organization [20]. In the public sector, compared to the corporate sector, accountability expectations and
obligations have always been higher. New public management reforms put pressure on public sector
organizations to demonstrate their financial and non-financial performance. The demand is particularly
relevant for public sector organizations considering that they create public value while acting in an
entrepreneurial way [17,21]. Public sector organizations are expected to be more environmentally
responsible than private companies as they are legitimated by public contracts. Government and
public sector organizations have a special role to play as guarantors of public values. Moore believes
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that citizens want from their governments some combination of the following that together encompass
public value: (1) high-performing service-oriented public bureaucracies, (2) public organizations that
are efficient and effective in achieving desired social outcomes, and (3) public organizations that
operate justly and fairly, and lead to just and fair conditions in the society at large [22]. That is why
public sector organizations are obligated to citizens to operate in a sustainable way.
As previously mentioned, the role of public sector organizations in relation to social responsibility
is reduced to two dimensions: external and internal. As far as the external dimension of social
responsibility of public sector organizations is concerned, four institutional models are identified in
the literature: observer, patron, promoter, and partner [3]. These models differ mainly in the degree
to which the state takes responsibility for coordinating activities related to the implementation of
the CSR concept. In the first model (the observer), there is no leader responsible for coordinating
activities related to corporate social responsibility and the burden of promoting this concepts rests on
socio-economic partners. In the second model (the patron), there is no leader either, but the burden
of promoting the concept of corporate social responsibility rests on the government administration.
The third model (the promoter) is characterized by government coordination of activities promoting
the CRS concept by the institution acting as the leader. In addition, government is responsible for
publishing guidelines, standards and other forms of support for development of social responsibility
idea. The fourth model (the partner) is characterized by the presence of leading governmental
institution coordinating the activities of other ministries, as well as advisory bodies or centers for
promotion of social responsibility. Simultaneously, government actions create the framework for
bottom-up initiatives of involved socio-economic partners, leading to a greater coherence of activities
and effect of synergy [3]. A slightly different typology has been proposed in the document prepared by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the World Bank [23,24]. In this
typology, the model of the observer has not been included and a forcing attitude appears instead,
which consists in imposing the implementation of corporate social responsibility, for example by
appropriate legislation, regulations, guidelines, audits, legal or fiscal penalties, etc. [23–25]. In the
literature, a great deal of attention is devoted to describing and diagnosing the institutional models
of social responsibility promotion. The analysis shows that patron and partner and forcing attitude
models [24] are the least favorable. In the case of successful models, we deal with active presence of
government administration authorities in intensifying efforts to promote social responsibility.
The internal dimension applies to public sector organizations as socially responsible entities,
because of the efforts to build mutual trust and transparency both in relationships with the external
and internal environment of the organization. These activities are designed to create a well-established,
solid belief that the funds allocated to the administration are spent efficiently, while providing
maximum benefits for a society.
Hypothesis 1. Public sector organizations set an example for responsible practices in respect for
the environmental protection.
Hypothesis 2. Public sector organizations in Poland differ significantly from organizations located
abroad in terms of their practices concerning the environmental protection.
According to Elkington, environmental responsibility is one of the dimensions of social
responsibility, in addition to economic and social ones [26]. Corporate Environmental Responsibility
(CER) simply means incorporation of responsibility assumptions towards the environment in the
strategic policy of the organization [10]. Among the organizations operating on the market, two
orientations that are not mutually exclusive in the movement for environmental responsibility can be
distinguished: obligatory and optional. Obligatory (external) orientation takes the form of three types
of isomorphism: coercive, mimetic and normative. Coercive isomorphism arises when organizations
include in their activities the need to respect the environment in response to legal regulations; mimetic
isomorphism is the result of a reference of one organization to the other, more effective one, and
normative isomorphism is dictated by the requirement to improve organization’s collective image.
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Optional (internal) orientation involves organization’s commitment to build competitive advantage
based on the value and uniqueness [27].
Many authors agree that the absence of an institutional framework in promoting respect for
the environment contributes to the fact that companies undertake activities of a limited nature,
which do not always meet the expectations of local communities. The macroeconomic nature of
the majority of policies and guidelines does not have an operationalized character and therefore
requires actions at the microeconomic level [27]. Since an economic activity may result in a
negative impact on the environment, there is a commitment to take responsibility for this condition.
The commitment translates into developing such activities that are socially responsible, that aim
at creating a society responsible for the environment on a voluntary basis and beyond the legal
expectations [28]. This means that obligatory orientation is a starting point for actions, but only
optional orientation makes these actions more meaningful. Optional orientation leads to the situation
where responsibility for the environment is a fundamental need and commitment towards the next
generations, and not the consequence of strict respect for the law. Obligatory orientation in Poland
in the movement for environmental responsibility stems from, inter alia, the environmental policy
for 2009–2012 with the perspective to 2016 [29]. The following are recognized as the most important
directions of systemic actions:
‚ consideration of environmental principles in sector strategies
‚ activation of the market to protect the environment
‚ environmental management
‚ participation of society in the environmental protection
‚ development of research and technical progress
‚ liability for environmental damage
‚ ecological aspect in spatial planning
As research findings indicate, four elements affect the effectiveness of actions concerning
environmental responsibility (the internal dimension). The first element is implementing the
environmental policy into the organization strategic documents and everyday activities undertaken by
the organization. The second one is stimulating employees’ awareness and their responsibility for the
environment. The third one is increasing the amount and scope of responsibility for the environment
(e.g., to modify existing processes so that they will be more beneficial to the environment). The
fourth element concerns the introduction of environmental responsibility into the core values of the
organization [7].
An environmental policy is a publicly accessible document defining the organization’s intentions
toward the environment. Its content is the foundation for the entire system [30]. This policy determines
an overall direction for the organization’s environmental activities and establishes principles, which
will guide the organization in environmental matters. An environmental policy becomes a point of
reference against which organizational activities will be assessed. Moreover, an environmental policy
is crucial for the process of communication with employees, and local communities, depicting the
priorities of the organization for the environment protection [31]. Through the policy, the organization
demonstrates that it is aware of its impact on the environment and surroundings and voluntarily
commits to minimize the negative impact on the environment. An environmental policy serves as a
landmark—the benchmark for taken actions. Strategic initiatives that are crucial for developing the
environmental policy are formulated [32,33].
An environmental policy itself is not sufficient as it outlines only a general direction for
activities. Without developing programs to measure and analyze the impact of the organization
on the environment, it is impossible to give the policy a lasting nature [34]. Without operationalization,
the policy is merely declarative. Measurement and analysis programs provide access to information so
that decisions can be better, and above all, they take into account the welfare of local communities.
In addition, these programs allow for identifying areas that need improvement, as well as setting
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priorities for undertaken activities [35]. They also allow effective risk management. Measurement and
analysis programs identifying organization’s impact on the environment allow for creating a reference
point for the organization's activities [34]. Without measuring the scope of this impact, it is impossible
to manage the area in accordance with the principle “you cannot manage what you do not measure”.
Programs and actions for the most efficient use of natural resources are the recent trend in
activities undertaken on a broad international level [36]. Nations around the world recognize the value
of natural resources and they focus on their bigger protection and sustainable development. In 2012,
the United Kingdom founded the Natural Capital Committee, whose role is to identify priorities for
actions supporting and improving the use of natural resources. It has also begun preparations to
integrate the value of natural resources into the calculation of GDP by 2020 [37]. Therefore, it can be
assumed that programs and actions for the most efficient use of natural resources will be growing in
significance in the next few years [36,38–40].
Because public sector organizations in Poland started to implement modern methods of
management later than more developed countries, they are expected to be different.
Hypothesis 2. Public sector organizations in Poland differ significantly from organizations located
abroad in terms of their practices concerning the environmental protection.
All these elements have internal character and consist of building individual environmental
responsibility of employees in organizations and implementing responsibility in the organizational
culture. The paper attempts to answer the question as to whether public sector organizations,
in addition to taking responsibility for coordinating activities related to implementing the concept of
corporate social responsibility, have also developed internal mechanisms concerning CSR. Moreover,
we will consider whether this has an impact on the economic environment, and if, at the same time
they can be seen as setting an example, this gives the organization credibility.
3. Methodology
The basis for collecting information for research was a questionnaire sent to representatives of
deliberately selected public sector organizations located primarily in Europe. The study was conducted
in 2012–2013 on a group of 220 public sector organizations. Three questions of a general nature were
chosen from the questionnaire and subjected to statistical analysis. Questions were chosen in order to
place the actions taken by public organizations in an appropriate time context. Since the works on the
environmental policy began in the international arena roughly in the 1970s, the actions undertaken by
organizations aimed at formulating their environmental policy served to keep up with international
trends and are characterized by focus on the past. Interest in data analysis software and programs for
reducing negative impact on the environment are relatively new as they cover the past 10–15 years [35],
but not everything has been refined in this area [34]. Therefore, it can be considered as a focus on the
present. Orientation on activities and programs aimed at the most efficient use of natural resources is
the most current trend in the international arena, so far widely discussed [36,38–40], which is why the
actions taken in this field are focused on the future.
4. Participants and Procedure
Research included public sector organizations, among others ministries and central offices,
province offices, marshal offices, district offices, municipal offices, tax offices and chambers, and
customs chambers. All public sector organizations registered in the EIPA database (European
Institution of Public Administration) were invited to participate in the study. In this way, 1739
(according to EIPA data as of 30 November 2011) public sector organizations located outside Poland
and 269 (according to EIPA data as of 30 November 2011) organizations located in Poland were
identified. An invitation to participate in the study was sent via post to all organizations registered in
the EIPA database. Research was conducted from November 2012 to May 2013. A total number of
2008 questionnaires were distributed to organizations’ representatives, 220 completed questionnaires
were returned, giving a rate of return of 11%. Not all of the questionnaires were suitable for further
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analysis. A total of 269 entities were located in Poland (according to EIPA data as of 30 November
2011). All of these organizations were invited to participate in research. Only 102 organizations agreed
to participate in research, which gave a return rate of 38%. However, outside Poland, the largest group
of organizations was represented by Belgium (12), Portugal (11), the Czech Republic (10), Italy (10),
Finland (9 ), Germany (8), and Norway (6). The research was a trial project.
5. Instrument/Survey and Data Analysis
The questionnaire contained 46 questions with answers: yes, no, I do not know. The questions
were arranged in the following way: the first questions concerned general issues, and the following
questions expanded them. Generally, the questionnaire related to three dimensions of the public
sector organizations’ functioning: human, environmental and economic. The aim of the study was to
investigate the state and prospects of development of the Corporate Social Responsibility concept in
public sector organizations in Poland and abroad. The paper presents only a part of the research on
the environmental aspects of corporate social responsibility. Other parts of the research are presented
in the papers [41,42].
The analysis of relationships between variables was conducted using a chi-square independence
test together with strength measures (Cramer’s V and C contingency coefficient). The significance
level α = 0.05 was assumed. The results were considered statistically significant when the calculated
test probability p satisfies the inequality p < 0.05.
Detailed results of the analysis of three most important environmental responsibility actions are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Organizations’ environmental responsibility.
Environmental Responsibility Actions Poland Abroad χ² df p C V
have clearly defined environmental policy based on the
principles of sustainable development 54% 57% 3.30 2 0.19 0.13 0.13
have developed programs of analysis and reduction of
organization’s negative influence on environment 22% 58% 2.27 2 0.00 0.36 0.34
actions or programs aimed to make the most efficient
use of natural resources are considered as priority 24% 56% 24.15 2 0.00 0.34 0.32
Source: own elaboration on the basis of survey results.
6. Results
6.1. Clearly Defined Environmental Policy Based on the Principles of Sustainable Development
In the research group, 54% of public sector organizations located in Poland and 57% of
organizations abroad declare that they have the defined environmental policy. The analysis result
of a chi-square test does not show the statistically significant relationship between a clearly defined
environmental policy and location of the organization.
6.2. Developed Programs of Analysis and Reduction of Organization’s Negative Influence on Environment
In the studied group, 22% of organizations located in Poland and 58% abroad declare that they
have developed a program for analyzing and reducing the negative impact of their activities on the
environment. The analysis result of a chi-square test shows significant correlation between location of
the organization and their programs for analyzing and reducing the negative impact of the organization
on the environment (χ² = 26.27, df = 2, p = 0.00000). Organizations located outside Poland often declare
that they have these kinds of programs. The strength of this correlation is average (C = 0.36, V = 0.34).
6.3. Actions or Programs Aimed to Make the Most Efficient Use of Natural Resources are Considered as Priority
In the surveyed group, 24% of organizations located in Poland and 56% located abroad declare
that they treat projects or programs aimed at the most effective use of natural resources as a priority in
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their actions. The analysis result of a chi-square test shows significant correlation between location
of the organization, and their declaration to treat projects and programs aimed at the most effective
use of natural resources as a priority (χ² = 24.15, df = 2, p = 0,00000). Organizations located outside
Poland more often declare that they treat projects or programs aimed at the most efficient use of natural
resources as a priority in their activities. The strength of this correlation is average (C = 0.34, V = 0.32).
7. Discussion
Research shows that more than half of public sector organizations located in Poland declare that
they have clearly defined environmental policies concerning organization's intentions towards the
environment. The content of these policies is the foundation for the entire system; it is the starting point
for undertaking environmental actions and establishing principles that will guide the organization
in issues concerning the environment. Detailed analysis of environmental policies of organizations
located in Poland shows that a large part of formulated policies concerns operation of external actors,
primarily companies (e.g., introduction of rational and modern solutions for efficient water and
wastewater management, improvement and rationalization of waste management system, systematic
reduction of air pollution, water and soil pollution, reduction of traffic nuisance, monitoring of harmful
factors in the city and their supervision and control, etc.). Only a small number of organizations
formulated environmental policies with regard to their own activities, e.g., reducing water and
energy use, reducing the amount of chemicals used, systematic training of office employees on the
procedures concerning the implementation of pro-environmental actions, support of projects related
to the environmental education and sustainable development based on three-sector cooperation,
promoting pro-environmental behaviors among employees, customers, suppliers and subcontractors
by bringing responsibility for the environment to their attention and promoting specific measures for
environment protection, in particular promoting the principles of sustainable development, etc. [19].
Formulating the environmental policy, public sector organizations focus largely on supporting the
concept of environmental responsibility in the business environment rather than on setting goals for
their business activity. This way of formulating policies without taking into account the declarations
towards the environment issues has contributed to a lack of programs aiming at reducing the negative
impact of the organization’s activity [21,22].
In these organizations, there was not simply a reference point for their formulation, but also
for the optimal use of natural resources treated as a priority in the undertaken activities. The way
of formulating environmental policies in Polish public sector organizations is general in its nature
and mostly does not directly concern the activities of that particular organization, making it difficult
to develop programs of analysis and reduction of the negative impact of their operations on the
environment. It also makes it difficult to treat projects and programs aimed at the most efficient use of
natural resources as a priority in business activities. Polish and foreign organizations vary in terms
of having data analyzing programs and optimal use of natural resources. The obtained results allow
for rejecting the first hypothesis. Public sector organizations do not set an example of responsible
practices in respect for the environment. Hypothesis 2 was verified. The results show that public sector
organizations in Poland differ significantly from organizations located outside Poland in terms of their
practices for the environmental protection. Activities undertaken in Polish organizations allow for
classifying the dominant, in their view, orientation to focus on the past trends, while more than half of
organizations located outside Poland are actively involved in the implementation of current trends.
Others studies show a higher degree of environmental responsibility of public sector
organizations [16]. However, it is really hard to compare the results of the studies because there
are only a few studies which have a multi-country environmental focus [16,17].
8. Limitation of the Study
The research was a trial project. Its aim was to examine the state and prospects for development
of the Corporate Social Responsibility concept in public sector organizations in Poland and abroad.
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The issue of environmental responsibility accounted only for a small part of the study. Conducted
analyzes allowed for identifying a general trend in public sector organizations, which, however,
requires clarification. Completed studies are in some way a snapshot of organizations and temporary
reflection of the situation. It is necessary to construct reliable indicators of environmental responsibility
and employ them in a given time interval, e.g., two years. This would make it possible to capture
certain trends, as well as a full picture of the examined phenomena. The presented results should be
considered as a starting point for further, more extensive analyzes.
9. Conclusions
Public sector organizations in Poland do not have internal mechanisms of environmental
responsibility. Some organizations declare that they have their environmental policy, but it is of
a general nature and does not include the declaration of particular organizations. This situation leads
to the conclusion that first steps in creating environmental responsibility have been taken, and now
further steps are awaited. In particular, it concerns public sector organizations located in Poland. The
study has identified a significant discrepancy between the state of the environmental responsibility of
companies located in Poland and abroad.
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to study the vulnerability of construction enterprises’
innovation capabilities (CEIC) and their respective primary influencing factors. This paper proposed
a vulnerability system framework of CEIC, designed two comprehensive assessments for analysis,
namely the entropy and set pair analysis method (E-SPA) and the principle cluster analysis and
SPA method (P-SPA), and compared grades to verify the vulnerability assessments. Further, the
paper quantitatively assessed the major influencing factors in facilitating management, reducing
vulnerability, and improving the ability of construction enterprises to respond to changes in the
construction industry. The results showed that vulnerability could be effectively and systematically
evaluated using E-SPA. However, managing or reducing entrepreneurial sensitivity and improving
the ability to respond was critical to supporting sustainable CEIC. The case studies included in this
paper suggested that in ensuring sustainable CEIC, companies should concentrate on highly educated
human resources, R&D investments, intellectual property related innovations, and government
support. This research provided a practical framework and established a sustainable strategy for
companies to manage their vulnerability in developing innovation capability. In addition, this
research presented an innovative and effective way to quantitatively analyze vulnerability which
offered a foundation to signify a new paradigm shift in construction sustainable development.
Keywords: construction enterprise; innovation capability; vulnerability assessment; innovation
uncertainty; sustainable development
1. Introduction
As a critical driver of the sustainable development of a nation, a region, an industry, or an
enterprise, innovation can provide a continual basis for sustainable socio-economic development and
growth. Construction innovation, as a sustainable driver and a crucial condition, represents the pulse
of construction economic development of any nation [1–3]. The innovative capabilities of construction
enterprises thus hold a key position in advancing industrial and national development [4,5]. The
current innovation status of the construction industry reflects the complex features of the industry [6].
As any nation or region will have demand for continued construction, statistics related to this
construction make up a major portion of an economy’s well-being. The innovation accomplishments
of construction enterprises are affected by the innovation efforts of other firms, and are achieved
through the continuing cooperation among industries for breakthroughs in products, processes, and
designs. These breakthroughs reflect the strength and innovative desires and interests of construction
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companies. However, compared to other industries, there is a lack of focus on the diffusion rates of
innovation in different sectors of construction, such as building and civil infrastructure. Depending
on the developmental level of an economy, the need for civil infrastructure may vary. However,
innovation is needed at all levels of economic development [7]. Civil infrastructure companies are
large in size and have potential for radical innovations, while residential construction companies
are usually small and give limited consideration as to how to effectively convert new research and
development into innovation. Often, large companies do not invest sufficiently in innovation as they
already dominate a major portion of the existing market. Smaller companies on the other hand need to
demonstrate higher degrees of innovation in order to enter or even stay in the market [8]. A similar
observation was made by Hultgren and Tantawi [9] in the study of potential radical innovation in
large firms.
However, researchers recently noticed that sustainable economic development has its vulnerability,
which was considered as a new paradigm shift in the analysis of uncertainty in economic studies of
system sensitivity and response capability. Vulnerability research has a wide range of applications,
including climate change prediction, natural disaster prevention, food security, and public health
improvement [10–21]. Generally, innovation vulnerability relates to the risk or uncertainty of a
company’s innovation capability. Therefore, eliminating risks or identifying weaknesses is perhaps
a preferred method of overcoming vulnerability. Elimination should, however, not simply lead to
the avoidance of uncertainty when studying innovation capability, because uncertainty can sense
or trace new directions or paths of economic development and thereby represents an innovative
strength [18,19]. This new cognitive reasoning requires firms to treat uncertainty as part of innovation
capability and develop a strategy to overcome it, or manage uncertainty instead of eliminating it.
Construction entrepreneurs should consider the opportunities stemming from uncertainties as well.
With this understanding, it is a crucial prerequisite for successful promotion of construction enterprise’s
innovation capability (CEIC) to develop and implement a strategy when managing the uncertainty
that is part of CEIC. However, there is still a lack of quantitative research to assess the uncertainty
involved in innovation, particularly in relation to estimating innovation capability at a firm, industrial,
or national level [22,23]. A similar discussion can be found in Costanza et al. [24] ”to say that we should
not do valuation of ecosystems is to deny the reality that we already do, always have and cannot avoid
doing so in the future”. The research by Costanza et al. [24] emphasized the importance of quantifying
ecosystem values for the support of policy decisions or influencing public opinions. This research
stressed the necessity for quantitative research in innovation uncertainty. This research was based on
an inverse perspective of the relationship between uncertainty and innovation capability. Furthermore,
it studied the vulnerability of CEIC and worked to build a system approach to assess the vulnerability
of CEIC [11,13,15–17,20,21,25–27]. This new approach aimed to manage and reduce the vulnerability
of CEIC and to support the sustainable improvement of CEIC.
In order to assess the vulnerability of CEIC, this research quantitatively analyzed the individual
vulnerabilities of the major influence factors of CEIC with the objective to manage and improve their
responsive abilities. In order to achieve this goal, this research constructed a framework of vulnerability
of CEIC, using two comprehensive methods of vulnerability assessment in socio-economic research.
The two methods were the entropy and set pair analysis method (E-SPA) and the principle cluster
analysis and SPA method (P-SPA). This research also implemented these methods in eight construction
enterprises to analyze their CEIC, and compared the respective results. The results demonstrated the
functions of the vulnerability framework in the uncertainty analysis of construction innovation. The
results are applicable to other industries too.
This research expands the field of innovation functions of a company to enhance its
competitiveness and sustainable development from an inverse perspective when managing innovation
risks. It identified new areas of economic growth with potential broad impact on multiple industries. At
an industrial level, the research may help governments, industrial associations, and other organizations
implement targeted incentives for innovation planning, to reduce uncertainty and risk, to respond
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to an innovation-driven service economy, and to promote regional and national innovation. In the
long run, the research can help to enhance the positions of industries and facilitate national innovation
strategies for economic development and restructuring.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on the review of literature, links of
analysis levels, and the research agenda. Section 3 provides the research methods. Section 4 builds the
vulnerability framework based on the selected theories and methods and implements the research
procedure and measurements to analyze the vulnerability of CEIC. Section 5 presents the research
results, summarizes the conclusions, and highlights the implications of vulnerability assessment for
innovation capability in enterprises, and at industrial and national levels.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Innovation and Uncertainty
Enterprises are becoming more specialized than ever before. Based on the technological
know-how of a company, competition may lead to additional challenges with respect to innovation and
handling uncertainty. Adaptability paired with innovation therefore becomes a key factor to advance
technological diversity and the willingness to experiment with new products and services. According
to Bell and Pavitt [27], firms rarely fail because of an inability to master a new field of technology, but
because of the lack of adaptability and responsiveness to new industry demands and the inability to
proactively embrace and discover new technological opportunities [28].
Companies are vulnerable to external factors if they are not well prepared or not strategically
aligned with the new innovative technologies. Companies need to be willing to take risks in order
to succeed in the competitive construction industries. Finding the right approach to balancing risk
versus a company’s vulnerability and its innovative capability is key to success. Facing constant
competition in the advancement of any industry for new technology separates company strategies that
are sustainable from those that are not. Major differences in this approach seem to exist between larger
and smaller companies in the same industries since key challenges for the strategic management of
technology depend on a company’s size and its core business: small firms must focus on defining and
defending their product niche while large firms focus on building and exploiting competences based
on R&D or on complex production or information systems. Companies require continuous learning,
the capacity to integrate specialists, and a willingness both to break down established functional and
divisional boundaries and to take a view to the long term [29].
Among a multitude of research, Schumpeter’s concept of long waves, a theory of technical
innovation and structural change, shows that the successful diffusion of this technology depends
on a wide variety of institutional changes. Freeman et al. points to a number of policies including
flexible working hours, training and less restrictive macroeconomic demand policies which would
help to generate higher levels of innovation [30]. This concept could certainly be extended to the
sustainability of an innovation friendly company environment. Innovation does not lead to success
just by itself if it is not supported by progressive and flexible federal, regional, and company specific
policies. Otherwise, potential risk factors or the perception of uncertainty will hinder the advancement
and sustainability of a progressive innovative environment.
Nevertheless, innovation processes are often criticized because they do not accurately portray
the process of industry movement, in which there were uncertain and dynamic interactions among
knowledge, resources, and environments [31]. Therefore, striving to remove uncertainty might lead to
the risk of hindering or even completely impeding innovation rather than promoting it. Despite much
success in overcoming uncertainty, it has become clear that uncertainties can never be completely
removed. Instead, uncertainty keeps emerging in new forms accompanying complex scientific
processes, organization structures, and technical systems. Strategies should be prepared at different
levels of acceptance of uncertainty and be utilized to benefit social-economic developments [18].
Uncertainty is not a deficiency, but a structural feature embedded in any entrepreneurial entity.
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Likewise, uncertainty is not strictly a shortcoming, rather an important factor that can lead to growth.
The endeavor to eliminate uncertainty holds the risk of jeopardizing rather than promoting innovation.
Dealing with uncertainty is a continuous process for construction innovation. The concept of
coping with uncertainty, as opposed to removing it through planning and control, was presented and
substantiated by Bohle [32]. This new cognitive approach to manage uncertainty in innovation
processes is not just wishful thinking. For example, Bohle [32] proposed approaches such as
experience-led and subject-based actions in project management. They provided new ways of
dealing with uncertainty in project management. However, these methods have barely been further
developed into quantitative instruments for systematic promotion of innovation processes [32].
This paper developed a new system with quantitative methods to manage the uncertainty in
construction innovation. Meanwhile, the system has the ability to react and overcome uncertainty with
countermeasures, instead of eliminating uncertainty which might weaken the power of innovation.
2.2. Vulnerability
As an emerging area, systematic studies of vulnerability began with research on natural disasters,
with the purpose to achieve sustainable development of the environment through reducing uncertainty,
sensitivity, and vulnerability [10]. At present, scholars widely use the methodologies of vulnerability
research to explore economic domains, such as financial vulnerability and household vulnerability [10,
21,33–35]. For example, Dominitz and Manski [17] first discussed the vulnerability of a country’s
economic system. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) [35] defined the concept of
economic vulnerability as the capability to suffer the damage due to the impact of unanticipated events
in the process of economic development. Vulnerability relates to the sensitivity to disturbance inside
and outside of a system and the lack of capability to respond to make necessary changes to the system’s
structure and functions. In addition, sensitivity and adaptability are key components of the evaluation
of the vulnerability of a system [14,16,21,33,34,36–39].
Vulnerability management includes the assessment of a system’s sensitivity and adaptability by
managing or restricting the potential hazards to realize the systematic promotion in the political, social,
economic, or environmental fields. In recent years, examples of systems for which vulnerability
assessments were performed include, but are not limited to, climate changes, natural disasters,
ecological crises, food security, and public health. The research methods used include composite
index method, fuzzy method, scenario analysis, and input-output method [14,16,21,25,33,34,36–39].
Such assessments were conducted on behalf of a range of different organizations, from small businesses
to large enterprises. For example, Gnangnon [25] endowed different weights to various economic
growth-indicators to calculate economic vulnerability indices in developing countries. Turner et al. [21]
proposed a framework of factors and linkages to study the potential effects of the vulnerability of
a couple of human–environment systems which was also related to the sensitivity and resilience of
the system.
However, innovation capability is an important driver of any economic system, and the assessment
of the vulnerability of innovation capability has not drawn enough attention, especially in regards
to CEIC. Therefore, it is urgent to study how to measure the level of vulnerability, select indices, and
manage index information to conduct a vulnerability assessment of CEIC. In this research, the authors
first selected indices of vulnerability by using the entropy method. The entropy method is a common
method to generate the objective weight of index system [40,41]. The next method used in this research
is Set Pair Analysis (SPA), which is a novel method to target the uncertainty in a system [42,43]. The
core thought of set pair analysis was to treat the confirmed uncertainty of the object to be studied as a
confirmed uncertainty system, and to analyze and study the connection and conversion of the research
objects for the similarities and differences. The core concept of set pair analysis was the set pair and the
connection degree [42]. Another comparison method of principle cluster analysis (PCA) was also used
to assess vulnerability. PCA assessment is usually used for the vulnerability assessment of tourism
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economic systems or city economic systems [38,44–47]. Using Entropy SPA (E-SPA) and PCA-SPA
(P-SPA), the authors analyzed cases of large construction companies to reveal their vulnerability levels.
2.3. Construction Enterprise’s Innovation Capability (CEIC)
From a system point of view, construction innovation capabilities at firm, regional, and national
levels are three closely related categories, which support and influence each other, characterized by
general factors to realize the overall achievement of sustainable innovation. In innovation systems,
the national, regional or industrial technical changes and economic growth are the outcomes of
the innovation activities that take place among all firms. However, the changes are not simply the
summation of firm-level innovation capabilities, but the result of their interactions at national, regional
or industrial levels instead. At national or regional levels, innovation measurements are calculated by
agencies such as European Innovation Scoreboard [48], OECD STI Outlook [49], Nordic Innovation
Monitor [50], UNCTAD indicators [51] and World Bank indicators [52]. The measured innovation
efficiencies refer to innovation input and output, innovation activity, innovation environment, etc. with
relevant indicators.
CEIC can be used as an important carrier for national and regional innovation strategies. It is
usually implemented at a micro level to foster, form, and upgrade innovation capabilities [3,23,53–58],
such as innovation environments, innovation investment capabilities, cooperative innovation
capabilities, intellectual property capabilities, and change-innovation capabilities [1]. Innovation
capabilities enable construction enterprises to create, deploy, and maintain advantageous business
performance in the long run. The representations of innovation capabilities, such as distinct
skills, processes, procedures, organizational structures, decision rules, and disciplines, undergird
enterprise-level sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring capacities.
At the enterprise-level, there are three main types of studies that focused on construction
innovation capability. The first type of studies concentrated on analyzing and evaluating the major
changes in overall innovation capability and specified the current status and history of innovation
capability, e.g., international comparative study [59–61]. The second type of studies focused on the
evaluations of enterprise innovation capabilities in key sectors (or areas), a.k.a. primary businesses’
innovation. For example, equipment manufacturing, strategic approaches for emerging markets, and
process plant construction are considered as business innovation [1,2,4,62–65]. The third type focused
on evaluating and comparing the different types and sizes of CEIC [53,66–71], such as domestic
and foreign-funded enterprises, large, small-and-medium and micro enterprises, or state-owned and
private enterprises.
In terms of types of constitution, CEIC refers to industrial innovation, technological innovation,
system innovation, organizational innovation, and collaborative innovation [1,3,72,73]. The
participants of CEIC involve government, business, universities, individuals, and community groups.
The input factors of CEIC include capital investment, intellectual property, training, human resources
(HR), etc. Researchers noticed that CEIC contributed to the enhancement of national competitive
advantage, optimization of industrial resource allocation and the employment market, reduction of
energy dissipation and pollution, and improvement of social welfare [3]. The systematic framework of
CEIC gradually transited from individual and closed-end efforts into open-ended and multilateral
cooperative processes. The multilateral interactions help to form the cooperative effects to improve
the efficiency of labor, information, knowledge, technology, management and capital to implement
CEIC strategies [4,74,75]. Even though the above studies focused on product capability, technology
patents, knowledge transfer, university–industry–government cooperation, or output efficiency, there
is still deficiency in holistic understanding of the social and organizational aspects of innovations. For
example, as an important innovation resource, HR and the associated working conditions become
key enablers and central factors of innovations. So, instead of studying the individual parameters
of production, technology, and organization etc., this research studied CEICs systematically in a
framework. Additionally, the generic innovation models [71,76] put forward that the frameworks with
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successful innovation outcomes were built by considering the focus of innovation, contextual factors,
organizational capabilities and innovation processes. The links between the key concepts used in this
research are shown in Figure 1. With the adoption of the extensions of generic innovation models, the







Figure 1. Links between key concepts.
(A) An ideal environment for innovation capability. The environment of CEIC should be at a
high level of economic development, enterprise information management, and human resource access,
and with the support from government and social sectors to create an accessible and sustainable
environment [77,78].
(B) Adequate resources for innovation capability. Without an innovation resource pool, it is
difficult for CEIC to carry out innovation activities, such as management innovation, technology
innovation, and product innovation [79,80]. CEIC is the carrier of a national and regional innovation
strategy. The cooperation among university, industry, and society, together with the alliance of capital,
market demands and human resource (HR) pools for business innovation, are key to complying with
CEIC [81–84].
(C) Progressive innovation activities. CEIC is important to the foundation of the entire innovation
in an economic society. It also contributes to product innovation, process innovation, marketing
innovation and organizational innovation. Resources, technology, and knowledge (tangible and
intangible) are bundled, linked and incorporated for innovation activities, which then would be
converted and organized into routines and systems to formalize innovation capabilities and lead
to production competencies and performance [85,86]. In order to strengthen innovation activities,
construction enterprises should actively and continuously promote the innovation investments
in human and financial resources, pay good attention to integration and absorption of external
technologies, and sustain the creation and ownership of intellectual properties.
(D) Emerging innovation output. As a measurement of the CEIC levels, innovation output
includes the number of patents registered, technical trading expansion, and brand building promotion
efforts [2,66,87]. Innovation in the area of high-tech and knowledge-intensive service helps the
optimization of production and service structure at the industrial level; meanwhile, the new production
or service methods enable enterprises to further optimize the product structure. This reciprocal process
is an important aspect of innovation outputs [88–91].
(E) Improved economic efficiency. The economic efficiency of CEIC includes the efficiencies of
labor input, capital investment, and energy investment, which contribute to sustainable development
of business environments [92–95]. The construction enterprises with strong dynamic capabilities are
highly entrepreneurial, with innovation-capability uncertainty, and are highly vulnerable to innovation
environments. From a system uncertainty perspective, this uncertainty or dynamic feature is mainly
due to the sensitivity of CEIC to internal and external system disturbances. In addition, the lack of
responsiveness of CEIC hinders the sustainable development of those companies. The theoretical
framework in this research quantitatively evaluated the vulnerability of CEIC to improve innovation
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capability. The analysis of the vulnerability or uncertainty of CEIC helps to promote the sustainability
of innovation capability.
2.4. Analysis Level and Framework
Items A to E in the aforementioned framework of CEIC can be summarized in the following
Table 1. Table 1 shows that there are three implications for CEIC. The implications are reflected in the
following aspects. (a) Innovation capability is inherently unstable. (b) Innovation capability is sensitive
to the interferences and changes from the outside world. (c) CEIC is vulnerable to risk. Thus, the
vulnerability of CEIC is a comprehensive system affected by sensitivity and adaptability. Sensitivity
is the degree of susceptibility to external shocks, or ability to deal with innovation uncertainty and
risk [77,83–86]. If a system has weak sensitivity, it would be less susceptible and demonstrate stronger
resistance than one with strong sensitivity. Adaptability is the ability to quickly adjust from a risky or
uncertain situation to a stable or sustainable situation. It also demonstrates the ability of a system to
maintain itself. Adaptability has a direct relationship with the innovation self-maintenance capability
of a system.
Table 1. Analysis level.
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This research constructed the vulnerability-assessment framework, implemented the
corresponding indices, and verified CEIC using common comprehensive methods from economic
vulnerability areas.
In summary, the vulnerability indicator (X) of CEIC could be expressed in Equation (1).
X “ f pS, Aq (1)
Letter S represents sensitivity. Letter A represents adaptability. Large value of X indicates the tendency
towards exposure to risk and uncertainty. It also means that CEIC will be slowed down to return to a
sustainable state. Thus, the framework of Equation (1) is used to analyze vulnerability from two aspects,
namely system sensitivity and adaptability. This research extracted data from 2013 National Innovation
Index Reprot [96] to build the vulnerability indices in Table 2. In Table 2, the target layers include
Innovation Input Capability (IIC), Cooperative Innovation Capability of Enterprise (CICE), Intellectual
Property Capability (IPC), Change Innovation Capability (CIC), and Innovation Environment (IE).
Each target layer is further divided into sensitivity indices and adaptability indices. The explanations
of both sensitivity and adaptability indices in Table 2 include their indicators, measurement units,
descriptions, and tropisms. For sensitive and adaptive indicators, a positive tropism (+) indicates
a direct relationship between the index and the sensitivity or adaptability; a negative tropism (´)
indicates an inverse relationship between the index and the sensitivity or adaptability.
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Note 1: Indices from 2013 National Innovation Index Report [96]; Note 2: For sensitive and adaptive indicators,
a positive tropism (+) indicates a direct relationship between the index and the sensitivity or adaptability;
a negative tropism (´) indicates an inverse relationship between the index and the sensitivity or adaptability.
The authors designed the research steps and framework as per Figure 2. This research used the
common mixed methods of E-SPA and P-SPA to analyze the vulnerability of CEIC. Particularly, Zhao’s
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grade standards [97] were used as SPA method of the inventor to grade the vulnerabilities of selected










Set pair analysis Zhao’s grade method






Data collection Vulnerability analysis and validation Response
Figure 2. Research steps and framework.
3. Research Method
3.1. Entropy and SPA (E-SPA) Method
3.1.1. Entropy Weight
Many generic evaluation models rely on subjective weighting methods to determine the weights
of indices in their evaluations. Entropy method [41] is an objective empowerment approach used to
reflect the disorder degree of information in information theories, which now has been expanded to
social and economic areas [40,41,47,98,99]. The weights of individual indicators are determined by
calculating the entropy and entropy weight of each of them. The greater the entropy is, the smaller
the corresponding entropy weight will be for any indicator. If an entropy weight is zero, the indicator
provides no useful information to decision-makers. That indicator may be removed in the evaluation
process. The amount of useful information that an indicator provides to a decision-maker is objective.
So, using the entropy method to determine index weights could provide realistic and objective insight
into the CEIC vulnerability system. The four main steps [41,44] taken are as follows.
Step 1: The formation of the evaluation matrix (Table S1).
Suppose there are m units and n indicators to be evaluated to establish the original data matrix in
Equation (2).
R “ prstqmˆnps “ 1, 2, ..., m; t “ 1, 2, ..., nq (2)
where rst represents the actual value of the tth index of sth unit.
Step 2: The standardization of the evaluation matrix.
The following equation is used to normalize the matrix B,
B “ pbstqmˆnps “ 1, 2, ..., m; t “ 1, 2, ..., nq with bst “
rst ´ rmin
rmax ´ rmin (3)
where rmax and rmin represent the maximum and minimum values, respectively, for the evaluation unit.
If indicator is the positive tropism (+)
bst “ rst ´ rminrmax ´ rmin (3a)
If indicator is the negative tropism (´)
bst “ rmax ´ rstrmax ´ rmin (3b)
Step 3: The calculation of the entropy
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Step 4: The calculation of the entropy weight










ωt “ 1 (6)
3.1.2. Set Pair Analysis (SPA)
Given two sets v and u, the set pair is expressed as H “ pv, uq. Equation (7) calculates the







j “ a ` bi ` cj, where a ` b ` c “ 1 (7)
In Equation (7), N is the total number of characteristics of a set pair; S is the number of
characteristics of two sets; P is the number of opposite characteristics of two sets; F is the number of
characteristics of two sets, which are independent to each other. The ratio
S
N




is the difference degree of two sets;
P
N
is the opposite degree of two sets.
In summary, a in Equation (7) is the coefficient of similarity degree; c is the coefficient of opposite
degree. i and j are the coefficients of the difference and the opposite degrees. i takes the uncertain








3.1.3. E-SPA Vulnerability Method
(1) The formation of vulnerability evaluation matrix of CEIC
Given that vulnerability system of CEIC is Q “ tE, G, W, Du, the m evaluation unit is E “
te1, e2 ¨ ¨ ¨ emu, the n indices of each unit is G “ tg1, g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gnu, the index weight is W “ tw1, w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ wnu
(see also Equation (6)), the index evaluation is dkp pk “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m; p “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq, then the evaluation




d11 d12 ¨ ¨ ¨ d1n
d21 d22 ¨ ¨ ¨ d2n
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
dm1 dm2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dmn
fi
ffiffiffifl (8)
(2) Identification of similarity and opposite degree
Identify the maximum index set U “ tu1, u2, ¨ ¨ ¨ unu and the minimum index set V “ tv1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ vnu
in the evaluation unit to generate the similarity degree akp and opposite degree ckp of dkp in the
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(3) The connection degree of vulnerability
The connection degree μ of set pairs tEk, Uu in rV, Us is shown in Equation (10).$’&
’%








(4) The vulnerability indicator X of CEIC
Given xk represents the connection degree between evaluation unit Ek and the max index set
U “ tu1, u2, ¨ ¨ ¨ unu for the Kth construction enterprise, which is shown in Equation (10), the larger
xk is or the closer vulnerability to the max value, the more vulnerable and uncertain the CEIC, and
vice versa.
xk “ akak ` ck (11)
3.2. PCA and SPA (P-SPA) Method
The PCA Score process is shown in the following seven steps [100,101].
Step 1: Using SPSS 22 software to implement the factor analysis to extract the principal component
F1, F2, . . . , Fn.
Step 2: Calculating the loading of F1 score. Factor scores were generated and standardized
through loadings. The F1 loading was divided by the square root of the corresponding eigenvalues of
F1, to generate its orthogonal eigenvectors. N indicators were given as a1, a2, . . . , aN .
Step 3: Calculating F1 score (f1) with Equation (12). In Equation (12), x1, x2, ..., xN were the
standardized data of N items with the first sample.
f1 “ a1 ˆ x1 ` a2 ˆ x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ aN ˆ xN (12)
Step 4: Repeating the steps to calculate F2, F3 and Fn scores ( f2, f3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fN) in the first sample.
Step 5: According to the variance % (v1, v2, v3, ¨ ¨ ¨ vn%) and cumulative variance % (cv%) of Initial
eigenvalues, the weighted sum score Fs was calculated by Equation (13) in the first sample.
Fs “ pv1 f1 ` v2 f2 ` v3 f3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` vn fnq {cv (13)
Step 6: Repeating the process on other samples. Then, N indicators were normalized score to
calculate the weight, and the weight set WP,
WP “ rwp1, wp2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wpns (14)
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Step 7: Constructing the P-SPA Vulnerability method. After using Equations (8) and (14) to




In order to verify the vulnerability method of CEIC, comprehensive, accurate, and representative
data were retrieved from the “E01Civil Construction Industry Classification Guideline of the Chinese
Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)”, which included a total of 51 public construction companies
(E01 and E05 Building Decoration Classification Guideline) in the Shanghai stock exchange and the
Shenzhen stock exchange, P.R. China in 2014. A set of these enterprises was identified and used
to test the vulnerability framework. Enterprises from the CSRC list are usually large-scale, global
competitors and ideal for CEIC analysis. The annual reports of the CSRC provide the enterprise specific
information. The authors carefully cleansed the data using the following criteria. (1) The company is
listed in the CSRC list for at least eight consecutive years; and (2) there must be an accurate business
description. After data cleansing, there were eight enterprises that fit the criteria and were used in the
model construction.
On average, researchers used between five and 25 companies with time durations of one to four
consecutive years for validation or verification in research projects [92–98]. Additional data were
collected from internal sources such as HR, intellectual property, government support, enterprise,
innovation investment, management reports, secretarial files, and electronic records. All of the
selected companies produced and maintained such information for their day-to-day managerial and
operational use. In other words, these data were secondary in nature and were readily available within
the business organizations.
The selected companies are listed in Table 3, and the corresponding data are listed in Table 4a,b.
The eight companies included in Table 3 are large construction enterprises. The following framework
does not contain any parameters that would be affected by the company size of a sample. In addition,
the assessment method and framework are applicable to small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Table 3. Selected samples of the eight construction enterprises.
ID The Listed Time Domain Business Area Research Time Span The Code
A 2007 Construction of structural steel, Industrial construction 2007–2014 1
B 2001 Railway Engineering and other engineeringconstruction, real estate projects, sales 2007–2014 2
C 1994
Industrial construction, commercial construction, real
estate, food service, design and consulting, and facility
rental (since 2008)
2007–2014 3
D 2004 Road and bridge construction, asphalt concrete sales,environmental protection business 2005–2014 4
E 1997
Project contracting, cement production and sales, civil
explosive, hydroelectric power construction,
management of expressways, real estate
2004–2014 5
F 2006 Construction, real estate development 2006–2014 6
G 2005
Installation of cement production lines, manufacturing




Civil construction, Industrial construction, public
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IICS1 IICS2 IICS3 CICES1 CICES2 CICES3 IPCS1 IPCS2 IPCS3 CICS1 CICS2 CICS3 IEGS1 IESS1
A 9.15% 30.8% 40.98% 0.9% 1.692 24.2% 12.37% 9.89% 40.0% 4.0% 12.95% 267879 21.57% 3.41%
B 8.78% 30.5% 37.29% 1.17% 1.12 24.4% 12.49% 10.59% 38.7% 5.8% 10.54% 254396 26.62% 4.05%
C 9.17% 28.9% 44.22% 0.97% 1.43 25.7% 11.92% 13.66% 42.9% 3.9% 12.62% 266902 19.89% 3.92%
D 7.98% 30.9% 39.89% 1.50% 0.99 22.8% 12.51% 10.79% 32.6% 3.3% 14.55% 267983 23.09% 2.97%
E 8.46% 27.3% 42.25% 1.32% 1.01 23.9% 13.05% 14.82% 45.5% 4.9% 13.21% 259987 20.99% 3.38%
F 9.22% 28.4% 43.77% 0.73% 1.73 23.1% 13.58% 13.37% 36.1% 3.1% 12.74% 269808 19.72% 3.02%
G 9.01% 29.1% 39.83% 0.68% 1.66 25.5% 11.47% 9.52% 39.9% 2.9% 13.09% 270002 21.03% 3.96%
H 8.69% 31.0% 40.17% 1.01% 1.59 24.9% 12.06% 12.22% 40.8% 3.7% 13.11% 268147 20.76% 3.55%
4.2. E-SPA Result
4.2.1. Entropy Weight of Indices
The authors constructed the evaluation matrix and matrix standardization with Equations (2)
and (3). They then used Equations (4)–(6) to deal with the standardization data in Tables 4 and 5. The
results of entropy weights of indices are shown in Table 6. The corresponding calculation process in
this research could be seen in the Supplementary Materials.











IICA1 IICA2 IICA3 CICEA1 CICEA2 CICEA3 IPCA1 IPCA2 IPCA3 CICA1 CICA2 CICA3 IEGS2 IESS2
A 9.15% 3.31% 11.35% 44.19% 0.139 21.84% 0.231 993 13.9% 52.99% 10% 27.0% 36.9% 6.8%
B 10.27% 1.49% 10.98% 42.97% 0.152 21.55% 0.301 899 15.3% 53.73% 9.77% 26.3% 40.3% 10.7%
C 8.96% 2.99% 11.77% 43.58% 0.144 24.31% 0.240 967 15.1% 52.92% 9.31% 27.9% 39.6% 8.9%
D 9.39% 4.01% 11.09% 45.76% 0.098 17.67% 0.229 952 14.7% 53.88% 10.34% 25.4% 43.3% 9.7%
E 7.29% 4.21% 12.03% 44.62% 0.101 18.23% 0.206 1007 13.6% 51.64% 9.69% 25.9% 39.8% 9.5%
F 8.98% 3.13% 10.84% 40.88% 0.127 19.71% 0.200 981 14.2% 53.01% 10.51% 27.3% 38.1% 8.4%
G 9.37% 3.47% 9.96% 41.47% 0.130 16.89% 0.236 1017 13.7% 52.68% 9.98% 28.5% 39.9% 10.6%
H 9.59% 3.00% 10.38% 43.51% 0.136 19.01% 0.219 977 15.0% 53.03% 10.01% 27.2% 40.4% 10.9%
4.2.2. Identification of Vulnerability
The author constructed the assessment matrix using Equation (8) with indices data to generate
the similarity and opposition degrees. In step 1, the authors identified the maximum data set U and
minimum data set V as shown in Table 7.
In step 2, the authors used the Equations (9a) and (9b) to generate the similarity akp and opposition
degree ckp in the dkp of Equation (8).
In step 3, the authors used Equation (10) to deal with index weight, the similarity akp, and
opposition degree ckp. The calculations generated the similarity a and opposition degree c of
vulnerability of enterprise innovation capability in Table 8. The authors used Equation (11), the
similarity a, and opposition degree c to calculate the vulnerability indicator X in Table 8.
In step 4, the authors used the analogy process to deal with sensitivity and adaptability data
respectively, the similarity a, opposition degree c, and vulnerability indicator X of enterprise’ sensitivity.
The data of adaptability of innovation capability were also generated as shown in Table 8.
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According to Table 9, the comparison of Xv indicates that companies A and D had the most
vulnerability and company F had the least vulnerability of CEIC. At the same time, the ranking of
vulnerabilities of CEIC in the eight companies was E, F, H, C, B, G, A and D, in an ascending order. By
comparing the Xs of sensitivity, it was found that G, B, D are the three most sensitive companies. E
is the least sensitive. By comparing the Xa of adaptability, it was found that A, D and C are the three
most adaptable companies. E is the least adaptable.
Therefore, the less sensitive a company is, the better the vulnerability of their CEIC is managed.
The more sensitive and adaptable they are, the more likely it is that vulnerability of their CEIC is
increased. For the sustainable development of CEIC, it is a pertinent practical solution to manage and
reduce sensitivity and promote adaptability. Not only should attention be given to adaptability,
sensitivity is important to address in examining the linkage between innovation capability and
vulnerability factors.
4.3. P-SPA Result and Validation
Using Equation (14), the weights of indices of the PCA method were generated as shown in
Table 6. Further, the authors used the weight indices of PCA method to alternate the entropy weight in
Equation (8) in order to calculate the vulnerability of CEIC. The results are shown in Table 8.
Following the steps in Section 3.2, the authors extracted the six principal components from F1 to
F6 and their variances (%) in Table 9 to build Equation (15). The weighted sum scores of Fs are shown
in Equation (15).
Fs “ p0.30251 f1 ` 0.25894 f2 ` 0.18625 f3 ` 0.10871 f4 ` 0.07236 f5 ` 0.05256 f6q {0.98133 (15)
Table 9. Total variance explained of original questionnaire.
Component
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance total %
1 8.470 30.251 30.251 8.470 30.251 30.251
2 7.250 25.894 56.145 7.250 25.894 56.145
3 5.215 18.625 74.770 5.215 18.625 74.770
4 3.044 10.871 85.641 3.044 10.871 85.641
5 2.026 7.236 92.877 2.026 7.236 92.877
6 1.472 5.256 98.133 1.472 5.256 98.133
7 0.523 1.867 100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Using PCA and SPA (P-SPA) methods, the authors found that company B had the greatest
vulnerability Xv and company E had the least vulnerability Xv of CEIC. At the same time, the
companies with the ascending vulnerability Xv of CEIC were E, H, G, F, A, D, C and B.
With the results of P-SPA method in Tables 7 and 8 through comparing the Xs and Xa of sensitivity
and adaptability, the authors found that companies E and F both had lower vulnerability Xv, lower
sensitivity, and higher adaptability correspondingly. The calculation results of P-SPA validate the
vulnerability system discussed in Section 4.2. While companies A and D both had higher vulnerability
Xv, the higher sensitivity Xs and lower adaptability Xa correspondingly. The findings help to develop
CEIC by promoting adaptability and managing sensitivity simultaneously.
4.4. Vulnerability Grade
The authors used Zhao’s grade standard [97] to calculate indicators for the SPA method. The
calculation of the SPA classic grade method is shown in the following three evaluation conditions.
If maxra, b, cs “ b, it is grade 2; If maxra, b, cs “ a, and a ` b ě 0.7, it is grade 1, otherwise it is
grade 2; If maxra, b, cs “ c, and b ` c ě 0.7, it is grade 3, otherwise it is grade 2.
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Grade 1 indicates that the vulnerability of innovation capability is high. A company needs to
reduce risk in the system and manage its CEIC. Grade 2 indicates that the vulnerability is satisfactory.
A company needs to be more active in managing the uncertainty of its innovation capability. Grade 3
indicates that the vulnerability is low. It is recommended to continue current operations to maintain
innovation capability.
The calculations of the vulnerability grades of both the E-SPA and P-SPA methods are based
on Equation (7) and Table 8, with further comparison shown in Table 10. The samples are at level
2 from the calculations of both the E-SPA method and P-SPA method. These companies were in a
good position to manage risk or uncertainty of innovation capability. The results show that the P-SPA
method effectively validates the E-SPA method to assess the vulnerability and its grade of CEIC.
Table 10. The vulnerability grade of innovation capability.
Code A B C D E F G H
E-SPA method 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
P-SPA validation 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4.5. Response with Major Influencing Factors
The vulnerability Xv of CEIC comes from the combined effects of sensitivity and adaptability.
The authors constructed a vulnerability matrix of CEIC using the horizontal axis with low and
high sensitivity and the vertical axis with low and high adaptability. The high sensitivity and low
adaptability interval is an ideal area for CEIC. It shows an effective path to improve the adaptability
and management or to reduce sensitivity. With low sensitivity and high adaptability, it helps to reduce
the vulnerability of CEIC. Thus, an innovation strategy might look for the major influencing factors
and compose a targeted solution to improve the adaptability of CEIC to maintain this sustainable path.
This research used the major impact index formula [14,20,102] to generate and compare the impact




ωidi ˆ 100% (16)
Ai represents the impact extents of indices. ωi represents the entropy weight of an index. di represents
the standardization value of an index. n represents the index number in the adaptability system of
CEIC. This research used Ai ě 5% [14,20,102] to evaluate the extent of impacts of indices and compared
their frequencies. The indices were then placed in descending order of their frequencies. The top
frequencies were the major influencing factors of the adaptability system in the vulnerability of CEIC.
Table 11. Major influence factors in the adaptability system.
IICA1 IICA2 IICA3 CICEA1 CICEA2 CICEA3 IPCA1 IPCA2 IPCA3 CICA1 CICA2 CICA3 IEGS2 IESS2
A 5.4254 6.4111 8.208 8.4744 3.7526 9.5526 3.9171 8.0228 3.2187 5.9293 6.2568 6.1192 9.3678 15.344
B 9.9312 0 6.8815 6.1135 0 10.274 14.580 0 20.8391 10.487 4.7657 10.253 5.017 0.8552
C 5.2773 5.7243 11.578 7.4888 2.5018 15.512 5.4755 6.2874 17.435 6.0904 0 2.6517 5.8671 8.1089
D 5.6946 8.2524 6.2032 11.615 14.491 1.3994 3.4066 4.2053 10.971 9.1461 8.6829 11.756 0 4.1751
E 0 11.532 14.713 11.525 17.720 3.1127 0.9126 11.095 0 0 4.1477 12.766 6.1665 6.3067
F 6.104 7.1534 6.4344 0 8.9359 6.7386 0 8.666 7.9712 7.4507 13.474 6.0616 9.4247 11.585
G 11.374 13.076 0 2.832 11.906 0 8.5283 18.881 2.0115 8.5637 11.390 0 9.3303 2.105
H 8.8239 6.996 3.262 8.8562 6.0746 5.381 3.1576 8.7559 19.756 8.0296 8.3486 6.9752 5.583 0
Freq. 7 7 6 6 5 5 3 6 5 7 5 6 7 4
Freq.% 0.875 0.875 0.75 0.75 0.625 0.625 0.375 0.75 0.625 0.875 0.625 0.75 0.875 0.5
The largest frequency (0.875%) indices in the adaptability system of CEIC were IICA1, IICA2,
CICA1 and IEGS2. Table 11 also shows that the major influencing factors (0.875%) for CEIC mainly focus
on (a) investment, especially R&D expenditure and the proportion of highly educated employees [103];
(b) innovation and change, especially the impact of new service or innovation activities on the
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market [78]; (c) government support, for example, large program support and taxation exemptions for
application of certain innovation technologies [3,56,60,104–106].
The second-tier factors (0.75%) are IICA3, CICEA1, IPCA2 and CICA3. They emphasize the key
roles of HR investment and innovation in change, referring to the amount of HR of R&D institutions
and the management of corporate energy consumption. In addition, cooperative innovation of
enterprise and IP capability played major roles in sustainable CEIC, such as the enterprise investment
in university–industry cooperative innovation and the size of enterprise patent pools [69,84,107].
However, much attention should be given to output performance of IP capability (IPCA1, 0.375%)
to promote IP marketing and to solve IP transformation problems [108,109]. The lack of social
capital [3,110] support given to corporate total capital (IESS2, 0.5%) also leads to inadequate investment
in CEIC.
4.6. Discussion
As discussed in this paper, CEIC is vulnerable, and this vulnerability can be measured. The
researchers applied and confirmed a quantitative system approach to address the vulnerability of an
enterprise’s innovation efforts. Vulnerability research, as a new paradigm of sustainable development,
uncertainty and risk, sheds light on how to best analyze the uncertainty of innovation capability.
As an innovative method, SPA focuses on uncertainty and is widely applied in the economic and
social fields [11,12,18,26,111–114], and is combined with some common comprehensive methods,
such as E-SPA and P-SPA [44,100–102]. Innovation capability is an important driver of economic
development and is closely linked to uncertainty and risk. However, within the new paradigm of
reducing uncertainty, very little research exists to develop a systematic approach to assessing the
vulnerability of innovation capability [22,23].
In order to extend a generic model of construction innovation [71,76], this new vulnerability
framework of CEIC focuses on the extent of innovation investment, IP capability, cooperative
innovation, change innovation and the overall environment to foster companies’ innovation. Further,
this research used the corresponding index in the 2013 National Innovation Survey System of MOST,
China to match and test the proposed framework (see also Section 2.4) of the vulnerability system of
CEIC, which contained two subsystems referred to as the sensitivity and adaptability of a systematic
approach and includes the above five criteria and 28 indicators.
Meanwhile, this paper applied the E-SPA as the main method to analyze the case data to
evaluate levels of vulnerability, comparing the results of P-SPA to confirm the empirical results.
The authors used the E-SPA and P-SPA measurements regarding the vulnerability and uncertainty
of innovation capability and quantitatively bridged the gap in system assessments of vulnerability
of CEIC. More importantly, this research justified the necessity for a new approach to examining
construction innovation uncertainty and built a foundation for overcoming construction innovation
uncertainty, with a view to provide a basis for further research on this topic.
For two subsystems of CEIC, sensitivity referred to the ability of the system to withstand external
or internal interferences or pressures. The less the sensitivity, the greater a system’s resilience, and vice
versa. Adaptability refers to the ability to respond to change which embodies an uncertain state or
crisis situations. In other words, the greater the adaptability of a company, the stronger will be the
ability of a company to respond to those challenges, and vice versa.
In this research, case studies showed that the sustainable CEIC needed to increase the innovation
investment capability such as to enhance HR funding for highly skilled or talented individuals and
R&D expenditure for individuals that show the greatest potential for innovation. Much attention
seems to be given to the collaboration innovation between universities and research institutions,
with the objective to impact business and marketing strategies that already demonstrate a high level
performance of intellectual property, which could increase social recognition and capital support, in
order to obtain more government assistance [104,115–118]. Thus, at the policy planning or strategic
levels, positive industrial and corporate environments may lead to an optimization of an enterprise’s
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innovation efforts and may attract sustainable government support. Furthermore, well established
policy and strategic planning may encourage investment in corporate innovation. Topics for further
research may include how to implement a practical strategy and operation of a market-oriented
university–industry cooperative innovation approach, and how to strengthen and improve the
innovation performance of intellectual property capabilities.
5. Conclusions
This study discussed the vulnerability framework of CEIC, and attempts to quantify an evaluation
system for CEIC. It opened doors to future research in the theory and application areas in this field. This
study proposed a new systematic approach to supplement the quantitative framework and methods in
examining the uncertainty regarding a company’s ability to innovate applied to the case of construction
enterprises. Uncertainty regarding CEIC should not simply be ignored. Rather, it should be managed
intelligently and, in an ideal world, help to develop an environment conducive to ongoing innovation.
Vulnerability, and the management thereof, is a new domain in the large field of socioeconomic research.
This research built a vulnerability framework for CEIC, which examines the subsystems of sensitivity
and adaptability and a number of factors including innovation investment capability, cooperation
innovation capability, intellectual property capability, change innovation capability, and innovation
environment. Further, this research assessed the vulnerability of CEIC, using the comparative results
of E-SPA and P-SPA methods for confirmation. It analyzed the major influencing factors in promoting
sustainable CEIC.
Case studies showed that the two comparative methods confirm the same grade level of
vulnerability of CEIC. We identified a stronger practical approach to reduce the vulnerability
of CEIC by managing or reducing sensitivity and strengthening adaptability to respond to
new economic environments. The major influencing factors of CEIC are focused on (a) the
highly educated HR innovation team, (b) R&D investment intensity, (c) substantial market-led
corporate–university–industry cooperation on intellectual property performance, (d) government
support and social capital support, and (e) change innovation in construction energy consumption.
In summary, this research provided a theoretical framework and an application method to assess
and evaluate both the vulnerability and uncertainty involved in innovation. This research can be
implemented to evaluate and grade the vulnerability of CEIC at national, industrial or enterprise
levels with the corresponding sequential data and indices. A limitation of this research may result
due to the sequential data boundary, i.e., at industrial or national levels, in conducting a systematic
analysis to conceptualize innovation capability. A possible future research project may be to expand
the dynamic data collection to analyze the vulnerability of construction innovation at both the macro
and industrial levels.
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Abstract: An empirical study in Shanghai was performed to explore consumers’ use willingness
and opinions on electric vehicle sharing (EVS) to help operators effectively operate and expand
the new business model. Through the multinomial logistic regression developed for different
groups, the results show that the factors of the main trip mode in daily use, monthly transportation
expenditure, driving range of electric vehicles, gender, age, marital status and occupation have
significant influences on consumers’ use willingness. In short, the population characteristics of
people choosing to use EVS are male, aged between 18 and 30 and usually taking the subway and
bus as the daily transportation modes. Otherwise, the factors of the acceptable highest price of EVS,
occupation and personal monthly income have significant impacts on the use willingness of people
who keep a neutral stance. These people pay more attention to convenience and the economy of EVS.
These results reveal that a reasonable price, accurate positioning of target groups, convenient site
layout and usage are required for operators to successfully launch a new transportation mode of EVS.
Keywords: electric vehicle sharing; multinomial logistic regression; survey; use willingness
1. Introduction
Research indicates that electric vehicles are not only able to decrease vehicle emissions [1] and
slow global warming [2], but also are able to enhance the sustainability of road traffic in the future [3].
With energy, environment and other issues becoming increasingly prominent, many countries began
to realize the importance of environmentally-friendly electric vehicles. Most manufacturers also have
started to develop and commercialize environmentally-friendly electric vehicles [4]. However, electric
vehicles are currently limited by insufficient charging infrastructures and driving mileage (the longest
driving range per battery charge). Considering that car sharing is more suitable for people’s short-term
travel demands, the combination of electric vehicles and car sharing is a good way to avoid these
weaknesses and to provide a cleaner transport mode.
Certain cities in the world, such as Barcelona, Paris, Berlin, Hamburg, Rotterdam and Stockholm,
are implementing electric vehicle sharing (EVS) [5]. In China, EVS is still in the initial development
phase. China Car Club in Hangzhou and Eduoauto in Beijing are the pioneers for developing EVS.
China Car Club was invested in by Intunecapital in early 2013, and it is based on the model of
self-purchasing cars. Eduoauto is based on the model of light assets, and the operational vehicles are
mainly provided by enterprises qualified for car rental, not bought by the company itself. eHi Car
Services launched a pilot EVS program in Jading district of Shanghai in June 2013, but the progress
is very slow. At present, there are several EVS services, such as EVCARD hosted by Shanghai
International Automobile City, YiKaZuChe in Beijing, Weigongjiao in Hangzhou, etc.
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In recent years, governments have begun to attach more importance to EVS, which contributed to
the rapid development of EVS. In July 2014, the General Office of the State Council in China released
the No. 35 document of “Instructions on accelerating the promotion and application of new energy
vehicles” [6], which emphasized the needs of “exploring innovative business models, such as the
time-sharing leasing, car sharing, vehicle leasing, mortgage purchase for new energy vehicles, etc.”.
The EVS program also has received support from the local governments. The Beijing Municipal Science
and Technology Commission has listed EVS as a key supported project and set up many operational
indicators. Other cities, such as Shanghai, Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wuhan, Shenzhen, Yancheng,
Chongqing, and so on, have launched or are actively ready to launch an EVS program.
From the analysis above, it can be known that the number of EVS enterprises operating is few,
and most of them lack experience. With the support from the government, there will be more and
more domestic companies involved in EVS in the next few foreseeable years. Nevertheless, how
consumers think about EVS, whether they will use the service and their related preference are still
unclear. Therefore, in order to promote all-round development of EVS and to help the enterprises
achieve better operation, a questionnaire was designed to collect information about the acceptance of
consumers and influencing factors for using EVS. Some suggestions are provided for EVS operators to
promote its rapid development in China.
2. Literature Review
In the late 1980s, a preliminary model of car sharing appeared abroad. However, scholars started
to research car sharing in the 1990s. At the beginning of the research, most studies were at the
qualitative level, and scholars paid more attention to the feasibility of the car sharing model and
consumer usage. Based on a large number of empirical studies, Meijkamp [7] in The Netherlands
pointed out that car sharing as an alternative to private cars, because it had higher economic and
ecological efficiency. Barth and Shaheen [8] had an opinion that car sharing could improve the traffic
efficiency by reducing the number of private cars and improve the efficiency of energy and emissions.
They also introduced a variety of car sharing systems and described the development prospect of car
sharing in China. Prettenthaler and Steininger [9] researched how driving mileage influenced the car
sharing users to make decisions. Results showed that using car sharing was better than using private
cars when user’s travel range was less than 18,000 km per year. However, if insurance and the vehicle
depreciation rate are taken into account, the balanced driving distance of users decreased to 15,000 km.
Seik [10] studied car sharing in Singapore and found that members still mainly used public transport
for travelling to work after attaining membership, but turned more often to shared cars rather than
public transport for marginal uses, such as leisure and social trips. Most of them chose car sharing for
its marginal use and cost savings.
Entering the 21st century, foreign scholars gradually began to study the operation system of car
sharing, the optimization of staff, site layout, vehicle allocation, etc., from the quantitative perspective.
Barth and Todd [11] used a computer to simulate the distribution of available vehicles and energy
consumption in car sharing sites. Results showed that the influencing factors of the car sharing system
were the proportion of demand, the charging strategy for the electric vehicles and the vehicle allocation
algorithm. The main problems of the car sharing service that should be considered at the beginning of
the establishment were service pricing, target customer selection, vehicle type selection, site location,
etc. [12]. Xu and Lim [13] established a mathematical model for the vehicles sharing site layout in
Singapore and used the improved neural network model to predict the car sharing net flows. Kek et
al. [14] provided a three-stage decision optimization model for the car sharing operator. They analyzed
the optimal distribution of staff and vehicles and used operational data from the Singapore sharing
company to verify the model. Correia and Antunes [15] had studied the problem of car sharing
site planning. Under the goal of maximizing the profit for the car sharing operating company, they
established a mixed integer programming model to solve the unbalanced number of sharing cars
between different sites.
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At present, there are few research works on EVS abroad, and most of them focus on operating
status analysis and consumer surveys. Quantitative studies on EVS are rare. Alessandro et al. [16]
introduced the EVS project of Green Move and studied the shared service strategies and objectives. By
investigating the feasibility of EVS as a private car for elderly, Shaheen et al. [17] found that 30% of
respondents were interested in participating, but all participants would make a plan before they would
use the car, indicating that EVS still has the range anxiety problem. This problem is caused by the
limited driving range of electric vehicles. Using data from 533 members of the EVS program in Seoul,
Kim et al. [18] found that the participants were rather reluctant to change their car ownership, but had
intensions to continue participating in the program. Social and economic perspectives were the most
important factors affecting the participants’ attitudes. In addition, the attitudes varied depending on
personal characteristics, such as gender, age and income.
Domestic research progress on the car sharing model is relatively late. In 2000, Huang and
Yang [19] were the first to research car sharing and introduced its development history abroad.
They summarized the benefits of this new public transport pattern, the impact on travel behavior
and its possible target market (people who have no private cars or have a high cost of ownership).
Market demand, quality of service and advanced public transportation are important factors for
successful car sharing. Ye and Yang [20] summarized and introduced the concept, development status
and influence of car sharing. They also explained its characteristics (low-cost, flexible) and target group
(replacement selection for people who wanted to buy a second car). Gao [21] explained the concept of
“shared car” in detail and presented the concept of “Auto Club”. Its development prospect in China
was also studied. Qiu [22] analyzed the key influencing factors for car sharing development in China.
Results showed that educational level of respondents, number of owned private cars and convenience
of EVS had impacts on consumers’ use willingness. Xue et al. [23] combed the classification of car
sharing and analyzed the impact of this service on car ownership, travel cost, usage cost, energy
savings and emission reduction. Through an empirical study, they found that the target group of
car sharing was people who are 25–40 years old and have an above average educational level. The
model of Zipcar in the United States was studied by Wu [24]. He investigated the potential market of
car sharing service in Guangzhou and demonstrated the significance of promoting car sharing. He
pointed out that car sharing is very promising in China and will be an alternative to other means of
transportation. By introducing the development of car sharing in Hanover, He [25] pointed out that
a shared car could replace 6–10 private cars and radically reduce automobile usage. Xia et al. [26]
had carried out empirical research on an informal car sharing service in Beijing from the perspective
of economic and ecological efficiency. They suggested that the government should regulate such an
industry and formulate relevant policies to support the development of shared services.
From the analysis above, it is obvious that domestic research on EVS is very small in quantity.
More studies are focused on the operating model description, case analysis and the prospect forecast
of traditional vehicle sharing. From the perspective of operators, a questionnaire was implemented
in Shanghai to find factors affecting consumers’ use willingness of electric vehicle sharing, including
travel characteristics, expectation of EVS and socio-demographics and then proposed corresponding
suggestions for station location, driving range choice and model selection for EVS. At the same time,
the target group and potential market in Shanghai for using EVS were pointed out. This will help the
operations of enterprises effectively.
3. Research Method
3.1. Questionnaire Design
The paper questionnaire was implemented and disseminated offline. Through this, we have
learned comprehensive knowledge about EVS acceptance. Finally, the target population of EVS was
pointed out by analysis.
The questionnaire was divided into three parts. The first part has three questions about travel
characteristics, including main trip mode in daily use, factors considered when choosing the trip mode
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and monthly transportation expenditure. Based on a simple explanation of EVS, the second part
was questions about the expectations of EVS, including the use willingness, the attractive point for
the respondent, the suitable usage scenario, etc. The last part was personal information, including
gender, age, occupation, educational level, marital status, personal monthly income, etc. The whole
questionnaire was designed as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The designed questionnaire for investigation. EVS, electric vehicle sharing.
Variable Description
Travel characteristics
Main trip mode in daily use Subway, bus, private car, taxi, walking,bicycle, motorcycle/scooter riders
Factors considered when
choosing the trip mode
Time, expenditure, weather condition,
degree of comfort, travel distance, travel
purpose, body condition, others
Monthly transportation
expenditure
ď100 yuan, 101–200 yuan, 201–300 yuan,
301–400 yuan, ě401 yuan
Expectation of EVS
Whether to choose EVS Will choose, keep neutral stance, will not
choose
Attractive points of using EVS
Convenient appointment, cost-effective,
shorter distance, parking space saving, no
overhead cost, others
Suitable usage scenario of EVS
Work, school, shopping, entertainment,
seeing a doctor, visiting relatives or friends,
individual business, work business, others
Suitable vehicle type for EVS
Mini car, small car, compact car, midsize car,
medium and large size car, luxury car, SUV,
MPV (multi-purpose vehicles), microvan
Acceptable minimum driving
range of EV
Not less than 50 km, not less than 80 km,
not less than 120 km, not less than 150 km,
not less than 200 km, not less than 250 km,
not less than 300 km, not less than 350 km
Acceptable maximum
duration for going to stations
Time for walking is 5 min, time for walking
is 10 min, time for walking is 15 min
Acceptable maximum
duration for waiting and
handling procedure
5 min, 10 min, 15 min
Acceptable highest price of
EVS
30 yuan/month + 60 yuan/h,
30 yuan/month + 40 yuan/h,
30 yuan/month + 20 yuan/h
Socio-demographics
Gender Male, female
Age Under 18, 18–25, 26–30, 31–40, 41–50, above
50
Number of owned private cars None, one, not less than two
Marital status Single, married, but have no child,
married and have kids
Educational level
Junior high school and the following: senior










Under 1000 yuan, 1000–3000 yuan,
3001–6000 yuan, 6001–10,000 yuan,
10,001–15,000 yuan, above 15,001 yuan,
no fixed income
* The black bold items are reference categories used in the multinomial logistic regression model.
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3.2. Data Collection
From May 2014–November 2014, 410 respondents participated in the survey. As is known to all,
EVS is more convenient than bus, more predictable and accurate than taxi and more economical than
private cars. For the above reasons, EVS will replace part of the public and private transportation in
the future. Therefore, the investigation object should be universal to balance people with different
characteristics. Choosing residents in Shanghai as the main investigation object, questionnaires were
distributed randomly at railway stations, commercial shopping centers, bus stop waiting areas, public
squares, university areas, and so on. According to the standard that the number of answers for one
questionnaire should be not less than half, 394 effective questionnaires were received.
3.3. Model Formulation
In this paper, choice willingness for EVS (“will not choose” is coded as 1, “keeping neutral” as 2,
“will choose” as 3) is the dependent variable, which is ordinal. Ordinal regression was used, and a
test of the parallel lines was done to check whether the method was appropriate. According to the
research of Zhang [27] and Li et al., [28], when the value of P for the test of parallel lines is far less than
0.05, this indicates that the ordinal regression is not appropriate, and multinomial logistic regression
should be used. As shown in Table 2, the value of significance (Sig.) is 0.001, which is far less than 0.05.
Therefore, multinomial logistic regression is used in this paper, finally.
Table 2. Test of parallel lines.
Model ´2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig.
Null Hypothesis 667.011
General 579.259 87.751 51 0.001
The multinomial logistic regression model is often used to handle the case where the dependent
variable has several classified categories (N > 2). During the process, the model will choose one category
of dependent variable as the reference category to establish the general logits models. Furthermore, if
the dependent variable Y is coded 0, 1 or 2 and using Y = 0 as the baseline, the probabilities of each
dependent variable category [29] are:
P pY “ 0q “ 1
1 ` eg1pxq ` eg2pxq (1)
P pY “ 1q “ e
g1pxq
1 ` eg1pxq ` eg2pxq (2)
P pY “ 2q “ e
g2pxq
1 ` eg1pxq ` eg2pxq (3)
where:
g1 pxq “ logit P pY “ 1qP pY “ 0q “ β10 ` β11x1 ` . . . ` β1pxp (4)
g2 pxq “ logit P pY “ 2qP pY “ 0q “ β20 ` β21x1 ` . . . ` β2pxp (5)
where β10, β11, β1p, . . . , β2p are coefficients for the logistic regression model, which can be obtained by
using SPSS software.
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Table 3 illustrates the demographic characteristics of respondents. As shown in Table 3, most
respondents are male (61.6%), which is higher than the proportion of women. The main age groups
are 20s and 30s, which should be the major groups for using EVS. Forty one-point-seven percent of
respondents are single, and the percentage of married having kids is 37.6%. Fifty eight-point-six
percent of people have private cars, and 7.9% of them even have two or more cars. Most respondents
(68.3%) had a Bachelor’s degree or above. The monthly income is mainly concentrated in
3001–10,000 yuan (49.1%), and more than 15,000 yuan or below 1000 yuan are the least, which accords
with the research. The distribution of the occupation is relatively balanced overall. Ordinary staff and
technical staff account for 20.2%, respectively.












Number of owned private cars
None 41.4%
One 50.7%
Not less than two 7.9%
Marital status
Single 41.7%
Married, but have no child 20.7%
Married and have kids 37.6%
Educational level
Junior high school and the following: 3.6%
Senior high school 10.2%
Junior college 17.9%
Bachelor’s 49.1%





Business owner/shareholder, etc. 4.3%
Technicist 20.2%
Worker/server 5.4%









Above 15,001 yuan 6.6%
No fixed income 8.4%
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4.1.2. Travel Characteristics
As shown in Figure 1, 83.5% of percipients have a monthly transportation expenditure within
300 yuan. The percentage spending more than 400 yuan monthly is only 10.4%. In the aspect of factors
considered when choosing the trip mode, most respondents consider time primarily. The secondary is
travel purpose, and cost is the least considerable factor (Figure 2). The above result conforms to the
normal situation that residents in big cities consider travel time, cost, convenience, safety and comfort





Under 100 yuan 101 200 yuan
201 300 yuan 301 400 yuan
Above 400 yuan










Weather condition Degree of comfort
Travel distance Travel purpose
Body condition Others
Figure 2. Factors considered when choosing the trip mode.
4.1.3. Expectations for EVS
With assistance from the investigators, respondents had preliminarily knowledge of EVS.
The percentage of people who chose to use EVS is 42.4%. About 27% of people kept a neutral
stance, which means quite a few people still maintain a wait-and-see attitude towards new things.
This will be a customer resource to pursue during the development of EVS in the near future. The




Will not choose Keep neutral stance Will choose
Figure 3. Whether to choose EVS.
When the respondents were asked about the attractiveness of EVS, their opinions were rather
dispersed. More respondents selected the options of “the appointment and self-help picking cars are
convenient and efficient”, “it charges by hour and that is more cost-effective than renting for one day”
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and “it is more flexible than leasing and has no overhead costs” (as shown in Figure 4). It can be
concluded that most consumers pay more attention to the convenience and economic benefits of the
EVS service. Therefore, the service price should be as low as possible to offer consumers a chance to






The appointment and self help picking cars are convenient and efficient
Its meter charges by hour and is more cost effective than renting for one day
Shorter distance from starting/terminal point
Saving parking space
It is more flexible than leasing and has no overhead costs
Figure 4. Attractive points of using EVS.
When the respondents were asked about the suitable usage scenario of EVS, the two options
that had the largest proportions are shopping and entertainment, with percentages of 22.1% and
23.8%, respectively (Figure 5). As a result, stations for EVS can be deployed around shopping malls,








Entertainment Seeing a doctor Visiting relatives or friends
Individual business Work business Others
Figure 5. Suitable usage scenario of EVS.
For the question of suitable vehicle type for EVS, respondents said that compact, small or mini
cars would be more suitable. Cars of the A0 segment (small cars) accounted for the highest percentage
of 27.2%. Respondents also preferred compact cars and mini cars (Figure 6). This also suggests that
EVS is mainly used to meet people’s needs for daily short-distance flexible transportation, and their









Mini car ( Chery QQ )
Small car ( VW POLO )
Compact car ( Focus )
Midsize car ( Accord )
Medium and large size car ( Audi A6L )
Luxury car ( BMW 7 series )
SUV ( Haver H6 )
MPV ( Buick GL8 )
Microvan
Figure 6. Suitable vehicle types for EVS.
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When asked about the acceptable minimum driving range of electric vehicles, 26.8% of
respondents held the opinion that it should not be less than 150 km, as shown in Figure 7. The sum of
percentages for “not less than 50 km”, “not less than 80 km”, “not less than 120 km” and “not less than
150 km” is 79.2%. A deep travel behavior investigation was done in 2014 with 67 residents in Shanghai.
All travel behaviors were recorded for 14 days, including trip mode, time, distance, etc. The results
show that the average travel distance for a single trip is 15.8 km, and the average daily travel range
is 33.8 km, which is far lower than what the mainstream models on the market can offer. Another
research work showed that when consumers were asked about the driving range for private electric
vehicles, 35.8% of them responded that it should be between 120 km and 160 km [31]. Thus, it can be








Not less than 50 km Not less than 80 km Not less than 120 km
Not less than 150 km Not less than 200 km Not less than 250 km
Not less than 300 km Not less than 350 km
Figure 7. Acceptable minimum driving range of EV.
4.2. Statistics in Cross Tabulation Table
Figure 8 indicates that the number of owned private cars has an impact on the willingness to
use EVS.
(1) With an increase in the number of owned private cars, the ratio of people who are willing to
use the service shows a declining trend soon after rising. That is to say, the EVS acceptance of people
in possession of only one private car is higher than that of people who do not have or have more than
one private car. The reasons for this phenomenon may be that: (i) people in possession of private cars
have more driving experience, and it is easier for them to accept a new transportation pattern; (ii) the
EVS is a new type of transportation, and even the people who have a private car want to experience
this new transportation system; (iii) because of severe traffic jams during rush hour, parking difficulty
and high parking fees, a car owner is more willing to choose EVS as a method for short trips; (iv)
the economic environment of people who have two or more private cars is better, and they tend not
to consider whether the means of travel is economical. Compared to people who only have one car,
reducing their usage willingness is also reasonable. At the same time, it also indicates that the target
group of EVS is not only the people who have no private cars.
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Figure 8. The relationship between willingness and the number of owned private cars.
(2) Along with the increase of owned private cars, people’s attitude towards whether to adopt
EVS becomes clearer. The ratio of keeping neutral decreases.
4.3. Multinomial Logistic Regression for the Target Group
In this paper, the dependent variable is the choice willingness for EVS (“will not choose” is coded
as one, “keeping neutral” as two, “will choose” as three). In order to define the target group of EVS,
multinomial logistic regression was used. Independent variables were selected from three aspects: (1)
travel characteristics (including main trip mode in daily use and monthly transportation expenditure),
(2) expectations for EVS (including acceptable minimum driving range of the EV, acceptable maximum
duration for going to stations, acceptable maximum duration for the waiting and handling procedure
and acceptable highest price of EVS) and (3) demographic characteristics (including gender, age,
number of owned private cars, marital status, educational level, occupation and personal monthly
income).
4.3.1. Model Fitting Test
SPSS20.0 was used to analyze the questionnaires, and Table 4 shows the likelihood ratio test for
the final model and the intercept-only model. Here, the value of chi-squared is equal to the difference
value between the ´2 log likelihood in the intercept-only model and the final model. The significance
level of the chi-squared test was 0.001, which is far less than 0.05. Therefore, the final model is superior
to the intercept-only model, which means that the final model is established, and the fitting effect is
significantly good. The indexes of Cox and Snell R-squares, Nagelkerke R-squared and McFadden
R-squared were used to test the explainable degree of the equations on the variation of the explained
variables. The bigger the R-squared is, the better the goodness of fit is. The value of these three indexes
are 0.353, 0.400 and 0.204, and they indicate that independent variables can explain 35.3%, 40% and
20.4% of the variation of the explained variables. Although the three R-squared values are not very
high, the result is acceptable.




Likelihood Ratio Tests R2
´2 log likelihood Chi-square Sig. Cox and
Snell
Nagelkerke McFadden
Intercept-only 762.673 - - - - -
Final 607.323 155.350 0.001 0.353 0.400 0.204
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4.3.2. Coefficient Test of Variables
Table 5 shows the likelihood-ratio test in the final model for each independent variable.
Through the statistical results, it can be seen that main trip mode in daily use, monthly transportation
expenditure, acceptable minimum driving range of the EV, acceptable highest price of EVS, age and
marital status have significant influences on the willingness to use EVS when the significance level is
0.1 [18]. People who usually take the subway or bus for daily transportation have a strong willingness
to use EVS. People with a high monthly transportation expenditure are more likely to pursue the
economical mode of EVS. Marital status often decides whether the respondents need to buy private
cars, and this has a great impact on the decision to use the EVS service. The driving range of EV
affects respondents’ decisions of whether to choose the shared service instead of other modes of
transportation. Respondents aged between 20 and 40 years old show a stronger receptivity to new
things and the concept that they must have private cars is weaker. This makes them more willing to
use the EVS service.
Table 5. Likelihood ratio test.
Effect
Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests
´2 log likelihood of
reduced model
Chi-square Sig.
Intercept 607.323 a 0.000 0.000
Main trip mode in daily use 632.206 24.883 0.015
Monthly transportation expenditure 631.696 24.373 0.002
Acceptable minimum driving range of EV 638.755 31.432 0.005
Acceptable maximum duration for going to
stations 611.525 4.202 0.379
Acceptable maximum duration for waiting and
handling procedure 612.404 5.081 0.279
Acceptable highest price of EVS 615.445 8.122 0.087
Gender 611.914 4.591 0.101
Age 633.589 26.266 0.003
Number of owned private cars 610.889 3.566 0.468
Marital status 624.302 16.979 0.002
Educational level 620.193 12.870 0.116
Occupation 624.859 17.536 0.229
Personal monthly income 621.654 14.331 0.280
a The ellipsis effect does not increase the degree of freedom. As a result, the simplified model is equal to the
final model.
4.3.3. Parameter Estimation Results
Tables 5 and 6 show the parameter estimation results of different groups. The reference category
for the dependent variable is choose not to use. The reference categories for the independent variables
are in black bold, as shown in Table 1.
If the estimated coefficient of a factor (B) is significantly positive, then the probability of this factor
belonging to the current category level is higher than the probability of it belonging to the reference
category, with all of the other factors being fixed [32].
Estimated Model Results of the Choose to Use Group
As shown in Table 6, the factors of main trip mode in daily use, monthly transportation
expenditure, driving range of electric vehicles, gender, age, marital status and occupation are
statistically significant. The following is a detailed analysis of these results. (1) People who usually take
the subway, bus or bike are more willing to use EVS. (2) With the increase of monthly transportation
expenditure, its regression coefficient changes from negative to positive, which indicates that the
higher the monthly transportation expenditure is, the more consumers prefer to choose EVS. (3) The
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driving range of electric vehicles has a significant influence on consumers’ willingness to use EVS,
with a negative coefficient. The absolute value of the coefficient increases as the driving range of
electric vehicles increases, indicating that when the driving range of electric vehicles is higher, more
consumers tend not to use EVS services. This result conflicts with previous expectations. The reasons
may be that EVS is designed to provide a short commute for people, and the driving range of general
electric vehicles has been able to meet that demand. The total cost of the operator increases as the
driving range of electric vehicles increases, and then, the single use price for EVS may increase. For
reasons of travel economy, consumers are more reluctant to use this business. It should be pointed out
that the front reason is just guesswork; further research is required to give more information and to
find out the cause. (4) Gender is significant to consumers’ use willingness, with the probability ratio of
male being 2.081-times higher than that of female. This means that males are more willing to use EVS
than females. (5) Age has a significant influence on consumers’ choices, and the coefficient is positive.
The absolute value of the coefficient decreases as the age increases, which indicates that consumers’
use willingness of EVS will be reduced as the age increases. People who are aged between 18 and 30
have the strongest use willingness. The reasons may be that this group is at the beginning of economic
independence and usually pursue economic and effective ways to travel, and their receptivity to new
modes of transportation is better. (6) Marital status is significant with a negative coefficient, indicating
that the use willingness of unmarred people is lower than that of married people. This may controvert
the former expectations. However, through the former analysis, the results can be obtained that people
who own private cars have a stronger use willingness than people having no cars (that can be found
in Figure 8). In this investigation, 73.2% of participants having private cars are married. Therefore,
the use willingness of married people being higher than that of unmarried people is understandable.
From the analysis above, the population characteristics of people choosing to use EVS are male, aged
between 18 and 30, and usually taking the subway and bus as the daily transportation modes.
Table 6. Parameter estimation results: choose to use.
Independent Variables B Wald Sig. Exp(B)
Intercept ´2.283 1.437 0.231
[Main trip mode in daily use = 1]: subway 1.705 2.870 0.090 5.499
[Main trip mode in daily use = 2]: bus 2.016 3.750 0.053 7.508
[Main trip mode in daily use = 6]: bicycle 3.226 7.190 0.007 25.173
[Monthly transportation expenditure = 1]: 0–100 yuan ´1.260 3.092 0.079 0.284
[Monthly transportation expenditure = 4]: 301–400 yuan 1.606 3.593 0.058 4.981
[Minimum driving range of EV = 4]: not less than 150 km ´1.882 3.523 0.061 0.152
[Minimum driving range of EV = 6]: not less than 250 km ´2.564 4.403 0.036 0.077
[Minimum driving range of EV = 7]: not less than 300 km ´4.939 12.600 0.000 0.007
[Gender = 1]: male 0.733 4.517 0.034 2.081
[Age = 2]: 18–25 years old 3.571 10.951 0.001 35.556
[Age = 3]: 26–30 years old 2.194 4.545 0.033 8.969
[Marital status = 1]: single ´2.289 11.271 0.001 0.101
[Occupation = 3]: business owner/shareholder, etc. 2.154 4.159 0.041 8.619
Estimated Model Results of the Choose to Remain Neutral Group
As shown in Table 7, the factors of acceptable highest price of EVS, occupation and personal
monthly income have significant impacts on the use willingness of people who keep a neutral stance.
The detailed analysis is as follows. (1) The acceptable highest price of EVS is significant to consumers’
use willingness with a negative coefficient, indicating that the increasing service price could reduce
consumers' willingness to use it. (2) Business owners/shareholders hold a neutral opinion about the
EVS service. This may relate to their existing economic and social status, etc. These people have better
living conditions, and they may not need this service to save money or improve travel conditions.
(3) The probability of keeping neutral is higher than that of not choosing, which indicates that the
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exclusion effect of people with lower average monthly income for EVS is reduced. From the analysis
above, people who keep a neutral stance have lower personal monthly income. If we want to encourage
these people to change their existing attitude to use the EVS, a reasonable price should be offered to
attract them to join in on the premise of guaranteeing profits.
Table 7. Parameter estimation results: choose to remain neutral.
Independent Variables B Wald Sig. Exp(B)
Intercept ´2.888 1.743 0.187
[Acceptable highest price of EVS = 1]:
30 yuan/month + 60 yuan/h ´0.829 2.864 0.091 0.436
[Occupation = 3]: business owner/shareholder, etc. 1.887 2.924 0.087 6.598
[Personal monthly income = 1]: below 1000 yuan 2.348 4.402 0.036 10.463
[Personal monthly income = 2]: 1000–3000 yuan 1.767 4.051 0.044 5.854
Prediction for Use Proportion
As shown in Table 2, most respondents are male clerks aged 26–30 years old and have an average
monthly income of 3001–6000 yuan. For a respondent having these features, the probability that he
will choose, not choose and keep a neutral stance can be calculated by Equations (1)–(5) according to
the multinomial logistic regression results.
g1 “ ´2.283 ` 0.733 ` 2.194 ` 1.169 “ 1.758 (6)
g2 “ ´2.888 ` 0.363 ` 0.817 ` 0.768 “ 0.215 (7)
P pY “ will chooseq “ e
g1
1 ` eg1 ` eg2 “ 0.721 (8)
P pY “ wil keep a neutral stanceq “ e
g2
1 ` eg1 ` eg2 “ 0.154 (9)
P pY “ will not chooseq “ 1
1 ` eg1 ` eg2 “ 0.125 (10)
Therefore, the probability for a 26–30-year-old male clerk who has a personal monthly income of
3001–6000 yuan to use EVS is 72.1%.
According to the calculation method above, when other factors remain unchanged, the relationship
between age and the use probability ratio of male clerks who have a 3001–6000 yuan monthly income
can be obtained and is shown in Figure 9. It is possible to see that age has a great influence on personal
decisions to use the EVS, which is consistent with the former analysis. People aged 18–30 are more
likely to use EVS. When people’s age is more than 30 years old, the probability of not choosing is
bigger than that of choosing. Additionally, as the age increases, the probability of a neutral stance
increases, and consumers are more reluctant to use EVS. Furthermore, the post-1990s generation in
China is growing up, and their receptivity is better than other groups. They will be the major customers
of EVS in the near future. Therefore, the market space for EVS business is huge. The suggestion is that
the EVS service could aim at young people aged between 18 and 30 as their customers.
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18 25 years old 26 30 years old 31 40 years old 41 50 years old
Choose to use Keep neutral Choose not use
Figure 9. The relationship between age and the willingness to using EVS.
In a similar way, when other factors keep constant, the relationship between personal monthly
income and the willingness to use EVS is shown as Figure 10. The following is the results. (1) Overall,
with the increase of personal monthly income, the choice probability of individuals to use EVS
decreases after rising first. When the personal monthly income is 3001–6000 yuan, the probability of
choosing reaches the maximum of 72.1%. (2) When the personal monthly income is low, the probability
of not choosing is high. The reason may be the relatively weak economic capacity of the low income
group. When the monthly income is higher (more than 15,001 yuan), the probability of choosing is
higher than that of not choosing. However, the value of the former is still below 50%, which indicates
that the probability of not choosing for consumers with high monthly income (more than 15,001 yuan)
is very big. This may be related to their social status, economic condition, etc. Therefore, EVS should
























Choose to use Keep neutral Choose not to use
Figure 10. The relationship between monthly income and the willingness to use EVS.
5. Suggestions
In the operational aspect, the following suggestions are offered for the development of EVS.
(1) According to the regression analysis results (Tables 6 and 7), people who are male, aged
between 18 and 30 and usually taking the subway and bus as the daily transportation mode are
the target group for using EVS. Combined with the probability calculation (Figures 9 and 10), the
suggestion is that operators should pay more attention to young people who are 18–30 years old and
have a middle-level income.
(2) In the early development of EVS, the type of shared electric vehicles should give priority to
compact, small or mini cars.
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Car sharing is designed to satisfy people’s short, temporary and flexible transportation demand.
Most people will use it for shopping and entertainment (Figure 5), and they expect that the EVS would
be economical (Figure 4). Most people who would like to use EVS are young, and their income is not
very high (Figure 10). In order to decrease consumers’ use-cost to show the economy of sharing and
satisfy the need to carry certain items at the same time, the type of shared EV should focus on compact,
small or mini cars. This can reduce the cost of operators and indirectly reduce the use-cost of shared
cars. On the other hand, governments can offer certain subsidies to reduce the enterprises’ pressure on
operating funds in the early stage. This can promote the industrialization of electric vehicles and also
improve the operational enterprises' enthusiasm.
(3) In the early developmental stage, the driving range of shared electric vehicles should reach
120 km.
More than half of the respondents (Figure 7) said the driving range of shared electric vehicles
should reach 120 km at least, which indicates that most people hold tolerant attitudes towards the
problem of driving range. However, there were more than a quarter of people who hoped that the
driving range could reach 150 km. From regression the result in Table 6, it is indicated that the
increasing driving range will decrease consumers’ use willingness (the reason is stated in Section 4.3.3).
Therefore, in the early stage of development, for reasons of cost, capital, etc., it is recommended that
the driving range of shared electric vehicles should reach 120 km.
(4) When laying out the sites, the walking time for consumers to stations should be controlled to
be within 10 min.
Theoretically, the walking time for consumers to the stations should be as short as possible, which
means more sites are needed. However, more sites mean large amounts of money for investment, and
it is also likely to cause high operational and maintenance cost, a low utilization rate, etc. Therefore,
a reasonable number and layout of sites are needed to improve vehicle utilization, reduce operating
costs, and at the same time, meet consumers’ need for the convenient usage of cars. According to
Figures 11 and 12 92.5% of participants accept the walking time within 10 min. When the walking
time increases from five to 10 min, the percentage of people who are willing to use EVS decreases by
4.7%, which is acceptable. Considering the cost and utilization rate, the suggestion is that the walking
















5 minutes walk 10 minutes walk 15 minutes walk
The number of people who are willing to use The proportion in total
Figure 12. The relationship between time for going to stations and use willingness (N = 385).
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(5) The waiting time for consumers to go through the formalities and pick up cars should be
controlled within five minutes.
Convenient appointments and self-help picking up cars are some of the most attractive points that
consumers think the EVS service should have. As shown in Figures 13 and 14 89.4% of participants can
accept that the longest waiting time is within 10 min. However, when waiting time increases from five
to 10 min, the percentage of people who are willing to use EVS decreases from 24% to 14%, which is a
big decline. Therefore, services, such as picking up the cars or returning the cars, should be automatic
and self-supported. The suggestion is that operators should open a variety of channels for customers
to complete the procedures of booking, picking up cars, returning cars and paying the bill conveniently

















5 minutes 10 minutes 15 minutes
The number of people who are willing to use The proportion in total
Figure 14. The relationship between waiting time and use willingness (N = 385).
6. Conclusions
In the early development of EVS, in order to achieve a good commercial operation, it is necessary
to investigate with respect to the consumers the important influencing factors for the acceptance of
EVS. Therefore, to solve these problems, a questionnaire was conducted in Shanghai. According to the
results, relevant suggestions are offered to achieve a wide range promotion of EVS.
Through the multiple logistic regression analysis, the factors of the main trip mode in daily use,
monthly transportation expenditure, acceptable minimum driving range of electric vehicles, gender,
age, marital status and occupation have significant influences on the willingness to choose EVS. Males
are more willing to use EVS than females. Younger people have a stronger receptivity to new things
than the old. As age increases, the use willingness of consumers decreases. In short, the population
characteristics of people choosing to use EVS are male, aged between 18 and 30 and usually taking the
subway and bus as the daily transportation modes. Otherwise, the factors of acceptable highest price
of EVS, occupation and personal monthly income have a significant impact on the use willingness of
people who keep a neutral stance. The increase of service price will reduce the use willingness, and
the exclusion effect of people with a low average monthly income is lower. As a result, if we want
to encourage these people to change their existing attitude to use EVS, a reasonable price should be
made to attract them to join on the premise of incurring no deficit. The probability for a 26–30 year-old
male clerk who has a personal monthly income of 3001–6000 yuan in Shanghai to use EVS is as high as
72.1%, which indicates that the development prospect for EVS in Shanghai is good.
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In the operational aspects, suggestions are provided for operators as follows. (1) The operators
should pay more attention to people who are 18–30 years old and have a middle-level income. (2) In
the early development of EVS, the electric vehicles used for sharing should be concentrated on compact,
small or mini cars to achieve the aim of low-cost operation and good sharing economy. (3) The driving
range of shared electric vehicles should not be less than 120 km to reduce consumers' range anxiety. (4)
During the laying out of sites, a reasonable number of sites are necessary to guarantee that the walking
time to stations is within 10 min for consumers. (5) Operators need to optimize the leasing system and
implement automation and self-support as far as possible. This can help control the total waiting time
to within five minutes.
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Abstract: Through questionnaire surveys, this study explored the discrepancies in work values and
organizational management between employees and cadre members of construction enterprises on
the two sides of the Taiwan Strait. Statistical methods including data reliability, regression analysis,
and tests of significance were utilized for modelling a case study. The findings of this study included:
(1) in terms of work values, employees from China focused on their lives “at present”, while those
from Taiwan focused on their lives “in the future”, expecting to improve the quality of their lives
later on through advanced studies and promotion; (2) according to the data obtained from the
questionnaires, the answers regarding income and welfare in terms of work values and satisfaction
were contradictory on the two sides of the Strait, which could be interpreted in terms of influence
from society; and (3) there was a significant influence of organizational management on employees’
intentions to resign. If enterprises could improve current organizational management systems, their
employees’ work attitudes would be improved and the tendency to resign would be reduced.
Keywords: corporate performance; organizational management; questionnaire survey; test of
significance; work value
1. Introduction
Employees’ work values change from generation to generation. Understanding employees’ work
values has become a key issue for organizations aiming to achieve higher performances. Choi and Kim
recognized the individual human resource (HR) as a core asset of corporate value creation and devoted
significant effort to developing and managing competency-based HR in order to strengthen corporate
competitiveness [1]. Jia et al. addressed the concern that generational changes could be reflected in
various management aspects such as organizational structure, HR, and enterprise culture [2]. Chau
et al. indicated how to provide construction managers with information about and insight into the
existing data, so they could make decisions more effectively [3]. Park showed that the effect of resource
coverage on project performance was quantified and the policy implications were determined for
dynamic resource management by simulating the model with heuristic and industry data [4]. Scholars
in China have started to study work values of employees on either side of the Taiwan Strait. Chen
pointed out that with increasingly frequent economic and trade exchanges across the Taiwan Strait,
interdependency between Taiwan and mainland China was increasingly higher [5]. Through studies
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on cross-cultural exchange and on differences between the cultures of the two sides, it was revealed
that, although there were some empirical research achievements made on the national culture and
consumer culture of the two sides of the Taiwan Strait, reliable research about corporate culture is
lacking and needs to be conducted [5]. For example, Phua examined three things regarding whether
(1) national cultural differences influence individuals’ preferences for types of remuneration and levels
of job autonomy; (2) actual organizational human resource management (HRM) practices reflect such
preferences; and (3) gaps between individuals’ preferences and actual organizational HRM practices
affect job satisfaction [6].
1.1. Organizational Management and Corporate Performance
Many factors may influence an organization’s interests. Among them, two important ones are the
organizational management and performance of HR. Kamath’s empirical analysis found that HR was
the one factor which had a major impact on the profitability and productivity of the firms studied [7].
Though there was growing importance and efficiency in the utilization of intellectual resources in
the Indian pharmaceutical industry, its potential to impact the industry’s financial performance was
missing in the empirical analysis [7]. Kim et al. claimed that HRM had been identified as very important
for site management compared with such management at other locations [8]. Cheng et al. applied
business process reengineering and organization planning philosophy to HRM and focused on HR
planning in construction management process reengineering (CMPR) to develop a team-based HR
planning (THRP) method for deploying labor [9]. Druker et al. examined HRM practices in relation
to the role of personnel departments, line management responsibility, performance management,
and values and beliefs of personnel managers [10]. Fatimah claimed that HR improvement in an
organization played an important role in determining the success of an organization [11].
Corporate organizational management is ultimately important to corporate performance.
Rob et al. analyzed whether Japanese firms with many governance provisions had better corporate
performance than firms with few governance provisions and discovered that well-governed firms
significantly outperformed poorly governed firms by up to 15% per year [12]. Saito performed a
comparative study according to two surveys conducted in Japan and the United States to understand
how facility managers recognized and practiced universal design in their workplaces and to identify
what factors were likely to facilitate or obstruct their practice [13]. Wong et al. claimed that workplace
environment affected employees’ well-being and comfort, which in turn influenced their productivity
and morale [14]. Teizer et al. indicated that better safety and productivity could be achieved when
construction resources, including people and equipment, could be monitored [15]. The work of
Li et al. showed that the abilities of management and technology were two common factors that could
transcend different institutions and systems [16].
On the other hand, an incentive system is also essential in an organization. Pattarin et al. proposed
that employee perks were positively associated with current and future returns on assets, which
supported the view that some types of perks might increase firm profitability and/or that perks were
paid as a bonus to reward performance [17]. Findings from stratified samples suggested that perks
might incentivize managers, even after controlling for firm size, growth opportunity, and leverage [17].
Pfeffer claimed that ignoring the influences of working environments on employees’ performances
might cause organizations to lose their competitiveness [18]. Hence, more emphases have been
placed on studies of “person–organization fit” or “person–job fit”, For example, Schein indicated
that environment was an important factor for person–organization fit [19]. Schneider believed that
person–organization fit might influence one’s performance in an organization [20]. In short, HRM and
its performance practice change due to the role of values and identity change and have also become
the conceptual framework of this study.
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1.2. Issues Regarding Work Values
In recent years, many scholars have studied issues related to work values. Ralston et al. assessed
the impact of economic ideology and national culture on the individual work values of managers in the
United States, Russia, Japan, and China [21]. Reichel et al. presented evidence that work values could
be a good indicator for the selection and career development of personnel [22]. Lee and Yen explored
the connection between work values and career orientation for employees in high-tech production [23].
All organizations are unique and, thus, practice different cultural values within the organization.
In a university setting, it was discovered that leadership values have a significant impact on
university-wide cultural values, employee values, and stakeholder values [24,25]. Cultural values
considerably affect productivity values and employee values. Further, employee values have significant
influence on productivity and stakeholder values [24,25]. Scholars believed there were many aspects
of work values. For example, Wu and Chiang explored how Chinese values impacted employees’
satisfaction (ES). Taiwanese employees viewed “career planning” as the most important, while Chinese
employees thought “organizational management” was most important. For Taiwanese employees,
“salary and benefits”, “workload”, and “organizational management” had effects on ES, while age
and education were important to Chinese employees [26]. Leung et al. indicated that the construction
industry had been recognized as a stressful industry, and a great deal of stress was placed on
various construction professionals (CPs). However, due to the different “values” among CPs in
Hong Kong, susceptibility to stressors varied a great range among workers. People who grew up and
lived in different cultural environments had different values and this led to different perceptions of
stressors [27]. Ochieng et al. examined challenges faced by senior construction managers in managing
cross-cultural complexity and uncertainty [28]. Francis and Lingard claimed that societal attitudes and
work values were changing and that these changes had been reflected in the employment practices of
many construction companies [29]. Morrison and Thurnell addressed that, in order to attract and retain
valuable employees, the New Zealand construction industry must provide useful work-life benefits,
reasonable working hours, and supportive workplace cultures in line with such initiatives [30].
1.3. Prime Novelty Statements
Based on the arguments above regarding the effects of employees’ work values and organizational
management on corporate performance and based on the extension of the work by Lin et al. [31], Lin
and Shen [32], Shen [33], we proposed three novelty statements.
(1) This paper is a “case study”. It was conducted with a questionnaire survey to offer
organizations some references, in which the reliability of the data was determined based on Cronbach’s
alpha values. According to the results of this study, all the Cronbach’s alpha values from the reliability
analyses were higher than 0.7, implying that all the organizational data were highly trustworthy.
(2) This study examined the results of questionnaires regarding issues of work values and
organizational management, and compared the issues. The results clearly showed the needs and
viewpoints of employees from the two sides of the Strait, and therefore the relevant organizational
management skills that could be utilized as references.
(3) Three regression models were used to verify this study regarding the issues of work values
and organizational management. Interpretations were provided of unpredictable outcomes, so that
management could understand and compare the extent to which the employees from the two sides
of the Strait devoted themselves to their jobs, whether the employees would like to stay or leave the
enterprise, and what they thought about the welfare systems of the enterprise.
2. Analysis Methods for Questionnaires
The subjects of this study were Taiwanese and Chinese employees of branches of Taiwanese
companies in China. The differences in work values and organizational management models were
reviewed. The influences of the differences in work values and work satisfaction on organizations
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were also explored. The questionnaires were designed according to the job diagnostic survey by
Hackman and Oldham [34], proposing to (1) diagnose existing jobs so to determine whether (and
how) they might be redesigned to improve employee motivation and productivity and (2) assess the
effects of job changes on employees. The tool is based on a theory of how job design affects work
motivation and provides means of (a) individual psychological states because of these dimensions and
(b) affective reactions of employees to the working environment. The survey questionnaire focused on
the “work characteristics questionnaire”, including questions for (1) work values and (2) organizational
management. Participants used a five-point Likert Scale to answer the questionnaire.
This study analyzed the data using the software SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
The statistical methods adopted in this study were listed below for quantitative measures.
(1) Reliability analysis for questionnaires: Reliability indicated stability and consistency.
This study utilized Cronbach’s alpha values, whose set of criteria were proposed by Guieford [35] to
verify the reliability of the collected data. The standard value of Cronbach’s alpha was 0.5. High alpha
values (>0.7) represented high reliability and low alpha values (<0.35) meant low reliability.
(2) Descriptive statistics: They were used to describe the properties of the samples and the
averages, standard deviations, and distributions of variables for the samples.
(3) Regression analysis: By adopting multiple regression analysis, the effects of the independent
variables (work values and organizational management) on the dependent variables should be
examined with moderating variables being controlled. In addition, work values and work satisfaction
for employees from both sides of the Strait were modeled to determine their differences.
Using regression analysis, three models were established based on three most important indicators
of managing an organization, as selected from the perspectives of business managers according to the
interviews and to the works by Huang, Huang, and Tang [36–38]. The three indicators included (1)
employees’ devotion to their jobs; (2) their commitment to the organization and whether to resign; and
(3) their salaries and welfare provided by enterprises. The capabilities of the independent variables to
predict and explain the dependent variables were discussed. For employees’ devotion to their jobs,
the selected dependent variable Y was that “My boss thinks I am doing a great job at work”. Huang
believed that the more devoted employees are to their jobs, the more praises they are going to get from
their bosses [36]. For whether employees will resign, the selected dependent variable Y was the “In
order to stay employed by the company, I am willing to accept any assignment”. Huang believed
that only employees who can accept companies’ arrangements are loyal to the companies [36]. For
employees’ salaries and welfare, the selected dependent variable Y was that “I am very satisfied with
the welfare provided by the company I work for”. On the other hand, the independent variables X for
the three models were questions in the work values and organizational management questionnaires
corresponding to the selected dependent variables.
(4) Test of significance: statistical significance is a kind of evaluation metric. For example: A and
B are two sets of data with statistical significance at the 0.05 level, which indicates the possibility of the
two data sets having significant difference of 5%, or 95% probability that the two sample sets have no
difference. This 5% difference is caused by simple random sampling error. Typically, the statistical
significance achieved at the .05 or .01 level can refer to significant differences between the data sets. If P
(X = x) < p = 0.05 is significant, SPSS statistical analysis software uses * mark, while P (X = x) < p = 0.01
is considered extremely significant and is usually marked by **.
3. Results of Data Reliability, Data Validity, and Descriptive Statistics
A total amount of 250 questionnaires was handed out to Taiwanese and Chinese employees of
different ranks in the company. After precluding 30 invalid questionnaires (non-response samples)
and 69 unreturned ones, a total amount of 181 questionnaires were found to be valid. The response
rate was 72.4% as illustrated in Table 1 (adapted from Lin et al. [31]). With the data obtained from the
questionnaires, the reliability analysis was first conducted, followed by a series of statistical analyses.
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All employees 250 181 72.4%
Taiwanese employees 90 58 64%
Chinese employees 90 73 81%
Taiwanese cadre
members 50 36 72%
Chinese cadre members 20 14 70%
3.1. Reliability Analysis for Questionnaires
Reliability is the degree of consistency of results from repeated measurements of the same
population or similar populations. It represents the correctness or precision of the tools used for
measurement. In order to avoid the correctness of the collected and classified questionnaires being
influenced by the low reliabilities for the measured categories, reliability analysis was applied for each
of the categories as listed in Table 2. It shows that, in this study, all the reliabilities were greater than
0.7, implying that the collected samples were stable and satisfactorily consistent.
Table 2. Reliability analyses.
Cronbach’s Alpha Chinese Taiwanese
Work values 0.736 0.703
Organizational management 0.716 0.743
3.2. Validity Analysis for Questionnaires
Validity means “exploratory factor analysis” [31], characteristics of main features being the
following assessment, with the corresponding results listed in Table 3.
(1) Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy assesses whether the partial
correlations among variables are small (KMO > 0.6);
(2) Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity assesses whether the correlation matrix is an identity matrix,
indicating that the factor model is inappropriate (Sig < 0.05);
Table 3. Validity analyses.
Exploratory Factor Chinese Taiwanese
Work values KMO = 0.817 Sig = 0.000 KMO = 0.809 Sig = 0.000
Organizational management KMO = 0.738 Sig = 0.000 KMO = 0.743 Sig = 0.000
3.3. Descriptive Statistics
The research subjects of this study were employees of a company from Taiwan invested in China.
After the questionnaires were retrieved, the number of samples was obtained and the frequencies
and weighted averages of the questions were computed. From this information, how important work
values were for the employees from both sides of the Strait and their differences could be determined.
The ranking of work values for the employees from both sides of the Strait and the ranking of the
organizational management of cadre members from both sides of the Strait were summarized in
Tables 4 and 5 respectively (questionnaires adopted from [31–33]).
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Table 4. Ranking of work values of employees from both sides of the Strait.
Chinese Taiwanese
The insurance system of the
company is good. 4.79
The insurance system of the
company is good. 4.93
When I am sick, the company
takes good care of me. 4.44
When I am sick, the company takes
good care of me. 4.89
The quality of my life can be
improved through my work. 4.38
I never feel confused or scared
while working. 4.69
My own dream can be realized
at work. 4.28
There are chances for advanced
studies at work. 4.67
My life becomes richer due to
my work. 4.23
There are many chances of
promotion. 4.59
There are chances for advanced
studies at work. 4.05
I can arrange my own schedule
properly because of the flexibility of
my work.
4.37
I am proud of my work. 4.05 The quality of my life can beimproved through my work. 3.82
I devote myself to my work. 3.95 My own dream can be realized atwork. 3.67
I can arrange my own schedule
properly because of the
flexibility of my work.
3.92 My life becomes richer due to mywork. 3.55
I want to be perfect when it
comes to my work. 3.92
I want to be perfect when it comes
to my work. 3.44
There are many chances of
promotion. 3.69 I am proud of my work. 3.38
My income is higher than that of
others with the same conditions
as me.
3.49 I devote myself to my work. 3.31
Even if there is no extra pay for
working overtime, I would still
work overtime to finish my
work at night.
3.47 I can get a raise or bonus of a properamount. 3.07
I usually go to work earlier to
prepare the tasks I have
to handle.
3.33 The welfare system of the companyis good. 3.07
I never feel confused or scared
while working. 3.22
My income is higher than that of
others with the same conditions
as me.
3.07
I can get a raise or bonus of a
proper amount. 3.22
I usually go to work earlier to
prepare the tasks I have to handle. 2.93
The welfare system of the
company is good. 3.22
Even if there is no extra pay for
working overtime, I would still
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Table 5. Ranking of the organizational management of cadre members from both sides of the Strait.
Chinese Taiwanese
I think the training provided by
the company I work for can meet
the demands of the employees.
4.21
Compared with other companies
in the same field, I think the salary
and welfare offered by the
company I work for are better.
4.81
If there is a training opportunity,
the management of the company I
work for usually encourages the
employees to participate.
4.14
I think the employees’ salaries
offered by the company are
closely related to the employees’
performances at work.
4.55
The company I work for would
communicate with its employees
regarding their achievements and
offer them suggestions.
3.86
I think the training provided by
the company I work for can meet
the demands of the employees.
4.16
I think the employees’ salaries
offered by the company are
closely related to the employees’
performances at work.
3
If there is a training opportunity,
the management of the company I
work for usually encourages the
employees to participate.
4.13
Compared with other companies
in the same field, I think the salary
and welfare offered by the
company I work for are better.
2.93
The company I work for would
communicate with its employees
regarding their achievements and
offer them suggestions.
3.83
I think the employees of the
company I work for are highly
involved in decision making
at work.
2.5
I think the employees of the
company I work for are highly
involved in decision making
at work.
3.36
According to the obtained statistical values, the Chinese cadre members believed that the most
important thing was the demands of the employees, followed by the training opportunities and the
communication between the company and its employees, and the least important ones were decision
making at work, the salaries, and welfare offered by the company. On the other hand, the Taiwanese
cadre members believed that the most important thing was the salaries and welfare offered by the
company, followed by the employees’ performances at work and the demands of the employees, and
the least important ones were decision making at work and the communication between the company
and its employees.
4. Correlation and Regression Analyses
4.1. Employees’ Devotion to Their Jobs
The six variables from work values as listed in Table 6 (questions selected from [31–33]), including
(1) “I devote myself to my work”; (2) “Even if there is no extra pay for working overtime, I would still
work overtime to finish my work at night”; (3) “I usually go to work earlier to prepare the tasks I have
to handle”; (4) “I am proud of my work”; (5) “I want to be perfect when it comes to my work”; and
(6) “I never feel confused or scared while working”, were selected as the independent variables X to
explain the dependent variable Y: “My boss thinks I am doing a great job at work”. The R value was
0.709 with the Taiwanese employees and 0.791 with the Chinese employees, indicating that there was
a relationship between superintendents’ praise for the employees and the employees’ devotion to their
jobs. One explanation is that the more devoted the employees were to their jobs, the more praise they
could get from their superintendents. Hence, one of the six important indicators from work values for
selecting employees was their devotion to their jobs.
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Table 6. Employees’ devotion to their jobs from both sides of the Strait.
Independent variables (X)
1. I devote myself to my work.
2. Even if there is no extra pay for working overtime, I
would still work overtime to finish my work
at night.
3. I usually go to work earlier to prepare the tasks I
have to handle.
4. I am proud of my work.
5. I want to be perfect when it comes to my work.
6. I never feel confused or scared while working.
Dependent variable (Y) My boss thinks I am doing a great job at work.
R value with the Taiwanese employees 0.709
R value with the Chinese employees 0.791
4.2. Influence of Organizational Management on Employees’ Decisions to Resign
The five variables from organizational management as listed in Table 7 (questions selected
from [31–33]), including (1) “I think the employees of the company I work for are highly involved in
decision making at work”; (2) “If there is a training opportunity, the management of the company I
work for usually encourages the employees to participate”; (3) “I think the training provided by the
company I work for can meet the demands of the employees”; (4) “The company I work for would
communicate with its employees regarding their achievements and offer them suggestions”; and
(5) “Compared with other companies in the same field, I think the salary and welfare offered by the
company I work for are better”, were selected as the independent variables X to explain the dependent
variable Y: “In order to stay employed by the company, I am willing to accept any assignment”.
The results show that the cadre members from both sides of the Strait believed that identification with
the company and decisions to stay were highly related to the company’s organizational management.
Of course, the organizational management system could not fully interpret its employees’ decisions to
stay or whether they associated themselves with the company. However, it was a reasonable indicator
as to why some employees decided to resign.
Table 7. Influence of the organizational management on employees’ decision to resign from both sides
of the Strait.
Independent variables (X)
1. I think the employees of the company I work for
are highly involved in decision making at work.
2. If there is a training opportunity, the management
of the company I work for usually encourages the
employees to participate.
3. I think the training provided by the company I
work for can meet the demands of the employees.
4. The company I work for would communicate with
its employees regarding their achievements and offer
them suggestions.
5. Compared with other companies in the same field,
I think the salary and welfare offered by the company
I work for are better.
Dependent variable (Y)
In order to stay employed by the company, I am
willing to accept any assignment.
R value with the Taiwanese employees 0.759
R value with the Chinese employees 0.736
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4.3. Employees’ Salaries and Welfare
The five variables among work values as listed in Table 8 (questions selected from [31–33]),
including (1) “When I am sick, the company takes good care of me”; (2) “The insurance system of the
company is good”; (3) The welfare system of the company is good”; (4) My income is higher than that
of others with the same conditions as me”; and (5) “I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount”,
were selected as the independent variables X to explain the dependent variable Y: “I am very satisfied
with the welfare provided by the company I work for”. The R values with both the Taiwanese and
Chinese employees were relatively low, implying that it was not adequate to explain the employees’
satisfaction with the company’s welfare using their work values. Such results of both sides of the Strait
are similar to the work of Huang [36]. This means that the employees were not satisfied when their
superintendents used one of their work values as standards to offer welfare, due to the fact that the
welfare satisfaction may be relevant to “the influence of social desirability” [36]. Excluded variables
in Table 8 further show that the factor “I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount” showed a
very significant difference (p-value = 0.00) than other factors. Thus, the factor was removed and the
regression analysis was rerun once again. The consequent R values were drastically increased for the
Taiwanese and Chinese employees from 0.435–0.764 and from 0.308–0.687, respectively, as listed in
Table 9 (questions selected from [31–33]). This verifies the assumption that the welfare satisfaction may
be relevant to “the influence of social desirability”.
Table 8. Employees’ salaries and welfare on both sides of the Strait.
Independent variables
(X)
1. When I am sick, the company takes good care of me.
2. The insurance system of the company is good.
3. The welfare system of the company is good.
4. My income is higher than that of others with the same conditions as me.
5. I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount.
Dependent variable (Y) I am very satisfied with the welfare provided by the company I work for.
R value with the
Taiwanese employees
0.435








I can get a raise or bonus
of a proper amount.
. . . . 0.000 0.000
Table 9. Employees’ salaries and welfare on both sides of the Strait with a variable excluded.
Independent variables (X)
1. When I am sick, the company takes good care of
me.
2. The insurance system of the company is good.
3. The welfare system of the company is good.
4. My income is higher than that of others with the
same conditions as me.
Dependent variable (Y)
I am very satisfied with the welfare provided by the
company I work for.
R value with the Taiwanese employees 0.764
R value with the Chinese employees 0.687
5. Evaluation by Test of Significance
Analyses via the statistical significance assists in comprehending the differences in work values
and organizational management of the employees and cadres between the two sides of the Strait,
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as listed in Tables 10 and 11 (questionnaires adopted from [31–33]). Table 10, regarding the work
values of employees of both sides of the Strait, shows significant differences for the three questions:
(1) “There are many chances of promotion”; (2) “Even if there is no extra pay for working overtime, I
would still work overtime to finish my work at night”; and (3) “I never feel confused or scared while
working”. Table 11, regarding the organizational management of cadre members of both sides of the
Strait, shows significant differences for the three questions: (1) “I think the employees’ salaries offered
by the company are closely related to the employees’ performances at work”; (2) “Compared with
other companies in the same field, I think the salary and welfare offered by the company I work for
are better”; and (3) “I think the employees of the company I work for are highly involved in decision
making at work”.
Table 10. Test of significance of work values of employees of both sides of the Strait.
Work Values Chinese Taiwanese p-Value
The insurance system of the company is good. 4.79 4.93 0.082
When I am sick, the company takes good care of me. 4.44 4.89 0.057
The quality of my life can be improved through my
work. 4.38 3.82 0.044 *
My own dream can be realized at work. 4.28 3.67 0.037 *
My life becomes richer due to my work. 4.23 3.55 0.034 *
There are chances for advanced studies at work. 4.05 4.67 0.039 *
I am proud of my work. 4.05 3.38 0.032 *
I devote myself to my work. 3.95 3.31 0.036 *
I can arrange my own schedule properly because of the
flexibility of my work. 3.92 4.37 0.056
I want to be perfect when it comes to my work. 3.92 3.44 0.054
There are many chances of promotion. 3.69 4.59 0.005 **
My income is higher than that of others with the same
conditions as me. 3.49 3.07 0.058
Even if there is no extra pay for working overtime, I
would still work overtime to finish my work at night. 3.47 2.66 0.009**
I usually go to work earlier to prepare the tasks I have to
handle. 3.33 2.93 0.061
I never feel confused or scared while working. 3.22 4.69 0.000 **
I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount. 3.22 3.07 0.081
The welfare system of the company is good. 3.22 3.07 0.082
Table 11. Test of significance of the organizational management of cadre members of both sides of
the Strait.
Organizational Management Chinese Taiwanese p-value
I think the training provided by the company I work
for can meet the demands of the employees. 4.21 4.16 0.093
If there is a training opportunity, the management of
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Table 11. Cont.
Organizational Management Chinese Taiwanese p-value
The company I work for would communicate with
its employees regarding their achievements and offer
them suggestions.
3.86 3.83 0.096
I think the employees’ salaries offered by the
company are closely related to the employees’
performances at work.
3 4.55 0.000 **
Compared with other companies in the same field, I
think the salary and welfare offered by the company
I work for are better.
2.93 4.81 0.000 **
I think the employees of the company I work for are
highly involved in decision making at work. 2.5 3.36 0.007 **
Statistical significance is a kind of evaluation metric; significant is indicated by an * and extremely
significant is usually marked by **. Thus, it is clear to see the differences in work values and
organizational management of the employees and cadres between the two sides of the Strait from
Tables 10 and 11.
6. Conclusions
The conclusions of the analyses in this study are summarized, anticipating that they will offer
domestic enterprises some references when developing and implementing organizational management
strategies on both sides of the Strait.
(1) Comparative results of Chinese and Taiwanese employees:
(a) Work values: The Chinese employees valued “The quality of my life can be improved through
my work”, “My own dream can be realized at work”, and “My life becomes richer due to my work”,
which all focused on their lives “at present”. On the other hand, the Taiwanese employees valued “I
never feel confused or scared while working”, “There are chances for advanced studies at work”, and
“There are many chances of promotion”, which all focused on “the future”. From this perspective, the
Chinese employees focus on their current situation and how it can improve the quality of their lives,
while the Taiwanese employees tend toward a stable job that reflects the opportunity for promotion.
(b) Organizational management: The Chinese cadre members were satisfied with the employee
training provided by the company, while the Taiwanese cadre members thought that the salaries and
welfare offered by the company were better than other companies. In general, the Taiwanese cadre
members thought more highly of their organization’s management than their Chinese counterparts did.
It appeared that the management model used in China was similar to the one used in Taiwan, showing
that the Chinese cadre members were unable to integrate in the company completely. The Taiwanese
cadre members thought better welfare could improve employees’ performances, while the Chinese
cadre members focused on encouragement and communication.
(2) An organization should know how devoted its employees are to their jobs:
Another important indicator influencing the company’s performance was the employees’ devotion
to their jobs. When recruiting new staff, applicants’ devotion and enthusiasm for their jobs should be
tested so that the organization’s performance could be improved.
(3) An organization should pay attention to defects in its organizational management and reduce
employees’ tendency to resign:
In this study, we discovered that the influences of organizational management on employees’
tendency to resign were significant. If an enterprise could improve its current organizational
management, its employees’ work attitudes could be improved as well, and their tendency to resign
should be reduced. The interviews revealed that many enterprises in Taiwan that were invested in
China did not have well-established systems for employees’ repatriation. Those assigned to work in
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China felt uncertain about their future, and this was reflected in their performance. Besides increasing
employees’ salaries, a repatriation system should be established: this ought to entail not only allowing
staff to return to their jobs in Taiwan, but also proper in-service training for Taiwanese employees in
China so that they may remain in China for long-term development. Otherwise, it is very likely that
further salary raises would be futile in increasing employees’ commitment to an organization.
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Abstract: The importance of user information and user participation for seeking business
opportunities has been widely acknowledged in a variety of industries. Therefore, this study aims
to suggest a typology for user innovation models as a strategy for sustainable development and to
investigate the characteristics of different types user innovation to encourage and support improved
utilization of user innovation in firms. For this purpose, we began by collecting 435 relevant papers
from the most-cited academic journals. Then, we developed a typology of user innovation models,
which consist of four types including workshop-based, consortium-based, crowdsourcing-based and
platform-based, and we investigated the characteristics of the suggested types in terms of applications
and research trends. The analysis results reveal that each type has different characteristics and that
there exist some research gaps in the user innovation field. Our results are expected to foster
understanding of user innovation for guiding sustainable business development and provide useful
information for both researchers and innovation mangers.
Keywords: user innovation; typology; sustainable business; business innovation; innovation model;
research trends
1. Introduction
The technological environment has changed rapidly in the past decade, and technological
convergence has occurred across a diverse range of technologies. These changes have prompted
companies to seek out and cooperate with external partners, such as government officials, research
organizations and other firms in order to strengthen their capabilities and have increased the necessity
for firms to engage in strategic planning in order to survive in the market. Paying attention to customers’
diverse requirements for new products and services has become one of the essential factors for firms’
survival, highlighting the user as a firm’s principal external partner for developing sustainable business
models. Corporate sustainability can be defined as meeting the needs of a firm’s stakeholders such
as employees, customers and communities [1], by transposing the idea of sustainable development
to the firm level [2]. Considering that users are one of the most significant stakeholders, firms need
to understand users’ needs accurately and reflect these needs within their innovation processes for
developing sustainable business models. Thus, it has been critical for a firm to incorporate users’
needs, ideas and feedbacks in innovation for its sustainable growth.
For decades, firms have investigated user behaviors [3,4], and users have been recognized as a
source of innovation [5–7], suggesting innovative ideas or creating prototypes of innovative products
that organizations can utilize in their new product development (NPD) processes and develop new
business models [8,9]. A great deal of relevant research has been conducted on diverse cases of user
innovation in practice. Earlier studies focused on the analysis of users’ role in innovation [9–13], a
comparison of user innovation with supplier-driven innovation [14], and an exploration of a suitable
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form of governance for user innovation [15]. Similarly, recent studies have dealt with topics such as the
analysis of users’ roles as innovators in specific industries [16,17] and interactions between users and
manufacturers [18]. At the same time, changes in user innovation have been significantly discussed
in previous studies by analyzing interactions among users [19–21] and providing suggestions for the
ways in which firms can utilize user communities and crowd sourcing [22–24] for innovation.
Although these studies have examined aspects of user innovation and helped to establish relevant
theories, there is a need for further studies. First, most of the empirical research has focused on one or a
few cases of user innovation in specific industries. There exist many different types of user innovation
in the various industries. Thus, it is essential to investigate the characteristics of each type in order to
fully understand user innovation as an approach to designing sustainable business models.
Second, although much research has suggested types of user innovation, most of them were
user-initiated cases. As reported by existing studies, there exist a lot of user innovation cases that
were initiated by firms. Moreover, business model innovation is more closely related to firm-initiated
cases rather than user-initiate cases. In diverse industries, firms have tried to collect user information,
knowledge and ideas to seek solutions to problems or to create innovation and business opportunities.
Thus, it is time to suggest types of user innovation from the firm perspective to support and foster
user innovation in firms.
Third, there is a lack of studies on the overall research trends in user innovation. User innovation
has spread widely to industries, and various types of user innovation have been suggested over time.
A clear understanding of its evolution is a prerequisite for the better utilization of user innovation in
practice. Although past research can enhance our understanding of user innovation, it is not easy to
understand the changes in user innovation. To address this issue, it would be meaningful to investigate
past and emerging user innovation models by analyzing patterns in user innovation research.
Therefore, this study aims to suggest a typology of user innovation models and investigate
them to encourage and support the better utilization of user innovation in firms as a method to find
sustainable business opportunities. For this purpose, first, we collected publications on user innovation
from the top 25 most-cited journals in the technology and innovation management area. Second, we
identified the user innovation context by developing an analysis strategy and a typology of user
innovation models. Third, we derived four types of user innovation models according to a typology,
and investigated the characteristics of each type in terms of the context of applications, research trends
and sustainable business models. Finally, we tried to find implications and research gaps in the user
innovation field in order to propose future research directions, especially for the purpose of business
model innovation for sustainability. The research findings are expected to enhance the understanding
of user innovation and help in the utilization of user innovation in firms for their sustainable growth.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review existing studies of user
innovation and sustainable business models. In Section 3, we explain the overall research process and
the detailed processes of this study. We describe the data collection process in Section 4 and discuss
the typology of user innovation models in Section 5. In Section 6, we investigate the characteristics of
each type of user innovation model based on the data. In Section 7, the implications, research gaps
and future research directions are explained. Finally, in Section 6, we present the contributions and
limitations of the current study.
2. Background
This study proposes a typology of user innovation models and investigates the characteristics
of the various types. To this end, we must first define the concept of user innovation models and the
criteria of a typology. Therefore, this section reviews the literature on innovation models, which can
provide a basis for defining user innovation models.
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2.1. User Innovation Models
An innovation model is a framework for understanding the relationship between technology,
science, and economics [25]. Based on the relationship, types of innovation models are defined. For
example, Rothwell [26] suggested five generations of innovation process models. Chesbrough [27]
suggested the concept of an open innovation model. In this model, internal R & D using external
resources that were acquired through cooperation with external partners is crucial. User innovation is
similar to the open innovation model in that the sharing of knowledge and information by interactions
and co-operation between actors plays an important role in innovation. Meanwhile, it is different from
the open innovation model in that its main actors consist of users, firms, or facilitating organizations
(intermediary firms, NGOs, universities, research funding agencies and governmental agencies). Further,
interactions and co-operation between users or user and firm are the principal sources of innovative
ideas. To better use open innovation, firms should not only adopt information and knowledge
from external partners, but also freely reveal their own information and knowledge to the public.
However, openness generally conflicts with firms’ need to protect their intellectual property [28]. User
innovation overcomes these limitations of open innovation and, therefore, has received much interest
from both industry and academia. However, it is not easy to define a “single” general user innovation
model because the characteristics of user innovation differ in each case of user innovation. Therefore,
this research examines cases of user innovation from past studies and suggests a typology of user
innovation models.
Most relevant research in user innovation has been conducted on actual cases, and such research
has yielded insights into several aspects of user innovation. Among them, how innovation outputs
are used and for whom are one of the most significant factors to define types of user innovations,
considering that the ultimate goal of innovation is to create value for the company, the users, and the
deliverable itself. In this vein, user innovation types can be grouped into three categories by innovation
initiators—user-initiated innovation, firm-initiated innovation, and intermediary-initiated innovation.
The existing literature tended to focus on user-initiated innovation. A representative case is
that of the user-innovator [29,30]. Though innovation outputs acquired through user innovation are
objects of commercialization, they can be a means to satisfy users’ needs. User-innovators develop
their ideas to fulfill their own needs [31–34], and share and diffuse their resulting innovations freely
to other users [29]. In several industries, such as rodeo kayaks [35,36], kite surfing equipment [30],
motorcycles [37], computer games [38] and sports-related consumer products [29], user-innovators
developed a novel product and launched it to the market. In these cases, user-innovators became user
manufacturers who led the overall innovation processes from idea generation to commercialization.
However, as new types of user innovation tools such as crowdsourcing, open-source software,
and a user toolkit have been suggested to assist firms in idea gathering from users, firm-initiated user
innovation has started to prevail in diverse industries. A lot of firms in software industries prefer to
use open source software as a platform to grab users’ ideas [39–41]. User toolkits have been used to
make users self-design their own product, and firms adopt users’ ideas to develop new products or
services in computer game [42], ski [43], and watch industries [44].
Recently, cases of user innovation led by facilitating organizations such as intermediary firms,
NGOs, universities, research funding agencies, and governmental agencies have been reported. In
these cases, intermediary firms facilitate the bringing together of users and firms to make innovative
products. InnoCentive [45], TopCoder [46], and direct firm solicitation of innovation by Procter and
Gamble [47] are good examples.
Since the concept of user innovation has come to prominence, diverse types of user innovation
initiated by different actors have been reported. Thus, these types should be considered in the process
of developing a typology of user innovation models. Among the three types, we restrict our focus
to the second type, which is worth investigating because more firms are required to innovate their
product and service offerings in collaboration with potential users in the era of open innovation.
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2.2. User Innovation for Designing Sustainable Business Models
With global development and as associated resource use has been accelerated, it seems apparent
that business as usual is not an option for a sustainable future [48]. Firms have to create value by
seizing business opportunities, deliver an economic value to customers, and provide ecological and/or
social value to the public for their continuous growth. Emphasizing the importance of business as
a driver of innovation, previous studies suggested that a business model is a useful framework for
corporate innovation [49–51], and business model innovation is a key to success of firms [52,53].
However, long-run sustainability needs clear understanding about economic, environmental and social
factors of sustainability [54] and may require radical, fundamental and difficult changes in corporate
business models [55].
The business model is the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value
and can be described through nine building blocks: (1) customer segments; (2) value proposition;
(3) channels; (4) customer relationships; (5) revenue streams; (6) key resources; (7) key activities;
(8) partner network; and (9) cost structure [56]. In particular, a “sustainable” business model is defined
as a business model that creates competitive advantage through superior customer value as well
as contributes to sustainable development of the company and society [52]. To build a sustainable
business model, firms have to transform their business models towards creating positive impacts
or reduce negative impacts for the environment and society. This business model innovation for
sustainability is realized by changing the way of firms’ value network creation, value capture and
delivery, and value proposition [48]. Hence, firms have to generate new sources of profit by finding
novel value proposition and value constellation combinations for developing sustainable business
models [57].
Users, as major customers, can be valuable sources in developing sustainable business models.
Stubbs and Cocklin [50] asserted that sustainable business models must develop internal structural
and cultural capabilities to achieve firm-level sustainability and collaborate with key stakeholders
to achieve sustainability for the system that a firm is part of. Here, one of the major stakeholders is
users. They reveal who the key customers are and what values they want to have. In addition, they are
willing to develop and even offer their own innovation ideas to firms. In a similar vein, Osterwalder
and Pigneur [56] also emphasized the significance of users for business model development by arguing
that customer segments, customer relationships and channels should be aligned, considering potential
trade-offs, to conceptualize an effective business model. By adopting user innovation that consists of
user-own information and knowledge, therefore, firms can generate a novel value proposition, leading
to sustainable business model innovation. Here, it should be noted that business model innovation is
not just changing the product and service offerings for the customer. It involves changing “the way of
business”, rather than “what firms do” and must go beyond process and products [58].
Accordingly, business model innovation for sustainability should be pursued from the perspective
of sociotechnical systems, not in terms of the technical system. Quite naturally, the role of users
as sources of innovative ideas for sustainable business models should also be analyzed within
the framework of sociotechnical systems. For example, in the case of living labs, users shape the
innovation in their own real-life environments, unlike the traditional approaches to users where the
insights of users were captured and interpreted by experts [59]. Innovation occurs in value network
constellations and users play a significant role. This notion indicates that it is worth investigating
the role of users in the process of business model innovation, which is expected to help facilitate the
adoption of user innovation models by firms for designing sustainable business models.
3. Overall Research Processes
The overall research process of this study is shown in Figure 1. First, we collected relevant
papers on user innovation from online academic journals. Second, we identified a user innovation
context based on collected papers. Here, we adopted the 5W1H (i.e., who, when, where, what, why,
how) method to develop an analysis strategy and a typology of user innovation models. Third,
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we investigated user innovation types. The context of applications and the research trends of each type
were analyzed. At last, we derived implications and future research trends based on the analysis results.
 
Figure 1. Overall research process.
3.1. Step 1: Collect Data for Analysis
3.1.1. Develop a Search Strategy
We collected papers published between 1976 and 2015 from the top 25 most-cited technology
and innovation management journals that were mentioned in past studies [60,61]. We used “user
innovation” and “user-innovation” as the initial search keywords. All of the publications that include
the term “user innovation” or “user-innovation” in the title, abstract, or keywords were collected. The
initial keywords were too simple in order to search for sufficient amounts of relevant publications,
so we tried to analyze the author keywords of collected publications to extend the search terms.
Keywords which have been used more frequently than others were selected; then, among them,
meaningful keywords in the user innovation context were chosen to extend the search keywords
set (see Table 1). The extended keyword set includes “open source software”, “user community”,
“co-creation”, “crowdsourcing”, “user design”, “self design”, “user toolkit” and “lead user”. These
are the top eight keywords most frequently appearing as keywords in the papers obtained by our
initial search.
Table 1. Extended keywords set.
Keywords Number of Publications Search Term
Open source software 4 “open source software”, “open-source software”
User community 8 “user community”, “user-community”
User toolkit 6 “user toolkit”, “user-toolkit”
Lead user 3 “lead user”, “lead-user”
Co-creation 2 “cocreation”, “co-creation”
Crowdsourcing 2 “crowdsourcing”, “crowd-sourcing”
User design 2 “user design”, “user-design”
Self design 2 “self design”, “self-design”
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3.1.2. Construct a Database for Analysis
The collected publications were screened to construct a database for analysis. In order to identify
the user innovation context, publications that described a theoretical approach without a concrete
mention of user innovation cases or processes were excluded.
3.2. Step 2: Identify User Innovation Context
3.2.1. Develop an Analysis Strategy
To identify the user innovation context, we first developed an analysis strategy by adopting the
5W1H method, and the results of using this method to find out how firms get ideas from users are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. 5W1H: how firms get ideas from users.
5W1H How Firms Get Ideas from Users
Who Types of users
Where Types of industries
What Innovation ideas—types of problems
When Firms’ innovation processes
Why Firms’ purposes of getting information
How Types of tools firms utilize to get information from users
3.2.2. Develop a Typology of User Innovation Models
According to the types of initiators—user, firm, and facilitating organizations—user innovation
models can be distinguished. Hence, a typology of user innovation models has to cover those diverse
types. However, because the current study investigates user innovation from the firm perspective, the
suggested typology just covers firm-initiated user innovation models. We regarded the motivation
of firms initiating innovation as the most important aspect of firm-initiated user innovation. They
correspond to “what” and “why” in Table 1. Thus, we defined the “purpose of getting ideas” (“why”
firms start to get ideas) and the “types of problems” (“what” problems are they dealing with) as the
criteria of a typology. Accordingly four type of innovation models can be identified from a two-by-two
matrix. We also attempted to assign types of tools (“how” firms get ideas from users) to each type of
user innovation model, which is also significant for firms in order to implement user-driven innovation.
3.3. Step 3: Investigate Types of User Innovation Models
The four types of suggested user innovation models were analyzed in terms of the context of
applications and the research trends. The analysis results provide information about “who,” “where,”
and “how” in the user innovation context. The criteria “when” was removed from our analysis because
relatively little information about when user ideas were utilized during the innovation process was
provided in the papers. In addition, innovation processes are so diverse across firms that it is infeasible
to define a standard innovation process, which is a preliminary procedure for our analysis.
3.3.1. Analyze the Context of Applications
To investigate “who,” “where,” and “how” in the user innovation context, the kinds of users,
industry, and tools in each type were analyzed. Particularly, the industry is worth investigating
because user innovation may not be appropriate for all industries. Many researchers regarded users as
product developers who contribute to innovation [9] in the semiconductor [12], scientific instrument [7],
and machine tool industries [11]. However, different industries many need different types of user
innovation models. For the analysis, we adopted the International Standard Industrial Classification
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(ISIC) to clearly distinguish the types of industry and we standardized the types of users based on the
existing studies (see Table 3).
Table 3. Types of users.
Types of Users Definitions
General users Individuals or groups who use or may use a product/service from a target firm
Expert users Users who own technical skills and knowledge
Lead users Users who experienced needs still unknown to general users
Innovative users Users who self-developed an innovation for their own needs
User community A group of users
3.3.2. Analyze the Research Trends
To investigate the research trends for each type of user innovation model, the annual number of
publications was analyzed and the keywords that were frequently used in pairs were extracted from
abstracts of publications. To extract keywords, a text-mining tool, TextAnalyst, was used.
4. Data Collection
As a result of the initial search, 140 publications were collected. By investigating the author
keywords of 140 collected publications, an extended keywords set that consists of eight terms was
defined as shown in Table 3. Using the extended keywords set, an additional 295 publications
were collected.
Consequently, a total of 435 publications were collected from 25 journals. The annual number of
publications from 1976–2015 was stable at one to two before 2000, but it has rapidly increased since
then (See Figure 2). We screened 435 collected papers to construct a database for analysis. After the
screening, 149 publications on user innovation were chosen for our analysis (see Appendix 1).
 
Figure 2. The annual number of collected publications (1976–July 2015).
5. Types of User Innovation Models
To derive the types of user innovation models, we first define the levels of the criteria. Firms may
utilize users’ innovation ideas to seek solutions for problems or to co-create innovation with users
based on user-own information or knowledge.
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Hence, the first criterion, “purpose of getting ideas,” consists of two levels: idea adoption and idea
co-creation. In the former case, interactions between firms and users are likely to be one-directional;
users transfer their innovation ideas to a firm while firms try to capture ideas from users. Whereas, in
the latter case, relationships between firms and users are interactional; discussions and feedback may be
developed between firms and users to co-create innovation ideas. User–firm interactions and user–user
interactions have been recognized as factors affecting innovation performance [6]. Particularly, it was
discovered that user–firm interactions reduce the uncertainty of innovation, and this is linked to the
successful commercialization of new products or services [18]. As was mentioned above, there are two
types of user–firm interactions: one-directional, such as innovation contests [62,63], and interactional,
such as direct user involvement in a firm’s innovation process [64–66]. The interaction can also happen
between users. User–user interactions enable the diffusion of knowledge, information, and experience
that individual users own, and encourage user innovation [67]. However, as the focus of this study is
firm-initiated user innovation, only the user–firm interactions are considered for further analysis.
The second criterion, “types of problems,” consists of two levels: a given problem and an open
problem. Firms may adopt user ideas to solve a pre-defined problem, for example, finding a way
to improve a particular function of their products/services, which is the former case. Actually, lead
users own much of the solution knowledge about specific problems, and thus, they frequently play
a key role in the creation of knowledge [68]. On the other hand, firms may utilize user ideas to
handle an open-ended problem, for example, exploring all possible ways to improve their existing
product/services. These are the two most critical factors that will affect the way firms adopt
user innovation.
According to the criteria of a typology, four types of firm-initiated user innovation models are
derived (see Figure 3). We named the four types that were derived by considering the available types
of tools for getting ideas, information, and knowledge for each type, focusing on the most frequently
used ones.
 
Figure 3. Four types of user innovation models.
At first, in the case of type 1, firms can organize user-involved workshops to seek solutions
for problems by cooperating with users. Thus, the name “workshop-based” was given to this type.
Second, in the case of type 2, firms generally co-work with users who possess technical knowledge,
such as experts, technicians and professional users to determine some problems and to co-create
novel innovation. Hence, the name “consortium-based” was assigned to this type. Third, when firms
want to seek solutions for given problems, they tend to crowdsource innovation ideas by using idea
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competition or contest. Thus, this type was named “crowdsourcing-based”. At last, in the case of
type 4, firms are likely to develop online or offline platforms that are open to users for the purpose of
problem-seeking. This case was called “platform-based”.
After the designation, we assigned 149 publications to each type. The result is shown in Table 4.
Among 149 publications, 57 were assigned to the “platform-based” category, 36 to the “workshop-based”
type, 21 to the “crowdsourcing-based” format, and seven to the “consortium-based” type. The other
28 publications were not assigned to any of the four types because they addressed user innovation
cases in which the innovation initiators were not firms.
Table 4. The number of assigned publications to each type of user innovation models.







6. Characteristics of User Innovation Models
6.1. The Context of Applications
The analysis results of the context of applications for each type of user innovation model are
as follows.
Firstly, the results for the “workshop-based” type are shown in Table 5. In this type, firms generally
got ideas from general or lead users; the workshop, lead user method, user research interviews,
surveys, and group research are the main types of tools. This type has occurred in diverse sectors such
as the manufacturing, information and communication, and many service industries. The results mean
that because this type utilizes relatively basic and traditional tools, it has widely spread to a diverse
range of industries. The firms in this type must determine solutions based on user-owned information
and knowledge; thus, they seem to prefer selected users to large groups of people, such as the user
community, for their purposes. Figure 4 depicts the model for this type.
Next, the results for the “consortium-based” type are shown in Table 6. In this type, firms generally
got ideas from expert users via collaboration. Firms in professional, scientific, and technical activities
industries prefer this type. The purpose of a consortium is to explore ideas to find out potential
problems and solutions for them. Thus, expert users who possess technical knowledge and skills seem
to be preferred. Figure 5 depicts the model of this type.
The results for the “crowdsourcing-based” type are shown in Table 7. In this type, general users
and the user community are the main types of users and crowdsourcing and idea competition are
primarily used as tools for getting ideas. Firms in manufacturing, such as the computer, automotive,
and information and communication industries, prefer this type. In this type, crowdsourcing or idea
competition for the design of products (e.g., the design of sporting goods, jewellery, and baby products)
are frequently used as the main tools. Thus, general users or the user community are preferred.
However, some cases of idea competition which focused on a lead or expert users also appeared.
Figure 6 depicts the model of this type.
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Table 5. Characteristics of types of user innovation models: workshop-based.
The Number of Cases
Types of users
General users 18 (45.0%)
Lead users 16 (40.0%)





Information and communication 7 (17.5%)
Professional, scientific, and technical activities 4 (10.0%)
Financial and insurance activities 2 (5.0%)
Wholesale and retail trade 1 (2.5%)
Administrative and support service activities 1 (2.5%)
Types of tools
Workshop (customer participation, user involvement) 11 (27.5%)
Others (repertory grid, skepticism-identification, casemap) 11 (27.5%)
Lead user method 9 (17.5%)
User research (interview, survey, group research) 4 (10.0%)
 
Figure 4. Innovation model: “workshop-based” type.
Table 6. Characteristics of types of user innovation models: consortium-based.
The Number of Cases
Types of users
Expert users 5 (75.4%)
Lead users 1 (14.3%)




Professional, scientific, and technical activities 4 (57.1%)
Information and communication 2 (28.6%)
Manufacturing 1 (14.3%)
Types of tools
Collaboration (co-development, co-invention) 5 (83.3%)
Living lab 1 (16.7%)
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Figure 5. Innovation model: “consortium-based” type.
Table 7. Characteristics of types of user innovation models: crowdsourcing-based.
The Number of Cases
Types of users
General users 11 (50.0%)
User community 6 (27.3%)
Innovative users 2 (9.1%)
Lead users 1 (4.5%)
Expert users 1 (4.5%)
Types of industry
Manufacturing 13 (59.1%)
Information and communication 6 (27.3%)




Competitions (idea contest, idea competition) 8 (16.7%)
Open platform 1 (4.5%)
Lead user method 1 (4.5%)
 
Figure 6. Innovation model: “crowdsourcing-based” type.
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At last, the results for the “platform-based” type are shown in Table 8. In this type, firms generally
acquire ideas from general users and the user community by using an open platform, such as an
open-source software and online community or user toolkits. Thus, firms in the software industry that
use open-source software and manufacturing firms that provide users with toolkits both prefer this
type. Figure 7 depicts the model of this type.
Table 8. Characteristics of types of user innovation models: platform-based.
The Number of Cases
Types of users
User community 21 (37.5%)
General users 20 (35.7%)
Expert users 7 (12.5%)
Innovative users 5 (8.9%)
lead users 4 (7.1%)
Types of industry
Information and communication 30 (53.6%)
Manufacturing 24 (42.9%)
Professional, scientific, and technical activities 3 (5.4%)
Human health and social work activities 1 (1.8%)
Types of tools
Open platform (open source software) 24 (42.9%)
User toolkit 13 (23.2%)
Online community 10 (17.9%)
Virtual worlds 3 (5.4%)
Crowdsourcing 2 (3.6%)
 
Figure 7. Innovation model: “platform-based” type.
6.2. The Research Trends
The research trends for the types of user innovation models are as follows: First, the trends of
publications for the four types are shown in Table 9. The number of publications in the “workshop-based”
type has consistently increased since 1986. Since this type is relatively traditional, relevant research
seems to be published earlier than other types. The number of publications in the “platform-based”
type has rapidly increased since 2003. This may be affected by the special issue on open-source
software that was published in 2003 (Research Policy) and 2006 (Management Science). The number of
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publications in the “crowdsourcing-based” type shows increasing trends since 2010, which means that
crowdsourcing is one of the recent hot topics within the user innovation field. The top five papers with
the largest number of citations in each type are listed in Appendix 2.
Table 9. The research trends: the number of publications.













2006 1 1 7
2007 1 1
2008 3 1 4
2009 4 1 4
2010 1 1 2
2011 1 4 3
2012 6 4 3
2013 6 1 3 6
2014 6 2 4 9
2015 2 1 2 3
Next, the keywords for the four types that we extracted are shown in Table 10. In the
“workshop-based” type, judging from pairs of keywords such as “product-user,” “user-idea,” and
“user-knowledge,” we can infer that firms in this type usually get ideas or knowledge from
people who use their products. In the “consortium-based” type, pairs of keywords such as
“collaborative-prototyping,” “problem-prototyping,” and “user-collaboration” show that the main
characteristics of this type is a collaboration of firms and users to derive some prototypes. In the
“crowdsourcing-based” type, pairs of keywords such as “user-crowdsourcing,” “idea-crowdsourcing,”
and “user-competition” show the main types of tools in this type. In the “platform-based”
type, “user-community,” “user-toolkit,” “software-community,” and “source-software” indicate the
frequently used tools and the main kinds of users of this type. A time-series analysis was also
conducted but it offered few meaningful implications, indicating that the research focus has remained
largely the same in each category when judged by keywords.
Table 10. The research trends: a pair of keywords in abstracts.
Workshop-Based Consortium-Based Crowdsourcing-Based Platform-Based
Product-development Product-innovation Idea-competition User-community
Product-user Collaborative-prototyping Idea-generation (Open)Source-software
(lead) user-method Product-user User-idea User-product
User-idea Problem-prototyping Product-idea User-toolkit
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6.3. Consortium-Based User Innovation for Sustainable Business Models
For designing sustainable business models, one of the key challenges is to enable a firm to gain
economic value for itself through delivering social and environmental benefits [69]. In addition,
many researchers argue that considering social practices is of importance for making changes
to existing routines and lifestyles to more appropriate ones for sustainability purposes [70–72].
A consortium-based innovation can be one of the ways to tackle these challenges by taking a
sociotechnical approach to developing sustainable business models.
Living labs are an emerging and representative approach to consortium-based user innovation.
Being characterized by openness and user involvement, this approach requires firms to consider
ideas stemming from external sources in the innovation processes, particularly those from users [73].
It stresses the central role of the user and users are active participants. Thus, the living labs
approach is regarded as a method of innovation, a collection of open innovation tools and networks,
experimentation platforms, and a tool for user involvement from the sociotechnical perspective. For
example, Liedtke et al. [74] introduce the sustainable living lab research infrastructure as an example of
a setting for socio-technical experiments in product-service-systems. Other researchers have focused
on living labs as a tool for research and governance [75,76], for solving social problems [77], or for
social innovation [78].
In our analysis, the living lab was used as a tool for user innovation in a “consortium-based”
type (see Table 6). However, there are few papers having both keywords “user innovation” and
“Living lab(s)” in the top 25 most-cited innovation journals, possibly because the living lab research
is building its own research streams. Actually, we could find more living lab papers published in
other journals than our target innovation journals. About 303 publications are retrieved by searching
on GoogleScholar using “living lab” and “user innovation” as searching keywords. These studies
were conducted to suggest a framework to fertilize user innovation by using a living lab [79,80],
explore user innovation in living labs [81], seek out affecting factors of user participation in living
lab field trials [82], and explore differences between several test methods for user involvement in a
living lab context [83]. User innovation studies, adopting a living lab approach, have been conducted
sporadically. Investigating these studies in detail will provide meaningful implications for developing
sustainable business models.
7. Implications and Future Research Directions
Several implications that can be derived from the analysis and future research possibilities are
discussed here. First, the number of studies about the “consortium-based” type is relatively small.
Recently, research about living lab, a representative approach for a “consortium-based” type, has been
actively conducted in practice and academia. Seeking new innovation ideas in a consortium enables to
change a firm’s business models from the perspective of industrial eco-systems and not within the
firm. Therefore, it may be valuable to study the “consortium-based” type in the future; for instance, how
a living lab approach can be utilized to facilitate user innovation in the context of innovation studies.
Among 149 publications on user innovation (see Appendix 1), we could find only one relevant paper,
which uses the keyword “living lab” in its abstract. Though most of the living lab research is expected
to be published in other journals, more discussions would be needed in the innovation journals.
Second, the user community has hardly been utilized for idea co-creation; however, it has widely
been utilized for idea adoption. It is possible that the user community possesses plenty of useful
information and knowledge for the development of products, technology and service if it is comprised
of lead or expert users. Thus, if firms establish a workshop or a consortium with a user community,
then there exists a possibility that firms can get useful ideas for new business development. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to study a potentiality of the user community as a cooperation partner for idea
adoption in firms.
Third, service firms have seldom utilized crowdsourcing or an open platform. In a “workshop-based”
type, firms in service industries (e.g., the financial, insurance, and mobile telephone sectors) have
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held workshops to obtain ideas from users. In contrast to the “workshop-based” type, in the
“crowdsourcing-based” and “platform-based” types, just a few firms in service industries have adopted
ideas from users. Service quality is influenced by firm–user interactions, meaning that user innovation
is significant for sustainable business development not only in manufacturing fields but also service
fields. Hence, the way in which firms adopted users’ ideas to seek out solutions or problems can be a
valuable research subject in future studies.
Finally, there exists a lack of studies on the intermediated user innovation, though we restricted
our focus to firm-initiated user innovation. Most of the existing studies tended to link user innovator
roles mainly to organizational tasks by restricting their focus to innovation processes taking place
inside the firm. However, the recent trend towards openness brings about new inter actor tasks
between the organizations and individuals participating in open innovation, where the role of the
intermediary to facilitate or manage these emerging tasks would emphasized. Of course, we could find
a few user innovation cases led by intermediaries that support cooperation between firms and users
but relevant research has hardly been conducted. Intermediated user innovation led by intermediaries
can be a good alternative for firm-initiated or user-led innovation, and the characteristics of this type
of user innovation may be valuable to analyze. That is, using an intermediary can be another option
for seeking new business ideas. Therefore, in future studies, research on the intermediaries of user
innovation must be conducted.
8. Conclusions
Users can be a valuable source for new business development. This study aims to suggest a
typology of user innovation models that can encourage and support utilization of user innovation for
seeking new business opportunities and further designing sustainable business models based on the
opportunities. We retrieved relevant papers from the 25 most-cited journals in the technology and
innovation management field and adopted a 5W1H method to develop an analysis strategy and a
typology of user innovation models. Four types of user innovation models were derived according to
a suggested typology, and the characteristics of each type of user innovation model were investigated
in terms of applications and research trends. As a result of the study, we found that each type of user
innovation model prevailed in different industries, and firms of each type utilized different tools to
adopt ideas, information and knowledge from various kinds of users. We determined that there are
some research gaps and suggest future research directions to achieve user innovation for sustainable
business growth.
This study contributes to future research in two ways: First, our results on a typology of user
innovation model and analysis results for each type can provide useful information to the decision
makers of firms that want to get ideas from users for their new business development. For example,
firms that want to get ideas from users in specific industries can acquire information about which
types of users and tools are suitable for their purposes. Second, we identified gaps on user innovation
research and suggest directions for future study. Although there exist many studies on user innovation,
research on trends of user innovation has not been conducted. The results of research trends enhance
our understanding of user innovation studies and future research directions can encourage further
studies on user innovation as a meaningful approach to business innovation.
Although this study has made meaningful contributions, it also has some limitations. First, it
only focuses on firm-initiated user innovation. Since a proposed typology covers only firm-initiated
user innovation, it is not a complete one. In addition, our typology for user innovation models was
developed completely according to literature on the assumption that frequently used innovation
models are often studied in academia and, thus, may not coincide with the reality of user innovation in
the field. Second, more in-depth trends analysis needs to be carried out because this study investigated
only the number of papers in each type of user innovation model. However, more meaningful
implications can be derived from time-series analysis on types of users, industries, or tools in each type.
Finally, there is still room for further improvements in data collection. The data source for analysis was
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restricted to the 25 most-cited journals in the technology and innovation management field. However,
user innovation is a multi-disciplinary research field, and there may exist relevant papers in other
fields. Hence, future research will address these issues.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. The List of the Top 25 Most-Cited Journals and the Number of Collected
Publications from Each Journal
Journals
The Number of Publications
Collected Analyzed
Academy of Management Journal 5 1
Academy of Management Review 4 1
Administrative Science Quarterly 2 2
American Economic Review -
California Management Review 13 5
Economic Journal 1 -
Harvard Business Review 16 4
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management 7 1
Industrial and Corporate Change 7 3
International Journal of Technology Management 16 4
Journal of Marketing 12 7
Journal of Marketing Research 1 -
Journal of Political Economy - -
Journal of Product Innovation Management 92 29
Long Range Planning 6 3
Management Science 26 11
MIS Quarterly 24 3
MIT Sloan Management Review 12 4
Organization Science 11 4
R & D Management 52 17
Research Policy 54 28
Research-Technology Management 21 8
Strategic Management Journal 21 1
Technological Forecasting and Social Change 19 6
Technovation 13 7
Total 435 149
Appendix 2. Key Papers in Each Type of User Innovation
Appendix 2.1. Workshop-Based
No Title Journals Citations *
1 Lead users: a source of novel product concepts Management science 3943
2 Lead user analyses for the development of newindustrial products Management science 1077
3
From experience: Developing new product
concepts via the lead user method: a case study
in a “low tech” field
Journal of product
innovation management 730
4 Creating breakthroughs at 3M Harvard business review 729
5
Characteristics of innovating users in a
consumer goods field: an empirical study of
sport-related product consumers
Technovation 464
* The number of citations is based on Google Scholar data.
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Appendix 2.2. Consortium-Based
No Title Journals Citations *
1 Users' contributions to radical innovation: evidence fromfour cases in the field of medical equipment technology R&D Management 334
2 The role of the interaction between the user andmanufacturer in medical equipment innovation R&D Management 261
3
Community engineering for innovations: the ideas
competition as a method to nurture a virtual community
for innovations
R&D Management 242
4 Using users: when does external knowledge enhancecorporate product innovation?
Strategic Management
Journal 26
5 Collaborative prototyping: cross-fertilization ofknowledge in prototype-driven problem solving
Journal of product
innovation management 9
* The number of citations is based on Google Scholar data.
Appendix 2.3. Crowdsourcing-Based
No Title Journals Citations *
1
Performance assessment of the lead-user




Toolkits for idea competitions: a novel
method to integrate users in new product
development
R & D Management 545
3
The value of crowdsourcing: can users really




4 Crowdsourcing as solution to distant search American managementreview 258
5 Users as service innovators: the case ofbanking services Research policy 195
* The number of citations is based on Google Scholar data.
Appendix 2.4. Platform-Based
No Title Journals Citations *
1 Open source software and the “private-collective”innovation model: issues for organization science Organization science 1756
2
Motivation of software developers in open source
projects: an internet-based survey of contributors to
the Linux kernel
Research policy 1202
3 Shifting innovation to users via toolkits Management science 1014
4 Community, joining, and specialization in opensource software innovation: a case study Research policy 844
5 Satisfying heterogeneous user needs via innovationtoolkits: the case of Apache security software Research policy 716
* The number of citations is based on Google Scholar data.
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Abstract: Despite the economic crisis still heavily affecting most of Europe, a possible resumption
can be found in the revitalization of public and private investments. These investments should be
directed not only towards the strategic areas of infrastructures and production, but also to those
which allow for a higher level of the quality of life (sports facilities, parks, etc.). In such cases, the need
to balance the reasons of financial sustainability with environmental and social profiles is even more
evident. Thus, multicriteria techniques, supporting complex assessments, should be implemented
together with a monetary feasibility study (cost-benefit analysis). Multidimensional methods allow
for the aggregation of different profiles into overall indicators. This study gives an account of
how the application and comparison of multi-criteria approaches based on tools characterized by
a higher or lower level of compensation between criteria can broaden the spectrum of analysis of
the problems and lead to a more subtle logic of funding for public works and works of public utility,
with a more current and mature sharing of profitability between private investors and users of
community infrastructures.
Keywords: multicriteria evaluation; economic assessment; sports facilities; strong and weak
sustainability; SMART; PROMETHEE II
1. Introduction
The formation of metropolitan cities, with geographic extensions much greater than the past,
and the integration of original cultures from different countries raise the level of complexity of
infrastructures in urban systems (transport, education, health, sports, etc.). At the same time, the recent
economic crisis has placed the institutions that have historically been producers of the investment
needed for such public works in front of the problem of having to find sufficient financial resources.
In Europe, the financing channels have been primarily identified as the resources made available by
the European Community, as well as the most advanced forms of public-private partnership. Private
partners base the decision about their adhesion to projects of public interest on the fundamental
criterion of the economic and financial convenience, which must be verified by using the appropriate
financial evaluation techniques. Although the verification of the economic and financial feasibility is
a necessary requirement for the realization of the project by private parties, the interest of the local
community can be measured through a purely monetary analysis [1–4]. Therefore, the point of view of
the public authority is broader. Based on the adopted strategic policies, it is interesting to know the
level of satisfaction on social, cultural and environmental requests [5].
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Public authorities should therefore be able to expertly mediate between the monetary feasibility
of investments and its social and political coherence compared to the demands of growth and
development from the population. In this perspective, it is important to be capable of “measuring” the
suitability of either a public project or a project of public interest, in meeting the needs expressed by
the local community. The measure of this capacity can be applied to a dual purpose: (1) identification
of local priority projects to be considered within the definition of tools for territorial government; and
(2) preparation of appropriate measures supporting the projects of public interest, which, although
possibly characterized by a smaller economic attractiveness for private investors, can make a more
significant contribution to the welfare of the community.
The assessment of the ability of a project of public interest in meeting the needs of the local
community has a multidimensional nature and must be able to integrate the local political preferences
delegated to land management.
To this end, the definition of composite indices, capable of integrating the quality of the urban
projects from the point of view of the community into an overall assessment, is useful. These synthetic
indexes can be used as evaluation instruments of the quality of urban projects from the perspective
of the community and can pose parameters of judgment to identify reliefs, for example of a financial
or tax nature, that can direct the membership of private partners to projects that are more favorable
to the community. They can also be used to identify priority actions in the field of local strategic and
financial planning.
The main functions of a composite index of sustainability related to a public work or a work of
public interest can be identified in the ability to synthetically express the quality of the project in terms
of the objectives of sustainability, to encourage communication with all of the involved parties and to
legitimize choices derived from a rational and transparent analysis of the available alternatives [6].
The purpose of this paper is the construction of socio-environmental convenience indexes and
integrated sustainability indexes for the provision of sports facilities. The index must summarize the
main needs expressed by the stakeholders. Composite indicators of this type can also be defined for
different types of projects.
This objective is pursued using different multi-criteria evaluation techniques, in view of the
distinction between “weak sustainability” and “strong sustainability”, opposing the idea of the almost
complete against the idea of only the limited substitutability of natural capital with physical capital,
respectively [7]. In particular, two different decision-making models, suitable for evaluating the
contribution of public investments and private investments of public interest from the two-fold point
of view of sustainability understood in a weak and strong sense, are proposed.
The model described in this paper is useful for the construction of a multi-dimensional index
of “restricted social convenience” and “overall social convenience” or “overall sustainability” for
investments targeted at the creation or adaptation of municipal swimming pools in the province of
Salerno (Italy). The paper is organized in some introductory Section 2, Section 3, Section 4, Section 5,
Section 6 and Section 7 on multicriteria tools for the construction of convenience indicators, in sections
on the processing of models (8 and 9) and sections summarizing and discussing the results in Section 10
and Section 11.
2. The Formulation of a Social Convenience Index for Investments of a Public Nature
Synthetic indexes or composite indicators are evaluation tools widely used in decision-making
on economy, environment, globalization, society, innovation and technology [8], public policies [9],
sustainability about single civil engineering works [10] and at a local level [11], as well as in ranking
countries [12].
Several aggregation procedures have been proposed to build a composite indicator integrating
manifold issues [13,14]; however, from an operational point of view, they are the result of an
aggregation rule applied to values representing the performance of a given alternative on a set
of criteria.
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The construction of a social synthetic index includes the following fundamental steps:
1. the carrying out of a detailed analysis of the basic needs of the local community as an instrument
guiding the identification of the relevant points of view in the analysis of alternatives [15];
2. the choice of a suitable aggregation procedure, considering the use of the composite indicator in
the sustainable management of the territory and the necessity of being easily understandable for
local administrators, even if they do not have specific technical competences in decision analysis;
3. the weighting of considered indicators;
4. the implementation of the aggregative model for each alternative, in order to obtain the value of
the indexes.
In general, either weights are directly attributed by experts or special techniques used in order to
achieve more objective values. The assignment of weights to single indicators for their aggregation is
considered a crucial step in social multicriteria evaluation, and a good solution could be the renunciation
of their same assignment, considering, therefore, equal weights for all of the indicators. In this case, the
number of the considered indicators will represent the importance of the criterion that they express [8].
The choice of aggregation procedure is also an important step for the essential implications of
each procedure. Furthermore, it is known that the application of different decision models can lead to
different results for the same decision problem [6,16].
The main aggregation approaches belong to Multiple Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [17,18],
outranking methods, introduced by Bernard Roy [19], and other “non-classical” approaches [20].
Procedures belonging to classical approaches are all suitable for handling the aggregation of
single one-dimensional indicators in a comprehensive index, since they can deal with both quantitative
and qualitative information, as well as give as an outcome a measure of the performance of the
considered alternatives.
The procedures belonging to the outranking approach, like the PROMETHEE (Preference
Ranking Organization METHod for Enrichment Evaluations) [21] and ELECTRE (ELimination
Et ChoixTraduisant la REalité) methods [19], which are based on a pair-wise comparison of the
alternatives, use weights representing the coefficient of importance and are not, in general, totally
compensatory methods [22]. This is the reason why they are able to support a strong sustainability
concept in which a bad performance on an indicator is not fully compensated by a good performance
on another one [8]. The outranking approach assumes the hypothesis of the preferential independence
of any sub-family of indicators [22].
Approaches based on multi-attribute utility theory require the consideration of an n-dimensional
utility function that assigns a value to each alternative, representing its preferability. In general, the
n-dimensional utility function is constructed by aggregating one-dimensional utility functions on a
single criterion, to which a weight may be associated [18]. Using this kind of procedure, the preferential
independence of the family of indicators is also assumed, so that the marginal utilities can be assessed;
the different indicators have to be expressed on the same scale; and the weights represent substitution
rates [22].
The additive and multiplicative techniques are the most widely used form of aggregation
function [23]. Other aggregation techniques, such as the class of Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA)
operators [24] and the Choquet integral [25,26], belong to the MAUT framework and are extensions of
weighted means. OWA operators are able to express vague quantifications, and the Choquet integral
can model interactions among criteria [27].
3. Social Convenience Indexes for Investments in Swimming Pools
In the present paper, a synthetic index of “restricted social convenience” related to projects
for supplying sports facilities to a local community is defined. The proposed composite indicator
comprehends both environmental aspects, as well as appropriate social aspects. Furthermore, a
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composite index of “overall social convenience”, also called “overall sustainability”, for the same
projects is defined. It synthesizes the environmental, social and financial aspects.
Various reasons can explain the preference commonly given to the use of procedures based on
additive value functions in the construction of synthetic indexes of sustainability:
- the modeling of preferences is rather intuitive and therefore easily understandable by non-experts;
- the value functions assign a comprehensive value to each alternative and not a measure of the
degree of preference of an alternative over another;
- unlike the outranking methods, the comparability of alternatives is always possible [22];
- the outcomes are robust due to the independent evaluation of each alternative [28].
The above-mentioned reasons also justify the decision to use the MAUT approach, in the weighted
linear form, for the formulation of an index of social convenience relating to investments for the creation
or adaptation of sports facilities [29]. Furthermore, MAUT approaches allow for compensation among
the different points of view integrated in the assessment procedure [22], with the result being agreeable
to the assumption of a weak conception of sustainability [8], that is suitable for local contexts with
several social needs to be satisfied.
With the aim of testing the results obtained with different aggregation techniques, in relation
to the conception of sustainability in the strong or weak sense, in the present study, a comparison is
made between the results achieved with the use of a compensatory aggregation procedure and of
one that tends to partly compensate for the poor performance on some criteria with the favorable
performance on other criteria. Therefore, the outcomes of the available alternatives’ evaluation through
the weighted linear sum aggregation model, in the simplified version SMART (simple multi-attribute
rating technique), will be compared to those obtained by using a less compensatory aggregation
technique. In particular, the PROMETHEE II procedure will be used. The choice of the two aggregation
procedures is justified in the following section.
4. Reasons for the Choice of Aggregation Procedures
Using multi-criteria assessments for real decision-making problems in the public sector, the
easiness of understanding the method and the minimum request for preference information from
the decision-makers have been highlighted as key features of a suitable decision-making model [6].
Since in the evaluation process for the formulation of the aggregate index of the investments’ social
convenience, the role of the decision-maker is held by political institutions, in general not equipped
with specific skills in the field of mathematical techniques for multi-criteria evaluation; the simplicity
of the method is considered essential for the contribution of the decision-makers in eliciting their
preferences, with it being more conscious and less prone to errors of interpretation.
As stated, the use of the MAUT approach is a widespread choice in the elaboration of sustainability
indexes. In view of the difficulties detected in practice for defining the trade-off between the criteria [28]
and due to the lack of information on the marginal utility functions, it was decided to resort to the
simplified formulation of the linear model MAUT, known as SMART. In contrast to the SMART method,
which like the other additive models is fully compensatory, an outranking method is used. Procedures
belonging to this class may have more or less a degree of compensation between the criteria [22].
Endowed with a greater comprehensibility for the decision-makers than ELECTRE methods [30],
the PROMETHEE II procedure is implemented here. It provides a single complete preorder, although
the non-compensatory level is more limited compared to other ELECTRE methods, in particular in the
absence of thresholds of preference, indifference and veto [31]. Applying the PROMETHEE II, we opt
for the functional form of the “usual criterion”, which avoids the definition of indifference and/or
preference thresholds, which is typically a complex [28,31,32] and time-consuming [33] exercise for
decision-makers. Neglecting the use of thresholds implies that any difference between two evaluations
produces a strict preference for the alternative having a better, even if small, evaluation with respect
the considered criterion.
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SMART and PROMETHEE II are relatively simple multi-criteria evaluation procedures and
therefore easily comprehensible by non-expert actors involved in the assessment. In particular,
as previously mentioned, among the possible forms adoptable for the preference function of the
outranking procedure, the “usual criterion” is chosen, since it does not require the definition of
additional parameters and whose understanding is intuitive. The application domains of both
procedures fit our decision problem [34], since they can treat discrete cardinal and ordinal information;
they can also solve choice and ranking decision problems; they use the same type of inter-information
between criteria, since weights reflect the relative importance between criteria [21,35]; they can be
implemented using a simple spreadsheet. In addition, weights do not depend on the measurement
scale of the criteria, both in the PROMETHEE II procedure [30] and in SMART, since in the
latter, the measurement scales are normalized [35]. These circumstances make their task easier for
decision-makers [33] and allow for the comparison of the results obtained by the two procedures.
5. Insertion of the Present Work in Literature Reviews
SMART and PROMETHEE methods are among the most used aggregation tools and have been
applied to a wide variety of decision problems.
A literature review up to the year 2010 is given by Behzadian et al. [30], revealing an abundant
production of the applications of PROMETHEE methods concerning logistic and transportation
problems; energy, water, environment and business management; chemistry, manufacturing and social
topics. In more recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in applying the various PROMETHEE
methods, and a large number of applications about the management of natural resources is available;
see Kuang et al. [36]. Only a recent interest has been shown for the specific field of assessment for
the sustainability of cities and territories. The surveyed applications are on decisions at a building
scale [37], urban scale [32,38] and on an overall assessment of global cities [39].
The main application of SMART is on environmental management decisions [40–42], but it is
also proposed for a public assessment application for mitigation and adaptation policy [43], as well as
transport [44]. On an urban scale, it is used in assessing the sustainability of built heritage [45], local
energy systems [46] and urban ecosystems [47–50].
The main aspects central to the present work are the comparison between different aggregation
procedures in multicriteria assessment and the issue of weak and strong sustainability. Previous works
have made comparisons between different assessment methods, according to the technical characteristics
of algorithms, as in [16,51], in order to make choices coherent with sustainability assessment problems [23]
or to compare the results with aided decisions [52]. Compared to previous works, we aim to compare the
outcomes from different assessment methods with regard to the compensatory effect, and confronting
SMART and PROMETHEE II, we exclude the use of thresholds, as in [51], in order to investigate
the differences between the considered methods under maximum similarity conditions. Regarding
sustainability assessment, there is a very large amount of literature on every sector and, in particular,
urban areas, as in [53], while the issue of weak and strong sustainability has been mainly addressed from a
methodological point of view [8,13,54–56]. Although there have been some specific applicatory works
on regions [57], countries [58,59], fisheries [60] and urban heritage [61], the need to address the issue of
assessment application on weak and strong sustainability [62] has been recognized. In this work, the
SMART and PROMETHEE II methods are used to assess the sustainability of single public projects in an
urban context. In particular, they are applied to a swimming pool ranking problem.
6. Aggregation by the SMART Procedure
The weighted linear aggregation is the usual procedure used in the computation of composite
indicators. Using SMART, a simplified form of MAUT [35,63] given a set of alternatives {A1, A2, . . . Am},
a set of indicators {c1, c2, . . . cn} and their respective weights {w1, w2, . . . wn}, a synthetic index (V)
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related to the alternative j is obtained by applying a weighted additive aggregation model, according




vij¨ wi i “ 1, 2, ..., n (1)
with: ÿ
i
wi “ 1 and 0 ď wi ď 1 (2)
where vi,j is the normalized performance value on the indicator ci and wi is the normalized weight [8].
The assessment vi,j is standardized to a 0–1 scale, where zero and one represent the worst and best
performances, respectively [36]. The weights can be assigned by the direct rating method, according to
which raw weights are assigned to criteria ranked according to their importance, attributing a score of
10 to the least important criterion, then assigning increasing scores to the other criteria in relation to
the first score and, finally, normalizing the sum of the assigned weights to one [35].
While in MAUT models, weights reflect both scale and importance, in SMART, weights reflect
only importance, since the scales are transformed to a common basis [64].
7. Aggregation by the PROMETHEE II Procedure
PROMETHEE procedures are based on the outranking relation, according to which an alternative
outranks another alternative if, given the preferences of the decision-makers, there are sufficient
arguments for recognizing that the first alternative is not less preferable than the second one [22]. The
construction of the outranking relation in the PROMETHEE II method is characterized by the use of
variables and parameters that are easily understandable by unexperienced decision-makers [22].
Introduced by Brans and Vincke [21], the PROMETHEE methods have been used in
applications related to multiple fields [32], but their use is not widespread in the construction of
composite indicators.
Given a set of alternatives {A1, A2, . . . Am} and a system of indicators {c1, c2, . . . cn} with their
respective weights {w1, w2, . . . wn} and knowing the performances of alternatives on single criteria,
the outranking degree corresponding to an ordered couple of alternatives (Ar, As) is defined by the
aggregated preference index, expressing the preference of Ar over As according to all of the criteria [65]:
π pAr, Asq “
ÿn
i“1 Pi pAr, Asq wi with i “ 1, 2, ..., n (3)
in which Pi (Ar, As) is a preference function related to the criteria i. Preference functions are defined
by suitable functional forms and associated parameters, assigning to the differences between the
performance of two alternatives on a criterion, di (Ar, As) = ci (Ar) ´ ci (As), a preference degree ranging
from 0–1. Among the available forms of the preference function [65], the one able to better express
the preferences of the decision-makers will be chosen for each criterion. In the proposed assessment
model, the usual criterion has been adopted for all of the considered criteria. In case of a criterion i to
be maximized, comparing the alternatives Ar and As, the usual criterion expresses a strict preference
of Ar in comparison with As only if the difference di (Ar, As) is positive. The choice is founded on the
need to use a very simple assessment model that can be easily understood by decision-makers and
on the advisability of not requiring the use of a threshold of indifference and/or of strict preference.
Thus, the generalized usual criterion does not require additional information in comparison to the
simple formulation of MAUT considered here. The preference function related to the usual criterion is
expressed as follows [65]:
Pi pAr, Asq “
#
0 i f di pAr, Asq ď 0
1 i f di pAr, Asq ą 0
(4)
This form of the generalized criterion corresponds to the “true criterion” [66], expressing a strict
preference for any difference between two evaluations [67].
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Finally, the PROMETHEE II procedure leads to a unique complete preorder ranking the
alternatives according to a decreasing order of values of the net outranking flow ϕ(Ar) for each
alternative that is given by:
ϕ pArq “ ϕ` pArq ´ ϕ´ pArq (5)
where ϕ+(Ar) is the positive flow and ϕ´(Ar) is the negative flow, representing how the alternative
Ar outranks the other ones and how Ar is outranked by the other alternatives. Positive and negative
flows are expressed as follows [65]:
ϕ` pArq “ 1m ´ 1
ÿ
k‰i π pAr, Asq with r “ 1, 2, ..., m (6)
ϕ´ pArq “ 1m ´ 1
ÿ
k‰i π pAs, Arq with r “ 1, 2, ..., m (7)
8. Three Projects for Municipal Pools in the Province of Salerno (Italy)
8.1. The swimming pool in Nocera Inferiore
The project involves the construction of an indoor swimming center to be built in the town of
Nocera Inferiore (Salerno). The plant will be able to be approved by the Italian Swimming Federation,
based on the safety standards of the Italian Olympic National Committee (CONI) and the Ministry of
Interior, which set the size of the tanks according to the activities that must take place. The plant is
designed to emit into the atmosphere the least possible amount of pollutants and adopts alternative
methods of energy production, in the present case thermo-photovoltaic hybrid panels.
The project involves the construction of a semi-Olympic indoor pool with a size of 25 per 16.66 m
and of two smaller swimming pools of 16.66 per 8 m, one dedicated to children and the other for
rehabilitation activities and water aerobics. Some services dedicated to users are also planned. They
include a bar, a solarium, a sauna and a gym. The structure is articulated on a single level consisting
of a space for the swimming pools and a service block. The structure of external cladding of the
service block will be made of panels with improved thermal performances, while the coverage of the
swimming pool area will be in curved laminated wood.
8.2. The swimming pool in Sapri
This swimming pool will be realized in the city of Sapri, more precisely in the south, in Brizzi,
close to the town center. Currently, the area is a sports ground, and with the realization of the structure,
it will become a real sports center. This project involves the construction of a concrete structure cast
in situ to be used as a reception and dressing room for athletes. The construction of the roof of the
swimming pool is planned in precast prestressed concrete.
The pool for sports (swimming, water polo) has dimensions of 12.60 m for 25.00 m and a constant
depth of 2.00 m, with an area of 315 m2 and a volume of 630 m3. The flat roof around the pool will
have a width of 2.50 m along the long side and of 4.00 m along the other side, according to the norms
of the Italian Olympic National Committee (CONI).
The pool cover, entirely prefabricated, will consist of prestressed elements and pillars, with a total
area of 747 m2 (40.60 m for 18.40 m) and a practicable deck.
8.3. The swimming pool in Salerno
The plant is located in the center of Salerno. The project will cover the top of the adult pool,
the reconstruction of the same pool, the construction of adjacent changing rooms, the renovation of
the existing building and the installation of parking areas equipped with photovoltaic shelters. The
projected plant includes an outdoor swimming pool of 28 m ˆ 20 m ˆ 1.60 m, an outdoor swimming
pool for children of 11 m ˆ 6 m ˆ 0.50 m, a solarium around the swimming pools, two changing
rooms with toilets and showers, a waiting room with reception, an infirmary, a bar room, an engine
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room, a boiler room, an outdoor parking area for about fifty cars and a green area adjacent to the
swimming plant.
9. Calculation of the Composite Indicators for the Three Municipal Pools
Relevant indicators have been selected on the basis of an in-depth analysis of the local context
conducted by the provincial public authority [68], as well as data taken from ISTAT (Istituto
Nazionale di Statistica—National Institute of Statistics) on the local social, environmental and economic
characteristics. According to ISTAT, young people are the main users of sports facilities; some student
associations as the potential user basin of each swimming pool were involved in a discussion aimed at
understanding their opinions about what features they expected a sustainable swimming pool should
have. Table 1 presents the final value tree, including the goal, criteria and indicators, while Table 2
describes the single indicators, and Table 3 shows their direction and the measurement scales. The
set of selected criteria represents all of the key sustainability aspects in relation to the specific context,
avoiding redundancy [66].
While the environmental and social aspects define the “restricted social convenience” of the
investments in question, the addition of the pre-taxation internal rate of return allows for the assessment
of the “overall sustainability”, which integrates the financial feasibility.
The aesthetic quality of the projects has not been included in the set of criteria, because the
alternatives can be considered as having the same level of architectonic quality.
While indicators I1, I4, I6 and I7 are measured in their natural scales, indicators I2, I3 and I5 express
qualitative judgments. Their levels of performance are measured according to the values shown in Table 4.




I1—Spared emissions from plants
I2—Preservation of natural land
I3—Accessibility
Social issues
I4—Level of supply of swimming services
I5—Synergistic effect
I6—Employment effect
Financial issue I7—Pre-taxation internal rate of return
Table 2. Description of indicators.
Codes-Indicators Description
I1—Spared emissions from plants
It measures the spared emission of CO2 per user due to the
reduction of energy consumption from traditional energy
sources
I2—Preservation of natural land It expresses the quality of a project regarding the shift ofnatural land to artificial areas
I3—Accessibility It regards the presence of dedicated parking for users and thequality of a suitable public transport service
I4—Level of supply of swimming
services
It concerns the level of the supply of swimming services
against the local level of demand.
I5—Synergistic effect
It is achieved if the swimming plant is localized near other
sports facilities, creating an integrated system of sports
facilities useful also as a center for social gathering
I6—Employment effect It expresses the contribution to the development of newemployment
I7—Pre-taxation internal rate of return It expresses the financial feasibility of the investment
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Table 3. Information on indicators.
Codes-Indicators Direction Measurement Scale
I1—Spared emissions from plants To bemaximized kg CO2/year
I2—Preservation of natural land To bemaximized Judgment measured on an ordinal scale
I3—Accessibility To bemaximized Judgment measured on an ordinal scale
I4—Level of supply of swimming services To bemaximized
Supply of swimming services/relative
demand
I5—Synergistic effect To bemaximized Judgment measured on an ordinal scale
I6—Employment effect To bemaximized Number of employees
I7—Pre-taxation internal rate of return To bemaximized Value on 0–1 scale





Presence of dedicated parking
and of a suitable public
transport service
10 Nearness to more than onesports facility 10
Presence of dedicated parking
and of an insufficient public
transport service
5 Nearness to one sports facility 5
Shifting of natural
land to artificial area 0
Absence of dedicated parking
and of a suitable public
transport service
0 Nearness to no sports facility 0
Table 5 summarizes the performance of the considered projects for swimming facilities on the set
of indicators. The projects cover three geographical areas of the province of Salerno, which are the city
of Salerno, the city of Nocera and the city of Sapri.




I1 (kg CO2/year) 81,620 80,465 106,000
I2 (ordinal judgment) 10 0 0
I3 (ordinal judgment) 10 5 5
Social issues
I4 (supply/demand) 0.96 1 1
I5 (ordinal judgment) 5 10 5
I6 (number of employees) 25 40 15
Fin. issue I7 (Pre-taxation internal rate of return) 0.129 0.117 0.140
For the purposes of the aggregation of the performances of the alternatives using the SMART
method, we consider the standardized marginal utility functions assigning the value one to the best
performance according to the considered indicator and the value zero to the worst one with the linear
form of marginal utilities for indicators.
The aggregation of performances by the PROMETHEE II method does not require the
transformation into a common scale, thanks to a pairwise comparison between the alternatives.
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Initially, we calculated the synthetic index of the “restricted” social convenience relative to the
alternatives under consideration. Regarding the weights, in the first assessment, we attached the same
value to all of the indicators (0.166), by giving the same importance to the social and environmental
criteria. This choice is justified by the consideration that the social and environmental issues are the
main topics of sustainability in the considered local context.
Using the “distance from the best and worst performers” technique [6], the normalized
performance table is obtained (Table 6).
Finally, according to Equations (1) and (5), the composite indicators of the restricted social
convenience (RSC) related to the considered projects are calculated (Table 7). They express the
environmental and social quality of each project.
The local administrations involved can choose the system of weights that best suit their policies.
The composite indicators shown in Table 7 refer to a situation in which the same importance is attached
to individual indicators and then to the two social and environmental criteria. However, if the social
aspects are considered doubly more important than the environmental ones, the composite indicators
will become the RSC’ ones of Table 8.




I1 0.05 0 1
I2 1 0 0
I3 1 0 0
I4 0 1 1
I5 0 1 0
I6 0.40 1 0
Table 7. Composite indicators of social convenience obtained by assuming equal importance of the








On the contrary, if the environmental issues are twice preferred in comparison to the social issues,
the requested synthetic indexes are those in the columns RSC” of Table 8. The different preferences
related to the relative importance among the indicators could still be considered to better represent the
preferences of the decision-maker.
Table 8. Composite indicators of social convenience obtained taking a double preference for the social
aspects with respect to the environmental ones (RSC1) and vice versa (RSC”).
Projects RSC1 (SMART) RSC1 (PROM.) RSC” (SMART) RSC” (PROM.)
Salerno 0.316 ´0.111 0.499 0.278
Nocera 0.667 0.333 0.333 ´0.167
Sapri 0.333 ´0.222 0.333 ´0.111
We then calculated the composite indicators of the overall sustainability (SC) obtained
by integrating in the evaluation the contribution of the financial feasibility to the aspects of
social convenience.
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Table 9 shows the composite indexes of integrated sustainability obtained with the SMART
and PROMETHEE II procedures assuming equal importance to the three categories (the social,
environmental and financial one) of the indicators.
Table 9. Composite indicators of integrated sustainability obtained by assuming equal importance for
the social, environmental and financial aspects.
Projects
Composite Indicators




Finally, Table 10 presents the aggregate indices obtained by attributing to the social aspects
a double importance compared to the environmental ones, while the environmental and financial
aspects are considered of equal importance (SC1) and the aggregate indices obtained by giving to the
environmental aspects a double importance in comparison to the social ones, while the financial and
social aspects are considered of equal importance (SC”).
Table 10. Composite indicators of integrated sustainability obtained by assuming a double preference
for the social aspects over the environmental and financial ones (SC1) and vice versa (SC”).
Projects SC1 (SMART) SC1 (PROM.) SC” (SMART) SC” (PROM.)
Salerno 0.371 ´0.083 0.509 0.208
Nocera 0.501 0.000 0.250 ´0.375
Sapri 0.500 0.083 0.500 0.167
10. Summary and Discussion of the Results
In this paper, the simplified linear aggregative model SMART and the PROMETHEE II model
have been tested with the aim of verifying their utility in the elaboration of synthetic indexes for the
choice or ranking of investments in urban development. Table 11 presents the rankings obtained
through the use of the two procedures for the aggregation of the partial evaluation of the alternatives
on the criteria.
As expected, the outcomes of the evaluation carried out by the considered methods lead to
different scenarios. The comparison between the evaluation table (Table 3) and the ranking table
(Table 11) induces the following considerations.
Assuming the same importance attributed to the classes of indicators, the exclusion of the financial
parameter in the valuation of the synthetic index penalizes the investment in the territory of Sapri,
which is the most disadvantaged for two out of three indicators for both the social category and the
environmental aspects. Using SMART, the best performances of the alternative A2 (Nocera) on the
social indicators offset the very bad performances on the environmental aspects. On the contrary,
PROMETHEE II rewards the more balanced performances of the alternative A1 (Salerno).
If an equal importance is recognized for the various classes of indicators, the inclusion of the
financial parameter in the evaluation of the synthetic index reverses the ranking of the investment
in Sapri, which is the most disadvantaged for two out of three indicators for both the social and
environmental categories. The drawback is re-balanced by the best financial performance.
Assuming a greater importance is attributed to the class of indicators on the social aspects
compared to all of the remaining considered classes, the exclusion of the financial parameter in the
evaluation of the synthetic index rewards, using both aggregation procedures, the investment in the
territory of Nocera, which has the best performance on the social category. For the successive positions
of the ranking, while PROMETHEE II awards the most balanced performances for the environmental
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aspects of the alternative A1-Salerno, SMART gives the highest-ranking to the alternative A3-Sapri, for
which the best performance on the indicator I1 is able to balance the bad performances on the remaining
environmental indicators. Analogous considerations can be made about the remaining rankings.
Nevertheless, the analysis of the results outlines some clearly legible trends.
Table 11. The obtained rankings.
























In the aggregation carried out neglecting the financial criterion, both aggregative models indicate
that the project in Sapri is the poorer. In fact, four times it is the last in the ranking, and two times it is
penultimate. On the contrary, the projects in Nocera and Salerno share the leadership, with three first
positions and two second places in the rankings.
Moreover, the compensatory effect of the procedure SMART seems to show itself. In fact, the
procedure favors the project in Nocera (two first places and one second place in the rankings), whose
profile of performances consists of three maximum values and three minimum values (see Table 4).
Instead, the PROMETHEE method favors the project with a more balanced profile (Salerno; two times
in the first position in the rankings and one time in the second position).
The outlined framework dismantles itself with the introduction of the financial criterion. First, the
project in Sapri becomes by far the dominant one (three times it is in the first position of the rankings
and three times first in the second one). It is followed by the project in Salerno (two times in the first
position of the rankings and two times in the second one) and then by the project in Nocera (one time
in the first position of the rankings and one time in the second one).
However, what is most striking is the substantial stabilization of the rankings obtained using the
two methods. In developing the indices SC and SC”, the rankings obtained by the two methods do not
change. Sapri-Salerno-Nocera is the ranking outlined applying both SMART and PROMETHEE in
the calculus of the index SC. Salerno-Sapri-Nocera is the ranking obtained using both SMART and
PROMETHEE for the index SC”. In the calculation of SC1, the project in Salerno always occupies the
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third position in the rankings, regardless of the used aggregation procedure, while the projects in
Nocera and Sapri are reversed in the leadership.
This last evidence has strategic implications that deserve attention. The substantial stabilization
of the results achieved using a more compensatory aggregation procedure (SMART) or a less
compensatory one (PROMETHEE) leads to distrust of easy propaganda proclamations. In fact, it
would be easy for decision-makers to convey the use of a non-compensatory aggregation procedure as
a political choice of strong sustainability, when the same results are reached using a compensatory
method. Therefore, in such cases, the prevalence of a project over another one does not arise from the
application of stricter selective rules, but from the same nature of the projects that shows a very stable
relative placement (obviously with respect to the introduced criteria).
11. Conclusions
As previously stated, the reconciliation of social, environmental and financial requirements
places decision-makers in front of scenarios that are often complex, articulated or even conflicting.
Multicriteria analysis techniques can support decision-makers in making aware and rational choices.
In comparison with the analysis carried out by the same authors in a previous work [29] where
the rankings of the considered investments for supplying swimming pools in the south of Italy were
completely opposite when a sustainable approach from an exclusively socio-environmental point of
view or a merely financial approach were alternatively considered, the analysis presented in this paper
characterizes the use of a multicriteria technique and a more articulated pattern of evaluation with
regards to the considered set of weights.
Unlike the previously mentioned experiences, the new pattern of valuation combines the financial
profile with the socio-environmental one in the versions SC’ and SC”, and this integration destabilizes
the previously obtained rankings.
In fact, if the overall effects are considered, the investment in Sapri, which according to the first
analysis conducted neglecting the financial criterion ranks four times out of six in the bottom position,
rises to a top position three times out of six when the financial criterion is taken into consideration.
The investment in Nocera, which was the best one three times out of six, ranks in the bottom position
four times out of six.
However, the main difference is recorded for the investment in Salerno. If only the criteria
belonging to the social and environmental class are considered when calculating the synthetic
index [29], it ranks in an intermediate position, both attributing a greater importance to the socio-
environmental aspects. In the new implementation, it has a better position in the rankings, whether
the financial criterion is neglected or is taken into consideration.
Figure 1 shows the prevailing projects according to the considered assessment procedures. Using
SMART, the project in Nocera prevails three times over the others, while using PROMETHEE, the
more balanced project in Salerno is preferred three times. This result confirms the less compensative
effect of the used outranking method.
 
Figure 1. Prevailing projects according to the considered aggregation methods
The present analysis, which deserves further investigation from the point of view of the stability
of outcomes on the basis of statistical techniques, highlights the huge responsibility of decision-makers
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when choices are also based on social and environmental principles and not merely on monetary
criteria, even if a multidimensional assessment is carried out. This consideration is confirmed by the
strictness imposed by the European Commission on the management of public funds, but also poses
limits that must be revised when funds are of a private nature, considering the levels of profitability
that can be shared with the community.
Another interesting development of this work could be a comparison of the outcomes of the
assessment methods used with those coming from the use of specific aggregation procedures able
to include interaction effects among the criteria, such as the Choquet integral or the ELECTRE III
method with interactions between the criteria [69], in order to consider the different levels of strong
and weak compensability.
Finally, it should be noted that the results of the implemented calculations seem to indicate that
certain investment projects have performances on the criteria that make the rankings obtained robust
through more or less compensatory aggregation procedures. This condition, where conveniently
checked on a larger sample of study, leads to repudiation of the necessity of the adoption of a
non-compensatory aggregation procedure in order to obtain a decision of strong sustainability.
The adoption could instead simply hide manipulative intentions in the choices on the allocation
of public resources.
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Abstract: The idea of sustainable development has been present in the field of management for
many years, yet the challenges and rules of contemporary business mean that it remains topical.
At the same time, the results of much research indicates an unsatisfactory level of execution of
development concepts. Due to this, the subject of the study encompasses the implementation of
the idea of sustainability in the strategy execution process, lending it a holistic and balanced nature.
The purpose of the paper is an examination of the relationship between strategy implementation and
the effectiveness of the strategy execution process. The relationships between the perspectives defined
and results obtained by organizations were investigated. The research demonstrated the existence
of a positive correlation of varied intensity. It is thus possible to identify a positive influence of the
integration of the idea of sustainability with strategy execution, which is reflected in the effectiveness
of activities undertaken.
Keywords: strategy execution; sustainability; strategic management process
1. Introduction
An increasing pressure to ensure productivity and effectiveness forces companies to improve their
management systems, making them ever more complex. Confirmation of this trend is visible in the
implementation of holistic management models which emphasize the need to concentrate on the high
quality of the functionality of their components [1]. It is thus possible to find recommendations referring
to the sustainable design of the strategic management process in the literature. Sustainability is defined
as a concept of the holistic perspective of development integrated with organizational goals, internal
incentives and evaluation systems, and organizational decision support systems [2]. Sustainable
strategic management is an effect of the natural evolution of strategic thinking towards meeting
expectations placed by the environment [3]. An ever greater number of organizations have therefore
begun to notice that the idea of sustainability is becoming a natural element of their actions and not an
issue separated from a strategy being executed [4]. Additionally, as some of the research results prove,
it is a factor leading to a reduction in risk accompanying the strategy realization [5]. It results not only
in a change in perspective and perception of organizing the strategy implementation process, but also
indicates the need for an integration of its aspect [6]. It is described in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Strategy implementation process (including the sustainability concept). Source: own work
based on [7].
Despite application advantages, sustainability is still rarely combined with strategic
management [8]. The objective of this work is an examination of the relationships between sustainable
strategy implementation and the effectiveness of the strategy execution process. On the basis of the
literature, sustainable strategy implementation has been defined using seven perspectives: leadership,
strategy, employees, corporate values, resources, tools and processes. The effectiveness of strategy
execution, however, comprises both the level to which the strategic aims established are achieved and
income dynamics.
As some of the authors indicate, the discipline of strategic management evolves in the direction
of a comprehensive and systematic approach, while openness to differentiation and complexity is
becoming the domain of those organizations that demonstrate efficacy and consistency in the realization
of development concepts devised [9]. It is worth mentioning that the decisions connected with the
aspect of sustainability are treated as strategic decisions reflected in the strategy itself as well as in
the corporate culture and values [10,11]. In this context, the idea of sustainability, based on continuity,
flexibility and comprehensiveness, is becoming of key importance [12]. This comprehensiveness and
balance should characterize the perspectives forming a strategy implementation process. Various
approaches to their definition may be adopted, beginning with standard elements of the concept of
sustainability [6], through an approach derived from the concept of the Balanced Scorecard [13]
or Total Quality Management [14], to the use of models depicting key aspects of the strategy
execution process [15] or approaches based on them, for instance distinguishing systems, people
and programs [16]. For this article, we chose those which combine the approaches mentioned above
and form a comprehensive set of elements of a varied nature, which is considered to be a condition for
efficacy in the realization of the idea of sustainability [17]. In order to speak of sustainable strategy
implementation, it is necessary to accept a strategic approach [18] guaranteeing that the concept
of sustainability is an integrated part of a strategic management process [19]. This means that it is
essential to incorporate it at three levels—the normative (corporate values, employees, leadership) [20],
the strategic (strategy, goals) [21] and the operational (processes, resources, tools) [22].
The first of the perspectives described contains the element naturally associated with sustainability:
corporate values. Taking actions which serve the promotion of basic rules and ensuring their cohesion
with the vision is a complement to a sustainable strategy execution process. It is an integral element
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combining operational activities with expected results [23]. The literature indicates the existence of a
phenomenon described as a “value gap” based on the maladjustment of strategy and the process of its
execution to higher values. It becomes crucial then to introduce changes to the process necessary to
ensure that activities and expected results remain cohesive [24]. One of the tools assisting with this,
and included in this area, is the system of informal communication supporting the comprehension of
the vision and strategic goals [25], and at the same time, the integration of the entire strategy execution
process [26].
The second perspective is the area of employees, significant because of the necessity, emphasised
by many researchers, of paying attention to the nature of the objectives being accomplished by a
company and the way in which the results achieved are measured. Aside from financial outcomes,
organizational outcomes are mentioned ever more often [27]. These are inseparably linked with the
issue of employee engagement in strategies being executed and competitive advantage achieved as
a result [28]. Some research indicates that this perspective should be treated as a leading element in
strategy implementation as it has a substantial influence on the improvement of company results [29].
It is linked not only with involving employees in work on strategy formulation, but also with the
supporting role which they play in achieving long-term goals [30]. Those organizations which obtain
good implementation results are able to focus employee attention effectively on tasks connected with
strategic goal achievement, which involves assigning decision-making powers as well as establishing
clear measures for the appraisal of their effects [31].
The third of the perspectives described is emphasized by a great many authors: leadership as
an element linking a strategy, on the one hand, with resources and employees, on the other [32].
The attitudes of managers toward sustainable strategy execution and the perception of particular
perspectives of this process directly affect not only its course [33], but also the attitudes of other
employees (especially mid-level management) [34]. In order to implement the concept successfully, a
change in thinking and attitude is crucial, as these are inseparably linked with leadership [35]. This is
also pointed out by [36], who emphasises that the duties of leaders should encompass such tasks as
the creation of an aligned mental model, the promotion of individual ownership of the whole, and the
cultivation of aligned behaviors.
The fourth perspective, associated with the strategic level, encompasses both strategy and strategic
goals. Results of some research indicate that, in many cases, it is not poor execution, but the strategy
itself which results in unsatisfactory outcomes [37]. This relates especially to ambiguous definition,
a lack of priorities indicated, or a concept of development not adjusted to internal and external
determiners [38]. Cocks [39] mentions a vague and blurred strategy among the reasons for failures in
implementation, with this often directly linked to a lack of clarity in basic development rules and their
coherence with the set of objectives specified [40]. It is indicated in the literature on the subject that the
perspective of strategy is closely associated with resources and people and should not be separated
from them, but treated holistically as an integral part of a larger whole [41].
Moving on to the operational level, it is worth beginning with the perspective of resources, mainly
due to the fact that ensuring sustainability means efficient as well as effective use of available resources
with a simultaneous orientation toward strategic objective accomplishment [42]. Moreover, the results
of research conducted indicate that resource constraints are a significant and frequently occurring
obstacle to strategy execution [43]. Additionally, the question of problems relating to allocation and
effective use must be considered [44]. Effectiveness, in this case, does not refer only to an economic
aspect, but should also encompass the idea of sustainability, and therefore an allocation of resources
which ensures the coherence and integrity of all processes, including the process of strategy realization.
In considering the perspective of strategy execution, it is worth mentioning that the most
important role is played by the controlling and implementation of progress measurement systems,
which are, at the same time, an element supporting the integration process for all of the perspectives
described [45]. It is related to the greatest extent to resources and especially to the issue of changes in
organizational structure allowing the efficient use of resources possessed [46]. On the other hand, it is
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necessary to analyze not only the process by which the results of a strategy are measured, since aligning
processes and systems to reinforce the desired behaviors and outcomes of equal importance [47]. This
therefore relates also to the motivation system, which should be associated with the strategy execution
stage [48]. This makes necessary actions aimed at indicating connections between a strategy introduced
and other processes within the organization and their design such that they comply with the idea
of sustainability.
The last of the perspectives described covers implementation tools. Within the set utilized in the
process of strategy execution, Balanced Scorecard displays the greatest integration with the concept of
sustainability [49], particularly the non-financial measures [50]. The authors also indicate the use of
scheduling and budgeting as well as formal implementation programs, this serving the appropriate
allocation of resources and identification of key performance indicators [51]. Measurement may, on the
other hand, be supported by strategic controlling [52]. The catalogue of tools is complemented by the
strategy map, which may also be considered an element of sustainability due to the fact that it serves
the presentation of the manner in which the organization creates value [53] and is able to support other
perspectives thanks to its flexibility, operating character, and indication of certain decision-making
powers [54].
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Sample and Data Collection, Research Tools
The group of respondents included managers of 200 corporate headquarters that have been
operating for at least five years and are listed among the 500 largest Polish companies in the ranking of
Polityka magazine (101 entities) and in the “Forbes Diamonds 2013” ranking (99 companies). The first
ranking takes account of sales revenues, the total revenues of the companies, the gross and net profits,
as well as the number of employees. The “Diamonds” list included the companies showing the
fastest increase in value. The research sample was selected based on the participation in the rankings
and thereby achieving market success in the implementation of developed strategies. The obtained
results thus could be perceived as an example of good practices, and proposals formulated on this
basis could have a universal character. The grounds for undertaking research in the field of strategy
implementation were based on the importance of implementation actions and the necessity to ensure
consistency between the effects of implementation projects or programs and their operating results. It
was especially crucial to identify barriers that hinder the combination of ongoing actions with their
strategic implications. The results of the conducted research could be applied, in practice, as a base of
knowledge used by the management staff to increase the flexibility and effectiveness of the strategic
management process.
The study was conducted using the PAPI (Paper and Pencil Interview) technique; the quantitative
survey was carried out with the use of a method based on collecting the data the standardized way. In
order to ensure the highest possible representativeness, the sample was selected using the stratified
random sampling method. The primary goal of the research was to diagnose the factors that support
and hinder the implementation of the strategy. The research tool focused on:
(1) identification of instruments and tools used during the strategy implementation process
(2) defining the procedures and systems supporting strategy execution
(3) analyzing the system for monitoring the effects of strategy implementation
The questions in the questionnaire were of nominal value (the respondents declared the existence
of specific issues) and ordinal variable nature (the respondents indicated the strength of their impact
on a five-point scale). In order to test the hypotheses, Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated.
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2.2. Hypotheses
As described above, it was assumed that sustainable strategy implementation consists of
seven perspectives:
‚ Leadership (1): the activities of leaders motivating employees effectively; their possession
of sufficient knowledge and skills; a clear division of competences, decision-making powers,
and responsibility
‚ Strategy (2): clearly formulated assumptions, internal coherence in development concept (cohesion
of vision, objectives, schedule, and budget) and its flexibility (a lack of single-variant solutions
adopted in the strategy)
‚ Employees (3): employee identification with the strategy being executed and acceptance,
elimination of internal interest groups hindering strategy execution, employee participation
at the strategy formulation phase
‚ Corporate Values (4): organization of the work of multi-tasking teams, establishment of an efficient
informal communication process, provision of coherence between the vision and corporate values
‚ Resources (5): possession of appropriate financial resources, deployment of the knowledge
of employees at various levels, changes in organizational structure allowing effective use of
resources possessed
‚ Tools (6): the use of Balanced Scorecard, strategy maps, strategic controlling and implementation
programs as well as budgeting and task scheduling
‚ Processes (7): a regular measurement of progress in implementation, an incentive system relating
employee salary level to the degree to which strategic goals are achieved, a system monitoring the
company environment
Effectiveness of strategy execution has been defined by:
‚ the level of achievement of strategic goals assumed (A): as an indicator of the efficacy of
activities performed
‚ income dynamics (B): as an indicator of the effects of activities performed
In order to accomplish the research objectives assumed, the following hypothesis was formulated:
H: There is a positive interdependency between a sustainable strategy implementation and the effectiveness
of its execution.
Auxiliary hypotheses were formulated to verify which of the sustainable strategy implementation
areas has the greatest influence on the effectiveness of strategy execution.
H1: Competent leadership affects growth in effectiveness of strategy execution.
H2: Smooth functioning of processes affects growth in effectiveness of strategy execution.
H3: Proper formulation of a strategy affects growth in effectiveness of its execution.
3. Results and Discussion
The first stage of the research was the calculation of the average responses to the perspectives
of sustainable strategy implementation described above and the degree of effectiveness of strategy
execution for each entity surveyed. Table 1 presents the results of the research.
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Strategy Execution Effectiveness 3.75 0.869
As the research results show, received values are quite similar. The lowest level was obtained in
the case of corporate values, which may indicate that this aspect is emphasized less than the others or
the extent of the activities within the organizations surveyed is relatively low. It is certainly connected
with their intangible nature and difficult transposition to particular activities of defined measurability
(this relating in particular to informal communication along with the coherence of the vision and
corporate values).
Further interdependencies between specified perspectives and results obtained (presented in
Table 2) were investigated.
Table 2. Correlations between perspectives of sustainable strategy execution.




Leadership 1.00 0.763 0.854 0.553 0.638 0.558 0.785
Strategy 0.763 1.00 0.706 0.606 0.714 0.842 0.869
Employees 0.854 0.706 1.00 0.536 0.521 0.684 0.637
Corporate
Values 0.553 0.606 0.536 1.00 0.516 0.498 0.502
Resources 0.638 0.714 0.521 0.516 1.00 0.873 0.742
Tools 0.558 0.842 0.684 0.498 0.873 1.00 0.863
Processes 0.785 0.869 0.637 0.502 0.742 0.863 1.00
The analysis of results obtained once more indicates the lowest level of correlation between
corporate values and other perspectives. This is quite a surprising result, as most publications
emphasize the role of this area in effective organization management, while the research conducted
indicates that this is a rather marginal role compared with other perspectives. The highest results
were received in the case of the perspective related to strategy, which demonstrates the importance of
the development concept itself and its connection with other areas. This confirms results of research
conducted by other authors, indicating that precision, coherence and flexibility of strategy are of great
significance in the process of its execution. This interdependency should therefore be highlighted,
being a basis for an effective strategy execution process for managers. Relatively high results were
also obtained in the case of processes. This also confirms assumptions of other researchers concerning
the procedure of the measurement process, motivation and analysis of information flowing from the
environment as the elements which contribute to the proper functioning of other areas connected to
strategy execution.
The interdependency between a sustainable strategy implementation and the effectiveness of the
execution of this process was also examined.
The result obtained (correlation 0.693) allows for the claim that the interdependency between the
issues examined is high. This means that the higher the coherence and comprehensiveness of activities,
and thus the fuller the provision of a sustainable perspective of the strategy implementation process
for the organization, the higher its degree of effectiveness. Those organizations which are aware of the
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mutual interrelations of particular perspectives obtain better results in activities undertaken and are
therefore more effective at achieving strategic goals, which may also translate into a growth in income
dynamics. The main hypothesis can therefore be accepted. Further analysis of the results, however,
indicated certain differences in the interdependencies between particular perspectives, as the results
below show (Table 3).
Table 3. Correlation between particular perspectives of sustainable strategy implementation and the
effectiveness of strategy execution.








Analyzing the results, it is worth paying attention first to the lowest correlation level in the case of
corporate values (0.358), which confirms the earlier observations that this element does not constitute a
factor substantially affecting results obtained. Other correlations show at least an average positive level
of interdependency, with the highest results received for tools (0.741), processes (0.753) and leadership
(0.686). This proves that these perspectives are the most powerful elements improving the results of
implementation operations and should be treated as priorities. It is worth mentioning, however, that
positive correlations were obtained for all of the perspectives, which may be considered a basis for the
indication of certain implications: ensuring a holistic, coherent and sustainable attitude to the strategy
execution process has a positive influence on the effectiveness of the results achieved. The sustainable
nature of the process may be reached through a concentration not only on issues related to human
capital and values, but also on operational matters (organization of processes or tools). Although some
of these appear to be of greater importance, all have an impact on the success of the process. All of the
hypotheses may therefore be accepted.
4. Conclusions
There is no doubt that there is no one universal model of sustainable strategy implementation that
can be applied successfully to different types of organizations, as this is closely related not only to the
specifics of the company, but also the types or nature of the strategies being executed [55]. This means
that it is possible to identify various levels of advancement of activities ensuring a sustainable strategy
execution process [56] of a varied level of effectiveness [57]. However, as indicated by a great many
results of studies, some of which were mentioned in this article, it is possible to identify the positive
influence of the integration of the idea of sustainability with strategy implementation, which is reflected
in the effectiveness of activities undertaken.
On the basis of the research, practical implications for executives may also be indicated. The
strategy execution process is a complex question which consists of interdependent elements. Accepting
a sustainable approach allows for the adoption of a holistic perspective and comprehension of the
reciprocal influence of particular aspects and enables a balanced implementation procedure. This
paper allows us to understand better what factors should be considered while analyzing the process
of strategy execution in order to ensure complex development integrated with organizational goals.
Moreover, the findings of the study provide interesting insights for implementing the sustainable
approach which might help to improve organizational decision support systems. Those are the reasons
identified in this paper that could be mentioned as practical implications connected with the concept
of a sustainable strategy execution process.
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The main limitation of this study is connected with the subjectivity of the answers provided.
Although the group of respondents was chosen among the managers and executives, there is a risk that
the answers could have been incomplete or did not fully represent the processes and examined issues
in a particular organization. The chosen perspectives of sustainability could also be further examined
and their number or description could be investigated. Moreover, it is necessary to verify with further
study the extent to which the idea of sustainable strategy implementation differs depending on the
size of the organization and the branch in which it operates.
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Abstract: This paper presents an iterative confidence interval based parametric refinement approach
for questionnaire design improvement in the evaluation of working characteristics in construction
enterprises. This refinement approach utilizes the 95% confidence interval of the estimated
parameters of the model to determine their statistical significance in a least-squares regression
setting. If this confidence interval of particular parameters covers the zero value, it is statistically
valid to remove such parameters from the model and their corresponding questions from the
designed questionnaire. The remaining parameters repetitively undergo this sifting process until
their statistical significance cannot be improved. This repetitive model refinement approach is
implemented in efficient questionnaire design by using both linear series and Taylor series models
to remove non-contributing questions while keeping significant questions that are contributive to
the issues studied, i.e., employees’ work performance being explained by their work values and
cadres’ organizational commitment being explained by their organizational management. Reducing
the number of questions alleviates the respondent burden and reduces costs. The results show that
the statistical significance of the sifted contributing questions is decreased with a total mean relative
change of 49%, while the Taylor series model increases the R-squared value by 17% compared with
the linear series model.
Keywords: confidence interval; construction enterprises; questionnaire design; repetitive model
refinement; statistical significance; working characteristics evaluation
1. Introduction
The questionnaire approach is widely used for surveying and collecting sample data with regard
to an issue, with a list of questions to be answered and the results aggregated for statistical analysis.
However, the main factors or questions influencing the findings of the models used need to be validated
and simplified for efficient questionnaire design. In order to acquire accurate evaluations of working
characteristics in construction enterprises and to alleviate problems of relatively large-dimensional
and nonlinear models, this study develops a confidence interval based repetitive parametric model
refinement approach for questionnaire design improvement.
1.1. General Information about the Questionnaires
A total of 250 questionnaires were distributed to Taiwanese and Chinese employees of two ranks
in the company being studied. After excluding 30 invalid questionnaires (being incomplete or with
Sustainability 2015, 7, 15179–15193; doi:10.3390/su71115179 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability441
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missing values, or regarded as “outliers” through a set a mathematical analysis) and 39 unreturned
ones, a total of 181 questionnaires were valid. The response rate was 72.4%.
1.2. Questionnaire Design Improvement
Questionnaire surveys are a widely used method to collect opinions and views. A customized
questionnaire is developed based on the parameters revealed by context immersion in a given field
(Kim [1]). However, many factors such as tedious design formats (Saris [2], Saris and Gallhofer [3]),
redundant content, and excessive length (Weimiao and Zheng [4]) may lead to an inconsistent
comparison matrix for the decision problem. Invalid or bad results from a questionnaire survey
may cause decision makers to make faulty inferences (Ergu and Kou [5]). Suzuki et al. [6] introduced
procedures to design reasonable questionnaires using statistical analysis to obtain high accuracy.
Reducing the length of a survey by using a more streamlined set of questions can lead to more
reasonable data being acquired and to better explanations of the issues in question. Other examples of
this approach include Edwards et al. [7], who reduced the effective sample size and introduced bias.
Finding ways to increase response rates to postal questionnaires would improve the quality of health
research. Landsheer and Boeije [8] used qualitative facet analysis, an application of Guttmann’s facet
theory, to investigate whether item content sufficiently covered the intended subject area. This form
of content analysis constitutes a systematic, effective, and critical tool for improving the content of
questionnaires. Jacqui et al. [9] improved questionnaire design by enabling iterations of qualitative and
quantitative testing, evaluation, and redevelopment. Results from such tests enable evidence-based
decisions to be made regarding trade-offs between measurement error, processing error, non-response
error, respondent burden, and costs. By enabling targeted improvements at the questionnaire design
level according to specific needs, we can create valuable reference resources (Xu et al. [10]).
1.3. Model Refinement and Repetitive Computation
To alleviate problems of respondent burden and costs as well as relatively large-dimensional and
nonlinear models, the issue of model refinement has increasingly drawn much attention in many fields.
Smith [11] addressed the study of algorithms and system designs. Adrian [12] presented a refinement
process with respect to data list building using model generators. Kapova and Goldschmidt [13]
proposed model-driven application engineering based on the concept of analytical transformations.
Liu [14] established two optimization models for a wireless optical communication system based on a
four-level pulse amplitude modulation scheme. Ragnhild et al. [15] explored the behavior inheritance
consistency of both refined and re-factored models with respect to the original model. Steven et al. [16]
addressed model refinement as an iterative process. Zhuquan et al. [17] proposed that measurements
permitted the repeated application of a system identification procedure operating on closed-loop data,
together with successive refinements of the designed controller.
1.4. Nonlinear Models and Statistical Confidence Intervals
A nonlinear model is often adopted in system applications. Khorshid and Alfares [18] developed
a parameter identification technique in creating a mathematical model of vehicle components by
solving an inverse problem using a non-linear optimization method. Lin and Chen [19] proposed a
statistical confidence interval based nonlinear parameter refinement approach and applied it to the
standard power series model (Lin [20], Lin and Betti [21]) for the identification of structural systems.
Other statistical confidence interval based studies include Tryon [22], who employed a graphical
inference confidence interval approach in analyzing independent and dependent approaches for
statistical difference, equivalence, replication, indeterminacy, and trivial difference. Yang et al. [23]
proposed control limits based on the narrowest confidence interval to analyze problems, if the
traditional three-sigma control limits or probability limits were adopted and some points with relatively
high probability of occurrence were excluded; yet, some points with relatively small probability of
occurrence may still be accepted in asymmetrical or multimodal distributions. Bonett and Price [24]
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proposed an adjusted Wald interval for paired binomial proportions that was shown to perform as
well as the best available methods. In construction management, it has been shown to be feasible
to use nonlinear models to deal with construction cost overruns (Ahiaga-Dagbui and Smith [25],
Anastasopoulos et al. [26]) and schedule forecasting patterns (Kim and Kim [27], Patel and Jha [28]).
1.5. Prime Novelty Statement
In contrast with the conventional tests of reliability and validity, the designed questionnaires in
this study were analyzed to identify the main factors and associated questions influencing the model
studied using the proposed repetitive model refinement approach so as to streamline the number of
questions in surveys of working characteristics in construction enterprises. Problems of respondent
burden and costs as well as relatively large-dimensional and nonlinear models were thus alleviated.
To reduce the number of questions with a more streamlined set, it was feasible to refine the model
by repetitively removing non-contributing questions. Each time non-contributing questions were
removed, the questionnaire model would be updated and rerun once again in a multiple regression
setting. This model refinement approach for the content validity of the questionnaire was implemented
using both linear and Taylor series models by conserving significant questions that were contributive
to the issue being studied, i.e., employees’ work performance explained by their work values and
cadres’ organizational commitment explained by their organizational management. The results have
been verified by calculating the statistical significance values of the sifted contributing questions and
the R-squared values of established models.
2. Questionnaires Evaluating Working Characteristics in Construction Enterprises
In this study, the research subjects of the questionnaires were the Taiwanese employees and
cadres of Taiwan-based construction enterprises in China. Questionnaire findings of similarities
and differences in work values, work satisfaction, organizational management, and organizational
commitment were preliminarily reviewed. The effects of work values and organizational management
on work satisfaction and organizational commitment, respectively, were analyzed using questionnaires
based on the job diagnostic survey by Hackman and Oldham [29]. The “working characteristics
questionnaires” included questionnaires for (1) work values; (2) work performance and satisfaction;
(3) organizational management; and (4) organizational commitment and identification (Lin and
Shen [30], Shen [31]).
3. Repetitive Model Refinement Approach and Analyses
Questionnaire data were used in multiple regression analyses using four models, comprising the
linear series, the refined linear series, the Taylor series, and the refined Taylor series model, where for
the employees’ part the independent variables are X = work values, which are used to explain the
dependent variables Y = work performance and satisfaction; and for the cadres’ part, X = organizational
management, used to explain Y = organizational commitment and identification.
Two linear regression models were generated to identify the causal links between work values and
work performance on the one hand, and organizational management and organizational commitment
on the other. The original linear series model was refined through an iterative approach. This
refined model was developed to streamline the questionnaire by removing non-contributing questions.
The Taylor series model expanded the original linear series model up to the third moments. As a
consequence, the R-squared value in the regression setting was increased. The refined Taylor series
model was obtained from the original Taylor series model by the repetitive refinement approach in a
regression setting. It was thus feasible to obtain the R-squared values of the regression between X and
Y defined above and the mean relative change of the statistical significance as two indicators of result
verification, so as to prove the accuracy of the refined model and to validate the sifted questions as
genuinely significant contributors to the refined model.
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The iterative refinement approach provides for the sifting of model components and related
questions by repetitively using the 95% confidence interval in a regression setting. The 95% confidence
interval is selected by convention and because the higher confidence interval enables more stringent
selection of the components and thus a lower possibility of incorporating nonlinear elements, which
is generally problematic for systems with a degree of nonlinear behavior; such nonlinearity will be
verified in the results, showing the nonlinear Taylor series model significantly increases the R-squared
value when compared with the linear series model. If the estimated confidence interval of a parameter
contains the “null” (zero) value, it is statistically valid to remove such a parameter and its corresponding
component, while maintaining those parameters whose confidence intervals do not cover the zero
value. This component/question sifting process is repeated by rerunning the regression and refining
the model until none of the estimated 95% confidence intervals of the remaining parameters cover the
zero value (Lin and Chen [19]). In addition, the interval method proposed in this article has proved
more reasonable than the mean value method. Using the interval method considers an interval which
covers zero or not. However, using the mean value method to remove those close to zero values has a
problem; i.e., what values are “close” to zero (e.g., 10−10, 10−20, or 10−30, etc.)?
The employees’ section of the questionnaire data is used in this study to demonstrate the model
refinement approach using 95% confidence intervals in a regression. Using question Ey1 (“I think
my work ability is excellent”) as an example to show the model refinement approach, we assign
Y = Ey1 in the questionnaire for employees’ work performance and satisfaction, while X = Ex1–24,
being all 24 questions in the questionnaire for employees’ work values. In other words, the question
Ey1 is explained by the questions Ex1–24. The consequent repetitive sifting process to select the real
contributing components/questions out of the 24 questions (Ex1–24) to Ey1 is listed in Tables 1–4
(adapted from Lin and Shen [30], Shen [31]). Each table presents the outcome of a new regression after
the component sifting process. Each of the highlighted upper and lower bounds for a given component
indicates that the 95% confidence interval covers the zero value in the regression analysis.
Removing those components/questions with 95% confidence intervals covering the zero value
in the regression setting of Table 1 and rerunning a new regression of the remaining components
leads to Table 2. Continuing this repetitive sifting process by rerunning the regression analysis for the
remaining components in Table 2 we obtain Table 3. By the same component sifting process, Table 4
is derived from Table 3. The 95% confidence interval for each remaining component in Table 4 does
not cover the zero value, implying that the remaining components are genuine contributing factors in
explaining the component Ey1. Hence, it is statistically valid to stop the component sifting process
at this point. It is noteworthy that the significance value of each remaining component from Table 2
to Table 4 decreases in average a new regression is conducted in the repetitive refinement approach.
The removed components correspond to relatively high significance values while the remaining
components correspond to successively declining significance values in each round of regression.
Table 1. Multiple regression of original questionnaire model.
R-square = 0.410 [95% Conf. Interval]
Ey1 I think my work ability is excellent. LowerBound
Upper
Bound Significance
Ex1 New knowledge and technologies can be learned at work. −0.54 0.732 0.761
Ex2 There are chances for advanced studies at work. −0.657 0.458 0.719
Ex3 My own dream can be realized at work. −0.394 0.36 0.929
Ex4 The quality of my life can be improved through my work. −0.502 −0.244 0.486
Ex5 My life becomes richer due to my work. −0.476 −0.204 0.421
Ex6 I can have the sense of achievement at work. 0.126 0.612 0.19
Ex7 My boss at work is very understanding. 0.69 0.284 0.402
Ex8 My colleagues always take care of each other. 0.285 0.802 0.34
Ex9 My colleagues never attack each other for their own benefits. −0.472 0.502 0.95
Ex10 My colleagues get along with each other well. −0.45 0.36 0.821
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Table 1. Cont.
R-square = 0.410 [95% Conf. Interval]
Ex11 I can work in an environment which is not harmful to my bodyand mind. 0.152 0.499 0.683
Ex12 I can arrange my own schedule properly because of theflexibility of my work. 0.203 1.025 0.183
Ex13 When I am sick, the company takes good care of me. 0.845 2.044 0.404
Ex14 The insurance system of the company is good. −1.654 2.033 0.836
Ex15 I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount. −2.445 −1.391 0.58
Ex16 The welfare system of the company is good. 0.145 2.375 0.605
Ex17 My income is higher than that of others with the sameconditions as me. −3.329 −1.822 0.556
Ex18 I never feel confused or scared while working. 0.371 1.672 0.204
Ex19 There are many chances of promotion. −1.107 −0.416 0.362
Ex20 I devote myself to my work. −0.841 0.757 0.916
Ex21 Even if there is no extra pay for working overtime, I would stillwork overtime to finish my work at night. −0.529 0.69 0.79
Ex22 I usually go to work earlier to prepare the tasks I have to handle. −0.474 0.642 0.762
Ex23 I am proud of my work. 0.189 1.407 0.13
Ex24 I want to be perfect when it comes to my work. −2.01 −0.193 0.019
Table 2. Multiple regression of the refined questionnaire model in the first round.
R-square = 0.399 [95% Conf. Interval]
Ey1 I think my work ability is excellent. Lowerbound
Upper
bound Significance
Ex4 The quality of my life can be improved through my work −0.43 −0.174 0.398
Ex5 My life becomes richer due to my work. −0.384 −0.177 0.461
Ex6 I can have the sense of achievement at work. 0.109 0.431 0.235
Ex7 My boss at work is very understanding. 0.499 0.176 0.339
Ex8 My colleagues always take care of each other. 0.156 0.591 0.247
Ex11 I can work in an environment which is not harmful to my bodyand mind. −0.651 0.356 0.558
Ex12 I can arrange my own schedule properly because of theflexibility of my work. 0.131 0.814 0.152
Ex13 When I am sick, the company takes good care of me. 0.566 1.852 0.289
Ex15 I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount. −1.991 −1.038 0.529
Ex16 The welfare system of the company is good. −0.888 2.231 0.39
Ex17 My income is higher than that of others with the sameconditions as me. −3.244 −0.951 0.276
Ex18 I never feel confused or scared while working. 0.117 1.647 0.087
Ex19 There are many chances of promotion. −1.105 −0.174 0.149
Ex23 I am proud of my work. 0.107 1.113 0.104
Ex24 I want to be perfect when it comes to my work. −1.674 −0.362 0.003
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Table 3. Multiple regression of the refined questionnaire model in the second round.
R-square = 0.395 [95% Conf. Interval]
Ey1 I think my work ability is excellent. Lowerbound
Upper
bound Significance
Ex4 The quality of my life can be improved through my work. −0.44 −0.15 0.327
Ex5 My life becomes richer due to my work. −0.386 −0.153 0.387
Ex6 I can have the sense of achievement at work. 0.084 0.446 0.176
Ex7 My boss at work is very understanding. 0.463 0.197 0.42
Ex8 My colleagues always take care of each other. 0.189 0.529 0.345
Ex12 I can arrange my own schedule properly because of theflexibility of my work. 0.076 0.645 0.119
Ex13 When I am sick, the company takes good care of me. 0.499 1.874 0.249
Ex15 I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount. −2.109 −0.823 0.381
Ex17 My income is higher than that of others with the sameconditions as me. −2.258 0.771 0.426
Ex18 I never feel confused or scared while working. 0.03 1.694 0.058
Ex19 There are many chances of promotion. −1.12 −0.141 0.125
Ex23 I am proud of my work. 0.103 1.05 0.105
Ex24 I want to be perfect when it comes to my work. −1.633 −0.39 0.002
Table 4. Multiple regression of the refined questionnaire model in the third round.
R-square = 0.392 [95% Conf. Interval]
Ey1 I think my work ability is excellent. Lowerbound
Upper
bound Significance
Ex4 The quality of my life can be improved through my work. −0.452 −0.128 0.267
Ex5 My life becomes richer due to my work. −0.394 −0.139 0.341
Ex6 I can have the sense of achievement at work. 0.088 0.439 0.186
Ex7 My boss at work is very understanding. 0.473 0.18 0.372
Ex8 My colleagues always take care of each other. 0.206 0.5 0.405
Ex12 I can arrange my own schedule properly because of theflexibility of my work. 0.074 0.645 0.117
Ex13 When I am sick, the company takes good care of me. 0.582 1.55 0.065
Ex15 I can get a raise or bonus of a proper amount. −2.21 −0.409 0.173
Ex18 I never feel confused or scared while working. 0.089 1.453 0.082
Ex19 There are many chances of promotion. −1.015 −0.134 0.17
Ex23 I am proud of my work. 0.058 1.076 0.077
Ex24 I want to be perfect when it comes to my work. −1.629 −0.392 0.002
4. Results and Verifications
4.1. Statistical Significance of Question
The relative change of the statistical significance value before and after each round of the repetitive
refinement approach in the regression setting is defined as:
x fj − xij
xij
(1)
where x fj denotes the final statistical significance value for the jth component of the model, while x
i
j
denotes the initial statistical significance value for the jth component of the model. The statistical
significance is defined as follows: If the p-value is less than or equal to alpha, we say that the data
are statistically significant at level alpha. In statistics (where “significant” means “corresponds to a
real difference in fact”) the term is used to indicate only that the evidence against the null hypothesis
reaches the standard set by alpha (Moore and McCabe [32]). Since the lower the significance value
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of a component the higher will be its contribution to the model, a negative value for the relative
change of the statistical significance in Equation (1) signifies that the effect of the corresponding
component/question on the model is increased, while the opposite is true for the case of a positive
value. Tables 5 and 6 list the relative change of the statistical significance as a percentage (%) for each
question of Ey explained by Ex1–24 and for each question of Cy explained by Cx1–8, respectively.




Ey1 Ey2 Ey3 Ey4 Ey5 Ey6 Ey7 Ey8 Ey9 Ey10
Ex1 −34% −50% −38% −97% −19% −90%
Ex2 42% −50% −59% −17%
Ex3 −13% −28% −20% −37%
Ex4 −45% 20% −77% −74% −77% −28% −32%
Ex5 −19% −1% −47% −55% 0.3%
Ex6 −2% −45% −64% −21%
Ex7 −7% −59% −56% −42% −46%
Ex8 19% −80% −26% −90% −0.3% −72%
Ex9 −31% −20% −66% −44% −50%
Ex10 −17% −13% −8%
Ex11 −74% −48% −67% −27% −58% −100%
Ex12 −36% −71% −58% −43% −61% −38%
Ex13 −84% −70% −15% −69% −7% −14%
Ex14 −31% −70% −32% −24% −51% −23%
Ex15 −70% −85% −48% −8% −2% −12%
Ex16 −79% −59%
Ex17 −94% −100% −21% −97% −81%
Ex18 −78% −27% −71% −25%
Ex19 −53% −4% −70% −42%
Ex20 −13% −6% −34% −30%
Ex21 −44% −37% −17% −55%
Ex22 −91% −28% −50% −20% −77% −97% −74%
Ex23 −41% −15% −56% −61% −46% −60%
Ex24 −89% −31% −40% −38% −84% −58% −49%
Mean change −41% −48% −37% −37% −57% −48% −42% −47% −46%
Total Mean Change −45%






Cy1 Cy2 Cy3 Cy4 Cy5 Cy6 Cy7 Cy8 Cy9 Cy10
Cx1 −68% −56% −40% −74% −57% 0% −5% −72%
Cx2 −85% −7% −64% −25% −83% 0% −33% −91% −27%
Cx3 −91% −83% −53% 0% −33% −92% −11%
Cx4 −96% −98% −74% −60% 0% −35% −93% −11%
Cx5 −88% −48% −53% 0% 12% −37%
Cx6 −45% −42% 0% −19% −2%
Cx7 −48% −74% −69% −40% 0% −35% −93%
Cx8 1% −85% −39% −36% 0% −92% −95%
Mean change −84% −39% −66% −71% −52% −54% 0% −21% −92% −36%
Total mean change −52%
In Table 5, a blank indicates that the question used to explain the corresponding question Ey in
a model has been removed. All the questions used to explain the question Ey3 have been removed,
implying that Ey3 (“My boss thinks I am doing a great job at work”) has nothing to do with any
of the questions relating Ex1–24. Such a question should be removed to improve questionnaire
design for accurate evaluations of working characteristics. It is clear that all the significance values
of the remaining questions are decreased except for the four marked values. Such a decrease in the
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significance value refers to the increase of the effect of the question on a model, verifying that the
remaining questions are the real contributing questions/factors for the refined model. The total mean
relative change of the statistical significance of the remaining variables is −45%.
Similarly in Table 6, a blank indicates that the question used to explain the corresponding question
Cy in a model has been removed. Again, the significance values of the remaining questions are clearly
decreased except for the two marked values. Such a decrease in the significance value verifies that the
remaining questions are the real contributing questions/factors to the refined model. The total mean
relative change of the statistical significance of the remaining variables is −52%. In particular, the
question Cy7 “Staying and working for this company doesn’t do me any good” needs to be explained by
all eight questions Cx1–8 relating to organizational management. In other words, choosing whether to
stay and work for the company depends on the entire range of the company’s management strategies.
4.2. R-Squared Value of Regression Analysis
In the regression setting, the final R-squared value of each Ey for the employees’ part through the
repetitive refinement approach implemented in the linear series, refined linear series, Taylor series,
and refined Taylor series models is listed in Table 7 (adapted from Lin and Shen [30], Shen [31]). The
total mean R-squared value is decreased by 0.02 for the refined linear series model from the linear
series model, signifying that the model refinement approach developed here cannot truly affect the
R-squared value when searching for the genuinely contributory questions for survey improvement.
On the other hand, the Taylor series model increases the mean R-squared value by 0.19 from the linear
series model, which greatly improves the modeling process in the multiple regression setting.
Table 7. Employees’ part: Final R-squared values for linear series, refined linear series, Taylor series,
and refined Taylor series models.










Ey1 I think my work ability is excellent. 0.41 0.392 0.593 0.533
Ey2 I can always finish my work rapidly on time. 0.407 0.366 0.624 0.562
Ey3 My boss thinks I am doing a great job at work. 0.285 0.208 0.389 0.26
Ey4 My professional knowledge is enough to domy job. 0.46 0.449 0.684 0.638
Ey5 I am highly cooperative with my team. 0.314 0.302 0.521 0.479
Ey6 I am very satisfied with the welfare providedby the company I work for. 0.555 0.53 0.692 0.632
Ey7
I am very satisfied with what this job has to
offer to help improving my future
development.
0.521 0.499 0.743 0.694
Ey8 I am very satisfied with my salary. 0.493 0.487 0.699 0.656
Ey9 I am very satisfied with my relationships withmy colleagues. 0.495 0.481 0.708 0.661
Ey10 I am very satisfied with the opportunities andthe system of promotion. 0.531 0.524 0.713 0.663
Overall mean per model 0.44 0.42 0.63 0.57
Similarly, the final R-squared value of each Cy for the cadres’ part obtained by the repetitive
refinement approach in the linear series, refined linear series, Taylor series, and refined Taylor series
models is listed in Table 8 (adapted from Lin and Shen [30], Shen [31]). The total mean R-squared
value is again decreased by 0.02 for the refined linear series model. The Taylor series model on average
increases the R-squared value by 0.17 from the linear series model, greatly improving the modeling
process. In Table 8, all the questions implemented in the Taylor series model achieve high R-squared
values of greater than 0.85, implying a satisfactory result in modeling the causal explanations for
questionnaire design.
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Table 8. Cadres’ part: Final R-squared values for linear series, refined linear series, Taylor series, and
refined Taylor series models.










Cy1 I care about the future development of thecompany. 0.785 0.757 0.942 0.879
Cy2 In order to stay employed by the company, Iam willing to accept any assignment. 0.723 0.681 0.911 0.793
Cy3 In order to help the company to be successful, Iam willing to pay extra efforts. 0.757 0.753 0.934 0.848
Cy4
It doesn’t matter to work for another company
as long as job content and conditions are
similar.
0.724 0.692 0.894 0.817
Cy5 I think the company I work for is a goodcompany, and it’s worthy to work hard for it. 0.769 0.765 0.938 0.842
Cy6 The style of this company is close to my values. 0.797 0.772 0.956 0.844
Cy7 Staying and working for this company doesn’tdo me any good. 0.97 0.97 0.999 0.999
Cy8 I would leave this company as long as my jobstatus is slightly changed. 0.647 0.613 0.854 0.768
Cy9 I can identify myself with the company’s policyfor its employees. 0.781 0.771 0.939 0.897
Cy10 I am glad that I decided to take this job insteadof others. 0.656 0.653 0.859 0.753
Overall mean per model 0.76 0.74 0.93 0.84
4.3. Reliability and Validity
Verifications and error analyses were also conducted to compare the above results using the
repetitive model refinement approach with those using methods of reliability and validity.
This study adopted Cronbach’s alpha to represent the reliability in data analysis. Guieford [33]
proposed a set of criteria for Cronbach’s alpha. The standard value of Cronbach’s alpha is 0.5. High
alpha values (>0.7) mean high reliability while low ones (<0.35) mean low reliability. Table 9 shows
that through the repetitive model refinement approach the number of questions was reduced and all
the reliabilities were over 0.7, indicating that the sample was adequately stable and consistent.
Table 9. Reliability analyses.
Before deleting questions After deleting questions
Employees’ work values Cronbach’s alpha = 0.623 Cronbach’s alpha = 0.720
Employees’ work performance and satisfaction Cronbach’s alpha = 0.577 Cronbach’s alpha = 0.742
Cadres’ organizational management Cronbach’s alpha = 0.565 Cronbach’s alpha = 0.740
Cadres’ organizational commitment and identification Cronbach’s alpha = 0.590 Cronbach’s alpha = 0.780
Validity in SPSS on the other hand means “exploratory factor analysis” (according to SPSS online
help), whose main features are the following tests:
(1) Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy tests whether the partial correlations
among variables are small (KMO > 0.6);
(2) Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity tests the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity
matrix, indicating that the factor model is inappropriate (Sig < 0.05);
(3) SPSS analysis defines communality as the proportion of a parameter’s variance that is explained
by the factor structure.
This repetitive model refinement approach thus reduces the number of questions and can be
shown to promote communality significantly; this also indicates that validity was not reduced after
questions had been deleted, as illustrated in Table 10.
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Table 10. Exploratory factor analysis.
Before Deleting Questions After Deleting Questions
Employees’ work values
KMO = 0.816 KMO = 0.772
Bartlett Test Sig = 0.03 Bartlett Test Sig = 0.01
Communality = 0.768 Communality = 0.811
Employees’ work performance
and satisfaction
KMO = 0.763 KMO = 0.733
Bartlett Test Sig = 0.01 Bartlett Test Sig = 0.00
Communality = 0.798 Communality = 0.828
Cadres’ organizational
management
KMO = 0.741 KMO = 0.709
Bartlett Test Sig = 0.00 Bartlett Test Sig = 0.00
Communality = 0.739 Communality = 0.801
Cadres’ organizational
commitment and identification
KMO = 0.712 KMO = 0.700
Bartlett Test Sig = 0.01 Bartlett Test Sig = 0.01
Communality = 0.754 Communality = 0.799
5. Conclusions
This study is consistent with sustainable development issues, dealing with four areas: employees’
work values; employees’ work performance and satisfaction; cadres’ organizational management;
and cadres’ organizational commitment and identification. The questionnaire data are available for
reference and for enterprises’ development. In addition, the questionnaire design improvement can
assist researchers to design more precise and effective questionnaires. In this study, an effective
repetitive model refinement approach using 95% confidence intervals in a multiple regression setting
has been applied to the analysis of questionnaire design improvement for evaluating working
characteristics in construction enterprises. Such an approach sifts components/questions by removing
non-contributing questions of the model, inducing only a 2% decrease in the model’s corresponding
R-squared value, while keeping the genuinely contributory questions of the model for questionnaire
design improvement. This not only reduces the time to complete the questionnaire in surveys, but also
reduces the cost of production of the questionnaire. The results prove that the developed Taylor series
model significantly increases the R-squared value by 17% when compared with the linear series model.
After repeatedly running the screening process of the estimated parameters, almost all the remaining
questions of the model for both the employees’ and cadres’ sections show decreased significance values
with a total mean relative change of 49%, verifying that the remaining questions are indeed the real
contributing ones to the models studied. In particular, the question “My boss thinks I am doing a
great job at work” in evaluating employees’ work performance cannot be successfully explained by
the contents of the questionnaire relating to employee work values. Such a question should instead
be evaluated by a manager within the repetitive model refinement approach. However, the question
“Staying and working for this company doesn’t do me any good” can be evaluated through the full
content of the questionnaire relating to organizational management. In other words, an employee’s
decision to stay in the company is substantially dependent on the company’s management strategies.
Further, limitations of the study indicate that the developed questionnaire design improvement should
be applied to data with high reliability.
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Abstract: Recently, there have been many attempts to cope with increasingly-diversified and
ever-changing customer needs by combining products and services that are critical components
of innovation models. Although not only manufacturers, but also service providers, try to integrate
products and services, most of the previous studies on Product Service System (PSS) development
deal with how to effectively integrate services into products from the product-centric point of view.
Services provided by manufacturers’ PSSes, such as delivery services, training services, disposal
services, and so on, offer customers ancillary value, whereas products of service providers’ PSSes
enrich core value by enhancing the functionality and quality of the service. Thus, designing an
effective PSS development process from the service-centric point of view is an important research
topic. Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to propose a service-oriented PSS development
process, which consists of four stages: (1) strategic planning; (2) idea generation and selection;
(3) service design; and (4) product development. In the proposed approach, the PSS development
project is initiated and led by a service provider from a service-centric point of view. From the
perspective of methodology, customer needs are converted into product functions according to
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), while Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is employed to
prioritize the functions. Additionally, this paper illustrates a service-oriented PSS development that
demonstrates the application of the proposed process. The proposed process and illustration are
expected to serve as a foundation for research on service-oriented PSS development and as a useful
guideline for service providers who are considering the development of a service-oriented PSS.
Keywords: Product Service System (PSS); service-oriented PSS development process; English
education; Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP); Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
1. Introduction
Recently, customer needs have become increasingly diversified and ever-changing. Under
this circumstance, because it is very difficult to fulfill sophisticated customer needs by product
innovation alone, many attempts to overcome this problem have involved combining products and
services. In practice, companies, such as General Electric, Xerox, Canon, and Parkersell, have shown
a considerable increase in sales and profits from services since the mid-1990s [1]. Although such
companies had originally made profits by only selling products, they have maintained growth by
integrating services into their products. These attempts can be regarded as Product Service Systems
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(PSS), which are firstly defined as a set of products and services that fulfills customer needs and has
lower environmental impact [2]. Most of the early studies on PSS focused on the environmental aspect.
However, the scope and concept of PSS have been expanded, as various studies on PSS have been
actively conducted. Nowadays, PSS is regarded as an integrated system of products and services to
provide customers with functions and value that they need [3]. Thus, it is one of the critical components
of innovation models that can create value on existing and new businesses.
Most of the previous studies on PSS are based on the viewpoint of manufacturers [4–11].
Particularly, studies on PSS development deal with how to effectively integrate services into products
from the product-centric point of view, and they focus on a specific phase, not the whole development
process. Low et al. [4] suggested an idea generation method using theory of solving inventive problem
(TRIZ) methodology, while Uchihira et al. [8] proposed a method that identifies PSS opportunities
along with product usage. Aurich et al. [6] and Yang et al. [11] utilized product life-cycle data for
idea generation and design of PSSes. In summary, there is a lack of research on PSS development
covering the whole development process, and it is rare to find PSS research conducted from the
service-centric point of view. However, service providers are also making attempts to integrate
products into their services for effective service deliveries and differentiated customer value. Amazon’s
Kindle is an example of this case. PSSes developed by manufacturers and service providers have
different characteristics in terms of customer value. Services of manufacturers’ PSSes, such as delivery
services, training services, disposal services, and so on, offer customers ancillary value instead of core
value that customers recognize when consuming the product, whereas products of service providers’
PSSes ensure that core value is enriched by enhancing functionality and quality of the service. In the
case of Kindle, e-book contents are instantly delivered with lower cost, easier access, and easier
payment; therefore, Kindle enriches the core value that Amazon has offered customers as an online
bookstore. Thus, a different approach for developing a service-centric PSS is required. Therefore,
designing an effective PSS development process from the service-centric point of view is an important
research topic.
Accordingly, this paper proposes a service-oriented PSS development process in which the
PSS development project is initiated and led by a service provider from a service-centric viewpoint
to generate a new innovation model. In contrast to a single product or service development, PSS
development is carried out by multiple actors, including manufacturers and service providers; hence,
the role of each actor should be defined clearly. In the proposed process, which consists of four
stages, the actor and its role are specified for each stage. Additionally, this paper introduces a real
PSS development case from the education industry sector, which demonstrates the application of the
proposed process and discusses the practical issues that can occur during the PSS development project.
The fact that the proposed process was applied to real business practices has practical significance
and, furthermore, this research could serve as a useful guideline for service providers to develop a
service-oriented PSS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the previous studies on
PSS development are reviewed, which build a foundation for the proposed approach. In Section 3,
a service-oriented PSS development process is proposed including the concept, framework, and
detailed processes. Section 4 introduces the case of service-oriented PSS development in detail.
Finally, this research ends with conclusions that include contributions, limitations and directions for
future research.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Definition of PSS
Recently, PSS has received much attention from both industry and academia. Accordingly, active
research regarding PSS is underway. Goedkoop et al. [2] initially suggested the PSS concept, which
is defined as “a system of products, services, networks of players, and supporting infrastructure
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that continuously strives to be competitive, satisfy customer needs and have a lower environmental
impact than traditional innovation models” [2]. On the other hand, Wong [12] defined PSS as follows;
“Product Service-Systems (PSS) may be defined as a solution offered for sale that involves both a
product and a service element, to deliver the required functionality”, which was not limited to the
environmental impact. Although many researchers have since proposed different definitions of PSS,
it has generally been considered as “product(s) and service(s) combined in a system to enable new
innovation models aiming to fulfill customer needs” [2,3,13,14].
2.2. Characteristics of PSS
The main characteristics of PSS, in comparison with pure products or services, are threefold. First,
firms can improve the level of interaction with their customers through PSS. In terms of customer
relationships, the products, and services offered through PSS play a complementary role in satisfying
the customers’ requirements. For instance, if a company that sells washing machines also provides
laundry service to its customers, the interaction with customers will be increased because of the
characteristics of this add-on service. Second, there are a variety of types of payment and ownership of
PSS [15]. This is because PSS is an integrated model of ownable and tangible products and non-owned
and intangible services. Accordingly, most PSS providers have ownership of their PSS and sell the
usage rights or results. Tukker [15] suggested three main categories of PSS, including product-oriented
services, use-oriented services, and result-oriented services. In case of use-oriented services and
result-oriented services, the payment reference is not for the product, but a payment per unit time or
unit use, and so on. The product stays in ownership with the provider in the above cases, whereas
products are mainly sold and some extra services are added in product-oriented services. Here, there
is no pre-determined product involved for result-oriented services.
Lastly, stakeholders creating PSS value are very diverse [16,17], including PSS providers and
customers. A representative example where integrated products and services are provided through
collaboration among several firms is Apple’s AppStore.
2.3. Types of PSS
The most widely accepted of the proposed PSS types is the work by Tukker [15]. The three main
categories are as follows: product-oriented PSS, use-oriented PSS, and result-oriented PSS. First, the
product-oriented PSS is the most similar to the concept of the traditional product, since the value
is achieved by selling the product. However, this is accompanied by additional services such as
after-sales services to guarantee the functionality of the product. Second, use-oriented PSS basically
sells the “use” of a product, not the product itself. What is delivered to the customer is a function that
the customer wants, for example, leasing or sharing services. Finally, result-oriented PSS sells a result
or capability instead of a product. The customer pays only for the provision of agreed results. Selling
laundered clothes instead of a washing machine is a good example of result-oriented PSS [3,15].
2.4. Research on PSS Development Process
Most studies of the PSS development process have been based on the development process
of products or services and consist of three main phases: analysis, idea generation, and selection,
and implementation [17]. The first phase, analysis, includes environmental analysis, SWOT analysis,
and so on, which has been treated as a small part of PSS development research. Nevertheless, some
methodologies have been developed and employed in the analysis phase. The “Innovation Scan”
was developed for analyzing and forecasting the relationship between customer needs and product
functions [18], while the product-service integrated roadmap was proposed for the strategic planning
of product-service integrated offerings [19]. The next phase, idea generation and selection, has been
the most actively studied. Lee and Kim [20] classified PSS by function and developed PSS ideas using
a combination of products and services. Low et al. [4], Chen and Huang [21], and Chen and Li [22]
utilized TRIZ for idea generation. The TRIZ method stands for “Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh
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Zadatch” in Russian which means theory of inventive problem solving [23,24]. This method solves
technical problems and offers innovative product structures by employing a knowledge base built
from the analyses of approximately 2.5 million patents, primarily on mechanical design [25]. TRIZ
consists of three basic tools: (1) 40 principles to resolve conflicts effectively; (2) a knowledge database
system that consists of physical, chemical, and geometrical effects and rules for problem solving; and
(3) modeling a technological problem.
Uhlmann and Stelzer [26] suggested seven dimensions to determine PSS ideas through a case
study. The seven dimensions are composed of customer skills, customer will to build up skills, property
rights, human resources, outsourcing of product, existing network of suppliers, and process monitoring
to determine PSS ideas through a case study.
Meiner and Kroll [27] proposed an approach to creating a new PSS model based on service
processes. In addition, many tools, such as extended service blueprint [10], system map, interaction
storyboard, stakeholder motivation matrix [28], modified IDEF0 [29], and many others to design PSSes
using generated and selected new ideas have been developed. Finally, in the implementation phase,
Schuh and Gudergan [30] suggested a framework using QFD (Quality Function Deployment) and
Yang et al. [11] provided a methodology for the realization of PSSes through the utilization of product
life-cycle data. The QFD has been widely used since Akao suggested it in 1990. The tool that has been
used most frequently in QFD is a matrix called the House Of Quality (HOQ), which is utilized for the
aim of converting market information into product strategies for business [31].
As we have explained, most previous research on PSS development has focused on a specific
phase, not the whole development process. In particular, these studies have been mainly conducted
from the product-centric point of view. In other words, previous studies of PSS development dealt
with products and relevant supporting services, but the converse was not the case. While the term,
“service-oriented product” was utilized in some studies [32,33], it represented use-oriented PSS
rather than service-supporting products. Therefore, research on the entire development process
for service-oriented PSS is still the domain of a few pioneers.
3. Service-Oriented PSS Development
3.1. Concept
This research proposes the service-oriented PSS development process for developing a new
innovation model. The term, “service-oriented PSS” stands for a PSS in which a product is integrated
into a service as a supporting tool to make the existing service more competitive. The distinctive
characteristics of the service-oriented PSS are twofold. First, customer needs for the existing service
are the starting point of service-oriented PSS development, whereas product-centric PSS development
begins with the needs for the product itself or the context of product usage. After customer needs
for the service are investigated, the product functions to fulfill these needs are derived from the
investigation result. Subsequently, new services are developed by combining the existing service with
the new product. Where a single service cannot meet customer needs without a product, it can be
complemented by the integration of the service and product. That is to say, functions required for
the product are derived from customer needs for the service, and the product makes the service more
competitive. The integration of the service and product constitutes the service-oriented PSS, which can
provide greater competitiveness and value than a stand-alone service.
Second, in service-oriented PSS development, the role of the product manufacturer should receive
greater emphasis than that of the service provider in product-centric PSS development. Most previous
studies on PSS development considered services as the means to offer customers ancillary value in
order to raise lock-in effects and sales from the manufacturers’ viewpoint, and manufacturers introduce
and operate their own services in many cases [7]. On the other hand, it is hard for service providers to
develop and produce products. In a relative sense, products are dependent on technologies, equipment,
and facilities, whereas services are dependent on humans. Thus, service providers should establish
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strong partnerships with manufacturers to develop service-oriented PSSes and closely collaborate with
partners on product and service developments. In these regards, service-oriented PSS development
differs from product-centric PSS development.
3.2. Framework
The service-oriented PSS development process proposed in this research is derived from
the product development process of Cooper et al. [34,35], the service development process of
Brügemann [36], and several cases of PSS development projects summarized by Tukker and
Tischner [17]. The product development process of Cooper et al. [34,35] is represented by the
stage-gate process which comprises a five-stage (scoping, build business case, development, testing
and validation, and launch), five gate (idea screen, second screen, go to development, go to testing, and
go to launch) process incorporating a discovery stage and a post-launch review, whereas the service
development process of Brügemann [36] is composed of eight stages: “situation analysis”, “objectives”,
“strategy”, “idea finding”, “generation of requirements”, “development”, “implementation”, and
“delivery of service”. Tukker and Tischner [17] investigated PSS development methods used in PSS
development projects and grouped them into three phases, “analysis”, “idea generation and selection”,
and “implementation”. Based on these references, we made the service-oriented PSS development
process by grouping similar stages and excluding stages related to marketing, distribution, and use
in order to focus on development. The result consists of four stages, “strategic planning”, “idea
generation and selection”, “service design”, and “product development”. Between every stage,
an intermediate evaluation and back-loop scheme using the results of intermediate evaluation is
applied like Cooper et al.’s five gates. Contrary to the previous sequential processes, the proposed
process is a hybrid of sequential and parallel processes, because PSS development includes product
development as well as service development. The planning and idea generation for PSS development
are carried out sequentially and service design proceeds in parallel with product development.
As shown in Figure 1, the service-oriented PSS development process has two layers, a service
provider layer and product partner (manufacturer) layer, which show the participants for each stage.
Service-oriented PSS development is initiated by the service provider, hence the first stage, “strategic
planning” is carried out by the service provider alone. The next stage, “idea generation and selection”
is performed by the service provider and the product partner selected in the previous stage. Together
they generate detailed ideas for planned PSS development. Subsequently, the third and fourth stages,
“service design” and “product development”, are conducted concurrently by the service provider
and the product partner, respectively. At this time, the key aspect to successful PSS development is
to achieve consensus on the service and product through effective communication and interaction
between the two actors. To this end, the results of service design should be delivered to the product
partner in order to verify the technical feasibility of the required service functions, and the pilot
product should also be delivered to the service provider in order to judge the suitability of the design
and functions. These collaborations are expressed as arrows between “service design” and “product
development” in Figure 1. Here, a service-oriented PSS can be developed from the open innovation
concept of Chesbrough [37]. From a service-centered point of view, product partners can be considered
as external; i.e., the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge is to accelerate internal
innovation and expand the markets for external use of innovation. Actors and key features for each
stage of the service-oriented PSS development process are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Service-oriented PSS development process.
Table 1. Actors and key features for each stage of the service-oriented PSS development process.
Stage Actor Key Feature
Strategic Planning Service Provider
The service-oriented PSS development is
initiated by the service provider, and a
product partner is selected.
Idea Generation and Selection Service Provider &Product Partner
During this stage, there is a preliminary
check of the feasibility of the ideas and
consensus on the detailed PSS concept is
achieved through collaboration between
the two actors.
PSS Development
Service Design Service Provider Detailed service features and product
functions are verified and redesigned based
on feedback. Finally, the final
service-oriented PSS is developed.
Product Development Product Partner
Launching Service Provider &Product Partner




A service-oriented PSS development project is initiated by the service provider and the first stage
is strategic planning. First, the service provider determines what to develop. In the case that services,
alone, are provided, the service provider builds a general concept of PSS development that combines
the existing services and product in order to increase competitiveness and customer satisfaction as
well as add new value for customers. Thereafter, the service provider conducts situation analyses,
including market analysis, competence analysis, competitor analysis, and so on. Subsequently, the
concrete objectives of the PSS development project and the team that will lead it are formulated.
Lastly, the product partner that will cover the product development is selected. The selection of a
product partner to develop the service-oriented PSS can be accomplished through a variety of methods.
Among them, an emergent theory of partner selection through collaboration, similar to that produced
by Emden et al. [38], is utilized. The model is composed of three broad phases: (1) technological
alignment; (2) strategic alignment; and (3) relational alignment. Technological capability, resource
complementarity, and overlapping knowledge bases are considered in the first phase. Then, motivation
and goal correspondence are checked in the second phase. Finally, compatible cultures, propensity to
change, and long-term orientation are screened in the third phase.
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3.3.2. Idea Generation and Selection
The second stage is idea generation and selection, which are conducted by the service provider and
the product partner selected in the previous stage. In this stage, it is essential to investigate customer
needs for the existing service and derive product functions from these needs. To this end, expected
user groups are firstly selected, and each group’s needs for the existing service are investigated
thoroughly. At this point, not only customer needs but also their desired requirements i.e., what they
ultimately want from the service, should be identified. Interviews and surveys are the most useful
and representative methods for this purpose. Particularly, in-depth interviews with customers and
related experts are an effective means to figure out the ideal service scenarios and product functions
required when the service is combined with the product. In addition, reviews in relevant professional
publications and reports, and benchmarking of existing relevant services and products can provide the
implications of success and failure factors that help derive product functions.
The next step is to derive product functions based on prior investigations of customer needs.
At this point, customer needs are converted into product functions in a similar manner to QFD, which
transforms customer needs into engineering/process requirements. Subsequently, additional functions
can be added from the benchmarking results. Eventually, the customer needs generated from the
service are analyzed and converted into product functions.
The following step is to match up functions with desired requirements using QFD. The desired
requirements can be varied according to the purpose and situation of each user group. Thus, the
functions that will be provided should differ in accordance with user groups. To deal with this problem,
the actors in this stage should analyze the user context and derive desired requirements according to
each user group’s context based on the results of the investigation conducted previously. Subsequently,
actors match every function with certain desired requirements and user groups. Consequently, the
results can show a user group and its desired requirements provided by a specific function, functions
needed by a specific user group, and functions that fulfill certain desired requirements. An exemplified
outcome of this task is illustrated in Figure 2.
Lastly, functions are prioritized by the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method and core
functions are selected as the final outcome of this stage. The AHP is a decision-aiding method
developed by Saaty [39–41]. It is one of the most widely used multi-criteria decision-making tools and
is an Eigenvalue approach to pair-wise comparisons. It also provides a methodology to calibrate the
numeric scale for the measurement of both quantitative and qualitative performances [42]. The number
of core functions can vary according to constraints such as project schedule and financial budget, and
the remaining functions can be developed and added to the next version of the PSS. Through the
previous steps such as investigating customer needs and desired requirements, deriving functions,
and linking functions with desired requirements, participants in this stage can be regarded as experts
who have sufficient knowledge about the desired requirements and the necessary functions. Thus,
they can evaluate the relative importance between two functions based on their experiences when
using the AHP method.
Figure 2. An example of a matrix for linking functions to desired requirements for each user context.
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3.3.3. Service Design
The service design stage and the product development stage proceed in parallel under the
respective guidance of the service provider and product partner after the second stage, idea generation
and selection. In the service design stage, the service provider designs services in detail, which can be
realized with the product functions derived in the previous stage.
Service dominant logic is comprised of five steps as follows: (1) as-is analysis; (2) setting service
design direction; (3) creating service use-cases; (4) making service scenarios; and (5) checking feasibility.
First, the service provider conducts the “as-is analysis”, which analyzes the current situation of services
offered without a product. The deficiencies in current services that are contrary to the ideal services
and desired requirements are derived from “as-is analysis”. Thereafter, the service provider establishes
the direction of the service design for overcoming the gap between the current services and the ideal
ones via integration with product functions. Subsequently, the service provider develops use-cases
based on the design direction, which includes elements such as actors (users, service providers, and so
on), product, and infrastructure (systems, networks, and so on.) as well as the relationships between
elements such as information input/output and physical materials. After all the use cases have been
developed, service scenarios for each user group can be created by aggregating them. During these
tasks, modeling methods such as IDEF0 which is a compound acronym Icam DEFinition for Function
Modeling, where “ICAM” is an acronym for Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing and service
blueprint [29] can be exploited. After the use cases and service scenarios have been developed, they are
delivered to the product partner to verify the technical feasibility. Then, the service provider receives
feedback on the technical feasibility of the service, and redesigns services based on this. Furthermore,
the service provider should give feedback on the pilot product to the product partner.
3.3.4. Product Development
In this stage, the product partner develops the product. The product partner develops the basic
design, architecture, and product specifications, and realizes the functions derived from the idea
generation and selection. Once the pilot product is created, the product partner should deliver it to
the service provider and modify its design, functions, and so on, according to the feedback from the
service provider. In addition, once the product partner receives the use cases and service scenarios
from the service provider, the product partner checks the feasibility to determine whether it is possible
to realize the product functions required by the service or not. If there is a function that is impossible to
realize, the product partner sends feedback so that the relevant service can be redesigned. Otherwise,
the product partner modifies the functions, architecture, or specifications of the product according to
the use cases and service scenarios. Effective and efficient interaction between the service provider
and product partner is critical to develop a successful PSS. Thus, various iterations of feasibility
checks, verifications, feedback and redesigns are inevitable while jointly developing the service and
product. Once the final consensus on the service and product is achieved through these processes,
the product partner manufactures the products. Finally, service-oriented PSS development is finished
and launched. There are many factors to take into account when launching a service-oriented PSS.
The launching stage needs to address some basic issues such as launch goal and strategy, major player
and stakeholders, target customers, current market environment, and so on [43]. It is critical to carefully
design a launch plan and prepare internally before a public launch. This internal preparation will
address issues such as testing and validation, pricing, documentation, warranty, demos, sales tools,
training for sale/channels/service/support, and so on.
4. Illustration: T Smart Learning
4.1. Introduction to the Case Companies and the PSS Development Project
The illustration in this paper is derived from a PSS development project undertaken by S Telecom
in collaboration with C Learning. S Telecom is a mobile service provider in Korea, with 50.6% market
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share as of 2010. Since its launch on 29 March 1984 S Telecom has evolved from a first-generation analog
cellular system, to a second-generation CDMA provider, and then to the world’s first third-generation
synchronized IMT-2000 cellular system. S Telecom also became the world’s first company to
commercialize HSDPA in May 2006. S Telecom provides not only mobile telecommunication services
but also convergence services including media, social networking, content delivery, location-based
service, platform, commerce, and a host of other options. Recently, S Telecom has been actively seeking
new business opportunities to cope with B2C market saturation by developing B2B innovation models
in various industry sectors, including the education industry.
C Learning is a language institute located in Korea and Canada. C Learning was founded in
1998 and offers ESL (English as a Second Language) learning services by combining self-developed
programs and native English-speaking instructors. C Learning provides more than 60,000 students
with unique programs based on critical thinking and cognitive language development. This is made
possible by more than 1300 instructors, 390 corporate employees, and its ESL R-and-D center. Recently,
the company has reached saturation in terms of the number of students it can teach due to physical
space constraints. Thus, an innovative method for continuous growth is required. Additionally, the
Korean Education Ministry unveiled a plan to introduce a new English aptitude test—NEAT (National
English Ability Test)—that focuses on tests of speaking and writing ability, and will replace the English
section of the standardized college entrance examination. Therefore, new coursework and classes to
prepare for the NEAT will have to be created.
Under this background, S Telecom and C Learning signed a memorandum of understanding
on developing an English learning system that uses wireless communications networks to allow
students to study anywhere and anytime, keep parents up to date with students’ progress, and to
increase communication between the teacher and students within the classroom. The characteristics
of this system as a PSS are as follows. It consists of actors (students, parents, and instructors),
contents, learning-support devices, and network infrastructures. From its inception, the project
considered English learning services and learning-support devices (products) simultaneously in order
to create a successful PSS that can raise the effectiveness and efficiency of learning. Accordingly, many
stakeholders’ needs were investigated and incorporated during the development process. Furthermore,
this system will only be meaningful if customer needs are fulfilled by the services or functions offered
via the product. Thus, product possession itself has no meaning. In particular, product functions were
developed in order to fulfill customer needs and desired requirements that were derived and analyzed
from existing English learning services. These characteristics made this English learning system a
service-oriented PSS.
4.2. Strategic Planning
To begin, S Telecom and C Learning analyzed the global trend and potential of the English
education market, the state of affairs of the major IT players (Apple, Intel, and so on) in the education
sector, and local cases of device-based learning services by mobile service providers. These analyses
produced the following results: (1) English education is experiencing high growth in the global market
and Asia is the most promising region; (2) the focus of English education is moving toward improving
fundamental listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities, instead of grammar and reading
comprehension; and (3) key success factors for a device-based learning system involve not only fine
contents but also specialized functions increase the effectiveness of education. Consequently, S Telecom
and C Learning set up an objective to develop a PSS that combines an English learning service and
a mobile device. The first target service was the NEAT coursework, which had already been made
by the R-and-D center of C Learning. The target product was a tablet PC-like device, which supports
wireless data communication and provides specialized functions for effectively improving listening,
speaking, reading, and writing English abilities. In addition, they made a plan to gradually expand
the target market by adding other coursework and subjects and entering global education markets
such as China and Southeast Asian countries.
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Next, S Telecom and C Learning set up an exclusive TFT (Task Force Team) for developing the
product. After establishing the team setting, the TFT searched for various device manufacturers and
software developers in order to select product partners, and contacted them based on considerations
of technological competency and quality, as well as cost. Finally, the hardware and software-product
partners were selected and members from these product partners joined the TFT.
4.3. Idea Generation and Selection
For idea generation and selection, the TFT thoroughly investigated customer needs and desired
requirements in English education. The TFT conducted in-depth interviews with more than 20 students
and parents, and 20 experts in English education such as English teachers, directors of language
institutes, and coursework developers so that users’ and teachers’ needs for existing English learning
services and ideal methods of learning English were investigated. Additionally, the TFT reviewed eight
books about the theory of English learning and 11 autobiographies by people who were successful
in learning English. They also benchmarked 52 on/offline learning services and 36 learning-support
devices. This broad and deep investigation enabled the TFT to achieve a full understanding of the
existing English education services. It is very important to devote sufficient time and effort to this kind
of task, since it serves as the foundation of the following tasks.
After extensive investigations, the TFT derived device functions based on the investigation results.
The needs were converted into functions via QFD methodology, and other functions were added
based on the benchmarking results. In this process, there was a preliminary check of the feasibilities
of the functions, especially by TFT members who joined from product partners. For example, the
“eyeball tracking” function was excluded due to technical problems and cost. Finally, 149 functions
were derived. Examples of customer needs and relevant functions are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Examples of customer needs and relevant functions.
User Group Need Function
Student
“Although I cannot understand what is said in
class, I hesitate to ask a question.”
“I want learning to be more interesting.”
“I want more exposure to English.”
Evaluating the current level, Daily test,
Learning history, Learning game, Role-play,
Avatar, Online community, Push contents,
and etc.
Teacher
“I want to arouse students’ interest with teaching
materials made of multimedia contents such as
movies, sitcoms, news, and pop songs.”
“In the class, it takes too much time to correct
each student’s speaking and writing.”
“I want to check homework and score exams
more efficiently.”
Coursework generator, Multimedia
contents library, Speaking evaluation,
Writing evaluation, Auto-grading, Class
planner, Student profile management,
and etc.
Parent
“I wonder my child follows the coursework well.”
“I want to know how much my child’s
achievement level is improving.”
Informing of diagnosis results, Informing of
progress, Informing of attitude in class,
and etc.
The following step involves matching functions with desired requirements as well as the user
context for each user group using QFD. This task was conducted through a one-day workshop attended
by all members of the TFT, whereas previous tasks such as interviews, benchmarking, and function
derivation were assigned to groups composed of two or three members. The TFT divided users into
three groups: student, teacher and parent. For each group, the TFT analyzed user context and derived
desired requirements in each context based on the investigation results (see Figures 3 and 4). Finally,
34 function sets were derived by grouping similar functions among 149 functions.
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Figure 3. The partial outcome of linking functions to desired requirements for students’ context.
Figure 4. The partial outcome of linking functions to desired requirements for students’ context.
Lastly, the TFT prioritized the function sets by the AHP method, and selected the core function
sets. Since too many functions were derived, it was not reasonable to develop them all together in view
of time-to-market, development cost, and quality. Thus, the TFT needed to select functions that would
be developed for the first version of T Smart Learning, and the AHP method was employed for this aim.
In addition, all members took an entire day to prioritize function sets as a group. The criteria for AHP
were determined through discussion as follows: (1) effectiveness of learning; (2) personalized learning;
and (3) competitiveness. After obtaining the weights for all criteria by pairwise comparisons, the TFT
conducted pairwise comparisons between function sets for each criterion. Eventually, all function sets
were prioritized and all consistency ratios were below 0.1, which means that all comparisons were
consistent (see Table 3). Based on the priorities, five function sets for students were selected as core
function sets. Additionally, the function sets for teachers and parents were selected as core function sets
in order to cover all user groups, even though these priorities were ranked below the other function sets.
In the final outcome (see Appendix 5), the core function sets included: (1) listening-specialized function
set; (2) speaking-specialized function set; (3) reading-specialized function set; (4) writing-specialized
function set; (5) personal care function set; (6) teacher-support function set; and (7) parent-support
function set. Other function sets will be developed and added in the next version of T Smart Learning.
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In this step, the AHP method was an effective means to reach a consensus on which functions
would be developed first. During pairwise comparisons, the members of TFT discussed the relative
importance between functions and, consequently, the consensus was built spontaneously. Thus, the
AHP method served as a tool for not only prioritizing functions but also for building a consensus
among TFT members.
Table 3. Priority of criteria and consistency ratio.
Criteria Priority Consistency Ratio for Function Sets Evaluation
Effectiveness of learning 0.5438 0.05066
Personalized learning 0.1103 0.02724
Competitiveness 0.3460 0.03084
4.4. Service Design
The TFT (excluding members from product partners) designed services in detail, which can be
realized by utilizing the core functions derived in the previous stage. First, the TFT analyzed the
deficiencies of the current English education services offered without a product, and derived the
service design direction for each function set to compensate for the gap between the current situation
and desired requirements investigated previously. Thereafter, the TFT created the service use-cases
based on the design directions and developed service scenarios by aggregating use-cases.
The case of the speaking-specialized function set is as follows. The requirements for learning
how to speak English are mimicking, imitation, reproduction, presentation, debate, self-check, and
evaluation. In detail, students should listen to the native speaker’s pronunciation and imitate it at the
beginning. The next step is to practice various expressions that have similar meanings. Subsequently,
it is necessary to improve the ability to organize the contents of what will be said. Finally, students
will be able to make a presentation and participate in a debate with their own thoughts and opinions.
In all these processes, self-check and evaluation can make learning more effective. However, there is
little or no chance to speak English in reality. Moreover, students cannot find self-learning methods
or receive instant feedback on their speaking abilities. Thus, the TFT established the design direction
as follows: (1) providing various expressions recorded in a native speaker’s pronunciation in order
to allow self-practice; (2) giving instant feedback on speaking ability; and (3) offering a virtual place
to communicate with colleagues via telepresence. According to these design directions, the TFT
designed service use cases such as “speaking English by watching one’s face via a camera in the
device”, “comparing one’s pronunciation with a native speaker’s by a record and play function”,
“providing a role-play service through which one can communicate with virtual characters through
the device”, and “providing a group discussion service via telepresence and giving instant feedback
based on STT (Speech-to-Text) technology”. The TFT delivered these outcomes to the product partners
and received feedback from them. Subsequently, the use-cases were redesigned based on the feedback.
For example, the software product partner recommended that the TFT change “giving instant feedback
based on STT technology” because of the low accuracy of current STT technology. Thus, the TFT
changed the concept of the feedback service from automated instant feedback to semi-automated
not-instant feedback, in which manual correction by a teacher is included. The use-case of the feedback
service is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The use-case of the feedback service.
Finally, the TFT developed the service scenario for each user group by aggregating the service
use-cases, and the partial outcome of the service scenario for the students is illustrated in Figure 6.
The service scenarios were also confirmed by the product partners.
Figure 6. The partial outcome of the service scenario for the student.
4.5. Product Development
The respective hardware and software-product partners developed the hardware and software
products that could realize the core functions derived in the idea generation and selection stage.
During the development process, the product partners received service use-cases and scenarios from
the TFT and incorporated them into the product development. Furthermore, the product partners
communicated with the TFT continuously to receive feedback on the intermediate outcomes, and
modified the products accordingly. The hardware product partner intended to develop a new device
that specialized in learning, and the software product partner intended to develop a new software
platform and related applications for the device based on Android open-source software.
However, it was hard to complete the hardware product development before the scheduled date.
When considering the quality, cost, and release timing, the TFT and product partners decided to apply
an existing tablet PC for the first version. Accordingly, the TFT and the hardware product partner
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consented to develop a learning-specialized device based on a long-term plan, whereas the software
product partner developed the application launcher that would make an Android OS-based tablet PC
operate as a new learning device. In this case, the application launcher can be regarded as another OS
operating on top of the Android OS. While developing the software product, the software product
partner improved the user interface and functions according to feedback from the TFT. Although the
shape and specifications of the device are identical with the existing general-purpose tablet PC, the
device with the launcher can provide an entirely new English-learning experience. In addition to the
launcher, the software product partner developed a system comprised of the architecture, platform,
and servers, which is indispensable for operating a service based on a mobile network and device
(see Figure 7). Finally, S Telecom and C Learning launched a service-oriented PSS, T Smart Learning,
on 18 July 2011, after a one month pilot test. The actual appearance of T Smart Learning is shown
in Figure 8. The left figure is the main screen of T Smart Learning and the right one is the screen
studying English.
Figure 7. System architecture of T Smart Learning.
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Figure 8. Actual appearance of T Smart Learning.
4.6. Discussions and Implications
The proposed framework was validated by applying it to a practical case in the illustration
part. Although many cases can be utilized for complete validation, this paper performed an in-depth
analysis in the T Smart Learning case to investigate the details of the framework. Consequently, the
systematic approach to develop a service-oriented PSS enabled us to successfully generate creative
ideas, design a service, and develop a PSS by reflecting the interaction between service providers and
product partners. The most important part in the validation is how much users are satisfied with the
practicality of the suggested approach. The TFT members in the aforementioned case highlighted the
usefulness of four stages and techniques in each stage such as QFD and scenario analysis. In addition,
active feedbacks among stakeholders could facilitate the process of developing the PSS.
However, several critical points should be considered to elevate the quality of application of the
proposed approach. In the idea generation and selection stage of our case study, the TFT members of
service providers had difficulty defining functions and judging their development potential. They also
had difficulty separating them into hardware and software products because of the lack of knowledge
and product development experience. At this time, the TFT members of the product partners played
a key role in checking the feasibility of the functions and classifying them. On the contrary, the
members of product partners who had a rudimentary understanding of the service gained a deeper
understanding through the steps of deriving functions and conducting the AHP method, and this
positively influenced the development of the requisite product in service-oriented PSS. Thus, it is
definitely necessary to involve the product partners in the idea generation and selection stage.
The service providers and product partners should communicate and interact during the service
design and product development stages. Through efficient and effective communication feedback
is exchanged and incorporated into service design and product development. If miscommunication
occurs at this point, the project team will not achieve satisfactory results. In our case, all TFT members
got together and shared the progress of service design and product development once every two
weeks. In spite of that, the project schedule was actually delayed due to miscommunication. Thus, it is
necessary to execute more research on a systematic method for effective communication between the
service design and product development teams. In this regard, Kleinsmann et al. [44] found factors that
influence the creation of a shared understanding in collaborative new product development, and they
also identified four collaboration types and their mechanisms. A similar study of PSS development
would provide valuable findings and implications.
It is not easy to develop a new hardware product for service-oriented PSS. In our case,
a general-purpose tablet PC was employed, contrary to the initial objective, although the hardware
product partner still aimed to develop a new device that specialized in English education. Since
the development of a new hardware product is highly risky in terms of cost and time, the service
provider should consider customizing a general-purpose hardware product from its inception. Thus,
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the decision-making step on whether to develop or customize should be included in future research
on the service-oriented PSS development process.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a service-oriented PSS development process in which the PSS development
project is initiated and led by a service provider from a service-centric point of view. The proposed
process, which is based on the product development process, service development process, and
cases of PSS development projects, consists of four stages: (1) strategic planning; (2) idea generation
and selection; (3) service design; and (4) product development. For each stage, actors and detailed
procedures, including key features and useful methods, are suggested. Additionally, the real PSS
development case of an English education service is introduced in detail as a demonstration of the
application of the proposed process.
The contribution of this paper is that it expands the current scope of PSS research by suggesting
the concept and development process of service-oriented PSS from the service provider’s viewpoint,
contrary to the manufacturer’s viewpoint of existing studies. This can establish a foundation for
research on service-oriented PSS development. Moreover, the proposed process and illustration are
expected to serve as a useful guideline when service providers develop a service-oriented PSS.
However, this paper has some limitations. Firstly, the majority of the proposed process covers
qualitative aspects. If more quantitative methods are added to the process, the proposed process
can be made more systematic. Thus, the systematic and quantitative approach to partner selection,
idea generation, service design, and collaboration with product partners are future research topics.
Secondly, the case presented in this paper covers only specific industry sectors. Numerous case
studies of broad industry sectors can provide us with worthwhile implications for service-oriented
PSS development. In particular, cases of proven market success could confirm the validity of the
proposed process. Therefore, in-depth case studies of various industries including successful cases
could be another line of future research. Thirdly, since this research focuses on the PSS development
process, subsequent processes such as a launching and operating process were not dealt with in this
paper. Unique characteristics of PSS can be reflected to implement the details of the launching and
operating processes. Thus, future research can present a complete framework of service-oriented PSS
development from planning to operation by including the launching and operating process.
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Appendix
Table A1. 34 Function sets and AHP results.









student writing-specialized 0.05249 0.05220 0.08347 0.06317 core function
student speaking-specialized 0.05517 0.05220 0.05839 0.05596 core function
student listening-specialized 0.05438 0.05220 0.05839 0.05553 core function
student reading-specialized 0.05431 0.05220 0.05839 0.05549 core function
student personal care 0.05309 0.05220 0.05839 0.05482 core function
teacher interaction in class 0.03939 0.05986 0.06446 0.05032 core function(teacher-support)
teacher auto-correction 0.05693 0.04637 0.03691 0.04884 core function(teacher-support)
student dictionary 0.05161 0.04637 0.03691 0.04595
teacher auto-grading 0.04297 0.04402 0.03739 0.04116 core function(teacher-support)
student note 0.04175 0.02700 0.03615 0.03819
student planner 0.04283 0.01653 0.02806 0.03482
student diagnosis 0.02942 0.03376 0.03715 0.03258
student push contents 0.03615 0.01263 0.01679 0.02686
student contents library 0.02209 0.02926 0.03220 0.02638
student game 0.02837 0.03330 0.02007 0.02604
teacher checking homework 0.02182 0.03009 0.03117 0.02597 core function(teacher-support)
teacher making tests 0.02755 0.01008 0.01998 0.02300 core function(teacher-support)
teacher making teachingmaterial 0.01824 0.03138 0.02745 0.02288
core function
(teacher-support)
student communication 0.02073 0.01957 0.02633 0.02254
student search 0.03144 0.01354 0.01139 0.02253
parent informing ofdiagnosis results 0.02337 0.01279 0.01139 0.01806
core function
(parent-support)
parent informing of progress 0.01537 0.02573 0.01967 0.01800 core function(parent-support)
student counseling 0.01593 0.01276 0.02117 0.01739
teacher class/studentmanagement 0.01538 0.01974 0.01211 0.01473
core function
(teacher-support)
teacher communication withparents 0.01499 0.01974 0.01211 0.01452
parent informing of attitudein class 0.01394 0.02704 0.01072 0.01427
core function
(parent-support)
parent intimacy 0.01190 0.02276 0.01160 0.01300 core function(parent-support)
parent education-relatedinformation 0.01226 0.01660 0.01215 0.01270
core function
(parent-support)
student synchronization 0.01073 0.01974 0.01211 0.01220
teacher other teacher-support 0.00889 0.02055 0.01160 0.01112
student help 0.01079 0.01092 0.01008 0.01056
teacher student control 0.00920 0.00852 0.01095 0.00973
student timer 0.00789 0.01206 0.01160 0.00964
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Abstract: Switching from the current linear model of economy to a circular one has recently attracted
increased attention from major global companies e.g., Google, Unilever, Renault, and policymakers
attending the World Economic Forum. The reasons for this are the huge financial, social and
environmental benefits. However, the global shift from one model of economy to another also
concerns smaller companies on a micro-level. Thus, comprehensive knowledge on designing circular
business models is needed to stimulate and foster implementation of the circular economy. Existing
business models for the circular economy have limited transferability and there is no comprehensive
framework supporting every kind of company in designing a circular business model. This study
employs a literature review to identify and classify the circular economy characteristics according
to a business model structure. The investigation in the eight sub-domains of research on circular
business models was used to redefine the components of the business model canvas in the context
of the circular economy. Two new components—the take-back system and adoption factors—have
been identified, thereby leading to the conceptualization of an extended framework for the circular
business model canvas. Additionally, the triple fit challenge has been recognized as an enabler of the
transition towards a circular business model. Some directions for further research have been outlined,
as well.
Keywords: business models; circular economy; circular business model; sustainable business model;
business model design
1. Introduction
Switching from the current linear model of economy to a circular one would not only bring savings
of hundreds of billions US dollars to the EU alone, but also significantly reduce the negative impact on
the natural environment [1,2]. This is why the circular economy (CE) has attracted increased attention
as one of the most powerful and most recent moves towards sustainability [3,4]. The transition
to the circular economy entails four fundamental building blocks—materials and product design,
new business models, global reverse networks, and enabling conditions [5]. Switching an economy
to a circular one depends, on the one hand, on policymakers and their decisions [6]; on the other
hand, it depends on introducing circularity into their business models by business entities [7]. The
scope of interest of this study is limited to the latter, micro-level perspective of designing circular
business models.
Comprehensive knowledge on designing circular business models is needed to stimulate and
foster implementation of the circular economy on a micro-level. Existing knowledge provides several
well-elaborated and verified frameworks of business models, design patterns and tools to build a
business model [8,9]. Although many case studies revealed several types of circular business actions
or models [4,7], these models have limited transferability. There are very few studies covering, in
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a more comprehensive manner, how a circular business model framework should look. Previous
research instead has taken the following approaches: building on a business model canvas (BMC)
and classifying the product-service system characteristics according to its structure [10]; significantly
reconstructing the BMC into a business cycle canvas to support practitioners in thinking in business
systems and beyond the individual business model [11]; using it as a part of a bigger framework of a
business model limited to eco-innovation [12]; or extending it to encompass wider social perspectives
of costs and benefits [13]. Other studies provide some steps for analyzing an existing business model
for potential opportunities to introduce circularity [7,14].
None of these reviewed studies have provided satisfactory answers to the following questions:
How may the principles of the circular economy be applied to a business model? What components
should a circular business model consist of to be applicable to every company? This study considers
the circular economy as a new contribution to the development of business model theory. Because
changing a company’s business model into a circular one is challenging, the following research provides
a conceptual framework of the circular business model to support practitioners in the transition process
from linear business models to more circular ones.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the concept of this study and methodological
remarks. Section 3 identifies the specificity of circular business models according to the eight
sub-domains of research in the area of business models proposed by Pateli and Giaglis [15]. Section 4
classifies the findings of the review according to the business model framework developed by
Osterwalder and Pigneur [8]. Thus, the nine building blocks of a business model framework are
characterized in the context of the circular economy. This section reveals the need to extend the
business model framework to make it more applicable to the circular economy. Section 5 provides
a proposition to address this need and presents a conceptualization of an extended framework of
business model—the circular business model canvas (CBMC). Section 6 provides suggestions for future
research. Section 7 presents the conclusions of the study.
2. The Method and Concept of the Study
In order to answer the questions how the principles of the circular economy can be applied to
a business model, and which universally applicable components are needed for a circular business
model, a narrative conceptual review has been employed.
The process was divided into three steps.
(1) Identification of the state of the art on business models in the CE (circular business models)
(2) Categorization of the initial body of literature according to the components of business
model structure
(3) Synthesis and development of the framework for a circular business model
General characteristics of 
the main fields of research 
on Circular Business 
Models 
Conceptualization of the 
framework of the 
Circular Business Model 
Canvas  






Identifying how Circular 
Economy principles can be 
applied to the components 
of business model 
Identifying how Circular 
Economy principles exceed 
the components of business 
model 
Identifying new 
components of the 
Circular Business Model 
 
Figure 1. The Concept of Developing a Framework of Business Model for the Circular Economy.
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2.1. Literature Review—Conceptual Frameworks for Categorizing the Research on Circular Business Models
This step identified the body of knowledge needed to obtain the answers for the research questions
in the next steps. The following academic databases were used for the literature search: EBSCO
Host, Google Scholar, Scopus, and ProQuest. Key words included variations on terms such as
circular economy, business model, circular business model, sustainable business model. Then a
complementary manual search was conducted on the websites of contributors to circular economy
to look for other relevant papers, reports and books. Also the anonymous reviewers suggested some
additional references.
This literature search generated articles on conceptualizing the state of the art on business models
in the circular economy (circular business models) according to the eight sub-domains of research
in the area of business models proposed by Pateli and Giaglis [15]. Those sub-domains include:
definitions, components, taxonomies, conceptual models, design methods and tools, adoption factors,
evaluation models, and change methodologies [15]. The research in the sub-domain of definitions
concerns defining the purpose, scope, and primary elements of a business model, as well as exploring
its relationships with other business concepts, such as strategy and business processes. Thus, in relation
to circular business models, a wider context of the circular economy must be explained in the first place.
Research on components of business models focuses on identifying its fundamental constructs and
constituent elements. They are derived from the main principles of CE. Research in the taxonomies’
sub-domain provides possible categorizations of circular business models into a number of typologies
based on various criteria. Investigations related to the conceptual models focus on identifying and
describing the relationship between the constituent elements of a circular business model, and include
their graphical representation. Exploration of the design methods and tools concerns the development
and use of methods, languages, standards and software to allow organizations to design, experiment,
and change business models in an easy and cost-effective way into more circular business models.
The research related to the adoption factors focuses on the factors that affect this change, as well as
on socioeconomic implications of circular business models. The sub-domain related to evaluation
models focuses on identifying criteria for assessing the feasibility, viability, and profitability of circular
business models or evaluating them against alternative or best practice cases. Investigation concerning
change methodologies pertain to guidelines, steps, and actions to be taken for transforming existing
business models into a more circular one. Table 1 below presents an overview of this step, and the
results are presented in the Section 2. This step identified the body of knowledge needed to obtain the
answers for the research questions in the next steps.
Table 1. Categorization of the literature devoted to the circular economy.
CBM Research Domains Authors
Definitions EMF Vol. 1&2 [2,4]; Joustra et al. [16]; Mentink [11]; Scott [3]; Lovins et al. [17];Renswoude et al. [7]; Linder & Williander [18]; Ayres & Simonis [19]; Renner [20]
Components EMF Vol. 1. [4]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Boons and Lüdeke-Freund [21]; Laubscher andMarinelli [22]; EMF [23]; Mentink [11]; Govindan, Soleimani, & Kannan [24]
Taxonomies
Lacy et al. [25]; Bakker et al. [26]; Damen [27]; EMF Vol. 1. [4]; Lacy et al. [28];
WRAP [29]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Planing [5]; Jong et al. [14]; Tukker and Tischner [30];
Van Ostaeyen et al. [31]; El-Haggar [32]; Bakker et al. [33]; Ludeke-Freund [12]; Moser
and Jakl [34]; Mentink [11]; Scott [3]; Bautista-Lazo [35]; Tukker [36]; EMF [6]
Conceptual Models
Mentink [11]; Wirtz [9]; Osterwalder and Pigneur [8]; Barquet et al. [10];
Osterwalder et al. [37]; Ludeke-Freund [12]; Dewulf [13]; Stubbs & Cocklin [38];
Roome and Louche [39]; Gauthier and Gilomen [40]; Abdelkafi and Tauscher [41];
Jabłoński [42]; Upward and Jones [43]; Nilsson & Söderberg [44]
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Table 1. Cont.
CBM Research Domains Authors
Design Methods and Tools
Joustra et al. [16]; Jong et al. [14]; Scott [3]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Osterwalder and
Pigneur [8]; Mentink [11]; Barquet et al. [10]; Jabłoński [42]; Parlikad et al. [45];
El-Haggar [32]; Guinée [46]
Adoption Factors
Winter [47]; Planing [5]; Lacy et al. [28]; Joustra et al. [16]; Scott [3]; Parlikad et al. [45];
Mentink [11]; Laubscher and Marinelli [22]; EMF Vol. 1. [4]; Renswoude et al. [7];
Scheepens et al. [48]; EMF [6]; Jong et al. [14]; Beuren et al. [49]; Jabłoński [50];
Pearce [51]; Linder & Williander [18]; Parlikad, et al. [45]; Beuren et al. [49]; Jabłoński
(2015); Zairul et al. [52]; Roos [53]; Bechtel et al. [54]; UNEP [55]; Besch [56];
Heese et al. [57]; Walsh [58]; Firnkorn & Muller [59]; Shafiee & Stec [60]
Evaluation Models Winter [47]; Laubscher and Marinelli [22]; Mentink [11]; EMF [23]; Andersson &Stavileci [61]; Jasch [62]; Jasch [63]; Gale [64]
Change Methodologies Scott [3]; Roome & Louche [39]; Gauthier & Gilomen [40]
2.2. Categorization of the Initial Body of Literature According to the Components of Business Model Structure
The second step identified how the idea of circular economy can be applied to each component of
the business model. This approach was inspired by Barquet et al. [10], who used a similar one for the
characteristics of product-service systems (PSS). Business model structure was defined on the basis
of the business model canvas (BMC) developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [8]. BMC was chosen
due to the ease of its practical application, complexity of components, worldwide recognition, and
previous contributions to the development of circular business models [10–12]. However, a relatively
large proportion of the literature pointed out several ways of applying the principles of the circular
economy which exceeded the existing components of the business model. Table 2 below presents an
overview of this step, and the results are presented in Section 3.
Table 2. Example categorization of the literature devoted to the circular economy according to a
business model structure.
BM components Authors
Partners Scott [3]; Joustra et al. [16]; El-Haggar [32]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Sheu [65];Robinson et al. [66]; EMF Vol. 1. [4]
Key Activities
El-Haggar [32]; Scott [3]; WRAP [29]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Lacy et al. [28]; Rifkin [67];
Lacy et al. [25]; Joustra et al. [16]; EMF Vol. 3 [1]; Laubscher and Marinelli [22]; EMF
Vol. 1. [4]; EMF [23]; EMF [6]
Key Resources Planing [5]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Lacy et al. [28]; El-Haggar [32]; EMF [23];Freyermuth [68]; Scott [3]
Value Proposition and
Customer Segments
Jong et al. [14]; Planing [5]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Lacy et al. [28]; Parlikad et al. [45];
Bakker et al. [33]; El-Haggar [32]; Lacy et al. [25]; Scott [3]; EMF Vol. 1. [4]; Tukker and
Tischner [30]; Tukker [36]; Laubscher and Marinelli [22]; Bakker et al. [26]; EMF [6]
Customer Relations Renswoude et al. [7]; Recycling 2.0 [69]; Lacy et al. [25]
Channels EMF [6]; Recycling 2.0 [69]; EMF [23]
Cost Structure Laubscher and Marinelli [22]; Mentink [11]; Subramanian and Gunasekaran [70];Sivertsson and Tell [71]; Berning and Venter [72]; Barquet et al. [10]
Revenue Streams Van Ostaeyen et al. [31]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Tukker [36]
Additional Issues Related to
Circular Economy
Material loops: EMF Vol. 1&2 [2,4]; Mentink [11]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Lacy et al. [28];
WRAP [29]; EMF Vol. 3 [1]; Govindan et al. [24]; El-Haggar [32]; EMF [23];
Freyermuth [68]; Scott [3]; Lacy et al. [25]; Planing [5];
Adoption factors: Planing [5]; Scott [3]; El-Haggar [32]; Laubscher and Marinelli [22];
Lacy et al. [28]; Joustra et al. [16]; Jong et al. [14]; Renswoude et al. [7]; Barquet et al. [10];
Mentink [11]; Guinée [46]; EMF [23]; EMF [4]; EMF [6]; Parlikad et al. [45]; Stubbs &
Cocklin [38]; Skelton and Pattis [73]; Winter [47]
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2.3. Synthesis and Development of the Framework of Circular Business Model
Pursuing better answers to the research questions resulted in undertaking step 3. This step
synthesizes how the circular economy principles apply to each component of the business model, and
proposes the new components of the circular business model. These components pertain to the ways
in which the CE principles exceeded the popular business model framework. Additionally, advantages
and disadvantages of the new framework were outlined. These results are presented in the Section 4.
3. Research on Circular Business Models—The Review
3.1. Definitions
Although it is a contemporary movement, the circular economy is based on old ideas [74]; it is
thus reasonable to outline its specificity. This includes the definitions, the origins of the movement,
and its main principles. CE was probably first defined and conceptualized in the Ellen MacArthur
Foundations report, as “an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative by intention and
design” [4]. This means pursuing and creating the opportunities for a shift from an “end-of-life”
concept to Cradle-to-Cradle™, from using unrenewable energy towards using renewable, from using
toxic chemicals to their elimination, from much waste to eliminating waste through the superior design
of materials, products, systems, and also business models [4]. The circular economy becomes a new
vision of the treatment of resources, energy, value creation and entrepreneurship [16].
Linder and Williander [18] define a circular business model as “a business model in which the
conceptual logic for value creation is based on utilizing the economic value retained in products after use in the
production of new offerings” (p. 2). Mentink [11] defines CE as “an economic system with closed material
loops,” and a circular business model as “the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and captures
value with and within closed material loops” (p. 35). He argues that circular business models do not
necessarily aim to balance ecological, social and ecological needs, in contrast to business models,
although at the same time they can serve sustainability goals [11]. However, another approach is
also supported in the literature. Most recently, Scott [3] provided a useful conceptualization of CE
in relation to sustainability. He argues for understanding the circular economy as “a concept used to
describe a zero-waste industrial economy that profits from two types of material inputs: (1) biological materials
are those that can be reintroduced back into the biosphere in a restorative manner without harm or waste (i.e:
they breakdown naturally); and, (2) technical materials, which can be continuously re-used without harm or
waste” (p. 6). In turn, he defines sustainability as the capacity to continue into the long term and, at the
same time, as a mechanism that enables the circular economy to work [3].
The general concept underlying the circular economy has been developed by many schools of
thought, such as Regenerative Design, Performance Economy, Cradle to Cradle, Industrial Ecology,
Biomimicry, Blue Economy, Permaculture, Natural Capitalism, Industrial Metabolism and Industrial
Symbiosis [2,4,17,19,20]. Those schools of thought are complementary to each other and provided the
foundation for the main principles of this new approach to economy [2,4,7,16]:
(1) Design out waste/Design for reuse
(2) Build resilience through diversity
(3) Rely on energy from renewable sources
(4) Think in systems
(5) Waste is food/Think in cascades/Share values (symbiosis)
This variety of concepts supports Scott’s [3] approach to the relation between sustainability and
circular economy.
3.2. Components
The fundamental constructs and constituent elements of circular business models can be derived
from the main principles of the circular economy. In the literature, such components are understood and
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defined variously, for instance: the ReSOLVE (regenerate, share, optimize, loop, virtualize, exchange)
framework [4,23], ways of circular value creation [7], normative requirements for business models [21],
and areas for integration [22].
There are six business actions to implement the principles of the circular economy and
which represent major circular business opportunities depicted by the ReSOLVE framework [23].
Regenerate signifies the shift to renewable energy and materials. It is related to returning recovered
biological resources to the biosphere. Thus it aims to reclaim, retain, and regenerate the health of
ecosystems. Share actions aim at maximizing utilization of products by sharing them among users.
It may be realized through peer-to-peer sharing of private products or public sharing of a pool of
products. Sharing means also reusing products as long as they are technically acceptable to use
(e.g., second-hand), and prolonging their life through maintenance, repair, and design-enhancing
durability. Optimise actions are focused on increasing the performance/efficiency of a product and
removing waste in the production process and in the supply chain. They may also be related to
leveraging big data, automation, remote sensing, and steering. What is important is that optimization
does not require changing the product or the technology. Loop actions aim at keeping components
and materials in closed loops. The higher priority is given to inner loops. Virtualize actions assume to
deliver particular utility virtually instead of materially. Exchange actions are focused on replacing old
materials with advanced non-renewable materials and/or with applying new technologies (e.g., 3D
printing). It may also be related to choosing new products and services [23].
Renswoude et al. [7] identify similar ways of circular value creation, pertaining to the short cycle,
where products and services are maintained, repaired and adjusted, to the long cycle which extends
the lifetime of existing products and processes, to cascades based on creating new combinations
of resources and material components and purchasing upcycled waste streams, to pure circles in
which resources and materials are 100% reused, to dematerialized services offered instead of physical
products and to production on demand.
Other studies identified four normative requirements for business models for sustainable
innovation, grounded in wider concepts such as sustainable development [21]. The first is a value
proposition reflecting the balance of economic, ecological and social needs. The second is a supply
chain engaging suppliers into sustainable supply chain management (materials cycles). The third is a
customer interface, motivating customers to take responsibility for their consumption. The fourth is a
financial model, mainly reflecting an appropriate distribution of economic costs and benefits among
actors involved in the business model [21]. Boons and Lüdeke-Freund [21] (p. 13) also noticed that
comparable conceptual notions of sustainable business models did not exist.
Mentink [11] (p. 34) used a similar approach to the business model as Frankenberger et al. [75],
and outlined the changes of business model components needed for developing a more circular service
model, such as:
‚ value propositions (what?)—products should become fully reused or recycled, which requires
reverse logistics systems, or firms should turn towards product-service system (PSS) and sell
performance related to serviced products
‚ activities, processes, resources and capabilities (how?)—products have to be made in specific
processes, with recycled materials and specific resources, which may require not only specific
capabilities but also creating reverse logistics systems and maintaining relationships with other
companies and customers to assure closing of material loops
‚ revenue models (why?)—selling product-based services charged according to their use
‚ customers or customer interfaces (who?)—selling “circular” products or services may require prior
changes of customer habits or, if this is not possible, even changes of customers
Laubscher and Marinelli [22] identified six key areas for integration of the circular economy
principles with the business model:
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(1) Sales model—a shift from selling volumes of products towards selling services and retrieving
products after first life from customers
(2) Product design/material composition—the change concerns the way products are designed and
engineered to maximize high quality reuse of product, its components and materials
(3) IT/data management—in order to enable resource optimization a key competence is required,
which is the ability to keep track of products, components and material data
(4) Supply loops—turning towards the maximization of the recovery of own assets where profitable
and to maximization of the use of recycled materials/used components in order to gain additional
value from product, component and material flows
(5) Strategic sourcing for own operations—building trusted partnerships and long-term relationships
with suppliers and customers, including co-creation
(6) HR/incentives—a shift needs adequate culture adaptation and development of capabilities,
enhanced by training programs and rewards
One of the most important components of circular business models is the reversed supply-chain
logistics. A comprehensive review on this subject has been done by Govindan, Soleimani, and
Kannan [24].
3.3. Taxonomies
In the literature, there are several propositions of how to categorize business models. Most of
them are very similar and use the criterion of the source of value creation (e.g., [4,7,25]). Few authors
proposed other criteria, such as sources of value in a product-service systems [5,14,30], before-the-event
techniques of cleaner production [32], design strategies for product life extension [33], cycle of
product/component/material circulation in material loops [5], or mixed criteria [12]. However, the
typologies are somewhat overlapping, and the distinction criteria are sometimes blurred. An overview
of the circular business models, systematized according to the ReSOLVE framework, is presented in
Table 3.
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3.4. Conceptual Models
The relationships between constituent elements of a circular business model have been
conceptualized in the literature. Every business model is both linear and circular to some extent [7,11].
This is because every company optimizes its processes, virtualizes products or processes (using e-mails
instead of traditional letters) and/or uses some resources from material loops, and thus introduces
some principles of the circular economy, albeit not necessarily deliberately. Renswoude et al. [7] put it
differently—“100% circular business models do not exist (yet). Not creating any waste at all is difficult
to achieve for physical and practical reasons (p. 2)”. For this reason, the main conceptual frameworks
of business models apply to the circular economy. However, some frameworks of circular business
models have been developed for either type.
There are quite many conceptual frameworks of business models in general [75,77–82]. Thus,
a further systematization became a reasonable direction of research. And so, there are two more
comprehensive propositions, one by Wirtz [9], and one by Osterwalder and Pigneur [8]. Wirtz
(2011) [9] made a systematic overview of the business model concept, and proposed an integrated
business model consisting of nine partial models divided into three main components—strategic,
customer and market, value creation. The strategic component comprises three models regarding
the strategy (mission, strategic positions and development paths, value proposition), resources (core
competencies and assets), and network (business model networks and partners). The customer
and market components consist of customer model (customer relationships/target group, channel
configuration, customer touchpoint), market offer model (competitors, market structure, value
offering/products and services), and revenue model (revenue streams and revenue differentiation).
The value creation component encompasses production of goods and services (manufacturing model
and value generation), procurement model (resource acquisition and information), and financial model
(financing model, capital model and cost structure model).
A more recognized and applied framework of a business model distinguishes nine building
blocks [83], and is conceptualized as the business model canvas (BMC) [8]. The BMC consists of [8,10]:
(1) Customer segments that an organization serves
(2) Value propositions that seek to solve customers’ problems and satisfy their needs
(3) Channels which an organization uses to deliver, communicate and sell value propositions
(4) Customer relationships which an organization builds and maintains with each customer segment
(5) Revenue streams resulting from value propositions successfully offered to customers
(6) Key resources as the assets required to offer and deliver the aforementioned elements
(7) Key activities which are performed to offered and deliver the aforementioned elements
(8) Key partnerships being a network of suppliers and partners that support the business model
execution by providing some resources and performing some activities
(9) Cost structure comprising all the costs incurred when operating a business model
Most recently, value proposition design has been developed, and comprises of six building blocks,
which are a detailed description of the two BM canvas blocks—value propositions and customer
segments [37]. Value proposition is composed of the products and services offered to the customer, the
relievers of customers pains, and the creators of customer gains pertaining to the tasks and jobs he or
she needs to accomplish with the assistance of the offered product or service. Thus, on the customer’s
side are the jobs, pains and gains related to doing the jobs. The visualization of both canvases are
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Business Model Canvas and the Value Proposition Canvas. Source: Osterwalder and
Pigneur [8] and Osterwalder et al., (2014) [37]. Reproduced with permission from Strategyzer.com and
Strategyzer AG.
The BM canvas has been recognized and used for further conceptualizations of circular and
sustainable business models, such as Barquet et al. [10], Lüdeke-Freund [12], Dewulf [13], Mentink [11],
and Nilsson and Söderberg [44]. Barquet et al. [10] used the BM canvas for identification and
classification of the product service systems’ characteristics according to a business model structure.
Moreover, the authors used it as design tool for a circular business model [10]. Lüdeke-Freund [12]
applied the business model canvas (BMC) developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [8] to the context
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of eco-innovation. In Lüdeke-Freund’s framework, the canvas is a central component, but linked
with others, both preceding and subsequent. The infrastructure management (partners, resources,
activities) is highly impacted by the development of marketable eco-innovations, barriers of sustainable
development, and marketing eco-innovations. Thus, contextual factors are important enablers for a
business model to operate in practice. On the other hand, eco-innovations create an extended customer
value (a mix of customer public value, customer equity and customer value). Dewulf [13] developed
an extended business model canvas with two additional components—societal costs and societal
benefits. Mentink [11] developed a business cycle canvas, which applies the concept of business cycle
to the business model framework. This proposition is focused on the circulation of materials in a
closed loops, and thus is more useful to analyze if the company’s network will support material loops.
Nilsson and Söderberg [44] developed a business model canvas adjusted for the urban mining segment
and evaluated the business model element differences between the traditional C and D and urban
mining industry.
Some other conceptual frameworks exist in the literature related to sustainability. For instance,
Stubbs and Cocklin [38] developed a case study-based conceptualization of a sustainability business
model, consisting of two types of attributes—structural and cultural ones. Each type has its economic,
environmental, social, and holistic characteristics. Structural attributes are depicted by:
‚ Economic characteristics, such as external bodies expecting triple bottom line performance,
lobbying for changes to taxation system and legislation to support sustainability, keeping
capital local
‚ Environmental characteristics, such as a threefold strategy (offsets, sustainable, restorative),
closed-loop systems, implementation of services model, operating in industrial ecosystems and
stakeholder networks
‚ Social characteristics, such as understanding stakeholder’s needs and expectations, educating and
consulting stakeholders
Holistic characteristics, such as cooperation and collaboration; triple bottom line approach to
performance; implementing demand-driven model; adapting organization to sustainability.
Cultural attributes are depicted by:
‚ Economic characteristics, such as considering profit as a means to do something more
(“higher purpose”), not as an end, which is also a reason for shareholders to invest
‚ Environmental characteristics, such as treating nature as a stakeholder
‚ Social characteristics, such as balancing stakeholders’ expectations, sharing resources among
stakeholders, and building relationships
‚ Holistic characteristics, such as focusing on medium to long-term effects, and on
reducing consumption
Most recent contributions to conceptual models concern the dynamics between components of
the business model. For instance, Roome and Louche [39] developed process model of business model
change for sustainability, which explains how new business models for sustainability are fashioned
through the interactions between individuals and groups inside and outside companies. Gauthier and
Gilomen [40] analyzed transformations of the elements of sustainable business model and identified a
typology of such changes (see Subsection 3.8 in this paper). Abdelkafi and Täuscher [41] developed a
system dynamics-based representation of business models for sustainability. Not only has the dynamic
of internal business model components been researched, but also the dynamics in relation to the
business model environment. One of the key issues in this regard pertains to networks. Jabłoński [42]
outlined the process of transition from an idea to the operationalization of the business model by
searching for business model components from the network. However, the static approach is also
being investigated. For example, Upward and Jones [43] developed the strongly sustainable business
model ontology. Another approach proposed by Bautista-Lazo and Short [84] conceptualized an All
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Seeing Eye of Business model, which addresses the types of waste and their potential as a profit or
loss generator.
3.5. Design Methods and Tools
There are several design methods and tools for the business model in the literature. Some of them
focus on enhancing the design process [3,7,8,10], and others are used in particular situations and for
particular business models [32,42,46].
Joustra et al. [16] and Jong et al. [14] identified five steps to support for small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) to enter the circular economy. The first two steps comprise reading about the
CE, and learning about the readiness of the company, partners and stakeholders in the supply chain
for CE. The next two steps suggest evaluating redesign opportunities that might bring the products
into a more circular business model, and to understand the service that a company could potentially
deliver and how the model needs to be redesigned to enable this. The last step tests whether the value
delivered is the value that customers expect and will pay for.
Scott [3] proposed the 7-P model as a starting point toward understanding and applying the
mechanism of the circular economy in a business. This model takes the practitioner’s approach and
describes seven main components, which can be divided into three steps. The first is to learn and
understand the fundamentals of the circular economy, and what the change will concern, and decide
on establishing sustainability as an objective (prepare). The next step is to organize and implement the
mechanisms of the circular economy related to the process, preservation, people, place, product, and
production. The last step is to enable and support implementation of CE, mainly through building
teams and managing change (People).
Renswoude et al. [7] developed the business model scan, a methodology to enhance a transition
of the company into a more circular form. It consists of six process stages about which many
questions are asked. Those questions are related to value proposition, design, supply, manufacturing,
use, and next life. Osterwalder and Pigneur [8] proposed five stages of business model design
process, encompassing mobilize, understand, design, implement, and manage. This methodology
is supported by the business model canvas (described in Section 3.4). BMC has been applied to
research and design circular business models [10,11]. Jablonski [42] distinguished eleven stages
of the design and operationalization of the company’s technological business model embedded in
the network. Parlikad et al. [45] identified the information requirements for end-of-life decision
making and established a possible set of characteristics of a lifecycle information system to support
management. They also reviewed existing product lifecycle information systems and divided them into
two categories. Design/disassembly data-sharing systems encompass: Inverse Manufacturing Product
Recycling Information System (IMPRIS), Recycling Passport, Products Lifecycle Management System
(PLMS), Integrated Recycling Data Management System (ReDaMa). Lifecycle information monitoring
systems comprises of: Information System for Product Recovery (ISPR), Life Cycle Data Acquisition
System (LCDA), Green Port [45]. Cleaner production audits are undertaken to identify opportunities
for cleaner production. The methodology for the cleaner production opportunity assessment has
been outlined by El-Haggar [32] (p. 29), and consists of many activities related to and focused on
the following: team, pre-audit, surrounding environment, operations and processes, inputs and
outputs, wasteful processes, material and energy balance, opportunities, priorities, implementation,
assessment, process sustainability, sustainable development. Another important method is life cycle
assessment [85] which is explained as “a tool for the analysis of the environmental burden of products at all
stages in their life cycle—from the extraction of resources, through the production of materials, product parts and
the product itself, and the use of the product to the management after it is discarded, either by reuse, recycling or
final disposal (in effect, therefore, ‘from the cradle to the grave’)” [46] (pp. 5–6). Scott [3] (p. 81) also suggests
that environmental audits, such as compliance audit, waste audit, waste disposal audit, water audit,
can be used. Mentink [11] discussed a few other methods and tools, such as: New Framework on
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Circular Design, Practical Guide for PSS Development, Circular Economy Toolkit, Play it Forward, 4-I
Framework, and Sustainable Business Model Canvas.
3.6. Adoption Factors
Factors affecting CBM adoption are mostly related to general factors [5,47], human
resources [3,16,28], political system and legislation [3,6], IT and data management [3,45], and business
risks [11]. There are also crucial socioeconomic implications, justifying the efforts towards CE [4,7,22],
and other enablers such as leadership, collaboration, motivation through the concept itself, and
customer behavior [53].
General factors encompass conditions which need to be fulfilled to secure profitability of closed
circles. Winter [47] (p. 16) points out five of them: sufficiently valuable materials/products, control
of product or material chain, ease of reuse, remanufacture or recycle materials/products, predictable
demand for future products, keeping materials/products concentrated and uncontaminated.
Planing [5], however, argued that customer irrationality, conflict of interest within companies,
misaligned profit-share along the supply chain, and geographic dispersion could be the reasons
for rejecting circular business models. Scheepens et al. [48] argue that transition to CE is impacted by
different factors on several levels: societal, regulatory, services and infrastructure, and product and
technology. Sivertsson and Tell [71] identified barriers to business model innovation in the agricultural
context for each of the nine building blocks of the business model canvas (by Osterwalder and
Pigneur [8]). Pearce identified six kinds of customers whose needs may be satisfied by the companies
offering remanufactured products. These types comprise the customers who (1) need to retain a specific
product because it has a technically defined role in their current processes; (2) want to avoid the need
to re-specify, re-approve or re-certify a product; (3) make low utilization of new equipment; (4) wish
to continue using a product which has been discontinued by the original manufacturer; (5) want
to extend the service lives of used products, whether discontinued or not; and (6) are interested in
environmentally friendly products [51]. Linder and Williander [18] outlined challenges regarding
remanufacturing, such as: considerable expertise and knowledge of the product; efficient product
retrieval; suitable types of products; risk of cannibalization if the new, longer-lasting products reduce
sales of the previous products; fashion changes; a financial risk for the producer if the offer is to be
rented; increased operational risk; lack of supporting law, policy and regulations; and compatibility
with the business models of partners.
Regarding the role of human resources in a company shift towards the circular economy, various
suggestions have been made. On the basis of successful waste elimination schemes, Scott [3] formulated
general recommendations for creating teams related to team members and team size, volunteers, goals,
motivation, maintaining links with organization, organizing team meetings, positive thinking, and
leadership. Lacy et al. [28] (p. 18) identified five capabilities of successful circular leaders (business
planning and strategy, innovation and product development, in sourcing and manufacturing, sales
and marketing, reverse logistics and return chains). Other researchers also emphasized the role of
leadership, mostly pertaining to the appreciation of the new strategic direction, understanding its
benefits and risks, and the ability to establish a common understanding in the business [53,54].
Joustra et al. [16] (p. 11) identified eight elementary skills for any circular economy project
team, such as: entrepreneurial and developing, craftsmanship aimed at product/services, systems
thinking and capability of identifying causal loops, future oriented and out-of-the-box, celebrating
diversity, addressing insecurities, designing circular systems, products and services, and being
creative, innovative and connected. Laubscher and Marinelli [22] give some insights from the practice
and emphasized the role of adequate culture adaptation and development of capabilities in a BM
transformation towards CE. This can be obtained through dedicated training programs, performance
and rewards schemes, personal targets and bonuses for sales managers.
Others argue that policymakers at all government levels (municipal, regional, national, and
supranational) play an important role in the circular economy [3,6]. There are two broad and
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complementary policymaking strategies to accelerate the circular economy: fixing market and
regulatory failures, and stimulating market activity by, for example, setting targets, changing public
procurement policy, creating collaboration platforms and providing financial or technical support to
businesses [6].
Parlikad, et al. [45] and Scott [3] (p. 79) argue that IT and data management systems are essential
for the circular economy, because they allow to keep track of products, components and material data.
This strongly supports effective reverse logistics systems, material loops (also cross-industry) and
reuse of components.
Some business risks of service models (or PSS) have also been identified in the literature. They
are related to the fact that (a) owning a product is preferred if the user is emotionally attached to the
product or the product has an important intangible value, impacting, for instance, the owner’s social
status; (b) result or function-oriented services need a good explanation and description, which may
increase transaction costs; (c) the service provider must predict and control the risks, uncertainties and
responsibilities related to selling a result-oriented service [11,14,16]. Moreover, validating a circular
business model always has a higher business risk than validating a corresponding traditional, linear
business model [18].
Regarding the impact of the circular economy, there are three main winners: economies, companies
and user/consumers [3,4,7,55]. CE advantages for economies are related to e.g., the impact on
economic growth, material cost savings, mitigation of price volatility and supply risks, significant
job growth in services, employment market resilience [4,49]. Laubscher and Marinelli [22] point that
companies can gain financial and reputational value. Others argue that CE will give the companies
new profit possibilities, increase competitive advantage and build resilience against several strategic
challenges [4,56,57]. Detailed advantages could concern: innovation and competitive advantage,
additional revenue streams, long-term contracts, customer loyalty and feedback, multiple benefits
of internal resource management, and beneficial partnerships throughout the value chain [7,58–60].
Customer and user benefits mainly comprise of increased choice at lower cost; however, there are also
some social benefits, like a contribution against climate change [4,52].
Importantly, adaptation factors change in time and those changes also impact the evolution of
business models [50].
3.7. Evaluation Models
The criteria for assessing the feasibility, viability, and profitability of circular business models
must be adjusted to the micro, meso and macro-level of implementation [47]. On the micro-level
Laubscher and Marinelli [22] argue for measuring the reduced ecological footprint, direct financial
value through recovery of materials and assets, and top line growth through new business models.
A more extended set of key performance indicators could encompass a percentage of: revenues from
repairs, reused parts, refurbished products, recycled material used product value after period X,
revenue from second-hand products, times of reuse of resource, technical lifetime value of by-products,
by-products used, separability of resources, toxic materials used, and products leased [11]. Anderson
and Stavileci [61] proposed several criteria for evaluation of the business model’s validity for the
circular economy, such as: turnover possibility, margins, capital intensiveness, implementation time,
dependence on supplier, possible usage of recycled materials, usage of unsustainable materials, benefits
from additive manufacturing, percentage of lifecycle, product oriented, and service oriented. There
are also some guidelines for accounting the costs of material flow (MFCA) [62–64].
On the macro-level, there are several measurements for three CE principles [23]. Measurements
concerning the principles of preservation and enhancing natural capital by controlling finite stocks
and balancing renewable resource flow, comprise degradation-adjusted net value add (NVA) as a
primary metric, and annual monetary benefit of ecosystem services, annual degradation, and overall
remaining stock as secondary metrics. Measurements for the principle of optimization of resource
yields by circulating products, components and materials in use at the highest utility at all times in
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both technical and biological cycles, encompass as a primary metric GDP-generated per unit of net
virgin finite material input, and product utilization, product depreciation/lifetime, and material value
retention or value of virgin materials as secondary metrics. Measurements for the principle of fostering
system effectiveness by revealing and designing out negative externalities, consist of cost of land, air,
water, and noise pollution, as a primary metric, and toxic substances in food systems, climate change,
congestion, and health impacts as secondary metrics [23].
3.8. Change Methodologies
Scott [3] (pp. 103–109) argues that basic change management theories, like the Force Field Theory,
Three-Stage Approach to Change Behavior, sources of staff resistance to change, can be successfully
applied to manage the transition from a linear business model towards a circular one. However,
other studies provide theories more specific to CE. For example, the model of the process of changing
business model for sustainability explains how new business models for sustainability are fashioned
through the interactions between individuals and groups inside and outside companies [39]. Gauthier
and Gilomen [40] identified a typology of business model transformations toward sustainability:
(1) Business model as usual—if there are no transformations to business model elements
(2) Business model adjustment—if marginal modifications to one element of BMs occur
(3) Business model innovation—if major BM transformations were implemented
(4) Business model redesign—if a complete rethinking of organizations’ BM elements results in
radically new value propositions
4. Circular Economy and the Components of Business Model
4.1. Value Propositions Fitting Customer Segments (Value Proposition Design)
The core component of the circular business model is the value proposition. Circular value
proposition offers a product, product-related service or a pure service [14]. This offer must allow
the user/consumer to do what is needed, reduce inconveniences which the consumer/user would
experience, and provide additional benefits [37].
Circular products, although ownership-based [5], have several specific features related to the CE
principles. Circular products enable product-life extension through maintenance, repair, refurbishment,
redistribution, upgrading and reselling [5,7,28,33,45]. They are designed to enhance reusing, recycling,
and cascading. This requires a modular design and choosing materials that allow cascading, reusing,
remanufacturing, recycling, or safe disposal. Thus, such products are 100% ready to circulate in the
closed material loops. Moreover, product design should allow using less raw material or energy or to
minimize emissions [3,25,32]. Circular products can be also dematerialized and offered not as physical
but as virtual products [4,7].
In a product-service system a company offers access to the product but retains its ownership.
It is an alternative to the traditional model of “buy and own”. This is a way of reducing customer
pains, creating gains, and getting the jobs done through offering product-oriented services or advice,
use-oriented services including product leasing, renting, pooling, and pay-per-service unit, or
result-oriented services, comprising outsourcing and functional result [14,25,28,30,36]. Some examples
comprise: Philips pay-per light [22] or GreenWheels’ shared car use, hours of thrust in a Rolls-Royce,
or “Power-by-the-Hour” jet engines [26].
Circular value propositions related to services may concern shifting their traditional form to a
virtual one (e.g., virtual travel) [4,6,7].
Collaborative consumption related to product sharing/renting or product pooling can bring cost
savings, services tailored for customer needs, and additional benefits. For instance, BlaBlaCar offers
not only cheap transportation possibilities and route connections unavailable by public transport, but
also social gains (see blablacar.com). Some other sharing-based value propositions concern sharing
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residence, parking, appliances/tools sharing, office, and flexible seating, which may require some
specially developed platforms [4,7,28].
Usually there are some incentives offered to the users/consumers [76]: for example, buy-back
programs like Vodafone—New Every Year/Red Hot [1]. In this case, incentives are a source of value
for the customer (part of value proposition), and products, components or materials collected back
contain a value retrieved by the company.
The value proposition must be appropriate for particular customer segments, for specific types of
customers [51].
4.2. Channels
One of the strongest shifts towards a circular business model regarding channels is virtualization.
This means that an organization can sell a virtualized value proposition and deliver it virtually (selling
digital products, like music in mp3 format) and/or sell value propositions via virtual channels (online
shops selling material products) [6]. Another possibility is to communicate virtually with the customer
(e.g., using web advertisements, e-mails, websites, social media, video conferences) [23,69].
4.3. Customer Relationships
Building and maintaining relationships with customers can underlie the main principle of the
circular economy—eliminating waste—twofold. Those two options encompass producing on order,
and engaging customers to vote for which product to make [7]. Additionally, a switch to recycling 2.0
may enhance social-marketing strategies and leverage relationships with community partners [25,69].
4.4. Revenue Streams
Revenue streams are essentially the ways in which a company makes money. There are several
circular propositions, mainly associated with the product-service systems [7,31]. The first is an
input-based PSS, like pay per product or pay per service. The second is availability-based PSS,
encompassing a subscription-based rental where, against a low, periodic fee, consumers can use
a product or service; or a progressive purchase, where customers periodically pay small amounts
before the purchase. The third is usage-based PSS like pay per use, which is a one-time payment to
use a product or service. The fourth one is performance-based, like performance-based contracting.
However, several performance-based PSSes are possible, like solution-oriented (e.g., selling a promised
level of heat transfer efficiency instead of selling radiators), effect-oriented (e.g., selling a promised
temperature level in a building instead of selling radiators), and demand-fulfilment oriented (e.g.,
selling a promised level of thermal comfort for building occupants instead of selling radiators) [31].
Two traditional options of revenue streams concern selling pure products or pure services [36]. Revenue
streams depend on the value proposition.
Moreover, revenue streams may be related to retrieved value, generated from products,
components and/or raw materials collected back. For example product components, when collected
back, are resold after they were restored to “as-new” quality, or remanufactured, or used to create a
new product if they carry a high value [5,25]. Despite how low or high the value, it must be sufficient
to make the material loops economically reasonable. Retrieved value may also be related to energy
captured from waste disposal [4].
4.5. Key Resources
The assets required to create, offer and deliver value propositions via chosen channels, to build
and maintain relationships and to receive revenue flows, correspond with the principles guiding the
circular economy in two major ways. One is focused on input choices and the second on regenerating
and restoring the natural capital.
The input choices are related to changing input materials and products. This can be done through
so-called circular sourcing, which applies the principle of using only products or materials obtained
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from closed material loops along four circular flows [5,7,28]. Another way to achieve this is direct
substitution of resources with better-performing materials, which are “less harmful to the environment,
more feasible to use and have the same or better technical requirements” [32] (p. 27). Next option is
direct virtualization of materials, as for instance through digitalization [23,68].
Natural capital regeneration and restoring concerns using energy from renewable sources, land
restoration or reclamation, saving water, operating in more efficient buildings, and choosing sustainable
production locations like eco-parks [3].
4.6. Key Activities
The key activities which directly or indirectly lead to creating, offering and delivering the
value propositions, may apply the CE principles in several ways. Some are oriented on increasing
performance, product design, technology exchange, and the other on remanufacturing, recycling or
even lobbying.
Increasing performance can be obtained through good housekeeping, better process control,
equipment modification and technology changes, sharing and virtualization. Good housekeeping
and process control involve not only optimization of the process by elimination of any fault that
would result in unnecessary losses, like spills, leakage, overheating etc., but also effective and efficient
planning and regulating of the process to ensure optimal conditions such as temperature, pH, pressure,
water level, time, etc. [32]. This requires, for instance, continuous monitoring and management,
a regular preventive maintenance program, raising staff environmental awareness, and incentive
mechanisms, and is supported by lean thinking and lean management [3,32]. Recently, another way of
increasing performance has been introduced—the “bring your own device” model [76]. It assumes
that users bring their own devices in order to get the access to services, and thus the quantity of
products required to meet market need is being reduced. An example is Citrix where employees are
paid for bringing their own computers into the company to use on the company’s network for work
and home [76]. Equipment modification and technology changes improve the production process
or replace one with another, and in turn increase efficient utilization of raw materials, water, energy,
reduce emissions and eliminatestoxic materials from production [32]. A good example is using 3D
printing to produce what is needed [7]. Increasing performance may be related also with sharing and
virtualizing office space through flexible seating, desk-sharing, office hoteling, tele-working, audio
and video conferences, the “internet of things”, big data and machine learning [23,28,67].
Appropriate product design enables using less raw material or energy, to reduce emissions
and toxic materials, prolonging product life, eliminating waste before resource-life extension, and
to circulate the product, components and materials in a 100% closed material loop, according to the
Cradle-to-Cradle concept [1,3,16,25,32].
Moreover, sometimes lobbying for the changes of legislation and political incentives to accelerate
the circular economy is necessary [3,4,6,7,22]. When a company is directly engaged in lobbying, then it
becomes the key activity. Otherwise lobbying depends on third-party entities and is considered as an
adaptation factor.
4.7. Key Partnerships
Cooperative networks allow businesses to receive advantages from supplies, and support a
company in research, product design, marketing, office support, supply routes, financial functions,
production processes, and management [3,16]. Thus, collaboration enhances obtaining key resources
and performing key activities. For instance, off-site recycling is done by other parties that recycle
the industrial wastes at the post-consumer stage or recycle the specific wastes, which then are sold
to other industries [32]. Collaborative production, based on the cooperation in the production value
chain, allows the materials to circulate in a so-called closed material loop [7]. Sheu [65] argues that
collaborative relationships play an important role in the green supply chains. Robinson et al. [66]
showed that business models for solar-powered charging stations to develop infrastructure for electric
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vehicles may need a strong engagement of public organizations as collaborating partners. Considering
the value chain and supply chain, the more circular partners in those chains, the more circular the
economy. The “butterfly diagram” developed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation shows the key role
of manufactures and recycling companies [4]. Without collaboration, achieving circularity is hardly
possible [53,54]. However, regarding cooperation types, different strategies support different business
models [86].
4.8. Cost Structure
The reviewed literature provided no good examples on how the cost structure can enhance
implementation of CE principles. However, whenever a company decides to change the cost structure
it might require further organizational changes, such as for materials, energy consumption, staff
behavior etc., and in turn elicit more circular changes to the business model. This process could start
with the analysis of the cost structure. In this regard, cost structure-related criteria can help to evaluate
efficiency of optimization policies [11,22]. Cost structure is usually mentioned when the implications
and potential benefits of CE are described. It may pertain to cost savings related to PSS or reverse
material flow [62–64,70], production costs in agriculture [71], costs of product development [72], or
investments [10].
4.9. The Need for Additional Components of a Business Model Related to the Circular Economy
The literature review conducted allowed the identification of how the principles of the circular
economy can be applied to the nine components of the business model [8]. An overview according to
the ReSOLVE framework is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. How the circular economy principles apply to the components of business model.
BM Components Regenerate Share Optimize Loop Virtualize Exchange
Partners X X
Activities X X X X
Resources X X X X
Value proposition and
Customer segments X X X
Customer relations
Channels X
Cost structure X X X X




Adoption factors X X X X X X
Note: X indicates that the circular economy principles apply to the particular component of business model.
It supports the conclusion that especially two areas related to CE should be introduced to the
business model framework in order to enhance designing more circular business models. These are
the take-back system [4,7,24,28] and the adoption factors [5].
5. Conceptualizing the Framework of the Circular Business Model Canvas
5.1. Key Areas of Redesigning a Business Model Framework
The conducted study revealed two additional components of the business model framework in
order to develop a circular business model framework. This section continues to build on the concept
of the business model canvas [8], and describes the novelties and, as a result, proposes a circular
business model canvas.
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5.2. Take-Back System
Material loops are the core idea of the circular economy [2,4,11]. This idea assumes that
products, their components and/or materials can be cascaded (in case of biological nutrients), and
reused/redistributed, remanufactured/refurbished, or recycled (in case of technical nutrients), which
requires prior collecting back from the consumer and reverse logistics [4,7,24,28]. The principles of the
Circular Economy applied to reverse logistics are related to take-back management, incentivized return
and reuse, and collection of used products. For example I:CO is an H&M partner which collects used
clothes, and Vodafone introduced the buy-back program New Every Year/Red Hot [1,76]. According
to the direction of material flow in a supply chain, both forward and reverse are possible [24], but
reversed logistics may require different partners, channels and customer relations, and thus a new
component can be distinguished in order to differentiate the specificity of forward and reverse logistics.
5.3. Adoption Factors
Due to the various reasons for rejecting circular business models [5], a company must anticipate
and counteract them. There are internal and external factors affecting adaptation of a business model
to the circular economy principles.
Internal factors concern organizational capabilities to shift towards the circular economy business
model. Such capabilities require intangible resources, like team motivation and organizational culture,
knowledge and transition procedures. These components are based on developing human resources
and team building, and the application of change management instruments [3,16,22,28,32,53], on using
business models’ design methods and tools [3,7,8,10,11,14,16,46], and evaluation models [11,22,23].
External factors comprise technological, political, sociocultural, and economic issues [53].
Technological issues pertain to the possibilities to use adequate IT and data management technologies
to support material tracking [3,22,45] and other specific technologies e.g., recycling [53,54], monitoring
legislation and political incentives [3,6,53], and if necessary lobbying for them [38,73]. There are crucial
socioeconomic benefits justifying the efforts of lobbying for the changes of legislation and political
incentives to accelerate CE [3,4,6,7,22]. Another two groups of factors concern sociocultural issues, like
customer habits and public opinion, and economic forces like predictable demand for future products
or previous difficulties of business entities in adoption of CE principles [11,14,16,47,53,54]. Although
the list of various factors is much wider and open-ended, Roos [53] identified a list of questions
supporting practitioners in adopting circularity into business models.
5.4. The Framework of the Circular Business Model Canvas
The circular business model canvas is extended and adjusted to the circular economy version of
the business model canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [8] and others [37]. It has eleven
components; however, one component encompasses three sub-components. Those building blocks
allow the designing of a business model according to the principles of circular economy, and consists of:
(1) Value propositions—offered by circular products enabling product-life extension, product-service
system, virtualized services, and/or collaborative consumption. Moreover, this component
comprises the incentives and benefits offered to the customers for bringing back used products
(2) Customer segments—directly linked with value proposition component. Value proposition
design depicts the fit between value proposition and customer segments
(3) Channels—possibly virtualized through selling virtualized value proposition and delivering it
also virtually, selling non-virtualized value propositions via virtual channels, and communicating
with customers virtually
(4) Customer relationships—underlying production on order and/or what customers decide, and
social-marketing strategies and relationships with community partners when recycling 2.0
is implemented
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(5) Revenue streams—relying on the value propositions and comprising payments for a circular
product or service, or payments for delivered availability, usage, or performance related to the
product-based service offered. Revenues may also pertain to the value of resources retrieved from
material loops
(6) Key resources—choosing suppliers offering better-performing materials, virtualization of
materials, resources allowing to regenerate and restore natural capital, and/or the resources
obtained from customers or third parties meant to circulate in material loops (preferably closed)
(7) Key activities—focused on increasing performance through good housekeeping, better process
control, equipment modification and technology changes, sharing and virtualization, and on
improving the design of the product, to make it ready for material loops and becoming more
eco-friendly. Key activities might also comprise lobbying
(8) Key partnerships—based on choosing and cooperating with partners, along the value chain and
supply chain, which support the circular economy
(9) Cost structure—reflecting financial changes made in other components of CBM, including the
value of incentives for customers. Special evaluation criteria and accounting principles must be
applied to this component
(10) Take-Back system—the design of the take-back management system including channels and
customer relations related to this system
(11) Adoption factors—transition towards circular business model must be supported by various
organizational capabilities and external factors
Figure 3 below presents an overview of the circular business model canvas.
Figure 3. A framework of the circular business model canvas. Source: adapted from Osterwalder and
Pigneur [8].
5.5. The Triple Fit Challenge as the Enabler of the Transition Towards a Circular Business Model
The general assumption of the business model design is that all its building blocks fit each
other [8]. However, the value proposition design [37] implies that some fits are more important than
others, and should be considered as the key success factors for a business model. In this regard there
are three main challenges to overcome in order to enable the transition from a linear to a circular
business model.
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The first fit is between the value proposition, including the take-back system, and customer
segments [37,51]. The second fit is between the cost structure and revenue streams. Simply the costs
and revenues must be balanced, and the business model should indicate possibilities for profits [56,84].
This also pertains to other cycles of selling products (e.g., reused, recycled) [18,87]. The third fit is
between the changes a company implements towards more circular business model and adaptation
factors which can hinder this process (e.g., [3,6,11,16,22,50,53,56,57]).
Figure 4. The challenge of triple fit.
5.6. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Circular Business Model Canvas
The business model canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [8] can been used to design
circular business models because every business model is to some extent linear and circular at the
same time. This framework supports the process of designing a business model, but does not indicate
how the principles of the circular economy or the business actions implementing CE are related to
particular components of the business model. In turn, the ReSOLVE framework shows how the
principles of the circular economy are translated into business actions implementing CE, but not
in relation to business model components and design process. The circular business model canvas
(CMBC) combines these two elements. There are some examples combining sustainability principles
and business model components [88], albeit on a very general level and more useful for explanatory
purposes than for supporting practitioners in designing business models. Hence, CBMC has some
advantages as compared to the original canvas or the archetypes of sustainable business models.
Firstly, CMBC points out the ways of applying circularity to each component of the business
model. As a result, it provides the entrepreneur with a selection of possibilities to be applied to one,
several or all of the business model components. This supports different speeds of change—radical
and incremental. Secondly, CMBC comprises and emphasizes additional components which are crucial
to CE—take-back systems and adoption factors. Thirdly, CMBC indicates the three main challenges
in the transition from a linear to circular business model, which the original canvas does not include.
Fourthly, it combines the original components of the canvas with CE principles in one framework,
which as a practical tool is easier and more user friendly than the triple-layered business model canvas
(TLBMC) aimed to support the creation of sustainable business models [89].
There are also some disadvantages of CBMC. Due to its focus on CE principles, it is less useful
in designing linear business models. Moreover, the new framework is also more complex, and thus
more difficult to apply than the original one. Besides, this is a conceptualization, so its real usability in
designing processes has yet to be empirically verified.
6. Future Research
This study was based on the literature review which implies two major limitations. First,
it comprises mainly the literature related to the circular economy. Because there is some
disagreement in the literature surrounding the questions whether and how circular economy and
sustainability are linked and overlapping concepts [3,11], the wider literature on sustainable business
models [21,41,90,91] was considered here to a lesser extent. Moreover, there is a substantial body of
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literature related to each school of thought underlying the circular economy, especially industrial
ecology, industrial symbiosis, industrial metabolism, and cleaner production. Each and within each of
them there is enough research to conduct comprehensive review studies. Govindan, Soleimani, and
Kannan’s [24] study is a good example of such a review. This literature was also considered here to
a lesser extent, due to intentional focus on circular economy, and inclusion of those concepts in the
literature on circular economy. The second limitation of this study pertains to the lack of empirical
evidence; further research could therefore focus on empirical verification of the applicability of the
proposed framework of the circular business model, in various business settings, especially of the
new components like retrieved value proposition which requires empirical verification and further
cognition. A detailed empirical investigation of the value proposition design in the context of the
circular economy would be very interesting and promising. Does value proposition design need to
be adjusted to the circular economy? What are the customer’s pains and gains related to the circular
economy and how could a fit with value proposition be achieved? In this regard, the newest book by
Osterwalder et al. [37] provides a good starting point to consider. Another direction could explore
how the three fits (in the triple fit challenge) are interrelated. Some critical success factors for circular
business models could be derived from such research. A heavily underexplored area is related to
applying circularity to business models of public sector organizations and also non-governmental
organizations. One of many possible routes of investigation is how the public sector and NGOs may
benefit from partnerships with business [66,92].
7. Conclusions
There are two very vital areas of managerial practice which have recently garnered a great deal of
research interest: business models and the circular economy. This study focuses on both of them, and
investigates circular business models. Not many studies have been conducted on this specific topic.
Most of the studies focused on a particular type of circular business model, its specificity and context.
Those models are related to various schools of thought underlying the concept of the circular economy,
and they appear in the literature pertaining to sustainability, industrial ecology, cleaner production,
and a closed-loop economy with different names. However, most of them can be reflected by the
ReSOLVE framework developed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. The literature also indicated
numerous adoption factors, design and managerial tools, and evaluation models needed for circular
business models to operate.
Regarding the design of circular business models, existing literature identified various circular
business models, few business activities pertaining to the circular economy and some guidelines how
to adapt existing business model to the circular economy. Yet, those studies were mostly case-based,
and provided specific business models, but with limitations in their transferability. Although existing
frameworks of business models can be used to apply the principles of the circular economy, hardly
any study identified how the CE principles can be applied to each component of the business model
framework. Hence, there is a need for a comprehensive conceptual framework for the circular business
model to support practitioners in the transition of their businesses towards circular economy.
This paper addresses the issue of designing a circular business model from the perspective of
every company. It identifies how the principles of the circular economy apply to a popular business
model framework, and supplements this framework with additional components relevant to the
circular economy. In turn, the circular business model canvas has been developed on the basis of
the business model canvas. The CBMC consists of eleven building blocks, encompassing not only
traditional components with minor modifications, but also material loops and adaptation factors.
The triple fit challenge to implement a circular business model has been identified as a success factor.
The provided framework should assist practitioners in designing circular business models; however,
it requires further examination due to limitations of this study.
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The conceptual framework of the circular business model proposed in this paper contributes to
the discussion on implementation of the circular economy, and supports practitioners with a tool to
accelerate the transition from linearity to circularity on a micro-level.
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